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LETTERS
An Astonishing Cloud

The remarkable sky display shown in

the photograph above represents what is

known as a roll cloud, we are informed

by Harry Wexler, Chief of the Scientific

Services Division of the U. S. Weather

Bureau. It was photographed just north

of Independence, California, by [Bob **

BishopJ Mr. Wexler explains that waves

and vortices are formed in the air stream

flowing over the Sierra Nevada Moun-

tains much as ripples and eddies are

formed in a shallow stream flowing over

a rocky bed. What is called the Sierra

Wave produced this one.

Clouds are often formed in the up-

ward moving portions of the waves. Oc-

casionally, as shown in this photograph,

streamers of cloud are drawn out of the

parent body by eddies of smaller scale

to form many fantastic shapes. These

cloud streamers usually evaporate into

LETTERS *Bo'> Sy^oA s
'

*f

the surrounding drier air in a matter of

minutes, and the formation is very un-

stable.

Cloud formations of this type, but not

always so spectacular, are common to all

mountain regions but are particularly

well developed in the region shown here.

The altitude record for sailplane flight,

44,000 feet, was established near Inde-

pendence, California, by virtue of the

up-drafts associated with the same type

of phenomenon that led to this cloud

formation.

One tor All
Sms:

Have you considered the hard case of

the honeybee? While other stinging in-

sects can sting and live to go on stinging,

the honeybee's first effort in this direction

costs it its life. Has any theory been

advanced in explanation of this seem-

ingly unfair discrimination in the insect

world? What condition in the evolution

of the honeybee can have brought about

the addition of barbs to its stinger, which

cause the stinger to be torn out of the

bee's body? Do they serve, or have they

ever served, any good purpose in the life

of the insect?

Charles W. Carter, M.D.

Brookfield Center, Conn.

The following remarks are offered by

Herbert F. Schwarz of the American

Museum's Department of Insects and

Spiders:

Dr. Carter's perplexity is understand-

able and challenging. Throughout living

organisms, self-preservation is deeply im-

planted in the individual as a funda-

mental urge. Yet in the case of the honey-

bee, nature has circumvented the impulse

to survive by craftily equipping the

worker of this insect with a defensive

device that, if used against vertebrate

enemies, results (almost always) in the

death of the worker herself.

The seeming anomaly loses some of its

baffling character, however, if we think

of the honeybee not as an organism in-

dependent of the colony but as a sub-

ordinate unit of a larger and interdepen-

Continucd on page 46
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THE COVER THIS MONTH

The Indian girl on this month's cover be-

longs to the Cuna tribe, otherwise known

as the San Bias Indians of Panama. She

has recently been initiated into womanhood

in a ceremony that required her to be con-

tinually showered with sea water for four

days, except at night. The ceremony is

described in an illustrated article begin-

ning on page 8 of this issue.

The home of these Indians is off the

northeast coast of Panama in the San Bias

or Mulatas Archipelago, which comprises

some 332 islands. The San Bias Indians

belong to the now almost vanished Carib

stock. Reports of White Indians among

these people have arisen from cases of pro-

nounced hereditary albinism.

These Indians have been in contact with

Europeans since the sixteenth century, but

they have clung to their traditional ways

despite increasing pressure from without.

Most of the men of the tribe work at one

time or another in Panama, but they prefer

to keep their own culture and language.

The color transparency from which the

cover was reproduced was taken by Kurt

Severin.
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Edwin Way Teale's Nature Anthology • Astronomy

Francesca La Monte: Marine Game Fishes • Tibet

GREEN TREASURY

by Edwin Way Teale

Dodd, Mead and Co., $5.00, 615 pp.

HPHIS is an anthology, a collection of

* passages dealing with nature selected

from the works of 87 authors. The sub-

title describes it as a journey through

the world's great nature writing. Mr.

Teale has provided an introduction and

supplied comments throughout the text,

which are very helpful in interpreting

the particular author being read.

The subject matter is arranged under

broad headings, which cover fundamental

aspects of nature such as "The Waters,"

"The Land," "The Life of the Earth:

Plants," and so forth. A period of 22

centuries is covered from the time of

the earliest passage to that of the latest,

which is taken from contemporary publi-

cations.

The editor of any anthology can al-

ways expect readers who may wonder

at the reasoning back of some of the

selections. Green Treasury conforms to

the pattern of all good anthologies in

that it contains a great deal of writing

upon which well-informed opinion will

be unanimous, namely, that the samples

constitute the finest writing on nature

known to modern man. The list of au-

thors represented include the obvious

and others not so widely recognized as

classical writers of natural history. There

is one significant distinction noted be-

tween the two patterns of writing se-

lected by Teale that has puzzled this

reviewer somewhat.

Most of the authors write from per-

sonal observation, their product is fac-

tual. Certain of the selections are from

novelists or historians who may or may
not be describing actual personal obser-

vations. Two schools of thought exist,

one deals with nature as it was, the

other with nature as it may have been.

There is a touching significance in the

fact that the partially blind historian

Prescott never saw Peru; his impressions

of Rain Forests (page 116) rested upon

the descriptions of others.

Inspection of the index of authors gives

an interesting light on Teale's selection.

Eight selections are from W. H. Hudson,

seven from John Burroughs, six from

Thomas Hardy, one from Alexander Von
Humboldt, and so forth.

Harold E. Anthony

Marine game fishes
of the world
. _ by Francesca LaMonte

Doubleday & Co., $3.50, 190 pp.,

147 illus. (80 in color)

\T /HERE can Bonefish be caught and

when do they bite? How do you

fish for Black Marlin? What are the ac-

commodations for game fishing in the

Seychelles? How can you tell a Fluke

from a Flounder? Is a Barracouta the

same as a Barracuda? The answers to

these questions, and to hundreds more

like them, are to be found in this book.

Year after year fishermen have cried

for a handbook covering the game fishes

of the seven seas, but up to now no one

has had the knowledge or courage to

tackle the job. As Secretary of the Inter-

national Game Fish Association, Fran-

cesca LaMonte has had unique oppor-

tunities to gather and correlate data on

fishing methods and conditions all over

the world. To this she has added her own
personal experiences, gained on extensive

travel, and a thorough knowledge of the

intricacies and pitfalls of fish identifica-

tion. For Miss LaMonte is a professional

ichthyologist, Associate Curator of Fishes

at the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, and the acknowledged expert on

the taxonomy of Marlins and their allies.

Following the plan and format so suc-

cessfully used in the author's earlier

handbook, North American Game Fishes.

THE PRAIRIE TREK

EXPEDITION FOR BOYS
TO AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Exploring and collecting in mountains and

canyons by young naturalists, journalists,

and photographers. Staff known in school,

camp, and museum circles. 25th summer.

Prospectus available.

HILLIS L. HOWIE
THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL

900 Lay Road, St. Louis 24, Missouri

this volume treats in synoptic fashion

nearly 250 different marine game fishes.

Under each are included sections on com-

mon names, geographical distribution,

distinguishing characters and colors, size,

habits, food, angling methods, and com-
mercial importance, if any. Of great help

in identification are the numerous, well-

executed illustrations. A special section

is devoted to a world-wide geographical

resume of angling conditions and the

availability of guides, boats, and gear

for anglers. A table of the I.G.F.A.

record catches is given. Rarely has so

much information ever been made availa-

ble in so compact yet completely acces-

sible a form.

James W. Atz

•ECRET TIBET

bv Fosco Maraini

Viking Press, $6.50, 306 pp., 60 illus.

T N his attempt to tell the true secret

of Tibet, Fosco Maraini, the author,

has been eminently successful, for the

people about whom he writes are pri-

marily irresponsible, full-blooded human
beings, and secondarily Tibetans. Each
one in turn: sage, mystic, fop, oppor-

tunist, stately matron, waggish host or

high-bom flirt comes alive on page after

page. Ever}' bit of dialogue and even'

word picture rings true. He has caught

the real feel of the land, and his lines

are haunted by the echoes of authentic

speech. I found myself answering and

commenting with Tibetan phrase and

quip as I read.

The writer makes no claim, either

explicitly or implicitly, to profundity, but

he is carefully accurate with a nice dis-

cernment of both inner and outer truth.

With a fine sense of proportion he

touches on almost every aspect of Tibetan

life. Even when he discusses matters

wherein his experience was quite scanty,

such as details of nomad life and char-

acter, what he does tell is authentically

Tibetan.

The most distinctive characteristic of

the book is the flawless sense of pro-

portion that governed its making. Though
he senses them all, this traveler never

lets smoke, dirt, and smell shut him

away from beauty, nobility, or wisdom—
both earthy and philosophic. Nor, on the

other hand, does he accept idealized pre-

conceptions for reality. Those avid for

the telling of tall tales will be disap-
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pointed, but this is better than a tall

tale.

In the first chapters of the book, with

both wisdom and candor, the writer lets

us see the known and the half-known

through his eyes and humor, and we
have a basis on which to evaluate cor-

rectly his later picture of Tibet and its

people. The illustrations too, give more
of the spirit, beauty, and haunting

strangeness of towers, temples, or a

Tibetan face against the great snow
mountains than anything I have seen

since some of Nicholas Roerich's paint-

ings.

Robert B. Ekvall

H ANDBOOK OF TURTLES

The Turtles of the United States,

Canada, and Baja California

-----by Archie Carr

Comstock Publishing Associates,

Cornell University Press, $7.50

557 pp., 82 photographic plates

and 37 line drawings

pvR. ARCHIE CARR of the University
*-J of Florida has spent a goodly part

of his life studying turtles, mostly in their

native habitats. Carr's quest for knowl-

edge of these shelled reptiles has brought

him many rich and varied experiences, as

well as an intimate knowledge of turtles,

and has eminently qualified him for the

writing of this book. The Handbook of

Turtles is the highly commendable result

of these studies. It is a pleasant blend of

scientific information on turtle lore and

entertainingly written accounts of per-

sonal anecdotes with turtles.

Like its predecessors in the series of

excellent handbooks put out by the Com-
stock Publishing Associates, the Hand-
book of Turtles includes "keys" for iden-

tification, descriptions, life history ac-

counts, and photographs of each of the

forms that inhabit the region under con-

sideration. In addition, there are general

sections on the biological functions of

turtles as a group, their place in folklore,

and their economic importance. A full

bibliography is given at the end of the

book for those desiring further source ma-

"Greatest Alaskan Brown

Bear" 16-mm color movies,

spectacular wildlife, "finest"

glacier discharge pictures.

NEIL DOUGLAS
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terial. For ease in locating references to

a particular geographical region, the more

important publications are listed for each

state and province in the area considered.

There are 79 species and subspecies of

turtles occurring within the geographical

limits covered by the book. This is ap-

proximately one-third of the estimated

number of turtles living in the world

today. A number of changes in both

scientific and common names will be

found in the book. Most of these changes

result from an increased use of the tri-

nomial designation for forms previously

treated as species, but a few name shifts

have occurred. A revised system of no-

menclature is introduced here to replace

the confusingly similar terminology used

for the bones and the outer horny plates

of the turtle shell. This proposal has con-

siderable merit and should prove valu-

able in affording increased clarity.

It seems inevitable in a book of this

scope that some errors or inaccuracies

should be present. Happily they are very

few in number and minor in importance.

The Handbook of Turtles fills a large gap

in the recently published accounts of our

American reptiles. It is certain to be wel-

comed warmly by both amateur turtle

enthusiasts and professional herpetolo-

gists.

James A. Oliver

Sportsman's country

----- by Donald Culross Peattie

Houghton Mifflin Co., $3.00

180 pp., 12 illus.

HP HIS series of twelve essays describes

•* types of country of particular inter-

est to sportsmen. Each article is identi-

fied with an animal dear to sportsmen.

"Sportsman" has a broad application in

this book and includes the gun-carrying

hunter and the rod-bearing fisherman, the

naturalist, nature lover and person of

no particular ulterior motive beyond an

appreciation of wide-open spaces. The
author is a naturalist; he does not kill the

creatures he observes but has no quarrel

with the law-abiding hunter or fisherman.

Peattie enjoys watching animals at home,

and this book stresses the principles of

ecology.

Let no one be disturbed by fancied

involvement in the term ecology. The

text has a simple, often lyrical style, and

the reader is entertained. He meets the

bobwhite, for example, in an introduction,

HOW TO GET YOUR
BOOK PUBLISHED

Do you hate a book-length manuscript you wanl pub-

lished? I*earn about our unusual plan when-hy your booh

cao be published, promoted and distributed on a pro-

fessional basis. We consider all types of work—Action.

non-Action, poetry, religious and scholarly bonks, etc.

For more information, write fnr booklet NH It's free.

Vantage Press, Inc., 120 W. 31 St., N. Y. 1

In Calif. : 6356 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28.

which includes its different names in vari-

ous regions and its preferred haunts. Then

the reader is ready to saunter over good

"Bobwhite Country." On this walk he

learns of the various calls made by bob-

white, its signature call, alarm call, rally,

and numerous facts of life history. The

bird harmonizes well with its environ-

ment. If the reader is an old friend of

bobwhite, he can relive in Peattie's text

the tang of an autumn morning, the ex-

hilerating expectation of a covy rise, and

the ever surprising explosion when the

covy erupts in full flight. The cool drink

from the clear spring, the crisp apples

from the abandoned orchard, even the

burrs brought back clinging to the trou-

sers are inseparable memories.

No matter where the reader has lived,

some one or more of these classified areas

will fall within his experience if he has

enjoyed the out-of-doors. This book is

recommended to one who wishes to meet

intimately for the first time the principal

star in each act. For the person who has

already met the star, the book will be

the nostalgic reagent to set off countless

pleasant memories.

Harold E. Anthony

Pictorial astronomy

.-.-... by Dinsmore Alter and

Clarence H. Cleminshaw

Thomas Y. Crowell, $4.50

298 pp., 64 illus.

ALTER and Cleminshaw, in Pictorial

** Astronomy, capitalize on the beauty

of the skies by carrying the visual appeal

into their book. It is a pleasant and re-

warding experience merely to thumb

through the pages and glance at this care-

fully selected array of astronomical pho-

tography at its best.

Yet this is far more than a picture book.

Astronomy is here removed from the

mathematical cobwebs and presented in

a popular fashion in which no authen-

ticity or reliability is lost. Every discussion

is carried through logically and com-

pletely. The descriptive material on the

earth's motions is especially good, re-

flecting patience and understanding ani-

mated by years of planetarium experience.

This is a book for everyone. The nov-
Contiriucd on page 48
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< A YOUNG WOMAN who
went through the rites a few

years before seems to find

more pleasure in the prospect

of this fiesta than she experi-

enced when it was her big day

*" The chiefs and lesser citizens of the tribe held

council for two days over the author's request to

photograph the ceremony. All the men of the settle-

ment were invited to participate in this important

decision. Their favorable vote was probably due in

large measure to dental services the author and his

wife helped to get for the natives through the offices

of a visiting Danish dentist who accompanied them
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comes of age
I

^

Unprecedented portrayal of the puberty ceremony

performed by the aloof Cunas of Panama

MANY journeys in out-of-the-

way parts of Central and

South America convince me that it

would be hard to find any so-called

primitive people so close to civiliza-

tion and yet so reluctant to accept

it as the Cunas, or San Bias Indians

as they are called.

You can reach them in one hour

by air from Panama City. They are

close to one of the greatest techni-

cal wonders of our times—the Pa-

nama Canal, and practically all the

men of this tribe work in Panama
or the Canal Zone at one time or

another in their youth. Yet they re-

fuse to take many of the advantages

(if we can call them that) of civili-

zation. They intend to keep their

own language and prefer their own
way of life, despite the inevitable

influences that contact with civili-

zation has brought. They dislike

outsiders on their islands and allow

white residents on only about three

of them. One of these is the Gover-

nor's seat, and the other two have

> As soon as a father an-

nounces that his daughter is

about to come of age, prepara-

tions begin. The girl is spe-

cially adorned. Note how this

string of beads forms a design

when wound around her ankle



A A PRIMITIVE but very ingenious ma-

chine is used for the extraction of sugar

from which to make chicha, the fer-

mented beverage that is drunk during

the ceremony. The girl on the end of

the pole jumps up and down, balancing

herself with the stick, while the women
feed the twisted sugar cane through

the press

^ A "bucket-brigade" of girls carries

water to the hut-within-a-hut for the

purification of the maiden—a dominant

feature of the ceremony. Note the al-

bino with blond hair, a frequent sight

among these Indians

settlements of Catholic and Protes-

tant missionaries.

To stay on any of the other is-

lands overnight or any length of

time is not only against the Cuna

rules but is actually a dangerous un-

dertaking. To participate in, or take

photographs of, some of the cere-

monies is taboo. I had long wanted

A While water is poured over the girl, others must keep out of the

hut, but they may peek through the walls

Various persons who claimed to

have special knowledge of the Cu-

nas tried to discourage me from

attempting this. They said it would

be dangerous, impossible. Differ-

ences in their accounts of the rites

themselves made me doubt some of

their stories. All of these "experts"

had one thing in common: none of

them could show a single photo-

graph of the ceremony. I now doubt

whether any of them had seen the

whole thing.

I had been on the San Bias Islands

on several occasions. The last time

was shortly before World War II,

when I made a study of the high

frequency of albinism among these

Indians, which I hope helped to

give the truth behind the fanciful

stories of the "white Indians" of

San Bias.

The islands had meanwhile seen

an influx of American Army and

Navy personnel and even tourists,

and daily plane service had been

established between Panama City

to secure pictures of a celebration

that is among the most difficult to

photograph—the puberty ceremony

of the Cunas. It is considered their

most important and elaborate fiesta,

and except for four photographs

reproduced in D. B. Stout's scien-

tific monograph, I know of no

other pictures of this ceremony.
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< For from four to six days

water is poured over the girl con-

tinuously, except during the night.

She never leaves the little cubicle

made of leaves inside the seclusion-

hut within her father's house

3 !



* Here one of the two men chosen

to get the genipa fruit for painting

the girl is receiving special treat-

ment with a ceremonial cigar al-

most a foot long. One man places

the lighted end in his mouth and
blows in such a manner that the

smoke passes over the other

A The genipa-fruit team comes back
from the mainland with material for

coloring the girl's body. The boy carries

an incense burner. A gun is fired from
the mainland to announce the return of

the two, because no one is allowed to

follow them. If someone does, the girl's

future babies may have moles

R

and a number of places. But when

I returned to the islands recently,

I found no change in the Cuna's

attitude toward the outside world.

To stay on any of the "permissi-

ble" islands, it is almost essential to

have some sort of official contact,

and the Panamanian Governor of

the San Bias Indians had kindly

offered his headquarters on Por-

venir as a base. However, with

elections close, this might prove a

bad spot from which to get the

confidence of the Indians. I could

also have availed myself of an in-

vitation from the priests at Nar-

gana to come to their islands.

But I felt that within the neighbor-

hood of their teaching, my effort to

secure an unchanged native cere-

mony would be hindered. I thought

then of my old friends from years

before, but heaven only knew where

they were at this time, possibly scat-

tered. So I finally decided to fly to

Ailigandi, where Alcibiades Ingle-

sias, a full-blooded Cuna, headed a

school and non-Catholic mission.

Alcibiades is a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Dubuque in Iowa and is

married to an American woman.
According to what I had heard, he

was a friendly and helpful man.

Perhaps he would be the one to

establish contact for me with the

natives.

I found him quite helpful and

friendly but only to a certain point.

His position as part of the "Big

World" is not quite clear. It seems

to me that his school and missionary

work are far more tolerated than

welcomed.

I took along two "live assets": my

wife and a Danish dentist. Both

were instrumental in making friends

with the Cunas during the days of

waiting. Mrs. Severin had proved

on many earlier occasions that the

presence of the explorer's wife will

create confidence and eliminate the

fear of sexual complications that

may be created by the visit of a

white man alone. In fact, much of

my picture work with natives in

earlier years was obtainable only

with the help of Mrs. Severin, who
has a way of getting along with

everyone, even without knowing the

language. The dentist had been
waiting between boats at Panama
and was glad to take part. He and
my wife pulled teeth for two days

with only essential tools and medic-

aments at hand. It helped greatly

to create a friendly atmosphere.
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A Before the mother ex-

tracts the genipa-fruit juice

for the painting of the body,

she looks at the seeds. Their

arrangement is sometimes

used for divining the girl's

past conduct and telling her m
fortune

Mr. Inglesias introduced me to

the local Chiefs and the local Con-

gress, and I waited for hours and

hours while heavy disputes over my
request were carried on. Of course,

I did not understand a word of it,

but their glances made it plain that

I was the center of the discussion.

Finally Mr. Inglesias explained

that the Cunas wanted to know
what I really was after and why I

wanted the pictures. I stated that

I had come to make a report of their

greatest fiesta, which had been dis-

torted by occasional travelers.

Their reasoning in the end was
quite surprising. All they wanted
to know was whether I intended to

sell my pictures as postal cards in

Panama. If I was simply to report

the true series of events, and if I

was ready to contribute to the funds

for the big chicha—the important

alcoholic part of the ceremony—they
would not be too concerned.

After I had assured the council

that I would not sell any postal

cards in Panama and that I was

willing to carry out my plan under

their terms, I was given permission

and told to wait for the next girl to

reach puberty.

After a few days of waiting, we
were told that all was ready and the

party began. The pictures show

what happened. The great difficulty

was to keep up with the events,

which followed so fast that I could

scarcely find out what was going on.

Without my wife's help and Ingle-

sias' interpretation, I would have

had to give up. Incidentally, Ingle-

sias is very much opposed to the

ceremony, because as the prophet



A Shortly before the cutting of her hair, the girl listens to instructions

from one of the elders. In a few minutes her hair will be bobbed and she

will be considered grown up and ready for marriage

of progress, he feels it is his job to

bring his landsmen away from this

conglomeration of taboos, supersti-

tion, and primitive behavior.

This ceremony, as I sav, is the

most important fiesta for the Cunas,

and it emphasizes the superior es-

teem in which these people hold a

woman. A girl among the Cunas is

always an asset. She represents an

important working factor in the

house, and by marrying she also

brings a husband into her family.

thus increasing the clan by a new
member and provider. The birth of

a girl baby is a joyful event, and

her attainment of maturity, with

marriage presumably in the offing,

calls for their biggest celebration.

First, the father announces to the

council that his daughter is coming

of age. A conk horn blows the news

all over town, and the men gather

to take orders for the arrangement

of the fiesta. Groups are formed in

the council house for the carrying

out of certain tasks.

There is, for instance, the build-

ing of the hut within the hut of the

girl's father. It is made of palm

leaves brought from the mainland.

Within this, another cubicle is built

just about the size to seat the girl.

Another group arranges for the

making of special big cigars. These

have a ceremonial purpose. They

are used for blowing smoke in a

certain fashion over the men who
go to the mainland to procure the

pigment material for coloring the

girl, the so-called genipa-seekers. It

comes from the lemon-like fruit of

the genipa tree, which is mashed

into a bluish-black juice.

However, the center of activities

is the double seclusion hut within

the father's house. Here sits our

little girl awaiting purification and

preparation for her future task as a

wife and a mother. Her ordeal is

not an easy one. For from four

to six days, water is continuously

poured over her, except during the

night, when the poor shivering child

is placed in blankets to fight the

inevitable cold. A gang of girls is

busv all day long bringing the water

from the ocean to the house, where

it is poured into a canoe that is in-

side the outer house. Two girls at

a time do the job of splashing the

water over the victim.

It is at the end of the fourth day,

if that is judged to be enough, that

the genipa-fruit boys go out to

gather the fruit. The paint is pre-

pared, and the now adequately

"cleansed" girl is painted quite a

few shades darker than her clans-

people. Her skin is now of a bluish-

black color.

As the final act, her hair is cut

short by her mother. With this act,

she accepts the appearance and

obligations of a young woman and

must behave like one from then on.

She is no longer a child who will

play in the streets of the island. She

is eligible for marriage and will

soon make the choice of a husband.

However, the father actually has the

final word in this matter, and it all

boils down to a family contract.

The great drinking bout will be

in progress during the last day and

may go on longer. In our case this

made the picture-taking more and

more unpleasant and difficult. The
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-*> Her LOCKS are trimmed, in the final important act of the ceremony,

signifying her attainment of maturity

situation was complicated by the

fact that the puberty rites over-

lapped a little-known annual event:

the "San Bias Revolution Day." This

commemorates the anniversary of

the uprising of 1923, which was in-

stigated by an American, Richard

Oglesby Marsh. A couple of hun-

dred Panamanian citizens were

massacred on this occasion by the

Cunas, who fought for their threat-

ened independence; and an Ameri-

can warship had to intervene.

Marsh, who was also responsible for

the legend of the white Indians of

San Bias, was forced to go back to

the United States.

This celebration included a pan-

tomimic rehash of the historic

events by all the old warriors and
chiefs. It was staged on the big

ceremonial ground, and our girl,

now "confirmed" and able to take

part in public affairs, served as one

of the maidens of honor.

Mr. Marsh is still considered a

national hero among the natives of

Ailigandi, where some of the battles

took place. He appeared on the

scene, impersonated by one of the

fairly numerous albinos that can be

seen among these people—certainly

an unusual method of dispensing

with make-up.

As the two interwoven fiestas

reached the "boiling point," picture-

taking became impossible. The al-

cohol drowned most of the agree-

ments we had made with the Cunas

in more sober moments, and a haz-

ardous situation developed. The
Indians became abusive—even the

wives, who remained sober but had

a hard time getting their husbands

A Now SHE is allowed a harmless flirta-

tion with a boy of her own marriageable

age

T\Wi

A SAN BLAS INDIAN GIRL COMES OF AGE

A Shortly thereafter, the boy takes

her home to ask her father to let him
marry her. The father has the last say in

this matter, and if the boy is accepted,

an agreement resembling a business con-

tract will develop

home in one piece. Everybody

began to take it out on us, blam-

ing our presence for the "extra

work," and it became clear that it

was high time to leave—with our

cameras and films still intact.

is
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Your dainty pets can become

the bane of the outdoor waters

By Charles L. Cadieux

A One of the "overgrown" goldfish being displayed by Dale Henegar,
Manager of the Fisheries Division of the North Dakota Game and Fish

Department

MANY amateur goldfish fan-

ciers have been disappointed

bv the way their pets have grown
when placed in an outdoor pool for

the summer. The diminutive orna-

mentals are members of the carp

family, reduced in size by selective

breeding. If they are given un-

limited food and room to expand,

thev get back some of the size that

selective breeding has taken away
from them.

Amor Dam, favorite fishing spot

of the dry Badlands of southwest-

ern North Dakota, was the scene

of a large-scale example of this

process.

A local merchant, disgusted with

the slow sale of his bargain gold-

fish, dumped the whole lot into

Amor reservoir. Nothing was heard

of them for several years. Then re-

ports began coming in of giant

goldfish showing up in the shallows.

The take of bass and crappies in

the lake became smaller each vear.

Fishermen blamed it on the in-

16

creased turbidity of the water. Thev
were right. The goldfish is a bottom

feeder. He takes in small bites of

the bottom ooze, strains the food

particles out, and then expels the

silt with a puff of water. He works

the entire lake bottom like an

aquatic vacuum cleaner, steadilv

adding to the amount of suspended

solids in the water.

In their fourth vear, the goldfish

had increased in numbers to the

point where thev had muddied the

waters enough to halt reproduction

of all other species. There are three

possible reasons for this: (1) The
goldfish ate the eggs or voting fish.

( 2 ) thev covered the eggs with silt,

preventing a hatch, or ( 3 ) the lack

of light in the muddy waters in-

hibited spawning.

The effect of decreased sunlight

on fish reproduction has never been

ascertained. However, considerable

credence is lent to the third altern-

ative by the fact that many gold-

fish were found to have retained

their eggs as late as September.

This egg retention caused bloating.

Some specimens had bellies dis-

tended so badly that the scales

stood out at right angles to the

body.

North Dakota Game and Fish

Department test crews found that

the goldfish had attained an aver-

age size of ten inches, with individ-

uals weighing as much as a pound
and a half. Besides the goldfish,

seiners recovered large-mouth black

bass, black crappies, bullheads, and
a few common suckers. There were
no young fish of anv species! Sedi-

mentation tests showed that the

dissolved solids in Amor ran as

high as 440 parts per million. Truly,

this water was almost too thick to

pour and too thin to plow!

As game-fish production was at

a standstill, the Fisheries Division

decided to remove all fish life and
then restock. More serious even
than the value of the reservoir to

the fisherman was the danger of
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-*• The goldfish halted reproduction among all other fish.

They even retained their own eggs as late as September, pos-

sibly as a result of muddiness and scarcity of sunlight. Some
had their bellies so distended that the scales stood out at right

angles

> Within about four years, the goldfish in the

reservoir had attained an average size of ten inches

and weighed as much as a pound and a half

spreading the goldfish throughout

the entire drainage of the Missouri

River, into which these waters

eventually flow.

After careful mapping and sound-

ing to determine dosage, the res-

ervoir was treated with Fish-Tox,

a commercial preparation with ro-

tenone as one of its ingredients.

Killing action is accomplished by

chemical constriction of the capil-

laries supplying the gill filaments.

Suffocation results. It affects no

other forms of life but is final for

gill-breathers.

Although the tests had estab-

lished the fact that there was a

large population of goldfish, no one

was prepared for the sight that met

their eyes. In their dying throes,

thousands of the fish came to the

surface, flurried wildly for a few

seconds, and then sank back into

the chocolate-colored water. At

times the entire surface of the lake

seemed to be on fire.

Almost every possible color com-

GIANT GOLDFISH

A The decline of all other fish in the dam necessitated elimination of the

giant goldfish. Poison brought thousands to the surface, and at times the

water seemed to be on fire

bination was present, ranging from

violent brick-orange to pale saffron.

Some fish had lost most of their

color and were a pearly, almost

translucent white.

Test cages, holding all different

species of fish, were suspended at

different levels. Checking of these

cages showed that all fish life had

been killed. Twenty days later, all

toxicity had disappeared. The

muddy waters had cleared and de-

sirable species of fish could again

be introduced.
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nature's footprints
in the snow

Some pointers on how to piece together the silent dramas

of the woodlands to which the snow alone is witness

* The winter hiker, trailing the cunning red fox early in the morn-
ing may never draw close enough to spy the animal. But if he not only
sees but observes, as Sherlock Holmes urged Dr. Watson to do, his

search will bring him into close communion with the animal world.
He will know, for instance, that this fox was "loping," not walking,
because its trail shows paired imprints rather than equally spaced ones

By Hugh Wilmar

VANISHED creatures that

strolled through the world 100

million years ago can be visualized

today, thanks to the bones and

tracks left in sand or mud and

"turned to stone." These imperish-

able tracks ranging from tiny insect

trails to enormous runways of ani-

mals weighing 30 tons, are con-

stantly being discovered throughout

the world. Nature's files also in-

clude the footprints and fingerprints

of humans who died 4000 and more

years before Scotland Yard.

The study of the tracks left by

more or less mysterious animals

millions of years ago is a fascinat-

ing but difficult job even for spe-

cially trained scientists. Not less

fascinating but much easier is the

study of tracks made by the crea-

tures we have today. In fact, a great

deal of our existing knowledge
about wary and nocturnal animals

has been obtained from nature's

"fingerprints" left in mud, sand, or

snow.

On the glistening virgin snow,

each animal writes an autobiogra-

phy during its nightly rounds.

Printed in characteristic patterns,

often beautiful in their simplicity,

the winding strings of fragile im-

prints tell tales of a continuous

struggle for life and love. Were it

not for these records in the snow,

we might imagine that the wild
winterwoods were quite desolate.

This open snow-book not only pro-

vides an animal inventory but
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' j^.A Signs of an otter at play. The otter is one of the most playful

') 'animals of our wilderness. It will often take time out to slide down a

,r.>steep slope, preferably into the water, and repeat the performance
'>'. 'over and over for as long as an hour. This otter slide was fifteen yards
' 1^'long. Although partly thawed out, three distinct furrows can be seen.

J.'In the middle is the tail drag. On either side are the marks left by the

m legs, which were bent backward on the outside

^

.# > Perhaps the most remarkable and effective method of travel

among all short-legged animals is shown here. This otter was
sliding in earnest, not for fun. The snow trail clearly shows
that, after making several jumps, the otter repeatedly bent its

legs backward and slid in a toboggan-like fashion, flat on its

belly and breast. Each time, it would slide as far as the smooth-
ness of the snow permitted, and it apparently prolonged the

de through muscular movements of the breast and belly. In

this way, the otter can travel faster than a man can run on
snowshoes, and it covers great distance on land during the

winter in search of open water. In the locality shown, the

animal continued its four jumps and a slide for over half a mile



< When the snow gets

deeper than two inches, the

mice have to travel beneath

it. Note how feeding tunnels

branch off in both directions!

from the main sub-snow high-

way. Such artistic patterns as

these might well be produced

by a single meadow mouse,

blindly nosing its way

-

through the snow

^ These are pheasant and

bobwhite tracks in a cat-

tail marsh, where the birds

find food and roosting

cover during the winter.

Apart from the obvious

difference in size, the

pheasant clearly registers a

hind toe and walks in a

straight and narrow line.

The quail, however, toes-in

and barely shows a hind

toe in the tracks



shows the mutual relationships be-

tween animals and the plant com-

munity on which they are depen-

dent.

Trying to understand this intri-

cate biotic community by studying

the tracks of nature's people of the

night is an engrossing sport. The
beginner will probably be con-

fused when he looks at a complex

tangle of tracks left on the fresh

snow; but upon closer examina-

tion, it is easy to group the differ-

ent track patterns into types. Even
when the individual imprints are

not clear-cut, it is possible to tell

the general kind of animal.

Since each species of animal has

a bodily make-up suited to its hab-

its and to the role it plays in the

community, its footpads and its

method of locomotion will likewise

be different. Thus, the animal

kingdom, can, in general, be bro-

ken down into "flatfoots," "toe-

walkers," and "toe-tip walkers."

Man himself belongs to the first

group, walking on the flat of his

feet, as do animals such as the

bear, beaver, racoon, and weasel.

The toe-walkers are animals like

the dogs, foxes, wolves, and cats.

The last group, the toe-tip walkers,

embrace all the large hoofed ani-

mals which, in the process of evo-

lution, have lost most of their toes

A

< This little stump stick-

ing out of the snow in a

wood clearing aroused the

curiosity of a fox squirrel

and a coyote. The latter

traveled from one stump to

the next and deposited a

few drops of urine on each

of them. The squirrel bare-

ly changed its course for a

short investigation

and developed these highly spe-

cialized feet.

When a four-footed animal

walks or strolls, it usually puts its

hind feet right into the imprints

left by the front feet. Often the

hind feet are somewhat larger, so

they overlap the front prints and

leave a simple zigzag pattern as

we two-legged creatures do. How-
ever, if these animals start run-

ning, they leave the same design

as the typical bounders such as

rabbits, squirrels, and various mice.

The hind legs often overhaul the

front legs, so that their imprints

are farther apart and placed in

front of the forefeet.

If the bounding animals are

types that live on the ground, such

as rabbits, the prints of the fore-

feet are diagonally behind the

hind feet. But if they are tree-

dwellers, like squirrels or racoons,

the front feet are usually paired to-

gether.

The body build of the animal is

also evident in the tracks. It goes

without saying that short-legged,

clumsy creatures such as skunks,

opossums, and shrews place their

NATURE S FOOTPRINTS IN THE SNOW



feet closer together and often have

to wade belly-deep through the

snow. Other animals like beavers,

rats, and some mice register a

characteristic tail-drag between

their footprints.

Although most animals can be

broadly classified by their general

track pattern, a clear picture of a

single imprint showing the toe

pads and nail or claw marks may

be necessary to narrow the iden-

tification down to the specific crea-

ture, and it is often impossible to

find that sort of print. It is usually

best seen in the mud on dirt roads

or along streams and creek bot-

toms. Otherwise it requires a light

snowfall on the ground or on a

frozen snow crust. A thaw is best,

when the snow is packing, but one

has to be on the trail before the

sunbeams erase the clear-cut evi-

dence.

The identification of the maker

of a track is a rewarding experi-

ence, but the true naturalist—ama-

teur or professional—finds his

greatest satisfaction in following,

like a Sherlock Holmes of the trail,

the motives and passions—the

hopes, fears, and achievements—

of the members of the animal king-

dom who wrote their life stories in

the snow.

As Ernest Thomson Seton put

it: "Never forget the trail; look

ever for the track in the snow; it

is the priceless, unimpeachable

record of the creature's life and

thought, in the oldest writing

known on the earth."

^ A SIMPLE PATTERN like this tells a dramatic story. Here a bird of prey swooped down on

a mouse. The mouse had pushed up from under the snow, as similar mouse activity in the

direct vicinity indicated. The relatively soft and rounded impression of the bird's primary

wing feathers suggests that this bird was an owl. A more heavily built bird usually leaves

the mark of the individual flight feathers when it takes off from the ground. Such a complete

double wing cast is most often seen from crows and pheasants, even when there is only one

inch of snow on the ground

\



A The clumsy short-legged racoon proceeding toward the

top of page left an untidy track pattern as it moved uphill.

Usually the walking trail of this animal is more like that of

other creatures. His running trail would more resemble that

of the squirrel, since both are tree dwellers. Identification was
corroborated in this case by trailing the animal up the hill

and into a hollow branch 20 feet above the ground. "Ring
tails," as they are often called, go into partial hibernation in

the northern United States but come out to feed and to drink

during warm spells

A Following this peculiar trail in both directions led

to the solution of a night-time woodland murder. The broad

and relatively large tracks labeled the mink as the aggressor.

After killing a duck on the ice, the animal dragged its much
heavier victim with little jerks for 100 yards along the lake

shore. Mink hunt on the margins between land and water
and compete with the otter for fish. Other members of the

weasel family are its competitors for mice, rabbits, and birds.

But the mink's special diet in winter is largely frogs and
muskrats

^ This interesting highway in-

tersection in a clearing shows
four different animals, each of

which went its way. Enemy of

all was the coyote, who crossed

to the left. The irregularity of

the doglike trail makes one
suspect that the animal was
slightly crippled and might
have been in a trap previously.

Next came the galloping flat-

footed skunk, diagonally from
bottom left. Obviously unaware
of the past danger, a ruffed

grouse on its "winter snow-
shoes" crossed in short strides.

(A partly thawed grouse track

far to the left might have be-

longed to the same bird, cross-

ing the day before). And final-

ly, a gray squirrel (right)

represents its large family with
its almost square track prints

+£
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A Like the columns of a vast cathedral, the trunks of the redwoods rise through

filtered sunlight in the Jedediah Smith State Park in extreme northwestern California
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A A VIEW overlooking the Garden Club of America Grove.

One of the methods of saving the redwoods from the saw-

Moulin fh.ito frmn Srr.-?-Thr-R,-,!<c*t its tfMlW

mill is the privilege of setting aside memorial groves in

name of civic organizations or individuals

7tJ6o. Saved the fteduuo

There was a surprise in store for a skeptical public who said these

farsighted men had bitten off more giants than they could

DRIVING up California's famed

Redwood Highway one day,

my wife and I stopped at the

Whittemore Grove. In its center

was a grand veteran redwood 15

feet in diameter, nearly 300 feet

high, and probably 2000 years old.

Here was a tree that started life

about the time Caesar became con-

sul of Rome and was 100 feet tall

WHO SAVED THE REDWOODS?

By Weldon F. Heald

and 2 feet in diameter when Christ

was born.

As we circled the giant and dis-

cussed its amazing size and age, a

car with Iowa license plates drove

in and parked. A nice-looking,

middle-aged couple got out. They

walked around, breathed in deeply

the fresh fragrance of the redwood

forest, and looked up at the straight,



clean, reddish-brown trunk of the

great tree. Then the man turned

to us.

"It's certainly a fine thing that

somebody's doing something about

saving these trees," he said.

"It sure is," we agreed, and the

Iowa couple returned to their car

and drove off.

That was all.

But behind these casual pleasan-

tries between strangers is one of the

outstanding conservation success

stories in America. The "somebodv"

who is doing something about pre-

serving these unique and irreplace-

able trees for you and me is the

Save-the-Redwoods League. The
phenomenal growth and miraculous

achievements of this organization

are comparable in scope to our big

industrial corporations, such as

General Motors or United States

Steel. But what makes the Save-the-

Redwoods League story even more
remarkable is that the profit motive

is entirely lacking; the aims of the

organization are purely unselfish,

and its success is due to the volun-

tary co-operation and hard-earned

dollars of the American people,

from Bangor to San Diego.

In the 34 vears of its existence.

A A youngster that would put most other trees to shame: a single red-

wood on the south fork of the Eel River in Humboldt County, California

rSEOUOIA
f_LSEMPERVIRENS
^ (Coast Redwood)

Two distinct trees comprise the sequoias

—

the redwoods and the big trees. They
are restricted to quite different areas
as shown here
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H. C. Tibbits photo from Save-Thc-Redzi'oods Leagu

A The tall straight shafts of a redwood grove offer a sight seen nowhere

else in nature. A scene in the Eel River region

the Save-the-Redwoods League has

grown to a membership of 16,000.

It has rescued 55,000 acres of the

world's mightiest trees from certain

destruction, at a cost of $10,000,000,

and has given the country the Red-

wood Highway, the most spectac-

ular forest drive on earth. But

perhaps more than anything else,

the Save-the-Redwoods League has

dramatized the idea that America

belongs to the generations yet to

come as much as it does to us. It

has successfully sold the doctrine

that some of our matchless natural

heritage should be preserved to

hand on unspoiled and unimpaired

to our children and our children's

children.

So today you can drive up the

Pacific coast north from San Fran-

cisco on U. S. Highways 101 and

199 to the Oregon line and pass

through more than 100 miles of

magnificent primeval redwood
groves. Among these towering trees

the road becomes a deep, vaulted

aisle between living trunks, ten to

twenty feet in diameter. The gi-

gantic redwoods interlace their

feathery foliage 150 feet above the

ground and filter an eerie, sun-

shafted half-light into the glades

below. Arrowy sword ferns, moss-

WHO SAVED THE REDWOODS?

draped vine maples, azaleas, and

rhododendrons grow beneath the

trees, and a thick carpet of moss

and delicate green oxalis is spread

over the forest floor, covering every

rock and fallen log. There are sal-

mon in the rivers, little cascading

brooks among the redwoods, and

deer and elk make these forests

their home.

In fact, nowhere else is there any-

thing that quite compares with the

Redwood Highway, and each year

some two million people come from

all parts of the country to enjoy and

marvel at these enduring mammoth
trees. The best of it is that the trees

belong to all of us for as long as our

civilization survives.

Had it not been for the Save-the-

Redwoods League, in co-operation

with the California State Park Com-
mission, this superlative American

highway would by now be an un-

distinguished road through a waste-

land of enormous fire-blackened

stumps.

However, the League's job is by

no means done. It is vigorously

planning campaigns to acquire the

most scenic redwood groves re-

maining in private hands. It is to

the interest of all of us that they be

saved. Now is our one chance—we

shall never have another. The whine

of always-hungry sawmills along

the Redwood Highway is louder

today than ever before.

Why are these trees so impor-

tant? Because they are found no-

where else. When Nature dealt out

her gifts, she endowed California

with a number of extraordinary

things. Even the climate is "un-

usual," as every visitor soon learns.

But none of Nature's gratuitous do-

nations to the Golden State is more

startling than the two species of

sequoias — the Redwood, world's

tallest tree; and the Big Tree, larg-

est and oldest living thing known.

These are prodigies—even for Cali-

fornia—and they seem to be trees of

another age and dimension, obvi-

ously intended for a bigger and bet-

ter planet than we humans deserve.

Sequoias are the venerable an-

cients of the vegetable kingdom.

They thrived in vast forests 100 mil-

lion years ago when the earth was

dominated by 30-ton dinosaurs and

fearsome flying reptiles. Some 45

species of fossil sequoias have been

found in the rocks throughout the

Northern Hemisphere. But slowly

the mountains heaved, the seas

came and went, the climates

changed, and little by little the se-

quoias lost their hold, until today

only the redwood and the big tree

remain, the last living representa-

tives of their giant, lusty race.

Most fittingly, these noble arbo-

real aborigines are named after

Cherokee Indian Chief Sequoyah,

who devised an alphabet for his

people and is honored by a statue

in the Capitol at Washington. They

are cone-bearing trees whose closest

North American relative is the Bald

Cypress of our southern swamps,

although a nearer kin, the Meta-

sequoia, or Dawn Redwood, was

discovered in central China six

years ago."

The redwood and big tree are

brothers under the bark and have a

general family resemblance, but

each has a distinctive and individ-

ual personality of its own. They

even prefer completely different
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surroundings and never mix in

brotherly fashion. The redwood
grows in a narrow, 500-mile belt

bordering the mild, foggy coast of

central and northern California into

southern Oregon. It never climbs

above an elevation of 3000 feet. The
big tree, on the other hand, likes the

spartan environment of winter cold

and deep snows in the mountains

and is found only in 70-odd scat-

tered groves stretching for 240 miles

along the west slope of California's

lofts 7 Sierra Nevada, from elevations

of 3500 to S500 feet.

Someday, to take your mind off

taxes, wars, and presidential elec-

tions, pace off a distance of 36 feet

on lawn or sidewalk. Or, if you

have the space, measure a circle

with a circumference of 101 feet.

The first is the diameter, the latter

the girth of the General Sherman

Tree, patriarch of all sequoias. Then

imagine it extending into the air

272 feet, equal to a 25-story hotel,

and weighing 6172 tons, about

the same as a good-sized ocean

freighter. When you have digested

these incredible figures and ac-

cepted its age at around 4000 years,

vou will be ready to believe that

there is enough lumber in the Gen-

eral Sherman Tree to build 45 five-

room bungalows or to construct a

A How big the tree, how small

the man! Some assorted giants

which, thanks to conservation

efforts, will be on earth long

after many of our passing follies

are forgotten

Moulin photos f\
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box completely enclosing the liner

"Queen Elizabeth"—if there were

any reason for such a ridiculous

undertaking.

The redwoods of the coast are

supertrees, too, but they cannot

compete in size and age with these

mountain monsters. The biggest

redwoods measure up to 23 feet in

diameter, although the average is

from 10 to 15 feet. Also, their life

span of 1500 to 2000 years makes

them youngsters compared with the

big trees. But in height the red-

wood is supreme. The Founders

Tree at Dyerville Flat, commemo-
rating the three men who started

the Save-the-Redwoods movement,
towers 364 feet—the tallest accu-

rately measured tree in the world.

There are other differences be-

tween these astonishing survivors of

a bygone age. The big trees stand

as ponderous individuals or in im-

pressive groups among pines and

firs. Their huge cinnamon trunks

and enormous gnarled branches

produce an effect of overpowering

bulk and unchanging, ageless sol-

idity. The redwoods grow close-

ranked in massed twilit forests of

almost tropical luxuriance. In spite

of their size, they soar upward with

grace, impressing one with a sense

of enduring strength and serene,

transcendent beauty. But both se-

quoias are notable for their eternal

vigor as they live on through the

centuries, stoutly defying the rav-

ages of time, droughts, storms,

pests, and fires.

So it is a toss-up which sequoia

is the more remarkable tree. But

not to the lumberman. He has never

had any doubt about it. While the

wood of the big tree is coarse and
brittle, fit only for low-grade uses,

such as grape stakes, the redwoods
produce Grade A lumber which is

growing in popularity throughout

the country. This difference in the

commercial usefulness between the

two sequoias has resulted in 90 per

cent of the big trees living peaceful,

undisturbed lives in protected fed-

eral and state reservations, while

most of the virgin redwoods are

destined to succumb to ax and saw
in another generation.

WHO SAVED THE REDWOODS?

)i photo fr,

A All who see the redwoods carry away a lasting memory of the slanting

shafts of light and the fragrance of the forest air

As long ago as World War I,

prospects for saving any of the two

million acres of grand climax red-

wood forest along California's north

coast looked pretty dim. War needs

had grown, and the annual cut was

stepped up to meet them. At that

time only about 11,000 acres of red-

woods had protection under public-

ownership, and they were in the

southern part of the area around

San Francisco. Few people had

even heard of the majestic groves in

what was then a little-known sec-

tion of the state, for no railroad

penetrated northwestern California

until 1914, and what roads there

were became impassable mud
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tracks a good part of the year. The

redwoods had friends, of course,

but they were unorganized individ-

uals who could not expect to do

much more than stand with bowed

heads, hats in hand, at the eventual

funeral.

But one afternoon in the summer

of 1917, four determined conserva-

tionists got together. They dis-

cussed the unhappy plight of the

inimitable redwoods as they sat be-

neath the great trees of the Bohe-

mian Grove on the Russian River,

north of San Francisco, scene of the

famous Bohemian Club's annual

High Jinks. The men were: Madi-

son Grant, President of the New
York Zoological Society; Henry

Fairfield Osborn, President of the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory; John C. Merriam, Professor of

Paleontologv at the University of

California and later President of the

Carnegie Institute of Washington;

and Horace M. Albright, Acting Di-

rector of the United States National

Park Service and afterward Direc-

tor from 1929 to 1933. These men

decided the time had come to act—

and fast.

They proposed a trip into the

redwood country to learn firsthand

what was going on. Albright was

too busy with National Park busi-

ness to take time off, but the other

three made the pilgrimage and

found conditions worse than they

had imagined. Clear-cut logging

operations were going full-tilt on

all sides, and thousands of acres of

giant redwoods were crashing to

the ground. Uncontrolled fires ran

through the slash, and a deep smoke

pall hung over the devastated land.

Grant, Osborn, and Merriam were

appalled and rushed back to San

Francisco with the light of cru-

saders in their eyes. That was the

start of the national Save-the-Red-

woods movement.

The three men spent a busy fall

working on organization details and

rounding up friends of the red-

woods all over the country, wher-

ever they could find them. Then

they launched the Save-the-Red-

woods League in 1918. Two definite

goals were set. The state was plan-
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ning to build a new major highway

through the redwood region of

northwestern California to the Ore-

gon line, and the first objective of

the League was to acquire as much

virgin redwood acreage as possible

along this road. The second was to

preserve a large block of the finest

forests in a Redwood National Park.

To a lot of people it looked as if

the infant organization had tackled

a David and Goliath proposition—

with the League playing David.

Such an ambitious program called

for millions of dollars and endless

man-hours of labor. Where was all

this time and money coming from—

particularly just to save some trees

way out in the wilds of California?

But the doubters did not realize

the caliber of the men who under-

took to stir the entire country with

their Save-the-Redwoods crusade.

Grant, Osborn, and Merriam had

plentv of ammunition for their red-

wood slingshot, and they started

firing it at Goliath immediately.

In fact, no trees ever had a finer

set of defenders. Franklin K. Lane,

Woodrow Wilson's Secretary of the

Interior, was the Save-the-Red-

woods League's first president until

his death in 1921. Newton B. Drury

took the hard-working job of ad-

ministrative secretary, which he

held until he became Director of

the National Park Service in 1940.

Other men who joined the organi-

zation were: Joseph D. Grant, First

Chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee and later Chairman of the

Board of Directors; and California

Congressman William Kent, who

had already presented the Govern-

ment with Muir Woods, a fine

426-acre redwood grove ten miles

north of San Francisco. The secre-

tary-treasurer was Robert Gordon

Sproul, now President of the Uni-

versity of California. Another pub-

lic figure who always worked hard

for the League was Stephen Tying

Mather, dynamic and public-spir-

ited borax millionaire, who, as head

of the National Parks from 1915 to

1929, laid the foundations for the

Park Service as we know it today.

The League's initial campaign

was spearheaded with articles by

Samuel G. Blythe, Albert W. At-

wood, and Joseph Hergesheimer in

the Saturday Evening Post and with

well-illustrated pieces by Osborn

and Madison Grant in the National

Geographic Magazine. This was a

dramatic curtain-raiser that intro-

duced the young organization to

a large cross section of the coun-

try and put these big-circulation

magazines squarely behind the

Save-the-Redwoods movement.

Memberships began to pour in,

and influential Posf-editor George

Horace Lorimer became a League

councilor, as did the Geographies

Gilbert Grosvenor. The latter still

serves today.

Hundreds of enthusiastic volun-

teers knuckled down to the thank-

less spadework without thought of

fame or recompense, and thousands

of Americans were so stirred by the

story of the beleaguered redwood

giants that they whipped out their

wallets and checkbooks for the

cause. William Kent and Stephen

Mather chipped in §15,000 apiece;

two others contributed $12,000

each; and the people of Humboldt

County, in the heart of the red-

wood belt, raised $55,000. In the

first three years, the League col-

lected 5000 members, gained na-

tion-wide support from outdoor

clubs and a bewildering assortment

of organizations, and bought three

groves along the new highway,

which were deeded to the State as

parks.

A happy note, from the begin-

ning to the present day, has been

the mutual good will between

the crusading conservationists and

the redwood lumber companies. The

former always recognized that the

bulk of redwood timber will be cut,

while the lumbermen, on their side,

have cordially backed the idea that

some of the finest groves should be

saved. These so-called hard-headed

businessmen have made several

gifts of timberlands, while again

and again they have postponed log-

ging in certain areas at the behest

of the League, sometimes with con-

siderable inconvenience and finan-

cial loss.

The third year also brought the
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League's first major victory, when

the State Legislature voted a $300,-

000 appropriation to acquire state

parks on a 50-50 basis to match

private contributions. The story

goes that Governor William D.

Stephens eyed the bill unenthusias-

tically, pleading state poverty and

the necessity of enlarging the school

system. At this point William Kent

jumped to his feet and shouted:

"Hell, Bill! Close the schools. The
kids would love it, and they could

make up the work in a couple of

years. If we lose these trees it will

take 2000 years to make them up."

Fortunately there was enough for

both. Stephens signed the bill,

and this appropriation enabled the

League to purchase a 2000-acre,

12-mile strip along the new high-

way in 1922. It became the nucleus

for the famous Humboldt State

Redwood Park.

The second primary objective—

that of establishing a Redwoods Na-

tional Park—languished and was
never achieved. But in the next few

Moulin. photo, from Save-T he-Redwoods League

years the League pushed forward

on the main front, gathering speed

and momentum. In 1925, it backed

a bill to create a State Park Com-
mission and a survey of suitable

lands for park purposes. The first

bill passed the Legislature but was
killed by Governor Richardson's

veto in 1926. However, a duplicate

measure became law the following

year. As head of the two-year sur-

vey, Frederick Law Olmsted, cele-

brated landscape architect, became
a valued state park consultant and

staunch friend of the Save-the-Red-

woods League. The first measure

was followed in 192S by the people

of California voting a $6,000,000

bond issue for a matching fund to

acquire the parks recommended by
Olmsted's survey. Thus, largely due

to the efforts of the League, a tre-

mendous impetus was given to the

preservation of the state's remark-

able scenic resources. The success

of California's State Park Commis-

sion can be measured by a growth

in the past 24 years from 5 state

parks and 9 monuments to 90 ex-

ceptional areas covering 500,000

acres and valued at more than

$25,000,000.

Another major achievement of

the League was the purchase of

around 14,000 acres in Humboldt
County's Bull Creek Flat area,

ranked as the supreme pure red-

wood stand of them all. This was
made possible by a $2,000,000

windfall from John D. Rockefeller,

Jr. and another million in donations

from various sources. With the

Redwood Highway in Humboldt
County pretty well lined with state-

owned trees, the League then

turned its attention south to Men-
docino County and northward to

the rugged, fog-bound coastal
Continued on pn^e 44

V The Avenue of Giants: a view along the Redwood High-
way in an area yet to be preserved. Much remains to be done
for the preservation of the redwoods
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> Once a lake and

"d awn redwoods"
brightened the landscape

in this part of Montana
where the fossilized in-

sects were found

^ Splitting the shale
into paper-thin sheets in

search of the preserved

remains of fragile insects

that lived many millions

of years ago

tWilent winad

n the rocks

By Henry P. Zuidema

^

ii A RENT there enough insects

J~\_ here now without digging

up more of them?" asked the Mon-

tana rancher, wiping a dozen robust

mosquitoes from his neck as he fin-

ished cutting a field of hay. "Cut-

ting ha}%" he explained, "drives

them wild." Then he got down from

his tractor and enjoyed a laugh at

the expense of a couple of paleon-

tologists who were going to spend

the rest of the summer splitting

shale in a near-by gulch.

We agreed with him that man-

kind does share the globe with a

rather large assemblage of insects.

The "bugologists" tell us, in fact,

that some 15,000 species live within
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50 miles of New York, that some

6S6,000 different species have been

described from all parts of the

world, and that when the insect

scientists ever complete their work

in the distant future, the number of

kinds may prove to be over sev-

eral millions.

We also reflected that the crea-

tures the layman indiscriminately

calls "bugs" preceded man on the

earth bv quite some time and that

the pessimists predict that the in-

sects will be the last to leave it. We
remembered that the insects did a

better job than the dinosaurs in

finding ways to survive. And the}'

have perfected the mechanisms of

flight to such a degree that aero-

nautical engineers still bow before

the flying prowess of the bumble-

bee.

One airplane builder we know,

seeking ways to approach insect ef-

ficiency, put up a large-scale model

of an insect's wings in his labora-

tory the other day. He thinks they

have features that mav be built into

the planes of the future. The wings

are those of a dragonflv. whose an-

cestors shared the airwavs with the

flying reptiles 150 million vears ago!

Yet despite their very great antiq-

uity (the earliest unquestionable

insects are found in the coal-bear-

ing rocks of over 250 million years
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"< A crane FLY with a wing
spread of more than two
inches. Note the fine preser-

vation of the delicate vein

pattern of the wings, per-

mitting identification of the

insect as belonging to the

genus Tipula. Observe also

the balancing organ, or

halter, projecting from the

body behind the base of the

left wing. A crane fly with

only one balancing organ

certainly ivould tailspin into

the mud and die. But a more
likely verdict is, "Death

from natural causes and loss

during fossilization"

* Another crane fly, its form marvelously preserved for something like

20,000,000 years. Its body was one inch long

Landscapes and life

of 20 million years ago

live again

when a shale-splitting

geologist opens

some gossamer pages

of the dim past

ago), and although incomprehen-

sible numbers have buzzed about

since that time, only some 12,000

fossil species have been described.

This despite more than a century of

search by geologists in many parts

of the world.

One can, in fact, check oft on

the fingers of one hand the really

important localities where large

numbers of well-preserved ancient

insects have been found. First to

come to mind will be the Baltic

coast, with its marvelous amber—
the fossil resin which caught and

preserved the fragile forms of life

millions of years ago.

Only rarely do unusual circum-
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A The author and his

wife at the dig. The rock

could be split into such

thin layers that light ac-

tually passed through it

A Although 686,000 different insects are known in the world today,

only about 12,000 fossil insects have been described. Because of their

smallness and delicacy, their preservation through millions of years de-

pends upon extremely unusual circumstances. This is a bibionid fly

with a body less than V2 an inch long.

A Patience and sharp eyes are required to find specimens

like this, and photographing them in such a way as to show
every possible detail for scientific study is an art in itself

A An excellent specimen and a

remarkable photographic enlarge-

ment of a crane fly, whose modern
relatives still frequent wet meadows
in many parts of North America
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stances occur to make possible the

fossilization of such delicate crea-

tures as the tiny midge we see danc-

ing in the summer sun. One can

search the rocks for years without

finding a single recognizable insect.

So scant is the geologic record and

so great the variety of insects that

it is a good guess that not one of

the insects the reader has seen—or

swatted— within his lifetime will be

preserved for the future. And yet

here on a June day in Montana,

there awaited exploration less than

a mile from where we stood—a thick

series of rock layers that was to

yield in a few weeks many well-

preserved insects.

Moreover, as we dug, there came
to light the picture of ancient life

along the shores of a small lake that

existed some 20 or more million

years ago. We envisaged the insects

that gathered there in nuptial flight

and saw in our mind's eye their

winged enemies — solitary hunters

preying on their vegetarian neigh-

bors; All this amid groves of stately

sequoias and meadows of flowering

plants that thrived before the pres-

ent Rockies crowned the horizon.

It had happened at a time when
sunsets all around the earth were
made brilliant by vast clouds of

volcanic dust rising to the upper

atmosphere, when fire-mountains in

the Yellowstone and to the north-

west were spouting ash with awe-

some frequency. But if the even

tenor of life was interrupted again

and again in the ancient land of

Montana, plant and animal life

lived elsewhere in harmony with

nature. Across the seas, the Alps

had not yet risen to give scenic

grandeur to Switzerland, and a lush

lowland with wide rivers and trop-

ical growth gave southern Europe
the aspect of the present valleys of

the Amazon and the Orinoco.

The first hint of what awaited us

in our Montana valley where the

rancher was cutting hay along the

river came when we were prospect-

ing not for insects but for fossil

mammals. We needed mammals as

time-markers, for our specific task

was to reconstruct the geologic

events that have taken place in the

ANCIENT WINGS IN THE ROCKS

area around the present headwaters

of the Missouri. Such work would

add to our knowledge of the history

of the Rocky Mountain region fol-

lowing the great uplifts that her-

alded the era of mammals some 70

million years ago.

After much crawling on hands

and knees along the arroyos that

dissect the intermontane basins of

Montana, we had the good luck to

discover the fossil bones of ancient

horses at two localities. Replace-

ment of the original bone bv min-

erals had preserved them without

loss of detail. These horses, though

much smaller than the modern spe-

cies, already walked on one toe of

each foot, with two lateral toes well

off the ground. These ancient re-

mains gave us a clue to the age of

the uppermost rocks of the area.

They belonged to a horse tribe close

to the genus Merychippus, which in

other regions has left its bones in

layers deposited from twelve to fif-

teen million years ago, in the later

part of the Miocene epoch. Below
these layers were older rocks of a

markedly different type. Thev were

shales, once fine sediments depos-

ited in quiet waters and containing

considerable volcanic ash. Such

shales are ideal for the preserva-

tion of delicate organisms, and we
were not too incredulous when our

rancher friend recalled that he had

once seen a "fossil gnat" in them!

We couldn't wait for the sun to

climb over the east range before

shifting our camp in order to be

closer to the white patches that

marked the outcrops of the shales.

Removal of a thin overburden of

gravel held together by the roots

of the greasewood and cactus dis-

closed fresh layers of the shale. So

thin were the individual layers of

these fissile shales that when dry

and exposed to the wind they blew
away like scraps of paper. Here was
a rock that could be split into such

thin layers with a knife blade that

light actually passed through it.

Each layer was split patiently into

many thin laminae, examined, and
cast aside. As the day wore on and

the pile of cast-off shale grew at

our feet, we wondered whether the

"fossil gnat" of the rancher was the

companion of the mythical "sidehill

walloper" and other creatures in-

vented by the fun-loving cattlemen

for the initiation of the tenderfoot

to the wonders (real and imag-

ined) of the West.

The excited cry of "Look at this!"

first came from a first-year member
of the digging party. Beginner's

luck seems to apply to paleontology

as well as to poker. Preserved on

the face of a freshlv split fragment

of shale was a crane fly measuring

more than two inches between wing

tips. Preservation was so complete

that the delicate vein pattern of the

wings readily permitted identifica-

tion as a member of the still-surviv-

ing genus Tipula. A member of

this genus today frequents the wet

meadows and damp woods from

South Carolina to Iowa and north

to Newfoundland and Quebec.

The crane flies todav are found

near streams and ponds, and we
surmised that our specimen was

pursuing similar habits when a gust

of wind forced it down upon the

sticky surface of a mud flat on the

shores of an ancient lake. In "stop-

motion" pose, this creature rested

as it had fallen millions of years

ago. Just below the left wing we

could even see one of the tiny hal-

teres, or balancing organs. During

flight, as shown by high-speed pho-

tography of the living flies", the

halteres vibrate with extreme ra-

pidity. They do not spin like a ro-

tary gyroscope, but they enable the

flv, in a similar way, to keep on a

straight course or to bank properly

on sharp turns.

Such a perfect landing as our

specimen had made was certainly

most fortunate from our point of

view. We knew we had made a

rare find. As exploration of the shale

continued, we found more crane

flies, some showing additional parts

of their structure but not, as in the

case of the first find, poised as in

flight.

That great order of insects, the

Diptera, or flies, was well repre-

sented in the shales. We found

midges, soldier flies, syrphids, and

• See "How Flics Flv." by C. H. Curran, Natu-

ral History, February, 1948.
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"* Much about the landscape

and climate of long ago can

be deduced from specimens

like these and the many plant

remains that were found in

association with the insects.

These are the wings of one of

the Sialidae and a katydid

femur

* A click beetle, whose last

click died away in the balmy
atmosphere of a climate much
less arid than today

bibionids. Finally, while inspecting

a fragment of shale in the labora-

tory under the binocular micro-

scope, we discovered that the

rancher had not exaggerated. We,
too, had found a fossil gnat!

At the end of the season our col-

lection included members of 10 of

the approximately 26 major groups,

or orders, of insects. The shales had

given us grasshoppers, earwigs,

plant hoppers, fungus gnats, May
fly nymphs, scorpion flies of the

genus Panorpa, click beetles, sca-

rabs, snout beetles, wasps, ants,

bees, the nerve-winged alder flies,

and such "true bugs" as the squash

bug.

As we wondered about the pau-

city of aquatic life in the ancient

lake, one of our shale splitters came
upon some fish scales. These were
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identified as belonging to Amia, the

bowfin of ancient ancestry, whose

descendants persist today in the

fresh waters of North America.

Later the carbonaceous outline of a

bowfin was found.

These fishes thrive today in the

weedy, shallow, and muddy waters

of warm lakes and rivers. We
seemed justified in projecting these

conditions into the deep past. Fre-

quent obstruction of streams by vol-

canic debris would have led to the

forming of temporary, shallow lakes

such as the one whose muds and

silts preserved the insects. This ex-

plained the presence in the shales

of the alder flies which, unlike their

cousins the dobson flies, lay their

eggs in quiet waters.

Gradually the picture of the an-

cient landscape unfolded for us.

We were aided by frequent discov-

eries of well-preserved fossil leaves,

fruits, and occasional flowers. The
finding of the fruit of Ailanthus, the

"tree of heaven," assured us that

this tree was still thriving in this

area in Miocene times. Soon it was

to become extinct in North Amer-

ica, but it continued to live in Asia.

Brought back to this continent by

man in about 1820, it was planted

on Long Island and has continued

to be "the tree that grows in Brook-

lyn"—as well as over much of the

rest of our land.

Frequently we came upon the

leaves of the willow, thorn apple,

maple, alder, rose, and a small fern-

like plant whose descendants grow

today in the shade of California's

giant sequoias. And there were

leaves and stems of buckthorns and

horsetails and an evergreen of the

barberry family.

The needles and cones of the se-

quoias appeared nearly every day

as we patiently worked the shale.

And there were numerous frag-

ments of Metasequoia, which is

closely related to both the Califor-

nia redwood, Sequoia sempervirens,

and the swamp cypress of the south-

eastern United States, Taxodium

distichum. Dr. Boland W. Brown of

the Smithsonian Institution looked

over the fossil flora from the shale

and recalled that the geologic rec-

ord shows that Metasequoia was a

most abundant and widely distrib-

uted genus in North America from

the time of the dinosaurs of the

Mesozoic era well into the Miocene

epoch in the era of mammals.

The wondrous history of these

stately relatives of our living se-

quoias was discussed in Natural

History for December, 1948, by

Ralph W. Chaney of the University

of California. They disappeared

from this continent some twelve

million years ago at the close of the

Miocene, but they survived into the

succeeding Pliocene period in Ja-

pan, where their needle-like leaves

are found in the brown coal of

Honshu. And a few years ago the

world received the news of the dis-

covery of a living grove of this

"Dawn Redwood" in the remote in-

terior of China.
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Leaving our shale pits for an-

other season, we could envision this

area as a fairly well-watered region

in a moderate climate where today,

by contrast, the pronghorn antelope

and the jack rabbit scamper among

the sagebrush of a mountainous,

semiarid land. Looking back

through the millions of years with

the help of our plant and insect fos-

sils, we could see our small lake

lying at an altitude of no more than

1500 feet but with somewhat higher

land near by, as shown by the fossil

pines in the shale.

Then the winds had carried far-

blown material, thrown aloft by

volcanic force. Slow elevation had

raised the Rocky Mountain region.

And a gradual change had occurred

in the climate from warm and moist

to cool and dry. All these changes

had altered the face of nature in the

West. But for him who reads the

rocks, the scene is not lost—even to

the fall of a delicate, winged crea-

ture, which achieved an approach

to immortality by ending its flight

on a mud flat in Montana, long be-

fore man trod this earth.

Photo by Lillian Wilson

A The birds are innocent traffic stoppers. It is almost as if they said, "Why
should you stare at me any more than I should stare at you?"

The Stately Penguins
Their daily promenade through the streets of Edinburgh

has won fame and affection for the largest assemblage

of penguins on public view anywhere in the world

By Rae Oetting

AMONG the 100 penguins at ly 50 King Penguins, which are

J~\^ the Royal Edinburgh Zoo of distinguished from all others by a

Scotland there are at present near- bright gold band of feathers

around the neck. All these birds

are gifts from a whaling firm,

which brings reinforcements al-

most every year. Every day at 11

a.m. these droll, sober-faced birds

are taken for a walk. Should then-

keeper be a few minutes late for

this conducted tour, the birds raise

a great squawking clamor.

They march single-column right

through the Zoo and onto the pub-

lic highway. The walk covers over

a mile and takes about an hour.

The birds are innocent traffic

stoppers, and to all appearances

they are unaware of the sensation

they are creating. They have to

subject every bright object to a

thorough scrutiny. They turn their

heads from side to side, eyeing the

object from every angle. Then,

their curiosity satisfied, they march

sedately ahead.

The birds are said to show a

friendly interest toward the many

visitors who come to see them at

the Edinburgh Zoo. Their habit of

standing for hours in one spot,

with their heads cocked to one side

and their attention riveted on a

speaker in a most flattering man-

ner, has given them the reputation

of being the politicians dream of

a perfect audience.

In the wild, however, the King

Penguin may behave differently.

The well-known authority Dr.

Robert Cushman Murphy says

that when he began an oration to

the King Penguins on South

Georgia Island, they turned their

backs on him. He suggests that his

birds may not have been educated

to the ways of modem civilization,

or that perhaps it makes a differ-

ence what you say to them!
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'< Acrobatic Jill, a cap-

tive platypus, endeavor-

ing to open Mr. Fleay's

hand to get an earth-

worm. Note the open

groove containing the

eye and ear

Photo by D. H. Fleay

> On LOCATION in platy-

pus-land: Harry Malcolm
(photographer) with back

to camera and Lex Halli-

day, arranging the tripod

opposite the entrance to a

burrow that Messrs. Fleay

and Baker are preparing to

dig
Photo by David Flcay

Mcpu^-Mamna
in Platypus-land

The furry animal that lays eggs and has a bill like a duck gave a

scientific film team some strenuous moments but won a mam-

malian "Oscar" by being selected by the Edinburgh Film Festival

WHEN I received a letter from

Lex Halliday of Australian

Instructional Films, asking for co-

operation in the production of a

film on the life of the platypus in

its native haunts, my imagination

needed no spur to visualize that

here, indeed, would be a job and a

half.

Lex had been a R. A. A. F. bomber

pilot in the southwest Pacific dur-

ing the war and had thought much

about his country's "living fossil"

fauna. He wondered how he could

best educate young Australians re-

garding the unique and fascinating

natural history heritage that one

day would rest in their keeping.

By David Fleay

Taking a plunge on his return, he

formed his Instructional Film Com-

pany and produced first of all a

splendid Koala film. His ideas were

not only idealistic but sound. Now
he had received permission from

the Victorian Fisheries and Game
Chief (Mr. Dunbavin Butcher) to

excavate certain platypus burrows

for the purposes of this educational

film; so I agreed to put in three

weeks with him and his men along

some of the streams in the state of

Victoria.

Late November, 1950, was the

period chosen, in the hope that

some aspects of the breeding period

could be photographed; but thanks

MOVIE-MAKING IN PLATYPUS-LAND

to torrential rains and sustained

high waters in local streams, it was

not until early December that we

were able to get down to work.

In addition to the camera team,

we had with us a specially chosen

small boy who was to be the central

figure, "Johnny." The film was

to follow Johnny's adventures in

platypus-land from the moment his

school broke up for the Christmas

holidays through his country stay

with the Fleay family. Needless

to say, "Johnny" (twelve-year-old

Mervyn Bullas) was genuinely ex-

cited and was quite as full of

round-eyed wonder as the pro-

ducer could have hoped.
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< Unearthed from her burrow,

this female duckbill is being in-

spected by Mervyn Bullas, the

"Johnny" of the film. The animal

growled shrilly when disturbed.

Note the smooth and almost per-

pendicular slide down the burrow

floor to the water

> The late H. G. Wells observ-

ing a platypus at close range at

the Sanctuary at Healesville,

which he visited in 1939

* A baby male platypus

about three months old that

had just emerged from its

nesting burrow

Photos by David Flcay

Having carried out a week-

long nighttime reconnaissance of

stretches of the Watts River ( a trib-

utary of Melbourne's Yarra), I

knew about where the platypus

burrows were likelv to be found,

and early on the morning of De-

cember 12, 1950, our two trucks

and gear were driven to the near-

est accessible point.

Flowing deep between steep

banks, the Watts, with its dark log-

spanned pools, is canopied by

graceful old eucalypts and the

acacias known as Blackwood and

Silver Wattle. The trunks are tied

into an impenetrable and disheart-

ening tangle by the blackberry

bramble and honeysuckle creeper

(both imported). Cruelly barbed

blackberries extend in heaped

masses from the water's edge up-

ward. In order to find duckbill

burrows, we had to wade in the

river, examining the narrow mud
edge for evidence of the habitual

slide and the blunt claw marks

made by a platypus in its comings

and goings.

The burrow itself would be from

one to twenty feet up the otherwise

dry and hard clay bank. Were it

merely a matter of locating the un-

mistakable flat-oval entrances to the

platypus homes, our task would have

been comparatively simple; but

rabbits had literally honeycombed

the riverbanks with extensive war-

rens, usually in impregnable posi-

40

tions among the buttress roots of

the huge trees. Platypuses enter

these complicated larger burrows

and run off them at convenient

points. In fact, bunny has been a

godsend to these lowly but by no

means stupid mammalian egg lay-

ers. In such streams as the Watts,

the rabbit has actually contributed

substantially toward the safety and

shelter of the platypus, apart from

providing numerous ready-made

homes in time of flood.

Our difficult and stumbling prog-

ress up and down the river yielded

clues of mud slides at certain points

and a few burrows unmistakably

of platypus origin. Positions were

staked, and eventually we brought

brush hooks, picks, shovels, spades,

and mattocks to a point on the bank

above the first "prospect." Then
came the hard slogging work of the

ensuing weeks. Through it we all

gained muscle, experience, and a

growing respect for the elusive little
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duckbill in the difficult habitat to

which it is so well adapted.

First, the cruelly barbed under-

growth had to be cut away. Then,

beginning at the burrow doorway,

we dug cautiously upward, for

there was always a possibility of in-

juring the occupant when it finally

tried to escape, as it surely would,

toward the water. The roofs of

typical platypus burrows are sel-

dom more than four to eight inches

below the surface at any point, but

big roots, embedded logs, and rocks

complicated the problem.

Harry Malcolm and Frank Jen-

kins, the moviemen, had to mount
their tripods in midstream to cover

this phase of operations and to pho-

tograph the tunnel windings and

resting chambers step by step as the

earth was removed. Here we saw
the "pug blocks"—plugs of well-

worked, powdery earth, placed at

intervals in the nesting burrow.

They probably serve to maintain

humidity and keep the eggs from

Photo by Pearl fr

drying out, and later to protect the

young. Reflectors were necessary to

light up the dark overhanging

banks.

Again and again we laboriously

excavated empty but recently occu-

pied burrows. In some cases, they

broke into hopelessly long rabbit

warrens. Though plentifully peo-

pled by platypuses, the Watts River

nearly broke our hearts as a digging

proposition. There were obviously

scores more burrows than animals.

Nevertheless, an adult female, a

twelve-month-old male, and a real

"old man" captured at night in the

dark rippling waters provided ideal

subjects for morning shots of the

animals swimming in shallow water

and close-up studies of the remark-

able bill, feet, fur, and venom spurs.

The venom spurs are located on

the heels of the hind feet of the

males. They appear to be used

mainly in battles that occur when
one male infringes upon the terri-

tory of another. Evidently the poi-

sonous secretion varies seasonally,

being most potent at breeding time.

The effect of the poison on man is

comparable to that of the Austra-

lian Black Snake. There is intense

pain and considerable swelling of

the whole limb, lasting for days or

weeks.

The one action that came most

naturally to our temperamental

stars was the crash dive. It was a

precipitate plunge that showered

water in all directions, a feat that

only a platypus can perform—and

this, of course, the cameras also

recorded.

All three animals were infested

on the ankles of the hind feet with

the small red tick {Ixodes ornitho-

rhynclii) peculiar to the duckbill

alone. Interestingly enough, when
a platypus is kept in captivity in

hay-filled "tunnels," it soon rubs

these ticks off; but in the wild, it

appears unable to dislodge the para-

sites from its ankles. Before we
freed the animals, a pair of forceps

was used to good effect in ridding

them of their irritating passengers.

We had little reward for days of

strenuous nawying on the Watts

riverbanks. We did meet the duck-

bill's aquatic associate—the fine,

fur-bearing water rat (Hijdromys

chnjsogaster) of formidable chisel

teeth—and Lex Halliday had one

good fall down a bank into the

blackberries. So we changed loca-

tion some miles to Chum Creek.

This was another of the streams

prospected in 1946 when we gath-

ered the nineteen platypuses from

which the New York Zoological So-

ciety's "Cecil," "Penelope," and

"Betty" were selected.

The Chum is a far smaller stream,

with banks less molested by the

rabbit. Here in very hot weather the

water was cool and pleasant—a wel-

come respite between bouts of dig-

ging. Needless to say, a stumble

could precipitate an unintentional

bath at any time. But prospecting

was easier in spite of submerged

logs, rocks, and innumerable snags.

We became a trifle chary about

delving our hands at random into

burrows, particularly after picking

up a fat copper-headed snake on an
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island. This is different from the

American copperhead. It has poor

biting fangs, but its neurotoxic poi-

son is estimated to have one-fourth

the killing power of the Indian

cobra. Hard digging with the mat-

tock along one burrow would be

rewarded by a splash farther down
the bank, as a wary platypus left

hurriedly by another and heretofore

undiscovered opening.

The mother platypus does her

best to avoid being flooded during

the spring season, when she is busy

with the precious eggs and young.

Toward this end, she digs the nest-

ing burrow as much as ten feet

above the water level. Only a few

yards from one of these nesting

burrows and opening off the same
secluded pool was a classic camp-

ing burrow, with its entrance com-

pletely screened by the overhang-

ing bank. The cameramen found

excellent opportunities here, as di-

rect sunlight lit the scene. The
fresh burrow was only seven feet

long and almost perpendicular in

its steep upgrade run. In fact, but

for the tunnel's slight S-shaped

bends, the occupant would prob-

ably have tobogganed at speed each

time it left the scooped-out floor of

the resting chamber. As it was, the

floor of the burrow was smooth and

almost polished from constant rub-

bing by the platypus in its sliding

passage to and from the water.

The occupant growled shrilly as

the mattock gradually approached

its bare sleeping room, and the

petulant "clucky hen" noise is repro-

duced faithfully in the film. The
platypus was intercepted as it at-

tempted a fast slide down the open

burrow to the water. She was a

typical adult female, seventeen and

a half inches in length.

We were muddy, wet, and fagged

out each evening, and we were in

the habit of "boiling the billy" be-

side the stream at a wide stretch

where we could watch an artificial

lake formed by damming of the

small valley. Here on "Lake Yum-
bunga" two platypuses ( almost cer-

tainly females with young in bur-

rows) emerged each evening and

fed energetically out in the open

water as the sun sank. Could we
find their nursery burrows? Not a

hope of it, even though the nesting

area of one of them was located be-

yond doubt. We searched carefully,

and a crew member even explored

the banks by hand, but we found

nothing. At seven one morning, we
found the mother outside her bur-

row, vigorously and continuously

preening her fur with her hind foot

between ravenous feedings. These

actions were similar to those of

"Jill," our breeding platypus, who,

in the summer of 1943, acted in this

manner after long shifts in the bur-

row with her baby.

On Lake Yumbunga a conserva-

tion lesson was inserted in Johnny's

platypus education. The scene

showed Frank Wandin, an aborig-

ine, out in a boat by a reed bed

pulling in a "drowned" platypus in

a fisherman's drum net. This is a

drum-shaped net with a concave en-

trance narrowing to a small hole. It

is illegally set in many fresh-water

streams and is the greatest single

cause of platypus destruction. The

inclusion of the stuffed animal, with

Frank Wandin as the poacher cast-

ing it away, should serve a very

useful propaganda purpose.

Young Johnny's experiences in

platypus-land had now been fairly

comprehensive. With genuine ex-

citement, he had watched the ani-

mals swimming in their native

haunts and had inspected their bur-

rows. He had experienced the great

thrill of handling one to observe its

anatomical peculiarities. He had

been made familiar with platypus

nests, types of food, the geographi-

cal range of the animal, and even

its history. He had been introduced

to the best writings about the ani-

mal, particularly Harry Burrell's

fine publication The Platypus.

In a final effort to excavate

mother and young, which we had

failed to accomplish in some 17

days of thorough search, Lex Halli-

day and I packed camping gear and

drove a panel van 120 miles to the

Barwon River, Western Victoria. It

is a curious fact that duckbills of

this Western District are altogether

finer specimens than those of the

Yarra and its tributaries. There is

little or no undergrowth along the

banks of the Barwon, but on arrival

we gradually pieced together evi-

dence that a record spring flood six

weeks previously had submerged

even the high banks of this fine

stream. Unfortunately, one burrow

after another showed silting and

water action. We dug into a fresh-

looking tunnel recently excavated

by a platypus and situated well up
a bank; and after five feet of it had

been uncovered, a rubbery beak

thrust itself momentarily through

the loose dirt and hastily withdrew

again.

Encouraged mightily, we dug

rapidly but carefully, dripping with

perspiration on this red-hot summer

day, to be greeted by the usual

growl of protest as we neared the

end chamber ten feet farther on.

An exceptionally large female duck-

bill with beautiful fur was our re-

ward. The abraded stiff hair of her

tail hinted that she had been occu-

pied with nesting duties until re-

cently. However, there was not the

slightest sign of nest or young. A
disappointment again. Her pres-

ence in a new and unlined burrow

plus the evidence of a top-notch

flood indicated the likelihood that

practically all platypus breeding

along the Barwon River had been

ruined for the 1950 season.

On account of their much abbre-

viated and sideways-placed legs,

platypuses are usually thought of as

slow movers on land. But the lib-

eration of this female on the long,

gently sloping bank was an eye-

opener. She streaked toward the

water and entered with a resound-

ing splash. She did not surface

again, though we were above the"

pool for some time. In such
cases, a frightened platypus surrep-

titiously pushes the bill tip above

the surface at five-minute intervals,

preferably through weeds, until the

nostrils reach air. Then, ever so

gently, the "snorkel apparatus" is

withdrawn.

Sun-browned, blistered, and mos-
quito-bitten, but with muscles hard-

ened after the three-week hunt, the

camera crew returned to Sydney,
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< Twin eggs of the platypus. If the

animal were a bird instead of a mam-
mal, a much smaller adult would be

expected to grow from eggs so small

Photo by D. H. FIcay from Black Star

A The rubbery looking baby platy-

pus at 8V2 weeks is covered with a very

short growth of satiny fur. It is 9 inches

long, blind, and entirely helpless

* The nostrils near the end of the bill permit the frightened platypus to

take a new breath without showing the rest of its head above water

Vork Zoological Society photo

Photo by David Fleay

where the finished film eventually

came forth from Avondale Studios.

It was awarded a high honor at

the Edinburgh Film Festival by be-

ing selected as one of the only two

Australian films shown, and it is

used today by Australian museums

and schools in their educational

programs. The fact that a week or

so after Mr. Halliday's departure I

found a baby male platypus making

its first excursion out of the nesting

burrow was an illustration of the

cussedness of life. Nevertheless, the

film was sufficiently varied and

comprehensive to do without the

opportunity that came late—as op-

portunities so often do!

"Teddy," that same but no longer

little platypus, is still with us and

now lives in a large platypussary

at our new fauna reserve on Talle-

budgera Creek, West Burleigh,

Queensland.
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WHO SAVED THE REDWOODS? c,

groves of Del Norte County.

And so the Save-the-Redwoods

League grew and flourished through

the years. Today, the League is

headed by Arthur E. Connick,

Chairman of the Board of the Paci-

fic National Fire Insurance Com-
pany, long-time League officer and

a former member of the California

State Park Commission. The posi-

tion of administrative secretary for

the past twelve years has been ca-

pably handled by Aubrey Drury,

Newton Drury's brother, a San

Francisco advertising executive and

a writer of note.

The surprising growth and con-

tinued vitality of the Save-the-Red-

woods movement resembles that of

the great trees themselves. And
like them its strength is derived

from an extensive root system. Its

nourishment comes from hundreds

of cities, towns, and crossroads

throughout the land. The majority

of those interested in the work of

the League become Annual Mem-
bers by paying very modest dues.

But perhaps what has caught the

public imagination most strongly

and may have contributed more
than anything else to the success of

the movement, is redwood groves as

"Ever-living Memorials." This is the

most brilliant example of linking

conservation with human sentiment

ever devised. The idea started when
John C. Phillips of Wenham, Mas-

sachusetts, contributed $12,000 for

a grove in memory of his brother-

in-law, Colonel Reynal C. Boiling,

first high-ranking American officer

killed in World War I. The League
then adopted memorial groves as

one of its major policies, and since

the dedication, of Boiling Grove in

1921, 125 of these memorials —
"More Enduring than Granite" —
have been established among the

redwoods. Grandest of all is the

National Tribute Grove, dedicated

to the men and women, both living

and dead, of our armed forces in

the Second World War. This su-

perb 5000-acre tract of primeval

forest in the Smith River-Mill Creek

region of Del Norte County was

made possible by the contributions

of scores of individuals and organi-

zations, from school children to the

Daughters of the American Revo-

lution.

Available memorial groves vary

in size from forty acres to several

hundred. The fee paid by the per-

son reserving one does not buy the

grove. It provides that a chosen

tract, already belonging to the

League, will be deeded to Califor-

nia as a part of its State Park sys-

tem and that the sum will be used

by the League to buy additional

redwood land from private owners.

The contribution also guarantees

that the grove will bear the name
of the person to whom it is dedi-

cated, in perpetuity; the State will

erect attractive rustic signs at the

entrances to the grove, giving its

name; and will provide a boulder in

a suitable location upon which a

memorial plaque may be placed.

Redwood tracts are also set apart

to honor living celebrities. Clubs,

societies, and organizations can do-

nate them. There is now an Earl

Warren Grove, given by friends and

admirers of California's governor.

The Garden Club of America has

contributed groves, and one is pro-

jected by the Sierra Club. In the

near future, big tree memorials will

also be available for the first time to

immortalize the gigantic brother se-

quoias of South Calaveras Grove,

high on the forested shoulders of

the lofty Sierra Nevada.

Success story? Yes—the like of

which has seldom been achieved in

the history of conservation. But

today, logging in the redwoods of

Humboldt and Del Norte counties

is going on at a greater speed than

ever before. Over 300 sawmills are

feeding on the giant redwoods at

the rate of 10,000 acres a year.

Some of the choicest groves are in

the path of destruction, and it is

urgent that they be saved before it

is too late. At present the League

is working intensively to rescue the

virgin redwoods in the Smith River

region, the Prairie Creek area, and

the Avenue of Giants, one of the

most spectacular stands on the Red-

wood Highway. Once more the

Save-the-Redwoods League faces a

critical period, and it needs the ac-

tive help of all its 16,000 members,

as well as all others who believe

that these sublime samples of orig-

inal America should be preserved

for the benefit, enjoyment, and in-

spiration of present and future

Americans.

Again my wife and I drove up the

Redwood Highway. As we passed

through the vast living aisles among

towering trees, I thought of the

Iowa man we had met at the

Whittemore Grove several years

before.

"It's a fine thing somebody's do-

ing something about saving these

trees," he had remarked.

I was suddenly struck with an

idea.

"Let's us do something about it,"

I said to my wife.

"Let's," she agreed, her eyes

sparkling. "I was thinking the same

thing. She would have liked it."

So we went back to San Fran-

cisco to see Aubrey Drury about a

redwood grove in memory of my
mother, who had recently died. He
gave us detailed information and a

sheaf of maps which enabled us to

find our way. We chose a beautiful

grove near the Madison Grant For-

est and Elk Refuge. It is now a

part of the Prairie Creek Redwoods

State Park, and to my wife and me
it is a particularly fitting memorial

to a person who was a deep lover

of Nature.

I like to think of my mother in

spirit wandering beside the little

fern-edged brook that comes tum-

bling down through the forest, and -

enjoying the quiet peace and con-

tentment that she always found best

in Nature's unspoiled places. And
if we ever place a plaque there in

her memory, it will bear the words

of John Muir, California's eminent

naturalist and conservationist:

... "A thousand wonders are call-

ing. Look up and down, and
round about you."

For not the least of these wonders
are the glorious Redwoods—the Im-
mortal Trees.
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How Pathfinder Magazine says:

044 CAN DISCOVER THE SECRET OF LOW-COST TRAVEL

from an article in the bi-weekly news magazine, The Pathfinder:

Dream trips you can afford:

ROUND THE WORLD FOR $478

THE LITTLE Tyrhennia Line steamer

Olbia takes a couple of days to butt

through the Mediterranean, from

Genoa via Leghorn to brigand-riddled Cor-

sica. If you're aboard, don't stay up late

watching the wild mountain dances of

Ligurian peasants on the steerage deck.

For you must be on deck at dawn—while

you pass the lone island of Capraia, with

salt-blown Elba to the south—to watch for

the high Corsican peaks to show above the

horizon.

At $6.50 (including five full meals), the

Olbids voyage is a fair example of dream

trips you can afford. And there are others

—colorful journeys to exotic lands that

often cost little more than your vacation at

home. Trade your usual beach for a house-

boat in the Vale of Kashmir, or a cruise

among the lesser Caribbean islands by na-

tive trading schooner.

You can travel clear around the world

—

to South Seas coral isles and the misty lakes

of New Zealand, to Australia and the plains

of Africa, to Europe's leisurely antiquity

—

for just $478 in fares. That long steamer

jaunt can be duplicated in ten days by plane

for $1,700, but where's the fun?

Last year, 52 million Americans spent a

record of $12 billion on vacations. Many

went on organized cruises at prices from

$125 to $25,000. But some traveled off the

tourist track, got cheaper and more glam-

orous vacations.

JUST REMEMBER

• • Bargain paradises get that way be-

cause they haven't been discovered by

tourist mobs. They're harder to find and

to reach—but more rewarding.

• • Chromed ocean liners and interna-

tional hotels are America transplanted. For

fun at budget prices, go by freighter and

'stay at pensions.

• • Make your longest hop from Europe,

not directly from the U. S. Currency dif-

ferentials and lower European rates can

save up to 50%.

• • Don't go unless you're ready to plan

well ahead and to shop for travel bargains.

CARIBBEAN. There are still undiscovered

Edens at America's back door. Tobago,

the Robinson Crusoe island that rivals

Tahiti, where living is so cheap the island's

chief official gets only $240 a month. Or
Grenada, which, as a native described it:

"Dis islan', suh, is ting Gahd mek from

rainbo'." There, for $12 a week, you can

rent a three-bedroom house with its own
private beach. Many of the best spots can

be reached only by trading schooner: Go
down to the waterfront at Grenada or

elsewhere and bargain with dusky skippers

to make your own price—keep this up and
cruise ail the lesser islands of this jeweled

chain.

Here is a sampling of dream trips

Round the World. Every 2 months a

Shaw Savill Line vessel leaves London for

Curacao, Panama, and New Zealand. Cross

the Pacific, change at Wellington for an-

other SSL ship going west via Australia

and South Africa back to England. Mini-

mum fare $478—but the trip is usually

booked ud 15 months in advance. (Reach
London for about $175 from New York.)
Other round the world trips as low as

$250-$300 a month from the U. S. via

deluxe freighters.

India. Minimum fare from New York to

Ceylon, India, or Malaya is about $350.
Transhipping in England, you can make the

trip by luxury liner (tourist class) for

$319- Go to the lotus-covered mountain
lakes of Kashmir, where a furnished house-

boat with four turbanned servants rents for

$70 a month. Total costs for a couple run

around $175 a month—in the most beauti-

ful spot on earth.

South Seas. You can still live the life

of a Tahitian beachcomber—but not in Ta-

hiti, which has found out about the Yankee
dollar. Instead, drowse on brilliant Sigatoka

Beach at Suva or watch Pacific combers
crash on reef-girt Norfolk or Lord Howe
Islands. (You can reach the South Seas

by freighter from the U. S.)

Africa. Perhaps the biggest travel bar-

gain today is an 80-day luxury cruise

around the Dark Continent, calling at a

score of colorful ports like Dar-es-Salaam,

for $700, round trip from Amsterdam.
(You can reach Holland for $165 from
the U. S.)

Mediterranean. A two-week cruise to

Malta, Naples, Casablanca, and Lisbon
starts as low as $92, round trip from Lon-
don. But try a longer stay—in the lush

valleys of Mount Olympus on Cyprus,

where a couple can live comfortably for

$1,400 a year; on Aegean islands that hide

remnants of a 5,000-year-old civilization

among olive and cork groves; or with the

fisherfolk of rocky Sardinia, where hotel

rates are 24£ a day or $1.12 with three

good meals.

Atlantic Islands. Green cones standing

out of the sparkling waters of the warm
Atlantic—these are the Azores and the

Canaries. Tropical flowers, sandy beaches,

and the charm of old Spain are combined
here—with rents of about $20 a month,
groceries for a couple at $10 a week and
servants $5 a month each.

The vagabond voyager with a

fistful of dreams can get aids to

planning from these 2 guides:

BARGAIN PARADISES OF THE WORLD.

This is a book on how to double what your

money can buy. For that is what spending a

few weeks or months, or even retiring, in the

world's Bargain Paradises amounts to.

Throughout, you learn where to spend a

while in the West Indies, Central and South

America, the healthful islands of the South

Seas, the wonderlands of New Zealand, the

Balearic Islands, the Canaries, Madeira, etc.

You read about "Lands of Eternal Spring-

time," "Californias Abroad," "Islands in the

Wind," "Four Modern Shangri-Las," about

mountain hideaways, tropical islands as color-

ful as Tahiti but nearer home, about modern

cities where you can live for less, about

quiet country lanes and surf-washed coastal

resorts.

About 100 photos, 4 maps. Price $1.50.

TRAVEL ROUTES AROUND THE WORLD.

With this book you can stop saying that

travel is too expensive. Passenger-carrying

freighters do offer you a way to see the

world for as little as you'd spend at a

resort. And what accommodations you get

—

large rooms with beds (not bunks), probably

a private bath, lots of good food, plenty of

relaxation as your ship speeds from port to

port.

Trips to Rio and Buenos Aires, to the West

Indies, between California and New York,

out to Hawaii—trips to almost everywhere

—

are within your means.

There are round the world voyages and

shorter trips too. Fast, uncrowded voyages to

England, France, the Mediterranean; two or

three week vacations to the West Indies or

down the Pacific Coast.

This book names the lines, tells where they

go, how much they charge, briefly describes

accommodations. It includes practically every

passenger carrying service starting from or

going to New York, Canada, New Orleans,

the Pacific Coast, England, France, Scandi-

navia, the Mediterranean, Africa, the Near

East, the Indies, Australia, the South Seas,

Japan, Hawaii, etc. It's yours for $1.

To get these books, fill in coupon below:

To Harian Publications, 10 Adams Blvd.

Greenlawn (Long Island), New York

I have enclosed $ (cash, check,

or money order). Please send me the

books checked below:

BARGAIN PARADISES OF THE WORLD,
$1.50

TRAVEL ROUTES AROUND THE WORLD,
$1.

Special offer: both books above

($2.50 value) for $2.

You will refund my money if I am not

satisfied.

Print name

Address

City & State
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dent whole—somewhat like a cell of the

human body which, in co-operation with

other cells, has its assigned function yet

is easily dispensed with if the good of

the whole requires its removal. The bees

themselves ruthlessly eliminate elements

of their interrelated society if the well-

being of the colony is adversely affected.

The drones, for instance, are dragged

forth from the hive when their function

has been fulfilled and are left to starve

outside its bounds. The first young queen

to emerge from her cell frequently stings

to death her still unemerged royal sisters,

so that the tradition of a single egg-laying

member within the colony may not be

violated.

Similarly, it may be that from the

standpoint of the hive more is gained

through the effectual stinging of a would-

be invader of the colony, thanks to the

special stinging mechanism that the

honeybee has evolved, than is lost by the

incidental death of the individual inflict-

ing the wound. That a detachable and

barbed sting is an especially effective

instrument is indicated by the fact that

it is anchored in the victim and that the

attached poison sack, which the bee loses

along with the sting as it tugs to free

itself, continues to pump poison into the

wound as if it were still part of the living

bee. The resulting dose of venom is thus

more ample and potent than one adminis-

tered by a transient sting quickly with-

drawn.

While equipping the worker of the

honeybee with an instrument that may
prove fatal to the individual thus armed,

nature takes no chances where the queen

is concerned. Her sting is not barbed

like that of the worker but is smooth.

Moreover she makes use of it as a rule

only against a member of her own caste.

It is of interest to note that a barbed

and detachable sting is not the possession

of the honeybee exclusively. Some social

wasps have somewhat similar equipment.

This general type of sting has been re-

ported, for instance, in species of Polybia,

Synoeca, Nectarina, and Tatua. Thus a

mechanism that gives greater protection

to the colony even if it puts in jeopardy

the stinging individual has been inde-

pendently evolved by two suborders of

the Hymenoptera : bees of the genus Apis

and social wasps of the inclusive family

Vespidae. The circumstance is the more

impressive because the two groups of

insects are not very closely related.

Of necessity the barbed, detachable

sting is of special service only to a social

insect. Solitary insects like the Sphecoid

wasps use their sting only secondarily for

protection. In their case, the primary

function of the sting is to paralyze the

insect or spider prey, which the wasp

must secure as food for the larvae that

will emerge from her eggs.
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Sirs:

Egg Chain

The strange "oceanic necklace" I am
sending you was found on Jones Beach,

on Long Island. Can you tell us what

on earth it is?

Fenley Hunter
Garden City, N. Y.

Our experts in the American Museum's
Department of Fishes and Aquatic Biol-

ogy tell us that this string of parchment-

like capsules is what a conch produces

when it (or shall we say she?) under-

takes to produce a new generation of

little conches. It may be a surprise to

many that a creature no larger than the

occupant of the shell in the accompany-

ing photograph could produce such a

chain. We opened one of the capsules

to see whether any of the little shells

remained inside, as would be the case

if the chain had been cast ashore before

hatching. However, this string of cases

had apparently yielded its treasure be-

fore you found it. The small shelled

creatures emerge through a hole in the

edge of the capsule when they are about

the size of grains of sand.—Ed.

Vnchoking the Geysers

Sirs:

As an inspiration to action, the article

"Who Is Choking Yellowstone's Geysers"

in a recent issue of Natural History

Magazine should be awarded a prize.

It brought forward in me such a

crusading urge that I set to work at once

to interest club women and other groups

with a desire to help to the fullest extent

to save the geyser basins in Yellowstone

National Park from further damage. The
National Life Conservation Society at

once passed a resolution to work hard

for this cause. I introduced a resolution

also in the convention of the New York

City Federation of Women's Clubs, call-

ing for all possible influence to be used

for education to protect the geysers, and

it was unanimously adopted.

Other splendid organizations, including

the Natural History Club also took ac-

tion, and some of the other groups for

whose conservation activities I am re-

sponsible are arranging to campaign with

us. We are trying for an enthusiastic

campaign of education.

We also realize that the National Park

Service needs many more men than they

are now able to employ to take care of

our irreplaceable treasures in the geyser

basins. Work will be begun on this

matter later.

Let's all start the New Year with a

determination to work for protection. I

had visited Yellowstone Park twice on

tours of inspection and have appeared

at Congressional hearings, and I know
it's a long, hard fight to save the great

scenic parks. But your fine article de-

serves a word of thanks, and let's all

keep working on this good cause.

Mrs. Charles Cyrus Marshall,
President

National Life Conservation Society

New York, N. Y.

SlRS:

If I am not mistaken, this is my
twentieth year of membership in the

American Museum of Natural History—

20 years of a cordial, most pleasant re-

lationship and a monthly anticipation

that has always lived up to its greatest

expectations.

Thank you for one of the greatest

Readers are reminded that sepa-
rate reprints of the covers of Nat-
ural History are available for 5<f
each, plus 5tf for postage and han-
dling. Write to Man and Nature
Publications, 79th St. and Central
Park West, New York City, 24.
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antidotes to boredom—Natural History

Magazine.

Mrs. Arthur E. Lamb

From the Executive Secretary of a

county medical society:

... I have been a subscriber for the

past few months and find Natural His-

tory one of the most interesting and

enjoyable of the many magazines I read.

In fact, I wish it had been brought to

my attenion many years ago. The study

of natural history, as presented in your

pages, is a fascinating and engrossing

subject—a refreshing change from the

strife and uproar of the world today.

Sms:

As a subscriber for many years to your

beautiful and truthful magazine, I want

to thank you as enthusiastically as I can

for your new feature, "The Screen". . .

Philip Gold
Brooklyn, N. Y.

taken on board at Charleston, South

Carolina.

"Although isolated collections of in-

sects have been made in the past from

a few of the islands in the Bahamas,"

states Dr. Mont Cazier, Chairman of this

department at the American Museum,
"the present expedition will result in the

first comprehensive survey of the insects

of this area."

The 7000-mile trip on the "White
Wing" will be the first sailing experience

for Mr. Hayden and Mr. Babb, and it

is Mr. Van Voast's first experience on a

scientific expedition, though he was an

officer in the Navy in the First World
War and is a veteran navigator who has

his pilot's license. He has an enthusiastic

interest in natural history and feels that

though the "White Wing" might prove

crowded if they were hunting for ele-

phants, it will easily accommodate the

thousands of insect specimens the scien-

tists expect to collect.

Mr. Pallister's honorary title of "salt

water entomologist" at the American

Museum is uncontested, for his perman-

ent home is a 100-foot sea-going yacht

from which he commutes daily to the

Museum. He has made many expeditions

on larger craft, but he describes his sail-

ing experience as "limited."

The field work will be carried on in

the Bahamas from Great Inagua and

Turks Island in the south to Grand

Bahama Island in the North.

For Mr. Hayden and Mr. Babb, the

expedition offers the opportunity to se-

cure sufficient research material for their

doctoral theses. Portions of the scientific

collections will be given to the University

of Michigan and the University of Kan-

sas.

As is Mr. Pallister's custom, he will

take with him three cameras and 2250

feet of motion picture film in order to

bring back to the Museum a record of

the activities of the expedition.

Three Expeditions: 1 1 9,000
Specimens and More to Come

Three American Museum expeditions

searching for little-known insects and

spiders in the Southwestern United States

and Mexico have brought back a total

of 119,000 specimens. Dr. and Mrs.

Charles Vaurie returned recently with

about 20,000 specimens from Sonora,

Mexico, and the island of Tiburon. Ap-

proximately 85,000 specimens were col-

lected by Dr. Mont Cazier, Dr. Willis

J.
Gertsch, and Budolph

J.
Schramel,

who traveled 17,000 miles through South-

western United States and Mexico. John

C. Pallister's expedition, previously re-

ferred to in this magazine, is credited

with over 14,000.

These vigorous strides toward round-

ing out the American Museum's cele-

brated collection of insects and spiders

are significant in terms of the basic re-

search they will make possible concern-

ing the most numerous class of creatures

and the group that is in many ways of

greatest concern to man.

In addition, four men have left on a

six-month expedition from the American

Museum to the Bahama Islands for the

purpose of making the first comprehen-

sive collection of insects and reptiles from

this area. The expedition, known as the

Van Voast-American Museum of Natural

History Bahama Islands Expedition will

be staffed by Horace S. Van Voast, Jr.,

co-owner and captain of the 43-foot

auxiliary schooner "White Wing," John

C. Pallister of the Museum, Ellis B. Hay-

den, Jr., a graduate student in the De-

partment of Entomology at the University

of Kansas, and George B. Babb, a gradu-

ate student in herpetology at the Uni-

versity of Michigan.

Mr. Van Voast and Mr. Pallister will

set sail on December 15, and the other

two members of the expedition will be

The Screen
Edited by Elizabeth Downes

Since no new motion pictures were released in the natural history field

this month, we are carrying only brief comments on films previously

reviewed.

DOCUMENTARY AND GRADE A WHAT THE EXPERTS SAID

The Amazing Monsieur Fabre
Life of world-famous natur- Good insect photography, sometimes erroneously inter-

alist Jean-Henri Fabre preted. Filmed on location in France

Ivory Hunter
One man's struggle to build Authentic geographically. Marvelous shots of big game,

an African Wildlife Park Good conservation

Latuko
Pattern of life of an African True picture of life in the southern Sudan. Excellent color

tribe photography

Water Birds

Disney vignettes from lives Superb photography by experts in the nature field and

of water birds entertaining synchronization of music and bird action

DOWN THE ALPHABET

The Big Sky
White traders attempt to Blaclcfoot Indians portrayed with disregard for fact

open Blackfoot Indian terri-

tory, 1832

The Blazing Forest
Lumber camp operations Should be enjoyed by young people. Accurate picture

and fire fighting methods of a lumber camp

Chee-ak
Eskimo film made in 1930 Average person's conceptions and misconceptions of

in Alaska with mostly native Eskimo life. Some fine shots

actors

The Jungle
An extravagant melodrama Pure fiction seasoned with a sprinkling of natural history

in which the main charac- and India

ters hunt mammoths in India

The Snows of Kilimanjaro

Story of a writer with a Some splendid African animal shots. Camp scenes

complicated personality unconvincing

Under the Red Sea
An exploratory film with a Rich and varied marine life of Red Sea shown with high

plot woven in photographic artistry. Narration makes false claims
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WALL BAROMETER
Practical! Beautiful! Guaranteed!

FORECAST THE WEATHEB:

PLAN YOUR TOMORROW TODAY!
With weather bureau accuracy : Almost 12 hours In ad-

Tince. Sare rained-out social engagements—golf, hunting

and swimming dates. One of the world's best Barometers

at any price. Polished BLOND or MAHOGANY frame. Easy-

to-read 3*4" UPEN-FACED PUKl'fcXAlN diaL Precision

mechanism by German Craftsmen. FKKE prediction chart

with each Barometer. Worth almost twice the price. Only

54.90 plus 50c postage.

HYGROMETER FOR AIR CONDITIONING
Thermometer-Hygrometer combination:- Indicator measures

"Belatire Ilumidity" (moisture in the air) within 5 Si

and also indicaies temperature accurately. Sensitive, prac-

tical New modern design. Bust and vibration proof. Case

ef polystyrene iu decorator's blue grey. Shatterproof crystal

3*4 ins. hiKb. 1 in. dVep, 3 ins. square dial with white,

Salmon and black lettering.

The temperature may r?ad ideal on a thermometer, bat

unknown to you, the moisture in the air may be ruinous

to your furniture, camera and other possessions- In today"!

mod:rn insulated homes, you need a check on the humidity

as well as the temperature. Designed with just that use

in mind, this instrum nt shows the "Health Zune" for most

efficient work, play and living. Every home, office and shop

needs several.

Shipping weight 3 ozs.—53-00 each. Postpaid.

200 POWER MICROSCOPE
PRECISION BUILT

An excellent microscope for the younger amateur. Sturdy!

Mechanically well constructed. Sharp—clear optical Image

—

do astigmatism I Good color correction. Bemarkably UUla
residual color at 200 power.

Packed In natural wood box, 9^14^4x3%. Shipping
weight 3 lbs. Suuare stage 2%i2% with slide clips.

Orer-all height 9 *4 Inches. 1 ocular. 1 objective. Back
and Pinion adjustment.
We have wailed 5 years for this desirable instrument

and are rery pleased to be able to offer it at the Tery

low price of only §12.50 plus 50c P.P. and Ins,

SLIDE MAKING KIT
A desirable outfit If you wish to make your own micro-
ieope slides. We offer this anerably of material st a Tery

reasonable price. It consists of slide box for 10 slides,

plain slides, glass covers, Canada balsam, forceps, needle,

labels, droppers, bottles and cavity slide ALL for only
52.50 postpaid.

DIRECTIONAL COMPASS
Famous V. S, Gauge pocket compass made of durable
metal, accurate, easy to read. 2" diameter with un-
breakable crystal. Excellent for Scouts, campers, magnetic
experimenters. Can locate BX electrical cables In rails,

fteel piping in concrete and cement walls or flooring.

Locate iron deposits, minerals and pipes underground, etc.

Postpaid 75e.

MINIATURE INSERT COMPASS
Accurate, lirely, useful. Easy to read. A wonderfully
fascinating and Instructive toy Ideal also for testing
watches for magnetism, very small, only %* diameter and
%" thick. (12 x 4 mm.) Erwry watchmaker should have
Kme on hand. Excellent gift for that bright child.
Only $1.00 per dozen.

GYRO-TOP
Demonstrates the principle of the GYROCOMPASS. A
source of entertainment and scientific facts for all ages.
Complete with accessories and instructions. 51-25 Postpaid.

ALNICO TRICKSTERS
Super-powerful permanent bar magnets with which a large
Tariety of astonishing gravity defying tricks can be per-
formed. Two bars including trick sheet- 50* pins lOe
postage.

GREY HORSESHOE MAGNET
Phenomenal. Lifts greater weight than other magnetic
material. Many uses In home, shop, office, aboard ship
and industry. 3 ounces.

Only 50c far 2 hnrs^hoe magnets pins 10c parcel post.

GEM CARBIDE SCRIBER
This GEM CABBIDE SCRIBER can't be beat! Tipped
with the hardest metal mad-- by man. Moh's scale 9.5.
Stays sharp 50 times longer than any other metaL With
this pencil-sized GEM CARBIDE SCRIBER. you can do
engraving on hardened steels, metals, giass, gems, ceramics,
plastics, etc Used by jewelers, artists, craftsmen, de-
signers, die eutfrs, glass cutters, machine shops, labora-
tories, and model huild-rs. Postpaid Price SI. 00.

SPECTRUM PRISM
60 degree, clear white Chechoslovakian glass for spectrum
demonstration. Creates a beautiful rainbow effect in sun-
light. Suitable for chemical analysis with the bunsen flame.
Instructive: %" x 1%-'. Price 75e pins 10c postage.

PROJECTION LENS
An outstanding ralue. Anastigmatic f/3; 4-element sys-
tem. Product of the Spencer Lens Co.; 3* focus, 13/16"
dear aperture. 1H" O.D. This lens Is air-spaced and not
affected by heaL Can be used on 8-mm.. 16-mm.. 35-
mm., and double-frame 35-mm. sizes. 3.3x magnifier. Won-
derful for many projection experiments. A $9.50 value Is
yours for only $2.00 Postpaid.

2% POWER FIELD OR OPERA GLASS
GERMAN MADE

Sturdily constructed of plastic. Central focusing with wide
field of view. 30mm (1%*) objective*. All lenses rptically
ground and polished. Individually packed in paper carton.
Light weight. 3 ounces. Price includes all Federal Taxes
and postage; Each $1.40.

Include Postage;—Remit with Order
No open account—No C.O.D.
Send 25C for General Bulletin

HARRY ROSS
MICROSCOPES - TELESCOPES

Scientific and Laboratory Apparatus
70 West Broadway, Dept. NH IB

New York 7, N. Y.

BOOKS Continued from page 7

ice will find basic concepts effectively

explained; diagrams supplement the pic-

tures and text wherever necessary. The

amateur with some knowledge of funda-

mentals will find this an ideal source

book. Although theoretical astronomy is

carefullv avoided, explanations are fully

satisfying. The astronomer will appreciate

the concentrated assemblage of facts at

the beginning of each chapter (listed in

both English and metric systems).

Chapter 40, which deals with stars, is

preceded by a table of stellar data which

is unequalled in publications popularly

available. This field of research is so

fertile—with many new concepts being

evolved—that an up-to-date resume is

most welcome.

For star identification, the authors have

presented the usual pole to pole maps and

have supplemented them with sketches

of guide lines to help in visualizing con-

stellations and individual star locations.

This is a tried and effective method of

teaching a difficult subject.

Galaxies, clusters, and exploding stars

are treated so well as to merit special

commendation. In fact, every chapter of

the book has been prepared separately

for publication in the Griffith Observer.

Gathered together, these articles repre-

sent one of the soundest, most complete,

and most readable efforts in the field of

astronomy.

Joseph M. Chamberlain

TiIBETAN SKY LINES

bv Robert B. Ekvall

Farrar, Straus and Young, Inc. $3.50.

240 pp.

npIBET has been a popular topic for

* book writing in recent years and the

emphasis has varied from adventure, so-

called, to travelogue and ethnology. Most

of these books have been the outcome of

visits, some of them quite brief, to Tibet.

Tibetan Sky Lines is different because

Ekvall was born on the border of Tibet,

speaks Chinese and Tibetan and is writ-

ing as a resident. He knows the region

as well or better than any other white

man. His training as a missionary and

his interest in anthropology give com-

petence to his opinions. The fact that

he and his wife and son were accepted

as a welcome unit in a primitive com-

munitv gave him an intimate insight into

native customs and philosophies that no

casual visitor could hope to attain.

This book is a very readable account

of how the Ekvall family moved into

Tibet, searched for a place to live, over-

came a reluctance to admit foreigners,

and eventually' won a firm place in the

affections of the community leaders.

There is considerable space devoted to

the details that make the Tibetan mode
of fife different from that of the Western

world. Local jealousies, fear of outsiders,

and adaptations to a rugged environment

have all made their impression upon a

people who often show an underlying

behavior pattern that we associate with

childhood.

The author was not in search of ad-

venture. He had set a task for himself,

but there were times when he and his

family were in some jeopardy. There are

no dull pages in this book, the reader

interest is well sustained, and there are

no tedious digressions. Tibetan Sky Lines

should stand as the most authoritative

as well as the most readable account that

has appeared.

It is unfortunate that the illustrations

show excessive contrast, chalk and char-

coal, and are not up to the high standard

of the text.

Harold E. Anthony

TiHE AMAZING AMAZON
- - - - - by WHlard Price

John Day Co., $4.00, 306 pages

A LL Willard Price's books I have read

^^have been deftly woven fabrics of

the history of a region and Price's own
personal adventures and travelogue. In

The Amazing Amazon the author has

again produced a fascinating tale.

He has read widely on his subject. Of

relatively ancient Amazonian history, he

retells the story of Orellana's discovery

in 1541 of the warrior Amazonian

women. He brings us up to date with

accounts of the two rubber booms and

the costly (in human fives) building of

the Madeira-Mamore railroad, which by-

passes the great rapids of the Madeira

River. He tells what purports to be the

true story of the death of Fawcett, the

explorer. He has chapters on jungle life,

river life, Amazonian town life.

WTien he comes to natural history, he

is rather less fortunate. He evidently

strives (perhaps strains, or stretches

would be a better word) for maxima.

His otters become 10 feet long, his ana-

condas 50 to 60 feet. And what in the

world are "river seals"?

He has the botanist Spruce finding a

milkwort that climbed to the tops of the

tallest trees, periwinkles 40 feet high,

violets the size of apple trees, and mem-
bers of the daisy family as big as alders.

"The verbena forms a spreading tree like

a horse chestnut." But Price neglects to

point out that the words milkwort, peri-

winkle, and violet are used in a very

loose sense to mean relatives of or plants

in the same family as the violet, peri-

winkle, and milkwort—a very misleading

way of telling the facts.

The author concludes with highly op-

timistic predictions about the future of

Amazonia.

There are three pages of bibliography

and an index.

G H. H. Tate
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Ljrace the whole new uear with

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CALENDAR OF ALL!
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13 MAGNIFICENT REPRODUCTIONS
COVER—Spectacular night display by Mexico's

new volcano, Pancutin.

JANUARY—Mt. Chocorua, beautiful peak of the

White Mountains, majestic in its mantle of snow,

framed by stately birches and soft purple shadows.

FEBRUARY— Picturesque native fisherman of the

Saintes Islands against vivid West Indies back-

ground of wide blue sea and luxuriant foliage.

MARCH—An arresting study of two defiant

ospreys. These interesting bird fishermen are

known throughout the U.S. but are seldom seen

so well as in this dramatic close-up.

APRIL—Hedgehog cactus in bloom—a brilliant

specimen of botanical photography, masterly in

its beauty of color, detail, and composition.

MAY—The Great Organ Butte. One of Natures
most impressive monuments, this inspiring monolith

towers in majesty and serenity against the cerulean

sky and tawny desert of Eastern Utah.

JUNE—An appealing study of a little orphaned
mule deer, his wobbly legs, shiny nose, enormous
ears, and spotted coat enveloped by the green

leaves and purple flowers of his natural habitat.

JULY—A mother goldfinch, as big as life and a

lot closer than usually seen, stands guard over her

clamoring offspring, with yellow and black plumage
vividly silhouetted in natural surroundings.

AUGUST—Grace, freedom, and beauty as exem-

plified by a blacktail deer in Nature's own frame

of muted colors, with famed Devil's Tower soaring

against the Wyoming sky.

SEPTEMBER—A tree toad, of all things! This

comical little fellow, though seldom seen, is be-

loved by all for his bucolic serenades on warm
spring evenings. Here, glistening amidst bright

red berries of the Black Alder, he proves he should

be seen as well as heard.

OCTOBER—Shades of autumn. Who has words to

match the beauty of trees in the fall? This scene
of a meadow in the Catskills is a bit of transitory

glory captured for unending enjoyment.

NOVEMBER—A pair of Eastern Rosellas. Among
the most gorgeously caparisoned birds in the world,

they flash their multicolored brilliance through the

trees of Australia.

DECEMBER—The nobility of Nature inspiringly ex-

pressed by a group of magnificent white sheep in

repose among the blending blues of Alaskan skies

and Mt. McKinley's cloud-wreathed majesty.

CALENDAR
SIZE

83/4
" x2l"

PICTURE SIZE

8%" x 83/4
"
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annual publishing event. Thirteen breath-taking photographs of
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quality double-weight stock, plastic binding, metal strip edge, and

hanger. Calendar vividly clear, legible; photographs ideal for framing.
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Look what's happened at Soda Springs.

GeneralConnor!

If history could repeat itself, what a sight would

greet General Patrick Edward Connor, U. S. A.,

riding in on the Old Oregon Trail to the

town of Soda Springs, Idaho.

MAY 1 863-Nothing but sagebrush, hostile

Indians and some marvelously cool and

sparkling mineral springs beside which

General Connor laid out a settlement for his

soldiers and the wagon train of eighty families.

TODAY—A giant Monsanto Phosphate Division

plant, dominated by the largest electric

furnace ever built, turning out elemental

phosphorus from which come phosphoric acid

and the phosphates that go into thousands

of products for the home and industry.

Already the largest producer of elemental

phosphorus in the world, Monsanto's

Phosphate Division widens its service to

industry still further with this big new plant.

In addition to the huge multi-furnace battery

long in operation at Monsanto. Tennessee, still

more furnaces are to be built at Soda Springs.

On that May day in 1863. General Connor saw

only some springs that would assure a steady

water supply, even though tangy with

mineral content. Coming back today, he

would find a bustling 20th century

community . . . realizing richly on

the chemical promise the springs

foretold . . . supplying a basic chemical

that serves all mankind.

Monsanto Chemical Company,
Phosphate Division,

1700 South Second Street, St. Louis 4, Missouri.

Monsanto Canada Limited, Montreal, Vancouver.

Monsanto
Chemicals -Plastics

SERVING INDUSTRY.. . WHICH SERVES MANKIND
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BOXED MINERALS
insisting of 15 large specimens

lus handbook on mineralogy.

SI .00

UV LAMP
Generates ultraviolet rays

for activating fluorescent

minerals and paints.

S2.00

Fluorescent minerals consist-

ing of WILLEMITE, WER-
NERITE, CALCITE. TREMO-
LITE, FLUORITE.

Large specimen $.50

Small S.25

Complete set consisting of UV lamp, 5 minerals and 5

paints.

fluorescent water color

S5.00
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Consisting of 25 large specimens

plus handbook on mineralogy.
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METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY - ROYAL BRONZE FINISH

A menagerie of 8, averaging 3 inches, $1.00 each. Larger size averaging 6 inches in length, $2.00 each.

A small booklet is included with each prehistoric animal telling its story

Dealers and Museums — Write for Wholesale Prices

MAIL ORDER ONLY

ROYAL BRONZE
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< THE pacer. His fore and hind

legs on one side move forward
together, first on one side and
then on the other

V THE trotter. His right front

and left rear legs move forward

at the same time, then the other

pair do likewise

LETTE R S

How Do They ttun?
Sms:

I am much interested in the statement

in a recent issue of Natural History

that the hyena paces when it runs.

I have long had the idea that the

giraffe paces and that no other animal

does. I would much appreciate it if you

could enlighten me further.

Herbert R. Spencer

Erie, Penna.

The following information is offered

by George G. Goodwin of the American

Museum's Department of Mammals:

Everything about the motion of wild

creatures is interesting. Indeed, life itself

is interesting to us chiefly because of our

own capacity for motion. Of absolute

rest, nature gives us no clue; and man's

emotional balance is easily disturbed by

hindrances to normal motion. Inactivity

breeds loneliness and despair; movement

means life and brings a sense of well-

being and hope.

All matter, whether living or dead, is

constantly moving, but the casual ob-

server finds the greatest interest and

meaning in the intelligent and often

graceful movements of the higher ani-

mals.

Animals first crawled out of the water,

dragging their bodies on the ground.

Later they rose up on their legs to walk;

in time, they increased their walking to

running, and some of them eventually

took to galloping. Air, water, and land

are the three great highways of our uni-

verse. Various animals travel each of

these highways with perfect ease and

comfort, and on each highway there is

a wide range of intergrading forward

motion.

Among the mammals on land there are

those that climb, glide, walk, run, jump,

and gallop, animals that scurry along,

and some that move in slow motion. It

United States Trotting Association Photos

might be said that in ordinary running

the four-footed animals "roll" along, the

leg being the spoke of the wheel. The

foot is like the rim of the wheel, except

that it only touches the ground intermit-

tently. The difference is that the legs of

the horse do not go up and over. How-
ever, they get there just the same.

If you look down on most four-footed

animals from above, their legs are seen

to move in diagonal pairs—that is to say,

the front right leg and the left hind leg

move forward together, alternating with

the left front and the hind right. This

also holds true of ourselves: as the right

leg moves forward the left arm swings

forward, followed by a similar action of

the right foot and left arm. In this di-

agonal movement of the limbs, the body

twists or weaves forward with an even

continuity of movement.

The diagonal gait of the hoofed ani-

mals can be separated into three separate

speeds: walk, run (or trot), and gallop.

In each of these gaits, one or more feet

are almost always touching the ground.

If this were not the case, conform-

ity of motion would be broken, resulting

in loss of speed. Exceptions are found in

the leaping or bounding gallop of the

springbok and certain other animals.

There is no doubt that this diagonal mo-

tion of the limbs is the most efficient

method for travel on land, yet not all

mammals progress in this fashion. A few

amble or pace. In these the fore and

hind legs on one side move forward to-

gether, first on one side, then on the

other. Why some animals have adopted

this method of travel is difficult to ex-

plain. It impairs the continuity of motion

and breaks down efficiency in speed.

This gait known as pacing is evidently

hereditary and has been handed down

from a distant geological age. It is not

known if pacing was a general practice

among primitive mammals or if it was

restricted to a few groups, as it is today.

Animals that pace have their bodies

slung high on the legs, but they are not

Continued on page 94
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Who helps "give it the gas"?
Read how banks team up with the Oil Industry to put
more powerful, more economical gasoline in your car

AS WE see it, you need 4 things toA market a gallon of modern gaso-

line: Plenty of get up and go, first-rate

technical know-how, top flight organ-

izing genius, and . . . money.

All the hundreds of oil companies
that produce, refine and market gaso-

line have the first three in common.
The fourth is frequently the busi-

ness of banks, and here's how it goes.

Private capital

—

always the prime
mover of private enterprise—gave the

oil business its start. But as the prob-

lems of the industry grew more com-
plex and more expensive, even the

staggering amounts oilmen put back
into their business were not quite

enough to foot the bill. The tremen-

dous resources of banks had to be
tapped to help do the job.

For instance—bank money helps

finance many of the 45,000 wells

drilled annually in this country. Bank
money contributes to pipe line, tank

ship and refinery construction. Bank
money helps in the research for better

gasoline and hundreds of other petro-

leum products. Ultimately, bank
money reaches the retail sales level

and in many cases helps finance the

neighborhood service station operator.

And where do banks get the money
to help oilmen? From people. From
the dollars and cents people deposit or

invest. And when put to work in the

form of bank loans to industry, this

money comes back to the people as
progress and profits.

That's how banks help "give it the
gas."

And it points up a lending pattern
between competitive banking and pri-

vate enterprise that has helped bring
all the American people a substantial

share of this world's goods.

Chase National Bank is proud of
the part it is playing in American
progress.

THE

Chase
NATIONAL BANK

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
(Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation)

One of a series of advertisements being published in New York City newspapers
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
This remarkable color photograph of a

number of mushrooms at the foot of a

tree was taken in Maine by Helen Cruick-

shank, the well-known nature photographer,

whose husband has entertained so many

audiences for the Audubon Society with

illustrated lectures.

The growth and reproduction of mush-

rooms can be studied by almost anybody.

yet one will never exhaust their variety or

lose the hope of finding another rare or

even unnamed species. The ease with which

color photographs can now be taken makes

this group of plants especially popular.

Though their shady haunts sometimes

present problems of illumination, the

cameraman will thank the mushrooms for

their willingness to remain motionless, re-

calling that even the flowers have a ten-

dency to nod in the wind and blur the

image.

To sense the possibilities of three-dimen-

sional photography, as well as to learn a

great deal about mushrooms, the reader is

referred to the book Mushrooms in their

Natural Habitats, by Alexander H. Smith

of the University of Michigan, in which

231 outstanding stereopticon pictures are

included, along with an instrument for

viewing them.

bringing uou the beit in scientific thought una opinion in

exploration, reiearch, ana the world of nature

Edward M. Weyer, Jr., Editor

February, 1953 Volume LXII, No. 2

Mushrooms Cover Design

From a color photograph by Helen Cruickshank
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Boys and girls—from six to sixty—all can enjoy modeling beautiful realistic birds this easy way.

Complete directions show how to assemble the pieces, shape them, and color them. Everything

is supplied: diecut parts, glue, sandpaper, paints, brush. Available in two different sets:

SONG BIRD SET

Cardinal, Goldfinch, Rose-breasted

Grosbeak, Red-headed Woodpecker.

GAME BIRD SET

Canada Goose, Mallard Duck, Green-

winged Teal, Bob White (Quail).
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YOUR NEW BOOKS

Dorothy Edwards Shuttlesworth on Exploring Nature

Arctic Adventure • African Sculpture • Navigation

Exploring nature with
your child

by Dorothy Edwards Shuttlesworth

Greystone Press, $3.95

448 pp., 140 illus.

ANEW and different nature book

has been written bv Dorothy Ed-

wards Shuttlesworth. It is not a text or

guide book in the usual sense, but a

selected background to nature in its

many forms. In particular, it is a book

for thoughtful parents, making available

a rich treasury of information to share

with a child. At the same time, it is

by no means limited to parents. Older

children and other adults will find it

extremely interesting and difficult to lay

aside, once they open it. Anyone who
likes nature will find himself turning

to it again and again.

Exploring Nature with Your Child fits

a niche that is more general in substance

and broader in scope than any of the

specific guide books. It takes the reader

on a surprisingly inclusive tour of the

world of nature, especially those phases

that fascinate and arouse the interests

of a child. To quote the author, "An

inquiring mind and zest for living are

essential for a rich, interesting, and

worth-while life. Childhood is the time

to nourish and strengthen these fine

qualities." Dorothy Shuttlesworth has

done an excellent job of supplying the

necessary material for this task. The fact

that she is the mother of two children

and that she founded Junior Natural

History Magazine, (published by the

American Museum of Natural History)

and has been its editor for the past

sixteen years, gives her unique authority

and qualifications to write this book.

A book crammed with such a variety

of information is not easy to summarize.

The chapter headings give only a partial

idea of the subjects covered. For ex-

ample, chapter four, "Birds of Farm and

Zoo," touches on turkeys, homing

MINERALIGHT
iguing, prof
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enjoy beouliful,

minercls thai g

Depl. NH for FREE 8

YOUR NEW BOOKS

pigeons, ostriches, canaries, and even

flying reptiles and the earliest known

bird. Other chapters include domestic

and wild mammals, fish, reptiles and

amphibians, insects, plants, astronomy

and weather. Ways of observing various

wild things, and of collecting and keep-

ing certain kinds such as birds' nests,

leaves, and live insects are but a few

of the topics discussed. Of course, none

of these individual items are treated in

great detail. That would be out of the

question. But each chapter contains such

a rich store of them that the author

more than answers the questions most

likely to be raised and at the same time

stimulates a lively interest in nature.

Having written it with the parent in

mind, Mrs. Shuttlesworth frequently adds

amusing sidelights and bits of back-

ground philosophy.

It is true that Exploring Nature with

Your Child is not sufficiently detailed for

advanced students or amateur naturalists.

For them there are a host of books on

specific subjects such as birds, trees, and

the like. But for the beginner, and es-

pecially for the parent anxious that his

child secure an accurate, well-rounded

knowledge of the world around him,

this book is the answer to a real need.

It has an unusual and most attractive

format, each topic-caption being set in

colored ink, with many two-color draw-

ings and full page photographs. Explor-

ing Nature with Your Child can be

recommended without hesitation.

William G. Hassler

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
ART OF NAVIGATION

----- by Louis Allen Harding

The William-Frederick Press, $3.75

142 pp., 66 illus.

GOOD reading here for everyone in-

terested in the interrelation of as-

tronomy, time keeping, navigation, and

"eography. In outlining the progress of

SHELL CATALOGUE

The only book of Its kind In the world. Covers oyer

500 kinds of Sea Shells of East and West Coast and

700 kinds of foreign marine shells fully pictured, de-

scribed and value. Only $2 prepaid. You Bate price of

book on one shell.

WALTER F. WEBB

2515 Second Ave. North St. Petersburg. 3. Florida

navigation the author describes the many

ways man learned about the earth

through observing the behavior of the

heavenly bodies. The story of early navi-

gation instruments and their use is excel-

lent and well illustrated with line draw-

ings. The book emphasizes the many

difficulties that faced the navigator before

astronomy had advanced sufficiently and

accurate instruments were invented.

There are some technical errors, a

few of which may be due to careless

proofreading. These, however, can be

easily corrected in a second edition, at

which time an index should be added.

On the whole, this is a worthy con-

tribution to the history of navigation

and should appeal to anyone with the

slightest spark of curiosity about his

world.

Robert R. Coles

Our amazing birds

...... by Robert S. Lemmon

Paintings by Don R. Eckelberry

The American Garden Guild and

Doubleday and Co.

239 pp., 102 drawings

\T7IDE popular interest in birds en-

* * courages an amazing variety of

books, ranging from the formal check

list bristling widi Latin and Greek to

the personal accounts of experiences

with particular birds. Somewhere in be-

tween stand the manuals for bird-watch-

ing, intended to name almost any bird

one mav see and to provide salient facts

of distribution and behavior.

The number of illustrations required

in a handbook forces a bird artist to

keep them small and to crowd them

together. It must have given joy to Don

Eckelberry to draw pictures for this

handsome volume, with text by Robert

Lemmon, for they could be given so

much more room and individuality.

Mr. Lemmon contributes a series of

essays on 102 species of North American

ETHNIC FOLKWAYS LIBRARY of folk music on

records from any lands; authoritative, documental

These records point nut: customs of world's peoples,

religions and ceremonies. Ii liefs and concepts, mores,

work and play activity, influence of one culture upon

another, similarities and differences of cultures.

For complete catalog Includinn FOLKWAYS series

anthologies of American folk music and Jazz, chil-

dren's series SONGS TO GROW ON and Literature

sets write to:

FOLKWAYS RECORDS, 117 W. 46 St., N.Y. 36
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ways see the exact image
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others along with explanatory material. 35 full

page photographs. 64 pages 50c
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birds, chosen from as many orders and

families as possible and then presented

in no particular order at all. The series

begins with a humming bird and the

great auk, and terminates with the

Blackburnian warbler and downy wood-

pecker. An albatross soars between the

bluebird and the crow, the skimmer

plows water between a marsh wren and

the robin.

To the uninitiated this may prove

somewhat confusing, but there is a great

deal of reliable information in the book,

and the index makes it easy to find any

species of immediate interest. It is a

disappointment to find albatrosses in

general called "flying cruisers of the

warm-water oceans"; most of them re-

quire cool waters. Many of the descrip-

tions of behavior are too stronglv tinged

with human emotions.

Nevertheless, one may open the book

anywhere and be sure to find a pleasing

account of the ways of some well-known

bird, or perhaps of one that has un-

fortunately disappeared from our land.

Even after all the printed pages have

been read, Don Eckelberry's drawings

will tempt one to come back again and
again.

James P. Chapin

TiHE FACE OF THE ARCTIC

- by Richard Harrington

Henry Schuman, $6.00

369 pp., 161 illus.

DICHARD HARRINGTON went into

"•* Canada's Northwest Territories as a

documentary photographer with an as-

sortment of cameras and plenty of film,

plus artistry, enthusiasm, adaptability,

insight and integrity; and in an eloquent

combination of words and pictures he has

told in The Face of the Arctic what he

saw and heard, did and thought during

his several winter and spring journeys

since 1949 in the region between Corona-

tion Gulf and Hudson Bay.

His photographs are among the best

ever made in the Canadian Arctic. They

include such rare shots as one of a

couple of dog teams leaving a vapor

trail over the sea ice in very cold

weather, and innumerable sensitive illus-

trations of northern life, indoors and out,

day and night, under all conditions. As

one whose own experience with cameras

in the North goes back many years, in

winter as well as summer, this reviewer

can feelingly testify that it takes a lot

of determination deliberately to freeze

your fingertips for the sake of a picture

when you are chilled and tired and

hungry. Harrington's book shows that

he has done that often, although he

says, "Manv times I passed up excellent

possibilities, because I was just too

damned cold."

More than half the book covers his

visit to the settlement of Coppermine

and his inland and coastal sled trips

with a Royal Canadian Mounted Police

constable and with Eskimos, in 1949.

The balance chronicles his travels on

the west side of Hudson Bay and north-

ward to Boothia Peninsula, in 1950 and
1951—altogether three separate excur-

sions into the North rather than the five

stated in the publisher's subtitle in ap-

parent reference to earlier journeys re-

called in the text but not described.

The text of The Face of the Arctic,

which has no pretensions of scholarship

and seems to be based largely on diary

entries, presents a factual and absorbing

cross section of the manners, customs,

and environment of the whites and Eski-

mos Harrington met from Coronation

Gulf to Hudson Bay.

RlCHAKD FlNNIE

Audubon's butterflies,
moths and other studies.

Compiled and edited by Alice Ford

Studio Crowell, $5.75, 120 pp.,

40 plates (17 in color)

rT-, HIS book presents for the first time

- a series of sketches by the renowned

John James Audubon on insects and rep-

tiles. They were done in a sketchbook in

the early 1820's and presented to Mrs.

Charles Basham of Pittsburgh in 1824.

They remained in that family for four

generations but have now been made
available to the public through the cour-

tesy of Mrs. Kirbv Chambers, their pres-

ent owner.

The text gives a brief background on

die truth and legend of Audubon's birth

and traces the history of this sketchbook.

The main part is concerned with the

period of Audubon's life when he was

living and sketching in the lower Missis-

sippi country. A number of very interest-

ing episodes and observations are pre-

sented, including his meetings with other

artist-scientists of his era. It also presents

information on his companions and as-

sistants, principally Maria Martin.

These insect drawings were done at

a time when practically no entomological

illustrating, or even writing, was being

done in this country; they are contem-

porary with the work of Thomas Say,

known as the father of American en-

tomology. Many of Audubon's insect

sketches are quite good, and the species

represented can be recognized and classi-

fied; others, however, are more impres-

sionistic or symbolic. The insects and
reptiles are all done very painstakingly

as aqueous drawings or washings.

In addition to these insect, spider, and
reptile drawings, a selection of Audubon's

bird paintings of the same period and
region are given. Also there are insect

drawings by some of Audubon's con-

temporaries and his assistant, Maria Mar-
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tin. The pictures by the latter show her

to be an excellent entomological artist,

better in fact than Audubon himself in

this field.

A good bibliography is given for the

subjects covered, and the index, for both

text and illustrations, is very complete.

Frederick H. Rindge

-HE STORY OF TREES

by Ferdinand C. Lane

Doubleday and Co., $5.00

384 pp., 36 illus.

XT O matter how much one knows
^^ about trees, the reader of this book

will almost certainly discover facts un-

known to him, and this information will

be conveyed in such an interesting

fashion that it is hard to lav the book

aside.

Lane has done a scholarly piece of

work in compiling from a voluminous

source everything having to do with the

history, development, and use of trees.

Despite the encyclopedic coverage of

the subject, the treatment is not dull,

and the reader-interest does not flag.

The broad general subject of trees is

treated under a variety of categories.

Each special aspect of the subject is a

well-rounded presentation in itself, in

factual content and interest, and can

furnish non-soporific conversation topics

to a surprising degree. Also there is a

continuity of theme, which brings all the

varied approaches with their diverse data

into a harmonious and well-balanced

whole.

Trees have a long and illustrious his-

tory, a fact that brings appalling and

disturbing reflections if one realizes the

era of trees upon this earth may be in

its final phase unless steps are taken to

check the ravages of disease and the

wasteful practices of man. With respect

to trees, history will not repeat itself.

It is a fascinating process whereby
trees make use of chemical and physical

laws to develop from a tiny seed the

vast structure of the mature organism.

Trees are hard at work if only we stop

to consider; the energy that has gone into

the making of a giant redwood must be

of great magnitude.

'trees have played a prominent role

in man's culture, and he would be greatly

handicapped if he should have to get

along without them. All of the implica-

tions of this statement are developed
in this book, from the obviously practical

to the aesthetically inspirational.

The quotations heading each chapter

and the half tone illustrations add to

the appreciation of the text.

Harold E. Anthony

A FIELD GUIDE TO SHELLS
OF THE PACIFIC COAST
AND HAWAII

--...---by Percy A. Morris

Houghton Mifflin Co., $3.75

220 pp., 48 pi. (6 in color)

npHIS is a beginner's book, a handy
•* volume easily carried in the pocket

by the stroller on the shore whose eyes

have been diverted from wind and wave

to the gems cast up by the sea. It is

by no means an exhaustive manual of

West American and Hawaiian mollusks,

but a treatise that will answer the ques-

tion "What is it?" for the rank and file

of beachcombers who eventually may be

stimulated to more serious study of mol-

lusks.

Unlike previous efforts of the kind, the

author is aware of the public's picture-

mindedness. The 48 plates depicting 608

kinds of shells, 116 of which are in full

color and the rest reproduced from fine

photographs, will prove the most used

part of the volume.

The text is simple and to the point.

The introduction will be stimulating to

the individual desiring to know more

about mollusks than merely picking them

up as he strolls on the beach. One thing

here should have been added; namely,

that an endless lot of minute shells can

be found at the high tide line of the

shore or among the flotsam and jetsam

deposited there, which may be gathered

with a spoon, bagged, and taken home
to be sorted at leisure.

The up-to-date scientific names accom-

panying the brief description show the

help the author has received from that

indefatigable West American mollusk

Octopus in Your i.ap

It is amazing how narrow a crack an octopus can squeeze through. I once

knew a naturalist who caught a fair-sized octopus, a foot or so long, and took

it into a street car, safely confined within a wicker basket. Ten minutes later

a scream came from the other end of the car. Sure enough, the creature had

squeezed through a half-inch crack and was sitting on the lap of a hysterical

passenger.

From The Living Tide by N. J. Berrill

(Dodd, Mead & Co., 1952.)

enthusiast, John Q. Burch. It is regret-

table that the author did not avail him-
self of similar help in dealing with the

Hawaiian species.

This little volume, which is the sixth

in the Peterson Field Guide Series, meets
a long-felt want, and I heartily reccom-
mend it.

Paul Bartsch

African folktales
and sculpture

Folktales selected and edited by Paul

Radin in collaboration with Elinore

Marvel, with an introduction by Paul

Radin. Sculpture selected, with an in-

troduction, by James Johnson Sweeney.
Bollinger Series XXXII, Pantheon Books,

$8.50, 355 pp., 165 illus.

'T,HE first thing that should be said
•*• about this magnificent book is that

it is a bargain: 81 folktales and 165

large plates of superb examples of Afri-

can sculpture handsomely printed and
reproduced for $8.50! The folktales

representing African oral literature were

selected by Dr. Radin from all parts of

Negro Africa and present a comprehen-

sive view of the range and character of

this form of expression. The sculpture

is drawn from a more limited area,

primarily from the regions of western

and central Africa where the plastic arts

for some unknown reason reached a far

higher level than elsewhere in Africa.

Although any reader might feel grate-

ful for having both these aspects of

Negro art offered him for his enjoyment,

I confess I could find no obvious reason

why they should be combined under one

cover. The folktales do not illuminate

the sculptures, or vice versa. Let us,

however, not look so splendid a gift horse

in the mouth.

H. L. Shapiro

The WORLD OF NATURAL
HISTORY

by John Richard Saunders

Sheridan House, $5.00

321 pp., 64 plates

I IKE the great museum around which

the author weaves his narrative, this

book contains an amazing wealth of in-

formation about the earth and its in-

habitants. Yet its central purpose is to

tell the story of the founding of the

American Museum of Natural History

and of its growth to the greatest institu-

tion of its kind in the world, with the

thousands of fascinating exhibits that are

to be seen within its halls.

From the very beginning, the Museum
has been the product of the inspiration

and devoted labors of various individuals.

Starting with the determined efforts of

Continued on page 93
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A "Mountaineer"?

An exact replica of his face taken just two months before his assassination

provides a fortunate basis for measurement and study

By Harry L. Shapiro

of the Department of Anthropology,

icon Museum of Natural History

ALTHOUGH much has been

/~\_written on the subject, it is

still a debated question as to how

much the physical guise of a man

can tell us about his background

and character. Certainly not every-

thing, but sometimes perhaps a

great deal. No one, for example,

has ever commented on how much

Abraham Lincoln embodied in his

tall, gaunt figure, with its cadaver-

ous face, the type we have come

to recognize as the Southern Moun-

taineer. But the more we think

about it, the more striking the re-

semblance becomes. Perhaps, in

wavs we haven't appreciated, Lin-

coln was more a product of the

Kentucky hills where he was born

and of the people that first settled

them than we realize.

One day about a year ago I had

an opportunity to examine the

little-known life mask illustrated

on these pages. An exact replica

of this sort provides a close ap-

f The only bronze in existence

rom the Clark Mills life mask,

taken on or about Lincoln's fifty-

xth birthday. Reproduced through

he courtesy of Clarence Hay, to

whom it now belongs am.xh photo

WAS LINCOLN A '"MOUNTAINEER'

proach to exactitude in some of

the measurements that form the

basis of classification in the science

of physical anthropology. In other

words, the mask could give us a

much more accurate anatomical

knowledge of Lincoln's face than

all the many photographs, por-

traits, and sculptured likenesses.

This life mask was cast from a

mold made on Lincoln's face by a

sculptor named Clark xMills 60 days

before the assassination. Since Lin-

coln was shot by Booth on the

night of April 14, 1S65, it must

have been made sometime around,

if not precisely on, February 12 of

that year, when he was exactly 56

years old. Whether this coincidence

means anything, the records I have

seen do not make clear. It is in-

dubitably the last mask ever made

of Lincoln's face in life and repre-

sents him at the height of his

career.

This replica of Lincoln remained

in the hands of Mr. Mills' sons until

1SS6 when it came into the pos-

session of Mr. John Hay. Lincoln's

secretary and later Secretary of

State in Theodore Roosevelt's Ca-

binet. Apparently it was cast Loth

in plaster and in bronze. The only

bronze in existence is the one

shown here, which now belongs to

Clarence Hay, through whose

courtesy it is reproduced. About

three years after John Hay ac-

quired the masks, another plaster

copy drawn from the same molds

was presented to the Smithsonian

Institution.

Physically, Lincoln was one of

the most distinctive presidents in

our history. His towering height

alone might have been enough to

draw attention to his physical pres-

ence. But this, combined with his

extreme linearity, his unkempt ap-

pearance, his tousled hair and un-

usual face, focused extreme intrust

on his appearance and furnished

the political cartoonists with a nat-

ural for caricature. Thus, long he-

fore the Atlantic shore and Wash-

ington knew him. his physical repu-

tation hail preceded him. Conse-

quently many of the newspaper

accounts ol his firs! visits to eastern

ritics and numerous memoirs ol

the period contain an undue em-

phasis on the appearance of the

president From the Wild West.

One of the most microscopic

descriptions ol Lincoln can be

I. nihil in William Henry lleniilon's



V Lincoln with his son (Tad) Thomas, photographed in Washington by

Matthew Brady on February 9, 1864

A This rotating view of the Mills broni

probably gives a more exact impression c

papers, recently published. He was

Lincoln's law partner and, becom-

ing aware of his genius long be-

fore it was generally acknowl-

edged, used his abundant oppor-

tunities to subject Lincoln to a

minute scrutiny that recalls the de-

votion of Boswell to Johnson. Hern-

don described Lincoln as having

a long head with a "tall" forehead,

sloping backward. The forehead,

he adds, was narrow but high; "the

cheek bones were high, sharp and

prominent; his jaws were long, up-

curved and massive, looked solid,

heavy and strong; nose large, long

and blunt, a little awry toward the

right eye; chin, long, sharp and

uncurved; face long, narrow, sallow

and cadaverous . . . having on his

face a few hairs here and there;

cheeks leathery and saffron colored;

ears large and jutting; lower lip

thick, hanging undercurved or

down-curved; little gray eves."

Some of these observations were

sound and are borne out by a com-

parison of measurements taken on

the mask with the averages we
have of typical old-time Americans

of similar north European origin.

Others are not.

We have only one considerable
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e anatomy of Lincoln's face than any

production previously published

body of information on the faces

of Americans whose ancestry re-

sembles what we know of Lincoln's.

This is Ales Hrdlicka's measure-

ments of 727 white Americans

whose parents and grandparents

had all been born in the United

States. On the average, these fami-

lies had probably been in this

country for at least 150 years. Most

were from the eastern part of the

country and represent, so far as

we can judge, a constituency simi-

lar to the one from which the

Southern Mountaineer received his

ancestry.

Perhaps one of the most dis-

tinctive features of Lincoln's face

was its great breadth, emphasized

by the jutting arch of his cheek

bones. The actual width of the face

is distinctly greater than the norm

of these "Old Americans" of

Hrdlicka. It falls, indeed, near its

upper limit, as shown in one of

the accompanying diagrams. The

lateral projection of the cheek

bones was so prominent it made
the cheek below it look hollow by

comparison, thus giving the "cada-

verous" look so frequently noticed.

The hollow, sunken-cheek ap-

pearance was further emphasized

f The angularity of his frame and the cadaverous quality of his features

have helped to make Lincoln's likeness so clearly remembered by so many

Culver Service



Once it is pointed out, could anyone

doubt that Lincoln would look at home
among the mountain types we associate

with his native Kentucky? Note the

change that took place in no more than

five years between these two pictures

Culver Service

V Lincoln towered above his officers: a photograph taken

on the battlefield at Antietam, October 2, 1862. His stature

is believed to have been six feet, four inches



by the enormous width of Lincoln's

jaw at the angle just below and

forward of the ear lobe. This—the

bigonial width—measures 126 milli-

meters and lies at the very extreme

of variation found in the Old

American faces. The bony structure

of the face was thus wide, both at

the cheek bones and particularly

the corners of the lower jaw—two

elevated ridges with the interven-

ing cheek the valley between them.

These peculiarities account for the

frequently mentioned angularity

and prominence of the bony struc-

ture of Lincoln's face observed by

so many of his contemporaries.

It is, of course, extremely hazard-

ous to attempt to account for these

exceptional features without far

more information than we now

possess. Almost every face departs

from the average in one respect or

another—and Lincoln's facial archi-

tecture may represent nothing more

than a familial inheritance of an

unusual combination of character-

istics. It is, however, interesting

that among the racial strains to be

found in Lincoln's geography, one

could match these dimensions

easily only among Indians.

Herndon was wrong, however,

in describing Lincoln's forehead as

narrow. It is definitely broad, much
broader than the average of Hrd-

licka's Old Americans. It was also

"tall" and with a distinct slope.

The nose is long, but this length

no doubt was in part the result

of the marked linearity of growth

so evident in Lincoln's whole con-

formation. The marked length of

the nose gives its moderate width

almost the appearance of narrow-

ness. The relative width of the

nose (nasal index) falls below the

Old American average.

Lincoln's face was long in ab-

solute dimension and exceeds the

mean. But its length lay largely in

the mid-facial region and particu-

larly in the nasal area. The chin

was not especially deep from the

mouth down. The impression of

strength and massivity that Hern-

don noted probably arose from the

great width that I have previously

stressed.

LINCOLN'S MEASUREMENTS
compared with "Old Americans"

These graphs show Ales Hrdlicka's meas-

urements of 272 Americans, whose family

origin was comparable to what we know

of Lincoln's

Q. Lincoln from the Mills mask

Lincoln from the Volk mask

^ Both masks the some

FACE WIDTH

Lincoln was 7 1/2 inches above average

FOREHEAD HEIGHT

Exceedingly wide at the cheekbo

BIGONIAL WIDTH

His forehead was high and sloping

FACE HEIGHT

A jaw rarely matched in widlh

GONIO-FRONTAL A INDEX

Face long, especially above moufh

NOSE WIDTH

Jaw overbalanced wide lorehead

MINIMUM FRONTAL

Actually wide, but not relatively

NOSE HEIGHT

Herndon wrongly called lorehead i

MOUTH WIDTH

Length of nose eclipsed its moderate widlh

EAR LENGTH

Wide compared with "Old Americans" Ears long and protruding



In several places Herndon men-

tions Lincoln's lips. The lower is

distinctly fuller than the upper,

being about twice as thick, with a

slight downward curve, or eversion.

Its fullness is emphasized by the

long thin upper lip. The mouth,

compared with Hrdlicka's Old

Americans, is wide, and the ears

are long. The cast also supports

Herndon's comment that the ears

were prominent and stood out from

the head.

One of Lincoln's best-known

characteristics is his height. Hern-

don recorded his stature as 6 feet

4 inches, although other sources

mention 6 feet 2 inches. He was a

tall boy throughout his childhood

and adolescence. At sixteen, Rich-

ardson remembered him as 6 feet,

and at 17 he was said to have

been 6 feet 2 inches. It is very

likely that Herndon was correct

in giving Lincoln 6 feet 4 inches in

maturity if he were already 6 feet

at sixteen and 6 feet 2 inches at 17.

His weight in maturity seems to

have ranged from 160 to ISO, the

latter figure in his later days.

If we had no other descriptions

than these of Lincoln's bodilv build,

it would be obvious that he was

an extremely elongated and linear

type. Here is how Herndon pic-

tured him : "Thin, wiry, sinewy, raw

and big heavyboned, thin through

the breast to the back and narrow

across the shoulders." Herndon

goes on to say that most of Lin-

coln's excessive height was in his

legs, for when he was seated he

did not appear tall. In another

place, he writes that Lincoln had

big hands and feet, characteristics

noted by many others as well. Al-

though Herndon definitely says that

Lincoln was not muscular, here he

is contradicted by Lincoln's boy-

hood friends, who remembered him

as powerful and strong, famous for

his prowess with ax and in wrest-

ling.

All these details would be ample

to convince a somatotyper, using

the Sheldonian classification of

body build, that here was a body

high in the ectomorphic component

and certainly low in endomorphy.
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Students of body build or constitu-

tion who claim that each of the

three basic components of body

structure—endomorphy (fat), mes-

amorphy (muscle and skeleton),

and ectomorphy (nervous tissue)—
is characteristically associated with

specific types of personality, might

feel justified in tracing Lincoln's

well-known melancholy, his lack

of interest in food or liquor, his

abstraction, "secretiveness," and

withdrawal to this marked develop-

ment of "ectomorphy" in his physi-

cal composition. But I am not sure

what they would do with his equal-

ly well-known love of company,

his story-telling, his joy in debate,

his patient, even temper that hard-

ly anyone ever saw ruffled. These,

according to formula, don't belong

with dominant ectomorphs.

How did Lincoln come by this

tall, leggy, gaunt frame? His father,

Thomas, was nowhere near like

this. Recollections of Thomas,

gathered years after his death, vary

somewhat, but most of them agree

fairly well. He was a man of aver-

age, or only slightly greater than

average height, perhaps 5 feet 8

inches or a shade more. He was

muscular and heavy-set, and one

informant said he weighed ISO

pounds. If heredity accounts for

our physical characteristics, Lin-

coln's bodily conformation would

appear to have owed relatively

little to his father's influence.

Nancy Hanks, Lincoln's mother,

was however very different from

Thomas. John Hanks remembered

her as tall, slender, dark-skinned,

with a sharp, angular face and a

"big" forehead. Another reported

a pale complexion, dark hair,

sharp features, high forehead, and

bright, keen gray or hazel eyes.

Dennis Hanks, her nephew, who
didn't think much of his infant

cousin Abraham when he saw
him shortly after his birth, recalls

Nancy as "spare-made," 5 feet 8

inches, and weighing 130 pounds.

Everyone who remembered her at

all spoke of her exceptional intelli-

gence. Lincoln's father, on the con-

trary, never made any impression

of intellectual ability.

These characteristics of Nancy

suggest a strong resemblance be-

tween mother and son. Lincoln

himself seemed to have sensed this

special bond with his mother, for

Herndon reported that Lincoln con-

fided in him that he owed all he

was to his mother. This has or-

dinarily been taken to mean that

Lincoln here acknowledged the

moral influence of his mother, but

it may well come from his recogni-

tion of all that he inherited from

her. Nancy was spare and for a

woman very tall; Abraham was

tall and gaunt. Nancy had sharp

prominent features; Abraham had

a rugged and bonv face. Nancy had

a high forehead; so had Lincoln.

Nancy was noticeably dark; Lin-

coln was described by Herndon as

having a dark skin—"saffron-

colored.'" Lincoln's gray eyes are

not diagnostic here since both his

mother and father had light eyes.

It would appear that all the

efforts of genealogists and histori-

ans to trace the secret of Lincoln's

character in his paternal lineage

have been ill-advised. How often

biographers confuse name-lineage

with genetic-lineage, forgetting

that the mother's line is just as im-

portant in heredity as the father's!

Unfortunately, in Lincoln's case

little is known about the Hankses.

They were in many respects typical

of the frontier they lived in. Nancy

herself was born out of wedlock

and her father is not known. Lucy
Hanks, her mother, had come from

Virginia as did the Lincolns, fol-

lowing the Wilderness Trail to Ken-

tucky.

The Lincolns were supposed to

have been derived from Scotch-

English stock, although the geneal-

ogy is not too well documented.

One tradition traces them back
through Virginia, Berks County in

Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and
ultimately England, while another

brings them directly to Virginia

from England. The origin of the

Hankses is unknown. But both

these families had been frontier

families and had been for several

generations moving in a stream of

population that was made up main-

Continited on page 90
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IT! I got it!" cried

Turner, my cameraman,

iBJgfcbounced up and dowi

_ le rough sea aboard my sport

fishing cruiser, the "Miss Texas."

We were somewhere in the junc-

tion of the Humboldt and Equa-

torial currents off the extreme west-

ern coast of Peru.

We had been stalking a giant

whale for some time in the hope

of photographing one of its mag-

nificent jumps. By jumps, I mean

the action of hurling its great hulk

completely clear of the sea and

falling back into a fountain of foam

—a very exciting picture. Whales

do this, even though many people

can't believe it, and I wanted

photographic proof. But I'm getting

ahead of my story.

To begin with, whales—the larg-

est creatures on earth—have fas-

cinated me for years; and I had

good reason to suspect that the kind

of photographs we were trying to

Unique photographs reward an out-

doorsman who brought patience and special camera

techniques to bear upon one of the most magnificent

demonstrations of the animal world

take had rarely if ever been pro-

cured by anyone before. I think it is

impossible for a man who loves

the sea, and who is as closely

associated with it as I am, not to

be fascinated by these great deni-

zens of the deep. The whales of

Peru have particularly interested

me ever since my good friend

Enrique Pardo of Lima told me
how his crew once became greatly

upset over their experience with

a white whale.

It seems that Enrique and crew

were fishing in a motorboat painted

white, when suddenly a school of

whales appeared in the vicinity,

one of which was a large white

whale. (Incidentally, there seems

to be some confusion in the popu-

lar mind about white whales. Al-

binos have long been recognized

as a universal phenomenon among
vertebrates, and many white whales

in addition to "Moby Dick" have

been reported. But it is not to be

supposed that there is a special

kind of rare whale that is always

white.) This large white whale of

Enrique's became attracted to the

white fishing boat and approached

uncomfortably near it. There the

animal began a series of interest-

ing actions and gyrations.

* As THE HUGE WHALE hurled its body into the air, the telephoto camera clicked, taking an

unprecedented picture. Note the expansion ridges for breathing along its throat and belly

Sea Qlant at Plcuf,

Alf/ied e. quueii, j*.



Whales rarely leap like this when
a boat is near; hence the need of a

12-inch telephoto lens. In the photo-

graph at right—a most remarkable

picture—note the watchful, down-
ward-turned eye. The humpback's

"hump" (dorsal fin) is seen near

the tail

A The "Miss Texas," from which
the photographs were taken off Peru

Everyone on board was im-

pressed with its size and believed

its intention to be that of mating.

Since the fishing boat was con-

siderably smaller than the whale,

64

the occupants became quite ex-

cited and made a frantic effort to

escape the attention of this great

mammal. The whale, apparently

thinking some sort of a game was

involved, followed the boat prac-

tically to shore. Only when ex-

tremely shallow water had been

reached did it turn and leave the

chase. Enrique told me he would

never forget the experience.

Several years ago, when I was

fishing off the shores of northern

Chile and was far at sea in a small

fishing boat, I hooked into a large

broadbill swordfish and was hav-

ing quite a fight with it when the

engine in the boat took that oc-

casion to stall. It was a very critical

moment. In an attempt to keep

the swordfish away from the boat

while we made efforts to repair

the engine and get it running once

again, I let the broadbill take con-
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siderable line. This he did, but he

remained near the surface, with

the result that my line was very

near the top of the water for the

entire distance between the boat

and the fish. All of a sudden, out

of the deep, a pair of humpback

whales surfaced very near my boat

and proceeded directly toward the

path of my line.

I knew at once that if the whales

came in contact with my taut linen

line, it might immediately snap

and my broadbill would be lost.

I had some tense moments as I

watched the two whales approach

the line and waited for the momen-

tary slack to tell me it had parted.

They came to within a fraction of

an inch of the line and stopped,

blew several spouts of air, and sub-

merged, passing under the line and

reappearing on the surface a short

distance beyond. They then con-

tinued on their way. They had

completely cleared the line. We
repaired the boat. I saved the fish

and have always liked whales.

Whales arouse in me a feeling

of protective tenderness. While ob-

serving a small school of hump-

back whales one day in their sur-

face activities, I maneuvered my
boat very close to them in an

effort to see what they were doing.

They appeared to be rolling and

generally playing around in a

happy manner when all of a sud-

den, out of the sea, popped a baby

whale some twelve to fourteen feet

long. Thereupon followed a fas-

cinating action on the part of the

mother whale to protect her young.

We felt sure that this was the

mother, protecting and nursing her

infant. When, all of a sudden, the

young whale was exposed to the

surface and to the unknown, there

was every indication it meant un-

certainty and danger to the mother.

With a quick flip of her tail and

fins, she sucked the baby whale

immediately down to her under-

side, a safe and protected haven

from whatever might be dangerous

on the surface.

But to get back to my story, I

have observed the surface action

of whales on various occasions of

this sort, and I had become pos-

sessed with the desire to obtain

photographic evidence of my ob-

servations. This was not an easy

task. The pictures would have to

be made from a small boat bounc-

ing in a rough sea under varying

light conditions. Even though it is

possible to approach very close to

whales on the surface, it is my
experience that only when they

are at great distances from a motor-

boat will they actually display their

greatest activity, such as fluking

and jumping. When a boat is near,

they will only lie on the surface

and roll sometimes. So, in addition

to the problems we already had,

there was the enormous difficulty

of taking pictures at a great dis-

tance.

After we had done considerable

research, we concluded that we

would attempt the work with a

12-inch telephoto lens and a se-

quence action camera. It took a

lot of time to assemble the equip-

ment, and, as any cameraman can

appreciate, such "high powered"

apparatus required extreme bal-

ance in handling during the actual

work.

Having built our cameras speci-

ally for the job, we proceeded to

Talara, Peru, where we made our

headquarters and drove 40 miles

north each day to a small dock

where I kept my cruiser. Right

offshore from this spot was the

junction of the two great South

Pacific currents, the Humboldt and

the Equatorial, or, as it is called

by oceanographers, the Nino Cur-

rent. The Humboldt is swinging

northward here and runs into the

Equatorial Current, which is swing-

ing southward. The joining causes

the Humboldt Current to veer to

the west.

In this area exists the greatest

abundance of sea life I have ever

seen. It embraces every type, from

the microscopic plankton through

all of the small fishes up to the mar-

lins and broadbill swordfish, as well

as the giant rays and the great

whales. The milling around of the

food supply, stirred up by the cur-

rents, counter-currents, slicks, boils,

and upsurges, makes it possible to

see a whale almost any place.

The morning we took these pic-

tures, we noticed a oveat surface

* Fluking: The tail slides into the water with scarcely a ripple. Whales

sometimes signal to each other by lobtailing, or hitting the tail on the water



disturbance far in the distance.

There was something there we

could not recognize, and we

wanted to investigate. We gunned

our engines and headed in the

direction as rapidly as possible. In

a short time, we were able to dis-

cern a whale on the surface, but

he was still too far away to photo-

graph even with our long-range

lenses. The great question was—

would he continue to be active

until we could come within shoot-

ing distance?

Luck was with us. In a short

time we were able to shoot, and

the whale performed tire fantastic

gymnastics you see here. As we

watched this great surface display,

spellbound in admiration, we could

not help but feel that the whale

was enjoying itself. Whalers con-

tend that when the creatures go

through these gyrations, they are

trying to rid themselves of bar-

nacles. We are assured, however, by

Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, that

this is not the only reason why

whales jump and that it is likely

that our magnificent humpback was

simply having himself a good time.

Dr. Murphy estimates that this

whale was about 45 feet long. The

animal certainly seemed to be feel-

ing fine, and he showed no aware-

ness of danger near at hand. He

was just jumping around, feeling

his oats.

We believed we had the pictures,

but so special a photographic job

as this always leaves one in con-

siderable doubt, and much time

remained before we would actually

know. In this isolated spot there

were no facilities or materials avail-

able for developing and printing

the photographs. We had to wait

for the long trek back to Houston,

Texas, for the final answer.

All travelers and adventurers re-

turning from strange realms try to

support their adventures with pic-

tures of what they have seen or

experienced. In this case, I believe

the photographs represent an ex-

perience in themselves. I am in-

formed on good authority that

they are probably the only ones of

their kind ever procured.
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An astonishing parade

of Nature's record-breakers

By Osmond P. Breland
University of Texas

ONE seldom hears a hunter

boast of the smallest animal

he ever killed; nor do fishermen

vie with each other to see who can

catch the tiniest fish. Although

people are interested in the unusual

or exceptional, they are usually

more attracted by the very large

than by the smallest of objects or

achievements.

When one thinks of the giants of

today, he usually pictures the ele-

phant or the sulphur-bottom whale.

Yet among lesser creatures there

are record-holders that are just as

spectacular in their own sphere.

Protozoans, for instance, have

only a single cell in their bodies,

and we would thus not expect them

to compare in size with the largest

of other groups. Some of the pro-

tozoans are responsible for serious

human diseases such as malaria,

leishmaniasis, and amoebic dysen-

tery. Most of them are so small

that they cannot be seen with the

unaided eye. On the other hand,

there are comparatively mammoth
protozoans, and Dr. Theodore

Jahn, of the University of Cali-

fornia, states that there is a greater

* The King Cobra, longest of the

poisonous snakes, is known to ex-

ceed 18 feet. A view from an exhibit

in the American Museum

WHICH ARE THE BIGGEST:

range in size among the Protozoa

than in any other group of animals.

One of the smallest protozoans is

the one causing kala azar, a type of

leishmaniasis in human beings.

Even husky specimens may be only

1/25,000 of an inch long. The larg-

est of the protozoans belong to a

New York Zooloaical
Society photo

group that is parasitic on fish. One
kind (Mijxobolus) causes what is

known as boil disease in certain

European fishes, and individuals

may be nearly three inches long-

surely a decent size for one cell!

Dr. Jahn has estimated that the

largest protozoan has approxi-

For help in the preparation of this article, tin- author is indebted to John C.

Armstrong, C. M. Bopert, T. Donald Carter, Mont \. Cazier, Eugene W. Gudper,

Libbie H. Hyman, Francesca R. La Monte, and Robert Cushman Murphy, all of the

Scientific Staff of the American Museum of Natural History.
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New York Zoological Society photo

A Ivan, a magnificent Peninsula Giant Bear (Ursus gyas),

who stood nearly 9 feet high and weighed about 1200 pounds

mately two quintillion times the

volume of the smallest one!

Jellyfish are comparatively sim-

ple creatures, and the bodies of

many of them are composed of

more than 96 per cent water. But

any swimmer who has contacted

the stinging cells of a large jellyfish

knows that they must be regarded

with respect. The body of a large

jellyfish consists of a rounded mass

of jelly-like material, which is

sometimes called the bell. Around

the margin of the bell there are at-

68

tached a large number of long

strandlike appendages called ten-

tacles. In view of the comparatively

simple structure of these jellyfish.

it is amazing how large some of

them grow. Professor Louis Agas-

siz, one of the best known of the

early American biologists, mea-

sured a specimen found off the

Massachusetts coast, and its bell

was 7 l/j feet in diameter. Its ten-

tacles were more than 120 feet long!

Others with bells twelve feet across

have been reported. There is no

animal known,x either living or ex-

tinct, with appendages or body as

long as the tentacles of the largest

of the jellyfishes. As we shall see,

however, some are almost as long

and considerably more bulky.

The name "worm" is used for any

kind of soft-bodied animal that is

very long and slender, and there

are a multitude of different sorts,

such as earthworms, tapeworms,

hairworms, flatworms, and round-

worms. There are also many other

kinds of worms, including some

that live in the ocean, called pro-

boscis worms, or nemertine worms.

They are called proboscis worms

because they have a long tube or

proboscis, that they can project at

the front of their bodies. This they

extend from time to time to grasp

some small creature for food. It is

somewhat debatable what kind of

worm should be given the title of

the world's largest, but the two

outstanding competitors seem to

be the proboscis worms and the

tapeworms.

The proboscis worms have great

powers to expand and contract

theh bodies, and one of the largest

measures 80 to 90 feet when fully

extended. It is quite possible that

there are individuals more than

100 feet long.

Tapeworms, of which there are

several kinds, are well-known para-

sites in the human intestine. People

become infected with certain kinds

of tapeworms by eating improperly

cooked fish, beef, or pork in which

infective stages of the parasites

are sometimes found. The beef

tapeworm and the fish tapeworm
are the largest of the tapeworms

and there is some disagreement

as to which attains the greatest

length. The fish tapeworm gets

to be 60 feet long, and the beef

tapeworm has been reported to

grow to as much as 100 feet. Dr.

Asa Chandler of Rice Institute

cites a case of a Russian woman
who was furnishing a home for six

fish tapeworms. When the woman
was given medication and the

worms passed from her body, thev

were found to aggregate 290 feet.

Under the circumstances, these
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*" A Japanese spider crab, in the

American Museum of Natural History.

Some of these have a spread of 12 feet

* The world's largest shell, a giant

clam also on exhibit in the American Mu-
seum. The two halves total 579 pounds

worms should have been large

enough to satisfy anyone, even

though one or two other kinds

might get to be slightly larger.

Giant earthworms should be

mentioned in passing, since fisher-

men especially like to find large

healthy individuals when looking

for bait. A fisherman's quest would

be over if he could find but a

single large individual of the Aus-

tralian variety. These creatures

average four feet in length in some

areas, and individuals as big as a

man's thumb and eleven feet long

have been recorded. According to

reports, however, the natives do

not waste these monster earth-

worms on fish; they remove the

"goo" from the worms' bodies and

cook the remainder into a concoc-

tion that is supposed to be good to

eat.

Shellfish are creatures such as

clams, mussels, oysters, and scallops

that have a shell about their bodies.

The octopus and squid are also in-

cluded within the shellfish group,

although their shells are either

greatly reduced in size or are en-

tirely absent. Several of these

creatures easily qualify as giants

of the animal world. The so-called

giant squid, found off the coast of

WHICH ARE THE BIGGEST?

Newfoundland, is the largest of

this group. Squids have ten arms

or tentacles, two of which are

much longer than the others. The
largest of these squids actually

measured, so far as could be de-

termined, had an over-all length of

55 feet. The body was 20 feet long,

while the longest of the tentacles

measured 35 feet. It has been

stated that pieces of squid tentacles

have been found that were two feet

in diameter. If this be true, such

monster squids must measure 100

feet in length when alive. A large

squid would certainly weigh more
than a ton, and although certain

worms and jellyfish may be longer,

the giant squid is considered the

bulkiest of the creatures without a

backbone. The octopus, a relative

of the squid, may also be sizable.

One with a tentacle span of 28

feet has been measured, while off

the coast of Australia they are re-

ported to attain a diameter of 40

feet.

Most of us have probablv eaten

clam chowder that was so dilute

that we wondered if it had ever

seen a clam. Such problems would

not arise if cooks had routine ac-

cess to an occasional individual of

the giant clam of the Pacific. One

AMNH photos

of these creatures could be used to

make clam chowder for an army,

while the shells may measure as

much as three feet across. The

American Museum of Natural His-

tory has a pair of the largest shells

on public exhibition. Together they

weigh 579 pounds.

Before leaving the animals that

have no backbones, a few other

giants should be mentioned. The
spider crab of Japan may have

a leg-spread of 12 feet, while an

American lobster of 34 pounds has

been recorded.

Huge spiders that catch birds

are known with a leg-spread of

over eight inches, and venomous

tropical centipedes nearly a foot in

length have been reported. Insects

must also come in for their share

of attention. The longest insect

hails from Borneo and belongs to

the group known as walking sticks.

One of the largest actually mea-

sured was thirteen inches lon<j;.

One would be tempted to use a

shotgun in hunting some of the

Australian moths. The Hercules or

Atlas moth may have a wingspread

of twelve to fourteen inches. Some
large beetles, related to the [une

bugs and May beetles of the

United States, are probably the
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Second largest elephant tusks:

11 feet, and 11 feet 5 inches, respectively.

Largest pair, in England,

exceed 12 feet

AMNH photo

A The leatherback outgrows all other tur-

tles. This giant from Long Island, N.Y., bowed
to Canadian champion weighing 1450 pounds

bulkiest of the insects. Competi-

tors include the Goliath beetle of

Africa and the Hercules beetle of

South America. These creatures

may have an over-all length of

more than six inches with a husky

body to go with it. Some of these

monster beetles fly with such power

that one has been known to break

an electric light bulb when it

bumbled into it by accident.

Large fish are of interest to

everyone, especially to fishermen

who take great pride in the size of

their catch. Unfortunately, the

largest of the fish will probably

never be caught on a hook. This

fish is a kind of shark called the

whale shark because of its large

size. One of these fish 45 feet long

has been measured, and another

was estimated to weigh over 26,000

pounds. This fish is comparatively

rare and only a few large individ-

uals have been captured, but com-

petent authorities have estimated

that the largest individuals may
reach 60 feet or more in length.

The food that this shark eats is

one reason fishermen are not likely

to catch one of these monsters

on a hook. Despite their large

size, they feed upon some of the

70

tiniest creatures in the ocean, such

as small fishes and squids. The

chances are that they would not

be attracted by large hunks of

meat that are sometimes used as

bait for other sharks. The whale

shark could not eat a man even if

it wanted to. The teeth are less

than a half inch long, and the

throat is quite small.

Other large fish and their re-

ported sizes include the basking

shark, which may measure some 30

feet and weigh nearly 10,000

pounds, and the sawfish, so-called

because it has a snout with sawlike

teeth along the edge. The well-

known English biologist, Dr.
J.

Arthur Thompson, published a

photograph of a sawfish in The

New Natural History which he

stated was 29 feet long and

weighed 4500 pounds. Other auth-

orities state that 20-foot sawfish

are not uncommon. The manta

rays, also called devilfish, are re-

lated to the better-known sting

rays or stingarees. They have a

flattened body that is actually

wider than it is long. One speci-

men caught off the coast of Florida

some years ago had a width of 22

feet. The only scales available at

the time had a capacity of 3000

pounds, and it was found that the

manta was much too heavy to be

weighed accurately. It is interest-

ing to compare these large fishes

with the smallest of their clan. The
smallest fish is a kind of goby

found in the Philippine Islands.

When fully grown it is only slight-

ly more than a quarter of an inch

long!

The size of large snakes has

probably been exaggerated more
than that of any other animal.

Many people think that some grow

to be 50 to 60 feet long. Most

biologists believe that the longest

of the snakes is the regal python

found in parts of Asia and adja-

cent regions. There is one auth-

entic record of a 33-foot regal

python, and this is the greatest

length officially recognized for any

serpent. On the other hand, the

anaconda, a large water snake of

South America, is certainly a com-

petitor, and it might very well be

the champ. A short time ago, I

received a letter from a man now
living in Canada who had done

considerable exploring in Brazil

many years ago. He stated that in

1924 he had killed an anaconda
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that measured 12.93 meters, or ap-

proximately 42 feet in length! Un-

fortunately, this great length has

not received official recognition,

although anacondas of approxi-

mately 25 feet have been recorded.

The king cobra, incidentally, is

the longest of the poisonous snakes.

Specimens of more than eighteen

feet have been confirmed. The

diamondback rattler, a more bulky

snake, has a maximum length of

between seven and eight feet.

There is an old record of eight

feet nine inches, but this was

probably based on a skin, as the

anaconda record mentioned above

may have been.

Anyone interested in the size of

crocodiles will certainly have seen

old measurements of as much as 30

feet reported. Large crocodiles

were certainly more common many

years ago, but even optimistic bio-

logists do not believe that they

grew to be 30 feet long even in

the heyday of their existence. Ac-

cording to Dr. Karl Schmidt of the

Chicago Natural History Museum,
the longest verified record for a

crocodile is 22 feet, 4 inches. This

specimen was killed some years ago

in South America. The largest of

the turtle clan is the leatnerback or

trunkback turtle, which fives in the

ocean. One of these reptiles caught

off the Canadian coast weighed

1450 pounds and had a front flip-

per spread of more than 8 feet.

Everyone agrees that the ostrich

is the largest living bird. A full-

grown male may be 8 feet tall and

weigh more than 300 pounds. But

authorities are not as much in

agreement as to which bird has

the greatest wingspread. The two

chief competitors are the South

American condor and a sea bird,

the wandering albatross. The wing-

spread of both these birds has cer-

tainly been exaggerated, and a late

edition of a well-known encyclo-

pedia even states that the albatross

may have a wingspread of seven-

teen to eighteen feet. The greatest

verified wingspread for the albatross

is eleven feet, four inches, and this

is the largest of several hundred

birds measured by different men.

The largest condor that I can vouch

for as having actually been meas-

ured had a wingspread of slightly

more than ten feet.

The sulphur-bottom or blue

whale is the largest of the mam-
mals. In fact, so far as is known,

* A favorite of visitors to the American Museum, this sulphur-bot-

tom whale typifies the world's largest creatures. Some exceed 100 feet

this creature is the largest animal

that ever lived. Several whales of

more than 100 feet long are on

record, while large specimens may
weigh more than 300,000 pounds.

An 89-foot whale, weighed aboard

ship, piece by piece, was recently

found to weigh approximately

300,707 pounds.

Elephants, well known to circus

goers and favorites with children

of all ages, are the largest of land-

dwelling mammals. There are two

different kinds of elephants, the

African and the Asiatic. Asiatic

elephants are most often seen in

circuses, but the African variety

attains the largest size. Certainly

the most famous elephant ever ex-

hibited was Jumbo, an African

elephant that toured the country

with a circus many years ago. Sur-

prisingly, scientists were never able

to get exact measurements of

Jumbo before his death. According

to one report, the late Dr. William

T. Hornaday, former director of

the New York Zoological Park, once

requested permission to measure

Jumbo. His request was turned

down flatly by one of the outraged

owners of the circus. However, we
can be fairly sure the elephant

stood about eleven and a half feet

at the shoulder. Several wild Afri-

can elephants over eleven feet

have been killed, and at least two

Continued on pane 96

AMNH photo
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Elephants
of Thailand
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The diamond among woods

is harvested by the academician among animals

A photo series

by Helen Fischer
from Three Lions

> Ready to move a teak log: two slow but sure

pachyderms, wise in the ways of the teak indus-

try. They only work a six-hour day and are

usually rested for a couple of days every three

days. During the latter part of the nineteenth

century, the teak forests of Thailand were threat-

ened with over-cutting under a system of leases

granted to foreign companies. Almost too late,

local governmental agencies curtailed the rate of

cutting. Today, only five important leases exist

in European hands, and it is likely that all will

allowed to expire in three years.
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> Huge chains attached to the ek-

phant's body and fixed to the log enable

the animal to drag it to water or trucks.

At least two years before felling, tH
trees are girdled and allowed to dry oJ
so the wood will float. One peculiarif

of the teak tree (Tectona grandis) is tha

its twigs are quadrangular and conta|

large quadrangular pith. The oily, du

able wood of the teak tree is outstandiu

for its low shrinkage with changes
moisture content

9

A A NATIVE marking a teak log with the

owner's property-sign. This practice saves

logs from loss and theft. Lately, however,

many logs (averaging $150 in value each)

have been stolen. The mark is removed by
the thieves and the logs are smuggled to

market by way of small canals

(Below) Two elephants line up, one on
each end of the log. With the mahout to

guide their movements, they will nudge it

up the inclined plane with their trunks

(Above) The mahout must have a good
sense of balance to keep from being
thrown off by the sudden movements of

the elephant

(Right) Heave ho! Up and onto thi

waiting truck, the elephant maneuver!
the heavy log as easily as we would al

piece of kindling
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< The value of a trained elephant has risen

greatly in recent years, because the price of

teak has increased 30% over what it was in

1939. The Department of Forestry of the

Thai Government supervises some 48,500
' square miles of teak forest. About half of

this is under exploitation for a 15-year

period, while the other half is reserved for

> reforestation purposes. Post-war logging has

not yet returned to normal. Before the war,

about 1,820,000 cubic feet of teak came down
the Chao Phya River to Bangkok each year.

In addition, considerable quantities were

exported through Indo-China and Burma

>• After work, the elephants

wade and splash in a cool stream,

obviously enjoying themselves

^ Refreshed by his bath, the trained elephant hap-

pily climbs the shore. He will soon be enjoying a

hearty meal and a period of rest. Since the elephants

do not breed readily in captivity, new recruits are

necessarily secured from the wild herds. Though

younger animals are preferred, even the older ones

learn readily when taught properly. Thus some of

the last surviving relatives of the mammoths of the

Ice Age make themselves useful to man in the tropi-

cal forests of southeast Asia, even in the machine age

.
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> Ogac Lake ( at right ) , home
of the fish, flows out into Ney
Harbour (at left) through the

outlet in the center of the pic-

ture. Just below the outlet can

be seen the two white tents of

the McCall - Dawson Expedi-

tion of 1952

McCall-Bawson Expedition photo

A Dr. Max Dunbar, Asso-

ciate Professor at McGill Uni-

versity, who led the first scien-

tific expedition to study the

cod in Ogac Lake, in 1951. He
is the head of the Eastern

Arctic Fisheries Investigation

^ One of the cannibal

codfish caught on rod

and line in Ogac Lake

McCall-Dawson Expedition photo
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Eskimo rumors lead to the discovery of large

landlocked fish with voracious appetites—pos-

sibly survivors from an earlier climatic cycle

By Clyde Kennedy

A STRANGE Arctic lake that

contains rabidly cannibalistic

Atlantic codfish has been found

and investigated by Canadian ex-

peditions. The codfish, which at-

tain a length as great as four feet,

seven and a half inches, may have

been isolated in the tiny, partly-

fresh, partly-salt lake between 1000

and 4000 years ago.

Dr. Max Dunbar, Associate Pro-

fessor in McGill University's De-

partment of Zoology and head of

the Eastern Arctic Fisheries In-

vestigation, heard rumor of the

lake from Eskimos back in 1939.

The Eskimos claimed they oc-

casionally stopped at a small lake

on the 1000-mile-long island to

catch ogac (cod). From them, Dr.

Dunbar located the lake fairly

closely and planned to visit it at

the first opportunity. But service

as Canadian consul in Greenland

during the war years and research

projects in Ungava Bay after the

war prevented him from reaching

the lake.

In 1951, while directing marine

research in Frobisher Bay, his op-

portunity came to check on the

Eskimos' story. The fascinating re-

port of what his expedition and

another expedition that visited

the lake this summer found has

just been released.

The "Calanus," a 50-foot "float-

ing laboratory" built in 1949 for

Arctic research, chugged halfway

up Frobisher Bay, a 150-mile-long

indentation in the southern end of

Baffin Island. The vessel then

turned into Ney Harbour, a fiord

that extends five miles in a wester-

ly direction from the great bay. At

the head of the fiord, which lies

in the shadows of the rugged

Evrett Mountains, the scientists

found fresh water cascading down
from Ogac Lake. They hauled a

CANNIBAL COD IN AN ARCTIC LAKF

< Research Ship "Calanus,"
floating laboratory of the Fish-

eries Research Board of Canada,

in Frobisher Bay. This 50-foot

vessel, specially built in 1949 for

Arctic research, took both expe-

ditions to the lake of the land-

locked cod
Dr. Max Dunbar photo

dinghy up the 80 yards to the tiny

lake to check at last on the land-

locked cod.

They quickly caught codfish and

discovered that when they got one

on their line, other cod would at-

tack the hooked one, tearing it

apart. "If a seal got into Ogac
Lake," says Dr. Dunbar, "I believe

it would be torn apart by the

cod."

When a cod was hauled along-

side, zoologist Ian McLaren would

catch it by the gills and pull it

into the dinghy. He was rudely

taken aback on one catch when he

found himself putting his arms

around a monster cod four feet,

two and a half inches in length!

The scientists found the lake

roughly L-shaped, the longer arm
about one mile in length and the

shorter one about two-thirds of a

mile. It consists of three basins

separated by shallow water. The
deepest point found in the lake

was 200 feet. The lake is fed by

the Ogac River and another small

stream, which is unnamed.

In addition to soundings, Dun-

bar's expedition took temperatures

and salinity tests. They found that

from the surface down to a depth

of fifteen feet the water was fresh.

From there to the bottom, the

water was salty, having about

three-quarters the salinity of At-

lantic Ocean water. The water

close to the bottom of the lake was

found to be stagnant, with a strong

odor of hydrogen sulphide. The

cod were hooked in the salty region

above the stagnant water.

The fresh water entering the lake

from the two streams slides over

the surface of the lake to cascade

over a sill into Ney Harbour. "The

volume of fresh water flowing in

and out of the lake is quite con-
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siderable," says Dr. Dunbar. "The

outflow stream is about 30 yards

wide on the average and some two

to three feet deep in its upper

portion."

Dr. Dunbar had felt that salt

water might slosh over into Ogac

Lake during high spring tides,

though his party could not remain

in the area long enough to observe

such a tide. But he felt certain the

cod didn't get into the lake when

and if that happened. The reason

was simply that there are no cod

in the fiord or in Frobisher Bay.

The nearest point at which cod

are found is in the region of Reso-

lution Island, off the southern tip

of Baffin Island and about 100

miles from the fiord.

The question of what happens at

spring tides was settled last sum-

mer bv the McCall-Dawson Ex-

pedition, a two-man party financed

by the McGill University-Arctic

Institute-Carnegie Grant for Arctic

Studies. Through a generous grant

by the Carnegie Corporation of

New York, it has been possible for

the University and the Montreal

Dr. Max Dunbar photo

branch of the Arctic Institute of

North America jointly to send

younger scientists into the Arctic,

enabling them to get experience

without having to compete with

mature scientists for the regular

Arctic Institute grants.

Storrs McCall, 21, and Arthur

Dawson, 20, were flown to Fro-

bisher Bay by the R.C.A.F. and

McCall-Dawson Expedition photo

A Explorer with convicted cannibal: Storrs McCall, 21-

year-old leader of the McCall-Dawson Expedition of 1952,

holding a 4-foot 5-inch cod. The yV'-pound cod lying in

the corner of the boat was the unintended bait that brought

the big fish to where it could be snagged

^ The smaller fish had been hooked when the larger one
tried to swallow it as shown here. A re-enacted photograph

McCall-Dawson Expedition photo

/

A The Eskimo named Anawak, who ac-

companied Dr. Max Dunbar's party and

caught their longest cod, 4 feet, 2Vi inches

long



McCall-Dawson Expedition photo

A Storrs McCall of the McGill Uni-

versity Expedition of 1952 with the long-

est cannibalistic cod so far caught in Ogac
Lake. It measured 4 feet IVi inches

Storrs McCall with portable

radio on Knife Edge Mountain,

near Ogac Lake, Baffin Island

from there taken to Ney Harbour

by the research ship "Calanus" to

start further investigation of Ogac

Lake in mid-July, while the "Ca-

lanus" went on to other research

in the bay.

McCall and Dawson witnessed

an unusually high tide that lasted

for five days, reaching its greatest

height August 6. This, they saw,

resulted in a considerable flow of

water into Ogac Lake from the

fiord. The depth of the flow over

the sill was about three and a half

feet at the deepest spot they mea-

sured.

McCall and Dawson saw hun-

dreds of sculpins, about three-

quarters of an inch long, being

carried into Ogac Lake during the

high tide. The hungry cod of Ogac

Lake gathered near the outlet of

the lake, which of course was now
temporarily an inlet, and came
right to the surface to catch the

sculpins. "The sculpins lasted no

longer than a day," says Arthur

Dawson.

The young explorers were as

impressed as the Dunbar party had

McCall-Dawson Expedition photo

A The McCall-Dawson Expedition campsite by Ogac Lake

been by the cannibalism of the

Ogac Lake cod. They put metal

tags on a number of the cod, and

although they never recaught a

cod they had tagged, they did

catch cod with these metal tags in

their stomachs!

And the McCall-Dawson Ex-

pedition, in bettering the record of

a four-foot, two-and-a-half-inch

catch by the Dunbar party, created

quite a fish story. McCall caught

a seven and a half pound cod with

McCall-Dawson Expedition photo

rod and line and proceeded to haul

it in. As usual, other cod attacked

the hooked one.

"But this time," says Arthur

Dawson, "a big cod locked its jaws

on the smaller cod and held on.

It didn't let go until McCall had

almost pulled its head out of the

water. Then it released its hold on

the smaller cod. which it had al-

most swallowed, and dropped back

into the lake. But it didn't move

away from our rowboat. McCall

CANNIBAL COD IN AN ARCTIC LAKE



therefore kept the small cod in

the water on the end of his line,

and I got a jig into action. I

snagged the big cod near the tail,

and we hauled him in. He was four

feet, five inches long and weighed

56 pounds."

The McCall-Dawson Expedition

caught an even longer cannibal

cod, but he was slightly lighter.

This one was four feet, seven and a

half inches long and weighed 54

pounds.

Dr. Dunbar points out that even

if there were cod in Frobisher Bay

and Ney Harbour from time to

time, they would experience a great

temperature shock if they moved
into the lake.

"The temperatures in the lake

in August," declares Dr. Dunbar,

"are comparatively high, ranging

from 4.5 to 7.4 degrees centigrade

(40° to 45)2° Fahrenheit). The

water in Ney Harbour, on the

other hand, is close to freezing."

How, then, did the cod get into

Ogac Lake? First there would have

to be cod in Ney Harbour. They

could have ranged that far north

when the water in Frobisher Bay

was warmer than it is at present.

It is possible that the climate of

this part of the world was warmer
during the early days of Viking

exploration, and cod may have

ranged farther north at that time.

Spring tides still spill over into the

lake, so the lake is not yet com-

pletely isolated from the sea. Put-

ting these two things together, it

is possible that the fish became
isolated in the lake as recently as

1000 years ago. Or it may have

happened farther back.

On the other hand, the cod may
have been isolated in the curious

lake when the land rose. The land

has risen as much as 600 feet in

some parts of the Canadian Arctic

during the past 10,000 years. Sea

shells far inland and a series of

old beach lines attest to this. The

land, therefore, may have risen,

leaving a shallow part of Ney Har-

bour in the form of a lake above

the level of the fiord.

Dr. Dunbar describes the food

supply of the cod as poor, and this

would account to some extent for

the strong cannibalistic tendencies

they showed at the season when
they were observed. But if the

fish grow to weigh 56 pounds and

if they prove to be abundant, there

must be more food than has been

accounted for. If they preyed upon
each other to any great extent, it

has been argued, there would be

few large ones.

We are informed that landlocked

marine codfish are known also from

Mogilnoe Lake on Kildin Island in

the Barents Sea (Gadus morhaa

kildinensis) and in fresh-water

lakes on Bering Island (Bering

Sea), on Bolshoy Shantar Island

( Okhotsk Sea ) , and Avachin Lip

on the coast of Kamchatka (Ele-

ginus navaga gracilis in all three

places). The Kildin cod attains

about half the length of the Baffin

Island cod, and the salinity of

Mogilnoe Lake is similar to that

of the Baffin Island lake. The Kil-

din cod are known to spawn in the

lake in early spring.

Many of the codfish caught by

the two expeditions on Baffin Island

were a golden-brown color, which

may have resulted from their habit

of eating seaweed and sea urchins

(Strongylocentrotus). They grow

to a much larger size than the

general run of Labrador cod.

Dr. Dunbar plans to carry out

further research on the curious lake

and its poorly fed inhabitants. This

study may provide interesting evi-

dence of the changes in tempera-

ture and the alterations in height

of land that have taken place in

the Canadian Arctic within the last

10,000 years.

NOT JUST A CHERRY-CHOPPER

Sixteen trees still standing at Mount Vernon are known to have been planted
by George Washington, over 150 years ago. They include white ash, elm,

hemlock, holly, linden, and various others.

The world knows George Washington as the boy who chopped down a iree.

It might well remember him also as a man who planted a great many of them.

JAMES ALDREDGE

NATUBE has produced many
surprising modifications in

the plant world. They appear in

each major group of plants, from

the simplest to the most complex—
from diplococcus to daisy. Prob-

ably it should be admitted that

the carnivorous plants, such as

Venus's-flytrap, sundew, and pitch-

er plant, show some of the most
unplant-like habits. But for sheer

peculiarity in their business of se-

curing food, none of them can rival

Dactylella, the trap-line fungus.

This peculiar fungus belongs to

the group that botanists call the

Fungi Imperfecti—an assemblage

of fungi whose life histories are

imperfectly known but which, for

the sake of convenience, are classed

together. The trap-fine fungus has

roughly the appearance of a minia-

ture string of dieting sausages.

Each sausage is a single cell. Other
strings project out from the joints

between the sausages, creating a
branched network of filaments.

Spaced along these filaments are

the traps. Each is shaped like a
doughnut with a handle. The
doughnut part is composed of three

ells, the handle of two cells. Such
!Jis the appearance of Dactylella.

Each one of the cells of the

doughnut part of the trap is capa-

ble of great inflation and deflation.

Under ordinary circumstances, the

cells are deflated to the point of
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It makes a noose and lassos worms underground

By Lester E. Harris. Jr.

Drawings by Uriel Thurnheer

A When ready to trap a worm, the

noose barely maintains its doughnut
shape (at left). When a roundworm
pokes its front end into the loop, the

cells instantly expand to twice their size

(at right). Branches grow out from
near-by filaments and penetrate the

worm. It is digested alive. (Enlarged

1200 times)

barely maintaining their doughnut

shape. The trap is thus set, ready

for an unsuspecting victim.

Similar traps all up and down
the filaments are waiting likewise.

A microscopic roundworm, travel-

ing in the neighborhood, pokes its

front end into the mass of filaments

as though trying to find a way
through. It slides into the hole in

one of the doughnuts. Instantly

the cells expand to twice their

normal size, constricting the worm
and holding it fast in spite of its

efforts to get free. Branches begin

to grow out from near-by filaments

and penetrate the body of the

THE TRAP-LINE FUNGUS

worm. Digestive juices are secreted

and the worm is unceremoniously

eaten alive.

This peculiar mechanism for ob-

taining food is not always present.

Investigators studying the trap-line

fungus have revealed that the traps

seem usually to appear during a

period of food scarcity. Ordinarily,

food is ingested from the wet wood
or damp woods soil where the fun-

gus lives.

The exact mechanism activating

the traps is not known. It is be-

lieved that some chemical sub-

stance from the worm's body is the

trigger that sets the traps in mo-

tion. Mechanical stimulation ap-

plied with a, ''fine needle does not

cause the cells to constrict.

Reproduction in Dactylclla is

presumed to occur simply by the

production of spores which, upon
maturity, rest for a while, then

germinate to develop into a new
network of filaments. The whole

story of reproduction is not known.

Nature has an earlier patent for

every basic invention produced by

man. Here is an example of a sim-

ple plant which, in all probability,

has been setting out haps long

before the steel trap or the snare

was ever thought of.

8-1



A The women feel for water lily

tubers with their feet and gather

them in calabash bowls or baskets

JUST north of the equator and

west of the White Nile lies the

Sudanese province of Bahr-el-

Ghazal. Its expanse is far greater

than that of Missouri, and it is

inhabited by primitive Nilotic peo-

ples. Lake Nyibor lies in the east-

central portion of the province.

White man has made few marks

upon this country. In 1950, only

21 whites were stationed there—

a few scattered missionaries, the

provincial Governor and his staff,

District Commissioners and their

assistants. It was not until after

World War II that the Anglo-

Egvptian Condominium, which

rules the Sudan, permitted its

white officers to bring their wives

and families into the Bahr-el-

Ghazal, for it is an unfriendly land,

torrid and miasmatic, and the

tribes are unpredictable and often

unruly. Before the advent of air

transportation, it was difficult of

access,— a three-week steamer jour-

ney up the Nile from Khartoum,

capital of the Sudan, then an over-

land trek to interior stations, by
motor lorry in dry season but on

foot after the rains set in.

Bahr-el-Ghazal's climate is con-

stant in only one respect. It is al-

ways hot! Its rainfall, however,

averaging 44 inches a year, is con-

centrated entirely within the six

months that the sun is north of

the equator, nature's method of

tempering its blistering rays. Dur-

ing the rest of the year, rain is

almost unknown, and the land be-

The

^Dinkas
of the Sudan

Children of the wilderness, they owe their pro-

tection from civilization to the hostility of nature

By Edgar Monsanto Queeny
Museum of Natural Historyae. The An

Photographs by Donald I. Kf.r

comes parched and fissured; grass

fires consume the withered vegeta-

tion.

The region's lakes and rivers

reflect these climatic extremes. The

Bahr-el-Jebel, as the White Nile

is known there, bounds the pro-

vince on the east. In March, the

dry season's end, it is less than a

hundred yards wide; but by Sep-

tember, at the end of the rainy

season, it has surged over its papy-

rus-lined banks to become a great

serpentine lake. Inland waters

undergo similar transformations.

Lake Nyibor inundates 1200 square

miles during the peak of the rainy

season. By March, however, after

a six-month drought, it has been

reduced to a mere five square miles

of warm, shallow, tawny water, and

all lesser waters in the area have

vanished.

As Lake Nyibor contracts, the

density of life, both in and around

it, increases in inverse proportion.

Fish that hatched in 1200 square

miles of water are crowded into

5 square miles, to attract birds,

men, and crocodiles alike. Hippos,

too, find Nyibor a haven from the

parched countryside. Almost all the

life of the surrounding area, aqua-

tic and terrestrial, is concentrated

in Nvibor and along its shores,

even the very rare, swamp-loving

Nile Lechwe, also known as "Mrs.

Gray's Waterbuck."

Nile Lechwes, about the size

of white-tailed deer, are beautiful

and graceful antelopes. The male's

characteristic white shawl drapes

over his dark shoulders, and his

long horns fit neatly to the curves

of his black body when he runs.

The female and young are fawn-

colored. They have exceedingly

large hoofs for support in their

swampy haunts. During our visit,

a herd of them grazed along the

eastern reaches of the lake and at

dawn visited its margins to drink.

The Nile Lechwe is noted for its

shy and retiring disposition, but

these individuals were stalked

easilv to within 100 yards.

Nyibor's bird fife in March is

rich indeed. Most numerous were
the Great White Pelicans-10,000

to 20,000 of them. African Skim-

mers were there in abundance-
graceful little birds flying in groups

of 50 or more. They banked and
swerved in unison, then flew close

above the lake, their strangely

elongated lower mandibles ex-

tended and occasionally grazing

the surface to scoop up tender bits.

Marabou Storks were plentiful.

With measured military strides
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> Wet-season hut. The
thatched roof keeps out the

rain yet permits ventilation.

Note how tall and thin the

man is

^ DlNKA man AND WIFE: both wear

ornaments but no clothing. They

travel light. The tribe concentrates

around Lake Nyibor in the dry months

and spreads out for the wet season

they waded along the margins of

the lake to mingle with rafts of

White-faced Tree Ducks, Spur-

winged Geese, Sacred Ibis (the

emblem of ancient Egypt), Saddle-

billed Storks, and diminutive Spur-

winged Plovers dressed in feathery

tuxedos. Fetching little Lily-trotters

nodded from almost every lotus,

while the air was filled with the

delightful music of Fish Eagles and

the haunting cries of exotic Su-

danese Crowned Cranes. The lat-

ter reminded us, even under a

torrid sun, of dark and cold Ameri-

can dawns when Canada geese

are on the wing.

At the lower end of the sound

scale was the persistent roaring

and snorting of hippos. A school of

nearly one hundred spent the day-

light hours in the lake's center, and

we wondered how four-ton bulls

could submerge themselves in its

mere five feet of water. At night

they waddled ashore, each to find

his hundreds of pounds of withered

grass and to grunt and roar, often

much too close to our tents.

The great spectacle of Nyibor,

however, was its people—the Din-

kas. These happy Nilotics live

exactly as their ancestors must have

lived through many past centuries.

Dinkas have no laundry problem.
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Only married women are clothed;

they are distinguished by goatskin

lappets, or aprons. Men and un-

married girls wear nothing but

girdles of beads. However, beads

are not their only form of orna-

mentation. Both sexes and all ages

smear themselves with dung ash

streaked into patterns. The ash

also protects them from Nyibor's

myriads of mosquitoes and flies.

Most Dinkas have decorative skin

scars on face and body, unique de-

signs slashed into their flesh. Some

individuals' hair was bleached to

a straw-yellow by constant applica-

tion of cow urine. Others' heads

were smoothly shaved except for

coxcombs or circular topknots, in

which feathers were fixed Indian

fashion.

Dinkas are proud, happy sav-

ages, deigning white men as pos-

sible equals, no more. Greetings to

us were friendly and gracious; their

manner was never sullen or menial

as is often the case with more

sophisticated African tribes to the

south and north.

Dinka wealth is measured solely

in cattle and goats and in wives,

for, like all African tribes, they are

polygamous. In the Dinka scheme,

women are property, as horses are

in ours. Love, in our sense, seems

unknown to them. In our scheme,

one may have special affection for

particular horses, but he expects of

them utility also. So it is with Din-

kas and their women. The women
fetch water, cook, build huts, har-

vest millet, and bear children. They

are inherited, along with other

property. Ten to thirty head of

cattle is the price of a Dinka girl.

The father of a very desirable one,

because of her physique, manner,

or a good family-breeding history,

may demand the highest price.

In addition to cattle-owners,

each clan has a fisherman section

and a blacksmith section. A fisher-

man might pay a dugout canoe

for a bride; a blacksmith, an iron

cowbell. A social climber may try

to relinquish his lowly status of

fisherman or smith and join the

ranks of those who possess cattle.

For enterprise is rewarded in the

Dinka scheme also.

The bride, if bought with cattle,

is usually paid for in installments.

This often leads to argument and

fighting. It also leads to adultery.

A younger son must wait until his

senior has married, and the senior's

marriage may exhaust his family's

surplus cattle. If the younger man
then fancies a wench, he may be

unable to contain himself. Hence,

there is often considerable ill-feel-

ing between the elderlv rich cattle-

owners enjoying their Indian sum-

mers and lusty young braves who
see prize belles in the households

of sybarites.

Dinkas revere their cattle. With

long, curved, tapering horns, like

the cattle in old Egyptian friezes,

they ornament the pastures as they

serve their owners with milk, a

chief element in Dinka diet. Din-

kas put their urine to many uses,

and their dung serves as fuel.

Even the dung ash is used in

ornamentation and as a source of

salt.

Some favored cattle—the song-

bulls—have their horns artificially

bent, in the ancient Egyptian man-

ner. Just as Mexicans serenade

their senoritas, Dinka youths sing

to these bulls, with verses extolling

the bulls' virtues. Except in an

extremity such as famine, catfle

are seldom slaughtered. But dur-

ing the rainy season, when fish are

not caught easily, a special oc-

casion, such as the meeting of re-

lations to discuss a marriage, justi-

fies slaughtering a bull. Dinkas are

loathe to sell cattle, as money has

no value to them. They have not

learned to desire the things money
could purchase. Nature alone sup-

plies their wants, which, inciden-

tally, never extend beyond the

present.

^ Fishing near hippos. The man in the stern propels the boat.

The one in the bow throws a harpoon that can be retrieved with a

rope. Fatal accidents from hippos are frequent



Fishes are caught with long spears. One "armor-plated" type is

relic from earlier times, but its flesh was found to be as tasty as

at of its modern cousins

A

a

th

THE DINKAS OF THE SUDAN

A Pelicans of Lake Nyibor.

Wildlife of various sorts is abun-

dant around Lake Nyibor in the

dry season, when the creatures

throng to its shrinking waters

for food and drink

During rainy seasons, the Dinkas

live in widely scattered communi-

ties. Their rainy-season huts are

built on stilts, the floors being

some six feet above ground, which

protects them from both dampness

and predators. Cattle graze on sur-

rounding lush pastures. However,

during the dry season, when local

waters evaporate and pastures

parch, the Dinkas follow the re-

ceding water. Some clans migrate

to the White Nile. Two clans mi-

grate to Lake Nyibor. Even there,

pasture land is limited and is the

subject of disputes and fights. Re-

cently, 38 members of the Afak

Atwot Clan, which occupied Nyi-

bor's southern shore, were speared

to death by members of the Cic

Clan of the north shore. Four Cics

also perished. Before launching the

attack, the Cics sacrificed a goat

for "good medicine." The score

assures them that it was effective.

Not only does Nyibor furnish

Dinkas with water and pasture, but

its fishes supply them with valu-

able protein food. Daily, hundreds
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of men wade from one end of the

lake to the other, pausing every

few steps to throw their spears

ahead, hoping to pierce fish. Fre-

quently they sing in chorus while

moving forward. Some Nyibor fish

resemble catfish; others look as

though they originated in the Pale-

ozoic. One four-foot species has

microscopic eyes and a continuous

fin running the length of its back

to end in a sharp point, its only

tail. Another has red fins and tail

and a flat head with beady eyes on

A motion picture depicting the

life of the Dinkas, filmed at the

time of these observations, will be
released by the American Museum
under the title "Pagan Sudan."

top. Strangest of all Nyibor's finny

inhabitants was the yard-long liv-

ing fossil fish—Polypterus—slender

hanger-on from an early prehistoric

age. This fish is encased by a heavy

armature of diamond-shaped bony

scales fitted together by peg-and-

socket joints. The most tasty were

Tilapias, which, although larger,

resembled our crappie; their meat

was white, firm, and delicious.

The boldest Dinkas fished from

dugouts. Each of these frail six-

teen-foot craft, fashioned from the

trunk of a single tree, was poled

by a man standing in the stern,

while his partner, standing in the

bow, threw a harpoon, which was

retrieved with an attached cord.

These dugouts were worked right

into the center of the hippo school,

where fishing seemed to be best.

A The Dinkas watched their

strange visitors bemusedly

DlNKA DRY-SEASON VILLAGE:!

scattered huts on a parched

and glaring plain

It is probable that fish congregated

there to feed on hippo dung. Har-

poons sailed over hippos, under

them and alongside them. More
than one harpoon bounced off a

resilient hippo, who would raise

himself, focus his piggish eyes in-

tently on the interlopers, and open

his giant white-tusked maw in pro-

test. Nevertheless, at the day's end

each dugout had at least 50 pounds

of fish aboard.

Sometimes such audacity begot

awful penalties. During the ten

days we camped at Nyibor, two
Dinkas were bitten bv irate hippos
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and died later; two others died

from encounters with crocodiles.

The casualties of a season must be

considerable. Curiously, Dinkas re-

gard such happenings as comic.

While discussing them, they were

convulsed with mirth, just as we
might laugh at someone's awkward

tumble. Certainly the accidents

proved no deterrent to their activi-

ties. Immediately after our party

had brought ashore a man whose

right leg hung by two tendons, a

hippo having bitten through his

thigh, fishing was carried on as

usual! Our morphine and first aid

proved of no avail to the victim;

he succumbed the following day.

Dinka women are no less bold.

In parts of the lake unfrequented

by fishermen but inhabited by

crocodiles, they collect water lily

tubers. With reed baskets or half-

calabashes perched on their heads,

they searched the bottom with their

feet to locate the plants, then per-

formed neat feats of balancing as

they stooped and pulled up the

tubers. While we were there, a

crocodile bit a girl fatally.

In this dangerous quest for food,

Dinkas pass the dry season among
Nyibor's birds, sharing their food

and their hazards. And as sundown

suffuses its warm tones around the

lengthening gray shadows, men
and women make for shore and

their huts. Without being cleaned,

the fish are roasted with lily tubers

and seeds; the excess fish are split

and hung to be dried by the mor-

row's sun. With their cattle and

goats, youths return from the pas-

tures to the kraals.

Then dusk ushers in the sounds

of Nyibor's night. Drums beat

while young and old dance and

drink mirissa—their pink, frothy

millet beer. Boys chant to their

song-bulls. Later on. after the

drums are silenced, the murmurs of

the shore's lesser life and the low-

ing of cattle are interrupted by

hippos snorting at dung fires, while

in the distance a hyena's sinister

cacophony often alternates with

the voluminous roar of the King

of Beasts roaming and hunting in

his own wild kingdom.

Nyibor has heard these sounds

and witnessed this dry-season rou-

tine for centuries. Probably the

same routine will continue un-

changed for a long, long time.

Nyibor is remote; access is difficult;

its climate is most inhospitable;

virulent diseases prevail. Further-

more, there is no known resource

to warrant the intrusion of white

men. In the Bahr-el-Ghazal, Na-

ture, by her very cruelty, has well

protected the Dinkas from our

atomic civilization and preserved

for them their own carefree and

primal wav of life.



WAS LINCOLN A "MOUNTAINEER"? Continued from page 62

ly of English, Scotch, and Scotch-

Irish strains, with perhaps some

Pennsylvania Dutch. The chances

are that intermarriage among these

stocks had been going on in the

frontier meltingpot, and Lincoln's

ancestry may have included most,

if not all, of them.

Although tall stature is typical

of these people, Lincoln's height

was wholly exceptional. Old Amer-

icans in Hrdlicka's sample average

about 5 feet 8/2 inches. Lincoln

was about TH inches taller than

this average. Stature like his occurs

about once in a thousand in Hrd-

licka's sample. In Lincoln's day,

before the general average had
increased as it has over the last

century his height was probably

even more unusual.

Perhaps the explanation lies in

the chance sorting of genes that

produced Lincoln and in nothing

more. On the other hand, it may
not be without significance that

Lincoln was born in the United

States and particularly in Kentucky.

The stocks that formed the ancestry

of Lincoln have shown a marked
increase in size in the United

States compared by successive gen-

erations or compared with their

sources in the Old World. But in

particular Kentucky, along with
other Appalachian Mountain re-

gions, was characterized during

frontier times by stature taller than
the national average. In the small

Kentucky community in which Lin-

coln was born, stature fully equiva-

lent to his was not uncommon.
Abraham Enloe was 6 feet 3 inches,

and the Brownfield men were said

to be as tall or taller than Lincoln.

Explore WILDERNESS TRAILS
Parties now forming for spring and fall
trips to HAVASU CANYON—"gem of the
Grand Canyon," and summer trips along the
JOHN 1IUIR TRAIL of the Sierra Nevada.
HAVASU CANYON TRIPS
March into June, Sept. thru Oct.
3, 6, and 8 days

From Los Angeles from $110
Francisco. .. .from 122

From Kingman, Ari:

JOHN MUIR TRAIL
of trie Sierra Nevada

July into Sept.
Minimum trip 7 days..

Write for literature, details

.from SO

.from $60
and reservations

WAMPLER TRAIL TRIPS
1940 Hearst Ave., Berkeley 9, Calif.

Even as late as the Civil War,

the tallest men in the country came

from Kentucky and Tennessee. Per-

haps what Lincoln represents in

his body development is a genetic

make-up ( apparently inherited

from his mother) that was particu-

larly responsive to the special en-

vironment in which he was born.

Others of that same stock seem

to have been similarly sensitive.

Surely, tall, lanky men are common
enough in Kentucky and elsewhere

in the Appalachian region for a

distinct local type to become cry-

stallized or even caricatured in the

public mind. Although the stereo-

type tends to become too rigid and
unrealistic, it does reflect some
basis of reality. It was Lincoln's re-

semblance to this Appalachian

Mountain type that struck me in

the beginning. This was the reason

he seemed so peculiarly American,

despite his uncommonness. It was
like suddenly remembering a fami-

liar name after a struggle to recall

it.

Herndon, again, proved invalua-

ble. Writing in 1887 to Bartlett,

who apparently had inquired about

Lincoln's physical peculiarities, he

said: "You ask me if I ever saw

in this great Wild West many men
of Lincoln's type, and to which I

answer, yes. The first settlers of

central and southern Illinois were

men of that type. They came from

the limestone regions of Virginia,

Kentucky, Tennessee, etc., and

were men of great strength, physi-

cally fine and by nature were men-

tally strong. They were originals,

were individualists. . . . No one

was like Lincoln, and yet many
were of his type. I cannot now
further explain than to say that

conditions made this class of men
. . . may explain to you sometime.

Limestone water, so scientists say,

gave us big frames. . .
." It is clear,

whatever the correctness of his

theory, that Herndon was referring

not only to character but to phy-

sique, and since he was one of the

same migration as Lincoln and

knew these southern mountain men
personally, he was making a first-

hand observation. In his recent

book on Lincoln, James Garfield

Randall also calls attention to the

resemblance in physical type be-

tween Clay, Jackson, and Lincoln,

all from the same general region

and from the same frontier stock.

No American, I suppose, can

look at the face of Lincoln with

a completely fresh eye. These fea-

tures have been with us all from

our earliest recollections. We have

seen them in public monuments,

in our first history books, on the

walls of our school rooms paired

with the portrait of Washington,

on coins and stamps. Each Febru-

ary 12 they reappear in newspapers

and magazines. And at any time

throughout the year we are likely

to see that familiar face in count-

less places and on innumerable

documents. In looking at these

representations of Lincoln, we re-

member what we have read of his

life, his humanity, his humor, and
his suffering. His deeply moving
letter to Mrs. Bixby, and the humil-

ity of his words spoken at Gettys-

burg are all part of the overtones

that affect us as we look upon
that face.

Perhaps for these reasons, these

features that Donn Piatt, when he

first saw them, called "the home-
liest ... I ever saw" have under-

gone a metamorphosis. But I sus-

pect it is because we see Lincoln

stripped of the troublesome and in-

consequential detail—the wrinkled

ill-fitting clothes, the tousled hair,

the awkward gesture, the immedi-

acy—that we can see him as his

more sensitive contemporaries like

Herndon could. "He was odd, an-

gular, homely, but when those

little gray eyes and face were
lighted up by the inward soul on
fires of emotion, defending the

liberty of man or proclaiming the

truths of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, or defending justice and
the eternal right, then it was that

all those apparently ugly or homely
features sprang into organs of

beauty." And Herndon adds,

"Sometimes it did appear to me
that Lincoln was just fresh from
the presence and hands of his

Creator."
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A MONUMENT ROCKS are not far from east-west arteries through Kansas, but the motorist is advised to follow directions carefully

The Kansas Pyramids
These monuments of chalk remind the traveler that a sea once covered this

part of the United States, complete with strange fishes and swimming reptiles

By B. L. Busch

EVEN before Egyptian slaves

laboriously piled one stone on

another to build pyramid tombs,

water and wind were carving a

section of what is now west-central

Kansas into impressive assemblage

of natural pyramids—including a

"sphinx."

Many millions of years ago in

the Cretaceous period, this part of

Kansas was covered by a great sea

that reached from the Gulf of Mexi-

co to Canada. Most of the deposits

laid down elsewhere in the bottom

of this sea were shale and lime-

THE KANSAS PYRAMIDS

stone, but chalk was left in what is

now Kansas as well as in South

Dakota.

Over the slowly passing years,

after the sea receded, the Smoky
Hill River cut through the Great

Plains country and gradually ex-

posed these grotesque, eroded

chalk formations. In three adjacent

Kansas counties ( Logan, Gove, and

Trego), the Smoky Hill and its

tributary Hackberry Creek have

also bared the nation's most pro-

ductive beds for fossil fishes and

marine reptiles of the period.

Spectacular "Monument Rocks"

in Gove County are reached by

turning off main east-west U. S.

Highway 40 at Oakley. You turn

south on U. S. 83 and travel for

about 20 miles, then follow signs

for Monument Rocks on a short

series of secondary roads. Better

ask your way from time to time

to avoid getting lost.

At the north end of Monument
Rocks, the chalk pile known as the

"Kansas Sphinx" looks amazingly

like the head of its Egyptian coun-

terpart, the Great Sphinx of Gizeh.

9i



A Yvette Dugay, replete with carefully

manicured nails, plays the part of Minne-

haha

A Many readers will wish the producers had let them see Indians acting their own
parts in this film

The Screen

A Allied Artists' interpretation of an In-

dian war party

V Hiawatha, played by Vincent Edwards
receives three arrows of peace from Minne- %
haha's father wO?///,

Authentic comments on films

in the field of nature, geography, and exploration

Edited by Elizabeth Downes

/CERTAIN it is that "Hiawatha" (Al-

^-^ lied Artists) is no outstanding movie,

artistically, dramatically, or scientifically.

But since it is not wholly without merit,

and because it will be viewed (and en-

joyed) by countless children, it deserves

more than passing mention.

The producers of "Hiawatha" would
have us believe that their film is based

upon Longfellow's poem. Other than the

wooing and wedding of Minnehaha, and
the presence in the cast of certain char-

acters, notably Nakomis (a stately

dowager who speaks with a proper Bos-

tonian accent ) , all resemblances to Henry
Wadsworth's epic are entirely coinci-

dental.

The original and historical Hiawatha
appears to have been an Iroquois Indian

of the Mohawk tribe who thrived about

1570. With commendable zeal he at-



tempted to bring about reforms designed

to end intertribal warfare, murder, and

strife, and to promote universal peace

and well-being.

During the early nineteenth century,

pioneer anthropologist Henry Rowe
Schoolcraft confused and combined Iro-

quois tales about the deeds of Hiawatha

with similar legends of the Ojibway

concerning the exploits of a demi-god,

Manabozho. Longfellow later embroid-

ered this original misrepresentation with

poetic flights of fancy, omitting almost

entirely the political and diplomatic ac-

tivities of Hiawatha. In the poem, in

fact, it is the Great Spirit who urges the

warring tribes:

"All your strength is in your union,

All your danger is in discord;

Therefore be at peace henceforward,

And as brothers live together."

In the movie these sentiments are at-

tributed to Hiawatha, and the plot, un-

like Longfellow's poem, deals largely

with Hiawatha's attempts to make and

to preserve the peace.

The film version eschews the career

of youthful Hiawatha. When we first

see him, he is a muscle-bound youth

who, to judge from his biceps, has just

completed an intensive course with

Charles Atlas. In fact, there is not a

member of the cast who even faintly

resembles an Indian, and all are painted

a ghastly terracotta that runs in the

close-ups.

The producers have made certain

superficial concessions to ethnographical

fact in portraying the life of a Woodland
tribe. Thus, the Ojibway (for such, it

appears, is Hiawatha's nationality) live

in birch bark wigwams instead of in

igloos or pueblos, and the costumes in

most scenes are reasonably accurate. On
the other hand, inaccuracies in detail are

legion and ludicrous. The Ojibwav chiefs

occasionally wear tremendous feather war

bonnets of Plains design. Perhaps some

censorship bureau should ban the use

of war bonnets in all films not dealing

specifically with Plains Indians, and even

in these such elaborate headgear should

be used sparingly, like garlic. Through-

out the movie the Ojibway sets are

decked with enough Southwestern bas-

ketry and pottery to fill a small museum,

and native woodcraft, as depicted in this

epic, would outrage a cub scout. The
all-time low, however, is reached in one

scene showing Minnehaha languidly

scrubbing her buckskin laundry on a

Mexican corn-grinding stone, her care-

fully manicured nails belying even the

most fleeting contacts with domesticity.

On the credit side, Hiawatha is almost

unique in making the point that there

were good Indians as well as bad In-

dians, wise Indians as well as stupid

Indians, and this radical departure from

the stereotype, at least, represents pro-

gress. In short:

We quibble not at twisted history

For the twisters have been many-
Most everyone has had a hand in.

From Schoolcraft to the merest stand-

in.

Odds are that in far Ponemah,

(A happy hunting ground reserved for

Native redskin, son and daughter),

The sounds of Hiawatha's laughter

Merge with those of Laughing Water.

Harry Tschopik, Jr.

BOOKS Continued from page i

Brief comments on films previously reviewed

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAID
DOCUMENTARY AND
GRADE A
The Amazing Monsieur Fabre

Life of world-famous natur-

alist Jean-Henri Fabre

Ivory Hunter
One man's struggle to build

an African Wildlife Parle

DOWN THE ALPHABET

The Big Sky
White traders attempt to

open Blackfoot Indian terri-

tory, 1832

The Blazing Forest
Lumber camp operations

and fire fighting methods

The Jungle
An extravagant melodrama
in which the main charac-

ters hunt mammoths in India

The Snows of Kilimanjaro
Story of a writer with a

complicated personality

Under the Red Sea
An exploratory film with a

plot woven in

Good insect photography, sometimes erroneously inter-

preted. Filmed on location in France

Authentic geographically. Marvelous shots of big game.

Good conservation

Blackfoot Indians portrayed with disregard for fact

Should be enjoyed by young people. Accurate picture

of a lumber camp

Pure fiction seasoned with a sprinkling of natural history

and India

Some splendid African animal shots. Camp scenes

unconvincing

Rich and varied marine life of Red Sea shown with high

photographic artistry. Narration makes false claims

Albert Smith Bickmore to create in New
York City a great natural historv museum,
Mr. Saunders introduces the reader to

many of the scientists whose work has

made the Museum famous. Through the

first eight chapters the names and ac-

complishments of different men and

women are interwoven with descriptions

of the vast collections and exhibits for

which they were responsible. In chapter

nine, "Men of Science," a few of these

individuals emerge more intimately, and

to the very end of the book one is

keenly aware of the human side of the

Museum.

In writing this two-fold account, Mr.

Saunders, who practically grew up with-

in the American Museum and is now
Chairman of its Department of Public

Instruction, has followed the Museum's

arrangement of subject matter in a gen-

eral way. Thus, in chapters one through

eight, he describes the world of natural

history, illustrating and enhancing it with

references to the exhibits and research

work of the Museum. This very fact

sometimes causes the reader to move

rather abruptly from one topic to an-

other, and in a few cases it requires

some retracing of steps. But the over-all

result is to give a good summary of

natural history and a fascinating back-

ground of information for any visitor

to the Museum, whether he reads the

book before or after his visit. Explora-

tion, research, and other behind-the-

scenes activities are covered in chapters

ten and eleven. Last but not least are

described the ways in which the Museum
interprets its work and serves as a

unique educational institution.

This is the first time that anyone has

attempted to bring together so much of

the Museum's story. Mr. Saunders under-

took an extremely difficult task and any

faults are certainly minor. Those who are

familiar with the older personalities of

the Museum will miss the names of some

and feel that sufficient recognition was

not given to the work of others. This

is undoubtedly due to the limitations of

space and the desire of the author to

present a present-day picture of the

institution. The latter intention is com-

plicated by the fact that the story of

the Museum is an ever-changing one.

The book is highlighted by excellent,

well-selected illustrations. Unfortunately,

two captions are transposed and names

are reversed in another. Mr. Saunders

has made available a great collection of

facts concerning the world in which we

live, as well as about the personalities

who have gathered those facts from the

four corners of the globe. This interesting

combination should appeal to layman and

student alike.

William G. Hassler
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LETTERS Continued from pa§e 49

restricted to any particular terrain or cli-

mate. The camel is the most popular

example of a pacer. It is a creature of

sandy wastes. The camel's relatives, the

llama and alpaca of South America live

n the high Andes and also pace. As we

aheady know, the giraffe of the African

veld paces, as does its relative the okapi,

which lives in the forests of the Congo.

The hyena paces and, strangely, an oc-

casional domestic dog is found that

paces. Some horses inherit a tendency to

pace. This is not artificial but it is devel-

oped by the trainers.

Sirs:

Tnpir Toes

Referring to "The Lady of the Lake"

in your December issue, you may be in-

terested to know that I saw the tapir,

Corina, on a recent visit to Barro Colora-

do Island. She still comes to the labora-

tory clearing for handouts, accompanied

by a male tapir of about her age and

the deer that grew up with her. She

has grown considerably, and Dr. Zetek,

of Barro Colorado, estimates her weight

at between 350 and 400 pounds.

When the article about Corina de-

scribed tapirs as having three toes on

each front foot and four on each hind,

I wondered whether there was not a

typographic transposition. I am sure that

both Corina and her "boyfriend" have

four toes on the front feet and three on

the hind. The accompanying photograph

Photo by Phillip R. Ho

by Phillip R. Houghton shows the hind

foot of one of the tapirs, and although

it cannot be taken as proof of this, it

does give a good idea of the appearance

of the feet of a tapir.

W. E. Lundy

Balboa Heights, C. Z.

Mr Lundv is quite correct in sug-

gesting that we put Corina's wrong foot

forward. The American Museum's De-

partment of Mammals assures us that

the tapir belongs to the order of odd-

toed mammals and that we needn't have

made it odder by putting its forefeet

where its hind feet should be.—Ed.

Sirs:

Skunks in Traps

Having read with interest Horace
J.

Fenton's "I Rescued a Skunk" (Decem-

ber, 1952), I venture to offer some in-

formation from my own experience. In

the last half century, I have released

dozens of skunks from traps by a method

that I have come to believe is the best

one that can be followed. Many people

probably do not realize that if you hold

a skunk's tail down snug to its body it

is helpless, that is, it cannot throw its

essence, though it can, of course, bite.

There is a tradition that you can carry

a skunk safelv by its tail. Well, you can,

but not even' time. My father, John
Burroughs, did it without ill effect for

a while, and then one day he got sprayed.

The safe and sane way to take a

skunk out of a steel trap is first to cover

the animal with old burlap bags or any

spare cloth. I put these bags on the end

of a pole and then, holding them out

in front of me, that is between me and

the skunk, carefully approach to drop

them over it. Once the skunk is covered,

I walk up and put my hands on it and

hold its tail down. If it is a heavy trap,

with a stiff spring, I always use a three-

inch clamp, the sort that carpenters call

a C clamp, and with this I pull down
the spring and hold it secure. I usually

work a bag up over the skunk until its

trapped foot is in the mouth of the bag,

then release the foot and tie up the bag.

I then take the animal far away to

release it, and the best way to do that

< A FIFTEEN-FOOT SAWFISH with
five remoras, or sucking fish, at-

tached to its upper side. These
marine hitchhikers usually attach

themselves to the under side of a

fish, but since the big sawfish

frequently rested on the bottom
of the oceanarium, they attached

themselves inverted!
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> Not some baleful beast of the

tropics but a harmless, insect-

eating bat of Europe, Plecotus.

Its total length is only three inches

is to let the skunk slide out of the bag

on the far side of a stone wall.

So far, I have never had an accident

with a skunk, and I have found an almost

unbelievable variation in their tempera-

ment. Some skunks will begin to throw

their essence as soon as the trap catches

them. I once had a skunk drag the trap

a distance, and as soon as I came near,

it took a shot at me with deadly ac-

curacy. But I saw the yellow spray start,

and I was able to dodge it by inches.

It flew past my face. Some skunks wil'

stamp their feet angrily. You never cai

be quite sure.

Julian Burroughs

West Park, N. Y.

Sirs:

I was very much interested in Horace

J.
Fenton's recent article, "I Rescued A

Skunk," because my husband had a simi-

lar experience last summer. Rabbits, ap-

parently, had cost us hundreds of dollars

worth of garden damage, and he had set

a trap.

On the morning of July the Fourth,

he found the skunk in the trap. We did

not have a long chain on the trap, and

friend skunk would not let my husband

approach. I could suggest nothing, so

my husband called a friend who has had

much to do with animals. He, too, was

unable to advise. So I suggested that

some food might help to establish friend-

ly relations. The skunk ate the food

ravenously but would not let his libera-

tor come close.

My husband was determined not to

kill the skunk, and finally he had an

idea. He took a piece of very coarse

netting we had for protecting grapes

from birds and quickly threw it over

the skunk. He then rushed in and held

the animal's tail down while he released

its foot from the trap.

My husband seemed a little hurt that

the skunk was not polite enough to stop

and thank him, but I told him it was he

who should feel grateful.

Mrs. F. Ellwood Allen
Bennington, Vt.

Sirs:

I discovered Natural History quite

by accident about a year and a half

ago, and since then have enjoyed every

issue. It is beyond doubt one of the

best magazines on the market today. The
authenticity of the articles, the use of

colored print for headings, the superb

photographs and intriguing sketches

along the tops and bottoms of the pages

are an unending source of delight to

me. The entire magazine is the very

essence of good taste. There is one im-

LETTERS

Photo by Moreau

portant factor that outweighs all others

in making Natural History the grand

magazine it is. I refer to the style and

language in which the articles are writ-

ten. They are first-class in every respect

and charmingly narrated. The simple and

excellent choice of descriptive words en-

ables me to feel that I am "living" the

articles at the time of reading them, . .

John Basil Boursot

El Salvador, EI Salvador, C. A.

Tit Kxpiure the Vppvr Amazon

An extensive expedition to one of the

least-known sections of the Amazon is

being undertaken by Dr. Harry Tschopik,

Assistant Curator in the American Mu-

seum's Anthropology Department, for the

purpose of filling an important gap in

the scientific knowledge concerning the

Indians of the region.

Part of the area to be explored has
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INSTANT-LIGHTING HAND TORCH
VIOLET-WHITE HEAT

2300° F.

INSTANT IT'S LIT!

Handiest. Amazing all-around tool

Rt^ady Second . . . Simple to Use!

NO PUMPING, NO PRIMING, NO SPILLING. NO FILLING

SAVES YOU TIME. WORK, and MONEY!

MUST for every home, work-

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW PRINCIPLE THAT HAS PROVEN'

ITSELF TO THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED USERS!

This torch lights INSTANTLY in any position, at any
temperature; even 30° below zero! Violet-blue flame
immediately! 2300 degrees of concentrated heat:

SOLDERS . . . MELTS . . . SPLICES . . . SOFTENS
MOST ANYTHING! PERFECT FOR:

• Paint burning • Glass Blowing • Metal Work • Car
Body R pairs • Radio and TV Repairs • Thawing
Frozen Pipes • Literally THOUSANDS OF USES!

ICC Approved. Tank fabricated of highest quality steel.

Shipped fully loaded, ready to operate. Portable, fits »ny
tool box. Weight ONLY 2-!., lbs. fully load d. 10" long,
2%" diam. Burns continuously for 15 hours. Inexpensive
replaceable fuel cylinder reloads in seconds.

Complete torch

Refill cylinder .

.56.95

. 1.95

Shipped by Express—charges "collect" only.

Outdoor Multi-Purpose

THERMOMETER
The "Target" has a white 4-inch etched dial with special

raised black lettering Tisible at 10 feet distance. The
unit is all metal construction and of the non-ferrous type
designed to withstand all weather conditions. Has non-
breakable plastic crystal with red center. Arm and bracket
are included for easy mounting outside the window.
It is extremely accurate over its entire range of minus
50 c

to plus 120° Fahrenheit.
Ruggedly constructed of the most durable materials, it is

designed to last a lifetime.

Every laboratory, home, school or office needs this sturdy,

accurate, thermometer. Bold, easy to read scale. Scientifically

constructed for easy reading at any angle.
New stock. Packed indiridually in beautiful lithographed
box. Limited supply. Original cost $2.50.
You can't go wrong at this amazingly low price of only
$1.25 plus 15c P. P.

40 and 80 Power
3" ROSS STELLARSCOPE

POWER TO 200 TIMES POSSIBLE

$15.50
Same Principle as Mt. Palomar Newtonian Telescope

Complete, knocked down , ready to be assem bled in 15
minutes. All boles drilled, no additional parts necessary!
Only tool required is screwdriver which we furnish. LENSES
COMPLETELY GROUND, TOLISHED AND ALUMINIZED.
Now you can afford the luxury of a REAL telescope. Sharp,
clear images guaranteed; no color fringes, fuzz, or distor-
tion. Light, portable, weighs only 6 lbs. Not a toy! This
is a precision instrument for serious work on the Planets,
Moon, Variable Stars, Nebulae, etc. Also excellent for bird
study and other terrestrial observations.
Thousands of satisfied amateurs havt built these Stellar-
scopes. So can you!
Full instructions, illustrated completely with photographs,
included.

STELLARSCOPE WITHOUT TRIPOD $15.50

TELESCOPE "KNOW-HOW" CATALOG 30c

Send for your telescope kit NOW. FREE instructions with
kit.

50X ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE
EYEPIECES

IMPROVED HASTINGS-ROSS FORMULA

1/5" (5 mm.) E.F.L. cemented triplet (solid) type,
highest light transmission through minimum glass thick-
ness. Medium wide field, sharp to the very edge. Perfect
color correction. Mounted in nonreflecting cap of fallawav
type. O.D. 1%". Each $12.50

A POPULAR INTRODUCTION
TO ASTRONOMY!

New Handbook of the Heavens, the best guide to the
stars for the amateur. 240 pages, 40 illustrations.

50c Postpaid.

Include Postage—Remit with Order
No open account—No C.O.D.

Send 25# for General Bulletin

HARRY ROSS
MICROSCOPES - TELESCOPES

Scientific and Laboratory Apparatus
70 West Broadway, Dept. NH-2B

New York 7, N. Y.

never been accurately mapped. No
ethnologist has visited this region since

the 1920's and very little is known about

what tribes will be encountered or what

kind of people they will prove to be.

Dr. Tschopik sailed on January 30 by

steamer to Callao, Peru. From there he

will fly over the Andes to Iquitos on

the upper Amazon. There he will estab-

lish a base of operations and join Raul

de Ioj Rios of Peru, with whom the

Museum has already made an arrange-

ment for collecting. Sefior de los Rios

collected the material that is currently

being displayed in the American Mu-
seum's new but already celebrated ex-

hibit entitled "Men of the Montana." Be-

tween the area represented by this ex-

hibit and the region about 300 miles to

the north from which Dr. Harvey Bass-

ler secured his collections in tire 1920's,

lies an area from which no native tools,

weapons, clothing, and the like have been

systematically collected. "The bridging

of this gap will give the American Mu-
seum the world's most complete collec-

tion of anthropological material from the

westernmost headwaters of the Amazon,"

states Dr. Harry L. Shapiro, Chairman

of the Department of Anthropology at

the Museum. Dr. Tschopik will make a

socio-anthropological study of the In-

dians and will make a documentary

sound film in color of the expedition

and the peoples visited.

The river journey will be made in

Senor de los Rios' dugout canoe in com-

pany with three Campa Indians. One
trip alone will require that the men live

in the canoe for four months. Their route

will fork off from various points along

two of the main tributaries of the upper

Amazon, the Putumayo, which forms the

boundary between Peru and Colombia,

and the Yavari, which flows between

Peru and Brazil. Their canoe has an

outboard motor and will carry two tons

of supplies and trade goods, but Dr.

Tschopik expects to five off the country

as much as possible. Agouti and several

kinds of game birds will provide much
of their food, together with fish, which

are abundant in many of these rivers.

At the end of his eight months with

Senor de los Rios, Dr. Tschopik expects

to travel to Chucuito, a village on the

shore of Lake Titicaca, to complete a

study of the Aymara Indians of that

locality, which he began in 1940 but

had to interrupt in 1942.

WHICH ARE THE BIGGEST continued from paSe n

have topped twelve feet. The larg-

est of these had a shoulder height

of twelve feet, four inches. The
difficulties of weighing a wild

elephant, far from civilization, can

well be imagined, but several

in zoological parks have been

weighed. One of the largest was

an African elephant at the New
York Zoological Park. It had a

shoulder height of 10 feet, 10

inches and weighed 10,390 pounds.

Large horns and teeth are of

sufficient general interest to be

mentioned briefly. The Indian

buffalo produces the longest horns

of any known animal. A single

horn in the British Museum is ap-

proximately six and a half feet

long. Some of the wild Asiatic

sheep, the famous Ovis poli and

relatives, have done almost as well.

The record here is six feet, three

inches. The antlers of a moose

cannot compete in length with

the horns of either the buffalo or

the sheep. On the other hand, the

Alaska moose does produce the

heaviest horns known. A pair of

large moose antlers may weigh as

much as 85 pounds.

The tusks of elephants are modi-

fied teeth, and the African elephant

holds the prize for having grown
the largest tooth of any living ani-

mal. The largest known pair, now
in the British Museum, are from an

old bull killed near Kilimanjaro in

1898. Each tusk exceeds twelve feet,

and the pair are said to weigh 460

pounds. The imperial mammoth an

extinct relative of the elephant,

somewhat exceeded these measure-

ments in tusk length. One of these

tusks, now on exhibition at the

American Museum, is slightly more
than sixteen feet long. Skeletons of

the imperial mammoth that have

been recovered show that in life

some of these creatures were prob-

ably fifteen or sixteen feet high.

Of course we have nothing as

large as the imperial mammoths on

earth today, and some of the ex-

tinct dinosaurs were even larger.

On the other hand, we must not

forget that the sulphur-bottom

whale, still very much alive, is the

largest animal that ever lived. So

we need not believe that the world

has become a dull place to look

around in.
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How many Indians were there—in how many tribes?

Where did they come from? When? How? How did their

cultures differ, and why? Which were the most warlike?

Which the most advanced? Which the most closely

related? What is their status today? Are they all dis-

appearing? INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA is a store-

house of answers to questions such as these. In highly

ndians
OF NORTH AMERICA

by HARRY TSCHOPIK, Jr.

•

SCIENCE GUIDE No. 136

$1.50 postpaid

An absorbing panorama of life on the North

American continent before the coming

of the white man. Harry Tschopik, Jr.,

Assistant Curator of ethnology at the

American Museum of Natural History, per-

forms a valuable service for all who are

interested in the fascinating, but often

confusing, kaleidoscope of tribes, origins,

languages, and customs that existed here

long before Columbus.

readable style the author brings order to the Indian

jigsaw puzzle—builds a clear picture in which every

element is seen in proper relation to all the others.

Replete with illustrations, drawings and maps, this en-

lightening new publication will be treasured by everyone

for the clear perspective it gives of so large, complex,

and interesting a subject.

INDIANS OF THE MONTANA by Harry Tschopik, Jr.

Science Guide No. I 35 • 80f postpaid

In the dense tropical rain forest of eastern Peru and Ecuador live several

related tribes of primitive Amazonian Indians. Here, in one of the most isolated

areas of the world, man still clings to modes and mores as elemental as Nature

itself. But, with air transportation and the white man's relentless search for

raw materials, this last frontier is being opened to modern agriculture and

colonization. Mr. Tschopik's engrossing study of these peoples gives the reader

a good last look at a fading scene—an aspect of human existence that will

soon be history.

Man a*uH Natwie, PuMlicatiaMA.
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Central Park West at 79th Street, New York 24, N. Y.
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Richard N. Patterson, pictured here, is a

living symbol of front office foresight.

True, the management of Smith-Johnson

Corporation, Los Angeles, didn't have

Employe Patterson specifically in mind

when it made the decision that saved

his life.

But it was Mr. Patterson who was at work

on one of the firm's die-casting machines

the day an elbow on the discharge line of

the hydraulic system let go. The hydraulic

fluid sprayed over the machine and a near-

by zinc melting pot, drenching the operator

and half a dozen other workers.

With ordinary hydraulic fluid, there could

have been a flash of fire, workmen wrapped

in sudden sheets of flame, a disastrous

blaze. But there was no flash, no flame . . .

because of the front office decision a few

months before to use Monsanto's non-

flammable-type hydraulic fluid, Pydraul

F-9, in the firm's die-casting machines.

Nothing more was involved than quick

repairs on the hydraulic line and, for the

men, showers and a change of clothes.

NOTE TO MANAGEMENT: You i

to Pydraul F-9 simply by draining

ing your hydraulic system. Econ<
efficient, it is high in resistance ti

cal shear and chemical breakd

qualit

: lubr
For

and

Limited. Montreal, Vancou

Pydraul: Reg. U. S. Pal. Off.
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BOXED MINERALS
Consisting of 15 large specimens

plus handbook on mineralogy.

$1.00

UV LAMP
Generates ultraviolet rays

for activating fluorescent

minerals and paints.

S2.00

Fluorescent minerals consist- <^M
ing of WILLEMITE, WER- <»ff J
NERITE, CALCITE, TREMO-
LITE, FLUORITE. ™

_J

Large specimen $.50 w
Small $.25

Complete set consisting of UV lamp, 5 minerals and 5 fluorescent water color

paints. -. --
$5.00

BOXED MINERALS
Consisting of 25 large specime

plus handbook on mineralogy.

$2.1

BRONTOSAURUS PTERODACTYL TYRANNOSAURUS REX STEGOSAURUS

METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY - ROYAL BRONZE FINISH

A menagerie of 8, averaging 3 inches, $1.00 each. Larger size averaging 6 inches in length, $2.00 each.

A small booklet is included with each prehistoric animal telling its story

Dealers and Museums — Write for Wholesale Prices

MAIL ORDER ONLY

ROYAL BRONZE
225 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 502, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.



Opossum photo by Lymuood Choc

-AND NO DEDUCTIONS FOR DEPENDENTS!

LETTERS
Strange Tree oS Heaven

Sirs:

I wonder if you would be able to

advise me about this strange specimen

of what I believe to be the "tree of

heaven." Is it unnatural, and if so, what

causes it? A friend of mine found this

in Summit, New Jersey.

Joseph L. Parkhurst, Jr.

Colonia, N.
J.

The following remarks are offered by

Richard H. Pough of the Museum's Con-

servation Department:

The curious form of this "tree of

heaven," or ailanthus tree, is known as

fasciation. It is apparently due to a dis-

turbance of the hormonal processes of

the plant whereby the apical cells—those

of the growing tip— fail to exert complete

dominance and a second growing tip

Continued on page NO

LETTERS 97



Who helps steel

follow through?
How banks help steel companies supply the nation's needs

GIVEN A MOUNTAIN of iron ore, a
roaring steel mill, a thousand skilled

workers and a corps of production
experts . . . you might be able to make steel

for a number six iron.

You might. But

—

Steelmaking takes money . . . lots ofmoney

!

That's why many steel men turn to banks
for short-term loans that help—mine the
iron ore, transport it to processing centers,

convert it into steel, and market it to manu-
facturers of consumer and industrial goods.

In addition, bank loans help steel com-
panies pay for such things as plant expan-
sion, equipment modernization . . . metal-
lurgical research.

To you . . . this means steel products
where, when and how you want them. It

means that you can drive a durable auto-
mobile, work safely in the world's tallest

skyscrapers or . . . buy a pound of screws at
the corner hardware store for just a few
cents.

All in all, these steel industry loans come
to many millions of dollars each year. And
they're made for this basic reason:

In a free enterprise system it's competitive

banking's job to put money to work wherever
and whenever it will best help the American
economy.

But, there's more to it than that. When
money works, men and women work, too . . .

the community's wealth increases, and
people live more prosperously . . . more
securely.

Few industries illustrate this better than
steel, and we believe that America's banks
make a real contribution to the whole na-
tion's progress when they, "help steel follow

through."

Chase National bank is proud of the part
it is playing in American progress.

Chase
NATIONAL BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

(MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE COHPORATION)

(One of o series of advertisements being published in New York City newspapers)
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These three Indians of the Camayura

tribe live in the region of the Upper Xingu

River. The Xingu flows northward from

one of the least known parts of Brazil to

join the Amazon. Their village of about

90 souls is hundreds of miles from the

nearest civilized settlement.

The men have made themselves ready

for a ritual dance that is celebrated each

year just before the beginning of the rainy

season, which usually lasts from December

to April. They have had little contact with

the outside world, and all the decorations

on their bodies were made in accordance

with the time-honored traditions of their

tribe. The coloring was achieved entirely

by the use of plant juices. After the be-

ginning of the rainy season, elaborate cere-

monials will not he held, so this is an

important occasion in the village.

The photograph was taken by Zygmunt

Sulistrowski, whose article on this region

appears in this issue.

Publication Office: American Museum of Natural History, Seventy-ninth St. at Central Park West, New York 24, N. Y.
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YOUR NEW BOOKS

Natural History Art by Ugo Mochi

Aquariums • Insects • Fulmar

Hoofed mammals
of the world

.....-..-by Ugo Mochi and

T. Donald Carter

Introduction by Harold E. Anthony.

Charles Scribner's Sons, $15.00

92 pp., 40 plates

T N this handsome volume, a fresh ap-

proach to the delineation of animal

forms appears. The silhouette, in an il-

lustrative sense, certainly is not new but

under the skilled knife of Mr. Mochi it

has been developed into an art form of

intriguing interest and potentiality. Move-

ment, balance, and depth have been in-

corporated with complete success and

with no loss of accuracy.

Mr. Mochi's skill in his chosen medium
is so incredible that the viewer is likelv

to become totally lost in admiration of

the technique alone. And no wonder, for

the open, lacey effects in many of the

figures seem beyond the ability of the

sharpest knife and the most agile fingers.

But calmer consideration reveals intrinsic

advantages not evident at first glance.

The artist will tell you that his method

produces an effect that he feels to be

"satisfying." More objectively, there is

the pure, sharp edge, of a nature specific

to the knife. Also, as Donald Carter

points out in his preface, with the

elimination of color as a factor in dis-

tinguishing one animal from another, the

entire emphasis falls upon form. In less

meticulous hands, this accent would most

certainly have prevented a result as

satisfactory. As presented by Mr. Mochi,

characteristic differences in form, how-

ever subtle, have been carefully depicted.

Plate XV shows thirteen kinds of the

tiny antelopes known as Duikers. Off-

hand, they look as much alike as thirteen

peas. But closer inspection reveals the

curious hairbreak on the rump of the

Yellow-backed, and the outline of the

reposing Chestnut is so completely typical

that it could not be mistaken for an-

other. The careful keying to size will

readily break down the others.

As might be expected of a scientist as

modest and self-effacing as Donald Car-

ter, he has kept his text to the minimum.

His obvious wish not to overwrite has

resulted in terse, abbreviated accounts,

which are well and soundly done, con-

taining the kernel of what is to be said,

without embellishment. In one of the

few instances where he has allowed him-

self to wander briefly to recount per-

sonal anecdotes, he says, on the page

facing Plate XXIX:
"One morning, while crawling through

NATURAL HISTORY, MARCH,
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POSSUMS
By Dr. CARL G. HARTMAN

A truly remarkable

natural history book

WRITTEN with rare humor and

imagination, Possums is not

only a scientific contribution of the

first order, but it also makes delight-

ful reading for all who are interested

in nature's ways.

Folklore, early ideas about opos-

sums, and history mingle in an ab-

sorbing manner with scientific

explanation. No aspect of the pos-

sum's nature, its life, and its contacts

with man has been overlooked by Dr.

Hartman, who has devoted more than

forty years to observation and experi-

mentation.

Striking photographs make clear

for the first time just how opossum
babies develop and are born. The
author was, indeed, the first man ac-

tually to witness the birth of an opos-

sum baby and its migration to the

pouch.

You will read about that wondrous
contrivance, the pouch, and what
goes on therein; about the possum's

place in the general scheme of na-

ture; about possum hunting, cookery,

rhymes; and about a rich grab bag
of fascinating lore and legend.

Send for this magnificent, profusely

illustrated book today. Just mail the

coupon below for your copy. Your
money back if not delighted.t

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS.
Dept. 3N, Austin, Texas

Please send me a copy of Possums, by Dr. Carl

G. Hartman. I enclose $6 In payment. I may
return the book In 10 days If not delighted.

City Zone State..

a particularly dense thicket on my hands

and knees, I came face to face with

a leopard." Period, end of anecdote—it

was intended only to illustrate the dif-

ficulty of a terrain. That, I think, is the

essence of the spirit of a man whose

experience in seeking and finding mam-
mals in the wilds, the world over, has

been equalled by few.

As the result of this collaboration of

two experts, each pre-eminent in his

own field, we have, for once, a book

that is not only beautiful but sound and

useful in both text and illustrations.

Lee S. Crandall

rossuMS

by Carl G. Hartman

University of Texas Press, $6.00

104 illus., 174 pp.

fARL HARTMAN gives us the opos-

^sum, its life, its nature, its history,

and its association with man in a beau-

tifully illustrated and handsomely bound

de luxe quarto edition. Every aspect of

the lowly opossum is carefully reviewed

by this genial scientist who has studied

its peculiarities for over 40 years.

While the opossums as a group are

reviewed in general, Dr. Hartman has

starred the common American species

as his leading character. He dwells for

some length on the folklore of our mar-

supial and the part it played in the

Age of Credulity. He trails the opossum

through history and has reproduced many
of the quaint and the earliest pictures

of this animal that tell an entertaining

story in themselves. Few of us realized

that the American opossum was the

first pouched mammal known to western

civilization. Dr. Hartman tells us that

in 1500 the explorer Pinzon took one

back with him to Spain and presented

the "incredible mother" to the astonished

monarchs, Ferdinand and Isabella, who
placed their royal fingers in the opos-

sum's pouch and marveled at so strange

a contrivance of nature. The western

world, we find, did not learn about the

kangaroo cousin until the return of

Captain Pelsaert, who was shipwrecked

on the treacherous coast of Australia in

1629.

The nature lover and natural scientist

will find here entertaining reading about

the opossum at home and details of its

wanderings, its likes and dislikes. The

exaggerated uses that the folklore opos-

SHELL CATALOGUE

The only book of Its kind in the world. Covers over

500 kinds of Sea Sheila of East and West Coast and

700 kinds of foreign marine shells fully pictured, de-

scribed and value. Only $2 prepaid. You save price of

book on one shell.

WALTER F. WEBB
2515 Second Ah. North St. Petersburg 3. Florida

sum makes of its tail are discounted.

Dr. Hartman gives the facts about the

opossum's method of counterfeiting death

and brings out the fact that the opossum

does not own the exclusive rights to this

phenomenon; death feigners occur among

the dogs, as well as in the kangaroo

family.

The embryology of the opossum is

presented in pictorial review, and the

journey to the pouch—fancy versus fact

—is fully documented. Life and develop-

ment in the pouch is well illustrated;

and popular aspects, such as opossum

hunting, are included. Finally, the opos-

sum is served as a savory dish for guests

in the South.

Possums has its humorous side, and

Dr. Hartman is certainly thoroughly ac-

quainted with his subjects. He speaks

with authority and is exact in presenting

his facts. The scientist will find this

book as useful as the casual reader will

find it entertaining and informative.

There is a valuable bibliography and a

useful index in the back of the book.

G. G. Goodwin

The wonderful world
of insects

by Albro Gaul

Rinehart & Co., $4.00

290 pp., 47 pp. of photos

A NYONE who attempts to write about

the world of insects is immediately

confronted with tremendous problems.

The field to be covered is so vast that

it is difficult to select those aspects of

insect life that will appeal to the reader,

not to mention insect types that will

best serve as examples of each of the

chosen categories to be discussed. In this

work, Mr. Gaul has selected sixteen

phases of insect life in order to show

the development of insects themselves,

their relations to each other, to man
and other animals, and to the plant

kingdom.

It is generally agreed among entomol-

ogists that man could not exist upon

earth without the presence of insects,

but few nonscientists realize the extent

to which man is dependent upon them.

Most fruits, vegetables, cereals, and other

foodstuffs are dependent upon insects

for pollination. In return for producing

these, certain insects take a toll of our

crops and become "pests." In the group
Continued on page 141
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any of these exciting selections

if you now join the

JslaturalliistaijBoot Club
Sponsored by THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

That's right! Choose ANY selection on this page as

id choose ANY as

your money-saving first selection. Check your

choices on FREE-GIFT Coupon below and mail TODAY.

AUDUBON'S
ANIMALS

Edited by ALICE FORD
A handsome collector's

piece.l The complete set of

156 inspired animal prints

from Audubon's priceless

original editions, plus 16

large full-color plates
never before published in

book form.

Retail price $12.50

To members, only $7.75

AMERICAN
SOCIAL INSECTS

by
CHARLES D MICHENER
and MARY H MICHENER
Here's the whole amazing
social story of the bees
and ants, wasps, hornets
and termites, living in

highly organized societies

some of which date back
30 million years before
Man. With 109 magnificent
illustrations, 30 in color.

Retail price $6 00

$4.90

AZTECS
OF MEXICO

by
GEORGE C VAILLANT
Share the daily life of the
Aztecs; learn how they
lived, what they ate, what
clothes they wore, how
they married, raised fami-
lies, worshipped their gods.

The first definitive account
of this once mighty civili-

zation! Illustrated.

Retail price $6 00

To members, only $4.75

THE VOYAGE OF
H.M.S. BEAGLE

by CHARLES DARWIN
Journal of Researches
into the Geology and
Natural History of the
Various Countries Vis-
ited by H.M.S. Beagle.
A handsome facsimile of

the priceless 1839 origi-

nal — one of the most ex-

citing travel accounts ever
written. Illustrated.

Retail price $7.50

To members, only $5.75

ROCKETS, MISSILES,
AND SPACE TRAVEL

by WILLY LEY
Soar through the ages into

the future! Not fiction,

but thrilling facts ... in-

cluding preview of actual

flights to moon and plan-

ets, permanent space sta-

tions, fantastic weapons,
and jch more. Illus-

trated.

Retail price $5.95

To members, only $4.75

YOUR BENEFITS AS A MEMBER
It costs nothing to join this distinguished

club that saves you money on the best

books on nature, travel, exploration and
science!

Each month you receive tree the Club
TVews describing the forthcoming selec-

tion. If you do not want this forthcoming
book, you simply return a printed form
which is always supplied.

You accept only the books you want,
and pay arfer you receive them at the
special, reduced member's price plus a

small fixed mailing charge. For each four
additional selections you accept, you re-

ceive a FREE Bonus Book. You agree to

accept a minimum of four selections a

year, and may cancel your membership
any time after accepting four selections.

Right now, decide which of these six

exciting selections you wish as your FREE
MEMBERSHIP GIFT—and which you
want as your first selection. Quantities of

many titles are running short. Send no
money! Just mail Coupon TODAY!

DESERT YEAR
by JOSEPH WOOD KRUTCH

You'll come to know the fascinating animals and
plants, and actually feel the vastness of desert space

and sky, in this exciting book by a man who lived

in the desert of Arizona. Illustrated.

KING SOLOMON'S RING
by KONRAD Z. LORENZ

This famous naturalist spent a lifetime of joyous

study to bring you delightful information on almost
every imaginable bird, insect, animal, reptile and
fish. Illustrated.

DUAL SELECTION

Combined retail price $7.25 To members, only $5.75

Mail this FREE-GIFT Coupon TODAY!
NATURAL HISTORY BOOK CLUB, INC.

Dept. N-5, 11 East 36th St., New York 16, N. Y.

Please enroll me as a member and ship me immediately the choice

I have checked as my FREE MEMBERSHIP GIFT, plus my
FIRST SELECTION at the special, reduced membership price

plus 25^ for postage and packing. I am to receive the Club News
FREE every month, and a FREE Bonus Book for each four

additional selections I accept. I will accept at least four Club
selections the first year I am a member.

Free Membership Gift first Selection

AUDUBON'S ANIMALS $7.75

O DESERT YEAR and KING SOLOMON'S RING 5.75

AZTECS OF MEXICO . j 4.75

Q AMERICAN SOCIAL INSECTS 4.90 Q
THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S. BEAGLE .... 5.75 Q

Q ROCKETS, MISSILES, AND SPACE TRAVEL . 4.75 Q
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A.M.N.H. photo

A After 135 million years, the brontosaur appears to walk again. The trail behind him was left

in thick mud, which was flooded with enough water to float the long tail. The tail has been switched

to one side so that the tracks can be more readily seen
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ONCE I had thought that

quarrying the big tracks was

the toughest job a dinosaur hunter

had ever tackled, but I began to

suspect I had another think coming.

When American Museum officials

decided to regroup three spectacu-

lar dinosaurs to form a new type

of exhibit, Curator Edwin H. Col-

bert remembered a 15-ton pile of

unopened, rock-filled crates in a

courtyard of the Museum. "Let's

unpack Bird's big sauropod trail

and get it mounted behind Bronto-

saurus," he said, starting the final

phase of the biggest and most un-

usual undertaking of its kind ever

attempted.

I recalled how, on a cold Novem-
ber afternoon many years before,

I had shoveled dry river silt from

a sauropod trail near Glen Rose,

Texas. The round forefoot impres-

sions of this most gigantic animal

ever to walk on earth were huge,

but the great turtle-like hind prints,

averaging over a yard in length,

stood out in a wide rock ledge

like a double row of sunken wash-

tubs.

Va ccupiusie. a

DINOSAUR
Oit't ooAu

The hunter for prehistoric animals had to bring back the

footprints as well as the animal in order to climax this bril-

liant exhibit, soon to be completed at the American Museum

By Roland T. Bird

All photographs by the author

except where otherwise credited

mwmmm——msmmirj

A When the overburden was re-

moved, this pair of trails was re-

vealed. The large ones were made
by a brontosaur, the small ones by
a three-toed flesh-eating allosaur,

possibly in pursuit of the larger

creature. Both trails were disclosed

when the footprints visible at upper

left were followed underground

< Young Tommy Pendley,
son of a worker on the proj-

ect, took an impromptu dip

in a big dinosaur footprint.

The print held 18 measured

gallons of water
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A The lone cow stands on the ledge from
which the tracks were excavated. The big-

gest of the dinosaurs that passed here could

easily have reached up and fed on the leaves

of the tall tree at left

A Here the expedition workmen are breaking up a section of

rock 30 feet long and 10 feet wide so that the dinosaur tracks

can be shipped to the American Museum and reassembled

It had been a thrill to discover

them, but it was a bit disappoint-

ing that at the moment I could

only attempt to make plaster casts

of one fore and one hindfoot im-

pression for the Museum. The rock

ledge containing the tracks was

barely above water in the broad

bed of the Paluxy River. As rain

threatened, I knew I must get at

the task that very evening if I

were to escape a possible flooding.

In my car, there was plaster enough

only for ordinary fossils. To secure

an additional 100-pound bag I

would have to dash to the nearest

lumberyard. To act as a separator

between the setting plaster and

the porous rock, I estimated I

would need a couple of gallons of

thin oil.

At ten o'clock that night, with

rain still threatening, I ran out of

the calculated amount of oil and
had yet to cast the second track.

There was but one quick alterna-
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five, to rob the car's crankcase

and hope that enough would be

left to get the car to town.

In the morning I managed to

drag the heavy casts up the 30-

foot embankment of the river and

lashed them to the top of the car,

where they looked like a couple

of white boats.

Mr.
J.

D. Wilson, owner of the

adjacent farm, watched me drive

into his yard in open-mouthed

amazement.

"I've lived next to that Paluxy

for sixteen years," he said, "but I

never dreamed there was anything

like that down there."

A neighbor said, "You know,

I've seen those big footprints lots

of times. But I always thought

they were just big potholes. Many's

the time I've caught catfish trapped

in them."

In the American Museum, Dr.

Barnum Brown, now Curator

Emeritus of Fossil Reptiles, soon

laid plans for me to secure a large

section of the rock holding at

least 12 tracks. As enthusiastic as

if he had made the find, he de-

clared that such a set of footprints

behind the big brontosaur would

create the impression that the crea-

ture was alive and walking right

across the floor.

How to gel lhem oul

The financing of large dinosaur-

collecting projects is seldom ac-

complished overnight. Two years

later, with the Sinclair Oil Refining

Company contributing aid, the

work was undertaken. The aid and

co-operation of the University of

Texas was also secured. Under this

mutual plan, the University was
also to receive specimens.

On a bright warm April morn-

ing I arrived again on the Paluxv

to start a ten-man crew at the

initial job of damming the river so

as to expose more of the ledge
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A The hard limestone ledge behind this worker

lay immediately above the dinosaur tracks. Worker
McCoy at first insisted the dinosaurs couldn't have

walked under all that rock. They didn't; the rock

was laid down during the many millions of years

that have elapsed since the dinosaurs passed away

A News of an impending flood set the men to strengthen-

ing the quarry dikes in the Paluxy River. But the rise swept

six feet higher than the highest sandbag and delayed the

work

where the prints had been dis-

covered. This uncovered additional

tracks, but after about 28 twelve-

foot strides, the trail disappeared

under the heavy limestone and

interbedded clay that had been

deposited on top of the footprints

over 100 million years ago. To ob-

tain good tracks not worn by the

river, it was obviously necessary

to quarry away this overburden.

At the end of three weeks, we
had struck a huge, new trail that

paralleled the first. Every footprint

was as sharp as the day it had

been made. But even as we stalked

this new monster, we faced our

first real trouble. Spectacular dino-

saur work in the field has always

resulted in widespread newspaper

publicity. So here as elsewhere,

the sightseeing public came, push-

ing loose dirt down the banks and

plaguing every worker with end-

less questions.

The Glen Rose quarry was cer-

tainly unique, and we couldn't

blame the "sidewalk superinten-

dents." And though their questions

were sometimes trying, I truly

reveled in their opportunity to see

what was now exposed. Both the

witnessing public and the workers,

excitedly following the new trail,

had a field day.

We were following the dinosaur

around a slight turn that he had

made, when heavy rains flooded

the river. The rising, raging stream

swept five feet above our highest

sandbag dike. Away went the bags

as though filled with sawdust.

Above the vicious churning I could

hear large rocks thumping across

the muddy water-hidden trail. For

several excruciating days I won-

dered about the damage, as we

waited for the quieting waters to

silt the quarry with tons of mud
before receding.

With the finding of this finest

of all trails, which we had un-

covered intact, I resolved to aban-

don further effort to find other

footprints and to concentrate on

getting these out of the ground.

It was early in June when we
began cutting channels through the

heavy 16-inch rock, blocking out

ten yards of trail for the exhibit in

the American Museum and a

smaller section for the University

of Texas. I didn't worry about

getting all this heavy tonnage up

the 30-foot embankment. We would

just break the blocks into movable

pieces, record their relationships on

charts, and sweat over the reas-

sembly problems later.

An accident

This same week a new difficulty

nearly cost a worker's life. For

the purpose of channeling through

the heavy rock, I had fashioned

from old Ford axles a half dozen

very long chisels. One workman

would sit on the ledge and hold
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such a tool while a partner stood

above and struck it with a long-

handled 10-pound sledge hammer.

To be clear of the dangerous arc

of the descending hammer, I also

provided long holding clamps for

the chisel men. But to most, these

safety measures seemed a nuisance;

they became lax in their use. I

cautioned them repeatedly about

this, but I couldn't watch every

man every time he picked up a

chisel.

I was at the far end charting

footprints when the accident oc-

curred. One moment the air behind

me was filled with the rhythmic

clang of steel on steel and steel

on stone from several scattered

positions; the next came an odd

false clang, a sickening crack, loud

shouts, and a great dropping of

tools. I turned to see Oscar Moxon,

a stout little man with a red face,

lying slumped motionless in a

pathetic heap beside one of the

great dinosaur tracks. Standing

above him was William Monroe

Eaton, tall, gaunt, whitefaced, still

holding the sledge that had glanced

from Moxon's chisel-head and come

smashing down upon his temple.

Instant death seemed to have re-

sulted from the terrific blow.

Someone dashed a bucket of

water over Moxon's head. As

though in a horrible nightmare, I

hurried to help the others move the

limp, drenched form into a more

comfortable position. He still ap-

peared entirely lifeless. At last a

hand twitched.

A worker, breathing hard, said

shakily, "Aw, he's all right. Old

Mox is just too tough to kill with

a sledge."

Moxon recovered fully. But for

me there will always be in the

brontosaur trail one footprint be-

side which I can never forget that

nightmarish dead form.

Summer's end saw some 40 tons

of track-bearing rock safely lifted

from the river bed. Twenty-two

tons went to the American Mu-
seum, including an additional

"spare" section requested by Dr.

Brown and a smaller section for

Brooklyn College. The brontosaur

tracks had been removed in 118

numbered sections. Needless to say,

I was quite satisfied with the out-

come. Fortunately I could not fore-

see the future.

A long line of groaning trucks

brought the material from the

freight yard to the Museum in

New York City. No storeroom was

available for such a pile of crated

blocks. I watched six men of the

Custodian's Department stack them

in a dark corner of the open Ser-

vice Court and cover them with

canvas, hoping that the Museum
would have funds to complete the

work sometime in the near future.

If the job ahead hadn't been so

huge and if other unforeseen fac-

tors hadn't interfered, the tracks

might have been reassembled

sooner. As it was, when the some-

what ragged canvas was stripped

away last April and the blocks

were spread out in the exhibit hall

beside the 81-foot receiving base,

I realized that there was some

jigsaw fitting to do. No permanent

damage had been done to the 135-

million-year-old tracks, but some of

the numbers had washed off. I

only hoped I would not have too

much trouble getting the footprints

back together again.

The irregular central island was

a magnificent mounting for the

three great dinosaurs. The brilliant

rays of 48 concealed overhead

lights would illuminate the crea-

tures against a beautiful new back-

ground of deep blue walls.

Mr. M. F. Harty, Assistant Di-

rector of the Museum, placed at

my disposal big, pink-cheeked

Paddy Grady and husky ex-coal

miner Gwynne Payne, stone ma-

sons, with the privilege of asking

for additional help as needed. Big

Paddy, with arms and shoulders

like Longfellow's Village Smithy,

thought nothing of heaving the

heaviest pieces around. He only

looked doubtful at the size of the

area into which all were supposed

to fit. "Didn't you bring back a

few too many?" he asked gently.

While the men stripped off the

old protective plaster jackets and

cleaned the original surfaces of the

stones, I tried to re-identify the

pieces with lost numbers. The next

week, with some of the doubt

cleared away, I faced the setting

together of the starting track. But

just as an audience had always

been attracted in the field, so the

crowd was starting to gather here.

Half the Museum staff, it seemed,

was on hand to watch my down-

A local dinosaur track market was operated by Jim Ryals,

who had for years quarried and sold the abundant carnivore

tracks to rock gardeners. The price of $25 a print kept sales low,

even during the influx of sightseers to the expedition camp. The

chains were to keep the dino tracks from walking away with

some midnight souvenir-hunter
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In order to lay the foot-

prints, the dinosaur's tail

had to be removed. Here

Chief Preparator Carl Sor-

ensen begins the job of re-

placing the 48 tail bones.

The first dozen or so had to

be lifted with block and

tackle

¥ Re-assembly. Would the

118 different pieces fit to-

gether again? Some of the

workmen thought there were

too many to fit the space; but

the author's nightmare was

that one might have been lost.

Four tons of plaster were

needed to hold them in posi-

tion

fall as a jigsaw solver. Even the

visiting public, in an unprece-

dented move by the Museum, were

admitted to one side of the long

hall.

Piece by piece, week by week,

the great trail began to go to-

gether. On three different days,

Paddy and "Whity" tried one huge

500-pound fragment in three differ-

ent places before it would fit. To

hold dozens of such assembled

pieces level and in contact, it was

necessary to pack plaster-saturated

excelsior into irregular spaces

underneath. After we had used up

some 6000 pounds of plaster in this

manner, I saw Harry Farrar, mason

foreman, shake his head. "I never

figured on this kind of tonnage,"

he said.

By mid-June, we had enough of

the 300-square-foot puzzle together
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to make sense, but it was evident

I still faced weeks of work before

the hundreds of cracks between

the blocks could be pointed up
with plaster colored to match the

rock. I thought of this as the last

problem until I realized the im-

portance of Chief Preparator Carl

Sorensen's job of remounting the

brontosaur's ten-yard tail. It had
been removed during the assembly

of the trail, and had to be hung in

a new position.

Shadows from its 48 bones were

a serious consideration, for they

obliterated the pattern of the

tracks. We were surprised that the

tail could be mounted in so many
ways and still cast shadows in un-

favorable places.

Close to the time for reopening

the whole hall, I heard a bright

little boy ask, "Why did you take

all the skin off the dinosaurs?"

He was standing beside me, look-

ing up at the brontosaur, which

filled the air above like the long

frame of a steel suspension bridge.

I had to admit that it looked as

though someone had stolen the

hide. But I explained that you only

found the bones as a rule, very

occasionally a skin impression.

Then I showed him the footprints

that had been made by a living

dinosaur with its skin on. Four

double twelve-foot strides had car-

ried the creature to a position like

that of the mounted skeleton.

Well, the big dino may not be

in the flesh, but he's surely strid-

ing along like the honest-to-good-

ness giant he was, stepping out

of those 135-million-year-old tracks,

into a very modern setting indeed.

Six hundred persons could stand with-

out crowding in the space occupied by the

tracks and the skeletons of the dinosaurs.

The smaller dinosaur at right was the three-

toed meat-eating type, which seems from the

tracks to have been pursuing the large bron-

tosaur. The latter is 67 feet long, 15 high,

and weighed around 30 tons.

This is the largest single piece of terrain

ever to be shown from the Age of Reptiles.

Eighteen footprints are prominently visible,

others less distinct. The stones containing the

track, with their interbedding of plaster,

weigh close to 19 tons

i

*
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The Balejul

Cobra Plant

Everyone knows of insects that eat plants.

Here is a plant that eats insects—and it

has a State Park in its honor

By Mildred J. Ericson
Photographs by the author

A The thing that reminds one of the darting tongue of a serpent is

actually a landing field for winged insects. Attracted by a sweet scent,

the insects enter the door through which the many translucent windows
are visible in this photograph. Then they plunge to their death down
the long tube

I
F animals could read, State Park

officials would post a sign saying

"Insects Beware—Danger" at Dar-

lingtonia State Park, Florence, Ore-

gon. For in this sphagnum bog

grows this unbelievable Pitcher

Plant, Darlingtonia californica,

which catches insects in its hol-

low leaves and eats them.

These curious flesh-eating plants

can be seen from one's car on

Coast Highway 101, 51/2 miles

north of Florence. But a walk of

You can see them from the car, but a short walk
will put you in the midst of the assassins. They
look for all the world like thousands of cobras

ready to strike. But they are harmful only to

insects
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100 yards back from the road will

offer a more spectacular sight-

thousands of hooded "pitchers"

massed like a river of strange co-

bras, ready to strike their prey. The
plants are harmful only to insects,

so you need not hesitate to draw
close. And if you're patient, you'll

see one of the insects disappear

into the "stomach" of the plant.

The so-called Cobra Plant, or

West Coast Pitcher Plant, is cun-

ning in its method of trapping un-

suspecting victims. A reddish,

forked appendage serves as a

"landing field" for winged crea-

tures. Attracted by a sweet scent

and by glassy, translucent "win-

dows" in the dome of the leaf, in-

sects enter through a mouthlike

opening. Once inside, they slide

down the smooth surface, and stiff

hairs pointing downward like dag-

gers prevent their escape upward.

At the bottom of the tube they

drown in a pool.

Bacteria aid in digesting the ani-

mals, releasing nitrogenous mate-

rials to the plant. However, only

the soft parts of the animals can

be "eaten," and an accumulation

* At the bottom of the tube, a mass
of indigestible wings, legs, and exo-

skeletons are found in every mature
Cobra Plant—all that remains of the

many meals the plant has consumed

of legs, wings, and exoskeletons is

left at the base of the leaf. These

insect graveyards may readily be

examined by slitting open any leaf.

Three or four inches of accumu-
lated corpses are buried at the bot-

tom of every mature leaf.

Bog soil is lacking in nitrogen,

and botanists believe the carni-

vorous plants gain their supply by
this devious device.

In early June, stems a foot high

bear spectacular flowers with red-

dish-purple petals and lime-green

sepals. Conspicuous, erect seed

pods follow the bloom. The tubular

pitcher leaves can be seen all year

long.

The Cobra Plant is verv limited

in its range. It occurs only in coast

bogs in northern California and
southwest Oregon. Darlingtonia

State Park, near Florence, is about

its northern limit.

W. D. Brackenridge, a young
Scottish botanist and a member of

the Wilkes expedition to Oregon
in 1841, discovered the pitcher

plant when he was escaping from

hostile Indians. All he could grab

was a stem with a few leaves and
a seed vessel. These were sufficient

for the eminent botanist Dr. Tor-

rey to determine the plant's classi-

fication. Years later, Dr. Torrey,

with a better specimen, was able

to complete his analysis, and he

named the plant Darlingtonia, in

honor of Dr. William Darlington

of Pennsylvania, a retiring but tire-

less worker in the field of botany.

This area was set aside as a

State Park when it was learned that

individuals were pulling up hun-

dreds of plants and selling them
as "Cobra Lilies" (they're not lilies

at all), with the fantastic claim

that they would "catch all the flies

in your house." Now the plants are

preserved by state protection.

Pitcher Plant Park, embracing

about 16 acres, was set aside in

1946. Oregon can thus boast of one

of the most unusual state parks in

the nation—one that features not

a scenic vista or a place to spread

a picnic lunch but, of all things,

a bog containing meat-eating plants

and insect graveyards.

How scientists

pursue one of the most

exciting searches on earth

to find insects

that will kill other insects

and thus save

fruit growers millions of

dollars each year

ON September 30, 1942, agri-

cultural officials making a

routine inspection of a peach

orchard in Southern California's

Orange County found an insect

larva that differed from any they

had heretofore collected. When
they identified it as the oriental

fruit moth, the State's economic

entomologists and agricultural ad-

ministrators were alarmed.

They knew well that since 1915,

when this moth was first discovered

in the United States near Washing-

ton, D. C, it had built up a record

of increasing destructiveness to

Rich citrus groves in California.

Should a destructive insect slip by the

quarantine, it might take another insect

to halt the damage. The mealy bug
might have cost orange growers a mil-

lion dollars a year had not science

found its match
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> Buildings of the Citrus Ex-

periment Station at Riverside,

California, with experimental

orchards in the foreground. It

is here that many of the dis-

coveries in the war of insect-

against-insect are being made

peaches. As an indication of the

extent of its damage, in South

Carolina it has rendered 12 per

cent of the peaches unmarketable.

In some eastern orchards the losses

to individual growers have reached

50 to 100 per cent.

The wormlike larva of this moth

burrows into the tips of growing

shoots, causing the terminal leaves

to wilt and die. Or it tunnels into

the fruit itself, producing the well-

known "wormy peach." It had now

spread from the Atlantic seaboard

to the Pacific coast. In view of

California's extensive production

of late canning peaches, it looked

as though the fruit growers were

in for a hard time.

Having fought off other ma-

rauders, however, the officials were

not slow in rallying their forces to

combat this one. Within a few

months, California's State Legisla-

ture appropriated to its Depart-

ment of Agriculture over $800,000

for the eradication of the moth. If

eradication proved impossible, re-

search was to determine how to

control the pest, either by chemi-

cals or natural enemies. The latter

method is known as biological con-

trol.

A survey showed that the moth

was already so widespread in the

peach-growing area that it would

be impractical to attempt to destroy

it entirely. It would be better to

try to prevent the insect from

spreading into uninfested districts

and to devise methods to control

it. Thus began the effort to dis-

cover an insect that would kill the

fruit moth larvae.

The State already had the facili-

ties to conduct the program—at the

Citrus Experiment Station of the

University of California, estab-

lished in 1913 a few miles south-

east of Riverside on U. S. High-

way 60. Comprising more than 700

acres, about 400 of which are under

cultivation, this agricultural re-

search center is a mecca for stu-

dents and investigators from vari-

ous subtropical regions of the

world who are interested in agri-

cultural chemistry, orchard man-

agement, plant breeding, plant

pathology, plant physiology, and

entomology. Its director, Dr. A.

M. Boyce, heads a full-time staff

of 60 members, with a clerical,

field, and maintenance force of

approximately 145.

The task of propagating a suit-

able insect ally to ward off the

destructive oriental fruit moth fell

to the Division of Biological Con-

trol, its chairman then and until

recent retirement being Professor

Harry S. Smith. Professor Curtis

P. Clausen now occupies that posi-

tion.

Fortunately, as early as 1917 a

native ichneumon "fly," Macrocen-

trus ancijliooriis, in reality a wasp,

was observed to be playing an

important part in the natural con-

trol of the moth in a limited area

on the Atlantic coast. By 1929,

this insect had clearly shown its

worth from southern Connecticut

to southern Virginia by destroying

as high as 90 per cent of the larvae

infesting the twigs. As the oriental

fruit moth spread westward, the

United States Bureau of Entomol-

ogy and Plant Quarantine nur-

tured the parasite in their labora-

tory at Moorestown, New Jersey.

In co-operation with the various

state agencies, they liberated it

wherever the fruit moth advanced

in sufficient numbers.

Rusty-yellow in color and about

equal to a mosquito in size, the

female of this ichneumon fly pos-

sesses an ovipositor about as long

as her body. When ready to lay

her eggs, she crawls over the twig

or fruit until she finds the web or

excrement of the larva. She then

unsheaths her ovipositor and with

it locates the hole by which the

larva burrowed in. Her ovipositor

contacts the larva, and she quickly

pierces its skin and injects into

its blood a minute egg. As soon

as the egg is immersed in blood,

it begins to absorb food. In time

it hatches, and the fruit moth larva

is ultimately killed.

The value of this fly can best be

realized by the fact that under

proper temperatures the female can

lay eggs approximately 24 hours

after emerging as an adult, and

her average life cycle is about 34

days, during which she may de-

posit over 500 eggs. She may
waste more than one egg on one

fruit moth larva, but still the de-

struction is great. When released

in an orchard, she searches diligent-

ly for infested trees. After deposit-

ing eggs in one locality, she may
travel as much as six miles to other

trees.

With the value of such an "air

force" apparent, the University of

California set out to find a way to

produce many thousands of the

parasites cheaply enough to make
their introduction into orchards
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practicable. Eastern entomologists

had worked out methods of raising

them satisfactorily there but had

not succeeded in maintaining a

year-round army that would be

available at a moment's call to

battle.

The California scientists had no

difficulty in obtaining from the

Moorestown laboratory enough of

the parasites to launch their experi-

ment. But what they needed was
a breeding host and a type of

vegetation that would be availa-

ble any month of the year.

Professor Harry S. Smith sug-

gested that the potato tuberworm
(Gnorimoschema operculella)

might be the host most adaptable

for bulk production of the ichneu-

mon fly. This worm had invaded

the insectaries and had been raised

unintentionally in large numbers
back in 1916, when entomologists

were growing potato sprouts in an

altogether different experiment.

This method of producing the

beneficent parasites proved suc-

cessful, for in 1946, almost 29 mil-

lion were produced and about 23

million were shipped to orchard-

ists in 14 counties. Compared with

the potential good they could ren-

der, their cost was extremely low.

Either because of the "home-

grown" armada of ichneumon flies

or for other reasons, the oriental

fruit moth has not built up ap-

preciably in California since then,

aside from a few backyard trees

in Orange County. It is difficult to

evaluate the parasite's work ac-

curately, because it is hard to get

enough of the destructive larvae

to show which have been parasit-

ized by it and which have not.

At any rate, should hordes of the

moths attack the great commercial

peach-growing areas of the State,

the University of California Citrus

Experiment Station has at its com-
mand the assembly line to produce

a redoubtable natural enemy.

Another recent contribution of

INSECT COMMANDOS AID THE ORCHARD

< Healthy trees. Like

other growers, Albert Yank
of San Fernando values the

work done by entomolo-

gists in establishing pest-

destroying insects

the Citrus Experiment Station had

to do with the California red scale.

For more than half a century, this

scale, Aonidiella aurantii, had an-

nually wrought great damage on

the trunks, branches, and foliage

of citrus trees. In several test

orchards it was shown that it might

be possible to reduce the infesta-

tion by means of two species of

tiny wasps. These were the so-

called golden chalcid "fly" and its

relative from China, Aphytis "A."

These wasps parasitized the scale

and also killed many of the in-

vaders by sucking the body fluids

through a strawlike wax tube

formed with the aid of the ovi-

positor. This was the first indica-

tion that the scale might be satis-

factorily controlled by methods

other than the use of insecticides.

The Station further learned that

under favorable conditions the

wasps may control the scale much
more cheaply than insecticides.

When production methods are re-

fined still further, it may cost less

than $40 to raise 400,000 wasps-
the quota per acre necessary to

give biological control in all but

heavily infested groves during the

first year after the insecticidal

treatment is stopped. Control by
insecticides costs approximately

$50 an acre. In addition, the use

of insecticide is a yearly proposi-

tion, whereas the insect "police,"

once they are generally established,

will increase through natural re-

production, thus taking the strain

off the insectary. In many groves,

a natural balance may then ensue.

The control of agricultural pests

by moving beneficial insects from

place to place had its recorded

beginning as early as 1775, when
a report by the Swedish naturalist

Peter Forskal was published post-
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humously. In 1761, he had accom-

panied Carsten Niebuhr, a German

traveler and explorer in Danish

service, on an expedition that was

to take them to Egypt; but two

years later he died of plague in

Arabia. According to Forskal's ac-

count, the date palms at Yemen

in the southwest corner of Arabia

were often destroyed by ants. To

control them, the growers each year

brought down from the mountains

colonies of another species of ant

which, when placed on the trees,

killed the objectionable ones.

The use of beneficial ants to

protect orchards from insect pests

has long been practiced in Asiatic

countries. A report in 1936 says

citrus growers of south China put

bamboo runways between the trees

to aid the ants in their movements

from tree to tree.

Almost a century passed after

the publication of Forskal's report

before pest-killing insects tested by

bona fide scientists were trans-

ported from one country to an-

other. In 1873, a mite (Tyroglyphus

phylloxerae Riley) was shipped

from the United States to France

for the control of the grape phy-

lloxera. In the next year, the lady-

bird (Coccinella undecimpunctata

L.) was introduced into New Zea-

land from England. A third insect,

Apanteles glo?neratus L., a para-

site of the cabbage worm, was

sent to the United States from

England in 1883 and likewise

proved successful.

Nevertheless, these efforts were

scattered over ten years, and the

true beginning of the sustained bio-

logical control movement did not

come until 1888 and 1889, when
Albert Koebele traveled to Aus-

tralia for the U. S. Department of

Agriculture to secure natural ene-

mies of the cottony cushion scale.

At this time, this pest was killing

so many large branches of citrus

trees in California that the indus-

try was threatened with extinction.

Banks refused to accept infested

groves as collateral for loans.

Albert Koebele shipped back

some Australian ladybirds (genus

Rodolia), which readily killed cot-

n6

tony cushion scale and thrived

over the winter in the groves. Pro-

pagating, they quickly reached ade-

quate numbers to check the pest,

and to this day their descendants-

together with those propagated in

the insectaries and released—have

kept the scale under control. All

told, the introduction of this insect

probably did not cost the govern-

ment more than $5000 including

the salaries of the scientists.

For 25 years, Koebele, the first

of the entomological explorers, was

engaged in importing parasites. He
worked for the U. S. Department

of Agriculture, then for the Cali-

fornia State Board of Horticulture,

and finally for the Hawaii Board

of Agriculture and Forestry.

Contemporary with him was

George Compere of the California

Board of Horticulture, who from

1899 to 1901 traveled to the Far

East and Australia in search of

scale insect parasites and predators.

Following this, from 1901 to 1904

he served the Government of West

Australia in finding and importing

parasites of fruit flies. So valuable

were his services that from 1904

to 1910, California and Australia

employed him jointly. His quests

for insects beneficial to crops took

him around the world.

Both Koebele and Compere were

self-trained naturalists. Not so

Frederick Muir, the remaining

pioneer, who had a hand in setting

biological control on a firm foot-

ing. Technically trained, he began

exploratory work in 1905 for the

Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Experi-

ment Station. He was especially

eager to find shock troops that

would attack the sugar-cane beetle

borer, Rhabdoscelus obscurus.

Tracing down this and that clue,

he found at long last at Amboina,

in the South Sea Islands, the in-

sect Macroceromasia sphenophori.

This, he had reason to believe,

would curtail the pest, and after

prolonged effort, he was able to

transport it alive to Hawaii, where

it met with great success in the

purpose intended.

In turn, those who have followed

Muir have been specialists, devot-

A Insecticides would sometimes only in-i

terfere with the use of beneficial insect;
|

against harmful insects. The tree at righif

shows the damage from red scale insects oc|

a lemon tree on which the beneficial insect'?

ing themselves quite closely to

specific problems. For instance, in

California, the Citrus Experiment

Station took a special interest in a

shipment in 1927 of two parasites

(
Tetracnemus pretiosus and Cocco-

phagus gurneyi) from Australia

for the control of the citrophilus

mealy bug. Already, it had spread

to 70,000 acres of Valencia oranges.

Ordinarily, the Valencia hangs

onto the trees during the summer

months. This makes it possible for

the consumer to have oranges the

year round. And being available in

the fall, the Valencia does not

have to compete with the navel

orange or with the main Florida

and Texas crops. The mealy bug,

however, caused these oranges to

fall off. To prevent their falling,

the grower was forced to pick his

fruit early and sell it in competi-

tion with other varieties, which

greatly reduced his returns.

By 1930, the imported parasites

had put this pest out of the pic-

ture as an economic factor. They
have probably saved citrus growers

more than $1,000,000 a year. Yet

the total cost to the University of

California for the search, importa-

tion, and establishment of the bene-

ficial parasites did not exceed

$10,000.
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ad been eliminated by spray. The tree at

ft has remained healthy, because the chal-

d fly has been able to control the scale

y itself

In the introduction of natural

allies from abroad, great care is

exercised to avoid releasing any

imported species that might pos-

sibly prove detrimental. As Dr.

Stanley E. Flanders of the Uni-

versity of California puts it, "We
make sure that the parasite or

predator has the fixed habit of

attacking the pest for which it is

employed and that it cannot be-

come a problem in some other way.

Imported insects, whether noxious

or beneficial, are apt to run ram-

pant when introduced into a favor-

able environment."

"It is significant," Dr. Flanders

continues, "that most of our serious

agricultural pests have been 'stow-

aways'—insects that secretly en-

tered the country from abroad. In

the new environment these insects

thrived unfettered by natural ene-

mies. If one or more insects al-

ready present do not attack the

new pest and effectively control

it, we are obliged to search the

world for natural enemies that will

do so. Such natural enemies of the

pest are most apt to occur in its

native home. But if they are valu-

able as control agents, they are

apt to be scarce. Their effective-

ness will have reduced the insect

they kill, and their own numbers
Continued on page 144

INSECT COMMANDOS AID THE ORCHARD

A A test to evaluate the effectiveness of beneficial insects. The lefthand

branch, being enclosed, will not have the benefit of the insect clean-up

squad. It has, however, been given a treatment of DDT. The righthand

branch, being left open at both ends, can receive the pest-destroying insect.

Careful comparisons of this sort are necessary in each instance, because

sprays are still extremely valuable

^ The wasp that won a war: the so-

called ichneumon fly (Macrocentrus an-

cylivorus), which spells death to the de-

structive oriental fruit moth. Here the wasp

is seen injecting an egg into a larva of the fruit

moth. The egg kills the larva and itself produces

a creature with only beneficial habits
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A The author examines his Mako family. One of the

few times a Mako ready to give birth has been reported

I
WAS fishing one February

afternoon just off Cat Cay in

the Bahamas when we had a strike

on one of our trolled baits, and

the fish at once cleared the water

in a fifteen-foot leap, showing that

we had a very large mako shark.

I fought the fish for twenty

minutes. It made three runs, sur-

faced three. times, but did not jump

again. We finally brought the shark

alongside and attached a bronze

cable to its tail so that we could

tow it to the dock. When we
weighed it there, it was 504

pounds. A very great surprise was

in store for us.

We hung the fish up all night

and the next morning put it on

the dock and opened its abdomen.

There we found ten perfectly

formed small makos. Each of the

"pups" weighed two and a half

pounds, and they were apparently

on the verge of birth. "No wonder

she took the bait," said someone,

"she was eating for eleven!"

This, I am told, is one of the

few times that a mako ready to

give birth has been reported. Per-

haps it is the only time an angler

has ever taken eleven fish on a

single hook!

The discovery revived an old

fisherman's tale that the female

mako acts like a "mother ship,"

letting her young swim in and out

of her body at will. This ma}' sound

plausible if you haven't boned up
on sharks or if you've got your

sharks mixed up with kangaroos.

But the information contained in a

Perhaps the only time an angler ever took eleven fish on a

single hook—and gained a few facts of life in the bargain

By John M. Olin
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letter I received from Mr. William

C. Schroeder of the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution should

settle any arguments on that point.

"As for the story that the mother

mako protects her young," wrote

Mr. Schroeder, "we have no indi-

cation that any species of shark

protects its new-born, even for a

brief time. The young are apparent-

ly on their own from the time they

are born, and they may be lucky

if they aren't devoured by their

own mother. The mother could not

possibly release them at will or

bring them back into her body."

No satisfactory picture of an

embryo mako has apparently ever

been secured, and I was gratified

to be able to provide Mr. Schroeder

and Dr. Bigelow with one of the

pups for study at Woods Hole. The
same enthusiastic response came
from Dr. Daniel Merriman of the

Bingham Oceanographic Labora-

tory at Yale University. "I am de-

lighted to know that we are going

to receive one of the puppies," he

wrote, "and all of us look forward

to its arrival more than I can say.

Your remark that there were ten

babies is particularly interesting,

because we have little information

as to the normal number in a

mako litter. The relatively large

size of the young at birth had led

to the assumption that the number
in any one brood must be small."

M\

I had mentioned to Dr. Merri-

man that none of the unborn makos

seemed to have an umbilical cord

—nature's usual breadline between

mother and unborn young. He
therefore favored us with the fol-

lowing information about repro-

duction in sharks.

"There are three different types

of embryonic development in

sharks, depending upon the

species:

"(1) In one type, the shark lays

eggs that hatch outside the body.

A shell is formed around the de-

veloping egg, and the egg is laid

at an early stage in the growth of

the embryo. Hatching occurs con-

siderably later and in much the

manner in which a chick hatches

from its egg, but of course under

water. Sharks that produce their

young in this fashion are called

oviparous—in other words, they are

'brought forth from an egg.'

"(2) Some sharks give birth to

living young. Here the developing

embryo comes to have an attach-

ment to the wall of the uterus, a

connection comparable to, although

not exactly like, the placental ar-

rangement in humans. Sharks that

reproduce in this fashion are said

to be viviparous ('born alive').

"(3) The remainder are produced

as were your makos. They hatch

from an egg while it is still in the

body and undergo further develop-

* With dental equip-

ment like this, the Mako
makes a poor swimming
companion. The author and
Capt. Douglas Osborn

Carl J. Schmid photos

meni in the oviduct before being

born as miniature adults. The em-

bryonic shark in this case is

nourished by a yolk sac attached

to it and also from the nutritive

fluid in which it is immersed. Your

young makos never had a placental

attachment to the mother, and they

lay free in the oviduct or uterus.

After the yolk was absorbed, it is

possible that they nourished them-

selves by swallowing the unfer-

tilized eggs that lay close to them

in the genital tract. Sharks that

produce their young in this fashion

are called ovoviviparous, that is,

they hatch from an egg but under-

go further development inside the

mother before being born alive."

It is believed that the young of

the mako have very large yolk

sacs and that the connection be-

tween the developing shark and
its nourishment disappears fairly

early, which is not the case with

most sharks. One of the miniature

makos was received as a welcome
addition to the American Museum's
notable world collection of fishes.

Our mako may have been a

young mother, because makos are

known to attain a length of about

12 feet and a weight of slightly

over 1000 pounds. The mako is

typically a near-surface fish and

is often seen swimming on sunny

days with the tips of the first dorsal

and caudal fins breaking the water.

It ranges the tropical and warm-
temperate Atlantic both north and

south of the equator and is known
to have been caught off the Cape
of Good Hope. It is at home in

the eastern Atlantic and also in

the Mediterranean.

Despite rumors to that effect,

the mako is not a garbage man
but a fish-eater. It also is known
to attack man on occasion. Give it

a wide berth; it is not a safe swim-

ming companion. It consumes large

quantities of small fishes, especially

of the mackerel and herring tribes,

and much larger ones as well. In

one' instance, the stomach of a 730-

pound mako was found to contain

a 120-pound swordfish nearly in-

tact, with the sword still attached.
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^Pacific 'Bird i£i|e in
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A Looking toward historic Corregidor from the mountains of

Bataan Peninsula, where two fierce military campaigns were fought.

Nature has now healed most of the scars. Of the 100-odd species of

Bataan, 47 different species of birds are shown in this group. At
right, the famous Tailor Bird perches above a rusting helmet

THE idea of a Pacific Hall of

Birds in the American Mu-
seum originated even before the

end of World War I. Toward this

end there was launched one of the

most extensive series of explora-

tions in the history of bird science.

Hundreds of individuals took part

in the effort to round out the scien-

tific knowledge of the birds of the

Pacific area, a realm embracing

nearly half the surface of the globe

and virtually every variety of cli-

mate and topography.

Meanwhile, in 1929, plans were

laid for a large new building for

what was becoming the world's

largest collection of birds. In that

year the late Harry Payne Whitney

gave $750,000 toward this, and the

City of New York added an equal

amount. Whitney Wing is the re-

sult.

The field diaries of the many
expeditions form a substantial saga

in the history of exploration and

have become part of the treasured

archives of the Museum. Dr. Robert

Cushman Murphy, who directed

the program for three decades,

edited the original field journals

to fill 26 typewritten volumes.

They describe many little-known

areas and proved of inestima-



More than 1000 islands were explored in a 24-year program to procure

the specimens and scientific knowledge for this newly completed public exhibit

\ey 9tf.etnona i

ble value to our armed forces dur-

ing World War II.

Three generations of the Whitney

family have given their support to

this great building, its collections,

and exhibits. Natural History

Magazine has already shown a

number of the exhibits completed

earlier. The four depicted on these

pages round out the total of 22.

Whitney Memorial Hall is now
open to the public, and it is ac-

knowledged to be the world's finest

display of the birds of the Pacific.

"* Papua: just beyond Kokoda "Track," where allied forces turned the tide

of onslaught. Birds of paradise, crowned pigeons, and bower birds liven

the landscape here. Center and upper right the Greater Bird of Paradise



A The place: Lake Brunner, in the South Island Alps, New Zealand. The

time: over 500 years ago, when the huge moa was still alive. In right fore-

ground, the Kiwi. At upper left, the Kaka, or forest parrot. A pair of New
Zealand pigeons perch at top center. The lower picture shows the Kakapo
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A The landing COVE on the main island of the Snares, south of New Zealand.
The conspicuous Snares Crested Penguins, shown below, are nursing and feed-

ing their young. Overhead is a skyful of sooty shearwaters. This scene, like all

the others in Whitney Hall, is an exact replica of an actual spot
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A For two miles along the wall of Frijoles Canyon, cave rooms and cliff-pockets like these were cut by the

ancient people in the volcanic rock. Many second-story rooms were made like the one seen at upper right

City of

the Cavemen
A metropolis of man-made grottoes tells a dra-

matic tale of ancient life and strife in New Mexico

By NELL MURBARGER



y\S the winding saddle trail to

_/\_ Yapashi ruin in New Mexico

nears the rim of Frijoles Canyon,

there is a point where a man can

halt his horse, turn in his saddle,

and look down upon one of the

greatest sights known to the world

of archaeology.

Through a green carpet of box

elders, hundreds of feet below,

you see a rivulet winding through

the Canyon of the Beans. On the

farther shore of the stream slum-

bers the great ruin of Tyuonyi

pueblo; and immediately beyond

rises the sheer north wall of the

canyon. From this high vantage

point on the south rim, it is possi-

ble to scan the base of that opposite

wall for a span of nearly two miles,

and in all that distance there is

scarcely a rod of space that fails

to show the presence of small

pockets excavated by man from

the volcanic tuff of the cliffside.

Armed only with crude stone

chisels and picks, the ancient peo-

ple of Frijoles Canyon created here

the world's largest city of man-

made caves. It is now embraced

in Bandelier National Monument.

No one knows when this Canyon

of the Frijoles was first occupied

by man. Archaeologists generally

assume that it was around a. d.

1000 or 1100, with the main influx

of population about a. d. 1300.

When man came may remain for-

ever a mystery; why he came

should be apparent to anyone.

In a land otherwise largely arid,

here was a sheltered gorge, well

wooded and blessed by an unfail-

ing stream, with fertile land along

the creek—an important advantage

to people who relied upon winter

stores of corn, beans, and squash.

The canyon further abounded in

wild game and wild fruit, while its

sheer walls were completely de-

fensible against the raiding Plains

Indians and the nomadic Navajos.

To harried wanderers seeking a

home, it must have seemed a true

Paradise!

Once they had arrived in the

canyon, the initial concern of these

first settlers was for food. Second

only to this was their need of shel-

ter. In a land lying at 7000 feet

above sea level, the threat of ap-

Grant photo, U.S. Dept. of the Int.

proaching winter never strays far

from the skyline.

How fortunate, then, that the

rock of these canyon walls was

composed of the finer kinds of vol-

canic detritus and was thus suffi-

ciently soft that it might be worked

with stone tools! Few of the cave

rooms that the settlers hacked from

the cliffside were more than eight

feet in diameter. But with an ani-

mal skin draped across the low,

narrow door opening, and a fire

burning on the stone hearth, here

was a place where a man might

sit with his family—a place where

neither wind nor rain nor snow

might enter.

In the course of possibly 100

years, the ancient people of Frijoles

Canyon hewed from the rock wall

more than 300 such homes. Some

were limited to a single cramped

room; others embraced two or three

rooms connected by tiny doorways.

How many years or generations

may have elapsed before some in-

genious "caveman" had the happy

A A good road, visible in the distance, leads to Frijoles Canyon, and

easy trails take the visitor to the most interesting points

< One of the dwellings along the south wall

of Frijoles Canyon, in Bandelier National Monu-

.4



thought to enlarge his dwelling by

building an outdoor annex of stone

and mud is beyond knowing. But

the annexes came, extending out

from the doorways of the caves,

with roofs supported by poles. One
end of each roof timber was
socketed in the cliffwall, and the

roofs were thatched with brush

and mud.

Using these earthen roofs as their

foundation, some of the people

hacked out "upper story" caves in

the cliff and above the annexes as

well. This village eventually fol-

lowed the base of the cliff for two
miles. Through much of its length

it stood two and three stories in

height, and in some sections it ex-

tended out from the cliff for three

and four rows of rooms.

Came another lapse of time, and
once again a major architectural

change was taking place in the

canyon. Midway between the cliff

and the stream, a new pueblo was
in course of construction. Never
in its prehistory was Frijoles to

know a higher type of architecture

than that represented in this great

communal dwelling of Tyuonyi,

whose name means "meeting place"

or "place of council."

Well-equipped moderns, accus-

tomed for centuries to the con-

venience of metal tools, wheeled

vehicles, and beasts of burden,

marvel at the stupendous work in-

volved in the erection of this build-

ing by Stone Age artisans. Before

the first footings could be laid, it

was necessary to clear and level

the land—rough, rocky land, with

large trees to be felled and dense

brush to be removed. All this with-

out a horse cr an ox.

Formidable as it was, the task

of preparing the site was a minor

consideration compared to the con-

struction of a building comprising

possibly 500 rooms, with 300 of

them on the ground floor! For rea-

sons of security, the outside wall

of dris great circular building rose

smooth and straight without win-

dow or door to afford access to

enemy hordes. The only point at

which the pueblo might be entered

was by way of a narrow corridor

cut through the easterly tier of

rooms.

Pottery and other materials re-

covered from the ruins tell archae-

ologists tiiat Frijoles Canyon prob-

ably experienced its greatest period

of occupation in the fifteenth cen-

tury. If all homes in the canyon

had been occupied to capacity,

4000 persons could have been ac-

commodated. But natural water

supply and available farming land

seem inadequate to support any

such number, and it is supposed

that the dwellings were never filled

to capacity or all occupied at any

one time.

And, finally, the canyon was

abandoned altogether. When?
Why? The latest of the existing

tree-ring dates for Tyuonyi is 1505.

From this, we can assume that

there probably was little construc-

tion after that time, and the people

probably abandoned the place

^ This is the top of the

kiva, or ceremonial cham-

ber, located in the north

wall of Frijoles Canyon

George A. Grant plwto, U.S. Dept. of the Int.

V More than 300 homes were hewn in the rock wall, but it

seems unlikely there was enough water for the full capacity of

about 4000 persons at one time. Adolph Bandelier lived in this

ancient dwelling during his researches in the canyon years ago

George A. Grant photo, U.S. Dept. of the Int.



George A. Grant photo, U.S. Dept. of the Int.

A Even though the stone is relatively soft, one ¥ A favorite pastime in Bandelier National Monument is

marvels at the diligence shown by the ancient exploring its back trails on horseback. This is the Lower Falls

inhabitants, cutting these chambers with only the of Frijoles Creek on the lower trail

simplest of tools
National Park Service photo
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sometime during the sixteenth cen-

tury. As to why they left, there is

no really good evidence, although

several theories have been ad-

vanced. Residents of the present

pueblo of Cochiti, who claim to be

descendants of these ancient cave-

men, have a legend that their fore-

fathers were driven from the place

by invading forces of "little strong

men."

Abandonment may have come as

a result of such persecution or

through natural causes, such as re-

current droughts or gradual ex-

haustion of the soil. We can only

say that the canyon was one day

forsaken by a people who had
made it their home for more than

twice as many years as the Govern-

ment of the United States has

existed.

Climbing the ancient paths cut

in the soft rock of the south wall,

the people finally made the last

long climb to the mesa. On their

backs they bore their babies and

cooking pots and baskets, their ani-

mal skins and seed, their bows

and arrows and stone axes and

hoes. It is easy to imagine them,

as they neared the end of the long

ascent, pausing on the trail for one

last look back at the high stone

walls of beautiful Tyuonyi, that

laboriously-built city they were

leaving forever. One final look-

then over the lip of the gorge and

out across the expansive mesa.

Ten miles by trail took them to

the site where their new pueblo

was to rise.

Whatever their reason for de-

serting the canyon, they must have

considered the action unavoidable.

Otherwise, they would not have

exchanged that pleasant haven for

the insecurity of a high plateau

where winter's blizzards lashed the

land with added fury and where

the closest water—the nearest po-

tential farming land—lay a mile

away. Here, with all the forces of

nature pitted against them, these

displaced refugees began laying

the footings for their new pueblo

of Yapashi, a place that would



eventually rival the glory of lost

Tyuonyi—and eventually would
suffer the same abandonment.

My acquaintance with the pueb-

los and caves of Frijoles Canyon
was well established long before it

became my privilege to visit that

second great ruin on the plateau

and its Shrine of the Stone Lions,

famed to archaeologists as the

only life-sized stone effigies of ani-

mals in the Southwest.

It was early in the morning when
my companion and I set out for the

Shrine from our camp in the box

elders, but even our strong, willing

horses found it a hard trail, and the

sun had passed its zenith before

we reached our goal.

More than three centuries of buf-

feting by wind and weather have

left these great stone "idols" rather

tattered and formless; but even

though physically disappointing, in

the light of archaeological signifi-

cance they have no equal in the

United States.

Behind the creation of this

unique Shrine lies spirit worship as

old as man's history. Among Pueb-

lo Indians of the Southwest, every

hunter going forth on the trail of

wild game carries with him a small

talisman carved in the form of

some animal noted for its stamina

and courage. Placing the mouth
of his hunting fetish to his own
lips, the hunter believes that he is

able to draw into himself the

strength and cunning of the beast

represented.

These ancient dwellers of Yapa-

shi may have reasoned that if the

power of a small fetish was so

great, what truly miraculous results

might not be obtained from a life-

sized image? And in carving the

image from the solid rock of the

mountain, what could be more fit-

ting than that it should take the

form of the Pueblos' most revered

animal, the cougar, or mountain

lion?

When originally discovered to

archaeology and literature by
Adolph F. A. Bandelier and Charles

Fletcher Lummis in 1890, each of

the two lions comprising the shrine

measured sixteen inches in height
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at the shoulder, two feet wide at

the base, and six feet in length.

Describing his and Bandelier's

discovery of the strange shrine,

Lummis wrote: "The figures are

life size and even the erosion of so

many centuries has not gnawed
them out of recognition. The heads

are nearly indistinguishable, and
the foreshoulders have suffered;

but the rest of the sculpture, to

the very tips of the outstretched

tails, is perfectly clear." Today,
alas, the elements have rendered
them unrecognizable.

"Worshipped continually for

longer ages than Saxon history can
call its own, they are worshipped
still," wrote Lummis in 1897. "No
important hunt would even now be
undertaken by the trustful folk of

Cochiti without first repairing to

the stone pumas, to anoint their

solid heads with face paint and
sacred meal, and to breathe their

breath of power."

More than half a century has

slipped by since these words were
penned by the great Southwestern

historian. Meanwhile, the world of

the white man has gone modern,
old customs have been discarded,

and superstitions cast out. But to

Puebloland, 50 years is as nothing.

People of San Felipe and Cochiti

pueblos still hold their communal
hunts; and prior to each hunt, they

still trudge across the mesas to the

Shrine of the Stone Lions, there to

sprinkle the sacred meal and spread

paint upon the tattered forms of

their forest fetishes.

Leaving the shrine, we rode on
down the trail to Yapashi—forlorn,
impossible city on the mountain-

top!

Still armed only with stone axes

and obsidian "saws," workmen had

shaped the volcanic tufa into rec-

tangular blocks—thousands upon
thousands of them—and with these

had erected a great communal
dwelling containing an estimated

400 rooms. Unlike Tyuonyi, the

pueblo of Yapashi had not been
circular but was laid in the form

of a three-sided box, with all its

* Land oj Poco Twmpo, 1897.

rooms opening upon the central

courtyard.

Today we find Yapashi a fallen

city with no wall standing higher

than a single story, and few more
than five feet above the ground.
Still, however, the foundations can
be traced for hundreds of feet

through the heavy overgrowth of

cacti. The form of the individual

rooms can be determined and their

dimensions measured. Centering

the courtyard are three circular

ceremonial chambers, or kivas; and
strewn everywhere upon the sandv
surface of the ground lie black

obsidian flakings and endless frag-

ments of broken pottery. No ex-

cavator's spade has ever disturbed

the sleep of Yapashi, and what
archaeological treasures may lie

in her crumbled ruins is any man's

guess.

As we rode back along the loop-

ing trail toward camp, I found
myself thinking of all the things I

would like to know about Yapashi.

When had the tufa blocks in those

rugged walls been shaped and laid?

For how many years, or genera-

tions, had this town on the moun-
tain known the happy shouts of

children at play, the fragrance of

juniper wood burning on stone

hearths, and the pride of menfolk

returned from the hunt? And how
many moons had looked down on
the ghostliness of cold, empty
rooms and the desolation of three

old kivas in the silent courtyard?

The last flaming fingers of sun-

set faded from the sky. Twilight

settled upon the mesa, and the

canyons became dark. It would be
very late before we would get back-

to our camp on the little river of

the Frijoles; but neither my com-
panion nor I, nor our tired mounts,

had any desire to make haste.

On city streets, where ever}' lost

second is a minor tragedy, a man
may hurry—if he chooses. But not

where forgotten Yapashi and a pair

of ageless stone lions are at one's

back, and other adventures into the

ancient Southwest lie ahead.

In a land where time is measured
only by centuries, there is no place

for the impatient foot.
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VIo-ion picture problems among a group of Brazilian Indians who scarcely

knew the white man required patience, understanding, and originality

By Zygmunt Sulistrowski

PEOPLE often asked how I

was able to take the native

scenes in the film my wife and I

recently made in the Brazilian

jungle, and I must admit that the

problems we encountered were

quite different from what one

would ordinarily expect on loca-

tion. For example, we could hardly

have anticipated that one of the

men of the primitive Indian vil-

lage would want to marry our

heroine Marilia, a beautiful actress

from more civilized parts of Brazil.

The plan to make a semidocu-

mentary color film in the Brazilian

jungle had long been taking form

in my mind. I had studied for two

years at the Institute des Hautes

Etudes Cinematographiques in

Paris. Later I worked for one year

for the
J.

Arthur Rank organization

of England. After six months of

preparation in Brazil, including an

extensive exploratory trip into the

interior to find the best locations,

our party of nine set forth on a

2000-mile trip into the Matto Gros-

so jungle.

Our plane put us down in a

clearing at the native village of

Jacare, which is as far into the

interior as a plane could land in

the region of the Xingu and

Culuene Rivers. Here we were 400

miles from the nearest civilized

settlement. We had scarcely time

to take our pictures in the seven

weeks that remained before the

rainy season would turn our land-

ing field into mud so deep that no

plane could hope to take off. Never-

theless, we spent the first four or

five days accustoming the Ca-

mayura Indians to ourselves and

our equipment.

We had come in a DC3 with

< The small plane in which the

author made his reconnaissance has

just landed close to a village of

Calapalo Indians on the Culuene

River. The bearded gentleman un-

der the wing is Father Cavalcini,

a well-known missionary, who
joined the author on this flight



A GROUP of Camayuras,

wondering what magic the

white man is performing with

that black box on three legs

* One of the most dangerous

fighters of the Camayura Indians



"* The pretty Mayalu and

her husband, Mayupi, with

\vWl their two children: a fine

jA'u example of the Camayura
iifi family

* The first two white women
to live in this region: Mrs. Mo-
nique Sulistrowski, the author's

wife, and the actress Marilia

(Miss Andrea Bayard)

approximately 3000 pounds of

equipment, food, medicines, and

gifts for the Indians. It had not

been easy to get permission for

this, and we were extremely for-

tunate to have the assistance of

the only white man in the region,

Leonardo Vilas Boas, one of three

famous brothers all living among

various tribes in the interior. His

reputation among the Indians is

really remarkable. Indeed, after

we had left the village, he was

moved to another locality, and we
heard that trouble had broken out

almost at once. The people in the

village that we had come to think

of as our home killed two people,

and no camera work could possibly

have been done. We could never

have succeeded without our go-

between.

The first signs of the difficulties

we were to encounter came when
we recorded some native songs on

the tape recorder we had brought

along. The recorder was powered

by two automobile storage bat-

teries, which had to be charged

every three or four hours with a

gasoline generator we had brought.

When we plaved back the first

singing of the natives, they were

terrified and ran away. They stayed

in the distance for about 20 minutes

and then slowly approached with

obvious caution. I'll admit that we
played the instrument rather

strongly at the start, and perhaps

they feared so magnified a version

of their own voices.

You can imagine that they did

not like the gasoline generator.

They had of course heard the

motor of an airplane, but this

engine seemed to make much more

noise for its size and at close range

was terrible. In time, however, they

got more or less used to it, and

in the end we were charging our

batteries every third night just to

make sure they were full. We had

brought approximately 60 gallons

of gasoline to run this machine.

Our efforts were rewarded by se-

curing some six half-hour tapes of

native voices and about the same

amount of forest sounds.

This was the first time that white

women had ever stayed for any

length of time in this part of the

country. My wife was with me, and

we had one actress for the motion

picture, which portrayed the travels

of white people in this remote

part of Brazil and depicted the

sort of native life they would wit-

ness if they were thrown by acci-

dent into one of these villages.

About 20 minutes of the film is

devoted to natural activities of the

village as seen through the eyes

of the stranded white people. I

may say that it was extremely

difficult in the seven weeks we
spent here to secure enough co-

ordinated activity from the Indians

to provide the sequences we
wanted, but we finally got what

was necessary.
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a
< Typical morning oc-

cupations. The man is

preparing to paint himself

with the juice of native

plants, while his wife is

making string and the two

daughters are trying to dis-

pose of undesirable guests

* Making necklaces is one of

the very important occupations.

The Indians not only use them
for personal decoration but as a

unit of exchange. One long neck-

lace is equal to a dugout canoe.

Drilling the holes requires end-

less patience

From our point of view, these

people show a minimum of dis-

cipline. Chieftainship with them

seemed to be a purely nominal

matter, and we had difficulty in

determining any directional au-

thority in the village. The people

seemed to change activities re-

peatedly without much plan. Even

so small an interruption as chang-

ing the film in a camera would

cause them to depart to some other

task. I was photographing then-

fishing by bow and arrow from

dugout canoes when a shower of

rain interrupted everything mo-
mentarily. It was a long time be-

fore I could get the same combina-

tion of people in a sufficiently

similar situation to complete the

scene.

Before we had left Rio, we had

been warned by people in official

positions that an undertaking like

ours was a problematical one. They
told us that the Indians might

prove quite distrustful and that we
would be risking valuable equip-

ment. This danger, I should say,

never materialized, though we
found the natives all too ready to

share our food supplies, and we
passed the last two weeks living

on the wild ducks and fish we
could catch.

We were among a people who
wore no clothes and depended

upon a hand-drill to generate fire.
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A A NECKLACE of jaguar claws adorns this

dancer dressed for a ritual dance that can-

not be seen by any woman. It is usually

celebrated in a closed hut

A A SCENE from the motion picture, in which the white

people are unexpectedly brought into contact with the

Indians

"*" The author with some of the villagers, preparing to enact a war dance.

The wrappings on their legs are of string made by twisting a sort of wild

cotton. They are to protect the Indians against poisonous snakes as well as for

adornment, and the Indians believe they aid the muscles during a long march

Their village of approximately 90

persons was located in the heart of

the jungle, in south-central Brazil,

and so far as I could see there

were no paths through the dense

forest. The people were extremely

agile, however, in penetrating it.

I recall once that I shot a duck

from the dugout, and it fell into

what looked like an impenentrable

thicket. One of the youngsters in

the boat dove into the water and

was ashore like a dog, ferreting his

way through the growth to the

exact spot where the fallen duck

lay hidden. He returned with it in

no time.

These people made a poor

variety of pottery, in which the}'

cooked food, and their chief cutting

instrument was a wooden handle

containing the teeth of the most

vicious fresh-water fish known—
the notorious piranha. The teeth

of these fish were so sharp that it

was possible to cut one's hair with

them and to shape pieces of wood
nicely. They even used the piranha

teeth in making dugout canoes.
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Metal knives were almost un-

known to these people, and one of

the most interesting experiences

occurred in this connection. It was

necessary, in order to induce the

natives to act for the camera, to

offer them gifts, and knives were

obviously especially desirable. On
seeing the metal knife, the Indian

would reach for it and immediately

scratch the back of his hand until

the blood came. Then a look of

great joy would come over him,

and, licking the scratch clean, he

was ready to do business for the

knife.

They knew guns but had none.

One might expect that a motion

picture camera held to the eye

and aimed might be supposed by

them to be a form of gun. But

strangely enough, they did not

draw this conclusion.

The thing I noticed was that a

man and a woman would be at-

tracted by exactly the same gifts.

Indeed, a small child or an old

patriarch would show exactly the

same tastes. I suppose we should

not wonder that their common

tasks about the village were broken

by many interruptions. Life seemed

relatively easy. There were no

trains to catch, no work schedules,

no demands of state or social status.

They were afflicted with malaria,

but generations of exposure seemed

to have made them fairly strong

against it; and I do not know of

any other diseases they may have

had. As is almost always the case

with isolated groups, however,

white man's infections may in due

time make serious inroads unless

very special precautions are taken.

Their village was like an Eden

but, I fear, an Eden whose days

are numbered, for civilization

seems to end all such settings.

The men were extremely anxious

to procure cloth shirts like ours,

and I had brought some. This de-

sire was boundless. For the mo-

ment, nothing was so important as

to possess one of these shirts, pos-

sibly for the protection it would

give against the mosquitoes. For

some work along the river, I gave

one of the shirts to Kalapo. He
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was delighted. Then he took it off

to go in the water, and when he

came out, he rolled it up and

walked home. The next day he

tore it a bit on the branches, and

after that it was of no interest to

him whatever.

They are marvelous swimmers.

Other natives, like the Chavantes,

for instance, who make their living

chiefly by hunting, often cannot

swim at all and are limited in

their activities to one side of a

river, unless they have a boat.

This keeps the various tribes apart

to some extent. But our fisherfolk

were not bounded by any such

limitations, boat or no boat. All

the people in the village swam
with remarkable skill. They could

hold their breath a very long time

and swam under water with pro-

ficiency.

Of course their skill in swim-

ming was of value in connection

with fishing with the bow and

arrow. This was done mostly from

the bow of a boat, rarely from a

tree overhanging the water. When
the fish was shot—and some of

them were extremely heavy crea-

tures about three feet long known

as piraras—the bowman would leap

into the water and pursue it. The

second man in the boat was some-

times of help in bringing the fish

on board, with the arrow still in

its body.

I suppose it was because I could

not easily fit my mind into their

scheme, but it often seemed that

they had no continuity of thoughts.

However, I cannot say that they

lacked patience. In order to make

a necklace of snail shells, one of

them would drill monotonously for

most of two or three weeks.

Their natural enemies are jagu-

ars and small snakes. The large

snakes they can count fairly well

on seeing, but as protection from

the small ones they wrap the lower

parts of their legs in endless yards

of twisted string made out of a

sort of wild cotton. Two fairly large

jaguars were killed quite near the

village while we were there, and

these are extremely dangerous ani-

mals. But these people are not

really hunters. They live almost

entirely by fishing. The balance

side of the ledger is further

strengthened by the fact that the

forest offers them brilliant parrots

that can be made into agreeable

pets, and these birds frequently

enliven the darkness of their grass

huts.

We once made a journey to an-

other village. Our camp was at the

confluence of the Culuene and

Xingu Rivers. We crossed the

Culuene and then traveled two

days up the Xingu River by dugout

and outboard motor. The village

we reached had about eight huts,

but with about 20 persons in each

of them. Five or six natives ac-

companied us in their own dug-

outs. The people at the new vil-

lage held song fests and dances,

which we recorded. When we re-

turned to our base camp and

played the recordings for our old

friends, they were overjoyed. It

was as though we had brought

them the best present imaginable.

The people of our village never

tired of songs and dances. They

did much singing after dark, but

it was absolutely impossible to use

floodlights for any of our pictures.

The Indians acted most unnatural-

ly whenever we turned the lights

on. But they would often dance

around six o'clock in the evening,

and though the sun was then set-

ting, we got some interesting pic-

tures.

There were dances to express

various moods. Some of them, live-

ly and with bows and arrows in

hand, were obviously heroic in

spirit. Others slower and more

soulful were apparently romantic

or spiritual in mood. There were

two sorts of songs called jacui.

One was sung in the attempt to

drive an evil spirit out of the

village. The other, much softer and

more melancholy, was intended to

keep a sick man's soul from pass-

ing into the Great Beyond. And
this last we were to hear in earnest,

for during our stay a man in his

early thirties fell ill. The singing

went on all night. He evidently

was afflicted with some pulmonary
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infection, and we realized he was
close to death. When the singing

ceased abruptly and most of the

people immediately left the vicinity

of the hut, we knew that the end

had come. He was buried shortly

after dawn, and I wanted to record

the funeral. I stood ready with my
camera while the grave was being

dug, but this was not their wish.

They beckoned me away from my
camera on the pretext of wanting

me to have conversation with the

chief. When I came to my senses

and realized that he was engaging

me in a meaningless discourse, the

burial was almost completed. But

they were not angry with me.

I have not mentioned all the

special problems of photography in

a tropical climate. Let me say that

the heat was intense. We had

brought a tent but were quite

unable to sleep in it and were

happy to move into one of the well

ventilated native huts, through

whose grass walls the air circulated

freshly.

By the time we had finished our

work, we had grown to feel real

affection for these charming Indi-

ans. Marilia, our actress, had her

problem of discouraging her suitor,

to be sure. But she won in the

end without causing embarrass-

ment. She explained that accord-

ing to the customs of her people,

it would not be possible for her to

marry without her father's consent,

and he was far, far away. Lo and

behold, the explanation was quite

satisfactory to the gentleman. He
understood exactly. So perhaps in

certain fundamental matters we are

all brothers and sisters under the

skin.

The rains began before the sche-

duled arrival of the plane to take

us out, and this worried us a bit.

But the weather cleared again and

we made the flight back to Bio

without incident.

From Bio de Janeiro, after briefly

testing and replenishing our equip-

ment, we set out to film the second

part of our picture, which involved

a five-month expedition to various

other regions of the Amazon basin.

I think I shall see that jungle

Eden many times in my dreams.

A The Camayura family de-

pends upon the river for much
of their food, and all learn to

swim at an early age

Arapaua, with her

two children, watch-

ing her husband swim-

ming
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Will your next vacation really be

Something to Remember?

"

Let NORMAN FORD
show you how to have a

different vacation and

save up to 50 Jo of what

youve been accustomed

to spending

WHERE TO RETIRE ON
A SMALL /NCOME has
helped a half-million

Americans find an
easier life on the money
they've got. WHERE
TO VACATION ON A
SHOESTRING proves
that—if you can af-

ford a vacation at all

—you can do more and

thought possible.

By NORMAN FORD

Unfortunately, it's not easy to shop
around for real travel values— for many
of the best low cost vacations never are
advertised. Yet the secret of guaran-
teeing a new, different and exciting va-

cation is to learn the hundreds of things
you can do and the places you can visit

on the money you want to spend.

I've spent months doing nothing else

than travel around to find the best vaca-
tion bargains in all North America. I

have found low cost summer paradises;
have learned scores of ways to save and
can tell you about the vacation-out-of-
the-ordinary that is just what you've
been looking for.

If you are interested in visiting Ameri-
ca's outstanding cities for less than $8
a day ... in spending your vacation
on a real, operating dude ranch for only
a few dollars a day instead of $20 . . .

if you and your family need a vacation
and hr.vr only $35 a week to spend
... if you seek Parisian atmosphere
without traveling all the way to Europe
... I will show you that it is cheaper
to vacatio:: than to live at home.

Visit Paris m America! Steeped in foreign at-

mosphere ... not far from home ... not

expensive, the exact spot you'd "go for" if you

knew it existed: that's the French island of

St. Pierre, off the coast of Canada and jusc a

few air hours from the heavily populated sections

of the U. S. A charming summer resort, with

authentic French atmosphere ... a long sandy

beach, and the stores feature smart French per-

fumes, handbags, gloves, wine, etc.—all direct

from Paris and at prices as cheap as in the

shops of the Parisian boulevards. At St. Pierre,

a quiet, restful vacation with French cooking,

memory-making atmosphere can be yours for only

$35 a week.

Here is a sampling of

different vacations ....

Dude Ranch at $45 a week. Tacked away in the
Alberta hills are the lowest cost real dude
ranches in America. For $42-$50 a week you
get all

_
the riding you want, ranch wagon

camp trips, square dancing, and mouth watering
home cooking with 3 inch steaks which you
can cut with a fork.

Luxury Hotels in Florida, Cuba, Bahamas from
$2.50 a day. Summer brings down the rates
in the leading hotels here. And it's no warmer
than New York, Boston, or Chicago. Thousands
now spend their summer vacations in Florida,
Cuba, and the Bahamas, yet spend no more
than at an ordinary resort up north.

A week's cruise into the Canadian North Woods
for $55. From Canadian towns easily reached
by car, steamers sail weekly along rivers and
lakes into the roadless North Woods of fur
trappers and red coated Mounties. Chances here
to leave the ship and canoe far north into the
deep Indian forests.

Acapulco for only $17 round trip from U. S.

border. Vacation in summer at Mexico's exotic
tropical beach resort for only $37.50 a full week,
all expenses included.

Grand Canyon on $3 a day. Camp out as half
a million American families do. Housekeeping

Iso available at this and other national
(Vacation at the famous parks for less

i'd spend at home.)

tents i

parks,
than y

Round the world for $498. Mini)
London (reached for $175 from
U. S. round the world cruises
freighters from $250-$300 a mo

Y. ) . From
luxury type

ith.

York Catifon Florida and
Canada. Only $8 more than the usual cross-

country rail ticket entitles you to visit not
only the two coasts but also Jacksonville, Banff
or Jasper Parks and Montreal.

Your own private beach for only $15 a week
at Grenada. The tropical island in the West
Indies which natives say is as colorful as a
rainbow. Sea bathing, sailing, fishing, golf, and
tennis yours for only $3-$5 a day for two—
total expenses, including meals and house.

For a different, exciting, low cost

vacation, get your ideas from these

guides;

"WHERE TO VACATION ON A SHOESTRING,"
by Norman Ford. In this big book you learn about
low cost summer paradises, farm vacations, vacations

on far-off islands, on boats drifting down lazy streams.

About vacation at world-famous beaches, under palm
trees, in Government subsidized vacation resorts, in

Indian country, along rugged coastlines, on ships and
by rail. About dude rancnes you can afford, what to

see, do, and how to save at national parks and in

the cities most Americans want to visit. About low

cost sailing ship cruises, houseboat vacations in the

North Woods, fantastically low cost mountain vaca-

tions, the unknown vacation wonderlands almost at

your front door.

Of course Norman Ford knows where to get real

vacation bargains from Maine to California and in

Canada, Mexico, etc. At no time does he ask you

to spend a lot of money to enjoy yourself, no matter

how really different and exciting is the vacation you

choose through his experienced advice. Always, he

tells you the many things you can do within your

budget and how to get more for your money. If you

travel by car, he shows how most auto parties can

save $6 and $7 a day.

You can't help but learn something just meant
for you. Yet Where to Vacation on a Shoestring
costs only $1.

"TRAVEL ROUTES AROUND THE WORLD." With this

book you can stop saying that travel is too expensive.

Passenger-carrying freighters do offer you a way to

see the world for as little as you'd spend at a resort.

And what accommodations you get—large rooms with

beds (not bunks), probably a private bath, lots of

good food, plenty of relaxation as your ship speeds

from port to port.

Trips to Rio and Buenos Aires, to the West
Indies, between California and New York, out to

Hawaii—trips to almost everywhere—are within your

means.

There are round the world voyages and shorter

trips too. Fast, uncrowded voyages to England, France,

the Mediterranean; two or three week vacations to the

West Indies or down the Pacific Coast.

This book names the lines, tells where they go,

how much they charge, briefly describes accommoda-
tions. It includes practically every passenger carrying

service starting from or going to New York, Canada,

New Orleans, the Pacific Coast, England, France,

Scandinavia, the Mediterranean. Africa, the Near East,

the Indies. Australia, the South Seas, Japan, Hawaii,

etc. It's yours for $1,

"LANDS IN THE SUN." Where to spend a while

—

even retire—in Mexico, Guatemala, and other lands to

the south, where the dollar buys so much more. Not

sold but given free with each order for both books

above.

To get these books, fill in this coupon:

|
HARIAN Publications, 15 Vernon Park-

I way, Greenlawn (Long Island), New

|

York

I I have enclosed $ in cash, check

j
or money order. Please send me the books

. checked below.

j
( ) Where to Vacation on a Shoestring—$1.00

I ( ) Travel Routes Around the World—$1.00

( ) Special offer: Send Me Both Books Plus

I My Free Copy of "Lands in the Sun"—$2.00

You will refund my money if I am not

' satisfied.

I

| Print Name

I Address

! City & State
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A SOON this inhabitant of Disney's "Bear

Country" will find a hole and turn in for a

long winter's sleep

< At hint of danger the mother

bear sends the cubs up a tree

A Clark's Nutcracker has its chance to act

in "Bear Country"

The Screen
Authentic comments on films

in the field of nature, geography, and exploration

Edited by Elizabeth Downes

B

Bear Country

EAR COUNTRY' is a film of

natural history happenings in the

Disney True-Life Adventure series, and,

like all of the Disney stories of wildlife

in a natural state, it has interest, drama,

and continuity," says Dr. Harold E.

Anthony, Chairman of The American

Museum's Department of Mammalogy.
"One sees things as they happen, un-

rehearsed and uninhibited, and the

episodes are details in a sound over-all

plan that tells a story.

"As the title suggests, this is a tale

of what befalls a bear from the time

it rubs the sleep from drowsy winter

eyes, strolls off through the snow to

meet the warmth of a welcoming spring,

through the various vicissitudes of a

usually carefree summer, into a com-

fortable autumn when layers of fat sug-

gest it is time to hunt a hole of sorts

and forget the lean and dreary days of

winter. Pepys could have had the bear



< Exploring the "City Beneath
the Sea," filmed on dry set

^ Many trails meet the divers

in this deep-sea adventure story

in mind when he wrote 'and so to bed.'

At the showing of this film it is a cer-

tainty that only the bear will go to

sleep; the audience will not risk missing

a foot of the sequence.

"Different individuals come out into

the role of star; it may be a single

adult bear, it may be a mother bear

with cubs, it may be fighting males. The

bears may be dead black, they may be

cinnamon, they may be something in

between. There is a bear to suit most

any fancy, and they are continually up

to something.

"The setting for the action is the

Central Rocky Mountains region, often

in the Jackson Hole area. The film in-

cludes splendid shots of primitive en-

vironment and of some of the bear's

associates. Deer, moose, coyote, marmot,

and others pass across the stage.

"There is one sequence involving a

bird, Clark's Nutcracker, that most cer-

tainly is staged and, in the opinion of

this reviewer, vulnerable to criticism.

The nutcracker catches mice running

over the snow in full daylight and specu-

lates upon tackling a pocket gopher,

also out on the snow. Only if captive

mice and pocket gophers were liberated

in front of the camera could such pic-

tures have been secured. Such experi-

ences must be unique both to the nut-

cracker and to the pocket gopher."

Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, Chair-

man of The American Museum's Depart-

ment of Birds, agrees that this incident

was staged by human film directors.

"Nevertheless," says Dr. Murphy, "I find

that mice appear in the reported natural

diet of this bird, so that there is little

if any affront to the literal truth."

Brief comments on films previously reviewed

Documentary and Grade A

The Amazing Monsieur Fabre

Life of world-famous naturalist

Jean-Henri Fabre

Ivory Hunter
One man's struggle to build an
African Wildlife Park

Down the Alphabet

The Big Sky
White traders attempt to open
Blackfoot Indian territory, 1832

Hiawatha

A very free interpretation of

Longfellow's poem

The Snows of Kilimanjaro

Story of a writer with a com-
plicated personality

What the Experts Said

Good insect photography, sometimes erroneously

interpreted. Filmed on location in France

Authentic geographically. Marvelous shots of big

game. Good conservation

Blackfoot Indians portrayed with disregard for

fact

Good in that it departs from stereotype portrayal

of Indian. Not outstanding artistically, dramatical-

ly, or scientifically

Some splendid African animal shots. Camp scenes

unconvincing

Writing further, Dr. Murphy says,

" 'Bear Country' seems to me to be a

film possessing universal interest and

much educational value. I have spent

considerable time watching wild bears

and their cubs, but this film taught me
a great deal that I had not known before.

"High spots in the film are the really

top-notch photographic shots of at least

six species of mammals and the superb

delineation of the play and the climbing

abilities of young bears, and also the

serious rivalry and combat among adult

males during the mating season. Such

behavior has perhaps never before been

filmed, and it is exceedingly impressive."

"Bear Country" is currently being

shown with "Peter Pan."

City Beneath the Sea

LEST anyone in viewing the film "City

1 Beneath the Sea" suppose that it

portrays actual underwater exploration

in such a city, it should perhaps be

pointed out that Universal-International

freely admits in their production litera-

ture that this is science fiction. This is

more than they tell the audience, but

it should be added that the producers

had a tenuous historical peg on which

to hang their drama in the earthquake

at Port Royal, Jamaica, in 1692. As for

the natural history, so little marine fife

is visible in the film that our reviewer,

James W. Atz, Ass't Curator of the New
York Aquarium, comments only briefly.

"Although the divers face spectacular

dangers in trying to salvage one million

dollars in gold bullion, I was happy to

see that they did not encounter either

octopuses or giant clams, those traditional

underwater nemeses of divers. Fish

fanciers and owners of garden fish ponds

may enjoy themselves trying to spot the

goldfish that somehow slipped into a

couple of the underwater scenes."
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LETTERS

develops, presumably from what should

normally be an axillary bud. Most per-

sons have probably seen two dandylion

stems together in a similar form.

Many distortions of this sort are in-

duced artifically in plants when they are

treated with various plant hormones such

as naphthaleneacetic acid. It is quite

possible that we shall see an increase of

this sort of thing as a result of wider
use of hormones for the control of weeds
in lawns, unwanted woody vegetation,

etc. Possibly this example came about

through wind-drift of such a spray used

on near-by lawns.

Not for the Boys
Sms:

I have just read the article on the

San Bias Indian Girl in your January
issue. It is very interesting.

I would like to know if the Indian

boys go through a similar ceremony.

Bruce Taylor
Stanley, N. Dak.

According to David B. Stout in Hand-
book of South American Indians, the

Cuna boys grow up without having to

go through any puberty ceremony.—Ed.

Save-the-Redwoods
Sirs:

The Save-the-Redwoods League wishes

to thank you for the prominence given

to the movement for saving the Red-
woods, in January's issue of Natural
History, with the article by Weldon F.

Heald.

We have heard from many people

throughout the United States, and their

commendation and support are indeed

heartening.

Aubrey Druhy,
Administrative Secretary

Save-the-Redwoods League,

Berkeley, Calif.

Sirs:

Cover Pietures

I wish to take this opportunity to thank

you for acquainting me with your fine

magazine, Natural History, and for

giving me the opportunity to become an

Associate Member of the American Mu-
seum. ... To date I have received two
issues of the magazine and have enjoyed

them ever so much. Helen Cruickshank's

'c^m

IT &IVES Me" a H£APACHG
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color photograph of a scarlet tanager on

the December cover is startlingly beau-

tiful. Do you offer a print of this cover

design for sale, suitable for framing?

Mrs. Alison Codington

Wallingford, Conn.

The full-color pictures on the cover of

Natural History Magazine can be or-

dered from the office of Man and Nature

Publications at the American Museum at

54 each plus 12^ postage for each 10

copies or less.—Ed.

From the mother of a boy who re-

ceived a gift subscription to Natural

History :

Sms:

The latest copy of Natural History

just came, and every time one arrives,

I realize what a wonderful and reward-

ing thing Jeffs Associate Membership In

the American Museum of Natural History

has been. We read the Magazine from

cover to cover and have purchased at

very nominal prices some wonderful

charts, pictures, booklets, etc. We have

been renting slide sets of kodachromes

from the Museum occasionally too, and

they are really grand. We had one on

a volcano in Mexico and another on

prehistoric man, which was intensely in-

teresting. We have ordered one on dino-

saurs, which ought to arrive tomorrow,

and that's Jeffs favorite subject. We
have learned a lot and enjoyed it tre-

mendously. . . I think that if the schools

and children's departments of the public

libraries down here had any real idea

of how much they could benefit from

membership, they would all hasten to

join up. I simply can't imagine anyone

who has to deal with groups of children

failing to take advantage of something

that asks so little and gives as much as

the Museum does.

Eloir to Get Them
Readers desiring information on the

American Museum's supplementary pub-

lications, lantern slides, and motion pic-

tures may obtain catalogues by writing

to: Man and Nature, American Museum
of Natural History, Central Park West
at 79th St., New York 24, N. Y.

Please specify the type of material

desired.—Ed.

Sms:

The highlight of each month is re-

ceiving your exceptionally fine magazine,

Natural History—the only publication

where even the ads are read word for

word. One of the touches that help to

make the magazine distinctive is the

numerous ingenious sketches along the

margins pertinent to the article.

We especially look forward to the

articles with the magnificent photographs

of Joyce Rockwood Muench and Josef

Muench. . .

Mrs. Robert Watte
East Chatham, N. Y.

NATURAL HISTORY, MARCH, 1 953



BOOKS Continued from page J 02

of animals that exceeds all others in

the number of different species and the

group whose habits are often so strange

that they exceed rational human imagin-

ation, it is only natural that some pests

should attack man himself, and many do.

A detailed review of this book would

require many pages. The subjects covered

are all of interest and often fascinating.

We might well end as the book ends:

"We have learned something of the way

they live, . . . There is much yet to

learn and there is far to go: and we

shall never reach the end."

C. H. Curran

DRANK THE ZAMBEZI

- by Arthur Loveridge

Harper & Brothers, $4.00

296 pp., 30 illus., map

P ASTERN Africa is scored by giant

'--'rift valleys, in which he many large

lakes. Well to the south of the equator,

Lake Nyasa gives its name to Nyasaland,

composed of lands on its western and

southern sides. After years of study in

East Africa, Arthur Loveridge planned a

herpetological survey of Nyasaland and

of a region on the middle Zambezi

River.

The book is the journal of a zoologist

during nine months of enthusiastic col-

lecting. Besides the cold-blooded verte-

brates, Loveridge gathers mammals,

birds, snails, even ethnological oddments,

all for the museums at Harvard Uni-

versity. Stories he collects too, which he

relates with exceptional precision. When
he gets a giant chameleon that eats birds,

you learn its exact length and scientific-

name. If a snake dashes for refuge, he

knows its identity and just how to handle

it. For every lizard or frog there are

items of interest and a rating of rarity.

The story of a policeman attacked by

a bullfrog receives approval; but the

giant cobra with comb and wattles, crow-

ing a warning, is sadly deflated.

For six months Loveridge, his wife,

and a sister-in-law toured the highlands

from Mlanje north to the Misuku Moun-

tains. He had planned to profit by the

early rains, so favorable for his studies.

But in 1948 the rains were sadly defi-

cient in the lowlands. They did come to

the mountains, and there everyone

ETHNIC FOLKWAYS LIBRARY of folk music on
records from any land9; authoritative, documented.

These records point out: customs of world's peoples,

reunions and ceremonies, beliefs and concepts, mores.

uork and play activity, influence of one culture upon
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FOLKWAYS RECORDS, 1 17 W. 46 St., N.Y. 36

shivered. In this part of Africa the mon-

tane forests have been reduced to small

areas, and soil erosion is a menace.

Some weeks on the banks of the Zam-

bezi produced most of the creatures dis-

covered there a century earlier by Wit-

helm Peters. The muddy river held the

only drinking water, and thus provided

the title of the book. Harvard's museum

was enriched by thousands of specimens;

to the known fauna of Nyasaland 46

species were added. This record of expert

investigation is spiced with observations

on the progress of Africa, the ways of

its peoples, and problems awaiting solu-

tion. It makes a book to be prized by

naturalists, who can learn so much from

it.

James P. Chapin

Freshwater tropical
aquarium fishes-an
encyclopaedic survey

- - by G. F. Hervey and Jack Hems

Batchworth Press, London (British Book

Centre, New York) $8.50, 425 pp.,

32 plates (8 in color), 87 figs.

THE hobby of keeping small fresh-

water fishes as pets is a century old,

and it has had its ups and downs, but

it has never enjoyed anywhere nearly

the popularity that it does at present;

in fact, the fancy now seems to be ex-

panding at a fantastic rate. One indica-

tion of this explosive growth is the num-

ber of new books on the subject that

have appeared within the last few years.

This book is the most ambitious one

on tropical fishes and home aquariums

that has ever been attempted in English,

and it is exceeded in scope only by a

couple of German compendiums. Besides

treating such general subjects as the

setting up of an aquarium, the care of

aquatic plants and the feeding, breed-

ing, and treatment of fishes, both in sick-

ness and in health, Messrs. Hervey and

Hems have described some 450 different

species of tropical fishes in a Catalogue

that comprises almost two thirds of the

volume. That they have failed to do a

completely satisfactory job is partly a

measure of the magnitude of the task

they laid out for themselves.

The general information the authors

give is reliable and is presented in a
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clear and well-organized fashion. Even

allowing for the notorious variability of

living plants and animals, including the

aquarist himself—which variability is

largely responsible for relegating aquar-

ium-keeping to the realm of the arts and

not the sciences—the reader should

seldom go wrong in his attempts to fol-

low the principles and practices de-

scribed. Too many errors, however, have

been allowed to creep into the text.

Although these misstatements of fact will

rarely discommode the reader, they mar

what might otherwise have been an

authoritative reference. Most unfortunate-

ly, the drawings illustrating the fishes

leave much to be desired and in a few

instances are completely unsatisfactory.

James W. Atz

TiHE FULMAR

---- by James Fisher

Collins, London, 35 S, 496 pp., 48 illus.

'"T"
,HE fulmar is a petrel belonging to

*• a "bipolar" genus, which means that

there are closely related species in both

the Antarctic and the Arctic. There are

indications that the southern form oc-

cupies the ancestral area, and that the

northern hemisphere was invaded in the

more or less remote past by birds al-

ready adapted to life in a polar en-

vironment.

The northern fulmar lives in both the

Atlantic and the Pacific wherever ice

gives way to open water. It has been

observed nearer the Pole—within four

degrees of latitude—than any other bird.

Up to the middle of the eighteenth

century Atlantic fulmars were almost ex-
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clusively arctic or subarctic nesters. Until

1878 the only British colony was at St.

Kilda, 40 miles west of the Outer

Hebrides. About that time a steady in-

crease and spread began, first to the

Shetland Islands and ultimately around

most of the coasts of the British Isles.

In the same period a correlated growth

has occurred elsewhere. Iceland, for ex-

ample, had but a single fulmar colony

in 1689, whereas today there are 155!

The whole trend represents a now famous

"Horatio Alger" story of a wild organism.

Mr. Fisher attributes the "explosion"

of fulmar population, in the face of a

heavy drain on the young of the species

for human food, to excess nutriment

supplied to the ocean by man's agency.

This commenced with the seventeenth

century Spitsbergen whaling operations

and has continued to the extensive trawl-

ing and fish-gutting of our own day.

The book is a notable example of

dialectic exposition as well as a reflec-

tion of fine teamwork by Fisher and his

collaborators. Aside from the population

aspects, it deals with the fulmar's color

phases, behavior at sea, voice and dis-

play, yearly cycle, parasites, enemies,

and food. The impact of the text are

as useful in relation to other species of

animals as to the special subject of the

book.

B.C.M.

The immaculate forest

by W. B. Philipson

Philosophical Library, 32 illus., 2 maps

npHIS is a well-written book in which
*• the struggles of two English biolo-

gists and their Colombian associates to

reach the top of the sandstone mountain

Macarena, east of the Colombian Andes,

are set forth.

Dr. Philipson is a botanist who has,
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since the story told in this book took

place, accepted a Chair of Botany in

New Zealand. His companion, Chris-

topher Doncaster, was the "jack" of

zoological "all trades" for the expedition,

collecting mammals, birds, insects, and

everything else he could find.

Time was lost in the field because the

party arrived at the foot of Macarena

before the rainy season had ended and

before the flooded rivers had subsided.

They finally reached a good base camp
and cut their way, getting lost a time

or two, up the northern spurs to a

summit which they named Pico Benjifo.

A sketch of the various trails of ascent

appears on page 115. However, the al-

titude claimed, 5500 feet, must be only

an approximation because Dr. Philipson

explains earlier that their aneroid was

made useless by being dropped into a

stream. "This was a severe hindrance

to us, and for the remainder of the

expedition we could only guess at the

heights. ... By taking barometric read-

ings we were able to fix the altitudes

on our return, but we could not work

out the readings while we were in the

field." Why did the party spend only a

couple of nights at the summit?

There are obvious slips and errors.

No flightless tinamous are known; and

how could a jaguar be killed with No. 12

shot? (American No. 12 is exceedingly

fine. Perhaps British No. 12 corresponds

to our buckshot 1).

In the chapter reporting results, the

claimed botanical link with the Guiana

highlands is very tenuous and depends

upon two genera of plants, Austrogramme
and Vellozia.

There is a blemish that, in my view,

mars an otherwise good piece of work.

Dr. Philipson devotes a page at the

beginning of his book to acknowledg-

ments. Yet, E. T. Gilliard, who was on

Macarena nine years earlier, and who
prior to Philipson's departure had sent

him all available data on Macarena, re-

ceives not one word of notice. I can find

nothing but dim allusions to previous ex-

ploration of this mountain. "Only once

before had a scientific expedition reached

them (Macarena Mts. ), and no one had
ever been to the top." Again, "I was
expecting to find a plateau because of the

reports published by the expedition from

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory. .
."

G. H. H. Tate

Solve

that Birthday Problem

Why not give a gift subscription to

Natural History

S5.00 including Associate Membership.
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WINGED WORDS
THREE PUBLICATIONS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO BIRD LOVERS

BIRDS OF PARADISE

By Ernst Mayr

Science Guide No. 7 27 Price 60c, postpaid

Here is a most interesting study of the birds that well deserve

to be called "the most beautiful birds of the world." The author,

who has made two expeditions into the forbidding wilderness of

New Guinea's jungles to study the Birds of Paradise, gives a

firsthand account of their habits and a description of their historical

background. Illustrated in full color. Reprinted from NATURAL
HISTORY, June, 1945.

74 pages, 22 ii/usrrations, some in full color. Paper bound.

BIRDS AND MAN
By Frank M. Chapman

Science Guide No. 1 7 5 Price 90 c, postpaid

history, and theThis comprehensive discussion of birds

economy of nature should be in the library of everyone interested

in birds. As absorbing for beginners as for seasoned students,

classified references to other publications make it valuable

almost any line of bird study.

52 pages, 7 5 illustrations. Paper be

BIRDS AROUND NEW YORK CITY

By Allan D. Cruickshank

Science Guide No. 7 3 Price $4.7 6, postpaid

Indispensable to local bird students and of great interest to

ornithologists at large is this handsome, authoritative book which

replaces Griscom's "Birds of the New York City Region." It is the

result of decades of skilled research, study, and observation by the

author, with the co-operation of The American Museum of Natural

History and The Linnaean Society of New York. It incorporates the

knowledge and experience of leading ornithologists and hundreds

of observers representing several generations. The area covered

includes New York City, Long Island, northern New Jersey, Rock-

land, and Westchester counties. The lengthy introduction contains

a wealth of information on the seasonal and geographical distribu-

tion within the area, followed by an expertly annotated list of

the hundreds of birds one may observe, with discussion of their

migrations, habits, and life histories.

507 pages, ip, illustrations, index. Cloth bound.

Man and ftatute. ©P PuJduxMxi*U
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200 POWER MICROSCOPE
PRECISION BUILT

An excellent microscope for the younger amateur. Sturdy!
Mechanically well constructed. Sharp—clear optical Image

—

no astigmatism 1 Good color correction. Remarkably little
residual color at 200 power.

Packed in natural wood box. 9%x4!4x39i. Shipping
wsleht 3 lbs. Square stage 2%x2% with slide clips.
Orer-all height SVt inches. 1 ocular. 1 objeetiye. Back
and Pinion adjustment.
We have waited B years for this desirable Instrument

asd are lery pleased to be able to offer It at tfce very
lew price of only $12.50 plus 50c P.P. and Ins.

10 PREPARED SLIDES FOR THE
MICROSCOPE, IN BOX

Expertly prepared slides of interesting subjects. Suitable
for research or toy quality instruments. On 3 x 1 inch
slips. Our own world famous quality. Complete in wood
box with hinge and clasp; $2.00 P P

STETHOSCOPE
Ford's model, regular, with hard rubber bell and ear
tips. Metal parts chrome plated. Rubber is pure gum
Medical doctors, veterinarians, auto mechanics, students
experimenters, farmers, breeders, radio repair and TV men
and many others can use this stethoscope. Will be found
excellent for transmitting low-pitched heart sounds andmurmurs as well as machinery noises. $2.50 Each

LISTER BANDAGE SHEARS
6" long of finest surgical steel bright chrome plated. Pre-
war quality. Its blunt tip prevents nicking the skin. Xot
seconds, these instruments were made to sell for four
times our price Here is your chance to save money.
Packed individually. Bandage Shears, only $1.25 plus 10c

5 POWER MAGNIFYING
EYE MIRROR

Just the thing to remove dust or particles from the eyes.
Useful also for removing unwanted hair from the eye
area or for eye make-up.

*

This mirror is made of the very finest quality white
optical glass. The polish is the very best that science
and technology can produce on glass. The reflecting surface
hi hard aluminum 99.2% reflective. A beautiful piecewhich will be found very useful. Diameter 1% ins .
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PEDOMETER
Pedestrian Mileage Meter

This direct reading Pedometer measures the distance youwalk from to 100 miles. Easily adjusted to your strid
Size, weight and shape of a pocket watch
Indispensable to scouts, floor uaUers. housewives, civil
engineers, campers, police, etc. $5.50 postpaid

GYRO-TOP
Demonstrates the principle of the GYROCOMPASS Anam of entertainment and scientific facts for all ages
lomplete with accessories and instructions. $1.25 Postpaid

BRILLIANT FLUORESCENCE
„..„ Amazing Black Light with Powerful U.V. Lamp
Still the most convenient, the best for all around resulti
Used directly on 120V A.C. or D.C.. 250 big watts—S^OO
to 4100 Angstrom. Gives brilliant fluorescence on most of thecommon fluorescent minerals. The only powerful D.V. lamp
at this price. Bulb, with 3 samples (sent only express-
charges collect) S2 00
Reflector and Cord, Extra 2 50

GEM CARBIDE SCRIBER
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ARBIBE SCRIBER can't be beat! Tipped

with the hardest metal made by man. Moh's scale 9.5.mays sharp 50 tunes longer than any other metal. With
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»n hardened steels, metals, glass, gems, ceramics, plastics
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WITH SCREW CAPS
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styrenc. Shatterproof, featherlight; tasteless, odorless- d'i-
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will be correspondingly held down.
Therefore the best control insect

may be difficult to find. Indeed,

it may have passed unnoticed and
be unknown to science, until it is

needed in some far-off country to

halt the spread of a new agricul-

tural pest."

The greatest pains are taken to

make certain that the insect turned

loose to subjugate the pest is a

true natural enemy of it. The pro-

cedure is too complicated to de-

scribe here, but as Dr. Flanders

says, "The scientists working in

this field acquaint themselves well

with each natural enemy before it

is released to do its work for the

farmer or orchardist." What he

means by this can be gathered

from the fact that the answers to

over 50 different questions are

sought concerning the habits and
inclinations of any insect being

considered as a possible clean-up

corps.

Another outstanding accomplish-

ment at the Riverside plant was

their attack on the black scale,

which had always been the num-

ber-one insect pest of the California

citrus industry. To indicate the

expense of fighting it, in the 1926-

27 season approximately 40,000

acres of citrus trees were fumigated

and 30,000 were sprayed primar-

ily for its control, at a cost of

about $1,500,000. In 1937, a para-

site (Metaphycus helvolus) was

Field Equipment for

Nature Student and Collector

Whatever your hobby, if it has to do

with nature study, you will find hundreds

of items of dependable, professional-quality

field and collecting equipment listed in the

48-page illustrated Turtox Naturalists Cata-

log. In addition, this catalog contains more

than 12 pages of informational and non-

advertising discussion of many phases of

nature study.

Write today for your free copy.

GENERAL BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY HOUSE

INCORPORATED

761-763 East 69th Place

Chicago 37, Illinois

brought from South Africa. Since

the introduction and establishment

of this South African parasite,

chemicals have had to be used

only in a comparatively few areas

against the black scale. The cost

of this control has been negligible.

In citing these achievements, the

Citrus Experiment Station scien-

tists admit that numerous projects

have failed, and the expense of

these must be added to the cost of

the successful ones. Nevertheless,

they point out that the successes

eclipse the failures many times

over. In fact, probably no other

investments by the University of

California College of Agriculture

can show greater returns than

those for the biological control of

insects.

Furthermore, they wish to make
it clear that in their advocacy of

the use of beneficial insects to

destroy injurious ones, they do not

imply that this method will sup-

plant altogether the employment

of insecticides. Indeed, they freely

praise the notable contributions

that the great chemical and oil

industries have made in this field

and probably will continue to

make. They warn, however, that in

our enthusiasm for sprays and

fumigants, we must not overlook

the possibilities of utilizing poten-

tial pest-destroying insects. They
staunchly contend that the maxi-

mum exploitation of both methods

—biological and artificial control-

is needed in the war of man-versus-

insect pests.

SPRING

IS

HERE!

FEED

THE
BIRDS

SQUIRREL'S DEFEAT
$8.00 POSTPAID

Write for free folder on i

audubon
gj]
workshop

INCORPORATED DEPT. NH

4931 N. Kentucky Chicago 30, 111.
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How can these magnificent Nature Guides

be sold at only *1 each?

THE FIVE extraordinary books shown

on this page represent a precedent-

breaking value.

Each has 112 to 150 superb color plates,

accurate to the most minute detail. The
text has been prepared by the country's

outstanding naturalists to help you identify,

understand, and enjoy the varying aspects of

nature's big show. The series is sponsored

by The Wildlife Management Institute.

Why the price is so low

These nature guides have been made as

beautiful as the most modern methods of

color engraving and printing could insure.

The reason for their enormous value is sim-

ply the huge size of the printings — made
possible by the enthusiasm of the American

book-buying and nature-loving public.With
a normal first edition of 1 0,000 copies, these

books would retail at from S3 to $5 per copy.

But the 75,000- 100,000 printing of each book

lowered the unit cost to a point at which the

publishers were able to employ the highest

standards and yet produce these books for

as little as $1.

Tributes from experts

The series has been in wide demand
among such diverse organizations as the Na-

tional Audubon Society, the Boy and Girl

Scouts of America, museums, churches and
schools. Critics and experts have acclaimed

these books as the finest nature guides ever

published. Here are a few of their tributes:

"BIRDS is one of the finest introductions to bird

study in many years."—national audubon society.

"STARS is by far the best guide to Ihe constella-

tions in existence."—david DIF.TZ, Science Editor,

Serif)f)s Howard Papers.

"Surely there has never been a better book on

INSECTS at the price." — edward s. thomas, Oliio

State Museum.

"FLOWERS is a wonderfully helpful aid to begin-

ners."—farida WILEY, American Museum of Natural

History.

"TREES ... is accurate and superlative."—r. will

BURNETT, University of Illinois.

Each of these lovely little pocket-size vol-

umes is printed in four colors throughout;

firmly sewed and bound in heavy laminated

paper covers. You can give them to the most

critical adult or youngster with the assurance

that your gift will bring great pleasure—and

impeccably accurate information.

Send no money

You have to see the books for yourself to

realize what a stunning value they are. Ask

for them at your bookseller's. Or order on

the coupon and pay the postman when
he comes. If you're not 100% delighted, re-

turn the book or books within 10 days for

refund. Write to Simon and Schuster, Dept.

82, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.

HSg= Golden Nature Guides are also avail-

able in a de-luxe cloth edition at Si.50 each.

See couj)0)i for special boxed gift set.

BIRDS, hlcnlilus 2(15 species; it2 full-color

plates; 128 silhouettes, range maps. How to

see. attract. feed. photograph birds. Endorsed

by Audubon Society. By Dr. Herbert S. Zim
and Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson. Illustrated in

color by James Gordon Irving. Si

STARS. A guide to the constellations, sun,

moon, planets, meteors, comets. 150 color /""

paintings, constellation maps, planet visu-
ty/

ali/ations. How, where, and when to look. \^
By Dr. Herbert S. Zim and Dr. Robert H.
Baker. Pictures by James Gordon Irving. $1

FLOWERS. 134 paintings, arranged by color

for quick reference, show 200 common wild

flowers. 118 range maps. How lo collect

flowers. By Dr. H. S. Zim and Dr. A. C. Mar-
tin. Color pictures by Rudolf Freund. $1

INSECTS. 225 species in full-color. Habitat

pictures, structure diagrams, range maps.

By Dr. H. S. Zim and Dr. Clarence Cottatn.

Pictures by James Gordon Irving. $1

TREES. Leaf-shape Key identifies 150 species.

Over 100 full-color plates show overall

shapes, details. Range maps. By Dr. Her-

bert S. Zim and Dr. Alexander C. Martin.

Pictures by Dorothea and Sy Barlowe. $1

><* •
*a*s

To Your Favorite Bookseller, or

Simon and Schuster, Dept. 82, 100 Sixth Ave., N. Y. 13

Please rush mc the Golden Nature Guides I have checked below.

I will pay postman tor the book(s) plus few cents postage. If I

delighted, 1 may renin ny purchase within 10 days for refund.

BIRDS STARS MIW IKS INSK71S IKIls

Regular edition $1

De-luxe cloth fi.;o

Easter gift set of all <;. boxed, de-luxe rlolb Sy.<;o



LAST YEAR...KRILIUM

TODAYS

MONSANT • •ACTAMER
a remarkable new
bacteriostat to make
soap do more for you

A year ago, Monsanto made science news
with announcement of the first synthetic

soil conditioner . . . Krilium.

Today's Monsanto news is Actamer, the

Monsanto trade name for 2.2'-thiobis

(4.6—dichlorophenol) . Writers for scientific

and general publications, who have seen

preview demonstration of this new bacteriostat,

predict it will be as revolutionary in the field

of soaps and other cosmetic products as

Krilium has proved to be in conditioning soil.

Actamer can be used as an ingredient in

soaps, shampoos and other cleansing or

cosmetic agents to curb body odors and with

indicated properties in clearing up many
types of minor skin disorders and complexion
difficulties. Even a small percentage of

Actamer in a bar of soap controls bacteria

commonly responsible for such conditions.

Its remarkable ability to cling to the skin

and maintain its protective action has been
shown in a series of laboratory tests which
produced a 97.4 per cent reduction in resident

skin bacteria over a 12-day period.

Monsanto invites inquiries on Actamer from
manufacturers of soaps, shampoos, shaving

creams, lotions and other cosmetics.

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Organic Chemicals Division.

1700 South Second Street, St. Louis 4, Missouri.

Monsanto Canada Limited,

Montreal, A ancouver.
^Trade-mark
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BOXED MINERALS
Consisting of 1 5 large specin
plus handbook on mineralogy.

UV LAMP
Generates ultraviolet rays

for activating fluorescent

minerals and paints.

$2.00

Fluorescent minerals consist-

ing of WILLEMITE, WER-
NERITE. CALCITE. TREMO-
LITE, FLUORITE.

Large specimen $.50

Small $.25

Complete set consisting of UV lamp, 5 minerals and 5 fluorescent water color

paints.

$5.00

BOXED MINERALS
Consisting of 25 large specirm

plus handbook on mineralogy.

$2.

BRONTOSAURUS PTERODACTYL TYRANNOSAURUS REX STEGOSAURUS

METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY - ROYAL BRONZE FINISH
A menagerie of 8, averaging 3 inches, $1.00 each. Larger size averaging 6 inches in length, $2.00 each.

A small booklet is included with each prehistoric animal telling its story

Dealers and Museums — Write for Wholesale Prices

MAIL ORDER ONLY

ROYAL BRONZE
225 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 502, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.



LETTERS
Sirs:

Skunks in Bottles

I not only enjoyed your article about

releasing skunks from traps but was

pleased with the humane attitude evi-

denced in the responses to it and the

practical suggestions offered for aiding

this interesting animal when it is in

trouble.

Twice I have released skunks who

had wedged their heads into glass jars.

The best procedure I have discovered

is as follows:

First, approach slowly and at the first

sign of the skunk's tail rising, stop.

Advance slowly when the tail is lowered,

then spread a tarpaulin over the animal,

up to its head. Firmly grasp the skunk

by the scruff of the neck, working

through the tarpaulin with gloves. In

this way the neck can be steadied and

the strain relieved while the jar is

twisted loose. The skunk can be carried

by the scruff of the neck with the tar-

paulin protecting the operator. I believe

this is more acceptable to the skunk

than being lifted by the tail.

In working around skunks, it is a good

precaution to wear goggles, as the scent

will cause severe irritation to the eyes.

Also, a skunk can bite viciously and

should be handled with caution to pre-

vent this. The animal may be reluctant

to relinquish its hold on you, and the

possibility of rabies infection cannot be

lightly dismissed.

As skunks perform a vital service in

Bob Bishop photo

A Mountain Sheep, photographed in Jasper National Park, Canadian Rockies

destroying insects and mice, they should

be generally regarded with greater favor

than they are sometimes accorded.

Douglas Ayres, Jr.

Fort Plain, N. Y.

A Break for the Sphinx
Sras:

Your article on the Kansas Pyramids

in the February Natural History set

me to wondering why pictures of the

Sphinx are never shown. The National

Geographic, various Kansas publications,

and Holiday have all published articles

on the Castle Rock and the Pyramids,

but the Sphinx always gets left out of

the pictures or is so far away that no

one can see that it has a beauty all

its own.

Last summer I took an afternoon to

hunt for the Monument Rocks, and after

some hours of wandering over roads that

seemed to go on forever ... I found them.

The wind was rising, and clouds were

drifting. So I hastily snapped a few pic-

tures and rushed back to the main high-

way so as not to be marooned in a place

where I had no desire to spend a rainy

night. . . .

The Sphinx first reminded me of a

cobra about to strike. I have since

learned that there is a similar formation

at Castle Rock actually called the Cobra.

My second thought was that it was like

a huge bird sitting on top of an enormous

pedestal, ever watchful lest some modern

vandal might attempt to ruin Mother

Nature's sculpturing more rapidly than

she herself wants to do it.

I had to carry my films undeveloped

for 7000 miles before I returned to my
darkroom. The accompanying shot turned

out fairly well. The Pyramids will be
Continued on page 191
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good
news!

Read how banks help develop new wonder drugs that fight fever

HAVE YOU had pneumonia recently? Have you seen

the mercury streak up to 104 and then, a few hours

later, ebb back to a normal 98.6?

If so, you've blessed the anti-biotic family, the doc-

tors and the other men who have made these wonder
drugs possible. Perhaps you didn't know it, but you've

had a hand in their discovery, too. You and your bank.

Dollars at work
One of the dollars you deposited in your bank last pay-

day may be at work right now—helping to produce an
even more potent fever-fighter. Or it may be on the war-

path against tuberculosis, cancer, polio, heart disease.

Consider the vast sums of money that are needed to

fill all the bottles on all the shelves of America's hospi-

tals and its 50,000 drugstores, and you'll understand

how vital bank assistance is to the drug industry.

Medicine money
Start with the manufacturer. Mr. Big or Mr. Small, both

have payrolls to meet, expensive equipment to maintain

—stills, vats, pipes and more pipes. It's a good bet that

money from the bank helped them build and grow.

Then there's Research, the doors that click open to

new medical frontiers. Bank loans help produce and
mass-produce the great discoveries, making them avail-

able to all.

Enter the wholesaler. He needs help from the bank,
too, to replenish his inventories and keep the corner

druggist freshly supplied. From microbe hunt to filled

prescription, a bank has usually "gone along" every
step of the way.

Right this moment there are 172 billion dollars on
deposit in the commercial banks of this nation. Your de-

posits. Your dollars. Money that's mostly on call, ready
to serve every important industry. You may be sure

that the dollars that answer that call are helping to

build a healthier, sounder, stronger America.
Chase National Bank is proud of the part it is playing

in American progress.

THE

Chase NATIONAL BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

(MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.)

(One of a series of advertisements being published in New York City newspapers)
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THE COVER THIS MONTH

This spectacular flower, Billbergia pyra-

midialis, is a native of Brazil. Like many

other bromeliads, however, it has been

grown as a greenhouse ornamental and was

cultivated in England as early as 1828.

The variety shown here, which is distin-

guished by its purple tips, is called bicolor.

Dr. Lyman Smith of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, who is the authority on this group,

believes that the specimen may represent a

hybrid, since its flower-clusters are not so

densely packed as usual.

Like many other bromeliads, it is able to

grow on a tree trunk or branch, instead of

on the ground. Plants that do this are called

epiphytes—literally plants on plants. Epi-

phytes are not parasites. They do not derive

food from their supporting plant but from

rain water that collects nutrient material

as it trickles down the branches. Water

is often stored in the swollen or cuplike

leaf bases.

The color photograph was taken by

Walter Singer at the New York Botanical

Garden.— Henry K. Svenson
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The FIRST BOOK Series is an outstanding contribution

to the stimulation and growth of young minds. The material

is so authoritative, informative, and downright interesting

that these books have been widely acclaimed by both parents

and teachers. In fact, there is so much of interest in the

text and the wealth of special illustrations that adults, too,

find them worth while. This is especially true of the volumes

on Stones, Snakes, and Trees.

Whether read by or to the youngsters, all are ideally pre-

pared to be the "first" books for boys and girls with alert,

inquiring minds. They are well-made, too, with cloth-bound

hard covers to withstand the enthusiastic response they re-

ceive. Choose titles that suit your child's interest, and then

some to broaden his interests.

The First Book of BIRDS

The First Book of BUGS

The First Book of HORSES

The First Book of DOGS

The First Book of STONES

The First Book of SNAKES

The First Book of TREES

The First Book of INDIANS

The First Book of ESKIMOS

Price $1.75 each
posfage 15c

American Museum Shop
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

77th STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST, NEW YORK 24, N. Y.
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The Silent World • The Nile • Hopis • Tibet

Two Roads to Truth • African Birds • Arctic

The silent world

by Captain
J.

Y. Cousteau

with Frederic Dumas

Harper & Bros., $4.00

266 pp., 103 photos

(including 20 in color)

"QKIN diving" is becoming a popular

^ sport, and thousands of enthusiasts

are now exploring the underwater or

"silent" world. Those who wish to go

down the deepest and stay under the

longest use an "aqualung." When this

apparatus, with its heavy cylinders for

breathing, is strapped on your back, you

feel as clumsy as a seal struggling about

on land; but in the water it is weight-

less and permits you to swim freely to

depths of several hundred feet.

The Silent World is the story of the

invention of the aqualung and its use

during 15 years in underwater work that

included 5000 dives by members of the

Undersea Research Group of the French

Navy. Captain Cousteau, co-inventor of

the aqualung, gives a vivid firsthand

account of some exciting and unusual

adventures and discoveries. He tells first

about the problems in perfecting the

aqualung and then how he and his com-

panions used it to investigate sunken

ships and live mines, to test the resis-

tance of divers to underwater explosions,

to recover • the bodies of drowned air-

men, to explore a unique inland water

cave, to make record "skin" dives, and

to photograph some of the wonders be-

neath the sea. The second half of the

book deals mainly with experiences with

marine creatures. Unusual encounters

with sharks, octopi, and other dreaded

marine animals are discussed without

exaggerating their dangers. On the con-

trary, a few creatures are somewhat

underrated, such as the venomous spined

scorpion fish and the octopus, which can

inflict a toxic bite.

This book is exceptionally well illus-

trated. The underwater color photographs

are the first to be made at depths of

over a hundred feet with such elaborate

equipment and technical perfection. The

publishers apparently used the color

plates from Cousteau's recent article in

National Geographic Magazine and hence

could afford to incorporate these remark-

able pictures in a book of this price.

Eugenie Clark

MANUAL OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD METHODS
(Revised Edition)

A guide, edited by Robert F. Heizer, Director of the U C
Archaeological Survey, that makes explicit the aims and
methods employed in the excavation and recording of

archaeological remains, as well as the functional in-

terpretation of data.

".
. . probably the best available field manual."

—American Antiquity

92 pages, 8% x 11, illustrated—$2.00

Order from NATIONAL PRESS
435 ALMA STREET PALO ALTO. CALIF.
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The nile

by H. E. Hurst

The Macmillan Co., N. Y.; Constable,

London, $6.00, 326 pp., 32 pits., 27 figs.

'HE author of this book has been

in the service of the Egyptian Gov-

ernment for 46 years. He spent 40 years

assembling the data for The Nile, ex-

ploring the course of the river and

studying facts gathered from every

source. He is an authority on this sub-

ject, and his book should be a standard

reference for many years to come.

The Nile is one of the longest rivers in

the world and has played an important

part in man's history from the earliest

times. The rise and fall of its waters

have a profound effect upon the lives

of the people who are found along its

extent, whether they be the primitive

natives of Ethiopia and the Sudan or

the more advanced peoples of Egypt.

Abundant water from the Nile, for at

least part of the year, is a necessity for

their very existence. Dams and the hold-

ing over of floodwaters to be released

in time of water scarcity are now a con-

spicuous feature of Nile drainage.

Hurst writes entertainingly of all the

factors that make the Nile what it is.

He tells of its early history and the ex-

Bxplore WILDERNESS TRAILS
Parties now forming for spring and fall

trips to HAVASTJ CANYON—"Gem of the

Grand Canyon," and summer trips along the

JOHN MTJIR TRAIL of the Sierra Nevada.

HAVASU CANYON TRIPS
March into June, Sept. thru Oct., . . .

3, 6, and 8 days
From Los Angeles from $110
From San Francisco. .. .from $122
From Kingman, Ariz. ..from $50

JOHN MUIR TRAIL
of the Sierra Nevada of California

July into Sept.
Minimum trip 7 days from $60

Write for literature, details and reservations

WAMPLER TRAIL TRIPS
1940 Hearst Ave., Berkeley 9, Calif.

ploration that followed each tributary

to its source. Some of this exploration

took place as late as the close of the

last century. The author tells in con-

siderable detail of his own travels along

the various waterways that make up the

Nile complex. These narrative passages

are entertaining and informative.

Considerable space is taken up by the

statistics of water volume, irrigation,

stream obstructions, and everything that

has an impact on the welfare of the

people who live in the Nile basin. As

examples of the development of stream

management, one notes the spread be-

tween the primitive techniques, still seen

in places today, and the advanced en-

gineering of modern technology.

The book is well illustrated, a good

map is bound in the front and rear

cover, and there is a useful index.

Harold E. Anthony

Two ROADS TO TRUTH

by Edmund W. Sinnott

Viking Press, $3.50, 256 pp.

THE two roads that Dean Sinnott

refers to in the title of his book

are science and religion; and it is a clue

to his philosophy that both lead to truth.

Although science and a rationalist view

of life have induced many people to

accept a philosophy that has no room

for religion or for spiritual values, Dean

Sinnott believes this in the long run is

unsatisfactory, since it leads to a denial

of an aspect of truth that can never be

ascertained by purely rational or scientific

methods. It is this aspect of truth that

is fundamentally a function of religion

and of the spiritual attributes of man.

We need to approach truth by both

roads.

Dean E. W. Sinnott is dean of the

graduate school of Yale University and

a distinguished scientist. He writes there-

SHELL CATALOGUE

The only book of Its kind In the world. Covers over

500 kinds of Sea Shells of East and West Coast and

700 kinds of foreign marine shells fully pictured, de-

scribed and value. Only $2 prepaid. Tou save price of

book on one shell.

WALTER F. WEBB

2515 Second Am. North St. Petersburg. 3. Florida
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DO YOU KNOW
• Why the landscape isn't knee-deep in

rabbits?

• How sunspots affect the Canadian
lynx population?

• That a new bear at birth is only as

big as a squirrel?

You'll find the answers to these
questions and hundreds of others in

The Sex Life
of Wild
Animals

A NORTH AMERICAN STUDY
By EUGENE BURNS

A FASCINATING study of the^ will to reproduce—the instinct

and the obstacles, promiscuity and
affection, frequency and fertility,

adaptation and aberration—all fac-

tors which maintain the species and
throw considerable light on the evo-
lution of humanity. "One of the most
interesting and remarkable books I

have read in my many years of wild
life study. . . . Scientifically accurate,

wonderfully well presented and
written so that it may be clearly
understood by the scientist, student
or layman. This book will surely be
a 'must' for naturalists."

—

Carey N.
Baldwin, Director, San Francisco
Zoological Gardens. $3.00

DO YOU KNOW
• What insect has ears in its front knees?
• If insects think?

• How insects helped the United States

obtain a strategic defense area?

Here is natural history at its best—
opening the doors to a six-legged
world of wonders

The Wonderful
World

of

Insects

\
By

ALBRO T. GAUL
author of

Picture Book of Insects

"XJTE writes with a style that chil-

dren will enjoy while their

elders envy. . . . One dares not start

quoting from this book because there
are six marvels to a page, each
equally demanding. These insects

seem new because Mr. Gaul's pur-
pose has been to show what they do,

as well as what they are. . . . To
add to the wonders: this book is the
first volume in the history of man
to be printed by a beam of light."

—

Christian Science Monitor

• First book composed with Photon,

revolutionary photographic type-com-

posing machine. $4.00

At all bookstores

RINEHART & COMPANY • New York 16

fore with understanding and knowledge

of science and not as an opponent. Two
Roads to Truth is an optimistic book
and a sincere reaffirmation of the funda-

mental values of the Great Tradition of

Western Civilization. If he glosses over

some of the less attractive details of

practice with the more pleasing picture

of theory, this is perhaps a legitimate

thing to do in a time when the values

ws all cherish seem in danger.

H. L. Shapiro

NSIGHT INTO ASTRONOMY

------ by Leo Mattersdorf

Lantern Press, $3.50, 223 pp., 223 illus.

HTHE contents and style of this little

volume indicate very clearly that the

author's long association with amateur

astronomers has prepared him unusually

well for such an undertaking. He is now
President of the Amateur Astronomers'

Association after working with that group

since its organization over a quarter cen-

tury ago.

The keynote of the book is its lucid

style and the fact that the author has

not made the mistake, so often found

in books on astronomy for beginners, of

cluttering its pages with fragments of

philosophy and colorful descriptions of

natural phenomena.

This is a practical book that will help

the beginner find his way through the

heavens and explains, in simple language,

the mechanics of the ever-changing sky

picture. In addition, it also contains a

surprising amount of information on the

physical nature of stars and planets and

such practical aspects of astronomy as

time and navigation.

We hope the next edition will con-

tain an index, which would greatly in-

crease the book's usefulness.

Robert R. Coles

Arctic solitude

- - - by Admiral Lord Mountevans

Philosophical Library, $4.50

143 pp., 24 illus.

T N TRYING to review the full history

-* of Arctic exploration up to 1938 and to

cover it in 134 pages, the author has chos-

en to treat the subject somewhat bio-

graphically by summing up the contribu-

tions of the individuals involved. Where
the activities of two or more men overlap

in time, the chronology of the drama is

thus somewhat confused. It is an account

such as might come from a long evening

of reminiscent discussion interlarded with

quotations, some lengthy, mostly apropos,

from varied published sources. Its weak-

ness lies in just the sort of errors that might

occur in conversation but which should

not appear in print. Few readers will mind
or note such misstatements as the one giv-

ing Parry's winter base in 1821 as Mel-
ville Island in Latitude 76° 11' N, when
actually he was much farther east off Mel-

ville Peninsula at Latitude 74° 45'. They
matter only when they make one wonder
about the whole factual manner of pre-

sentation.

To state precisely that the Norsemen
wintered on the American coast at Lati-

tude 41° 24' N and to identify as Indians

the "Skraelings" who attacked them shows
either an ignorance of the present status

of the Norse-in-America problem or a

willingness to accept as fact a quite de-

batable version. The reader has a right to

know there is a difference of opinion on

the subject.

Misleading also are the author's gen-

eralized statements on the Eskimo—all of

whom do not live in snow igloos and who,

as a group, do not include the Chuckees

of Northeastern Siberia.

After reading such an account, one won-

ders more about the publisher than about

the author. Does good editing not pay for

itself?

Junius B. Bird

T
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IBET AND THE TIBETANS

by Tsung-lien Shen and

Shen-chi Liu

Stanford University Press, $5.00

199 pp., 69 illus.

T T might seem that, in recent years,

-* there has been a plethora of books

about Tibet. Some of these have been

based upon a transient acquaintance, a

few upon a longer residence and some

actual, intimate knowledge of conditions.

They have all been alike, however, in

that they were written by Occidentals.

In this present book we have the writing

of two Chinese, who lived in Tibet in

an official capacity and had the oppor-

tunity to get a truly inside knowledge

of this unique culture. Furthermore, they

could understand many things that are

difficult for the western mind.

This difficulty of the west meeting the

east is demonstrated in the pages of the

book itself. The authors make free with

the names of Tibetan characters; they

are spelled phonetically. But to this

reader the impact of the "Nga-Wang
Lo-Zang Gyam-Tsho," "Lo-Zang Ch'or-

Gyen" and similar patronymics (if such

they be! ) so taxed the memory that

after the battle of names it was difficult

to recall who won. Perhaps this situa-

tion is unavoidable, but it is likely that

such passages will be taken in high gear

with no loitering.

The book is a scholarly account of

Tibet, including its early history, its

customs, its religions and philosophies,

and its politics. By virtue of geographical
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isolation, in large part due to a topogra-

phic protection, this country has been

in somewhat of a back water of world

politics up until very recently. The ad-

vent of Communist China into Tibet is

discussed. In many ways this is the most

authoritative account of Tibet that has

been written since the upheaval of the

Second World War.

There are a number of illustrations

that vary in quality, some unfortunately

being rather flat and lacking in detail.

But the coverage of these illustrations

is excellent, and they supplement the

text admirably.

Hakold E. Anthony

Birds of eastern and
northeastern africa,
Vol. 1

- - - by C. W. Mackworth-Praed

and Captain C. H. B. Grant

Longmans, Green and Co., London and

New York, $12.50, 836 pp., 53 color

pits., 6 bl. and wh.

X /I ORE people go yearly to the tropics

* -* who are accustomed to the excellent

illustrated handbooks on birds of their

homelands. They are disappointed by

the dearth of similar guides to birds of

the warmer countries. The avifauna is

very rich, but the market for illustrated

books very limited.

More than 20 years ago Cyril Mack-

worth-Praed resolved to provide a good

bird manual for Eastern Africa, and he

enlisted the aid of Claude Grant who

would have time to prepare the systema-

tic foundation. Both men had studied

and collected birds in Africa; now we
see the fruit of these years of ardent

collaboration. Their first volume covers

all the non-Passerine birds, also the

Broadbills and Pittas, of East Africa

and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. A second

volume, to appear soon, will include the

remaining Passeres.

Though designed for field workers,

two such fat volumes will scarcely fit

the pockets. Yet the ornithologist, ama-

teur or professional, bound for Africa

will do well to reserve space for them

in his luggage. If any book now in print

can ensure field-glass recognition of East

African birds, this should be it.

It may be regretted that the color

plates had to be kept so small, that maps

and sketches are restricted to the mar-

gins. Cost of printing is a prime con-

sideration. On the other hand, this

volume is packed with varied information

about the birds. The 36 photographs

from life were largely contributed by

Dr. V. G. L. van Someren, indefatigable

field worker in Africa.

Much is now known about East Afri-

can birds; there is always more to be

YOUR NEW BOOKS

learned. The day may come when a more I

compact manual can be produced; that

is for the future. Birds often range widely

over Africa, and this volume will prove

its worth in many other parts of the

continent as well.

James P. Chapin

Heaven has claws

- - - by Adrian Conan Doyle

Random House, $3.50

245 pp., 24 illus., 1 map

HP HE son of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

is a gentleman of the old school,

and in order to get away from it all

he and his wife went big game fishing

and exploring off the east coast of Africa.

If this seems cliche ridden, so does Mr.

Doyle's approach and reaction to the

wonders of nature. Therein, however,

lies most of the book's attraction. Mr.

Doyle is well bred, intelligent, and keeps

himself physically in good shape, but he

is no superman. Although he caught a

world's record dolphin on this jaunt, he

lost many more fish than he landed.

Being honest, he reports his miscalcula-

tions as well as his triumphs. His efforts

thus seem to be of the Kind that any

of us might put forth, and his adven-

tures could very well happen to all of

us. Unfortunately, his knowledge of

biology is apparently no better than av-

erage. Two-hundred-year-old elephants,

deep sea angler fishes with hooks amid

their luminous lures, and female sharks

that shelter their young within their

mouths exist only in hearsay. Although

there are numerous venomous animals in

the sea, we seriously doubt that prac-

tically all of them are as deadly as Mr.

Doyle implies.

James W. Atz

The hopis: portrait of a
desert people

by Walter Collins O'Kane

Univ. of Okla. Press

267 pp., 24 illus.

THIS is the second book on the Hopi

Indians of Arizona to come from the

pen of Walter O'Kane, the first being Sun

in the Sky, 1950, published also in the

Civilization of the American Indian series

of the University of Oklahoma Press. The

author, an entomologist by profession, has

fallen in love with the Hopi and in both

books he leaves us with no doubt of his

unbounded enthusiasm for them and their

peaceful and self-sufficient way of life.

The present book is more of a look into

the past than it is of current Hopi life. In

order to isolate out from the mixture that

is modern Hopi society those elements

that come from the native culture, the

Continued on page 190

"Greatest Alaskan Brown

Bear" 16-mm color movies,

spectacular wildlife, "finest"

glacier discharge pictures.

NEIL DOUGLAS
Explorer

Box 664

Meriden, Conn.

Mounting and Displaying

PLANT SPECIMENS
in transparent plastic and on herbarium

sheets is explained in detail in the

Turtox Naturalists Catalog.

Write for your free copy, addressing

General Biological Supply House
761 East 69th Place, Chicago 37, 111.

BOOK MANUSCRIPTS
INVITED

ilo you have a book-length manuscript you want pub-

.Ished? Leam about our unusual plan whereby your book

can be published, promoted and distributed on a pro-
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An extraordinary %\j

work of art ^p;
(0,

Zoologically accurate

to the last detail

HOOFED MAMMALS
OF THE WORLD

by t/go Mochl and T. Donald Carter

A world-famous artist and the Assistant

Curator of Mammals for the Museum of

Natural History in New York have collabo-

rated to produce one of the most unusual

books ever published. Through hundreds of

incredibly detailed shadow portraits Ugo
Mochi reveals the subtle differences between

the most important of the 940 recognized

types of modern ungulates. T. Donald Car-

ter's descriptive text accompanies each plate,

explaining specific characteristics, habitat

and habits of each animal.

Over 300 illustrations, beautifully printed

and bound on quality paper. 12"xl5'A", $15.

( ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY 1

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
Dept. MN. 5<J7 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N.Y. i

Please send me copies of hoofed I
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A Let the stay-at-home worry about his

waistline, Oliver Kehrlein continues to pur-

sue the energetic hobby of mountaineering

even though he has become a great-grand-

father. Crops grown in some of our richest

valleys depend upon the icy reservoirs that

are his special knowledge

> A group about to begin a survey of Pali-

sade Glacier, near the border of King's

Canyon National Park in central California.

Changes in glaciers are important, because

they reflect our fluctuating climate. Left to

right: John D. Bascom, Albert S. Marshall,

Oliver Kehrlein, Weldon F. Heald
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/
An amateur who made snow and ice his business

and found plenty of adventure. He is now

an expert on the water supply of the West Coast

By Philip Ferry

ONE day in the summer of

1949, Oliver Kehrlein was

tramping through California's Si-

erra Nevada, his favorite vacation

country, when his alert eye caught

sight of something that froze him

in his tracks. He saw a tiny pool of

water at the mouth of an unex-

plored canyon on the north slope

of Mount Pickering.

He had been looking for this

pool and the patch of ice from

which it must originate. Tom

Howell, a botanist friend, had

spotted the milky-white tarn the

day before while botanizing. High

lakes like this one often indicate

the presence of glaciers, and

Howell, knowing Kehrlein's inter-

est, had reported his find.

A brief examination confirmed

Howell's suspicions and Kehrlein's

hopes. The tiny patch of ice that

fed this lake was nothing less than

a live glacier. Small though it was
(it measured only 400 feet wide

by 300 feet long), it was an extra-

ordinary find. It was one more un-

listed ice mass to add to his cata-

logue of living American glaciers.

But it also was located 35 miles

south of the previous known limit

of living glaciers on this continent—

a spot corresponding in latitude

with Norfolk, Virginia, on the At-

lantic coast.

Kehrlein was a happy man that

day, and in gratitude he named
the glacier Howell, after his friend.

Kehrlein has been hunting gla-

ciers in the mountain regions of the

West Coast for 25 years and has

about a dozen discoveries to his

credit. His pursuit has taken him

from Southern California to Alaska,

with side jaunts into the Canadian

Rockies. Always what he has seen

in the past has alarmed him. Most-

ly his researches have revealed that

glaciers are a dwindling resource

in the United States. "Ice, a re-

source?" you ask. Decidedly. Thou-

sands of valley farms are dependent

upon glaciers for water. Kehrlein

finds fewer of them surviving each
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year, and the survivors are reced-

ing steadily.

You can prove this for yourself

by picking out a more or less ac-

cessible high mountain region

where a glacier is to be found.

This is not difficult if you live al-

most anywhere from the Rockies

westward. Plant some stakes in the

glacier near the terminus and on

the neve (upper end) and line

them up with corresponding mark-

ers on the solid ground at the side

of the glacier. Return to the spot

year after year for a decade and

record your findings. Better yet,

photograph the progress of the

glacier. Almost certainly you will

detect a shrinkage in the mass.

This shrinkage mav be an inch a

year; it may be a foot or more. In

the case of the Columbia Icefield

in Canada, the shrinkage is 100

feet a year, while the Muir Glacier,

in Glacier Bay, has retreated 45

miles since Captain Vancouver first

viewed it in 1794. Over a quarter

of a mile a year!

Those who think of glaciers as

being remote from the United

States or only as part of the scenery

of the Swiss Alps or the polar

regions may be surprised to learn

there are several hundred active

glaciers within the boundaries of

our country. These moving bodies

of ice and rubble are not merely

scientific curiosities. They are ac-

tive agents in man's struggle for

survival on this planet. Kehrlein

makes regular trips into the moun-
tain fastnesses of the West, visiting

the Sierra Nevada, the Trinity Alps,

the Cascade Range, and the higher

Coast Range areas, recording the

state and movements of these living

bodies of ice and snow.

Of what practical value are ob-

servations such as his? If glaciers

served no other purpose, they

would be of absorbing interest be-

cause they are a carry-over from
the Ice Age. But the grim truth is

that in recent years we have come
to value the moisture trapped in

these solidified pockets as crucially

important to our agriculture. Gla-

ciers are highly responsive to varia-

tions in temperature, humidity, and

154

precipitation, and their reactions

are a clue to climatic trends. There-

fore, many accessible glaciers are

being studied regularly. From the

accumulating information, it is

hoped that a clearer understand-

ing of our water and weather

problems will be gained.

Kehrlein is not a professional

glaciologist or meteorologist. His

interest in glaciers began as a

scientific hobby and is a by-product

of his mountaineering activities.

Originally, Kehrlein was a moun-
taineer—a breed difficult to classify.

Nobody knows exactly why or

what a mountaineer is; you just

accept him as such and let it go

at that. But mountaineering and

glaciology are natural partners. The
Sierra Nevada is Kehrlein's idea of

Heaven. His interest in glaciers as

such began in 1923 with a trip to

Alaska. A visit to Llewellyn Glacier

aroused his interest in these moving

bodies of ice and snow. From that

time, Kehrlein has been a rabid

volunteer glaciologist. Hardly a

year has passed without his visiting

two or three glaciers of the West

Coast.

The most astonishing aspect of

Kehrlein's rugged program of

mountain-ice investigation is his

age. Mountaineering is generally

considered a hobby for youngsters.

Kehrlein is a great-grandfather!

But he is as lean and streamlined

as a gazelle, and one would never

guess his true age. Mountaineers

a generation younger are put to

shame by his amazing stamina.

More than one experienced climber

has confessed that at no time in

his own career has he been capable

of the vigorous program Kehrlein

pursues.

Even for an agile and sure-footed

person, ice and snow work in the

mountains is fraught with danger.

But personal risk does not deter

Kehrlein from his investigations.

Surprisingly, Kehrlein is not a

punishing walker. He has an easy

and effortless gait that takes him
over the ground and up a moun-
tain slope with a minimum of effort

and motion. Any experienced walk-

er can keep up with him on the

trail; but not everyone can stay

with him on a high climb or match

the hours he will devote to the

investigation of a glacier. His hav-

ing returned to Howell Glacier on

two successive summers is an ex-

ample of his devotion to duty.

Kehrlein's glacier probings over

the years have had one undeviating

purpose: the desire to fathom the

physics of snow and water in order

to work out solutions to some of

the human problems connected

with them. Actually, there is no
dearth of water over most of this

continent. The rains and snows

provide us with more than enough

to satisfy our everyday needs if

we could distribute and use it

properly. It is our failure to appor-

tion the precipitation that accounts

for our present plight.

Glaciologists carry on these ob-

servations continually all over the

high country. Their periodic re-

ports to the American Geophysical

Union form part of the over-all

mass of information being corre-

lated and digested by that body.

Growth of our population has in-

creased the drain on our water

* A GROUP of climbers study-

ing conditions on Mt. Charybdis
Photo by Oliver Kehrlein
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Mountain lakes like this and the fields of snow and ice feeding them are

vital climatic legacy that Oliver Kehrlein is afraid may be disappearing

supplv and has made these studies

of greater importance. Thus, what

was originally a hobby for men
like Kehrlein has become a vital

contribution to the conservation of

one of our important natural re-

sources.

"Some sections of the country

could expect a drought every sum-

mer and others a flood every

spring," Kehrlein explains, "were

it not for nature's method of equal-

izing excess runoff and damming
it back at the source with snow
packs and glaciers. Man, taking his

cue from nature, has built artificial

THE GLACIER MAN

dams and levees to impound the

surplus waters and conserve them

for future use.

"Meanwhile, government agen-

cies and hydroelectric companies,

alarmed at recurring periods of

drought, are frantically filing for

water rights on every possible site

in our mountain streams. They are

even eying our National Parks—

to the mounting consternation of

conservationists.

"The anxiety of the water men
is not without foundation. Evidence

indicates our climatic trend is

toward a warmer and drier period.

This outlook is based upon a gen-

eral recession of glaciers during

recent decades, backed by weather

statistics."

In essence, however, Kehrlein's

glacier studies are still only a

hobby. He derives little money

from the pursuit. However, the

renown that has come to him is

reward enough for this old work-

horse. And he does earn an oc-

casional check for his glacier writ-

ings, which make exciting reading,

for he has a knack of bringing his

glaciers to life for the reader. When

he talks about glaciers, his blue

eyes light up ecstatically and his

heavily tanned features take on a

beatific expression, while facts and

figures flow in a torrent from his

lips like the outrush from the ter-

minus of one of his dwindling

giants.

His mountain expeditions are not

financed by any institution or fund

or foundation. Mostly they are paid

for out of his own pocket. Neither

is his pursuit of glaciers a rich

man's hobby. Kehrlein is not a rich

man-although his background in-

dicates the family once possessed

considerable wealth. He was born

in San Francisco but spent much

of his youth abroad. After attend-

ing schools in England and Paris,

he finished his education at Stan-

ford and Columbia. He studied

medicine for a time but dropped

this as a career.

Today he lives and works in the

city of his birth. He is a Safety

Engineer with the State of Cali-

fornia and as such supervises the

teaching of safety practices in all

of California's major industries.

This profession might seem to be

at variance with his hobby of

glacier exploration—a radical sort

of diversion for one with an all-

absorbing devotion to safety. How-

ever, a half century of scaling the

country's major peaks, many of

them with the use of a rope and

all without bodily injury of any

kind, is really another proof of his

devotion to safety principles.

In what his wife calls his saner

moments, he edits the publications

of the California Department of
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Industrial Relations. Before taking

up his present post with the State

of California ten years ago, he

held a variety of jobs, most of

which permitted him to take long

summer vacations and enjoy fre-

quent trips of exploration. For some

years he was a San Francisco news-

paperman, conducting a column on

gardening during the summer
months and adding one on skiing

and related sports during the win-

ter. This program left him with a

few seasonal gaps in his work
calendar, and these he devoted to

mountaineering, which led in turn

directly to glacier hunting.

In recent years, part of the ex-

penses of his mountain expeditions

has been borne by California's

Sierra Club. As one of the leaders

of that club's summer vacation

outings into the Sierra, Kehrlein

literally works his way into the

mountains where he can pursue his

glacier investigations. The only

trouble is that on these outings

his ice and snow studies must take

second place to his duties as man-

ager of the expedition. Between

such chores and the inevitable con-

ferences, he may climb up to a

mountain cirque to investigate a

glacier he has under observation.

On occasion, he will escort a group

of campers to an accessible ice-

field. There the uninitiated may get

a direct introduction to California's

water supply and learn that it de-

pends upon the vagaries of some-

thing as ephemeral as a snowflake.

These people are not liable to for-

get that such widely separated

things as the annual snow pack in

a remote corner of the Sierra and

California's elaborate Central Val-

ley Project are intimately related.

The very fishes of the sea, ex-

plains Kehrlein, are no more de-

pendent on water than is man. In

fact, the largest fish in an aquarium

requires less water per day than

the average American citizen. Cali-

fornians aware of the grim and

seemingly losing battle that is be-

ing waged to counterbalance a

shrinking water table are con-

vinced Kehrlein's hobby is one that

might profitably be adopted by

I 5 6

other enterprising individuals in

search of physical and intellectual

diversion.

Like many of the so-called ama-

teurs in the field of astronomy,

Kehrlein has made more than one

important contribution to his sci-

ence. During one recent summer

he discovered five dying glaciers

in the Sierra Nevada. If the ice in

the Sierra continues to melt at its

present rate, all of it will have

disappeared completely within the

next 100 or 150 years. A general

climatic trend of this sort might

make California as hot and arid

as some sections of our Southwest.

On the other hand, we may be ex-

periencing only a minor cyclical

rise in temperature. The trend may
reverse itself at any time and initi-

ate a heavy snow pack and a con-

sequent resurgence of the glaciers.

This reversal of climate and lower-

ing of temperatures could result

from one of several natural causes,

among them an increase in sun-

spots, a change in ocean currents,

or a shift in the north and south

poles. Kehrlein even admits the

possibility of a man-made cause.

"Man has been equalizing his

water supply by building artificial

dams and lakes," he points out,

"very much as nature does with

her mountain-bound snowbanks

and glaciers. With these im-

pounded waters, rainless valleys

are being irrigated and converted

into farms and orchards. Prevailing

winds blowing in from the sea will

pick up more and more moisture

from these plantings and carry it

up onto the mountains, where it

will condense into banks of clouds.

It is just conceivable that this

might help reverse a climatic cycle

and bring on another ice age."

The Great Ice Age, or Pleis-

tocene epoch, which began per-

haps a million years ago, was

marked by alternating advances

and retreats of the ice. Four times

the great glacial systems spread

into the low countries, and four

times the ice melted back and

withdrew from the valleys and

plains and even from the mountain-

tops in moderate latitudes. In the

last of these glacial invasions, the

vast Laurentide Ice Sheet extended

from Labrador to the Rockies,

while the deep Cordilleran ice

mass blanketed the mountains of

Alaska and western Canada and

spread down over the higher moun-
tains of the United States. Along

the Pacific coast, it extended nearly

to the south end of the Sierra

Nevada.

About 4000 b. c, a warmer and

drier period seems to have set in.

It has been called the Climatic

Optimum by Scandinavian scien-

tists, because for them a warmer
climate would be considered a bet-

ter climate. The name is entirely

appropriate for northern regions.

But warmth and drought probably

meant hardship for prehistoric man
and animals in some of the drier

regions nearer the tropics.

This period lasted until about

4000 years ago, when a new cycle

was ushered in, with cloudier skies

and more dampness. Thus, we are
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THOf OWELl
CREST OF SIERRA NEVADA

A Summer finds the higher slopes almost bare of

snow. Year by year our glaciers are shrinking in

size. Water is a dwindling resource in these regions,

and glacier studies have become a special phase of

conservation. This photograph shows the crest of

the Sierra Nevada. Mt. Thompson and Mt. Powell

are seen at left of center. Powell Glacier occupies

the hollow above a well-defined terminal moraine

said to be in a "Little Ice Age."

There have been significant fluctua-

tions even during this time. Being

little finite creatures, as Kehrlein

puts it, we like to consider condi-

tions in our own time as normal.

But the climate is apparently con-

siderably colder today than it was

when the Norsemen established

their colonies in Greenland about

1000 years ago. And it is probably

warmer than it was when those

colonies became extinct around the

fifteenth century.

Following the disappearance of

the Greenland colonies, the climate

seems to have continued to grow

harsher for a time. But for the last

100 years or so, our glaciers have

THE GLACIER MAN

been shrinking for the most part.

There is evidence of a gradual rise

in temperature during this time.

Kehrlein and others of his coterie

of scientific glacier-sleuths are

watching those shrinking ice bodies

as one would eye a dwindling bank

account—a resource that is slowly

draining away. He feels that proper

use of the moisture locked in the

glaciers and snowfields should be

of concern to the whole nation.

One phase of the long-range pro-

gram required Kehrlein to pass five

days at an altitude that would

represent the extreme. In July of

1951, he climbed to the top of Mt.

Whitney with Professor Eugene

Serr of the University of California

and Walter Wilson and Bichard

Tarble, chief physicist and meteor-

ologist, respectively, of the U. S.

Weather Bureau office in San Fran-

cisco. The experiment subjected

the men to conditions usually as-

sociated with arctic exploration.

Their mission was to find out what

happens to the snow that falls on

our highest mountains. Mt. Whit-

ney was to be the proving ground

for many of the theories the men

had worked out on Darwin Glacier

the previous summer.

With a packer and three pack

mules, they rode horseback from

Whitney Portal in the Owens Val-

ley to the summit of Whitney. It

was the first time Kehrlein had
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not depended on his feet and al-

pine ropes to get him to the top

of Whitney. Two of the mules were

loaded with the scientific instru-

ments, while the third carried the

food and camping equipment. A
gasoline stove was included for

cooking, since the bare summit pro-

vides no wood. For water, they

melted snow. They were on a

necessarily limited diet as all their

food had been transported on the

one mule. Even before they

reached the top, the packer ad-

vised turning back and abandoning

the project—and who can blame
him, since they were being pelted

with hail and sleet and dogged by
lightning. As it was, that be-

wildered gentleman hightailed it

for the lowlands the moment he

had deposited his charges on the

summit.

The expedition set up living

quarters of sorts in the stone shel-

ter erected on the broad summit in

1909 bv the Smithsonian Institution

for studies of solar radiation. Since

that time the building had stood

unused. Its door had blown down
years ago, and the windows were

gone; as a result, the place stood

open to the elements. Snow and

ice filled most of the interior to the

ceiling, and the men had to dig

out much of this before they could

think of using the building. They
finally set their sleeping bags down
on a foundation of solid ice.

They could hardly have chosen

a worse week. The weather was

a nightmare. During their stay,

they had one day of sunshine and

four days of storms. The men were

constantly haunted by the fear of

electrical storms. Thunder and

lightning were daily occurrences.

Gusts of wind charged across the

mountaintop like bursts from a jet

engine. There was the heart-stop-

ping moment when Kehrlein was

certain he had been struck by

lightning. He had been crouching

in the lee of the building, doing

his best to snap a picture of the

storm. Something struck his head,

but it was a flying eave torn off

the building bv the fierce wind. On

another occasion the whole party

felt they aged ten years when a

particularly vicious gust toppled

the unhinged door and made it

sound as though the building had

been demolished at a stroke. Fre-

quently, when working outside, the

men would feel the electrical charge

building up in the atmosphere and

raising the hair on their heads.

They would then make a dash for

the building, hoping to reach it

before the bolt struck.

The men were miserably cold

much of the time. The wind

reached velocities up to 80 m.p.h.,

and the temperature stood at freez-

ing or below most of the time. They

had no means of heating the stone

shelter, and they had to go outside

at hourly intervals to take readings

of the scientific instruments.

A second observation station was

established in a snowbank a couple

of hundred feet below the top.

Professor Serr, who is a horticul-

turist in the University of Cali-

^ Snow Blades, or sun pits: whatever you call them, they represent the

change of season and remind us that part of the orange we eat next

summer was ice on a mountain last winter

Photo by James MacBride
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A Here Oliver Kehrlein has left his

snow and ice and is giving himself a

workout on a cliff in Yosemite Park.

Believe it or not, in private life he is a

safety engineer. But his mountaineering

is also a demonstration of his mastery

of the science of avoiding accidents

* When it comes to water re-

sources, the higher you go the

closer you get to the roots of the

problem, according to Kehrlein.

He photographed this group at a

gaping bergschrund on Powell
Glacier. He is still finding new live

glaciers among our Western peaks.

But he is also still finding evidence

that our "ice box" is running low

THE GLACIER MAN

fornia Agricultural College at

Davis, California, with a special

interest in soil erosion, kept a

lonely vigil at the lower station for

two days, bivouacked in a small

mountain tent beside his experi-

mental snowbank.

It has long been known that

snow on mountaintops can disap-

pear without melting. For one

thing, it can blow off; and a lot

of it does from the summit of Mt.

Whitney. But it can also evaporate

—vanish directly into the air in the

form of vapor.

The men on Whitney carried out

tests that involved weighing

snow, melting snow blocks and

weighing the water content, meas-

uring the amount of runoff, and

checking evaporation and conden-

sation. They found that evaporation

decreased from the desert below to

approximately the 9000-foot level

and increased slightly from there

upward. Evaporation and conden-

sation about balanced each other

at high elevations. Evaporation by

solar radiation dissipated seven

per cent of the runoff, but conden-

sation added about five per cent,

depending on the dew point. The

tests showed that much less snow

was lost through evaporation than

some had imagined. About 90 per

cent of the water content of the

snow ran off through melting.

The stay on Whitney strength-

ened Kehrlein s belief that we are

working backward in our present

policy of damming our water at

lower levels. The obvious proce-

dure, as he sees it, is to trap the

snow-melt high up where the rain-

drops and snowflakes fall, in the

glaciers and snowbanks on what

he picturesquely calls the ridgepole

of the range. There are some 20,000

minor lakes in the higher Sierra,

many of them strung out like beads

in a necklace, and "a small check-

dam on each of these lakes," sug-

gests Kehrlein, "would raise their

water content by one or two feet.

Additional millions of cubic feet

of water would then be im-

pounded at high levels where

the temperature is low. Here

melting and evaporation are con-

sequently minimized and the gain

from condensation is greatest. This

water would release itself auto-

matically through small outlets, to

maintain even stream flow and pre-

vent flash floods. Such controlled

flow would also provide better fish-

ing, lusher meadows, and greener

valleys. There would be less silt-

ing, the nemesis of reservoirs at

low elevations."

As a historically wasteful and

shortsighted people, faced with an

expanding population, it behooves

us to look with a miser's eye on

Photo bv Other Kehrlein
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every drop of water that falls upon

our land. In short, warns Kehrlein,

we'd better get busy with those

checkdams, since time and water

are a-wastin'.

This solution, be it said in pass-

ing, does not please all conservators

of the natural scene, most of whom
abhor the thought of all those

checkdams — inconspicuous and

"natural looking" though Kehrlein

would have them.

Meanwhile, the country is faced

with recurring water shortages. The
mountain waters of the West Coast

continue to run off into the sea,

and parched communities cry out

for this fugitive element. Worse

yet, Kehrlein estimates that many
of our present low-level reservoirs

(costing hundreds of millions to

construct) will be completely

silted-in within 50 years at the

present rate.

Until other and more plausible

theories are advanced, Kehrlein

will stick by his mountaintop

philosophy, which has been gained

through prolonged observation and

great labor. He has not vet

achieved the ultimate in his re-

searches, which is to set up a small

tent on a living glacier and ride

this boreal hobbyhorse through a

full year. Such a project, he feels,

would provide many other answers

to the enigma of where tomorrow's

glass of drinking water is coining

from. He thinks it would also offer

unassailable proof that his solu-

tion—those high-altitude checkdams

—is an effective one.

Be that as it may, let us hope

this final experiment will prove less

strenuous than the Mt. Whitney

ordeal, which placed an inordinate

strain on all participants. A mutual

acquaintance who met the party as

it came down from its blizzardy

laboratory tells me this was one

occasion when Great-grandfather

Kehrlein looked his age. The set-

back was only temporary, however.

A couple of days later, the old

fellow climbed 13,000-foot Mount

Ritter—this time out of sheer

exuberance and showing absolutely

no interest in the water content

of anything but his own canteei
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A Beaver marks on a cedar tree

Signs of

Beaver

By T. Donald Carter



Nature's master engineer and flood control expert leaves

interesting evidence of his unusual house-building technique

THESE two photographs show

the activities of the beaver.

This dam has been recently con-

structed and illustrates how the

beaver will take advantage of the

natural environment, such as the

logs near the far shore, to help in

the building of a dam. A beaver

dam of any length will seldom ex-

tend directly across a stream of

water. This illustration shows the

curves and angles that are char-

acteristics of the longer dams.

A dam such as this is generallv

the product of a pair of young
beavers that have recently started

housekeeping. After a young beaver

has been evicted from its home

sometime in the second year, it is

forced to shift for itself and may
travel a considerable distance be-

fore it finds a suitable locality for

a new home and also a mate with

which to share it. It will have to

find a stream suitable for damming,
in order to form a pond of sufficient

depth to prevent the water from

freezing completely. The water be-

neath the ice provides a storage

place for the winter food and an

underwater entrance to the lodge.

The location chosen must be
near a food supply. Poplar, willow,

alder, maple, and other deciduous

trees are generally preferred, as

well as water plants such as water

lilies. When occasion demands,

conifers, such as pine and fir, are

also used. As the close-up illustra-

tion shows, white cedar may also

be cut. Trees near the shore that

the beaver does not intend to use

for food are often felled and the

branches used in construction.

If toward evening an observer,

with due caution, visits an environ-

ment like the one shown here, he

might be fortunate enough to ob-

serve these interesting animals at

their work.

* When a pair of beavers build a dam like this, they raise the water level

enough to build a house with a safe underwater entrance
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'<TJ ERE is our new tonic-

JL _|_ nutrient," announced be-

wigged medical men of sixteenth-

century Europe, offering spoonfuls

of thick dark paste. "It is fresh

from Spanish monasteries. Are you

weak? One cup of this strengthens

you. Are you nervous, unstrung?

Drink this, as a baby drinks its

milk."

The new medicine was not only

for the aged. In the New World,

Spanish maids walked to church

carrying prayer books in dainty

mittened hands, while behind them

walked servants carrying cups of

chocolate.

"What?" clacked scandalized

matrons. "You mean you intend to

drink chocolate in church!"

"Of course," the maids replied.

"Our Father Priest approves."

So he did. The dark drink kept

them from fainting during long

prayer sessions.

Exploring Spaniards had discov-

ered chocolate when pointing out

to one another the exotic orchards

of the Aztecs. "What are those

shining trees checkering the hill-

sides?" The newcomers found

Aztecs making a foamy drink from

the almond-like seeds of the trees.

"Chocolatl," Montezuma, elected

leader of the Aztecs, called the

drink, hospitably offering cupfuls

to the seemingly friendly Spaniards.

"Eat of it with a spoon."

Those early Mexicans roasted

cocoa seeds and ground them with

corn, chili, and other spices. Or

they beat the roasted seeds to a

froth, added spice, let the dark

mess cool till almost solid. Monte-

zuma was so fond of the froth,

according to Prescott in his Con-

quest of Mexico, that "no less than

50 jars or pitchers a day were

prepared for his daily consumption,

while 2000 more jars were allowed

for his household."

This was Montezuma's only bev-

erage, eaten cold with a turquoise

spoon, served to him cold in a

gold or turquoise goblet after he

had partaken of his choice of 300

to 3000 dishes prepared for a single

menu and deposited by pages on

the matted floor before him, where

he could point out dishes he

wanted to eat.

His head stewards kept hiero-

glyphic account of the royal rev-

enue: "20 chests of ground choco-

late, 80 loads of red chocolate, 200

loads of chocolate, 800 xicavas

(vessels from which the chocolate

was eaten)."

To the surprise of the Spaniards,

cocoa beans also served as cur-

rency. A bag of the beans would

pass from hand to hand along with

clear quills filled with gold dust,

and T-shaped bits of tin. Blessed

money, because it "exempted its

possessor from avarice, since it

could not be long hoarded or hid-

den underground."

Enterprising Spaniards brought

a cargo of cocoa beans back to

Spain and showed families how to

prepare the energy-begetting froth.

"One cup sustains a man on a long

day's march." There was a certain

way to enjoy it. "Open the mouth
wide, let the foam dissolve gradu-

ally, descend imperceptibly, as it

were, into the stomach." But even

after Cortes came home in 1528

with a shipment of the beans, few

Spaniards seemed to like the weird

drink.

The French did. "Chocolate

came over the mountains [from

Spain to France] with Anne of

Austria, daughter of Philip III and

queen of Louis XIII," wrote M.

Brillat-Savarin in his Physiologie

du Gout. "The Spanish monks also

spread the knowledge of it by the

presents they made to their broth-

ers in France."

Young Anne had just married

the fourteen-year-old king. Her

clear voice in palace halls talked

Originally known only to the Indians, this "Food of the Gods" quickly spread to almost

all parts of the earth and today ranks as one of the world's most relished products

&C0late
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chocolate, chocolate, chocolate.

"Surely you in France know how
beneficial chocolate is!" Her charm

and enthusiasm gave it such high

rating that when Cardinal Riche-

lieu came down with "general

atrophy," he let chocolate cure

him.

Fame of the medicine burst into

flowering. "That tree that's all

colors like a rainbow! Have you

heard about it? Take a drink of

its roasted seeds, prepared as the

Spaniards do it, and how alert it

makes you feel—bright, quick, per-

ceptive!"

Madame de Sevigne wrote to

her daughter: "I took chocolate

night before last to digest my din-

ner, in order to have a good supper.

I took some yesterday for nourish-

ment, so as to be able to fast until

night. What I consider amusing

about chocolate is that it acts ac-

cording to the wishes of the one

who takes it."

In 1730, a French officer from

the West Indies published in Lon-

don a translation of his Natural

History of Chocolate, Being a Dis-

tinct and Particular Account of the

Cacao Tree, its Growth and Cul-

ture, and the Preparation, Excellent

Properties, and Medicinal Virtues

of its Fruit. He interested English-

^ The seeds that produce cocoa and chocolate come 20 to 50

in a pod, but it takes 400 dried beans to make one pound. The
surrounding pulp is eaten by the natives as a sort of jell

Eunng Galloway photos



* The beans must be spread out

to dry. This scene is in Guayaquil,

Ecuador. Bamboo mats are used on

the Gold Coast, drying rooms in

Ceylon and Grenada, drying ma-

chines in Costa Rica

* When the beans have dried, the

cacao farmer puts them in bags and

carries them to the nearest broker.

Probably 700 million pounds of them

will reach the United States during the

coming year

men by describing chocolate as

"very temperate, very nourishing,

and of easy digestion; very proper

to repair the exhausted spirits and

decayed strength; very suitable to

preserve the health and prolong the

lives of old men." Also, he told of

how a surgeon's wife, who had

lost the use of her lower jaw, lived

on three dishes of chocolate a day,

which kept her "lively and robust";

and of how an aged man for 30

years had lived on nothing but

chocolate and biscuit and was so
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"vigorous and nimble that at four

score and five he could get on

horseback without stirrups."

For three centuries, household

bulletins and medical gazettes ac-

claimed chocolate as mankind's

blessing from the New World.

Meanwhile, Spain tried to keep a

world monopoly on the beans, kept

her processing methods secret and

prices high. Young daughters ex-

claimed, "My dear, of course our

family physician prescribes choco-

late for my health, but how can we

Bwing Galloway photo

afford it at three dollars a pound?"

Then British and Dutch explorers

discovered chocolate being pro-

duced in Venezuela and Ecuador;

the monopoly was broken. Some
bright experimenter's idea of put-

ting sugar and cinnamon into

chocolate, and vanilla from tropi-

cal orchards, lifted the drink from

medicine to a delectable refresh-

ment. Soon chocolate houses sprang

up in London, Amsterdam, Paris-

meeting places for celebrities and

wits. With reservations, in advance,

the elite came plumed and pow-

dered, to dally, jest, and sip.

Guatemalan Indians are credited

with inventing solid chocolate—

a

means of preserving their standard

food. Now both powdered cocoa

and bar chocolate entered the mak-

ing of served drinks. About the

year 1700 in England, milk was

added to the beverage. In 1730,

Fry and Sons in Bristol opened

the first chocolate factory in En-

gland. In 1756, Steinhund opened

the first factory in Germany; and

in 1776, the Chocolatier Royale

opened in Paris.

Even before the year of our In-

dependence, wheels were grinding

chocolate beans to a thick paste

along the banks of the Neponset

River in Massachusetts—the first

chocolate factory in America.

General Washington's hungry

armies on their terrible white

Christmas march might have given

much for a few chocolate rations

had they known a chocolate mill

could roast and grind at small cost.

Twelve years earlier, James Baker
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helped a penniless Irish immigrant

set up a small chocolate mill in

Dorchester, Massachusetts, and

thus unknowingly fathered Walter

Baker and Co.

A half century later, his grand-

son, Walter Baker, took over the

mill; and how proudly men remem-

ber that young Abe Lincoln, clerk-

ing in a general country store run

by Offutt in New Salem, Illinois,

stocked Walter Baker Breakfast

Cocoa on his log-cabin shelf.

By 1860, the Baker mills were

turning out two million pounds of

chocolate a year, roasting cocoa

beans and grinding them to a mel-

low paste. The beans came up from

Central America; and Americans

were eating chocolate to the tune

of 3/5 ounce per person a year.

By 1900, Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.

had won 40 awards from industrial

and food expositions in America

and Europe; and Americans were

consuming 48 million pounds of

chocolate a year—about ten ounces

per person.

Americans were also noticing a

charming profile on a familiar

cocoa can. Many years before, a

young waitress, Babette Baldauf,

daughter of a penniless knight,

worked in one of those new choco-

late houses in Vienna, Austria; and
for days and weeks a young Aus-

trian nobleman, Prince Ditrick-

stein, had been coming to her table

so that she could serve him choco-

late. Deeply, inevitably, he was
falling in love with her.

He persuaded her to marry him,

and as a betrothal gift had a Swiss

artist paint her portrait—paint her

as he had first known her, in the

full blue skirt, red jacket, bibbed

white apron, white fichu and cuffs,

her hair hidden under her Vien-

nese cap—bringing chocolate to

him! Later, an official of Walter

Baker saw the painting hanging in

the Dresden Gallery in Germany
and exclaimed, "La Belle Choco-

latiere! That would make an ideal

trademark!" So waitress Babette

trademarks Walter Baker's Break-

fast Cocoa.

Nestle's, largest chocolate manu-

facturing concern in Switzerland,

nestling near Lake Geneva in the

Swiss Alps, originated in 1819.

Here where cows wear bells big

as buckets and the faint Kuhreihen

tune of the herdsmen echoes across

lush pastures, cows graze richly,

yielding top-quality milk that helps

make an affiliated product, Cail-

ler's Swiss Chocolate, as sweet and

smooth as a popular love song.

Five days and five nights of blend-

ing also figure in the Cailler recipe

for supersmoothness. In 1870,

Daniel Peter in Switzerland

brought out his sweet, firm choco-

late bar—a bar to be eaten like

candy—and soon no Alpine climber

would think of climbing without

his supply of Peter's Milk Choco-

late.

Hershey's Chocolate leaped into

fame during World War I when
our armies handed out chocolate

* The importance of cocoa early in our history is shown by the fact that

Baker's Cocoa was the only nationally advertised product on the shelves

of this general store at New Salem, Illinois, where Abraham Lincoln once

worked. (From an exact replica)

bars to war orphans. "Want a

Hershey?" made sobs stop, grimy

hands reach; and right away the

name Hershey became almost

synonymous with plain and almond

milk chocolate bars.

Milton Snavely Hershey had

been a successful caramel manu-

facturer when he decided to build

a chocolate factory in Lebanon

Valley, Pennsylvania, his birth-

place. "You'll lose all your money.

You haven't a chance of success,"

friends warned. But he cheerfully

went ahead and sank a million

dollars in a chocolate plant and in

homes, lawns, post office, school,

bank, inn, shops, gardens. Straight-

way arose a town full-fledged, as

shiny bright as the foil hi which

Hershey's Milk Chocolate Kisses

are wrapped.

Lebanon Valley was essentially

farming country. Here grazed thou-

sands of cows to furnish pure, rich

milk. Today, 50,000 cows graze on

Lebanon and also on Minnesota

and Wisconsin grasslands to furnish

Hershey's daily requirements.

Hershey — "Chocolate Town" —
stays unique, with its community

house (rooms for 150 guests), its

concrete sports arena (10,000

seats), its fully accredited Junior

College, its Junior-Senior High

School and Industrial School, its

landscaped homes, each with an

individual air, its thousand acres

of parks studded with sunken gar-

dens, outdoor concert theater,

swimming pool, and the Hershey

Bose Garden of nineteen acres,

which attracts rose-lovers from

everywhere.

Someone has estimated that

enough Hershey chocolate bars

have emerged from their tempting

mahogany-colored wrappers to

build in duplicate every tower,

skyscraper, church, home, and shop

in scores of United States cities,

with enough left over for sidewalks

and streets—Hansel and Gretel

chocolate houses instead of the

witch's gingerbread! There is no

giving out how many Hershey bars

have been unwrapped and eaten

here and across the world. Even

Gold Coasters in Africa buy back
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> The preparation of

chocolate is an ancient art.

This early print shows Az-

tec Indians roasting and

kneading cacao

some of their own chocolate in the

form of Hershey bars.

Hershey is America's largest

chocolate manufacturer, largest in

the world, with Rockwood our

second.

Rockwood & Co. was formed in

1S86 when W. E. Rockwood signed

partnership with W. T. Jones,

who represented the European

Cocoa and Chocolate Manufactory

in Manhattan. Rockwood was

drowned in Long Island Sound

trying to save the life of a sailor.

Jones, left sole owner, boxed choco-

late creams, put penny chocolate

into vending machines, induced

soda fountains to pour Rockwood
syrup over ice cream sodas. He
sold so many barrels of cocoa, so

many 100-pound boxes of 10-pound

cakes of chocolate to industries

that he moved for larger quarters

to Brooklyn, near piers where cocoa

ships docked.

Soon, "decorettes," hollow choco-

late hearts and Easter bunnies,

chocolate cigars, Santa Clauses, ice

cream sticks, chocolate milk, mint

and rum wafers, chocolate gold-

wrapped coins, chocolate bits, and

other novelties were boosting the

United States into the world's larg-

est cocoa user. Then War II, call-

ing for millions of chocolate bars

and tons of cocoa, made the United

States' chocolate business fat, fast,

and furious.

It continues at rapid pace. Africa

now grows about two-thirds of the

world's cocoa-bean supply. Brazil

is second in quantity. Then follow

Santo Domingo, Ecuador, Trini-

dad, Venezuela, Guatemala, Ja-

maica, Haiti, Panama, Costa Rica,

Java, Samoa, Madagascar, and Cey-

lon. The elegant chocolate tree

thrives only within 20 degrees

north and south of the equator.

Cocoa reaches Hershey, Pennsyl-

vania, for instance, after a 3391-

mile journey from Para, Brazil, or

a 5370-mile journey from Sekondi,

Africa.

At the end of the nineteenth

century, extensive chocolate tree

plantings were made in colonial

Africa, along the Ivory Coast and

the Gold Coast; in Nigeria, the

Cameroons and Sao Thome. Also

in Ceylon and the Netherlands

East Indies.

Tropical America, which previ-

ously produced 80 per cent of the

world crop, had to give way to

the East, but it still holds its own
in quality. Each section is distin-

guished by beans of special flavor,

texture, aroma. Criollo cocoa of

Venezuela, for instance; Forastero

cocoa of Costa Rica.

Lower Middle America has the

highest yields. Over 75,000 acres

of chocolate trees are cultivated in

Costa Rica alone; yet this is only

10 per cent of Costa Rican land

that could grow chocolate. Vene-

zuela, once the leading cocoa

grower, still supplies its famous

cocoa for finest French and Swiss

chocolates and for some American

brands but occupies third place

in Middle American production.

Guatemala, formerly exporting

cocoa to Spain, must now import

thousands of tons a year. Mexico

must import several million pounds

more than it grows and still grinds

chocolate native-fashion, still offers

it in hole-in-the-wall markets along

with muslin, herbs, cactus candy,

and dried fish.

From Bcnzoni's History of the New World

In centuries past, Mexicans have

assigned to the chocolate tree a

divine origin. In 1753, the Swedish

scientist Linnaeus named the

chocolate tree Theobroma cacao

("Cacao, Food of the Gods"). He
must have loved chocolate. Cacao,

the Spanish name of the tree, is

a modification of the Aztec name,

kakauatl.

The tree is started from seed

and is usually grown under taller

trees for shade, which are usually

leguminous kinds. By its third

year, it bears a few bright fruits;

but growers try to prevent the

fruits from maturing till the tree

is five or six years old. At ten to

fifteen years it bears most prolifical-

ly, and it may fruit heavily until

50 years of age.

Wild, it grows to 25 feet, oc-

casionally perhaps 40 feet, but

orchardists keep its height down
to 15 feet. A most colorful treel

Leaves are glossy flags of green.

New leaves, happening often and

starting out pale rose, are limp

and soft, forming what are com-

monly called flushes, which flash

here and there like tucked-in but-

terflies. Waxy-pink or white five-

petaled blooms, without fragrance,

clasp themselves in clusters directly

to the trunk and on older rather

than younger branches. This is a

curious method of flowering, found

generally only . among certain
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tropical woody plants. They look

artificially placed and bloom all

year, though often hidden by the

broad leaves. Near them, also di-

rectly attached to trunk and

branches, dangle the seven-inch

pods. They begin green and ripen

golden, or begin maroon and ripen

scarlet; with in-between flecks of

gold, bronze, blood-red, green. The

silvery bark of the trunk offers its

own colors, too, in clinging moss

and rainbow lichens. Bud, blossom,

leaf, and all stages of fruit happen

at the same time all year, so there

is no period of drabness or nudity.

Men do the picking, using a

knife on a long pole for the high-up

pods. Women and children come

along and pile the pods into heaps

or baskets. The pods are opened

the same day, and the piles are

carried to a central place for sweat-

ing, the seeds being either buried

for days or fermented in bins,

boxes, or baskets, depending on

location.

A tree may bear several thousand

pale blooms a year. Less than one

per cent make pods—generally 20

to 40 to a tree each year. The pods,

Plat I: Star photo

^Africa now grows about two-thirds of

the world's supply of cocoa, much of it in

the Gold Coast, where this photograph was

taken. Curved knives are used for slashing

the pods from the tree, as shown in the

illustration

< A worker in a cacao plantation in

Colombia. He splits the pods open with

his machete and empties the pulp-

covered seeds into the box. Here they

will be allowed to ferment. By this

process, the bitter nonchocolaty taste

is removed and an essential oil that

gives the bean its characteristic odor

takes its place

Henricks Hodge photo
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A Wet feet don't bother a group of scientific sleuths on
a hot trail. Viewing the remains of the extinct elephant are

(left to right) paleontologist Dr. Manuel Maldonado-Koer-
dell, Dr. Marie Louise Wormington of the Museum of

Denver, archaeologist Luis Aveleyra Arroyo de Anda (dis-

coverer of the human implements
) , archaeologist Carlos

Margain, and Dr. Martinez del Rio of Mexico's National
Institute of Anthropology and History

^ Positions where the six human implements were found
are indicated here by numerals, which can be identified in

the close-up illustration of the points opposite

^
"^ •
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IS
there any mystery greater

than a woman's age? Yes, say

our archaeological detectives—the

age of man in the Western Hemi-
sphere. But these scientific sleutl

are digging up more clues ever)

day to solve this most fascinating

of all mysteries. The organizec

science of finding and studying the

remains of ancient civilizations has

only had about a hundred years

to develop, and it has hundreds of

thousands of years of human life

on our planet to reconstruct.

To date, our oldest world citizen

is the Java Man—or, if you insist,

Pithecanthropus erectus—, and he

graced that remote Asiatic island

some 500,000 years ago. His near-

est competitor to the title of Adam
was the Peking Man—or, to use

his ten-dollar name, Sinanthropus

pekinensis—, who lived perhaps

50,000 years later.

In our own hemisphere, Colum-
bus was the first Caucasian or

white man to arrive on the Middle
American scene, but that was only

450 years ago. He and his sue-



cessors stumbled on the highly de-

veloped Maya, Aztec, and Inca

civilizations, whose histories and

cultural predecessors we have

traced back to at least 1500 b.c.

But what happened before that?

For even at the start of our knowl-

edge of these preconquest Indian

peoples, they grew crops, made
pottery, built permanent houses,

and had even developed a stylized

ritual art. They were not exactly

primitive!

The existence of really old traces

of man in this hemisphere was
first generally accepted in 1926,

when implements of the so-called

Folsom type were discovered in

New Mexico. These jumped the

age of man to about 8000 b.c, ac-

cording to Carbon 14 tests.* A
little later, the Sandia relics were

found to be even older, though

just how old was not known. And
not until 1947 did any real com-

petition set in. This came from

south of the border down Mexico

way in the skeleton of the now-

famous but highly disputed Tepex-

pan Man. This prehistoric indi-

vidual could boast an age of 11,000

or 12,000 years, according to its

discoverer, the geologist Dr. Hel-

* For further information on the Carbon 14

method of dating, see "Pin-pointing the Past with
the Cosmic Clock," by Richard Foster Flint, and
"The Cosmic Clock—What Makes it Tick," both in

Natural History for May, 1951.

—

Ed.

Zhe

Mystery ofth

First Mexican
Exciting discoveries in the Valley of Mexico tell of a

prehistoric elephant who saw a man but lost the fight

By Annette H. Richards
All photographs by Arturo Romano

Stone tools that

may have been used

in cutting meat from

the prehistoric ele-

phant. The three dark

ones are of green-

black volcanic glass,

or obsidian. The two
white ones on the

right are of chalcedony. The projec-

tile point at top left was identified by

Dr. Wormington as being very simi-

lar to the famous Scottsbluff points

scattered widely over North America.

The pieces were discovered in the

numerical order shown. Scale 2/3

natural size

< As the bones were un-

covered, Point No. 3 was

found as the arrow shows.

No. 4 came to light later

where the cross is

i6q



mut de Terra. Tepexpan Man was

offered as proof of man's existence

toward the end of the Glacial Age
in Mexico. But the experts did not

agree. While blood pressures were

high, the whole matter, so far as

general professional agreement was

concerned, was put on ice.

And then, five years later in 1952,

and within two air miles of the

place where the Tepexpan Man
had been found, came evidence

that men were in the Valley of

Mexico possibly as far back in time

as had been claimed for him. Per-

haps, after all, Tepexpan Man was

eligible for the title of Early Amer-

ican.

What was this sensational new
evidence? The bones of a prehis-

toric elephant of a type now ex-

tinct, with six human implements,

found at Santa Isabel Iztapan in

the Valley of Mexico. What was

the age of this animal and his

human contemporaries? Twelve to

fourteen thousand years have been

claimed! A Carbon 14 test per-

formed by Dr.
J.

Laurence Kulp

places the date at a more conserva-

tive 9000 years, plus or minus 250.

A study of the pollen in the muck
around the bones and in the bone

cavities raises some question

whether the C 14 sample was as

old as the bones themselves." At

any rate, it is a venerable age, cer-

tainly, when you consider all that

has happened in human history

A The site of the discovery at Santa Isabel Iztapan was a pleasant spot,

until water began to fill the hole

Mrs. Kathryn H. Clisby of Oberlin College
found pine pollen in the layer where the bones

urred bul quite a different pattern, with spruce
len, in the bone cavities. It is conceivable that
lewhat later muck was forced down around the
les by the weight of accumulating overburden,
is would mean that the bones might be older
n the muck used as a sample in the C 14 test.

—Ed.

A Archaeologist Aveleyra fights against time and the

seepage of water as he continues his painstaking excava-

tion of the extinct elephant

Here archaeologist Aveleyra care-

fully brushes some dirt from one of

the bones of the prehistoric elephant
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since then—man's slow emergence

from the Stone Age, the glory of

Ancient Egypt, Pax Romana, the

Dark Ages, the Black Plague, the

Renaissance, the Industrial Revolu-

tion, the Russian Revolution, totali-

tarianism, and the Atomic Age.

We know pretty well what went

on, humanly speaking, in the Amer-

icas since the time of Christ, but

what happened between this

known period and the life of the

Santa Isabel Iztapan man? This is

the question that intrigues our

modern archaeological sleuths.

"tQuien sabe?" How to tell a

woman s age! You tell a horse's age

by his teeth. You tell the age of a

tree by its annual growth rings;

dendrochronology is the fancy

name for this science, by which it

has been possible to date so many
ruins in our Southwest. But how
do you tell a prehistoric man's age?

The two basic sciences of age

are geology and paleontology. The
geologist studies the different lay-

ers of rock and can determine

their ages with considerable ac-

curacy, especially in the case of

the younger ones. The paleontol-

ogist investigates the fossil remains

or impressions of flora and fauna

and works out the sequence of

plant and animal life.

For more recent but still pre-

historic times, and for the fine

points of dating, the archaeologist

takes over with a few special meth-

ods of his own. His field is limited

to the last million years, the age

of man, a mere drop in the bucket

of geologic time. His best age-de-

tector is the famous Carbon 14

method mentioned above, a com-

plicated technical process. He also

keeps track of the geological strata

in which human relics are found,

carefully observing any paleonto-

logical data at the same time. In

certain preferably dry climates with

cultures that are not too old, frag-

ments of wood or charcoal showing

the pattern of tree-ring growth

can be used for dating. Compari-

son of pottery, architecture, tools,

art, textiles, etc., with those of other

known cultures are usually effec-

tive. A new method of estimating

the comparative ages of different

v '-.'-'.-mfJr

* Dr. Marie Louise Wormington (wearing hat) and Jane Holdon,

Director of the Museum in Lubbock, Texas, who is studying in Mexico
City, standing on a bit of dry land near the bones

A Easily distinguished layers

aid in deciphering the geologic

story. There is reason to be-

lieve that lands to the north

may have been still in the

Glacial Age when the elephant

found here was alive



deposits by studying the mineral

salts present in them is being de-

veloped by Dr. Peter V. Sokolof,

geochemist of the Isaiah Bowman
School of Geography of Johns Hop-

kins University. He is working with

sedimentary deposits at various

places in the Valley of Mexico, in-

cluding that of the Tepexpan Man
and of the Santa Isabel Iztapan

elephant. His conclusions have

not yet been published.

Our Ancient American had his

happy hunting grounds in a region

whose climate and scenery were

the kind that Chambers of Com-
merce dream about. The Vallev

of Mexico, although in a subtropi-

cal zone about 1000 miles south

of the United States, had the great

advantage of a 7000-foot altitude,

which gave it superblv warm, clear

days and delightfully cool nights

the year around. Ringed by vol-

canic mountains, among them

world-famed Popocatepetl and

Ixtaccihuatl, the view was beyond

compare. And, to complete the

idyllic picture, ancient Lake Tex-

coco covered a good part of the

valley floor, even up to the time

when Cortes first arrived at the Az-

tec Venetian city of Tenochtitlan.

Through extensive drainage pro-

grams since that time, Lake Tex-

coco has shrunk so that it now
covers only a small part of the

fertile valley in which Mexico Cits'

stands. But this lake and the mild

climate attracted all manner of pre-

historic animals. And since our

earliest known inhabitant made his

living by hunting, it proved a good

headquarters for him. In fact, this

valley that so favors human and

other life has been continuously

inhabited ever since.

The first citizen of Mexico did

not know how to grow food. His

implements were of stone and sup-

posedly of wood and bone. How,
then, did he kill those giant ground

sloths, imperial mammoths, camels,

wolves, horses, bison, and elephants

that were wandering around loose?

A civilized man with a powerful

gun sometimes has difficulty kill-

ing an elephant. The elephant at

Santa Isabel Iztapan was much
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larger than a modern African ele-

phant. William Tell's skill in shoot-

ing the apple off his son's head with

a bow and arrow is considered one

of the remarkable feats of all time.

And there are—and have been—

few Howard Hills who can actually

kill big game animals in Africa with

a bow and arrow. Were this pre-

historic man and his friends, who
did not know the use of the bow
and arrow, any more skilled? I

doubt it.

If you were in his position and

dinnertime came along, you might

use the technique the Plains In-

dians used on the buffalo. Having

only some rough stone points at-

tached to wooden shafts, you

would drive the animal over a

cliff or into a swamp, where the

big clumsy creature would be

trapped in the mud. This may
have been what these elephant-

killers did. After the animal

floundered into the swamp, the

hunters either waited for him to die

or possibly killed him when he

became exhausted and then pro-

ceeded to cut off the meat. One
leg of the creature was dragged

about seven feet away from the

carcass, either by these prehistoric

butchers in their attempt to get at

the meat more easily or possibly

by animals.

This is a sketchy picture of this

prehistoric man, but it is a signif-

icant piece of the jigsaw puzzle

that archaeologists are gradually

fitting together. In fact, the ex-

cavation of the Iztapan find was

the first major work conducted

under the auspices of the brand-

new Department of Prehistory of

the National Institute of Anthro-

pology and History in Mexico City,

22 miles to the south. It is not the

first discovery in which human

artifacts have been found in direct

association with the bones of ex-

tinct animals in the Western Hem-

isphere, but you can count such

discoveries on the fingers of one

hand.

Who found the Iztapan bones

and tools? A young and very prom-

ising Mexican archaeologist, Luis

Aveleyra Arroyo de Anda. And

A Aveleyra discusses the discovery

with Secretary of Economy, Martinez

Baez, while his collaborator, Maldonado-

Koerdell looks on and the crowds watch

how? By accident, as so often is

the case. Two years earlier, some

workmen had been digging a drain-

age ditch near Santa Isabel Iztapan

when their picks struck the skull

of a giant extinct elephant. The

archaeologists hurried out to have

a look, but since this was just

another elephant in an area that

seems to be a cemetery of ele-

phants, it was not sensational. Be-

sides, they needed money to pay

for an expedition. So they were

satisfied to take home a few speci-

mens and make a mental note to

return when opportunity knocked.

It knocked two years later. And
Aveleyra hit the jackpot! On the

third day of the diggings, March

13, 1952, he found the first of six

human implements right between

two bones of the extinct animal—

obviously directly connected with

it. He was so excited that he

jumped into his car, drove to the

nearest telephone, and called the

Director of the new Department of

Prehistory, Dr. Pablo Martinez del
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A Alfonso Caso, Director of the National Insti-

tute of Mexico, talks with archaeologist Jose Luis

Lorenzo beside the bones

A Here are most of the experts who are actively connected

with the discovery. Topmost: Dr. Manuel Maldonado-Koer-
dell, Dr. E. H. Sellards, Dr. Ignacio Bernal; middle-left: Alex
D. Krieger; bottom row: Dr. Pablo Martinez del Rio, Dr.
Marie Louise Wormington, Luis Aveleyra Arroyo de Anda,
and Carlos Margain

Rio, and paleontologist Dr. Manuel
Maldonado-Koerdell. Dropping

everything, Doctors Martinez del

Rio and Maldonado-Koerdell

rushed to the scene. They, too,

were so excited by the significance

of this development that they

worked until midnight searching

for further proof of the co-existence

of man with this ancient animal.

They notified two of the leading

authorities on the antiquity of man
in the Americas, Dr. Marie Louise

Wormington, of the Museum of

Denver, and Alex D. Krieger, of

the University of Texas. Dr.

Wormington, Mr. Krieger, and Dr.

Elias H. Sellards, Director of the

Texas Memorial Museum in Aus-

tin, flew down to see the tools and

bones in situ—that is, in the exact

position in which they had been

found. They stayed to watch the

diggings. Said Dr. Wormington,

"It is the most important discovers -

of its kind ever made in the Ameri-

cas."

Archaeologist Jose Luis Lorenzo

and physical anthropologist Arturo

Romano, who both took an active

part in this discovery, placed the

six small stone objects in the palm

of my hand in Romano's office on

the roof of the National Museum
in Mexico City. When I looked

at these rather crude artifacts, it

was hard to realize how important

they were. And when one looks at

the six-foot-deep water hole in

which they were found (the scien-

tists had to battle with pumps to

keep the water seepage under con-

trol), it is strange to think that

there lay the remains of a man
and an animal who lived so long

ago!

We now come to the question

that intrigues all archaeologists,

both amateur and professional.

Where does this new chapter fit

into the whole story of man's physi-

cal and cultural evolution?

Our scientists are agreed that

man originated in the Old World.

How do they know? Because Eu-

rope, Asia, and Africa have yielded

primitive human remains that dif-

fer so much from any living races

that there is no doubt that they

must be assigned to an earlier evolu-

tionary level. But no living or fos-

sil primates—man's nearest relatives

in the animal world—have ever

been found in the New World.

And, despite his venerable age,

Tepexpan Man does not represent

an earlier physical type but rather

a modern one. Nor would 10,000 to

15,000 years be time enough for

basic physical changes of this de-

gree to have occurred in the In-

dians who may be Tepexpan's di-

rect descendants. In all probability

the human race therefore origi-

nated somewhere in the Eastern

Hemisphere, and the ancestors of

the American Indian migrated to

the New World in the region of

Bering Straits and thence to Cen-

tral and South America.

The 64-dollar question is: when?
The Iztapan discovery is helping

to solve this mystery. We now
have proof that very primitive peo-
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pie lived in Mexico as much as

9000 vears ago.

Other interesting questions are:

how long did it take them to ar-

rive there from Alaska? And did

the Aztec, Maya, and Inca civiliza-

tions develop entirelv from such

humble beginnings? Thev may
have borrowed from Asia through

later migrations, of course. But the

few striking cultural similarities

between the civilizations on op-

posite sides of the Pacific are be-

lieved by most anthropologists to

be either happenstance or to have

come about through occasional

random voyages across the ocean

such as probablv occurred even in

ancient times.

The wonderful thing is that

archaeology is digging up our own
back yard at last, not just going

to faraway places. Most archaeo-

logical research has been done in

the last century and probably half

of it in less than 50 years. But onlv

in the last 25 vears have scientists

directed their efforts intensively

into the cultures of North and
South America. Archaeology has

made remarkable progress, espe-

cially in its first love, our American

Southwest. And now it is probing

deeper and deeper into the remote

past.

A few vears ago, most self-re-

specting archaeologists scoffed at

the suggestion that man had lived

in our hemisphere 10.000 years

ago. But new discoveries have

extended our knowledge and

pushed our conservative skepticism

further and further back. Do you

see why one young archaeologist

with plenty of experience in

drenching rain, blistering sun.

freezing snowstorms, and mud pud-

dles, said, "This is a terrible busi-

ness, but I would not give it up

for the world!"

"Let the dead past bury its

dead"? Not on your life! Let the

living present unearth the past—

and incorporate what it finds into

our lives.

Keep an eye on Mexico. Things

are humming down there, and thev

show even' promise of new sur-

prises.
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A The nest usually contains four or five eggs, which

are light in color with brown or purple markings

^ Three of the eggs have hatched;

the fourth is still intact
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Its voice is one of the cheeriest sounds of spring

By Clifford E. Matteson

NO TIME of the vear brings forth more changes in nature

than spring. This is the time of blossoms and new-born

leaves, and of the fresh greens of new grasses. Most of all,

it means the return of many of the birds from their southern

migration.

Who in this season of rebirth has not listened with a swell-

ing spirit to the melodious notes of the Song Sparrow? Its

persistent voice, defying even the late-season storm, renews

our trust in the cycle of the seasons and instills the hope of

brighter, warmer days.

It is fitting that the scientific name of this vocalist should

be Melospiza melodia—"the melodious song-finch." If you

draw close to its nest, you may see some of the tilings shown

in these photographs.

* A FEW DAYS LATER, all four chicks were
found awaiting their feeding as shown here

A One of the young birds is

now ready to try out his wings



^ An example of the animal figures

that are being made by the fabricators

in the province of Guerrero and sold

to visitors as genuine antiques

A A modern carving palmed off as ancient: a mask
simulating Olmec style. Some 5000 fake artifacts of

various sorts have probably been sold since 1930

FACES that an
Fake antiquities—stone masks, statuettes, and pendants

—

are flooding the tourist market in Mexico

and undermining historical research

By Frederick A. Peterson
Photographs by the author, courtesy of the Wenner-

Gren Foundation for Archaeological Research
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A Another imitation of the Olmec style of carving.

The makers have ways of "aging" the stone so that even

an expert sometimes has difficulty detecting the deception

eally FALSE
IMITATION works of art like

the examples shown on these

pages are being offered to tourists

in Mexico as genuine antiquities,

and they threaten even to find ac-

ceptance in academic circles.

They come from the state of

Guerrero, in which the well-known

town of Taxco is located. They are

FACES THAT ARE REALLY FALSE

made in the form of masks,

plaques, and statuettes; and some

5000 of them are believed to have

been made and sold during the

past 20 years. If their origin is not

challenged, there is a possibility

that time may sanctify their re-

spectability and that they may in

future even compromise important

conclusions concerning Middle
American archaeology.

Thev are so well-made and in-

geniously cracked, chipped, and

aged that some dealers, and even

old-time collectors, have been

fooled. This does not mean that all

the work is excellent. The great

majority of the pieces can readilv

be distinguished as false. However,

when the well-done pieces are

examined, it is difficult even for

those who have had some experi-

ence in the field to distinguish the

ancient from the modern.

The masks are made by different

workmen and are also made in

different classes or styles. The best

pieces are rarely sold in the open

market but are given to dealers,

who dispose of them with appro-

priate stories as to their origin.

Sometimes the dealer is no doubt

innocent of any deceit, but this is

not always the case.

There have been instances in

which dealers have gone to the

length of burying objects in a

mound or near a village, or getting

some poor Indian, for a small fee,

to bury them near his hut. Then

some gullible and moneyed victim

is informed that the marvelous

things are being found, and he is

given the privilege of watching

the "excavations"—and also of pur-

chasing the objects found.

Often one familiar with Middle

American art can readily distin-

guish a modern mask from an

ancient one by taking note of the

general "feeling" of the craftsman

toward the stone and evaluating

the symmetry and internal balance

of the piece. But usually there is

at least one specific mistake that

will label the piece as false. The

stone may not show any signs of

having lain underground or been

mistreated by the natural forces

of erosion or shifting earth. The

boring may be poor or not in pre-

Hispanic conical style, or the eyes

may be out of proportion. Signs of

modern tool marks may remain in

the corners where they were not

properly erased by polishing.

Again, the nose may be too wide,

the eyebrow ridge too wide or too
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sharp, etc. The workman some-

times gives himself away by put-

ting identical details on a Teoti-

huacan-type mask, an Olmec mask,

and a Mayan mask. And there are

a few other telltale features that

I could mention; but if they were

made known, the falsifiers would

be tipped off.

A A modern THIN STONE HEAD—Totonac motif. Some of the fakes

have been copied directly from authentic carvings shown in scientific

publications

The counterfeiters are continu-

ally asking collectors and dealers

to criticize their work and to point

out mistakes. Thus, after many
years of experimentation, the arti-

sans now know how to avoid many

mistakes that are apt to arouse

the suspicions of the less gullible,

and they take great pains to make

their best work look as much like

the genuine antiques as possible.

To do this, they will break off
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little pieces of the mask, crack it,

or scratch it, and then artifically

age the resulting fractures. A com-

mon way of aging the mask is to

bury it in acid-moistened soil or

to pour urine on the soil. The

masks are also rubbed with peb-

bles, sand, or other silica-contain-

ing material that will produce

"natural" scratches. Iron staining

is imitated by using mild acids.

Surface texture indicative of age

and the mineral accretions that are

sometimes found on ancient carv-

ings are applied by chemical meth-

ods and by burying the pieces for

long periods in heavily mineralized

soil. Sometimes a mask will be

buried in shallow limy earth and

a fire built on top of it.

The counterfeiters are now ex-

pert enough to produce signs of

aging in crevices in the stone, and

they can put a limy accretion or

a yellow-green deposit in the cor-

ners and cracks. Primitive boring

methods are used on the best

pieces, and core-marks and other

signs of boring are often left on

purpose as "proof" of antiquity.

The modern tool marks are erased

by using a white and slightly

abrasive powder, which is applied

to a moistened revolving cloth

disk, somewhat like a shoemaker's.

The author has not been able to

procure any samples of this powder
for analysis.

Some dealers co-operate by lend-

ing the artisan originals to copy.

The artists also borrow books con-

taining illustrations of genuine arti-

facts and then reproduce whatever

takes their fancy. They are such

good imitators that a case is known
in which a collector possesssing

a genuine piece, wanted it quadru-

plicated for gifts and later found

that it was difficult to pick out

the original one until he had ex-

amined them all carefully. More
than one mask has been copied

directly from the authentic ori-

ginals published in Mascaras Mex-
icanas, issued by the Sociedad de

Arte Moderno in 1945.

The masks are made of stone in

a variety of colors, but greenish

is the favorite. Of course, custom-

ers are told that all of the green

stone is either "jade" or "jadeite."

The green comes in many shades,

and a single piece may have a

light green base with very dark

green blotches, mingled with white

or "liver" spots. The stone varies

considerably in hardness, but the

hardest stones are preferred. Often

there is much white or olive or

brownish mottling, so that the sub-

stance looks like a composition

material.

The author has, indeed, seen

some masks that have been made
by casting in cement and composi-

tion material. When suitably dyed

and polished, they appeared at first

glance to be very good imitations.

A The original of this imitation was an

authentic piece reproduced in Mascaras Mexi-

canus. It is a mask of Huehueteotl, a Fire god

* A MODERN FIGURE combining various

motifs. The makers of these imitations

sometimes work closely with dealers who
lend them genuine pieces



Other natural stones used in-

clude andesite, choloromelanite,

granite, basalt, serpentine, green-

stonite, wernerite, limestone, onyx,

quartz, obsidian, and rock-crystal,

in many shades of green, brown,

gray, and white.

Impetus was given to the spuri-

ous trade by recent finds of Olmec
material at La Venta, Tres Zapotes,

and other archaeological sites. Col-

lectors immediately had a burning

desire to acquire some of die lovely

jade pieces found at these places.

If the copies had been clearly

labeled as modern, perhaps no

great harm would have been done.

But, as already stated, if these

pieces gain the aura of respectable

antiquity and work their way into

museums, it will certainly not be

to the advantage of art or science.

Lovely "baby-face" figurines in

the round are now being made,
but no photographs are at present

available. There are also very fine

masks with Olmec traits, and two
examples of these are shown on
pages 176 and 177.

Stone copies of clay objects are

sometimes made by the fabricators,

and the result is a new type of

stone artifact of which the face

on this page is an example. Some-

times they even combine motifs

from several different cultures in

a single object, and the finished

product is slightly bewildering.

Work in rock-crystal includes

figures of rabbits, frogs, skulls,

hands holding skulls, and small

statuettes. Sometimes the same
work is done in a semitransparent

purplish stone. The craftsmen take

particular delight in making animal

figures—lizards, crocodiles, jaguars,

birds, etc., and these are well-

made and most decorative. An ex-

ample of this sort of figure is shown
on page 176. Effigy bowls also are

made, sometimes decorated with

snake motifs or with supernatural

figures in human form.

Another sideline is plaques,

which usuallv have anthropomor-

phic designs and most often are

in light-green stone. They are quite

flat on the back, with the face

^enerallv shown in profile. Besides

the foregoing, the artisans also

take disks and carve pre-Hispanic

figures and symbols on one or both

sides.

To make things even more un-

fortunate, dealers will often bring

to the craftsman genuine disks for

remodeling and retouching. The
result is a composite that can

scarcely be called valid art and is

certainlv a tiireat to the traditions

of authentic collecting as well as

to the conclusions of scientific

archaeology.

To sum up, caution should be

exercised regarding any masks

plaques, animals, Olmec figures,

Totonac artifacts, or rock-crystal,

onyx, and obsidian carvings.

A A STONE imitation of a style of mask originally executed in
clay. The genuine "smiling heads" often came from Vera Cruz

< Another stone imitation of a type of fig-

urine more likely to be found molded in clay

3BLgs=3BE
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A Considering a plunge

"* Going down the gangplank

^ Don't anybody mention the "dog-paddle"

Paul,

^Ue, Surittunituz

Gat
He fished and swam in the ocean

By ERNEST S. CLOWES

AS from time to time I have

_/~\_ seen in your magazine the

question raised as to whether or

not certain animals can swim, I

thought the enclosed pictures

might be of interest to readers.

I took the pictures some 45 years

ago and recently found them in an

old album. The cat was one of a

semiwild breed that lived along

the ocean beach. I tamed him as

a kitten. His mother was used to

the water, for she used to bring

her kittens small fish and would

come in from fishing expeditions

wet to her body.

PAUL, THE SWIMMING CAT

This one of her offspring had

little fear of water. He got used

to wading along the shore of the

bay and rather enjoyed going out

in a boat. One time I stood ashore

and called him, and what followed

is well illustrated by the pictures.

In (1) he seems to be considering

a swim; in (2) he is about to make
the plunge; in (3) he is swimming.

It became something of a habit

with him on warm days. On one

occasion, the sequence was re-

versed. I went out in the boat and

called him and he waded in, swam
out to it, and came up the oar as

if it were a gangplank, evidently

confident that it would be pro-

vided.

He had a long and useful life.

I once saw him bring in seven

field mice in the course of a morn-

ing. He had a summer and a win-

ter home for quite a few years,

with each of which he was per-

fectly familiar on arrival. He knew

his name, Paul, very well; and had

many human friends. He met an

untimely death at 16 years of age,

when he was hit by a car one

foggv night on his way home from

a hunting expedition.
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Photo by Robert Meanley

NORTH in the spring, south

in the fall—that is the sched-

ule followed by most of our mi-

grating birds. But in all societies

there are a few nonconformists,

and among our western birds one

of these is the Heermann's Gull.

Its strange habit of wandering

northward in midsummer brings

this beautiful bird into our realm

as a fall and winter visitant. Its

interesting family life is one of the

spectacles that rewards the traveler

who visits the Gulf of California.

Despite the nearness of the Gulf

of California to the United States,

it still remains almost unknown,

and most maps of the region are

ancient and entirely unreliable.

One chain of five sizable islands

is designated on charts by a single

dot, even though the chain

stretches for fifteen miles. Further-

more, ten miles north of Raza,

where we observed these Heer-

mann's Gulls, there is an island

that is known to mapmakers as

"* Toward evening on any day in

April, thousands of Heermann's Gulls

fly back to their nesting sites on tiny

Isla Raza, carrying food for their

young

^ The nests are about two feet apart.

During most of the daylight hours,

only one adult guards each of them

m :*
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They are the picture of affability when riding the waves of the Gulf of California,

but they are villains in the eyes of the nesting terns and the ospreys

eMee/tmcwwtk Quill

AT HOME
By Lewis Wayne Walker

All photographs by the author

unless othertvise credited

Partida, whereas the Mexicans say

that the real Partida is 20 miles

to the south. Such discrepancies

show a woeful lack of exploration,

and it is doubtful that any other

body of water as large and acces-

sible as the Gulf of California has

been so little visited.

From the delta of the Colorado

to the imposing rocks of Cape San

When the gulls return in the eve-

ning, the island roars with the com-

bined voices of thousands of birds. The
eggs of this pair were so close to the

author's photographic blind that a few

moments after the picture was taken,

one of them commenced incubating

with its body pressed against the canvas

flap

Lucas—800 miles in all—tiny islands

may be kept almost constantly in

sight by the traveling boatman.

Each of these bits of land has its

own population of wildlife, prac-

tically untouched and undimin-

ished by the advance of civiliza-

tion.

Each island crag supports a stick

nest ruled by a pair of ospreys.

When a naturalist tires of watching

their spectacular dives for fish, a

slight turn of the head brings into

view boobies, pelicans, or man-o'-

war birds. And close to these feed-

ing birds, anywhere from one to

a half dozen Heermann's Gulls

remain alertly on watch. When-

ever an osprey dives, the gulls rise

and circle above the splash to

pounce upon the catch of the fish-
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A Gulls on top of the blind and gulls all around it. A nonbreeding

young one of the previous season, with spotted head and neck, can be

seen at lower left. Birds like this one were outcasts and were rarely

allowed to remain near a nest. When able, they would systematically

go from nest to nest and peck holes in the eggs without eating the

contents

^ The gulls fight among themselves whenever one bird oversteps

its territorial rights on the crowded nesting ground
Photograph by Robert Meanley

erman as he emerges. If the osprev

conceals its newly caught prey,

the gulls move off to await an-

other opportunity to steal a meal.

But if a struggling fish is held

crosswise in the bird's bill, a rau-

cous tug of war ensues. Even when
small fishes are readily available,

the Heermann's Gulls forget their

own capabilities as hunters and

prefer to shoplift from others.

On anv forenoon during April,

May, and June, the Heermann's

Gulls blanket an area of the Gulf

about 200 miles long, with Isla

Raza at the center. They travel in

bands of from 2 to 50 birds, and

their focal points are the colony

sites of pelicans, cormorants, and

boobies. A few hours before dusk,

however, the vagrant population

diminishes as these birds that radi-

ated from Raza at dawn start back

to their tiny island home. Working

toward this hub, singles converge

with pairs, then with scores, and

finally hundreds, until from an

anchored boat the influx of birds

makes Raza's coastline resemble a

hive of swarming bees.



Sometimes a bird would return with a

small amount of food concealed in its beak.

But usually the food for the young was

carried within the body and brought up

with a pumping motion. The Heermann's

Gulls were highway robbers. An osprey,

though a much larger bird, could not

emerge from the sea with a fish in its beak

without being subjected to a tug of war in

the air

¥ IN MANY days of continuous watching

from the blind, the author never saw one

of the incubating birds completely asleep.

Some would shut one eye for half a minute

or more and then open it and shut the other

As each returning bird drops to

a waiting mate on their chosen

plot of ground, the beaks open and

gull-talk pours out. The sounds

and scenes of home-coming are

everywhere, and the island roars

with the combined vocal utterances

of thousands of birds.

Each sweeping wing lowered

toward the ground swirls a small

cloud of dust. The dust raised by
a single bird is insignificant, but

across the mile-square island every

foot of ground has its agitator,

each contributing its share to the

yellow plume of haze that marks

from a distance this home of the

Heermann's.

Aside from a few depressions

heermann's gulls at home

that are occasionally flooded at

high tide, every spot that could

possibly accommodate a nest is

utilized, and the nests are spaced

about two feet apart. This distance

seems to be just right. It permits

sparring without interruption of in-

cubation and with only a modicum

of damage.

During most of the daylight

hours, the nest is tended by only

one adult, but occasionally the

other partner may be seen sharing

some of the duties. Family chores

are performed only under difficul-

ties as the territory is crowded,

and every time the extra bird

moves more than a few inches from

its incubating mate, the bill of an-

other setting gull forces battle.

Every time the "outside" bird

moves around, a brand new ad-

versary, fresh and willing, attacks

from the new direction. Hence on

flat ground, these couples rarely

stay together for more than a few

minutes. However, when the nest

has a rock or bush near bv that

affords the protection of elevation,

both of the birds not infrequently

remain in attendance.

Diligent search about mid-April

will usually locate a few chicks

hatched by the gulls that nested

early on Raza. These voting seek

the shade of rocks or bushes im-

mediately after hatching and

crouch there, blending with the

gr id. awaiting food from the

parents. Thus, if the eggs of sev-

eral adjoining nests hatch simul-

taneously, a bare plot of ground is

left unguarded. This situation

sometimes permits the mixed

colonies of Royal and Elegant

Terns to establish a nesting foot-

hold.

If one of these vacated spots is

selected by the terns, a milling

mass circles constantK above, and

occasionally an individual ner-

vously alights in the clearing. \.s

more screeching birds lill the air,

more drop to the ground; and

within a few hours their bodies

completely blanket the earth. Terns
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on the outskirts of the packed ring

are pushed and shoved by those

within and forced into fights with

Heermann's Gulls that are trying

to save their nests.

This battle of attrition continues

throughout the daylight hours and

probablv throughout the night,

with the nesting gulls destined to

be evicted. Bv morning, tern eggs

at eight-inch intervals dot the

chosen plot, and by sheer numbers

the new colony continues to en-

croach into more occupied gull ter-

ritory.

Until the laying of the first tern

eggs, border gulls have to fight

their own battles against superior

numbers without help from others

of their own kind. But now things

are changed. Tern eggs are also

cnill food. Selfishlv inclined rein-

forcements flock to the area and

patrol just out of reach of the nest-

ing newcomers. An egg left un-

covered for an instant is devoured

by a waiting Heermann's Gull, and

by nightfall only a handful of last

night's eggs remain. The next

morning brings a new crop, several

times the original number; but

even though the raids of patrolling

gulls make inroads, it is evident

that the pulsating colony is gain-

ing a permanent foothold. Three

weeks later this shimmering

blanket of birds covers an acre or

more, and eggs in the exact center

commence to hatch. Each day

thereafter, concentric rings of new
voung hatch out progressively

farther from the center of the

colony.

Any estimate of the number of

**
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eggs laid bv the terns and utilized

by the waiting Heermann's would

run into the tens of thousands. Dur-

ing the nesting season of the terns,

a major part of the gulls' diet con-

sists of these eggs and, later, of

young hatched from eggs that sur-

vived. The final chapter of this

annual battle of Baza places the

terns in another predicament, this

time one that is hopeless. The

original pioneers in the exact center

of the colonv eventually complete

their home duties and, in vacating,

leave an expanding buU's-eye of

bare terrain. Gulls flock to this un-

protected clearing and wage simul-

taneous attacks from without and

within. The tern colony assumes

the shape of a doughnut, then a

bievcle tire, and finally fades into

oblivion in a disappearing act so

rapid that its original formation

seems slow by comparison.

With the termination of family

duties, the Heermann's Gulls scat-

ter. A few wander southward and,

imbued with an instinct of migra-

tion, spend the winter off Central

America. The majority, however,

on reaching Cape San Lucas, swing

a bit to the west and then north

in a leisurely manner until they

reach our bavs and inlets. Off

California, their demeanor while

riding the swells beyond the.

breaker line seems to be the

epitome of contentment, giving no

hint that, owing to their place in

the scheme of things, some people

—and certainly the ospreys and

terns—would call them villains.

A Terns established nesting colonies in

competition with the gulls. As soon as

the terns laid their eggs, the gulls kept

steady lookout for opportunities to steal

them

> Here the tern colony is gradually

spreading by the power of superior num-
bers and taking over an area used by the

gulls. Overnight, the terns may fill a

weak spot in the gull territory with eggs

laid at eight-inch intervals. These gulls

are picketing the terns in the fore-

ground, ready to steal their eggs. Thus
the battle between the gulls and the

terns rages through the spring in the

Gulf of California
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WHERE CHOCOLATE COMES FROM cctinued t^ P*gew

resembling elongated canteloupes

with thick ridged rind, weigh about

a pound each; but most of the

weight is in the rind. The pulp

inside is eaten by the natives as

a sort of jell; and in the pulp the

5 rows of seeds are embedded 20

to 50 in a pod.

Taste a fresh new seed. It looks

a little like a pointiess almond,

has a bitter taste, not the least

chocolaty.

The beans sweat, usually in bins,

till brown and till the wet pulp

runs out as a liquid from below.

During this process, a chemical

change takes place in which much

of the bitter principle is removed

and in its place is found an es-

sential oil that gives the cacao bean

its characteristic odor. The beans

must be spread out to dry—pre-

ferably in the sun—on bamboo mats

on the Gold Coast, in drying rooms

in Ceylon and Grenada, in drying

machines in Costa Rica. Cleaning

comes next; then grading, bagging,

shipping.

Even a twelve-year-old tree,

dangling a dozen bright orange or

red-streaked pods, yields scarcely

40 ounces of dried cacao beans a

year. All the dried beans of one

pod weigh scarcely two ounces. It

takes about 400 dried beans to

make one pound.

Pure chocolate as we know it

could be a rare, treasurable thing.

Actually, a constant stream of the

beans flows into American ports.

During the week of May 14,

1952, steamships from the Came-

roons, the Ivory Coast, Accra,

Guayaquil, Trinidad, Sao Thome,

Venezuela, Santo Domingo, Brazil,

Panama, unloaded a total of 50,481

bags of cacao beans in New York,

while steamships from Accra and

Lagos were unloading 32,000 bags

in Boston. At the same time, three

steamers were afloat to the United

States from Africa with 169,600

bags of beans; and from Brazil

there was one steamer with 4500

bags of beans. At the same time,

seven steamers in Africa were just

loading up!

Yes, it is a steady stream. Figures

above are from the daily market

report of the New York Cocoa

Exchange, Inc. Now in its twenty-

seventh year, the Cocoa Exchange

facilitates the financing, importing,

storing, and distributing of cocoa

crops, attracts into the United

States about two-thirds of the

world's supply, and builds up sur-

pluses to export to other countries.

However, the foreign markets from

which we buy are more or less

controlled, and hence they are un-

favorable to us.

The United States will use an

estimated 700,000,000 pounds of

cocoa beans during the coming

year. Increased calls for chocolate

plus higher bean prices have stimu-

lated new plantings in West Africa

and South America and called for

better control of diseases of cacao.

These diseases now keep produc-

tion below demand.

Dealers buy cocoa from the pro-

ducing countries, import and sell

it to chocolate manufacturers

through brokers and also on the

Cocoa Exchange. The manufac-

turers carry through with the roast-

ing, grinding, blending.

Beans are roasted in drums over

a low, steady fire till a rich even

brown. At last they give off the

delicate chocolate aroma. Crush

one in your hand. It tastes as well

as smells like chocolate.

Stripped of their thin papery

skin, beans are then shattered into

fragments—"nibs"—and crushed be-

tween grinding stones. This grind-

ing arouses heat, causes the natural

cocoa butter to melt. Result is a

flowing dark richness—"chocolate

liquor." This, rubbed till mellow

fine and smooth, is molded and

solidified into pure rich chocolate—

"bitter chocolate" for cooking.

The same brown mass under

hydraulic pressure releases cocoa

butter in a pale yellow stream.

Then the dry brown residue, finely

pulverized and sifted, becomes

"cocoa" for bakery, restaurant,

home.

Thus cocoa is chocolate with the

WHERE CHOCOLATE COMES FROM

cocoa butter removed, then finely

powdered. Chocolate is cocoa with

all or almost all the cocoa butter

left in.

Chocolate plus finely powdered

sugar and extra cocoa butter makes

"sweet chocolate." Chocolate re-

duced to a cream, plus sugar,

fresh whole milk, flavoring, and

more cocoa butter, makes the pure

eating delicacy known as "milk

chocolate."

Cocoa butter, a firm white solid,

pleasant to taste and not easily

turning rancid, enters into the mak-

ing of many confections and is used

in place of butter. It is also utilized

surgically; and in France it helps

make soaps, pomades, complexion

creams. Chapped hands and lips

like its soothing touch.

Manufacturers offer more than

50 chocolate and cocoa substances

to bakers and confectioners. Choco-

late, the great flavor, second only

to vanilla in world choice, stimu-

lates an endless search for even

more intriguing ways to tempt

chocolate lovers. Experiments go

on spiritedly in chocolate kitchens.

Confectioners concoct new delica-

cies to add to the already royal

list of choice chocolate recipes.

"Just give me a cake of chocolate

in the middle of the afternoon,"

trumpets an office worker, "and

I'm pepped up till five!" Concen-

trated calories and energy! Of the

whole cocoa bean, 55 per cent is

butter, 22 per cent is starch and

gum, 17 per cent gluten and albu-

men. You assimilate nine-tenths

of the chocolate you eat. Rightly,

chocolate is slogened, "More sus-

taining than meat."

In time, spacemen a thousand

miles up at rocket-ship speed, while

sorting their equipment, may call

out in airless soundlessness through

one walkie-talkie, "Time out for a

bite of chocolate!" For chocolate

connects things past and present

with things to come-burning

tropics with interstellar cold.

The elegant chocolate tree fring-

ing the equator helped to mold

the Aztec civilization, and it dares

to plan for the moon and far, far

beyond.
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A The lion hunt in "Bwana Devil."

A United Artists production

f Robert Stack and Barbara Britton

star in the three-dimensional film

"Bwana Devil"

The Screen
Authentic comments on films

in the field of nature, geography, and exploration

Edited by Elizabeth Downes

Bwana Devil

\T7E set out to see the African film

* "Bwana Devil" with a great deal of

enthusiasm, because none of us on Na-
tural History had ever seen the new
three-dimensional movies. Dr. James P.

Chapin, our African film reviewer, made
us even more eager to see the movie
when he told us a story about Colonel

Patterson and his book The Man Eaters

of Tsavo, on which "Bwana Devil" is

based.

"Early in 1926," said Dr. Chapin,

"Frank P. Mathews and I were in a train

on the way from Toulon to Marseille, there

to take ship for Mombasa. At one window
of the compartment sat a ruddy-faced

man wearing just the kind of cap an Eng-
lishman would wear on a long trip by
train. For a long time he took no part

in the animated conversation our other

traveling companions were carrying on

about the Far East.

"At length, however, he turned to me
and asked where we were going. 'To East

Africa,' I told him. 'Oh,' said the Eng-
lishman, 'I helped lay out the town of

1 88

Nairobi.' I pricked up my ears, for I had

learned a lot of the history of East Africa

from Herbert Lang, Carl Akeley, and other

friends. What I said next I do not recall,

but presently my new acquaintance said:

'When I was laying the masonry for the

Tsavo River bridge. . .

' There I inter-

rupted him. 'You must be Colonel Pat-

terson!' He was!"

Dr. Chapin then explained to us that

Colonel Patterson's book is a classic and

that it should prove an admirable basis on

which to construct a motion picture. The

building of a railroad in that part of Africa

was a difficult engineering feat at best.

Add to this an unusual "epidemic" of at-

tacks by lions, and you surely have an

episode from history that is full of drama

and colorful scenic possibilities.

But we did not feel that the film lived

up to these expectations.

As we walked into the theater we were

all handed some cardboard polaroid glass-

es. Dr. Chapin's review follows:

"Three-dimensional films have long

been going through an experimental stage,

and now the time has come when thev

should give real joy and satisfaction. To
do this involves two prime requisites. The
story should be worth while, and the

audience should be able to watch the

screen with visual comfort.

"There cannot be the slightest doubt

but that Colonel Patterson's book was the

basis for "Bwana Devil." But any similar-

ity or semblance of reality ends right

there. How one man could build a Ugan-

da Railway, even with the help of a hun-

dred gaily clad Indian laborers, why he
should take a shovel in his own hands to

dig a right of way up a steep hill, why he
should club a dying lion with the stock of

his precious rifle, and why the story ends

in a clinch with his wife, giving no clue as

to how the railway building was ever to go
on, these questions remain unanswered.

"One is led to wonder how much or

little of this film was ever exposed in

Africa. Most of it shrieks of California

and of farm-bred lions. Perhaps I'm wrong,

but only a few short strips of crocodiles

and hippos look as though they must have
been made in Uganda or the Belgian

Congo. The Masai in the film neither
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< Drilling a hole with

a pump drill, instead

of the usual bow drill.

From Disney's "The
Alaskan Eskimo"

A The Eskimos are a

happy people. Here we
see them playing "blanket

tossing"—one of their fa-

vorite pastimes

y A SCENE from "Seminole," a Universal Pictures pro-

duction

look nor behave like the real article. Some

Swahili is spoken, to be sure, but there

are teachers of that useful tongue now in

the United States.

"The most convincing incident in three

dimensions involves die throwing of a

long thin spear toward the camera; it

made me wince. The cameras, I believe,

behaved spendidly all through the film.

It must have been the polaroid spectacles

that were very inadequate; I found myself

trying to readjust them almost all the time

to see the screen more clearly. The screen

in my opinion should have been bigger.

What with the eye-strain and the silliness

of its plot, Bwana proved a sad disap-

pointment."

Wearily we rode back to the Museum.

Dr. Chapin looked anxious to get back to

the real Africa, where he is going around

the middle of this month.

This effort should not prejudice us

against the numerous three-dimensional

films now being prepared for the public

by all the major motion picture com-

panies. It is a case where the horse that

crossed the Hne first at the races may not

get the blue ribbon at the show.

The Alaskan Eskimo

VX/'ALT DISNEY perfected the ani-

mated cartoon through several dec-

ades and achieved such artistry that some

of our most illustrious universities be-

stowed honorary degrees on him. All this

in the world of fantasy.

Recently he has sought truth in an-

other medium—in the lives of animals.

And now in "The Alaskan Eskimo"

we have the first in a planned series on

man himself—what we dare hope will be

a truly documentary portrayal of peoples

whose lives are different from our own.

Our reviewer, Junius Bird, a man fa-

miliar with the arctic from many expedi-

tions, writes as follows:

"Disney's film on the lives and customs

of the Alaskan Eskimo will be found en-

Brief comments on films previously reviewed

What the Experts SaidDocumentary and Grade A

Bear Country

A Disney True-Life Adventure

Ivory Hunter

One man's struggle to build an

African Wildlife Park

Down the Alphabet

City Beneath the Sea

Tenuously based on Port Royal,

Jamaica, earthquake. 1692

Hiawatha

A very free interpretation of

Longfellow's poem

The Snows of Kilimanjaro

Story of a writer with a com-

plicated personality

Interest, drama, and continuity with a sound over-

all plan

Authentic geographically. Marvelous shots of ma-

jestic animals. Good conservation

A science fiction portrayal of underwater explora-

tion. Little natural history

Good in that it departs from stereotype portrayal

of Indian. Not outstanding artistically, dramatical-

ly, or scientifically

Some splendid African animal shots. Camp scenes

unconvincing
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joyable. It is straight reporting, with no

attempt to fit the subject to preconceived

ideas. He has taken a single Eskimo com-

munity, unidentified, where something of

the old way of life survives, and recorded

seasonal activities in their normal course.

There is no attempt to hide the evidence

of acculturation and change, though one

may doubt that the Eskimos are using

such an outdated mail order catalogue.

Activities covered include housebuilding,

the making of an umiak, the use of the

kayak, fishing, preparation of food, sledg-

ing, ivory carving, and the games and

dances they have for amusement. Though

it may not satisfy an anthropologist's de-

sire for detail and might have profited

from better professional advice, it is worth

seeing and represents a lot of hard, skill-

ful work on the part of the photographers."

Seminole

"OEMINOLE," produced by Universal

Pictures, is here reviewed by Ethel

Cutler Freeman of the American Mu-

seum's Department of Anthropology. Mrs.

Freeman is currently studying the Sem-

inoles at the Big Cypress Seminole Indian

Reservation in La Belle, Florida. She

comments

:

"Applause for Howard Christie, the

producer of an unpretentious but new
type of Indian picture, for he has broken

away from a worn-out pattern. For the

last 20 years 'savages' have whooped,

danced, and chased their enemies while

the noble chief looked on as stoic as a

cigar-store Indian.

" 'Seminole' is not only a story of the

Second Seminole War but also that of the

conflicting ideologies of three men—Os-
ceola, the Seminole chief; a sentimental

white Lieutenant who was Osceola's child-

hood friend; and a disciplinarian, a West

Point Major.

"The producer's claim that 'Seminole'

depicts history accurately is false. Every

school child knows that Osceola and his

tribesmen were taken under a flag of

truce and thrown into prison on the order

of General Jessup, who had been under

strong pressure to rid Florida of the Sem-

inoles. Records prove that Osceola died

of quinsy in Ft. Moultrie, South Carolina,

instead of being thrown into a pit and

stabbed, as in the movie version.

"In the movie, Osceola is shown as a

benign, friendly individual, who loves all

humanity. The truth is much more dra-

matic. He was a hot-headed dynamic

leader. His hatred of whites flared into

action when unscrupulous slave raiders

carried off his wife, claiming unjustly that

she was a fugitive slave. He wrote Gen-

eral Clinch, 'You have guns, so have we.

You have powder and lead, and so have

we. Your men will fight, and so will ours

till the last drop of Seminole blood mois-

tens the dust of his hunting ground.'

"A sequence of shots of the scouting

party attacking a Seminole village gives

the true feel of swamps. The rest of the

photography is harsh, the color strident

and flat. And South Florida is much more

varied and exciting topographically than

the country shown in this film.

"Quicksand is often called ball-bearing

sand in Florida, for it rolls away from

under you and is dangerous. But I never

saw or heard of quicksand so watery that

even with the aid of a rope, one could dive

into it and come up again with a man
who had gone down, as the Lieutenant did

in 'Seminole.'

"My criticisms are minor in comparison

with my pleasure in finding an Indian pic-

ture where the action interprets a con-

structive idea. We praise 'Seminole' as a

step in the right direction. But a his-

torical documentary would have encour-

aged us to recommend it without qualifi-

cation to schools. Then besides regular

audiences, the box offices would be flooded

with requests from teachers for seats for

their pupils.

"This period of Florida history is full

of drama, suspense, and human interest,

and with the conflict of ideologies that

are still an issue in the world today. Let

us hope that 'Seminole' will be a fore-

runner of a new trend in Indian pictures."

BOOKS Continued from page 151

author has focused attention on the older

individuals. In a completely personal and

informal manner he recounts his con-

versations with these people, retells their

stories, and in various ways gives us an

impression of how they feel and think.

Included in the book also is a magnificent

series of reproductions in full color of

photographic portraits of Hopi individuals,

principally of those venerable ones aged

70-100 years.

To go to the older people for the fullest

view of native life is a technique common-

ly employed by the ethnologist, but this

New Model!

35mm. EXAKTA "VX"
Single Lens Reflex Camera

One lens botll for viewing;

and pictni-e taking assures

perfect sharpness, accurate

exposure, maximum depth

of fl'ld. and correct com-
position for color. You al-

ways see the exact image
before you take the pic-

ture—whether the subject is an inch or a mile

away, wh'ther it is microscopic or gigantic, whether

it is moving or stationary. Instantly interchangeable

lenses permit telephoto, wide angle, close-up. copy

and microscopic photography. With f2.8 Zeiss Tessar

"T" Coated Lens with Pre-Set Diaphragm Con-

trol $279.80 tax included

Write Oept. 2400 for Tree Booklet "X"

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WITH MINIATURE CAM-
ERAS by Alfred M. Bailey (Denver Museum of

Natural History). This eminent explorer and scien-

tist displays his finest Exakta photographs and

others along with explanatory material. 35 full

is in no sense a scientific study of the

Hopi. It is somewhat thin going for an

anthropologist who is well aware of the

fact that native peoples like the Hopi have

patterns of attitudes toward life and nature

that differ from ours—and they might be

quite admirable ones too. For the layman,

however, and for any lover of our South-

west the book could prove to be a valu-

able experience.

G. F. Ekholm

Portrait of the
OLD WEST

by Harold McCracken

McGraw-Hill Co., Inc., $10.00

232 pp., 88 illus. (including 39 in color),

43 figs.

T N recent years we have seen an in-

*- creasing interest in the history of the

West. Reminiscences and old journals,

long forgotten, have been following one

another off the presses. Historians, like

Bernard de Voto, have re-examined old

MINERALIGHT
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sources of information and opened new
ones to give us fresh interpretations of

the factors underlying the occupation and

settlement of the vast area west of the

Mississippi. Even the artists of what we
are calling the "unspoiled" west are also

coming into their own after a long period

of neglect. Such notable portrayers as

Catlin and Miller have been given rather

full treatment and others will no doubt

be added.

In this book Mr. McCracken has

brought together all the more noteworthy

of the painters and illustrators of the

landscape and life of the West. Although

he makes a bow toward Le Moyne and

John White, the first to paint the life

of what is now the United States, his

collection really begins with Seymour's

pioneer painting in 1819 and ends with

Remington who closed the nineteenth

century. In between are such figures, to

name only a few, as Catlin, Miller,

Bodmer, Bierstadt, Eastman, and Russell.

Each artist is introduced with a thumb-

nail sketch" of his career and an outline

of his work dealing with the West. The
illustrations are abundant, consisting of

both color plates and black-and-white

reproductions.

The total effect is striking and from

these documentary records we derive a

more vivid picture of life of the Old

West than words can ever convey.

Harry L. Shapiro
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LETTERS Continued from page 145

standing long after the cobra has struck

or the bird has toppled from the perch

or the sphinx's head has been lopped

off by the two-edged sword—Kansas wind

and floods. So I think it only right that

pictures, at least, should be kept in our

archives.

H. E. Prentice

Johnson, Kans.

We had been hoping that someone

would show our readers the Sphinx—Ed.

Another IHeat-eating Plant

Sms:

When I saw Mildred
J.

Ericson's ar-

ticle on "The Baleful Cobra Plant" in

your March issue, I was reminded of

another "bug-eating" plant, which I

photographed last summer near South-

port, North Carolina (see adjacent pic-

ture). I had stopped off to renew ac-

quaintances with my old friends the

amazing Venus's-flytraps (Dionaea mus-

cipula), which dot the sandy pine savan-

nas of the coastal plain in that region.

Imagine my surprise upon noting that

one of the traps had apparently just

closed on an oversized mouthful, a lush-

green katydid. The insect was still alive

and at least for the moment seemed

content to hide its head, ostrich-fashion,

in the jaws of the trap.

I doubt very much whether the Fly-

trap could have held its prey indefinitely,

but to make certain that the katydid

would escape, I released it.

Walter H. Hodge

Silver Spring, Md.

. . . I read your magazine every

month, and it offers hours of enjoyment.

Many of the articles are excellent for

reference. Please don't change it; your

selection of subjects is most excellent.

Thank you.

James Langhammer
Indianapolis, Ind.

Sras:

We have greatly admired the beau-

tiful picture of mushrooms on the Febru-

ary cover of Natural History Magazine

by Helen Cruickshank.

Will you convey to her our sincere

congratulations on the beauty of this

remarkable picture?

Andrew Simon

Towson, Md.

Sms:

... I should like to express deep

appreciation to you and your staff for

the excellent work you put into Natural

History to make it my favorite maga-

zine.

Dr. Walter Kocholaty

Elizabethtown, Ky.

LETTERS
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Fourth Archbold Expedition to

Xew Guinea Sets Out

The Fourth Archbold Expedition to

New Guinea, composed of a botanist, a

zoologist, and a mammalogist, will spend

nine months of 1953 in the Papua area

of eastern New Guinea making the first

comprehensive survey of the plant and

animal life of the region.

The three-man scientific team, whose

work is sponsored by Richard Archbold,

Research Associate of the American Mu-

seum of Natural History, will be led by

botanist Leonard
J.

Brass, of the Arch-

bold Biological Station in Lake Placid.

Florida. He will be accompanied by

zoologist Geoffrey M. Tate, who is in

charge of the Archbold Expeditions' New
York headquarters at the American Mu-

seum, and Hobart M. Van Deusen, a

member of the Museum's Department of

Mammals.

The scientists plan to make extensive

collections of plants, mammals, amphi-

bians, fresh-water fishes, reptiles, and

insects from the eastern end of New
Guinea and the adjacent D'Entrecasteaux

Islands. The results of their survey will

thus supplement those of earlier Arch-

bold Expeditions to this part of the

world: three to other sections of New
Guinea and one to the Cape York Penin-

sula of Australia. The aim of all has

been to study the relationships among

the plants and animals of New Guinea,

Malaysia, and Australia. The Army Medi-

cal Service will also benefit from the

expedition because parasites of both

humans and other warm-blooded animals

will be collected and turned over to

them for research purposes.

Mr. Brass, who alone has participated

in all four earlier Expeditions, knows

from experience the problems involved

in spending a long period of time in a

remote area. With the exception of food,

which will be replenished about once a

month, every need, both personal and

scientific, must be anticipated before the

group gets into the field, he pointed out.

Two tons of supplies and equipment

were shipped ahead last December, all

packed in special light-weight, moisture-

proof boxes which will be used on the

return trip to carry the specimens brought

back by the expedition. Each box is

carefully planned to hold about 40

pounds, the average load a native car-

rier can handle.

Because the terrain is very rough, each

man must take three pairs of heavy

boots, two of which will undoubtedly be

cut to ribbons by the end of their nine

months, Mr. Brass stated. The vitamin

pills and anti-malarials, Mr. Brass went

on, will be kept on the table beside the

salt and pepper, so that the scientists

will surely remember to take them. Five

thousand strings had to be attached by

hand to 5000 labels before departure for

marking the specimens secured in the

field.

A foreman and ten natives will form

the permanent staff of the expedition's

camp, and as man)' as fifty natives will

work for the scientists from time to time.

A government regulation requires that

expeditions outfit each native employed

with a blanket, a bowl, a lava lava (loin

cloth), a mosquito net, a pannikin and

spoon.

Arriving in New Guinea toward the

end of the rainy season, the group will

start their survey in a semiarid coastal

area. When the dry season arrives, they
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HIGH POWER MICROSCOPE

Magnifies 50, 100, 200 times

PRECISION BUILT

An excellent microscope for the younger amateur. Sturdy!
Mechanically well constructed. Sharp—clear optical image

—

no astigmatism I Good color correction. Remarkably little

residual color.

Packed in dovetailed hardwood storage case, S"x5"x3M»".
Shipping weight 3 lbs. Square stage 2 *4 "x2 *4 " with
slide clips. Over-all height 8 inches. 1 ocular. Triple
objective. By turning the turret, you can magnify any-
thing from 50 to 200 times its actual size. Rack and
Pinion adjustment. Comes complete with one prepared
slide and two clear glass slides.

We have waited years for this desirable instrument and
are very pleased to be able to offer it at the very low
price of only $13.50 plus 50c P.P. and Ins.

SLIDE MAKING KIT

A desirable outfit if you wish to make your own micro-
scope slides. We offer this assembly of material at a very
reasonable price. It consists of slide bos for 10 slides,

plain slides, glass covers, Canada balsam, forceps, needle,
labels, droppers, bottles and cavity slide. ALL for only
$2.50 postpaid.

10 PREPARED SLIDES FOR THE
MICROSCOPE, IN BOX

Expertly prepared slides of interesting subjects. Suitable
for research or toy quality instruments. On 3 x 1 inch
slips. Our own world famous quality. Complete in wood
box with hinge and clasp; $2.00 P.I\

HAND TORCH INSTANT-LIGHTING
VIBLET-WHITE HEAT

UP TO 2300 Degrees F. (1260° C)

INSTANT IT'S LIT!

Handiest, Amazing all-around tool

Ready in a Second . . . Simple to Use!

NO PUMPING. NO PRIMING, NO SPILLING. NO FILLING
SAVES YOU TIME, WORK, and MONEY!

MUST for every home, work-

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW PRINCIPLE THAT HAS PROVEN
ITSELF TO THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED USERS!
This torch lights INSTANTLY in any position, at any
temperature; even 30° below zero! Violet-blue flame
Immediately! 2300 degrees of concentrated heat!

SOLDERS . . . MELTS . . . SPLICES . . . SOFTENS
MOST ANYTHING! PERFECT FOR:

• Paint Burning • Glass Blowing « Metal Work • Car
Body Repairs • Radio and TV Repairs • Thawing
Frozen Pipes • Literally THOUSANDS OF USES!
Even light a Are with wet wood.

ICC Approved. Tank fabricated of highest quality steel
Shipped fully loaded, ready to operate. Portable, fits any
tool box. Weight ONLY 2% lbs. fuUy loaded. 10" long,2%" diam. Burns continuously for 15 hours. Inexpensive
replaceable fuel cylinder reloads in seconds.

ORDER NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. Keep one in
the House I One in the Carl One in the Workshop.

Complete torch only $6.95

Refill cylinder 1.95

No C.O.D. Shipped by Express—charges "collect" only.

FINEST WALL BAROMETER
Practical! Beautiful! Guaranteed!

PLAN YOUR TOMORROW TODAY!
FORECAST THE WEATHER!

With weather bureau accuracy! Almost 12 hours in
advance. Save rained-out social engagements—golf, hunt-
ing and swimming dates. It's simple—if indicator hand
falls—bad weather ahead. If it rises—look for the sun.
One of the world's best Barometers at any price. Polished
BLOND or MAHOGANY frame. Bevelled glass with indi-
cator hand is set in a polished brass bevel. Easy-to-read3%" open-faced PORCELAIN dial. Beautiful interior
watch-like movement can be seen in operation at all
times. Precision mechanism by German Craftsmen. FREE
prediction chart with each BAROMETER. Worth twice
the price. With instructions. Only $4.90 plus 50c postage.

A POPULAR INTRODUCTION
TO ASTRONOMY!

New Handbook of the Heavens, the best guide to the
stars for the amateur. 240 pages, 40 illustrations.
50c Postpaid.
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70 West Broadway, Dept. NH-4B
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will begin working their way up through

rain forests, into the alpine grasslands.

"Once we hit the mountain area," Mr.

Brass pointed out, "it rains almost daily

for short periods of time, whatever the

season."

The three earlier Arehbold Expeditions

in this part of the world were each

notable. The 1938-1939 expedition to the

Snow Mountains area in New Guinea

discovered and explored the "Shangri-la"

valley of the Balim River. It was from

this area, seven years later, that three

members of the U. S. armed forces,

isolated there after a plane crash, were

removed in a spectacular glider rescue

operation. On the 1936-1937 expedition

to the Fly River area, the scientists lost

their plane and were forced to build

rafts and float down hundreds of miles

of river to a point where boats could

navigate and thus pick them up. And
in 1933-1934, in the Wharton Range in

central New Guinea, the expedition

reached the summit of Mt. Albert Ed-

ward and was the first to give this area

a protracted scientific study. The 1948

expedition to the Cape York Peninsula

was the first major American expedition

to that remote area.

In addition to Richard Arehbold and

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory, the Arnold Arboretum of Harvard

and the Office of Naval Research are

sponsoring the 1953 expedition.

To Study Nigerian Fish

A nine-month expedition to Nigeria

for the purpose of studying the repro-

ductive behavior and ecology of the

West African mouthbreeder in its natural

habitat is being undertaken by Dr. Lester

R. Aronson, Chairman of the Department

of Animal Behavior of The American

Museum of Natural History.

Dr. Aronson will carry out this work
on a Fulbright Research Scholarship.

Accompanied by his wife and two small

children, he will make his headquarters

in Ibadan, Nigeria, where he will be the

guest of the University College, the

Nigerian branch of the University of
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London. The American Museum is pro-

viding equipment for the trip, includ-

ing seines, a Land Rover, a small car

similar to our jeep, and a Klepper fold-

boat in which Dr. Aronson plans to

follow the fish up rivers to ascertain how
far inland the Tilapia breeds. Dr. Aron-

son is also equipped with a motion pic-

ture and two 35 mm. still cameras and

hopes to bring back pictures showing

the native habitats of these interesting

fishes.

Very little was known about the West
African mouthbreeder, Dr. Aronson told

us, until fifteen years ago when the

study of this species, Tilapia macro-

cephala, was begun in the laboratories

of the Museum's Department of Animal

Behavior. Now, in his forthcoming trip

to Nigeria, Dr. Aronson expects to cor-

relate some of the data yielded during

fifteen years of study on Tilapia in the

laboratory with findings on Tilapia in

its natural environment.

Plans for a New Hall of

Biology of Man
A gift of securities valued at approxi-

mately $95,000 from John D. Rockefeller,

3rd, will enable The American Museum
of Natural History to begin work on a

unique series of exhibition halls devoted

to the study of man. Mr. Rockefeller is

a Trustee of the American Museum, and

his gift will make possible the prepara-

tion of a Hall of the Biology of Man,

the first in a series of five to be devoted

to the study of man. The new hall will

mark the initial step in giving a com-

prehensive, three-dimensional interpreta-

tion to modern anthropological research,

, which views man as an integral part of

the world around him rather than as

something separate and isolated from his

environment.

"The importance of this series of halls,

which will be the only one of its kind

in existence, cannot be stressed too

much," said Dr. Parr, the Museum's Di-

rector. "For it means that at last we
shall be able to share with the public

a great body of knowledge about man,

his origins, and his culture which, for

lack of funds, has remained in the hands

of scholars alone. Mr. Rockefeller's gift

is making it possible for us to take the

first step toward disseminating this knowl-

edge."

The plan of the halls was conceived

by Dr. Harry L. Shapiro of the Museum's
Department of Anthropology and will be

carried out under his supervision. The
first one will be concerned with human
evolution and biology and the relation of

man to his environment, including the

effect of nutrition, the mobilization of the

organism against disease and the vectors

of disease. The later halls will deal with

man's behavior, social organization and
cultural history, with the fifth hall to be
devoted specifically to American culture.
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A highly informative and interesting guide to dinosaurs—how they

"got that way," what happened to them, etc. Profusely illustrated.
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By LORUS J. MILNE and MARGERY J. MILNE

Science Guide No. 7 30. Price 30(f, postpaid

Exceptional photographs and text reveal the strange story of the

varied life existing on the very surface of fresh-water ponds. Re-

printed from Natural History Magazine.

By T. DONALD CARTER

Science Guide No. J 7 7 . Price 400, postpaid

Absorbing material of scientific and popular interest combined with

many full-page illustrations, providing the equivalent of a grand tour

of the continent.
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A SEED CATALOG GARDEN...
that's what

I'll have with

Krilium
Come harvest time, have you ever

wondered why your garden didn't live

up to the seed catalog pictures you

saw in the spring?

Don't blame the seed catalogs! They

picture the results that come from

balanced soil — properly fertilized and

properly structured. Your soil may not

have that balance.

You always use plenty of fertilizer, you say?

That's only part of the story of soil balance.

Chances are, you also need Krilium soil

conditioner for proper soil structure. Then

the fertilizer you've used will have a better

chance to do its work.

Soil that packs, cakes and cracks is

unfriendly to plant growth, no matter how

rich it is in nutrients. Krilium makes soil

lastingly friendly—loose, crumbly and

porous. Seeds germinate readily. Roots have

"elbow room" for sturdy growth. Seedlings

pop up easily through soft loam instead

of battling themselves to death against

hard-crusted earth. And you save hours

and hours of backbreaking work for

years and years.

Balance your soil this spring with

both Krilium and fertilizer. Ask your

dealer about Folium.* the new Monsanto

water-soluble fertilizer — companion to

Krilium. Both Krilium and Folium

are available in a variety of package

sizes for large or small gardens.

Monsanto
Chemicals -Plastics

> SERVING INDUSTRY WHICH SERVES MANKIND
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UV LAMP
Generates ultraviolet rays

for activating fluorescent

minerals and paints.
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Fluorescent minerals consist-

ing of WILLEMITE, WER-
NERITE, CALCITE, TREMO-
LITE, FLUORITE.

Large specimen S.50

Small S.25

<
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Complete set consisting of UV lamp, 5 minerals and 5 fluorescent water color

$1.00 paints.

BOXED MINERALS
Consisting of 25 large specime

plus handbook on mineralogy.

S2.I

S5.00
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Original models by Julius F<
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METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY - ROYAL BRONZE FINISH
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A small booklet is included with each prehistoric animal telling its story
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Editorial Office

Dear Reader,

We wish we knew more about you

I

Your editor has personally corresponded with over 50>000
Natural History readers in his years at this desk, and we at the

Museum are convinced that the Natural History "family" is a select

group of the most discriminating, delightful-to-know people in the

world.

It is not only a distinguished family - it is a growing one.

It is becoming a discriminating audience of sufficient size to

interest advertisers. Therein lies an opportunity for all of us I

We have long had ambitions to bring you an even finer magazine

than is financially possible under present circumstances. If we can

attract more advertising to our pages this will enable us to publish

for you a Natural History that is more stimulating, attractive and

noteworthy in every respect.

It goes without saying that the most careful selectivity would

continue to govern the advertising permitted in these pages. You can

help us enlist the cooperation of the most desirable advertisers by
supplying us with proof of the character of Natural History's readership,

On the other half of this sheet, inside the back cover, there

is a short questionnaire. You can check the answers in a few seconds -

and no signature is required . All we ask is sincerity and information.

Your cooperation will contribute to the "family's" common welfare.

Thank you very much

I

EDWARD M. WEYER, JR.

Editor

P.S. Your assistance will be doubly valuable
if it is prompt. Won't you take a minute
and do it now?





LETTERS
Powerful 11us Strooms

Sms:

How powerful are the forces of

growth? We are all familiar with the

ease with which slow-growing woody
tree roots can split boulders, dislodge

rocky ledges, crumble walls, lift concrete

and flagstone walks, penetrate pipes,

and the like. Who would suspect that

anything so soft and "mushy" as a

mushroom could break through an

asphalt pavement?

I was nature-rambling along a path

in Pelham Bay Park within the confines

of greater New York recently when mv
eye was caught by the spectacle por-

trayed in the accompanying photographs.

This unusual upthrust in the asphalt

puzzled me for a moment. I thought of

moles, mice, and insects, as my mind
searched for a possible explanation. In

all, there were several of the protu-

berant mounds. In a - few seconds, the

mystery was solved. Mushrooms had
Continued on page 236

Ewing Galloway photo

A SPRING bursts forth in all its glory. A Scarlet Tanager with butterfly
perched on mountain laurel

/<*-



of the Past By
GEORGE GAYLORD SIMPSON

A nontechnical, but not condescending, discussion of the whole scope and

significance of paleontology as a science, stressing the principles and inter-

pretation of the history of life—for both the student and the general reader

An outstanding paleontologist—author of The Meaning of

Evolution—explains his science here for the general reader

and the beginning student alike. Paleontology, or the science

of reading the record of life, has made rapid progress in re-

cent years; and with its links to other branches of knowledge

ranging from geology and biology to archaeology and his-

tory, has growing import and fascination for man. George

Simpson explains what the "historians of life" do: how the

history of living things is preserved, discovered, and inter-

preted; what major historical and biological principles have

been deciphered from fossilized clues; and how these prin-

ciples fit into our understanding of life and its evolution.

He introduces the reader to a world around him, full of

the shells and bones of a multitude of organisms amassed

through geologic time, of whose presence as well as mean-

ing he may have been unaware. He describes the changes

in world geography that can be read from the earth, as well

as the nature and significance of the evolution of plants and

animals that the earth has recorded. The classification of the

main groups of plants and animals is given briefly in an

appendix, with summaries of what is known of their history.

George Gaylord Simpson is Curator of Fossil Mammals and

Birds in the American Museum of Natural History in New

York and Professor of Vertebrate Paleontology at Columbia

University. In addition to The Meaning of Evolution, pub-

lished in 1949, he is the author of Horses, Tempo and Mode

in Evolution, and other works on mammals.

~Jable of k^-ontenti

1. Prelude: A Walk Through Time

2. The Remains of Ancient Life

3. Fossils and Rocks

4. Fossils as Living Things

5. Ancient Communities

6. Fossils and Geography

7. The Diversity of Life

8. Life and Time
9. Ways of Organic Change

10. Theories of Evolution

11. Fossils and Mankind
Appendix, Index, and Suggestions for
Further Reading

220 pages, illustrated, handsome gold-stamped buckram binding. $4

American Museum Shop
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

77th STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST, NEW YORK 24, N. Y.
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George Simpson: Life of the Past • Exploration in Science

Water • Wanderlust • British Bird Guide • Annapurna

Life of the past

by George Gaylord Simpson

Yale Univ. Press, $4.00

198 pp., 48 illus.

THE term "fossil" is sometimes ap-

plied to individuals alleged to be

dead from the neck up. In this book,

however, Dr. Simpson quickly convinces

his readers that fossils are to be regarded

only as aspects of life, and that "nothing

is more lively than the study of the

dead remains of ancient life." This

point of view, together with the clear,

simple, and almost chatty, text, make

his book one of the most readable and

illuminating of all works dealing with

paleontology.

"The greatest contribution of paleon-

tology to the understanding of evolu-

tion," writes Dr. Simpson, "is that it

permits us to see what we cannot see

in living organisms." A bed of fossil

remains of a single species, for example,

may form a continuum of individuals that

differ very markedly between the lower,

and older, and the upper, and younger,

levels. The two extremes, of course, did

not exist together in time as living

forms; populations showing equal dis-

crepancy in our contemporary world

would be regarded as distinct species

because of the absence of the "missing

links." This item is from the chapter

on the diversity of life, which offers the

best of all popular statements on the

significance of "species" as a term apply-

ing to populations rather than to indi-

vidual organisms.

Ecology, which Simpson defines as

"the study of togetherness," might seem

difficult of application to plants, animals,

habitats, and climates millions or hun-

dreds of millions of years in the past. To

the author, however, this relatively young

branch of biological science fits well into

the paleontological picture. As an in-

stance of early reptilian or "cold-

SHELL CATALOGUE

The only book of Its kind In the world. Coyers oyer

500 kinds of Set Shells of East ind West Coast ind

700 kinds of foreign marine shells fully pictured, de-

scribed and yalue. Only $2 prepaid. Ton Baye price of

book on one shell

WALTER F. WEBB
251S Second Aye. North St. Petersham 3. Florldi
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blooded" experiments in the control of

body temperature, he cites Romer's ex-

planation of the strange structure on

the back of the ancient fin-backed land

reptiles. This previously inexplicable sail-

like protuberance is now believed to

have been used as a radiator and heat

receptor. Its effectiveness could be ad-

justed by changing the angle at which

the animal stood in relation to the

sun—between end-on and broadside.

The familiar biogeographical regions

of the earth are, as Simpson points out,

static conceptions, being based solely

upon manifestations of life as they exist

today. When considered historically, they

acquire a different but far more funda-

mental meaning.

Doctor Simpson's strictly nonprofes-

sional pen-sketches illustrate his book.

They suggest that many another specialist

might better rely upon his own un-

tutored draftsmanship instead of strug-

gling to express his visualizations through

the brain and skill of somebody else.

R. C. Murphy

Wanderlust
Hans de Meiss-Teuffen

with Victor Rosen

McGraw-Hill, $4.00

328 pp., 12 illus., 5 maps

HANS DE MEISS-TEUFFEN was

a clerk in the London branch of

the Swiss Bank. Like many other clerks

( and the butcher, the baker, and candle-

stick maker) he dreamed of a life of

adventure, spiced with a soupcon of

danger. But, unlike most of us, he did

something about it and wound up with

experiences that will keep arm-chair
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EXPLORE AND ENJOY WITH THE

CAMERA, BRUSH, SENSES; THEN

TO THE INN FOR GOOD FOOD,

A DEEP SLEEP. BOOKLET, RATES?

THE ISLAND INN*
MONHEGAN, MAINE

pilots and home-to-office navigators glued

to their seats until they have finished

the exciting log of his travels.

He wanted to go to Africa, so he

bought the "Santa Barbara," an old fish-

ing boat, sailed from Brindisi to the

island of Syros, picked up with four

men who had a 34-foot sailboat and no

captain, took them as far as Beirut,

made a side trip on land to Damascus,

and returned to find that the owners

had sold his command from under him.

With his share of the proceeds, he

bought the "Enchantress," dropped his

hook in Haifa, and made his way into

Palestine, where he worked at odd jobs

until he could afford to sail again. He
finally reached Africa, sold the "Enchant-

ress," found himself running a farm for

a martinet of a woman in Rhodesia,

whom he had to paddle with a piece

of board to teach her good manners.

After branching out on his own with

a successful jungle hotel, he returned to

Europe, where he was picked up by a

Nazi agent who had read of his sailing

adventures. He was offered a sailboat

to go down the African coast, relaying

radioed information back to German).

He tipped off the British, took the job,

and then played the dangerous game

of agent double until his craft was

wrecked off the Sierra Leone coast.

The war over, he acquired the

"Speranza," a 34-foot sailboat, and be-

came the first to sail a privately-owned

vessel out of England since World War

II began. His destination was New
London, Conn., and he made it in fifty-

eight days, eleven days less than the

previous record for the east-to-west solo

crossing. Since his landing in the United

States he has worked for occupation

forces in Germany, lectured to women's

clubs, and written articles.

Wanderlust will appeal to those of

us who would go down to the sea in

ships but who have to remain home to

push pens and baby perambulators!

William A. Burns

AFRICAN NATIVE CARVINGS
Interesting tribal figures, hand carved by

natives of equatorial Africa.

Material: teakwood, ebony, other native wo<

Siie: about 5 in. high. Price: Only $2.00 oo

East-West 491 Lawrence Rd.

West Hempstead, N. Y.

—Illustrated folder on request

—
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HAVE YOU EVER SEEN
Saturn's Kings, the moons of Jupiter, tile Great
Nebula in Andromeda, or the craters aud mountains
of the Moon? To merely read about the Universe is

to deprive yourself of the intellectual excitement of
exploring the vast reaches of space. You will also
enjoy the thrill of real close-up viewa of distant
terrestrial objects—mountains, birds, animals, ships at
sea, etc. UiNITRON Telescopes have been chosen by
leading universities, amateur astronomers and nat-
uralists for their outstanding quality and. proven
performance. UNITRON values cannot be duplicated!

Write today for illustrated literature fully describing

all models available.
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2.4" ALTAZIMUTH REFRACTOR
A COMPLETELY EQUIPPED HOME OBSERVATORY

FOR ASTRONOMICAL AND TERRESTRIAL USE

Objective: Coated 62 mm (2.4") diameter. 900 mm
(35.4") focal length, f/15.

Eyepieces: lOOx. 50x, 35x Included. 150x, 129s.
72s available at estra cost.

Complete with altazimuth mounting and slow motion
controls, tripod, view finder, star diagonal, erecting

prism system, sunglass, dustcap, wooden cases.

Espress collect. ONLY $ 1 25

Other UXITROX Refractors from $75-$785.

UNITROfl MICROSCOPES

Recognized by universities, industrial and research

laboratories, hospitals, and amateur scientists as the

outstanding value in precision microscopes. The ODtical

performance of the finest professional instruments at

;i fraction of the cost!

80-500 POWER
• triple revolving nosepiece

with parfocal achromatic
objectives.

© inclined prismatic eye-

piece turns in any op-

tional observing direction.

© "L" type research stand.

o low-positioned controls for

ease in operation.

o permanently level stage.

• standard size optics.

Objectives: 40x, 20x, lux.

Eyepieces: 12. 5x, 8x.

e fitted wooden cabinet.

"

200-300 POWER MICROSCOPE SET

THE NATURALIST'S COMPLETE LABORATORY

Precision built, achromatic lenses, lab. type stand.

Set includes microscope and lamp, 12 mounted zoo-

logical and botanical specimens, blank slides, tweezers.

etc., wooden carrying case.

Complete outfit only $29.95 Postpaid

Write for M icroscope Catalog.

ALL INSTRUMENTS FULLY GUARANTEED

UNITED SCBENTIFDC CO,
204-6 Milk St., Dept. H-5, Boston 9, Mo

VTER

.. --by Thomson King

The Macmillan Co., $3.50, 238 pp.

ALL life is intimately tied to water,

and an outstanding characteristic of

civilization is man's increasing ability to

exploit water in all its forms. It is from

such a perspective that Mr. King writes.

The first half of his book deals with

water in nature. A discussion of its

chemistry and physics leads into the

geological history of the earth, in which

water has played a key role. Succeeding

chapters cover such topics as oceans, the

water cycle, and weather. Lakes, rivers,

and glaciers also come in for mention

before the final subject of the section-

life and its origins—is reached.

As Mr. King has used the historical

approach in describing what we have

learned today about water and the nat-

ural world about us, man has already

appeared in the book. In the second,

part man and his many activities that

involve the use of water become the

topic under discussion. Water in fact

touches our lives at so many points that

this section tends occasionally to become
little more than a thumbnail sketch of

certain aspects of world history. Through

little "asides," the author carries us into

the history of water navigation, naval

history, steam engines, and canals. In

the closing chapters irrigation, flood con-

trol, pollution, and water conservation

come in for an all too brief mention.

All but the most casual readers of this

book will undoubtedly wish to go on

and read more about many of the topics

that are touched upon. Undoubtedly this

was the author's purpose in writing it,

as it covers so much ground that space

limitations do not permit a very ex-

haustive treatment of any topic.

Richard H. Pough

The pocket guide to
british birds

great many figures without undue crowd-

ing, are practical in that birds of more

or less similar coloration are brought

together. The text gives the habits,

appearance, and local distribution of

each bird, and there are keys in which

behavior, call notes, shape of the bill,

and other features are used to give ad-

ditional clues to identification. All in all,

this book furnishes a very useful guide

to the birds of England, and, for that

matter, of Europe.

Dean Amadon

Explorations in science

. by Waldemar Kaempfiert

by R. S. R. Fitter

Dodd Mead, $4.50

240 pp., 112 plates (including

64 in color)

TV/I"ANY visitors to England in this

Coronation Year will be eager to

see the skylark, the nightingale, the

willow-tit, and other birds celebrated in

song and story. This pocket guide is

well suited to help them do so. It is

practical throughout, and the birds are

arranged not by families but according

to the areas in which they occur—land,

water-side, or on water. Within these

groups they are further classified accord-

ing to size from "very small" to "huge."

Even the color plates, where Mr.

Richardson has managed to include a

198

Viking Press, $3.50

320 pp.

WALDEMAR KAEMPFFERT is an

experienced writer on science for

the lay public and has the capacity for

lucid exposition in terms the average

man can understand.

In this pretentious book, which touches

upon some 20 subjects ranging from

nuclear fission and supersonic speed to

social changes, cancer, and play, the

author condenses the best thought and

the most recent advances in neat pack-

ages, which give the reader a very good

insight into what is going on in this

world.

Some of the topics, which call for

very careful treatment if the average

man is to truly grasp fundamentals, such

as the functioning of the atomic bomb,

have been discussed with a particularly

happy selection from the profound

thought that was essential to the ex-

ploration.

Current literature abounds in refer-

ences to scientific advancement, and

often the reader is puzzled as to what

is fact and what fiction. This book will

serve, to some extent, to set limits on

what we may expect as these recent

discoveries are exploited. One may be

surprised to find in Kaempffert's chapter

on Artificial Satellites in Space that this

is a serious concept well within human
capacity and not a Buck Rogers figment

of the imagination. But as the story of

Exploration in Science unfolds, the reader

may well decide that the sheer truth

exceeds in marvel anything created in

fiction. Indeed, a thinking person may
be forced to the conclusion that man-

kind may be too smart for his own good.

The power that came to man when he

BOOK MANUSCRIPTS
INVITED

Do you have a book-length manuscript you want pub-

lished? Learn about our unusual plan whereby your bxxrti

can be published, promoted and distributed on a pro-

fessional basis. We consider all types of work—fiction,

non-fiction, poetry, religious and Bchrriarly books, etc.

For more information, write for booklet NH. It's free
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mastered the secret of the atom is

capable of an abuse that can make

such knowledge a curse rather than a

blessing. But man has this urge for

exploration, and this pressing forward to

new frontiers will go on whether indi-

viduals approve or not. It is very con-

venient at this time to have such a

well-balanced report on all the important

things in science that are taking place

today.

Harold E. Anthony

Animals and man

by G. S. Cansdale

Frederick A. Praeger, $4.00

200 pp., 55 illus.

pVER since man as a race arrived

'—' on earth, he has greatly affected

the animal kingdom. In taking posses-

sion of countries, he has inevitably dis-

possessed many of the previous occu-

pants and replaced them by others.

George S. Cansdale has made a most

comprehensive study of this subject. His

interests are world-wide and take us

back to the beginning of history when

man lived by hunting and clothed him-

self in skins, a far cry to the furs worn

in fashionable circles today.

Animals, we learn, were of funda-

mental importance in the growth of

civilization and are a vital necessity to

human life. Animals and Man enters

the extensive field of the far-reaching

effect of civilization on wildlife and the

direct as well as the remote results of the

redistribution of animal life. For exam-

ple, we learn that the intentional devasta-

ting damage done by man on wildlife

is even surpassed by the accidental or

unintentional. Rats and mice introduced

into the United States cost us approxi-

mately $200,000,000 annually, and in

other countries the figures are equally

appalling. The thoughtless release of 24

rabbits in Australia one hundred years

ago now costs that country about $100,-

000,000 a year; on the other hand, the

ladybird beetle, introduced in 1888, is

one of California's greatest weapons in

insect control. The author elaborates on

the extremely numerous and varied ani-

mals that are of special service to man.

There are more than 40 different kinds

of domesticated animals, varying from

insects to elephants, that provide him

with food and clothing. Some are beasts

of burden, some are companions, and

others arc assistants. Practically the
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whole human race walks on leather from

animal hides. The amphibians seem to

be the only group of backboned animals

that do not provide leather for use in

some form or other.

George Cansdale has not forgotten the

important role animals played in religion,

folklore, and superstition. There is also

a chapter on animals as carriers of

diseases and the wonderful contribution

they have made to human health.

Mr. Cansdale spent 14 years as a

forester on the Gold Coast and since

1948 has been superintendent of the

London Zoo. He writes with authority

and has presented his facts with con-

siderable charm and simplicity.

There is a bibliography and a complete

index.

G. G. Goodwin

Annapurna

by Maurice Herzog

E. P. Dutton, $5.00

314 pp., 27 plates (including

3 in color), 8 maps

TO even the most work-a-day of us,

the successful scaling of one of the

world's highest mountains must be a

stirring event. We feel an intangible

pride of victory and, at the same time,

a pang of sadness as at the death of a

valiant enemy.

We need not mourn too much, how-

ever, for statistics indicate that virgin

summits will long remain to challenge

the alpinist. In the Himalayas more than

200 peaks reach over 23,000 feet; four-

teen of these are over 26,000. Of the

latter only one, Annapurna, the subject

of this book, has been scaled.

Maurice Herzog's story is one of team-

work, organization, supply, reconnais-

sance, assault, victory, and tortured with-

drawal. Much of it is a surprisingly-

wooden play by play account. Midway

through the book, however, an emotional

atmosphere develops as Herzog comes

to grips with his terrible adventure. Then

begins a series of appalling accidents

and miraculous escapes, followed by

indescribable suffering. Forgotten are

the shortcomings of the book — the lack

of any information pertaining to natural

history, geology, etc. Not even a thumb-

nail sketch as to the origin and culture

of the local inhabitants of the high

Nepalese valleys is included. It is as

though Herzog could see only the moun-

tain. His narrative is set to the cadence

of mental and physical suffering. Bui

through this theme run flashes of com-

passion, pity, and almost childish emo-

tion.

This book will not appeal to those

who try to fathom the ethereal drives

that so often lead men to accept, nay

seek out, insurmountable challenges. To

them, talk of the dignity of man and the
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joy of intangible victories will ring hol-

low as the author hovers on the verge

of death, his mind wandering, his feet

filled with maggots.

Once attained, the summit is quickly

abandoned. The true climax, the race

with death, then begins. It is the win-

ning of this race, not the actual scaling

of Annapurna, that is the story.

E. Thomas Gilliard

Our animal neighbors

- - by Alan and Mary Berry Devoe

McGraw-Hill Book Co., $3.75

278 pp., 11 illus.

THIS book relates interesting incidents

of animal behavior that take place

on the Devoe farm of some 125 acres

in the Berkshires. This area appears to

be a well-diversified association of up-

land, lowland, forest and stream, and

harbors, a goodly assemblage of wildlife

ranging from white-footed mice to foxes

and deer.

The reader is told something of the

antecedents of the Devoes, of their early

love of nature and their decision to

devote their lives to the study of nature's

marvelous manifestations about them.

Their farm is a little .world in itself and

affords the opportunity for almost limit-

less observations. The episodes described

are some of the highlights in their ex-

periences, and it is easy to so- how

even the day-to-day events can give

satisfaction to persons who consider the

wild creatures about them members of

the one big family in residence.

Considerable autobiography is included

in the text, and Devoe takes pains to

identify himself and his wife as natural-

ists; in Fact, this characterization is

almost too often repeated since the

reader readily accepts this designation.

Sometimes the digression into personal

Continued nn pope 238
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•* A miner in South Africa rejoicing over

a large diamond in the rock he has just

blasted

IDe
I

HAVE never yet stood before

that dazzling glass cubicle in

the grim gray Tower of London

and looked on the jewels of the

Crown without an inner salute to

those inscrutable forces of nature

that were the original source of

this fabulous bounty.

The little printed cards will in-

deed tell you that this priceless

diamond was the gift of the Trans-

vaal, that these tear-drops of pearl

were bequeathed by a queen, that

that bejeweled circlet was pre-

sented by an Indian Rajah. But the

little cards do not go back far

enough. The true giver of these

priceless treasures is the original
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Mined from excavations like the "Big Hole" of

Kimberly (left), cut and set by the greatest lapida-

ries, the Crown Jewels will leave the Tower of Lon-

don briefly for Coronation in Westminster Abbey

pronation Jetoels JSg Xucu 3alamanca

High lights of the coming ceremony will be the biggest

and brightest gems that have ever been wrested from the earth

giver, Nature herself. She it was

who, through eons of time, pro-

duced them; she it was who re-

linquished them to man.

And so, circling that barred and

glittering cage of glass wherein

diamonds and rubies, sapphires

and emeralds flash and pearls

gleam, and the wealth of an em-

pire is encompassed, I pay my
silent homage to the true source

of these kingly gifts. I find myself

wondering, too, how many heads

THE CORONATION JEWELS

upon which these crowns have

rested have taken thought amid

their temporal splendor that it is

to none other than the earth itself

that they stand indebted for these

most impressive symbols of their

majesty.

The coronation ceremony by

which England's monarchs are

dedicated to rule their peoples,

does, to be sure, take into account

a power beyond their own. The
magnificent jeweled Sword of State,

its hilt encrusted with emeralds and

diamonds, its scabbard adorned

with the Rose of England, the

Thistle of Scotland, the Shamrock

of Ireland, formed of rubies and

The photographs of the Crown Regalia illustrating this article hear the British

Crown Copyright. Special permission for their use in Natural HisTonY Maga-
zine was granted hy the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office.



World's largest: The Cullinan Diamond
before cutting, reproduced at about actual

size, from a replica on display at the Amer-

ican Museum. The gem weighed close to

one and a third pounds, or 3106 carats. It

was sent to England so the King could see

it and was then cut into the nine principle

stones shown below and numerous smaller

ones. Below: Joseph Asscher cleaving the

giant gem

AMNH Photo

emeralds and diamonds, is not re-

tained by the monarch. It is to

the Archbishop of Canterbury that

Queen Elizabeth the Second will

eventually turn it over, to signify

that it is at the service of the

Church. And it is a jeweled Cross

that surmounts the Royal Scepter

of England, the ensign of kingly

power and justice. Likewise the

sovereign's Orb, that gleaming ball

of polished gold, studded with

emeralds and rubies, pearls and

sapphires, is surmounted by the

Cross. And the top-most symbol

of the scepter that the Queen will

hold in her left hand is a white

dove that symbolizes the Holy

Ghost. There is, it is true, in the

regalia, a sharp-pointed Sword of

Temporal Justice, but there is a

Sword of Spiritual Justice as well.

Thus acknowledgment is made, at

every step of the significant ritual

of the coronation, of the benign,

eternal verity that those who are

J wtw%

f* tSVv*
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set by circumstance upon the

thrones of nations rule only by the

grace and favor of the one truly

Royal Will.

And so, looking upon these jewels

of the Crown, whose radiance and

splendor defy description, one re-

calls that they were once embedded
in the depths of the earth. Through-

out centuries of bloody history in

»3R

far corners of the world, men
fought and envied, murdered,

robbed and tortured, to possess

certain of them. Others have meas-

ured off a more peaceful and

benevolent succession of days.

Of just what does the regalia of

England consist, and which among
these richest gifts of nature con-

stitute its principal adornments?

NATURAL HISTORY, MAY, 1953



The "regalia" are actually the

ensigns of royalty. They include

more particularly the apparatus of

the coronation—the crown, the

scepter with the Cross, the verge

or rod with the dove, and the orbs

of the King and Queen. The so-

called staff of Edward the Con-

fessor was made in reality for

Charles the Second; and there is

the coronation ring. The sword of

mercy, called Curtana, is blunt;

and there are two swords of jus-

tice, spiritual and temporal. The

ampulla is a receptacle shaped like

an eagle, and it contains the anoint-

ing oil. There is also the anointing

spoon; and the coronation appara-

tus includes the armillae or brace-

lets, the spurs of chivalry, and

various royal vestments. The
"crown jewels" in the broad sense

would embrace the Imperial State

Crown or Crown of the Realm,

the Queen Mother's Crown, the

Crown of the Prince of Wales,

Queen Mary's crown, the crown

made for Mary of Modena, wife of

James the Second, and a charming

diadem made for this same lady.

The little diamond crown made for

Queen Victoria is also part of the

"crown jewels," as is the Imperial

Crown of India, made for the Dur-

bar of 1911 and now of no more

than historical interest.

In addition to the coronation

scepters, there is a second scepter

with the Cross made for Mary of

Modena and another scepter with

dove made for Queen Mary the

Second, who reigned jointly with

her husband William of Orange.

Then there is the mace. Also con-

sidered as "crown jewels," although

they are not adorned with gems,

are various mammoth salt cellars

and plate of gold used on State

occasions. But it is the jewels, with

which we are concerned here.

Chief among these, and the most

famous and valuable diamond in

the world today, is the Great Star

of Africa, cut from the Cullinan

diamond. A flawless jewel of the

purest water, this precious stone

weighs 516*2 carats and is the larg-

est cut diamond in the world. It

is set in the head of the Scepter

with Cross and is held in place

by four gold clasps that can be

removed so that the jewel may be

worn as a pendant on state oc-

casions. This scepter, as is the case

with the greater part of the regalia,

was made for Charles the Second.

When the Great Star of Africa was

inserted in it in the present century,

this scepter was transformed into

one of the most startling emblems

ever fashioned by the hand of man.

It is a fabulous gold rod encrusted

with rubies, diamonds, emeralds,

and sapphires, with this peerless

jewel out of Africa's mines enclosed

in a heart-shaped frame of gold.

Surmounting this is an elaborate

design of diamonds and rubies,

topped by a Maltese cross, whose

center is a wonderful emerald and

whose arms are adorned with dia-

monds.

The remarkable Cullinan stone

was found on January 26, 1905, in

a South African mine belonging to

the Premier Diamond Mining Com-
pany, Ltd. The finder was a mine

captain by the name of Wells. On
a nightly tour of inspection, his

eye was caught by a fragment

** The jewel-studded Sovereign's orb with St.

George's spurs and the Coronation Ring

Below: Star of Africa, world's largest cut diamond
Crmvn Copyriqht photograph



glittering in the wall of the mine.

He looked closer, and what he

saw must have taken his breath

away, for the diamond he had dis-

covered was to prove three times

the size of any known stone. It

took many hours to free it from its

rock matrix. When it was finally

extracted and examined, it was

found to weigh 3106 metric carats,

or a little over one and one-third

pounds avoirdupois. The gem was
dull, and one side showed a smooth

plane that indicated it had once

formed part of a larger stone. That

original crystal, as Nature made it,

would indeed have staggered a

miner's imagination. Many efforts

have been made to locate the

fabled "other half" of the Cullinan

diamond. The attempt has not been

given up, even today. But many
skilled miners believe that it has

long since been crushed and scat-

tered.

When Wells took this mammoth
stone to Sir Thomas Cullinan, the

President of the Premier Mine, Sir

Thomas, it is reported, presented

him with a check for $10,000 on

the spot. The diamond was named
"Cullinan" in honor of Sir Thomas.

Its size was at first an actual em-

barrassment. It is not easy to find

a purchaser for a stone weighing

3106 carats. This problem was

solved when, in August, 1907,

Premier Botha of the Transvaal, a

former Boer general who had

fought against Britain, proposed

its purchase by the Transvaal as

a gift to King Edward VII on his

birthday in appreciation of his hav-

ing granted a constitution to that

conquered colony. The stone was
given to the king on his sixty-sixth

birthday, November 9, 1907. The
Transvaal colony is said to have

paid $800,000 for it, although esti-

mates as to its value have always

varied widely, some placing it as

high as $75,000,000.

King Edward expressed a desire

to see the diamond before it was

cut, and it was accordingly shipped

to England by a devious route,

making part of the journey in the

hatbox of a lady who was the wife

of a mine official. It was insured

in transit for $2,500,000. It was
placed in the strong room of a

bank in London and hence, under

heavy guard, brought to the palace

for the king's inspection. The big,

Constance Stuart photo jr.

irregularly-shaped crystal was

handed over to the king.

"This is a great curiosity," King

Edward commented, "but I should

have kicked it aside as a lump of

glass if I had seen it on the road."

A famous diamond cutter of Am-
sterdam, Joseph Asscher, was as-

signed the tremendous responsi-

bility of cleaving the stone. This

was certainly an assignment to try

the nerves and skill of the most

experienced and intrepid diamond

cutter in the world. There are cer-

tain gemstones that may be split

apart with the same ease that a

piece of wood is split along its

grain, and the cleavage surfaces

are bright and smooth as glass. The

topaz, like wood, may be divided

along cleavage planes in one direc-

tion only; the diamond may be

divided along definite cleavage

planes in four directions.

Early gem cutters little under-

stood these properties of gems.

They made no attempt to alter the

natural shape of the diamond crys-

tal, contenting themselves with

polishing only a few faces of the

stone. These were usually the four

upper faces of the octahedron, the

other four being embedded in a

metal setting. It took centuries of

experimentation in the art of facet-

ing diamonds to discover how best

to increase the brilliancy of the

stone. A lapidary of Bruges, Louis

de Berquem, was the first to suc-

ceed in cutting facets on diamonds

not only with precision but with

planned regularity. This was in

1475. Even today, East Indian

gem cutters cut facets as they have

cut them from early times, without

regard for symmetry or brilliance.

Their aim is to reduce the stone

as little as possible and to place

the facets wherever flaws in the

crystal need to be eliminated or

camouflaged.

To saw a stone apart, which is

sometimes advisable, requires ap-

proximately a day for every carat

"* Sorted according to size

and quality, these small

piles of diamonds are

valued at a total of $600,000
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Maces of the Ser-

geants-at-Arms. They
weigh almost 35

pounds each and are

carried by members
of a special royal

bodyguard

A Four symbolic swords. From top to bottom, they emblemize

State, Spiritual Justice, Temporal Justice, and Mercy. All of these

will probably figure in the Coronation. The Sword of Mercy is

appropriately blunt

A The ampulla, which contains

the oil with which the Queen will

be anointed on head, breast, and

hands

of weight. To cleave it, on the

other hand, takes but a few sec-

onds. This method splits the stone

exactly along its line of cleavage

by means of a sharp tap— if all the

computations have been exact. If

they have not, a fortune may shat-

ter under the hands of the cutter.

A tiny notch is made in the

diamond at the point of cleavage.

A steel blade or ruler is then held

in the groove and given a sharp

tap with a mallet, whereupon the

diamond—if well-behaved—parts.

In the case of the Cullinan, ex-

perts were called in for consulta-

tion and there were months of

study before Joseph Asscher would
attempt the division. When all the

decisions had been made, a spell-

bound group watched Asscher

make a V-shaped groove in the

stone, one-fourth of an inch deep,

THE CORONATION JEWELS

at the point of the plane of cleav-

age. In this, at 2:45 p.m. of Febru-

ary 10, 1908, he inserted the cleav-

age knife and struck with his

mallet what he hoped would be the

decisive blow. The general con-

sternation can be imagined when

the crystal remained intact but the

knife itself broke!

Mr. Asscher had to try again,

and on the second attempt he had

his personal physician in atten-

dance lest an emergency should

arise from the excitement. Again

the knife was inserted and the

blow struck. This time the stone

fell apart exactly as planned, and

Mr. Asscher promptly fainted.

Although published accounts ap-

pear to mention only this single

cleavage, I have been shown photo-

graphs by mine officials that indi-

cate the Cullinan was actually di-

vided into three main sections by

cleavage. From these parts, nine

major gems were eventually cut.

The cutting and faceting operations

covered a period of many months,

and the work was always done

under the protection of an armed

patrol. The largest of these nine

stones, known as "Cullinan No. 1,"

was cut in the form of a drop

briolette. It is a perfect stone, both

as to color and structure. Despite

published reports to the effect that

this stone weighs 530 metric carats,

its exact weight is really 516K

carats. When George the Fifth

came to the throne, he rechristened

this magnificent gem, calling it the

"Star of Africa" in honor of the

British African colony.

The "Cullinan No. 2" is some-

times called the "Second Star of

Africa." This was cut as a square
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gem, and it weighs 309K carats.

It is set in the Imperial State

Crown, which was made for Queen

Victoria in 1838. This crown, in

addition to the famous "Second

Star of Africa," contains 2783 other

diamonds, 277 pearls, 17 sapphires,

11 emeralds, and 5 rubies. It is also

known as the "Crown of the Realm"

and is worn by the reigning sov-

ereign on all state occasions.

In the coming coronation, Queen

Elizabeth the Second of England

will be crowned with the superb

St. Edward's Crown, as all mon-

archs of England have been

crowned since the Restoration, but

immediately after the crowning,

the St. Edward's Crown will be

replaced by the Imperial State

Crown or "Crown of the Realm."

One of the sapphires in this mag-

nificent diadem once adorned the

ring of Edward the Confessor. Four

of its large pear-shaped pearls be-

longed to Queen Elizabeth the

First. But most famed of all its

jewels, perhaps, is the "Black

Prince's Ruby." It was given to

Edward, the "Black Prince"—so

called because of the color of his

armor—by Pedro the Cruel in 1367.

This historic gem is actually not

a ruby at all, although it was con-

sidered so for many centuries, and

on the basis of this belief it had

been valued at half a million dol-

lars. With increased knowledge of

mineralogy and especially of the

science of crystallography, exact

identification of gemstones has

been made possible, and many
stones that were thought to be

rubies have been proved to be fine

spinels or garnets. In fact, any

mention of rubies in literature pre-

dating scientific methods of testing

is open to question. One wonders

how different history might have

been if some of the "rubies" that

were fought over had been known
to be spinels.

The manner in which scientists

distinguish between a spinel and

a ruby by means of precise instru-

ments is infallibly correct. A spinel

belongs to the crystal system known

as cubic; the ruby belongs to the

system known as hexagonal. The

206

optical properties of these two sys-

tems are distinctly different, and a

small and simple instrument dis-

closes that difference. The instru-

ment is known as a "dichroscope."

There is an eyepiece at one end

and a small square opening at the

other. When a gem belonging to

the cubic system is held before the

opening and light is transmitted

through the stone into the instru-

ment, a single color will be seen.

But if a stone belonging to one

of the other systems, say the hexag-

onal, be held before the instru-

ment, two distinctly different

colored squares will appear. In the

case of a spinel, the single color

will be red. The ruby will show

both a blue red square and a yellow

red one. A sapphire, which, like

the ruby is a corundum and so is

governed by the same laws of light,

will, when examined, also show

twin colors—one square of greenish

straw color and the other of blue.

The unassisted eye sees these twin

colors of gemstones as a single hue,

a blend of the two.

Little wonder that in earlier days

such a stone as the fine spinel in

the Imperial State Crown of Eng-

land should have won fame as a

ruby. In its best form, a spinel is

a perfectly transparent red stone,

closely resembling the ruby. In

fact, ruby-colored spinels are some-

times called spinel-rubies or balas-

rubies, but the terms are mislead-

ing. The spinel is a different stone

entirelv. It is less hard than the

ruby, and it also differs in chemi-

cal composition. One advantage it

has over the more valuable and

scarcer ruby is that it is much freer

from faults.

Besides these red spinels that

look like rubies, there are blue

spinels that look like sapphires

(usually paler in color) and violet

spinels that look like amethysts.

Then there are black spinels—once

a favorite in mourning jewelry. All

come, like the rubies from the

gemgravels of Ceylon, Burma, and

Siam.

The fabulous Koh-i-noor Dia-

mond is set in the central cross

of the Queen Mother's Crown,

which was made for the present

Queen Mother Elizabeth in 1937,

when she was crowned as con-

sort of George the Sixth. This dia-

mond originally weighed 186 1/16

carats and was irregular in form,

just as the Indian cutters had

shaped it centuries ago. Like nearly

all Oriental stones, it thus lacked

svmmetry and brilliance. It was

Queen Victoria, with the appro-

bation of her counselors, who de-

cided to have the stone reshaped

and cut as a brilliant. During the

process, the gem was reduced to

its present size and was reported

to weigh 108 carats. It is valued

at 140,000 English pounds.

Opinion is certainly divided as

to whether or not the stone was

thereby improved. It is not, in

literal truth, a gem of first quality,

despite its fabulous history. Nor

is it, as is so often reported, the

largest or most brilliant diamond

in the world, or the most trans-

parent. Actually it is tinged with

gray. However, if its size and

brilliance and color have been sur-

passed, its adventures have not.

No one quite knows when its his-

torv began. Legend has it that the

Koh-i-noor was found in a river in

South India four or five thousand

years ago! It may have appeared

throughout the history of the East

under various names. By various in-

trigues and stratagems, Shah Jehan,

Emperor of Delhi and founder of

the peacock throne, obtained pos-

session of the stone in about 1650

a. d. The diamond remained at

Delhi as the crowning jewel of the

Great Moguls till 1739, when we
see Nadir Shah, the Persian Con-

queror, wresting it from Mahomed
Shah, who at that time sat on the

magnificent peacock throne. The

tail of the sparkling peacock was

made of precious stones of every

sort and was spread fanwise to form

the back of the king's seat. The

story is that one eye of the peacock

was the famous Koh-i-noor.

Mahomed Shah was wiser than

to leave the diamond there when

Nadir Shah captured the Mogul

capital. He extracted it and rolled

Continued on pas' 240
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A A HEAD-ON VIEW of the Spotted Salamander might be a terrifying experience

if the animal were as large as the camera makes it appear in this photograph.

But the creature is quite harmless and is an interesting subject to observe

^r ^cilamcinder Ictus hy ep en5

A creature of two worlds, she returns to the water

when it comes time to produce a new generation

By Lynwood Chace
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< The Spotted Salamander (Am-
bystoma maculatum) lives most of the

time under rocks and old logs in the

woodland; but in the spring the female

travels to fresh water to lay her eggs.

Here is a cluster of them. They will

produce a number of young salaman-

ders like the one shown in the next

photograph

* Side view of a young Spotted Salamai

der, photographed under water. Note th

extended gills, which are used for breath

ing. When the young salamander leave

the water to live on land, the gills disappea

and internal lun^s take over



* A MOST REMARKABLE LOOKING

/oungster is this baby Spotted Sala-

mander, with its fernlike gills. Even

ifter the lungs take over, permitting

the creature to live the remainder of

its life on land, it likes damp places

Nature gives the Spotted Salaman-

der a striking color scheme—jet black

with vivid yellow spots. The adult

salamander grows to a length of seven

nchs. It must not be confused with

the closely related Tiger Salamander

(Ambystoma tigrianum) , which has a

spotted race in California. There are

also several others that are called

Spotted Salamanders. Readers wishing

to identify salamanders or to know
more about them will do well to con-

sult Sherman C. Bishop's Handbook
of Salamanders, Comstock Publishing

Company, Ithaca, N. Y.
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Want to

A The landing of a small boat on the southeastern side of the

island brings a violent protest from hundreds of screaming terns

Photograph Birds ?
Try this tiny island in Lake Erie, where thousands of gulls and terns come to nest each year

By Clifford Matteson

ABOUT three miles from Port

Maitland, Ontario, at the

eastern end of Lake Erie, lies a

tiny rocky reef, barely protruding

above the water level. It is about

four acres in extent and is officially

known as Mohawk Island. This

name, however, has become almost

obsolete over the years, for most

people call it Gull Island. There

are several trees on the island;

< The herring gull is the largest of the

island's inhabitants. It attains a wing
spread of nearly five feet
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< The graceful Ring-bill

in flight shows a white patch

at the tip of each wing

^ A VIEW from the top of the lighthouse seen in the previous

picture, showing an area occupied by Ring-billed Gulls
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otherwise, it is covered with dense

undergrowth and much debris that

has been washed ashore.

Each year during the month of

June, this island is inhabited by
thousands of Common Terns, Ring-

billed Gulls, and Herring Gulls,

which have migrated to the island

to take advantage of its ideal nest-

ing facilities.

At this time of year, many orni-

thologists and nature students ven-

ture to the island to photograph,

study, and band the birds.

The arrival of a boat at the

island is a signal for the inhabitants

to register their protests. It seems

as if every gull on the island has

taken wing. From aloft, they

scream their vengeance at the in-

truders; and they "dive bomb" the

unsuspecting victims who are busv

watching their feet to avoid step-

ping on the eggs and the young

birds.

The different gulls do not inter-

mingle; each species seeks its own
part of the island. The terns take

over the southeastern section; the

Ring-bills the southwestern, and

the Herring Gulls the north and

south ends of the island.

A Ring-bills on the alert. Though
many persons visit the island, most are

not the kind who would molest the

birds, and photographic opportunities

are good

< An adult tern, landing

on its nest. The terns do

not mingle with the gulls

¥ A young tern in the nest with

unhatched eggs. All stages in the

family life of these birds can be ob-

served by the patient bird photo-

grapher on Mohawk Island



A A Ring-bill egg, with the young A A close-up of a mature Ring-bill showing the black ring on its

Ring-bill seeing the light of day for the bill from which the bird gets its name
first time

* Looking eastward from the Ring-bill section of Gull Island



ik 'OULD the Senors be in-

W<terested in buying an

animalito ('little animal')?"

The question was put to us by

some Mexican urchins as we
paused beside the Pan-American

Highway in the state of Chiapas

in the far south of Mexico. We
managed to convey the impression

that we were willing to have a

look.

In a few minutes the children

came back down the highway

dragging by a noose a thoroughly

unhappy baby jaguarundi (Felis

cacomitli). The little cat was spit-

ting and hissing at all and sundry.

We parted with five pesos for him,

as much to deliver the little fellow

from his tormentors as for any

other reason.

The jaguarundi is a little-known

member of the cat family. It in-

habits dense thickets of mesquite

and other thorny vegetation, where

its short legs and almost weasel-

like proportions enable it to move
about with ease. Only in the

Brownsville area of southern Texas

does its range extend to the border

of the United States. Now that the

great mesquite thickets of the Rio

Grande Valley have been exten-

sively cut away, we may assume

* The churning sound was evidently a growl, not a purr

Our Least-Known American Cat—

Zlte jaguarundi
\JXY Na l ) S i If had the run of the expedition truck but seemed
I Y«..'/\n '#/? r

is

build fits

mesquite

low, weasel

; him i

thickets
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Dean Amadon

and

Bertram Schaughency
Photographs by Don Eckelberry
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that the jaguarundi, along with

many other interesting tropical

species, will soon disappear from

the United States.

Our "pet" was a mere baby

weighing no more than a pound

and a half. Long and slender, he

measured about eighteen inches to

the tip of his tail. He was dark

grayish black, brindled with white

on the head. The few white hairs

on his back were scattered about

here and there, recalling the cheap

imitation silver fox one used to see

in the days when silver fox was

worth imitating. (A second color

phase of the jaguarundi is rusty or

reddish, and the animal is some-

times called the Eyra Cat. ) Our
animal's ears were large, as were

its dark, greenish gray eyes. Un-

like the domestic cat, the pupil of

the eye in the jaguarundi does not

become a narrow slit when ex-

posed to sunlight. We feel con-

fident that the species is active by

day and perhaps by night also.

The old-time Brownsville collector

and naturalist Frank B. Armstrong

used to encounter these cats both

by day and by night on his hunt-

ing excursions. Full-grown jagua-

rundis are as large as bobcats.

Although our baby jaguarundi

did not bite us, the ease with

which he crunched the bones of

birds and lizards left no doubt

about the capabilities of his bullet-

like head and heavy jaws. He
would snip off the long wing and

tail feathers of a bird and devour

everything else. Of lizards, only

the long, thin tail was left uneaten.

Bread, fruit, and other human fare

he disdained. The Mexicans had

told us, quite correctly, that the

jaguarundi prefers a diet consist-

ing of solamente came—exclusive-

ly meat.

While driving, we gave the jag-

uarundi the run of the cab of our

truck. Like other young animals,

he would be very active for a half

hour or so and then take a nap.

He seemed to enjoy riding on the

hood, out in the wind. He had to

be kept on a short tether, how-

ever, because he was never really

tame and would often attempt wild

leaps into space from the moving

vehicle.

From time to time he would

utter a series of loud, vibrant chirp-

ing cries, which we at first took

to be the note of some bird in

the near-by bushes. Perhaps this

call corresponds to the "meowing"

of other cats; if so, it is far louder

than the silly little "meow" we had

heard the much larger puma
(
Felis

concolor) utter a day or two be-

fore. Our jaguarundi also kept up

a low churning sound much of the

time; he was evidently growling,

not purring!

On our way north to the United

States border we camped for a

few days at about 12,000 feet on

the slopes of Mt. Popocatepetl. The

cool climate at this elevation was

^ His STRONG JAWS could have inflicted damage but didn't

hardly to the liking of our tropical

feline. To make matters worse, he

tangled his leash one day while

we were away and became

thoroughly drenched by a cold rain,

which left him in a somewhat rheu-

matic condition. Even when he was

too weak to stand up for any length

of time, he would chew away reso-

lutely at his food, pausing every

few moments to rest his jaws. He
seemed to be slowly recovering,

but we decided that even his nine

lives might not pull him through

if we took him into the northern

part of the United States.

On our last night in Mexico we

camped beside an extensive stand

of mesquite and cactus that had,

as yet, escaped man's effort to

convert the entire northern part

of the state of Tamaulipas into

one great cotton field. From time

to time during the hours of dark-

ness, a wild, squalling cry eman-

ated from the thorny fastnesses

beyond our camp. Perhaps it was

a wild jaguarundi. At any rate, we
decided this was a good place to

release our captive. Although we
had come to Mexico to study and

photograph the birdlife, this little

cat, with his voracious appetite

for birds, had somehow won a

place in our affections. It was with

reluctance that we untied his leash

and set him free. But he was still

in home territory, and he made off

through the thicket without a back-

ward glance, apparently quite

ready to resume the life for which

nature had prepared him.
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Three extraordinary photographs taken at the moment of eruption

by Captain Arthur Jacobson of Qantas Empire Airways, Ltd:

Captain Jacobson estimated that the erupted mass reached

a height of 50,000 feet in twc minutes or less. The photographs

were taken from an altitude of 9500 feet.over a period of about

two minutes. The first photograph was taken from a distance of

five miles. Beholding this terrifying spectacle from the ground,

the author describes it as "a terrific explosion . . . loud and sharp,

almost like a series of detonations right along the range." When
the explosions kept growing and coming toward them at a frightful

rate, she and her friends fled, barely soon enough to be the only

survivors from this area
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TheHit. Lamington
One of the few survivors of an eruption unsurpassed in recent

years gives her account of the frightful day when a cloud

of incandescent gas claimed the lives of over 3000 persons

By Laura M. Stephens

MY husband and I had lived

for two years within about

six miles of the mountain in east-

ern New Guinea whose name has

become a symbol of destruction in

this part of the world. Before the

events of January 21, 1951, we
lived a normal, happy, busy life on

the Sangara Rubber Plantations, of

which my husband was an Assistant

Manager. There were plenty of

social happenings in our small com-

munity, and 2/2 miles away was the

flourishing government station of

Higaturu, with about 36 Europeans

'*' Scene of the disaster: an

aerial view of the devastated

side of Mt. Lamington, in New
Guinea, taken a few days after

the first eruption. The volcano

is still sending up clouds of

steam and ash

and many natives in government

employ and on the neighboring

plantations.

We often went up to Higaturu,

less than four miles from the vol-

cano, for various social events. The

Christmas before the eruption was

very bright, ending with a New
Year's party in fancy dress, which

nearly everybody from near and

far attended.

At that time, no earth tremors

or rumblings had been noticed,

and no one suspected that the

mountains known as the Laming-

*• The first man to enter Higa-

turu after the eruption: Mr. Claude

Champion, his face drawn from

shock and exhaustion. He is talking

to Papua and New Guinea Police

Commissioner Grimshaw on arrival

at Port Moresby

{ssociatcd Newspapers Ltd. photos, Sydney, N.S.W.
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tons were preparing for one of the

most violent eruptions the earth

has witnessed in recent years. Very

occasionally, a slight earth tremor

had been experienced in the past,

but living in a volcanic belt, we

had expected such things.

It was only about two weeks

before the eruption that we felt

a tremor that made us sit up and

take notice. It was a far more

prolonged movement than usual,

but even so, we did not connect

it with an impending eruption.

One week, or possibly ten days,



before the actual eruption, the

tremors became more frequent and

therefore more frightening. From
the lounge of our house we had

an exceptionally good view of these

mountains, and we noticed that

brown streaks were appearing on

the scarps and in the gulleys of

the mountains. There had been a

lot of rain for nearly a week, and

we thought that this might have

caused landslides. Some of the na-

tives seemed pretty scared when
they came down and told us that

"the mountain was moving." It is

now thought that these scars were

caused by the heat from beneath

the earth withering and killing the

vegetation. The Lamingtons were

densely covered with growth right

to the peaks, which were conical

in shape and four or five in num-

ber.

Then, at about ten o'clock in

the morning of Wednesday, Janu-

ary 17, we noted a large column

of smoke coming from the highest

peak, accompanied by rumblings

and tremors and flashes of inter-

mittent lightning. (Some reports

said that the smoke had appeared

the day before.) It looked just

like an orthodox volcano, with the

conical shape and the smoke

emerging from the top. Our first

reaction was relief. Now that the

pressure had an outlet, we might

get some respite from the almost

incessant tremors. They had be-

come especially alarming at night,

possibly because we were resting

then and noticed them more. It

was quite common to be thrown

from one side of the bed to the

other!

One particular tremor I remem-

ber really did scare us. It was a

sharp, lifting, heaving movement,

quite different from the rest. This

one happened Saturday night, and

the eruption came the next day. I

believe that if we had felt another

like it, we would have put as much

distance between ourselves and this

spot as we could in the shortest

possible time.

The relief we felt when the

mountain first showed activity was

brief, for the tremors became even

more frequent and disturbing. We
wondered whether the lava would

flow in our direction and at what

rate, but we imagined we would

Associated Neivspapers Ltd. photos, Sydney, N.S.W.

A Victims of the volcanic blast: natives of New
Guinea carrying their badly burned child after re-

ceiving first aid. Fifty victims of the Mt. Lamington
eruption were brought to this station for treatment

< A grim-faced native and his family

waiting to be flown from the danger
area after the Mt. Lamington eruption
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Photo W. J. Langron

A Mt. Lamington as it appeared about eight months

after the eruption. Residents noticed that considerable

change was wrought in the mountain by the eruption.

A fresh lava dome was created, and what has come to

be known as Avalanche Valley was formed by the

removal of the north wall of the mountain

have plenty of warning. It could

hardly flow so quickly as to engulf

the land before we had time to

evacuate. Little did we realize that

this was no ordinary lava-type vol-

cano but the explosive Pelean

type.*

The eruption we were about to

witness came as a tremendous blast

and produced, as did Mt. Pelee,

a rapidly rushing cloud of incan-

descent gas and pulverized min-

eral matter. This sort of a blast is

forceful enough to knock over trees

and hot enough to kill, even though

it may be so sudden as not to burn

inflammable objects. So you can

see how wrong we were to expect

slow-moving lava.

On Sunday morning, January 21,

then, we rose early and settled

down to our usual routine. The
volcano, of course, was foremost in

our minds. From time to time we
would look up and see, through

the clouds that had settled on the

range, the huge column of black

smoke, interlaced with frequent

lightning flashes and accompanied

• A vivid account of the frightful eruption of Mt
Pelee in 1902 was published in N»TtinAU HisToav
Maeasine for February, 1937.

THE MT. LAMINGTON BLAST

by rumblings. I had two people

from Higaturu staying with me for

the week end, the District Com-

missioner's wife and their young

daughter, a girl of thirteen. They

owe their lives to this visit, for of

all the people then living in Higa-

turu, they are the only two alive

today.

We sat and watched the volcano

for a while before breakfast, then

ate and busied ourselves in house-

hold tasks until about 10:00. At

that time, we decided to have a

cup of tea. I was just about to

announce that it was ready when

a terrific explosion occurred. The

noise was loud and sharp, almost

like a series of detonations right

along the range. I looked up and

watched for a second, as one does

when at a safe distance from an

explosion. But this was different.

Instead of reaching its peak and

then dying down, the explosion

kept growing and coming toward

us at a terrific rate. I called out in

alarm to my husband, who was at

the moment typing in the office on

the veranda.

"Come quickly," I said. "The

whole range seems to have dis-

integrated and is coming this way!"

He came in, looked for a few

seconds, and then said quietly,

"Come, all of you. We are getting

out. Don't stop to pack anything."

We left everything as it was

and went outside to a truck, which

fortunately was parked in the com-

pound. As I walked toward the

truck, I suddenly remembered that

my household keys were hanging

in the lock of the storeroom, where

there was a large sum of money.

So I rushed back and locked the

storeroom. Hatless, with only a

light frock on, and with nothing

but a bunch of keys in my hand,

I went back to the truck and got in.

In the meantime, the cloud was

spreading and coming on. It en-

veloped the sky and hung over us

like a great umbrella. It was black

and opaque, and the noise it made

was like a huge roaring and hiss-

ing, so loud one could hardly hear

oneself talk. We drove in semi-

darkness to the Manager's and to

the other Assistants' houses and

picked them and some servants up.

We decided to take a road that led

219



toward the only bit of lighter por-

tion that could be seen. Each mo-

ment it was getting darker, and

the cloud was coming nearer in a

rolling movement with that in-

describable hissing noise.

We hadn't gotten far in the truck

when it ran into a ditch, for the

road was narrow and rather bad.

We all climbed out, pushed to-

gether, and got the truck back on

the road. Again it stuck, and again

we got out. This time things looked

worse, and we stood there simply

waiting for the death that we knew
was inevitable, once the cloud

reached us.

While we were standing, we
looked up, and the rolling move-

ment of the enveloping lethal gas

seemed to halt for a split second-

then it rolled back!

It was an amazing phenomenon.

At that moment, it seemed nothing

less than a miracle, and we thanked

God for the respite, then discussed

further means of escape. We had

not tried to get to Popondetta,

which was nine miles away, be-

Associated Newspapers Ltd. photo, Sydney, N.S.W.

cause the cloud seemed to be tra-

veling parallel to the road in a

way that would cut us off.

At that moment, my husband

and the Manager of the estate

decided they would try to get to

Higaturu on the slim chance that

anyone could have survived. We
could see that Higaturu had been

enveloped by the cloud; and even

at that stage ( only fifteen or twenty

minutes after the explosions), we
felt in our hearts that no living

thing could have survived the dead-

liness of that black, heaving mass.

It was still roaring and hissing,

even on its backward journey. Even
where we were, breathing had be-

come difficult. There was a heavy

sulphurous smell in the air, and it

was dry and hot.

It was then that the pumice rain

began to fall. It fell in great clots,

making a big noise on the roofs

of the buildings. It was hot at first

and stung the flesh. Into the minds

of everyone came the thought that

big boulders and rocks might be

hurled upon us. So the men de-

* Recent arrivals by airplane

from the still smouldering area:

a native and his injured son just

after receiving treatment at the

hospital at Port Moresby

cided that they would first try to

get the womenfolk to safety before

attempting to get into Higaturu,

which meant that we must take a

chance at trying to get through

along the road.

We boarded the truck again, and

the nightmare drive began. For

about five miles, we were pelted

with mud and pumice. Those of

us on the back of the truck took

shelter beneath some mats that one

of the servants had with him. As

we neared Popondetta, the mud
became drier and came down in

fine pellets like buckshot. My hus-

band, who was driving the truck,

was the most uncomfortable of all.

The windshield had become caked

with about two inches of pumice

in the very early part of the drive,

and he had to stick his head out

of the side door, where he was soon

half-blinded with the mud in his

eyes.

At frequent intervals along the

road, we stopped and picked up
fleeing natives with their wives

and children. By the time we got

to Popondetta, there wasn't an inch

of unoccupied space on the whole

truck.

We were covered with pumice

from head to foot—dirty and dis-

heveled—but humbly thankful that

we had put some distance between

ourselves and the volcano. That we
had walked out of our homes and

left all our possessions (even to

cups of tea poured ready for drink-

ing) didn't seem to matter. Nothing

mattered except that we had been

spared a horrible death and could

live on to work again and rebuild

what we had lost. We were taken

to the home of an Agricultural

Officer at Popondetta, and the men
went back to Sangara to see if they

could find out what had happened

to Higaturu.

The heroism displayed by our

men on that day was something of

NATURAL HISTORY, MAY, 1953



which I shall be proud all my life.

From the Sangara side of the Lam-
ington District, there were only

nine survivors—our three men, we
six women, and one small girl of

thirteen.

At Popondetta, three more men
joined ours, and they went back

immediately into what they knew
not, to see what they could do. My
husband was driving the truck,

and when they had gone halfway,

they met the first of the hundreds

of casualties they were to see that

day. The Reverend Dennis Taylor,

Anglican Minister of the Sangara

Mission in Higaturu, had, by some

miraculous means, escaped instant

death from the blast and had

walked out for a distance. He had

been picked up by some of his

mission boys and brought on a

litter to a place called Mongi. He
was very badly burned all over

his body, but his fortitude was

amazing. All he could say was that

he had left his family to go for

help and that someone should try

* Before the eruption: the

author's house on the Sangara

Rubber Plantation, two and one-

half miles from Higaturu and

about six from the volcano

to get to them. My husband and

the other men continued to try to

get through to Higaturu.

Father Taylor was brought into

Popondetta and cared for by the

Agricultural Officer's wife and sis-

ter and the wife of one of the Mis-

sion's laymen. He lived in terrible

agony until 4 o'clock the following

morning and then died.

Meanwhile, the truck had gone

back to Sangara and was aided by

two other trucks. Then a steady

stream of burned and shocked peo-

ple began staggering and crawling

in. I shall spare the reader the

horror of the scene. The groans of

the living and the wailing of those

who recognized their dead are

^ An aerial close-up of the destruction from 500

feet. Photographer Norman Herefort of the Sydney

Sun, could feel the heat from the smouldering moun-
tain, and the sulphur fumes made breathing difficult

Associated Newspapers Ltd. photo, Sydney, N.S. W.



something I shall hear until the

end of my days. I believe that the

volcano killed over 3000 persons.

There was no way for us to send

for help. The Higaturu radio had

been silenced, and word of the

eruption was broadcast by a planter

on his own radio. He lived on the

far side of Lamington and had

been pelted with pumice as badly

as we had. Also, a plane flying

over the area in the morning had

seen the first eruption and had re-

ported it to Lae.

About dusk, a plane came over

and circled. It dropped leaflets

telling us that a Government cutter

was on its way from Lae and would

be in Killerton, a port fifteen miles

away, the following morning. We
beckoned frantically for them to

land, but apparently they took our

gestures to mean that we were all

right for the time. I shall never

forget how my heart sank when
that plane departed.

The Popondetta airstrip was at

that time only a small one for air-

craft of the Dragon type, and it was

not known if larger craft could

land with safety. However, on

Monday, intrepid airmen landed

large craft on that strip, which

speaks well for their courage in

the emergency.

Meanwhile, however, the people

had decided that the injured should

be taken to Killerton to await the

cutter. The truck carried several

loads of the injured there and left

them in the care of some mission

people until the cutter could ar-

rive next dav.

The last trip to Killerton coin-

cided with the major eruption of

Mt. Lamington at 9:30 that night.

My husband saw it from Killerton,

and from that point it appeared

that the cloud, visible through in-

termittent flashes of lightning, had

enveloped Popondetta. He stepped

on the gas as hard as he could

and returned to meet a party of

us—women and children from Po-

pondetta—on the road. We, too,

had feared that the cloud might

reach Popondetta and had started

out on foot toward Killerton. How-
ever, it didn't travel that far, and

the men bundled us back into the

truck and took us to Popondetta

once again.

That night none of us slept. The

men took turns watching for an

hour at a time, and somehow the

night passed. By 4:00 in the morn-

ing, the truck was once more in

action. Reliable information now
indicated that help for the injured

could be secured more rapidly by

airplane than by cutter, so the sur-

vivors had to be brought back to

Popondetta. It was also decided

to evacuate all the women and

children from Popondetta to Mores-

by, though I personallv would

have preferred to stay there with

my husband. We were all put

aboard the first aircraft and taken

into Moresby, where the Red Cross

and other helpers gave us much
needed and appreciated help.

The men brought us harrowing

tales of the sights along the road

toward Sangara and Higaturu dis-

trict. Everywhere from Popondetta

onward the ground was covered

with a thick coating of pumice.

Near Sangara, the whole under-

brush of the jungle was flattened,

and one could see for miles where

once thick undergrowth had barred

the view. Perhaps less than a

mile past Sangara, the devastation

began. All along the road, trees

had fallen, and those that had not

fallen were entirely bare of foliage.

Often the trucks had to stop to

clear the road of the victims who

lay where they had fallen in their

attempt to escape the cloud. At

Andemba, about four miles from

the volcano, heavy timber across

the road made it impossible to get

farther. The road had subsided in

places; in others it was blocked by

landslides. Over everything lay an

unearthly silence, broken occasion-

allv bv the rumbling of the moun-

tain. Bodies lay piled in the vil-

lages, on the ground, and in the

houses.

When a scientific party decided

that it was safe for us to return,

my husband and I went back to

Sangara on April 29. In those few

short months, high kunai grass had

grown up all about the house, and

the house was full of pumice,

which was difficult to get rid of.

However, in time the place was

cleaned up, and today everything is

almost as it was before, except

that there is no Higaturu and no

neighbors there as once there were.

So prolific is the growth of the

jungle that much of the devastated

area is now overgrown and green

again. Only the nearer approaches
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Six stages in the eruption of Mt. Pelee,

illustrating the explosive type of eruption

that Mt. Lamington displayed. The destruc-

tive force of this type of eruption is caused

by a rapidly rushing cloud of incandescent

gas and pulverized mineral matter. Some-
times the expression of "fire avalanche" is

appropriate. The blast may be forceful

enough to knock trees over and hot enough
to kill, though it may be so sudden as not

to burn inflammable objects

Photographs by A. Lac

to the mountains and the moun-

tains themselves remain bare and

stripped in mute witness to the

dreadful power that stripped them

of all their life in a twinkling of

an eye.

The mountain is still sending up
columns of steam, but it seems to

be gradually settling down. Per-

haps it will remain quiet for a long

time. In any case, should it erupt

again, I think we shall be fore-

warned by the signs that are a

prelude to its activity; and, please

God, we shall be well away before

it really sends forth its death and

destruction as it did before.

'Oaf-"

V.



A view of the Scaffold

from another angle. Note

the fragmentary ruins jutting

from the base of the cliff and

also to the right of the crev-

ice. These show how high

the platform is



ligh in a crevice

in Arizona's Canyon country

lies one of the

most fascinating

archaeological riddles

of the Southwest

By William B. Sanborn

.-1// photos by the autho
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A The author's wife, Joan, and Superintendent John Aubuchon, ex-

amining the platform of Scaffold House. It is unique, mystifying

THE thunderstorm was over

quickly, and we watched a

magnificent rainbow form its arch

over Segi Canyon and then fade

into the gathering dusk. The won-

derful wet-desert-and-pinon smell

hung heavy on the air, mingled

with the pungent odor of a near-by

Navajo campfire. We sauntered

back to the house with the Au-

buchons, enjoyed supper, and then

relaxed in the living room to swap
stories of cliff dwellings and ruins

we'd visited and explored.

"You know, Bill," said John Au-

buchon, who is Superintendent of

Navajo National Monument, "we've

seen some fine ruins here—Betata-

kin, Keet Seel, and Inscription

House, but there are dozens out in

the surrounding country that are

of real interest also."

Having made various trips

through this region before, I re-

plied, "Yes, I've been to at least

a few of them."

"Ever seen Scaffold House?"

queried Auby.

My wife and I sat up with ob-

vious interest. "It's really unusual,"

said Ruth. "You and Joan certainly

should see it this trip. You can take

it in tomorrow on your way to Keet

Seel by going the long way over

the mesa."

Early the next morning we
reined in our ponies at the edge

of Segi Canyon. Hundreds of feet

below us the broad canyon bottom

wound its way through a spectacu-

lar labvrinth of colored sandstone

cliffs, swaths of quaking aspen, and

pihon-capped mesas. Auby pointed

north up the Segi and indicated

a cliff face some distance away on

which we could barely distinguish

a tiny black streak.

"That's it," he said, and we
turned our ponies down the steep

trail into the Segi.

An hour and a half later we
tethered our animals in a group of

fragrant piiions in the canyon bot-

tom and then gazed far up on the

canyon wall to a shallow cave.

We could see a large black crevice

that rose vertically from the right-

hand end of the cave. We picked

our way upward over a rough talus

slope that streamed down from the

cave site.

From the canyon floor no evi-

dences of ruin can be seen, except

for a faint line across the midpoint

of the crevice; but once the cave

is reached, the picture changes.
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Actually the cave is so shallow it

might better be referred to as a

huge protected ledge. This is the

site of Scaffold House. Although

a few fragmental walls and rooms

protrude above the rubble or cling

to the face of the cliff, the ruin

proper is in a state of almost com-

plete disintegration owing to its

exposure to the elements. The de-

pressions of collapsed ceremonial

chambers, or kivas, are quite evi-

dent. It was a fair-sized village,

perhaps containing 40 or more

rooms and kivas stretching along

the ledge for about 150 feet.

But was this what we had come

so far to see? We'd been in dozens

of cliff dwellings that surpassed

this. However, we had not reck-

oned with the cavernous black

crevice at the far end of the ruin!

It is the contents of this crevice

that gives the site the name of

Scaffold House.

Inspecting the crevice, we found

ourselves faced with one of the

most fascinating archeological mys-

teries of the Southwest. Tucked

high in the crevice (which has

been blackened by rain-water

drainage down the cliff), is a re-

markable platform. In the protec-

tive shelter of the crevice this plat-

form, or "scaffold" as it has been

nicknamed, is in an extraordinary

state of preservation. It is fashioned

entirely from small log sections,

slender poles, and boughs.

The ancient engineer who built

this structure was a true craftsman.

He probably didn't hold a card in

the Cliff Dweller Engineers of

America, but he was evidently a

specialist. The heavy stone ax-hewn

crossbeams supporting the platform

are securely anchored in the sand-

stone sides of the crevice. Pairs of

holes were actually pecked into the

rock, with a key channel running

down into one of them. Evidently

they placed the end of a beam in

the straight hole and then slid the

beam obliquely into the keyed hole

opposite—a clever trick and per-

haps the only way of solving this

problem. Three long poles form the

bed of the platform, upon which

a careful crosshatching of small
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limb sections topped with earth

has produced the floor. The plat-

form is approximately twenty feet

above the ground, about five feet

wide at the lip, and about sixteen

feet in length.

Crosswise at the front of the

crevice and about three feet below

the platform is a solitary narrow

pole, firmly held in place by anchor

holes in the sandstone.

The entire structure is in such

flawless condition, owing to its

sheltered location, that it appears

to have been erected only last

month, or perhaps last week. In-

stead, this platform has probably

occupied its lofty perch since

around the year 1275 a.d., at which

time the numerous cliff pueblos of

this region flourished. This unique

feature was unquestionably con-

structed by the ancient Indians

who built and occupied the re-

mainder of the ruin.

There is nothing to show that

any major masonry portions of the

village were near this feature.

There are the remains of a small

dwelling unit directly below the

crevice and another tiny circular

structure on a narrow ledge to the

right. The slight amount of fallen

debris and masonry rubble near the

crevice indicates that there were

no two- or three-story units here

that would have reached to the

platform. A few blocks of stone

and masonry suggest that there

may have been a very low wall in

the entrance to the crevice proper.

Access to the platform must have

been gained either through a rec-

tangular opening located some six

feet back from the lip, in which

case a long pole or ladder would

have had to be used, or by worm-

ing one's way up the back of the

crevice where another opening in

the platform is located. In either

case, access is not easy. There is

nothing on the top of the platform,

except a superb view of Segi

Canyon.

Visitors are wholeheartedly dis-

couraged from attempting to reach

the platform. Originally, it prob-

ably would have held considerable

weight; but after many centuries,

it is dry and fragile. I doubt if it

would hold a man today. In any

event, the risk of damaging this

valuable relic is too great to justify

a test.

To date the actual purpose of

the platform is unknown, and I

know of no other comparable fea-

ture anywhere in the Southwest.

When one studies cliff villages

and pueblos, there is admittedly a

similarity to them all. However, we
have yet to visit one where we
could not find something that

added a local flavor or "touch" to

the site. Examples are the odd

flying-buttress doors in Inscription

House, the towers of Hovenweep,

the pottery chinking in Long

House, the decorative stone band-

ing of Penasco Blanco, and the

deeply cut mesa trail to Tsankawi.

But if you like to probe mysteries,

here is a dandy—the platform at

Scaffold House.

Why was it built and for what

purpose? Here are a few ideas.

Perhaps it was used for ceremonial

purposes; many Indian groups se-

lect rather spectacular locations for

conducting such activities. Or

maybe this was a storage platform,

a place where surplus corn, squash,

and piflon nuts were stored against

foraging rodents. It might have

served as a lookout post or sentry

box, since it affords a good view

of the approach to the village. Also

it may have served as a refuge in

case the village was attacked. How-
ever, I doubt that there would

have been room even for the

women and children to gather on

the platform.

The mysterious "scaffold" may
have served one of these purposes,

a combination of them—or none

of them at all!

Long experience in the ruined

cliff villages and pueblos of the

Southwest has taught us to hold

our prehistoric Americans in high

regard. As our ponies clattered

back up the rocky trail, we were

convinced that Scaffold House pre-

sents one of the most fascinating

riddles and represents as fine a feat

of prehistoric engineering as we
had ever seen in the Southwest.
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Siakong-

Exploring the sea bottom

in the Palau Islands with

a diver whose feats are

a legend of the South Seas

By
Eugenie Clark

All photographs by the author

I
MET a number of interesting

people in the Palaus. There was

a native called Stanislaus, who

helped me poison pools with my
rotenone preparation. He also

tried to poison himself by eating

the ripe eggs of a blowfish when

his wife left him. And there was

Bismark, who showed me how to

use the fresh roots of the local

Derris plant to poison fishes in

open reef waters. But the name

Siakong recalls the most wonderful

underwater adventures I experi-

enced in the South Seas.

Siakong was a betel-chewing,

wife-beating drunkard. But he was

the best spear-fisherman in the

Palaus—maybe in the whole world.

I'm not just biased, though he did

teach me spear-fishing and a hun-

dred other things about the under-

water world. His stupendous skill

was an undisputed fact among all

the Palauans.

Siakong was a man just over 50

when I knew him. What he was

like in his youth will be a legend

of the Palaus. The stories about

him are unbelievable—probably ex-

aggerated by the tellers, including

Siakong himself. But I will tell you

what facts I know about him—my
firsthand experiences with him in

the waters around the Palaus.

which Dr. Clark had
iBored by the Office of

Board and the An
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Siakong worked for the Hills at

the Pacific War Memorial Station,

then located in Koror. He was their

most valuable handyman, for he

could do the work that required

the physical strength of three aver-

age Palauans. His working day

ended at 3 p.m., and I used to hire

him to come with me on late after-

noon trips and all day Sunday.

Siakong knew a native named
Niraibui, who owned a one-cylin-

der inboard motorboat that could

hold up to six persons. So besides

the three of us, we sometimes took

other fishermen; and on Sundays

we'd invite one or two of the

scientists who happened to be there

that week. A professor from Swarth-

more was as impressed by Sia-

kong's magnificent build and

strength as the rest of us and

promptly nicknamed him King

Kong.

A small red loincloth and home-

made goggles formed Siakong's

diving outfit. The rest of the time

he wore an old pair of khaki shorts

over his loincloth, a dirty handker-

chief tied around his head, and a

decrepit straw hat over the hand-

kerchief. When he took these off

to go into the water he was sud-

denly metamorphosed from a bum
into a statue of a Greek god.

Siakong knew the best places to

get the fishes I was after, which

always seemed to be where there

were the most beautiful coral reefs.

The reefs were a long way out

from the town of Koror. We usually

went out via Malakal Harbor,

where we could look deep into

the clear water and see sunken

battleships from the war days.

Niraibui's motor conked out every

so often, and we sometimes found

ourselves paddling back so late

that the water was inky black, ex-

cept where our paddles made a

trail of phosphorescence given off

by the microorganisms we dis-

turbed.

Siakong had an exceptionally

nice lightweight throw-net, which

he had made himself out of nylon.

* Siakong using the light nylon

throwing net with which he

taught the author the art

Even I learned to use this net a

little. Siakong's spears, however,

were his main equipment. They

had metal heads and bamboo

handles and were balanced so

nicely that you could maneuver

them underwater with ease, re-

gardless of their enormous length.

And they were just light enough

for the bamboo end to float so you

could recover them easily. He also

had several shorter handled, four-

pronged spears for catching small

fish. The prongs on these were

small and fine, and Siakong could

get a tiny filefish without percepti-

bly damaging it.

It was great fun to watch Sia-

kong spear fish from above the

water. He would stand on the bow
of Niraibui's boat, a long spear in

each hand, as we putt-putted to

the outer reefs. I would sometimes

stand up searching the water, too,

but I could never spot a fish before

Siakong. A spear would be flying

through the air as I opened my
mouth to call out, "There's a fish!"

If the first spear missed, the second

one was on its way in a flash, and

* The turtle that took part in

the underwater rodeo staged by
Niraibui and Siakong



Siakong seemed to predict the di-

rection in which the fish would
dodge the first spear. Whether he
got the fish or not, this was a

noisy affair, once the spears were
thrown, for Siakong would be
either cheering or cursing himself

at the top of his lungs.

Underwater it was different. It

is possible to make noises beneath

the surface by shouting, making
bubbles and other sounds or vibra-

tions to disturb the fish when neces-

sary. Siakong was always silent.

But you often saw him grinning

broadly, and his eyes sparkled

through his water goggles. Here
there was no suspense about

whether or not Siakong would get

the fish he was after. It was only a

question of how long it would take

him and what tricks he would use.

The first fish I speared was a

triggerfish. But it never made a

specimen for a museum. I chased

it with no more finesse than an
infant reaching for an ice cream
cone. When I managed to get

above it and made ready to lunge

my spear, it turned on its side to

give me a last look and then slipped

into a small hole in the reef. But its

tail end was still half out. It was
like spearing a stationary object.

The first thrust of the spear didn't

penetrate the tough skin, but the

second did.

When I tried to pull the fish up
by the spear, it was stuck tight in

the hole, and I only succeeded in

pulling out my spear and leaving

a big gash in my specimen. I

speared it again and pulled with
the same result. I had done a fine

job of tearing the specimen to

shreds. I gave up and joined Sia-

kong, who was spearing fishes some
distance away and hadn't seen my
clumsy efforts.

A large brown triggerfish swam
within sight of us. I pointed to it,

but Siakong was already slowly

swimming after it, circling around
it to head it off from the deep
water. Finally it went into a hole-
but again the rear end was sticking

out.

Then Siakong did something I

thought was odd. He let his spear

float to the surface and dove after

the fish empty-handed. He went
right to the hole and, gripping onto

a piece of heavy coral with his

left hand, slipped his right hand
into the hole where the fish was.

He looked up at me with a tri-

umphant grin as he withdrew the

fish with his hand.

Then it dawned on me what he

had done. Triggerfishes are so

named because of an ingenious me-
chanism in their first dorsal fin.

This fin has three spines, the first

of which is large and tough. When
swimming around, triggerfishes

usually keep this fin folded flat on

the back. When frightened, how-
ever, a triggerfish will often slip

into a small opening and then erect

its large spine, thus locking itself

in its hiding place. No amount of

pushing or pulling can lower this

spine, and it is very hard to break-

it.

But the third spine on that same
fin, although sometimes so small

that it shows as nothing more than

a tiny button, is actually the re-

leaser for the first spine. A slight

pressure on it and the whole fin

collapses. Siakong, of course, knew
this trick and had simply pushed
the right "button" to back the fish

out of its hole!

It wasn't always quite so simple,

however. Sometimes a triggerfish

would go so deep into a coral

crevice that a hand could not reach

the releaser of its dorsal fin. For

this situation, Siakong had a chisel,

and with the help of a stone, he'd

break away the coral around the

hiding fish. It wasn't easy for a fish

to escape Siakong.

One of Siakong's remarkably

simple methods of spearing fish

underwater was literally "breath-

taking." He would find a reef well

populated with fishes and then

dive calmly to a depth of about

10 or 20 feet, sometimes weighting

himself with a rock so that he could

sink without swimming. He'd get

a firm grip on the reef with his

legs or free arm, poise his spear in

readiness, and then—wait for the

fish to come to him!

The first time I watched him do
this, it alarmed me. He dived and

* The author (right) with Bismark, a native fisherman, and his wife
in the Palaus. Her diving day began in mid-afternoon, when Siakong had
finished his work as handyman and could go with her to the reefs he loved



A It was hard to get Siakong to

pause long enough for the camera

* They never took food with

them, for the sea always of-

fered much more than they

could eat

lay motionless on the reef, like an

animal about to spring on its prey.

His brown body and red loincloth

blended with the kaleidoscope of

colors on the surrounding reef. The
fishes began to regard him as part

of the corals and came very close.

I was watching from above. I

was not used to Siakong's extra-

ordinary lung capacity, and after

he had been down a long time

without moving, I began to worry.

So I swam down to him and tapped

him on the head to make sure he

was all right. He turned and looked

up at me with his usual under-

water grin as I reached for a piece

of coral to hold myself down. I

** NlRAlBUl ran the engine while Siakong remained in the bow, ready to

spring into action with his spears. A chance to collect underwater crea-

tures with a museum scientist put his talents to full use and suited his

temperament perfectly

tried to make an expression with

my face to ask him what he was
doing; but he was looking at my
hand, and the grin had faded. He
reached for my arm as I felt the

"coral" under my hand suddenly

move.

I saw to my astonishment that

my hand was holding onto the side

of a giant clam — the sort that is

sometimes called a "man-eating"

f'£ft -^ n « VUrt

clam because it can close with a

viselike grip on a diver's arm or

leg until he drowns. The clam had
just snapped shut and my fingers

were only a fraction of an inch

from the opening between the two
halves of the shell!

As we swam up to the surface,

Siakong pointed to the wall of

coral along which I had carelessly

descended. Partly imbedded in the
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> Two SHIPS in Malakal har-

bor of the Palaus, where the

author, Siakong, and Niraibui

had to pass in their little boat

to reach the outer coral reefs

* A TYPICAL PALAUAN OUTRIGGER,

with two trap fishermen, Melemar
and Ngiraibuuch

corals were dozens of these clams,

all with their shells gaping open.

Their shells resembled gray dead

corals. Inside, their soft flesh had

the beautiful colors of the sur-

rounding living corals and of the

plants and animals that encrusted

them. They were well camouflaged;

but from then on I learned to dis-

tinguish them from anything else.

Siakong taught me, however, that

even the largest of these clams can

be handled safely and that they

are among the most delicious of

raw sea foods. He would dive

down to an open clam and wave
his hand over it. Often this was
enough to stimulate the light-sen-

sitive flesh inside, and the clam

would close. If not, Siakong would
tap the side of the shell. Then he

could pry the clam loose and bring

it up with him. With a rock or his

chisel he chipped open a part of

the curved meeting edges of the

shell—just enough to slip in the

blade of his knife. With a little

cut in just the right place, the shell

would fall right open, and we could

reach in and pull out all the "meat."

The adductor muscle—the large

white muscle that connects the

two halves of the shell and closes

the clam with such force—is truly

a gourmet's delight. In a scallop

shell, it is the part that provides

us with fried scallops. This needed

only to be washed off in sea water

and it was ready for eating. In tex-

ture, it was like biting into a crisp

cucumber. It had a sweet, clean,

indescribably pleasant flavor. "Man-
eating" clams became a regular

part of our reef picnics, along with

raw fish, a tasty pinkish seaweed

that grew in long spaghetti-like

strands, and tiny limpets. We never

had to bring any lunches with us,

for we were always swimming
among more good sea food than

we ever could eat. Sometimes if

the day was exceptionally cool or

rainy, we might head for the near-

est island, make a fire, and cook

some of our sea food.

Ordinarily rain didn't stop us

SIAKONG SPEAR FISHERMAN PRE-EMINENT

from spear-fishing. The reef water

was so clear that it took more than

average rain clouds to make visi-

bility poor. The first time we
started spear-fishing in the rain,

however, I thought it would prove

a waste of time. When I got into

the water and looked around, it

was full of wavy lines and every-

thing was blurred as if I weren't

wearing my face mask. But Siakong

and Niraibui were diving without

concern. Presently I took a dive,

too, and when my face reached

about four feet below the surface,

the water became its usual clear

self. Then I realized that the blur-

ring near the surface was the re-

sult of the fresh rain water mixing

with salt water, something that al-

ways happens when two liquids of

unequal densities are first put to-

gether. I've never come across an

English word for it, but German
chemistry books refer to this as

"Schlieren." So for spear-fishing in

the rain, one merely has to dive

below the schlieren layer and reach

the homogeneous sea water.

It was on such a day that we
came across the largest giant clam

I ever saw alive. Siakong and I

were swimming across some open

water toward a reef where Niraibui

had anchored the boat and was
sitting in it chewing betel nut and

keeping his head dry under Sia-

kong's straw hat. We swam along,

diving now and then below the

schlieren layer for a look around.

I was getting ahead of Siakong,

for he was stopping for deeper

dives, when I heard him call me
back.

"Nechan (Big sister), come see

here."

I swam over to him, dived below

the schlieren, and looked down
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where he was pointing. I couldn't

make out much until I was a few

feet deeper. Then I could see a

broad stretch of sandy bottom, and

sitting in the sand was a clam. It

looked like an average-sized giant

clam. However, there was nothing

around with which to compare it,

and I couldn't estimate the depth.

Siakong started to dive toward the

clam, and I followed, swallowing

to adjust my ears to the increas-

ing pressure.

I've never measured how deep

I can dive, but I know that at more

than 20 feet under, my face mask

cuts into my head and my ears

and nose feel uncomfortable.

Usually I don't go much deeper,

for I have always found enough

activity in the top 20 feet to keep

me occupied and satisfied. But this

time I followed Siakong until I

felt I was well below my usual

limit, and I knew my breath

wouldn't last if I went any deeper.

I could see Siakong far below me
getting smaller and smaller until

he reached the clam.

Then I saw that it was truly a

giant.

Siakong looked like a midget be-

side it. I saw him give it a kick

to close the huge jaws, which could

have held all of Siakong with ease.

And then I had to shoot for the

surface. I was still panting heavily

when Siakong finally came up with

no sign of strain.

We got Niraibui to come over

with the boat, but we couldn't im-

provise anything long enough to

reach bottom and help us haul

up the clam. Then the three of us

dived toward the clam again, but

I stopped at a comfortable depth

and clung to the dangling anchor

while Niraibui continued down-

ward with Siakong. I doubted that

even the two of them together

could lift the clam an inch.

The clam's jaws were open again.

Siakong reached it and kicked them

shut. Niraibui hovered about Sia-

kong's head for a second and then

headed back for the surface, where

we met, both well out of breath.

"O kina ne? (It's a big one, isn't

it?)," Niraibui exclaimed to me.

His eyes were bloodshot, and I

figured he must have been drinking

as well as chewing betel nut, for

his wind was usually much longer

than mine.

Siakong still had not come up.

Niraibui and I dived under again.

As we descended, I made out a

sight that sickened me with hor-

ror. Siakong was caught in the

clam!

The jaws of the gigantic mollusk

were clamped tight, and Siakong's

arm was in them up to the elbow.

Siakong wasn't moving. I expected

Niraibui to continue all the way
and at least attempt a rescue, but

the bleary-eyed fellow swam back

to the surface. In the excitement,

my breath was shorter than ever.

I came up gasping and started

hollering at Niraibui in panic. My
flimsy Japanese came out all mixed

up, and he looked at me surprised

and then blankly. I felt helpless

and desperate. Siakong was trapped

and would be dead in a few sec-

onds if we couldn't find some way
to help him. How could Niraibui

tread water there so calmly, even

if he were drunk!

Short of breath and good for

nothing, I nevertheless adjusted my
mask to dive again. But—just then

Siakong popped up beside us—

panting but grinning! He lifted his

arm out of the water, the one I

had seen in the jaws of the clam,

and held up the biggest clam

muscle I had ever laid eyes on.

Niraibui, of course, had under-

stood all along. The clam was im-

possible to lift off the bottom, and

Siakong had broken the lip of the

huge shell enough to reach in and

cut loose the adductor muscle with

his knife.

Niraibui was laughing. "She was

ready to kill me because I didn't

try to save you!" he told Siakong,

who howled with delight. I started

< "king kong", as they nick-

named him, knew where the

fishes were, and when he

hurled his spears—win or lose

—he would fill the air with

lusty shouts



to feel a little ridiculous, and when

they went on to kid me unmerci-

fully, I got angry. Finally they

stopped, and the rain, which was

still falling, cooled me back to

normal. Soon we all sat contentedly

in the boat, munching on a delici-

ous clam muscle the size of a man's

thigh. Niraibui and Siakong stuffed

their mouths to keep from laugh-

ing any more.

There was one time, however,

when Siakong missed getting a

rare specimen for me. The day

started off wrong to begin with.

It was a Sunday, and we had in-

vited Harry Uyehara, an anthro-

pologist, to come along with us.

We were to meet at Niraibui's boat

at 7 a.m., but at 7:30 Siakong had

not shown up. He was unreliable

when it came to many things but

not to a spear-fishing trip. He
was always sober on such morn-

ings, no matter how wild had been

his night before.

We finally went to his house.

A A NET drying in front of a

Palauan hut

*" Back in the American Mu-
seum, the author keeps her

hand in on the net-throwing

technique taught her by the

great Siakong

"Siakong not here!" his wife said

and slammed the door in our faces.

A little boy standing outside

whispered to us, "He's in the cala-

boose."

"What's he in for?" we asked the

jailkeeper when we reached Sia-

kong's other quarters. We learned

that the night before, he had beaten

up several men, including a police-

man, and had then gone home and

thrown his wife off the back porch

into their taro patch. We also

learned that this wasn't unusual for

Siakong.

We were allowed to visit the

jail. Through the bars we saw a

big room with a number of drunks

strewn about, but Siakong was pac-

ing the floor like an alert wild

beast. When he saw us, he came
over and hung his head. "Gomena-

sai, Nechan. (Forgive me, Big

sister )

."

Harry, one of the most diploma-

tic and well-liked persons in the

Palaus, somehow talked the jail-

keeper into releasing Siakong in

our custody, and off we went to

the reefs.

We went to a reef I hadn't seen

before. The corals grew on a wide

ledge about fifteen feet under-

water. The ledge dropped off sud-

denly at its outer edge into what

seemed to be deep ocean. When
they had their fill of spear-fishing,

Harry and Niraibui climbed back

into the anchored boat, while Sia-

kong and I continued our favorite

sport. There were a number of

balloon fishes and other easy-to-

spear plectognaths around, and we
worked our way after them toward

the edge of the reef.

I was struggling to get a trigger-

fish to fold up so I could pull him

out of a crevice, when Siakong

tapped me on the shoulder. He was

pointing off the reef. As I watched,

I saw an incredible sight coming

from the deep water.

At first I couldn't make out much
except a light haze in the other-

wise richly blue water. The haze

was moving toward us. As it came
closer it resolved into huge forms.

It was like a flotilla of submarine

dirigibles slowly coming at us.

There were so many I couldn't

count them. Each was like a huge

fat pig and had no color except

a uniform gray-white.

They were fish, undoubtedly,



but a kind I had never seen before.

They looked uncanny. Their heads

were grotesque, as if swollen and

distorted. If I had seen only one,

I would have thought it was a

freak. But here was a whole school

of the weird beasts facing us. I

had seen a head somewhat re-

sembling theirs on only one other

fish—an abnormal-looking, artifici-

ally inbred lion-headed goldfish.

But I knew these fish were not even

distant monster relatives of anv

goldfish.

As they swam closer, we came
up for air. "Are they dangerous?

Can you spear one?" I asked Sia-

kong and then quickly ducked

under again to see how close they

had gotten. Siakong gave me his

usual reassuring look and then

started swimming after them. In

one movement, the whole school

made an about-face and headed

back for deep water. They looked

less formidable going in this di-

rection, and their tail ends were

more fishlike than their monstrous

heads. They had a fluffy look, as

they once again blended into a

light haze and disappeared—a herd

of phantoms that Siakong could

not catch up with.

Later Siakong told me he had
seen these fish several times before

and that once they had been fight-

ing among tiiemselves, butting with

their heads. He had never suc-

ceeded in spearing one, but he

believed they were very powerful

fish.

Only recently I have decided

these must have been a species of

large wrasse, related to the group

known as "sheepsheads," the adults

of which grow fatty humps o^ their

heads. While at the Red Sea, I

saw a fisherman's photograph of

a rare fish he had caught on a

line. No one I consulted in Egypt

could identify the fish, but it re-

sembled the school I had seen in

the Palaus. From my notes and

descriptions, Dr. L. P. Schultz of

the Smithsonian Institution believes

the species to be Cheilinus undula-

tas. He once saw a school of these

in the Phoenix Islands. They looked

three to four feet long and re-

minded him of a flock of sheep.

Those in the school I saw were

easily this size. At the time, I es-

timated them to be between four

and five feet long, although I may
have been overly impressionable

then, as many of us tend to be

with "the fish that got away." Sia-

kong didn't get close enough to

them for me to compare notes with

him. However, I have since ex-

amined many pictures of sheeps-

heads and have never seen any

with head-swellings that ap-

proached those of the fish I saw

with Siakong. I think they must

have been exceptionally large

adults to have developed such

heads, if indeed they were any

known species of sheepshead.

The same day that Siakong

missed capturing this "mystery

fish," he and Niraibui put on an

underwater turtle rodeo. They were

in a clowning mood. Siakong

caught hold of Niraibui's foot and

tickled the bottom of it until he

had to laugh out all his breath.

He almost drowned before Siakong

let him rise to the surface for air.

They were having great fun. Nirai-

bui spotted a large sea turtle rest-

ing quietly on the bottom, and he

latched onto its back. Then Sia-

kong latched onto Niraibui's back,

and they began taking turns knock--

ing each other off the turtle and

riding the bewildered animal

around underwater. They could

steer it any way they liked by

holding the shell just behind the

poor turtle's neck. If they pulled

back, it would swim upward; if

they pressed down, it dove; and

leaning sideways would make it

bank and turn. All the while, the

turtle flapped its finlike legs and

strained its long neck forward try-

ing to get rid of the mischievous

tormentors.

Finally they brought the turtle

into the boat. Niraibui was pleased

when I took his picture with it, and

I promised to give him a print. I

didn't know then that this would

be our last trip with him.

A few days later I asked Siakong

if we could get together with

Niraibui for another fishing trip.

"I don't diink so," he answered with

a strange expression.

"What's the matter?"

"I think because he's dead," Sia-

kong reported sadly.

The whole story came out later.

Niraibui had spied some metal

drums marked "alcohol" on a Navy
truck. That was the one word he

could read in English. The fact

that the complete label read

"methyl alcohol" didn't concern

him. He punctured a hole in one

of the drums, drank to his heart's

content, and died.

His widow sold his boat im-

mediately. There was no other

motorboat I could get, and there-

after Siakong and I had to go to

the reefs in outriggers. It took very

long, and so we went only on Sun-

days.

As my weeks in the Palaus came

to an end, Siakong asked when I

would be back again. "Perhaps

many years later," I said because

I hated to tell him "Probably

never." "That's O. K., Nechan. I'll

still be a good spear-fisherman

when I'm 80." And he might have,

too; but that was not in the cards

for Siakong. It was some time later

that I learned what happened to

the greatest spear-fisherman of

them all. After being released from

a long stretch in jail, Siakong went

on a fishing trip, took a deep dive

after a turtle, and never came up

again. The area was combed by

other divers, but thev couldn't find

a sign of him or a clue to his dis-

appearance.

Perhaps with his great skill in

the water, Siakong found a way to

stay alive underwater indefinitely

and just decided not to bother

coming back to a world that was

constantly throwing him into the

calaboose. Let us imagine him still

happily swimming around those

reefs that he loved so much, play-

ing widi the turtles and fishes. Who
knows what the story of his mys-

terious disappearance will be
when the Palauan children of today

tell it to their grandchildren?

periences from Dr. Clark
-
!

appear shortly in her book
Spear, published by Harper
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An Intimate View of

The Fish-Killer

The reflection in one eye of this giant

water-bug is of the cameraman, who is well

able to take care of himself. But to a small

fish or water insect, which is the usual prey

of this formidable creature, the Fish-killer's

close approach heralds sudden death. The
Fish-killer catches fishes up to four inches

in length, though it is onlv two and a half

By Lynwood Chace

inches long itself. It does considerable

damage in fish hatcheries.

The Fish-killer has various other names,

such as Electric-light bug (because it is

attracted to electric lights) and Toe-biter

(because it is supposed to bite the toes of

bathers).



LETTERS Continued from page 193

caused the damage, and in the earth

adjacent to the walk I found a few other

"buttons" of our delectable steak mush-
room Agaricus — "the poor man's truffle."

A bit of rain, a warm sun, a germina-

ting misplaced spore, the relentless

growth urge, and — lo and behold — a

tender, delicate mushroom had pushed

up one-half an inch of pressed asphalt,

to reveal its cap, unscarred, uncrushed,

and only slightly compressed in a "well-

rounded button stage." How it got under

the asphalt is open to conjecture. The
simple fact is that it did, and it got

out from under.

Theodore Kazimiroff
New York, N. Y.

Sms:
Coldu-ater Geyser

On a trip through the West, I saw
what was represented to be the onlv

cold water geyser in the world. It was
located about five miles south of Route

50 in Utah, at the end of a secondary-

road that forked off a few miles east

of Green River. My curiosity was aroused

by this unusual spectacle, and I took

the accompanying photograph of it. The
stream of water, four to six inches in

diameter, rose to a height of about 150

feet. We were informed that the spout-

ing occurred at intervals of something

over one hour. Unlike the more familiar

geysers, the water of this one was cold

to the touch.

Since steam pressure is the force that

activates the usual type of geyser, I am
curious to know whether you can explain

the mechanism of this one. As I under-

stand it, the geyser came into being

when drillers were at work trying to

reach oil.

Philip W. Flagge, m.d.

Fairhope, Ala.

We have the following comments from

George D. Marler of the National Park
Service, stationed at Yellowstone Park:

Dr. Flagge is correct in saying that

the "geyser" he refers to is a result of

drilling. And like him, there have been

many who were perplexed by the enigma
of a geyser that has no steam to activate

it. This example, however, is not the

only cold geyser in the world by any
means. Only a short distance to the

north, as a matter of fact, there is an-

other one, at Woodside, which is also on

Route 50.

Natural geysers the world over are

located in volcanic rock. They are heated

by gaseous emanations arising from

molten or extremely hot rock. In many
places other than the one under ques-

tion, man has developed artificial geysers

as the result of drilling. Some of these

drillings have produced hot water gey-

sers, as at Calistoga, California. But in

the case of cold water geysers like the

one Dr. Flagge shows here, the pressure

producing the eruption is from accu-

mulated and trapped carbon dioxide gas,

which forces subsurface water from the

drill hole.

In most cases, the eruption of the

geyser is controlled by a valve on the

water pipe. One operated in this way is

located at Soda Springs, Idaho. The

ones mentioned above, however, show a

natural periodicity. The explanation is

similar to that given for hot water gey-

sers. In both instances, the eruptions

result from the building up of pressure

of trapped gases. With the hot water

geyser, it is steam; with the cold water

geyser, it is carbon dioxide.

The "plumbing" for the two types, how-

ever, is quite different. In the hot water

geyser, the tube is tortuous. Without

structural impediments to retard or halt

the escape of heat, periodic activity would

not take place. Ground water is trapped

in some twist or side chamber and

changed to steam. This produces the

pressure. In the cold geyser, the rising

bubbles of carbon dioxide are trapped by

ground water. When the gas sufficiently

carbonizes the waterhead, the water starts

to rise and flow from the tube. This

release of pressure permits the greater

activation of the dissolved gas and thus

brings about the eruption.

In short, carbon dioxide is dissolved

by the water above it, until the satura-

tion point is reached. The pressure then

pushes the water upward, and the erup-

tion begins. This action of carbon dioxide

gas in causing the eruption of a cold

water geyser was explained in a recent

letter from Dr. Arthur L. Crawford of

the Geology Department of the Uni-

versity of Utah as follows: When the

water begins to flow from the drillhole

"the pressure is naturally released, and

this in turn permits the more rapid

release of carbon dioxide gas. Thus, you
have what is essentially a reproduction

of what happens in a beer bottle when
you take the cap off and permit a sud-

den expulsion of gas from the liquid,

which spurts to the surface, giving the

geyser effect."
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I.n: !l Man's Sport

Once there was a time when I thought

it was great sport to grab a gun and

slosh through miles of wet pasture look-

ing for game. Now, my weapon is a

camera, and the game is insect life.

This sort of hunting is very good, for

the game lurks everywhere — in gardens,

under rocks, around night lights. After

photographing something, it is always

fun to dig in the library and try to

learn its name. The best part of it is:

it's an ideal sport for a lazy man who
appreciates dinner at the table rather

than smoke-smoldered, half-burned, half-

raw food.

These pictures show three stages in

the life of a moth. Perhaps you will

like to use them for your Letters Page

Slf'W



and in exchange will tell me which moth

it is.

Incidentally, Natural History Maga-

zine has provided many solutions for

the YVhat-Is-Its.

John R. Clawson
Wichita, Kansas

We are informed bv Dr. Frederick

H. Rindge of the American Museum's

Department of Insects and Spiders that

the moth is the Striped Morning Sphinx,

Celerio lineata Fabricius. It is perhaps

the commonest of the North American

sphingid moths, ranging over most of

North America, southward through the

Antilles and Central America. — Ed.

Sharks in i'anoe
Sirs:

John M. Olin in his article "Mother

Mako" savs, "Perhaps it is the only

time an angler has ever taken eleven

fish on a single hook."

Joshua Slocum in Chapter XII of his

book Sailing Alone Around the World

says of a shark he caught at Melbourne:

"The shark was twelve feet six inches

in lengdi and carried a progeny of

twenty-six, not one of them less than

two feet in length. A slit of a knife

let them out in a canoe full of water,

which, changed constantlv, kept them

alive one whole day."

Very truly yours,

Cynthia Mcir
San Rafael, Calif.

Sugar Pines

Readers may recall the campaign that

was initiated in the February 1948 issue

of Natural History Magazine for the

preservation of the Sugar Pines of Beaver

Creek Valley. It is gratifying to be able

to announce that an agreement has

now been signed by the Pickering Lum-
ber Company transferring the trees to

the U. S. Forest Service. It is to be

hoped that these unsurpassed trees will

promptly receive the Forest Service's

most rigid protection by being included

within what is technically designated a

Wilderness Area.

ATTRACT
WILD BIRDS

TO YOUR
GARDEN
WITH OUR
PATENTED
AUTOMATIC
FEEDERS

SQUIRREL'S DEFEAT
$8.00 POSTPAID

Brief comments on

Doenmeulary and Grade A

The Alaskan Eskimo
The first in a series of films on

people by Disney

Bear Country

A Disnev True-Life Adventure

Down the Alphabet

Bwana Devil

3-D film based on Colonel Patter-

son's classic book about building

an African railroad

Seminole

Somewhat distorted story of Sec-

ond Seminole War with ideo-

logical overtones

City Beneath the Sea

Tenuously based on Port Royal.

Jamaica, earthquake, 1692

HI ins previously revietced

What the Experts Said

Straight reporting on a single Eskimo community,
where something of the old way of life survives

Interest, drama, and continuity with a sound over-

all plan

Silly plot that does not follow book. Visual dis-

comfort from glasses

Unpretentious, hut new type of Indian picture in

which the action interprets a constructive idea

A science fiction portrayal of underwater explora-

tion. Little natural historv

BOOKS Continued from page 199

philosophy or rationilization interferes

with the narrative of an anecdote, and

the action is scattered over several pages.

The tilings that happen are reported

as eye-witness events and, extraordinary

as some of them are, thev call to mind

similar almost unbelievable episodes in

the experience of seasoned out-of-doors

men. One or two of the Devoe anecdotes,

particularly the one of the deer that

took refuge from hunters on the Devoe

sanctuary, seem to call for a bit more

detail to be utterly convincing.

Harold E. Anthony

Ti

audubon jbj workshop
INCORPORATED DEPT. NH

4931 N. Kentucky Chicago 30, 111.
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HE BIRDS OF AMERICA

- - bv John James Audubon, with a

foreword and descriptive

captions bv William Vogt

Macmillan Co., $8.95

435 pp., 435 illus.

nPIIIS book was published as a quarto
-* volume in 1937. Despite the high

cost of the first edition, it sold in large

numbers, and it was followed by a

cheaper printing on less substantial and

attractive paper. This, too, sold to an

extent that would have been regarded

as "enormous" by ornithologists and pub-

lishers of earlier generations.

The perennial interest in Audubon is

indicated anew by still another edition

of this same work, printed from entirely

new plates.

The book is, of course, a treasure for

those who are interested in either North

American birds or Audubon. It includes,

in the same order, all of the 435 plates

that appeared in the double-elephant

folio of 1827-1838. Mr. Vogt's introduc-

tion to Audubon and his work is still

one of the best brief statements that

has ever appeared. His notes on the

original plates and the transcript of the

legends supply everything that a student

of the historv of ornithology needs to

know about them, and thev can here

be consulted far more conveniently than

in the giant and unwieldy volumes. On
the reproductions of the plates through-

out the book the original data have been

replaced by tire currently accepted ver-

nacular and scientific names of all the

species and bv short and discriminating

comments on the habitat, identification,

nesting, voice, and food of each.

The book is so good and so useful

that it does not need the printed adver-

tisement around the cover — "Containing

the finest color reproductions of Audu-

bon's Birds vet produced!" — a statement

that is simply not true.

R.C.M.

HILIPPINE ORCHIDS

bv Reg S. Davis and

Mona Lisa Steiner

The Williams-Frederick Press, $5.00

270 pp., Ill illus.

HP HIS book will interest a rather

* limited number of readers since few

plant lovers grow orchids or require

information about them prior to the

corsage stage.

But if one is thinking of growing

orchids as house plants, Philippine

Orchids describes some of the environ-

mental conditions no sane person can

duplicate in a human dwelling. On the

other hand, some orchids are compatible

with human companionship. One should
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not be dogmatic in generalization about

orchids because their range of tolerance

and response to cultivation is so varied.

What is particularly called for is more

information of the very sort contained

in this book.

The treatment of one hundred species,

selected from the four hundred growing

in the Philippines, gives a very good

idea of some of the most beautiful and

popular orchids and of the environment

in which they grow. The half tones are

helpful but, unfortunately, some lack

detail; they are not up to the quality of

the text.

Harold E. Anthony

The fon and his
hundred wives

....-_. -by Rebecca Reyher

Doubleday & Co., $3.95

318 pp., 32 illus.

HP HERE is scarcely an area in the

* world where polygamy has not

flourished at some time, but in virtually

all cultures where it does occur, it is apt

to be confined to a small section of the

population. Thus, in Africa, where polyg-

amy is widespread, it is likely to be a

prerogative of the chiefs or of men of

wealth, while the great mass of com-

moners are obliged to be content with

onlv one wife at a time.

As a social phenomenon, much has

been written about polygamy. But there

is relatively little on what it means in

actual reality to be a part of such a

system. Since we do not ordinarily hear

much about the feelings of those whose

lives are affected by it, we have come to

assume that both the husband and his

wives are reasonably content. As a result,

however, of a story of African polygamy

in which the suffering of the wives was
emphasized by a Catholic nun engaged

in missionary work in Africa, the issue of

polygamy came before the United Na-

tions. A heretofore obscure native chief

in the British Cameroons, the Fon of

Laakom, became the center of the en-

using international discussions and in-

cidentally achieved notoriety in the press.

Mrs. Rebecca Reyher, author of a

sensitive account of an African woman's

life in Zulu Woman, determined to go to

Africa to get the story that lay behind

the news of the Fon and his hundred

wives. Her book is an account of her

experiences in getting at that story and

tire conclusions to which her investiga-

tions led her. In spite of its rather loose

and somewhat repetitive structure, it is

an interesting book with a decided and

vigorous personality of its own.

Harry L. Shapiro

Recommended and Otherwise

Titles and Authors The Low-down

The Care and Training of Home
Cage Birds

By Bernard Poe
Putnam's, $2.50

Exploration Faivcett

By Colonel P. H. Fawcett
Edited by Brian Fawcett

Funk and Jf'agnalls, $5.00

The Journeys and Plant Intro-
ductions of George Forrest
Edited by J. Macqueen Cowan

Oxford University Press, $6.00

Plant Hunter in Manipur
By F. Kingdon-Ward

Jonathan Cape, London, $3.25

The Scientific Adventure
By Herbert Dingle

Philosophical Library, $6.00

Shorelands Summer Diary
By C. F. TunnclilTe

Macmillans, $8.00

Stars in the Making
By Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin

Harvard Univ. Press, $4.25

Considerable information about cage birds has

been scraped together in this potboiler, written by

a "professor of zoology" using the pseudonym
Bernard Poe.

—

D. Amadon

An interestingly written book, based upon the

highly improbable existence of remains of "ancient

cities'* in central Brazil.

—

G. H. H. Tate

Prefaced by a short biography of Forrest and a

chapter on his journeys in Yunnan and Szechwan,
this book is devoted chiefly to Forrest's botanical

discoveries presented genus by genus.

—

G. H. H.
Tate

This account of collecting plants is written more
for the scholar than the lay reader. The average

dirt-gardener will encounter much outside his ex-

perience.

—

Harold E. Anthony

This collection of nineteen essays on the evolution

and development of thought in science is excellent

reading for serious thinkers; it is not light reading.—Harold E. Anthony

When a sensitive naturalist writes, draws, and
paints extremely well, a charming product is in-

evitable. This beautiful book portrays life on the

Welsh Island of Anglesey.—/?. C. M.

A fine addition to the excellent Harvard books on
astronomy by an eminent authority. Foremost think-

ing on concepts that are new and only slightly

explored.

—

Joseph M. Chamberlain

ARE YOU SAYING

"I CAN'T AFFORD

TO RETIRE"?
You can retire

young enough to enjoy it

all bus

One of the best things about WHERE TO RETIRE ON
A SMALL INCOME is that it selects out of the hundreds

of thousands of communities in the U. S. and its

island territories only those places where living costs

are less, the surroundings are pleasant, and you can

add to your income through a part-time or seasonal

job or from a small business.

With this book, you learn:

—where you can go fishing, hunting, boating, and

swimming practically from your front door;

where your hobby will bring yo

Where to retire on a small income

in Florida, California, Hawaii, etc.

The book covers cities, towns, and farms throughout

America—from New England south to Florida, west to

California, and north to the Pacific Northwest. It includes

Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Some

people spend hundreds of dollars trying to get Informa-

tion like this by traveling around the country. Fre-

quently they fail—there is just too much of America

to explore. Yet WHERE TO RETIRE ON A SMALL
INCOME costs only $1. "Should be one of the season's

most popular books," says Pathfinder Magazine.

No matter what you are doing today, prepare now

to retire while still young enough to enjoy it. Simply

tear out ad, print name and address, and mail with

check, money order or $1 bill (we guarantee its safe

arrival). Money back, of course, if you're not satisfied.

So write today to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 215 FIRST
AVENUE, GREENLAWN (LONG ISLAND). NEW YORK-

A FASCINATING TREASURE!
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14" x 17"

GENUINE OIL

Posi- PAINTING IN FULL
paid COLOR ON SILK

°aa '" Imported! Produced in the

Orient by centuries-old process. The Royal
Bengal Tiger, ready for framing Is ideal for

display in any home. Living room . . .

Dining room . . . Breakfast room or Den.
Sold by mail only. Order: "Royal Tiger."
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REFRACTING ASTRONOMICAL
TELESCOPE

With fully corrected 60mm (2%") diameter Achromatic
objective of 800mm F. L. which is air-spaced and coated.

Made in Japan of substantial construction with all

white enameled body. Focusing by rack and pinion. Very
good quality and design. The eyepieces work with both
the erecting prism, for terrestrial use, as well as with the

diagonal prism for astronomical use.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Altazimuth Mounting; Tripod of wood, with 3 collapsible

sections. Fitting into case. 4X Finder with cross-lines.

Diagonal Eyepiece. Erecting-prism Eyepiece, Sun glass. Three
corrected Eyepieces giving powers of 40X; 64X and SSX.
Comes complete in hinged, covered wood case. SAVE MONEY!
Our price ONLY $97.00, plus $3.00 for packing and Parcel

Post.

CROOKE'S RADIOMETER
Once again we are able to supply a German made Radiometer,
for demonstrating radiant heat. Consists of an exhausted
glass globe in which is mounted a freely rotating four-arm
vane, black on one side and bright on the other. Radiant
heat striking the vane makes it revolve in such a direction

that the blackened surface is always retreating. The velocity

of rotation depends roughly on the energy received. An
excellent demonstration instrument. Guaranteed to operate.

All glass, a beautiful, decorative and instructive in-

strument. Each only $6.00 plus 50c packing and P. P.

PORRO PRISMS
Oval Face. Manufactured by world-famous opticians for use
in Army and Navy binoculars. Rejected for slightly chipped
edges. Outstanding Bargain!
6 x 30 @ $ .50
7 x50 @ .50
Giant Size @ .75

Add 5c per prism for packing and P. P.

SPECTRUM PRISM
New stock, 60 degrees, clear white Japanese glass for

spectrum demonstrations. Creates a beautiful rainbow effect

in sunlight. Suitable for chemical analysis with the bunsen
flame. Instructive.

22mm x 50mm (%" s 2") @ 5 -60
18mm x 50mm {%" x 2") @ 65
12mm x 50mm ( %" x 2") @ 50

Include 5c per prism for packing and P.P.

POCKET MAGNIFEER
FOR EVERY USE

Extra strong 3 power lens 1 % " diameter ( 45mm ) In

genuine leather case. A durable plastic frame holds an
optically ground American made lens (which swings out
from the cover) for use.

Useful for stamps, coin collectors, engineers, textile
workers, artists, boy scouts, in home, office or factory for

telephone book reading to "fine-scale" reading and hundreds
of other uses. Only 50c each plus 10c packing and P.P.

PEE-WEE
MINIATURE INSERT COMPASS

Accurate, lively, useful. Easy to read. A wonderfully
fascinating and instructive toy. Ideal also for testing
watches for magnetism, very small, only y2 " diameter and
Vs" thick. (12 x 4 mm.) Every watchmaker and gunsmith
should have some on hand. Excellent gift for that bright
child. Only $1.00 per dozen.

PROTRACTOR
Scholastic model. A pre-war German made value. Stamped
steel. Nickel plated. Semi-circular model graduated in single

degrees from 1 to ISO. Each 10 degrees numbered. 3"
diameter. Only 25c each plus 5c packing and P.P.

GEM CARBIDE SCRIBER
This GEM CAEBIDE SCRIBES can't be beat! Tipped with
the hardest metal made by man. Moh's scale 9.5. Stays
sharp 50 times longer than anv other metal. With this
pencil size GEM CARBIDE SCRIBER. you can do your
engraving on hardened st«ls, metals, glass, gems, ceramics,
plastics, etc. USED BY: jewelers, artists, craftsmen, de-
signers, die cutters, glass cutters, machine shops, laboratories
and radio builders. Last call at S1.00 P.P. After June 1.

1953 price is $1.50 P.P.

DE-LUXE MODEL

40 and 80 Power
3" ROSS STELLARSCOPE

Shipped Set- Up Ready For Use
POWER TO 200 TIMES POSSIBLE

$33.00
Same Principle as Mt. Palomar Newtonian Telescope

Complete, already assembled. All holes drilled, no additional
parts necessary! Only tool required is screwdriver which we
furnish. LENSES COMPLETELY GROUND. POLISHED AND
ALTJMINIZED. With Brass eye-piece focusing fixtures. Also
includes 2 of our Ross-Hastings Triplet Eyepieces.

Now you can afford the luxury of a REAL telescope. Sharp,
clear images guaranteed; no color fringes, fuzz, or distor-
tion. Light, portable, weighs only 8 lbs. Not a toy! This
is a precision instrument for serious work on the Planets,
Moon, Variable Stars, Nebulae, etc. Also excellent for bird
study and other terrestrial observations.

Thousands of satisfied amateurs have these Stellarscopes.
Full instructions, illustrated completely with photographs,
included.

STELLARSCOPE WITHOUT TRIPOD $33.00
TELESCOPE "KNOW-HOW" CATALOG 30c

Send for your telescope NOW. FREE instructions.

Include Postage—Remit with Order
No open account—No C.O.D.
Send 25tf for General Bulletin

HARRY ROSS
MICROSCOPES - TELESCOPES

Scientific and Laboratory Apparatus
70 West Broadway, Dept. NH-5B

New York 7, N. Y.
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THE CORONATION JEWELS continued from pase 206

it secretly in his turban, which he

constantly wore. When questioned,

he professed enormous surprise that

the stone was no longer in the eye

of the peacock. But one of the

women of the harem gave away his

secret. She told the Persian Shah

that the diamond was hidden in the

Mogul ruler's turban.

With complex reasoning, Nadir

made preparations for securing the

jewel by subterfuge instead of

force. He professed great friend-

ship for the Mogul ruler, even re-

storing his kingdom to him. In cele-

bration of this brotherly act, he set

the stage with a vast banquet.

During the course of the festivi-

ties, Nadir proposed that, being

now brothers, they should exchange

turbans as an expression of mutual

trust and affection.

The Mogul emperor was in no

position to refuse. The turban was
no sooner in Nadir's possession than

he left the banquet hall and in the

privacy of his tent unrolled it.

When the great diamond fell from

its folds, Nadir, in rapture, is said

to have exclaimed, "Koh-i-noor!"

meaning "Mountain of Light!"

The stolen gem brought no good

fortune to Nadir. When he took

it back to Persia, he found him-

self in the midst of intrigue aris-

ing out of covetousness. Eventually

he was murdered. His grandson,

Shah Ruhk, governor of the city

of Mesha, inherited the gem. 1

Aga Mohammed, a lesser king,

was one of those who coveted the

Koh-i-noor. Determined to acquire

the gem, he marched on the city

of Mesha and demanded the jewels

of Shah Ruhk. He expected that

the Koh-i-noor would be among
them, but the Shah insisted that he

had already disposed of the stone.

At this, Aga Mohammed threatened

to torture Shah Ruhk. The Shah

then gave up a large portion of his

jewels but not the Koh-i-noor. He
was turned over to the torturers.

1 An alternate version of the story says Nadir
Shak's bodyguard murdered him and took the stone
to Afghanistan, where he founded a dynasty. See
The Crown Jewels of England by George Youngs-
husband and Cyril Davenport, Funk and Wagnalls.

They were thorough. They shaved

the Shah's head, encircled it with

a plaster crown like the sides of a

kettle, and poured boiling oil into

this receptacle. Under this agony,

Shah Ruhk parted with a famed

ruby of his collection but still pro-

tested that he no longer had the

Koh-i-noor. Aga Mohammed gave

up. Shah Ruhk still had his dia-

mond, but he was permanently

injured by his frightful experience.

The Koh-i-noor passed through

the hands of various other poten-

tates during the ensuing decades

and was the incentive for additional

bloody incidents. It made its way
to the treasury of Lahore, and

there it remained until it was ac-

quired by the East India Company
and presented by them to Queen
Victoria in 1850.

After it was cut as a brilliant,

Queen Victoria often wore it as a

brooch. It was set in Queen Alex-

andra's crown, and the Cullinan

diamond was mounted in the crown

of George the Fifth, for their re-

spective coronations.

One of the legends surrounding

the Koh-i-noor is that it will not

bring ill-luck so long as it is worn

by a woman. Hence it has never

been set in an ornament for a male

member of the royal family.

Colorful indeed has been the his-

tory of these great stones. Idealism

in varied forms has also been bred

out of the bloody passions sur-

rounding their earlier days. And
it is salutary to remember that it

is out of the bountiful heart of

Nature that these Crown Jewels

have come—this prodigal store of

diamonds, rubies, emeralds, pearls,

and amethysts that adorn the

crown the new Queen will wear,

the Orb that typifies her dominion,

the scepter with which she holds

sway and exercises spiritual gifts,

the sword with which she dispenses

justice, and the mace that sym-

bolizes her authority. What other

contribution to the crowning of

Queen Elizabeth the Second of En-

gland can compare in richness and

splendor with these gifts of nature?

NATURAL HISTORY, MAY, 1953



This won't hurt * bit!-

It will help a lot— and will take only a minute.

Remmbet-

V No name is required!

V A LARGE response is needed!

V EVERY reader's cooperation is important!

V YOURS will be greatly appreciated

Check the questionnaire below, clip along

dotted line, fold from left to right, and
drop in mailbox. No address or stamp necessary!

Age MaleQ Female Single Married

Number of children Occupation

Hobby

Education: Grade School High School College: years

Approximate annual income: $3000-$5000 $5000-$8000 $8000-$l 2,000

Over $1 2,000 [] Number of years a subscriber to Natural History

Number of people who read your copy Age of children who read your copy

Would you rather have more pictures or more text? (underline one) Would you like

more articles on: Man Birds Exploration [] Wild animals Q Pets

Earth HistoryQ Conservation Q FishesQ InsectsQ
Do you read: The book reviews Q The Screen Q Letters

| |

Do you read the advertising?

Has it influenced any of your purchases?

Further information and suggestions:
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Man & Nature Publications offers a constant, inexpensive, and

varied selection of informative reading for the home naturalist.

Cereals and Civilization

by Clark Wissler Science Guide No. 129, Price $1.70, postage

The fascinating story of the influence that rice, maize, wheat, and some of the lesser cereals have had on
man's development. This booklet traces the growth of civilization and how its growth went hand in hand
with cultivation and the domestication of animals. Attractively and profusely illustrated.

The Rise of Mammals
by George Gaylord Simpson Science Guide No. 110, Price 40$, postage 4$

After dominating the world for millions of years the rule of the dinosaurs came to an end. The meek
forerunners of our furred animals of forest and plain then entered the scene. This thought-provoking and
stimulating booklet traces the gradual rise of mammals to supremacy and presents a graphic descrip-

tion of the great animal invasion when, 40 or 50 million years ago. a host of new animals thronged
into North America.

What is a Mollusk Shell?

by Roy W. Miner Science Guide No. 100, Price 45$, postage 5$

From the zoological viewpoint mollusks are one of the most important groups in the animal kingdom.
Paleontologically they are one of the oldest forms of life. Next to insects they include more species than
any other animal subdivision. In sheer exquisite beauty of form, color, and size they rank high among
nature's wonders. This profusely illustrated booklet presents an excellent description of the mollusk shell.

Afcut and filatuAe. ^g PuMicxdwsul
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY • CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET

NEW YORK 24, NEW YORK



PACKS
may be fine for faces... but they're

murder

on gardens"

ROOT GROWTH STUNTED

BY MUD-PACKED SOIL

"ELBOW ROOM" FOR

ROOTS WITH KRILIUM

fefeti

"Just like a woman," mutters the Garden

Editor (a bachelor) . The Beauty Editor has

just said mud does too do some good . .

.

it opens up the pores of the skin just

wonderfully.

Maybe so. but mud closes up the pores

in the soil—wrecks many a gardening hope.

That's why the Garden Editor knows so

many soils need Krilium* soil conditioner,

even though they're rich in fertilizer.

He tells his readers Krilium and fertilizer

both are needed in many cases to provide

a balanced soil. Otherwise, even nutrient-

rich earth can pack, cake and crack-

shrinking and tightening to mud-pack

hardness under repeated rain and sun.

If you've been puzzled by poor results even

after using plenty of fertilizer, it will pay

you to check up on Krilium. Fertilizer

makes the soil rich, but your garden

probably needs Krilium as well, to make
it loamy—loose, crumbly, porous, so the

fertilizer nutrients have a chance to

do their good work.

When you order Krilium. get some Folium,*

too. It's Monsanto's new water-soluble

fertilizer—companion to Krilium. Both

Krilium and Folium are available at your

dealer's in a variety of package sizes.

Krilium
A PRODUCT OF

WM fSANTO
is -Plastics

t A
SERVING INDUSTRY. ..WHICH SERVES MANKIND
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BOXED MINERALS
Consisting of 15 large specimens

plus handbook on mineralogy.

$1.00 paints.

UV LAMP
Generates ultraviolet rays

for activating fluorescent

minerals and paints.

S2.00

Fluorescent minerals consist-

ing of WILLEMITE, WER-
NERITE, CALCITE, TREMO-
LITE, FLUORITE.

Large specimen $.50

Small $.25

Complete set consisting of UV lamp, 5 minerals and 5 fluorescent water color

BOXED MINERALS
Consisting of 25 large specirr

plus handbook on mineralogy.

$2

S5.00

TYRANNOSAURUS REX PTERODACTYL BRONTOSAURUS STEGOSAURUS

METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY - ROYAL BRONZE FINISH
A menagerie of 8, averaging 3 inches, $1.00 each. Larger size averaging 6 inches in length, $2.00 each. Also,

Mosasaur in 2 sizes. Not shown. A small booklet is included with each prehistoric animal telling its story

Dealers and Museums — Write for Wholesale Prices

MAIL ORDER ONLY

ROYAL BRONZE
225 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 502, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.



LETTERS
Mushrooms and Pressure

Sibs:

The bursting of a thin asphalt pavement

by mushrooms, well shown by Dr. Kazi-

miroff's photographs in the May Natural

History, is a notable phenomenon. As

owners of paved paths and tennis courts

will testify, it is not as rare as many
could wish.

There are several species of mushrooms,

especially the shaggy-mane, Coprinus

comatus, and Agaricus Rodmani, a close

relative of the meadow mushroom, that

seem to prefer compacted soil. The
mycelium may be present in the earth

and thriving for many years before a

pavement is laid, without mushrooms be-

ing noticed or even present. Tamping of

the soil, covering with asphalt, and roll-

ing of the final surface, instead of inter-

fering with the mycelium may even pro-

duce favorable conditions for its growth.

And when the fruiting bodies—mush-

rooms—finally commence to grow, some-

thing has to give way, and it is usually

the pavement.

The force exerted is a result of the

absorption of water by the individual

cells of the mushroom as they mature.

Sunken concrete pavements are some-

times raised by pumping water and sand,

under great pressure, into the foundation

of the pavement. The mushroom exerts a

comparable hydraulic pressure, with the

results reported by Dr. Kazimiroff.

Donald P. Rogers

The New York Botanical Garden

Bronx Park, N. Y.

Seventeen-year Cicada

About the last week of May 1953,

a large part of the eastern half of

the United States from the Mississippi

River to the Atlantic Coast and from

Georgia north to the New England

States, will play host to one of the most

unusual insects known. This is the

Seventeen-year Cicada, Magicicada

septendecim. It is also called the

Periodical Cicada. Many people also,

but incorrectly, speak of it as the Seven-

teen-year Locust. The term Locust should

be used only in connection with the

Short-horned Grasshoppers.

For sixteen years and nine months the

Seventeen-year Cicada has lived under-

ground, growing slowly as it burrowed

its way along the roots of trees paus-

ing for long intervals to pierce the

root bark and suck the sap. In April of

its sixteenth year, it is full grown into

-0

a one-and-a-quarter-inch creature. Leav-

ing the nourishing root of its food sup-

ply, it digs in a fairly straight line up to

the surface where it hesitates. If a

stone is convenient it may excavate a

chamber for itself while awaiting the

final urge to a new fife. Frequently,

however, the nymph, for that is what

the grubs of cicadas are called, will con-

struct for itself a little turret or watch-

tower of pellets of clay piled up and up

on top of each other. The top is some-

times left open, but usually it is capped

leaving only a small peephole on one side.

The critical days will finally arrive this

year, the last week in May or early June,

and in the early mornings thousands of

cicada nymphs will leave their burrows to

climb some near-by weed or tree trunk.

Ascending a foot or more the nymphs

firmly set their claws and await the

oncoming change.

Below: Full-grown nymph emerging

from the ground. Left: Nymphs and
emerging adults attached to tree

trunk. Above: Female on twig after

depositing her eggs. Top: Adult with

wings expanded to show veination

See the American Museum television program
every Sunday from 5 to 6.

Consult your paper for channel

They haven't long to wait, for the skin

breaks down the back, and slowly and

laboriously out crawls a most ungainly

and anemic-looking creature, unlike what

it will be in a few more hours when its

iridescent wings are spread and the bright

body markings of reds and greens are

fixed. Many, however, will never reach

this stage for the day may dawn hot and

dry, and the wings will harden long be-

fore the circulating body fluids can

properly expand them. The cicada is

then doomed to crawl over the ground

until it dies of exhaustion. Or perhaps

a storm at the critical moment may dash
Continue*/ on page 287
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Blown out

by Mr. Edison

and friends!

Read why the miracle of universal

electric light could not have

happened without America's Banks

One idea made the kerosene lamp obsolete.

But it has taken billions of dollars to re-

place it. America's banks put up many mil-

lions, and the story goes like this.

After Mr. Edison and his private backers

proved the new incandescent lamp practical,

progressive men all over the country got the

notion that electric light could be sold cheaply

to all the people.

From the first, the job was too big—too

costly—for any individual to tackle. So

groups of citizens (capitalists, if you will) got

together and formed light andpowercompanies.

Basically private capital has always backed

any promising venture. But as the industry

expanded even the most prosperous compa-

nies lacked enough hard cash for generating

more power, stringing up miles of new wire

and delivering current to millions of new con-

sumers. So they went to the nation's banks

for short-term loans.

They got their money. In less than 50 years,

American ingenuity—teamed up with money
supplied by the general public, commercial

banks, and other financial institutions—put

the kerosene lamp on the same museum shelf

with the tallow candle.

Exceptional?

No. You can see the same pattern in just

about every U. S. industry.

From the beginning, U. S. citizens have put

money in banks. All together this money
amounts to quite a sum in any bank, and it's

the bank's job to put it to work.

Usually, progress means profits, so banks

have always competed with one another to

put money to work in growing industries.

As long as competitive banking and free

enterprise live under the same laws, the re-

sults will continue to be jobs for men and

women, profits for both manufacturer and

investor and a wider choice of fine products

for all Americans to enjoy.

Mr. Edison's light is a good example. There

are many others, and there will be many more.

Chase National Bank is proud of the part

it is playing in American progress.

THE

Chase
N AT IONAL BANK

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

(Member Federal Deposit Insi
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
A Chimbu warrior of the Central High-

lands, New Guinea, in full dance regalia:

torchlike plumes are flank feathers of the

Greater Bird of Paradise; red and black

feathers are Vulturine Parrot ; black plumes

are Black Cockatoo; black and green fore-

head shield is Superb Bird of Paradise. In

the nose are two sets of crown plumes from

the heads of two males of the bizarre King of

Saxony Bird of Paradise.

This color photograph was made on the

1952 American Museum-Armand Denis Ex-

pedition. This party, together with another

Museum expedition in 1950, dwelled nearly

a year amidst these people. They are a

mixture of Melanesian, Papuan, and Ne-

grito. Some 75,000 live above 5,000 feet.

Discovered in 1933, they are considered to

be the most colorful and primitive of

Pacific peoples.
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Natural History Magazine Anthology • Evolution

The Moon • Honduras and Nicaragua • Art

Strangest creatures on
EARTH

- Edited by Edward M. Wever Jr.

Sheridan House, $4.00

256 pp., 37 illus.

'T'HIS is an excellent anthology com-
-*- piled by a man who made good use

of a great opportunity. In his many years

as editor of Natural History (the peri-

odical you have in hand at the moment),

Dr. Weyer had the pleasure as well as the

duty of reading innumerable articles on

and stories about odd fish, remarkable in-

sects, baffling birds, and queer creatures

in general. For the most part, these ar-

ticles and stories were written by experts

in their fields, either professional scien-

tists, accomplished amateurs, or practical

workers in some division of natural his-

tory. With such material from which to

draw for the compiling of an anthology,

Dr. Weyer could hardly go wrong. In

fact, it must have been an embarrassment

of riches and the difficult job of the editor

was to leave out many articles that he

would like to have included in the book.

The comforting thought is that he must

have had enough left over to make an-

other anthology of this kind, one that will

furnish the general reader with interesting

and at the same time authoritative in-

formation on the strange things to be

found by land, sea, and air.

In this volume there is Paul Bulla's

story of the remarkable migrations of the

eels, Hugh M. Smith's account of the

Archer Fish that brings down its prey

with arrows of water, Alan G. May's bio-

graphy of the elusive sea otter, Robert

Cushman Murphy's soaring description

of the life and high times of the Man-O'-

War Bird, Willis
J.

Gertsch's exposures

of the wiles of the lassoing and trap-

door spiders, the tale of the four-eyed

fish bv G. Kingsley Noble, and thirty

more offerings that are often amusing,

sometimes amazing, and without excep-

tion solidly informative in some field of

natural history. Most of the stories are

illustrated bv photographs and a few with

drawings or diagrams. It's too bad that

the illustrations, as a convenience in print-

ing, are offered in four groups instead of

having each photograph with the story it

illustrates. The book has an excellent

index. In fact, except for the massing of

the illustrations, it's an excellent job in

every way and should prove to the read-
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ing public that the truths of natural history

are stranger than the fiction of best-selling

authors. And more entertaining.

John Kieran

Evolution in action

bv Julian Huxley

Harper and Bros., $2.75

182 pp., 9 illus.

HP HE latest of Julian Huxley's many
* books began as a series of public

lectures at the University of Indiana, was

then adapted as talks on the Third Pro-

gramme of the B.B.C., and is now issued

in print. The reworking for popular au-

diences has produced a clarity astonishing

even for Huxlev in treatment of such a

complicated subject so briefly. If you

want a quick and easy view of modem
evolutionary theory, this is a good book

for vou. The discussion is not only far

shorter and simpler but also considerably

better-rounded than in Huxley's earlier

Evolution, the ^Modern Synthesis.

The book is more than a brief state-

ment of evolutionarv theory. It also de-

velops a thesis: that the course of evolu-

tion shows progress, that man is the cur-

rent acme of that progress, and that fu-

ture progress will occur only through man
and his descendants. That thesis has been

expressed earlier, but here it is more

fully integrated, and some previous ob-

jections are countered. A useful and in-

teresting concept here developed is a dis-

tinction between improvement and de-

ployment in the history of living things.

Deployment within various levels fills the

world with life, but improvement leads to

new levels. Specialists may still question

Huxley's opinion that only man is now
capable of improvement, and they will

also find some other less important points

to argue. No one will question that Hux-

ley's thought has been profoundly stimu-

lating for the study of evolution and that

presentation of its current status to the

general public is a useful service.

AFRICAN WOOD
CARVINGS

Hand-carved originals, NOT reproductions
in interesting native woods.

About 5 in. high $2.00 postpaid

EAST-WEST
Lawrence Rd., West Hempstead, N. Y.

Illustrated circular on request

H

"Only by getting some overall view of

reality, in its dual aspect of self-trans-

forming pattern and continuing process,

can man hope to get a clearer view of his

place—his unique place—in the process,

and steer a better course into the future.'

Here is a contribution toward that superb

aim.

G. G. Simpson

High jungles and low
- bv Archie Can-

University of Florida Press, $4.50

226 pp., 16 pp. of illus.

ERE is a book by a naturalist with

literary ability. It deals with the

plant life, the animals, the people, and oc-

casionally with the politics and the history

of Honduras and Nicaragua. It is in the

nature of a miscellany, but with the ac-

cent on natural history.

Virtually the only way to really learn

very much about the tropics is to live in

them. When Dr. Carr was offered a job

teaching in the school maintained by the

United Fruit Company in the sparsely

settled Yeguare River Valley of Honduras,

he realized that this was his opportunity.

He promptly got a leave of absence from

the University of Florida, where he was

a Professor of Biology, and moved his

family to Honduras. He spent week-ends

and vacations from teaching scouring the

country from coast to coast, by airplane,

automobile, on horseback, or on foot. He
studied tapirs in remote cloud forests on

mountain tops, and sea turtles on islands

off the coast. He joined a party making

a survey of the timber in the virtually un-

explored rain-forests of Nicaragua, where

he hunted the agouti, paca, tapir, peccary,

and deer to supply the expedition with

fresh meat. But above all he was a

naturalist with an interest in the flora and

fauna—not merely as individual species or

specimens, but as an integrated whole.

It is difficult to convey an accurate im-

pression of the tropics for the same reason

SHELL CATALOGUE

The only book of its kind in the world. Covers over

500 kinds of Sea Shells of East and West Coast and

700 kinds of foreign marine shells fully pictured, de-

scribed and value. Only $2 prepaid. You save price of

book on one sbelL
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that it is almost impossible to describe

the United States. For no two portions

of it are alike. In Honduras and Nicara-

gua there are coastal rainforest, arid al-

most semidesert inland valleys, monsoon

forests, gallery forests, cloud forests, salt

water lagoons, and freshwater lakes, each

with its own associations of plants, ani-

mals, and people. By virtue of his back-

ground, his intense interest, and more

especially of his rare ability to recount

his adventures with both gusto and under-

standing, Dr. Carr provides an impression

that is both vivid and accurate.

This book is not written for the trav-

eler, the scientist, the naturalist, or the

politician. It is a book for everybody,

whether he reads for reliable information

or sheer pleasure. Dr. Carr knows whereof

he writes—and he writes well.

C. M. Bogert

The undersea
adventure

- by Philippe Diole

Julian Messner, $4.50

236 pp., 29 photos

TO Philippe Diole, the world under

water represents the latest frontier.

Man first conquered the earth's surface,

both on land and sea, then the air above,

and now another realm is about to be

added to his conquest. It seems to be a

most attractive one, and its winning will

be much more pleasant than any vic-

tory that might be won over inter-

planetary space, for example. In fact,

this book will make you want to don the

mask and tank of compressed air that

comprise the self-contained diving unit,

and to invade the soothing, wonderful

domain the author describes so well.

It is the self-contained diving unit

that will largely make possible man's

exploitation (in the best sense of the

word) of the shallow waters of the sea,

according to M. Diole. Freed from

heavy helmet, cumbersome suit, and re-

stricting hose and line, the diver can

maneuver about with remarkable ease

and, above all, can enjoy his stay under

the surface. A brief history of such

diving is given, together with specula-

tions on future economic and social

developments and the possible effects

of diving on the very nature of man.

M. Diole has high hopes. He writes

from a very broad, although not tech-

nically founded knowledge, and he is of
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a refreshing philosophic turn. Although

he may describe the love life of the

lamprey in too lurid terms, he does not

overdramatize himself or his own ex-

periences. We even wish he had given

us more of them.

James W. Atz

America's ancient
civilizations

by A. Hyatt and Ruth Verrill

G. P. Putnam's Sons, $5.00

384 pp.

JUDGING from the number of people

who appear to have read Mr. Ver-

rill's earlier book on the same subject

(Old Civilizations of the New World,

1929), we can expect that this too will

succeed in widely dispensing its con-

fusing mixture of fact and misinformation

about the progress of archaeological re-

search in the New World and of the

known history of the American Indian.

This reviewer is usually inclined to

give a book written for general con-

sumption the benefit of the doubt, so to

speak, and not to express his adverse

criticisms too harshly, but Mr. Verrill's

expressed attitudes are too challenging

to a member of the Archaeological pro-

fession to ignore.

One gathers from the book that most

American archaeologists are extremely

foolish people who haven't the ability

to understand certain profound truths

that are perfectly obvious to Mr. Verrill.

To cite but one example, he makes

much ado of how the archaeologists

prove their incompetency by disagreeing

in their interpretations of the dates given

in the Maya hieroglyphs. It is true, of

course, that such disagreements do exist,

for the reading of Maya dates is an

extremely complex matter and various

unknown factors have prevented a cer-

tain correlation of the Maya and

Christian calendars. Our author solves

the problem by outlining in tabular form

his own dates for the Maya Old and

New Empires. He dates the Old Empire

as from the earliest remains up to 350 a.d.

and the New Empire from 350 a.d. to the

time of the Conquest! These are ap-

parently taken from thin air, for no

sources or reasons for assigning these

dates are given. They are, of course,

completely out of accord with all the

available evidence.

The book contains chapters on the
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ALBERT EINSTEIN says: "Very good
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Mayas, the Aztecs, on the American food

plants and on Code, but the major por-

tion concerns various aspects of the

Andean cultures of South America. The

last chapter, and a number of asides

throughout the book, are an attempt to

prove that the Andean cultures were

derived from the Sumerians of the Near

East. There is a very long and largely ir-

relevant bibliography.

Gordon F. Ekholm

Hereditary genius

by F. Galton

Horizon Press, $3.75

THIS important book has been prac-

tically unobtainable for over 60 years.

For this reason, scholars and the general

public will rejoice in a fresh printing of it.

Some students of the subject may take

exception to the publisher's statement on

the jacket that recent researches into

family histories confirm its conclusions.

A foreword bv a modern student of this

subject would have helped the layman to

evaluate the book in modern science. In

certain parts of the book, the author seems

to be trving hardest to prove what is most

evident namely, that certain families in

the England of his day produced con-

siderably more than the average number

of intellectually prominent persons. The

important question seems to be whether

this is due to heredity in the biologic

sense as the author argues or whether

"family advantage" in the broad mean-

ing of the expression may not have played

a greater part than he admits—e.w.

A GUIDE TO THE MOON

- bv Patrick Moore

W. W. Norton, $3.95

249 pp., Lunar charts and Line drawings

IF vou plan visiting the moon within the

next half century, or even if you like

to contemplate its wonders as seen from

the earth, this book will fascinate you.

The author, a recognized British lunar ob-

server, has prepared a highly informative

work on our satellite in a style easily com-

prehended bv the lavman.

Its seventeen chapters, plus the ap-

pendices, cover a vast amount of infor-

mation concerning the moon's origin, its

real and apparent motions, its surface

features, its atmosphere, and many other

topics of interest to everyone concerned

with our nearest neighbor in space. Much
of this material is new to the American

reader.

The chapter called, "The Molding of

the Surface," is particularly interesting to

this re\iewer because it supports the

theory of the volcanic origin of the cra-

ters as opposed to the meteoric bombard-

ment theory, most popular in this coun-

try. The author cites many argumr-nts

in favor of the former theory that are not

currently known to the lay reader.

Mr. Moore's chapter on "The Lunar

Atmosphere" also makes fascinating read-

ing, as does the one called, "Changes on

the Surface."

This is a worthy contribution to litera-

ture on the moon and should be in the

library of everyone with a general interest

in astronomy. The book is thoroughly in-

dexed.

Robert R. Coles

THE ORIGINS OF ART

bv Gene Weltfish

The Bobbs-Merrill Company, S4.50

300 pp., 99 plates

DR. WELTFISH has taken a tide for

her book that promises rather more

than she delivers. But within the limita-

tions of her subject, the influence of

technologic process on design, she has

brought together some extremely interest-

ing material. In addition, she treats to

some extent with the nature of diffusion

and the influence of environment and

cultural traits on design development.

These latter phases are somewhat less

satisfactory than die section on technology

where her intimate knowledge of basketry

techniques is at its best advantage.

The text is marred by occasional lapses

of judgment, such as, for example, the

juxtaposition of Dr. Weltfish's own highly

proficient technical analyses of design

from die Southwest presented with careful

scientific documentation, with intuitive,

personal interpretations elicited from Iter

daughter.

Anyone interested in die nature of de-

sign will find much of great value in this

book.

Harry L. Shapiro

TiHE MANDARIN DUCK
bv Christopher Savage,

with a foreword bv Peter Scott

Adam and Charles Black, London ( Distr.

by The Macmillan Co., New York) $5.00

78 pp., 17 pis., numerous text figs.

/~\WING to disturbed conditions in the
^^^

Orient, where die Mandarin Duck

has its home, this beautiful species is

in a somewhat precarious position, at

least in its wild state. It is fortunate,

therefore, that the bird is adapting itself

to a free-living existence in the English

countryside. It has long been kept there,

as elsewhere, as an aviary bird and now

has managed to establish itself in some

numbers in the wild. With suitable pro-

tective measures, its continued existence

there should be assured.

This fortunate circumstance has facili-

tated observations on its life history under

natural conditions to a greater extent
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than has previously been possible in its

native country. A discussion of such

observations by the author and other

observers occupies half of the present

interesting volume.

The other half of the book is devoted

to a history of the Mandarin Duck in

Oriental art and literature, where it has

held an honored place for many cen-

turies, being held as a symbol of fidelitv

at least since 200 b. c.

The excellent illustrations show nu-

merous examples of the artistic use of

the bird in various media, photographs

of the living birds, numerous sketches

(by the author) to elucidate details of

behavior and the like, and a frontispiece

in color by Peter Scott. It all makes an

attractive and informative contribution

to our knowledge of a fine member of

the duck family.

John T. Zimmer

Flying saucers

by Donald H. Menzcl

Harvard University Press, $4.75

319 pp., 96 illus.

C'ROM the inquiries received at the

Hayden Planetarium, it is evident that

flying saucers are a great mystery to

many, even today.

In writing this book, Harvard's astro-

physicist, Dr. Donald H. Menzel, has

performed a valuable service to these

people by offering the scientist's inter-

pretation. This is important today in

view of the sensational books and ar-

ticles that have recently appeared on
the subject.

The author tells almost everything

about flying saucers, from descriptions

of early sightings to explanations of

the probable true nature of similar phe-

nomena reported at the present time.

There is no single explanation to

account for all the odd sightings that

have from time to time been errone-

ously described as "flying saucers."

Among other things they include high

flying jet planes, meteorological and other

experimental balloons, reflections from
material objects in the sky, searchlights

on clouds, weather and astronomical

phenomena, in addition to a variety of

optical effects seen under strange atmos-

pheric conditions.

Dr. Menzel describes all of these and
many more in clear, nontechnical lan-

guage that anyone can understand.

Aside from its value in explaining

the flying saucers, this book is a genuine

contribution to popular literature in

describing many interesting astronomical

and meteorological phenomena that anv

watchers of the skies may observe.

Robert R. Coles
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AS I stealthily crawled up the

L steep forest track, my eye

came level with a glistening little

pool. At that moment, a man
grunted so close to my ear I re-

coiled in fright. The sound came
from the innards of a fagot of

debris piled at the water's edge.

Inside I made out a large blackish

man lying on his side, his face

hardly three feet from mine.

As he backed scowlinglv out of

the stick cage, I noted that the

dikes of the pool were handmade
and that a three-pronged arrow

pointed ominouslv at the water.

This naked savage, it developed,

spent manv hours each dav in this

camouflaged trap, hoping for a

shot at the fabled King of Saxony

Bird of Paradise, wearer of the

world's most unusual plumes.

The bizarre King of Saxonv Bird

of Paradise, Pteridophora alberti,

had long eluded New Guinea's ex-

plorer-naturalists. For more than

half a centurv after its strangelv

beautiful plumes first turned up in

a shipment of fashion trappings

from the South Pacific, the life his-

torv of this bird remained unknown.

Mv interest in the King of Sax-

ony Bird of Paradise had been

sharplv alerted early in 1949. I

had just found I was to have a

part in the ornithological explora-

tion of the virtually unknown heart-

land of New Guinea. Dr. Ernst

Mavr, ranking authority on the avi-

fauna of New Guinea, told me
then that the most fascinating

challenge remaining on that great

island was the discovering of the

mating habits of this bird. Judging

from the oudandish horns worn by

the male, Dr. Mayr added, the

courtship and display should be

quite extraordinary' and would be

Exploring New Guinea fc
A naturalist seeks out the dazzling King of Saxony, possessor of the world's most beautiful

plumes, and witnesses for the first time its courtship dance, performed at a dizzying height
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of great interest and real scientific

value.

He assured me that the bird

occurred only in the most inac-

cessible mountain ranges in the in-

terior of New Guinea. Although

various expeditions had brought

back specimens, nothing was yet

known about any aspect of the life

history of the species.

Shortly after reaching New
Guinea in April of 1950, I had the

good fortune to meet Captain Nep-

tune Blood, famous New Guinea

bushman and Bird of Paradise

collector. Blood told me the King

of Saxony lived in lofty mountain

forests blanketing the Bismarck

Mountains, high above Nondugl in

the 5000-foot Wahgi Valley, where

we were at the time. This range

comprises the median part of the

great central divide that splits New
Guinea from end to end for 1500

miles. It is in the region formerly

held by Germany but now under

mandate to Australia through the

United Nations.

This region made front-page

news throughout the world when,

in 1933, a daring gold prospector

named Michael Leahv first entered

it and found a vast population of

Stone Age people living in a "lost"

valley.

Blood called in a scowling dark-

skinned Kanaka named Pondo who,

he said, could tell me about the

bird. Through him I found that

the King of- Saxony—"Kisaba," he

called it—had special dancing limbs

in the top of the forest. The birds

visited these limbs daily to carry

on in the most brazen manner their

polygamous affairs.

The long crown plumes, he in-

formed me, were then in molt, and

I would have to wait manv weeks

Tirds of Paradi$A
By

E. Thomas Gilliard^

nd Denis Expedition

< A "SING SING" in full swing,

in the Wahgi Valley. We are

almost a mile above sea level,

at the foot of the Kubor Moun-
tains. Ornamental plumes of

hundreds of Birds of Paradise

cast shimmering rays of gold,

fire-red, purplish black, blue,

and opalescent green over the

throng. At center, masked

men chant and beat their

python-headed drums.

* The author led the Museum's 1948

and 1950 New Guinea expeditions, the

primary ohjeets of which were to collect

exhihition material for Whitney Memorial
Hall and to obtain scientific specimens of

rare and little-known birds. In 1952, ac-

companied by his wife, who is an artist,

he again visited the Central Highlands of

New Guinea, this time as Manager of the

American Museum-Armand Denis Expedi-

tion. The primary purpose of this ven-

ture was to study and photograph New
Guinea birds, particularly Birds of Para-

dise, and to make a film of the primitive

people. He is planning now to head
another expedition to New Guinea for

the American Museum later in the vear.



Photo by E. T. Gilliard

for the new ones to grow. From
this you will see that my good

fortune concerning this bird was
largely due to the generosity of

the Captain and his assistants.

A month later, while on a junket

in the Wahgi Divide of the Bis-

marck Range, my guide suddenly

froze in the trail, turned under the

barrels of my elevated shotgun,

and whispered, "Kisaba."

Pointing to the crown of a dis-

tant tree, which stood like a sen-

tinel above the wet cloud forest,

he repeated the name as though

with relish, then cautiously led me
up a steep slope to a point level

with the crown limbs. As we crept

through the thick vegetation of the

forest floor, being careful to avoid

> Departure for the high ram-
parts of Mt. Wilhelm, highest peak
in the Territory of New Guinea.
Father William Trepper bids good-

by to E. T. Gilliard as the party

sets out from Kegalsugl to scale the

summit and collect birds above the

tree line. Several white men re-

cently lost their lives in the Chimbu
Gorge in the background
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the paralyzingly painful nettles,

we followed the course of a tiny

mountain stream, nearly dry now,

for this was late May. To my un-

practiced eye, it appeared that

something or someone had fre-

quently come this way, and this

struck me as strange, considering

how far we were from any native

artery.

It turned out that we had stumb-

Photo by E. T. Gilliard

•* A chief in the region where the

1950 party visited a large popula-

tion that had rarely seen white peo-

ple. This is in the Omong River

Valley. The chief's neck is adorned

with the fur of a marsupial called

a Kapul. He carries a ceremonial

ax. A parrot wing headdress of yel-

low and red surmounts a skull cap

of cuscus fur. A crescent of mother-

of-pearl serves as his nose ornament

led onto the trail used by the

hunter in the fagot of sticks who,

shortly thereafter, surprised me
as I clambered up to his hiding

place beside the tiny sparkling

pool. The man had formed this

enticing drinking spot so that it

would be visible from the tree in

which the King of Saxony Bird of

Paradise had been heard singing.

One hand on my shoulder, the

other aimed at a spire of dead

limb rising far over our heads and

well out over the gorge, my guide

pointed directly at a satanic bird—

a creature with unbelievable horn-

like plumes, which flashed a blue



A Three views of a King of Saxony Bird of Paradise on his

dance perch 90 feet up. Seen through a 400mm telephoto

lens mounted high in a tower 8,000 feet above the sea: 1)

He silently watches every movement in the forest, snapping

his head, expanding his golden chest, drooping his jet

wings, thrashing his glittering plumes; 2) Suddenly he

rears back, his green mouth wide, his body pumping, and

sends forth a penetrating "kisssss-aaaa-baaa" audible half a

mile; 3) Following the love call he pirouettes, postures ag-

gressively, leaps up and down, expands his black velvet

cape, and awaits the approaching female

fire in the sunlight. I fairly gasped

at the sight.

Thus it was that I saw my first

King of Saxony as it snapped its

ornamented head about in reck-

less abandon, examining every

movement of the forest crown,

which spread like a lawn at his

feet. He was indeed a king, it

seemed.

Turning again I saw that the

trap of this huntsman consisted of

a bow and three-pronged arrow,

which was even then cocked and

"

" .

:

ready to fire by means of an in-

genious trigger.

Word had gone out that Blood

would pay a small fortune in shells

and beads for the King of Saxony

alive. However, careful examina-

tion of the three-pronged arrow

convinced me that the native would

probably kill the robin-sized Kis-

aba when finally it landed within

range of his primitive weapon. This

would make little difference to the

huntsman because, dead or alive,

his prize was rare and valuable

Photo by E. T. Gilliard

in the native economy. Of one

thing we could be certain: if he

was anything like the stealthy, pa-

tient huntsmen I encountered else-

where in the Central Highlands, he

would eventually spring his trap

and his shot would not miss.

Among the local inhabitants of

the Wahgi Valley—and there are

said to be more than 75,000 of them

—flank plumes of the Greater Bird

of Paradise, cape and chest plumes

of the Superb Bird of Paradise,

immensely elongated tail plumes

of the Sicklebill, the Stephanie, and

the Ribbon-tailed Birds of Para-

dise are highly regarded for pur-

poses of adornment and also are

very valuable as trade money.

The crown plumes of the King

of Saxony, however, are among the

most prized and most valuable.

Each is about eighteen inches long,

* The author at the head and

Robert Doyle at the end of the line

of carriers in the Kubor Mountains.

The party has just emerged from

the cloud forests in the background

with a valuable collection of Birds

of Paradise and mammals. In 103

days of bush travel, 1500 study

skins of 180 species of birds were

collected, 23 new to science

EXPLORING NEW GUINEA FOR BIRDS OF PARADISE
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* The Chimbu people are polyga-

mous. A bride can be bought with

four to eight pigs, plus four

"things." A thing may be a cere-

monial ax, a tree-climbing cuscus,

a set of Paradise plumes, or the like.

Heads of households have from one

to eight wives. Men and boys live

separate from the women

The author and his collectors

lived in these pandanus houses for

four days while hunting rare moun-
tain birds at 8500 feet in the Kubor
Mountains. This bird is New
Guinea's largest eagle, Harpyopsis

novaeguineae. Six birds new to sci-

ence were shot within a mile of this

camp in this zoologically unex-

plored cloud forest

Plioto by E. T. Gilliard
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Photo by E. T. Gilliard

* Doyle and Gilliard at camp above tree line just under the peaks of Mt.

Wilhelm, to whose summit they carried the Explorers Club Flag No. 126

and they are decorated along the

outer side of the quill with a saw-

edge of large, waxy, sky-blue

flags. The plumes are worn only

by men high in the hierarchy of

each clan, and then only on oc-

casions of special importance, such

as marriage ceremonies and at

large dances or sing-sings. The

tremendous quills are fastened to

the native's nose and forehead in a

sharp sickle-like curve. With this

colorful adornment on both sides of

the head and framing the cheeks,

the savage's countenance becomes

quite impressive, particularly in

concert with his other regalia of

glistening gold-lip shells. This

usually includes a crown of care-

fully stitched tambu cowries and

a vertical headdress consisting

usually of a flamelike mass of

Greater Bird of Paradise plumes,

spiked generously with owl and

parrot wings or up-ended tails of

the Lesser and Stephanie Birds of

Paradise. Occasionally, too, there

are skins of Golden-crested Bower-

birds and Superb Birds of Paradise,

the latter flashing like a jewel with

each movement of the wearer.

The long undiscovered King of

Saxony sitting so cockily above me,

I later found, remained on and

about the crown of this tree for

periods of up to an hour each day.

When sitting still, his crown plumes

curved upward , like fragile whips

from just behind fche eyes to a point

some three inch' Vqye the velvet-

T*A 1 )f**— an

^ Men, women, and even children such as these became avid collectors when
word got around of the rich rewards in beads, red powder paint, and salt



< The ash-gray and white

Queen of Saxony carries a

spike plume in lieu of the

giant wax-blue crown plume
of the male. After mating she

carries out all duties of nest

building, incubation, and care

of young, while the promis-

cuous, polygamous male con-

tinues to make new conquests

American Museum of Natural History-
Armand Denis Expedition photo

* The author points his 400mri|

telephoto still camera and 152mcl

moving picture camera on a danq

ing Greater Bird of Paradise. 01

the ground is a portable tape ra

corder with which calls of seveJ

species of Birds of Paradise wer|

recorded

* The Wahgi Valley, 20 by 60 miles, I

home for 75,000 people. Though hunting

is practiced, 95 per cent of all food is raisec

in gardens such as the one seen on the steef

slope at left. The expedition was able tc

purchase sugar cane and bananas shown

here with rock salt

Photo by E. T. Gillia
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> Six different birds make up this headdress. On the

forehead, a green metallic shield glistens like a medal-

lion in front of a velvet-black cape of feathers, both

from the male Superb Bird of Paradise. The huge

"shaving brush" is the golden crown of the rare Gar-

dener's Bower Bird. The black top piece is from the

Stephanie Bird of Paradise. Many men bear scars of

tribal warfare. One with a spear through his middle

miraculously survived and joined the author's entourage

as a carrier

black of his partially caped back.

From there they draped symmetri-

cally downward across the basal

edges of the tail to a point four to

six inches below and behind the

tail tip. As I watched, the head

moved in my direction and the bird

seemed to peer at me. To my dis-

may, when I crept closer, he dived

into the thick forest beneath the

display perch, his egg-yellow breast

hardly discernible.

Thus, in the southern watershed

of the Bismarck Mountains at an

altitude of 7500 feet on May 20,

I saw my first living King of Sax-

ony. His perch had been a limb

near the top of a 100-foot tree

growing on the side of a steep-

walled canyon, a position of com-

manding view which, like a stage,

could be watched from afar.

In the months to come, I came

upon eight males of this species on

their dance perches, all of which

were located in deep forest be-

tween the altitudes of 6500 and

8000 feet.

On the twenty-seventh of July,

1950, I had the good fortune to

make color moving pictures

through a six-inch telephoto lens

of one male in the act of dancing.

While these photographs are not

of quality sufficient for popular ex-

hibition, they provide us with a

visual document of the heretofore

unknown courtship performance.

To our great elation, we found,

upon examining the film in New
York, that unknown to us, a female

had entered the dance scene.

I carefully recorded what I saw

that day between 4:00 and 5:00

p.m., at 7500 feet above sea level,

in a subtropical forest on the south

slope of Mount Hagen. The male

King of Saxony elevated the head

plumes in a wide V until they tilted

forward like slender horns and

drooped to a point level with the

feet but perhaps 12 inches in front

of the bird. Then the bird began a

rhythmic dance, which consisted

chiefly of an undulating or bounc-

ing of the body. This took place

some 50 feet above the ground on

a thin horizontal perch, perhaps of

finger thickness. Clasping the

perch tightly, the male made
crouching movements that caused

the slender limb to spring rapidly

up and down some six inches to

a bounce. As the tempo increased,

the velvet black cape gradually ex-

panded until it overhung the

shoulders and forward halves of

the wings. During the bouncing,

which lasted perhaps a minute, the

bird bowed his head a number of

times in a manner that caused the

spectacular twin-occipital plumes

to be cast forward and down like

the tines of a great fork.

While this activity was under
Continued on page 28?
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"< If you have visited Florida, you

may well have passed an anthill

like this one without suspecting

what marvelous activities a little

patient observation would disclose.

The edge of the Harvester Ant's

nest is ringed with a dense growth

of plants. These probably result

from seeds accidentally dropped by

the ants

ONCE each day the sun sweeps

westward across the penin-

sula of Florida. In the southern

portion, its path leads across the

confused and endless ways of the

Everglades to the mangrove

swamps of the western coast. To
the north, its course is across the

pine and palmetto scrub, the home
of the panther and the rattlesnake.

This region of sandy soil is also

the home of Pogonomyrmex.

Pogonomynnex badius is the

species of Harvester Ant that

thrives in this place of sun-parched

sand and scanty vegetation.

Here, spring is a time of awaken-

ing just as it is in more northern

regions, and the sparse plant

growth again pushes up out of the

thin, sandy soil and clothes the

brown waste with green. The

colony of the Harvester Ant beside

the Apalachicola River has easily

survived the winter's rains. With

the approach of spring, the in-

habitants have extended their paths

away from the underground nest

through the ant jungles of short,

herbaceous plants. The feet of

thousands of hurrying ants have

made these tiny highways well de-

fined and easy to follow with the

eye.

The grain bins of the Harvester

Consider the M
Harvester Ant r
It harvests grain like any provident farmer

and after wet weather dries it on the roof in the sun

By Ross E. Hutchins Jm
State College, Mississippi

All photographs by the author

Ants are empty now. The fall store

of seeds has been consumed or

has rotted during the dampness of

winter, and the ants are forced to

forage upon what they can find.

Ten feet from the entrance to the

nest is a palmetto, and in its shelter

grows an assortment of plants that

are producing early seeds. The ants

are busy harvesting these seeds and

carrying them down the highway

to the colony. These seeds are

transported, husk and all, to the

underground passages of the nest,

where they are husked and stored

in bins in the upper chambers

just beneath the surface. The ant-

hill is dome-shaped and raised

above the surrounding sand. Thus

the grain bins are well above the

moisture level. Here the stored

jflVA/j /ji/iftfililmd \k\/Mf/k^JiitoM\llM

seeds remain dry, because the sun

shining upon the dome of the nest

drives the dampness away.

The husks that are removed from

the harvested seeds are carried up

//out of the nest and discarded on
'"' one side of the hill, where a pile

of chaff accumulates. This is their

kitchen midden. Now, it is an in-

teresting fact that a little circle of

seed-producing plants is almost al-

ways found growing about a colony

of Harvester Ants, and this has

given rise to the pretty story that

these ants not only harvest grain

but also plant it. It is disappointing

that we cannot say that the ants

plant and cultivate their crop of

grain-producing plants. Careful

studies have shown that this just

isn't so. The circle of plants about

HISTORY, TUNE, 1953



A Close-up of a spoonful of "grain" after the ants have

husked it in their nest. It is chiefly grass seed

*" After the ants have husked the seeds, they carry the

husks out of the nest and discard them in a pile at one side

of the hill. This close-up shows the husks of various seeds



A Grain bins of the Harvester Ants. In underground cham- After a rain, they take the seeds up onto the roof of the nest

bers like these, the ants store their "grain" for future use. and dry them in the sun. (Photographed in an artificial nest)

the nest results from accidentally

dropped seeds and from sprouted

seeds that have been brought up

out of the grain bins and discarded.

Deeper within the underground

passages are the dark nursery

chambers where the young ants

are being reared. These chambers

are moister than the ones above,

where the grain supply is stored.

The Harvester Ants are poly-

morphic, that is, they are of sev-

eral types. The workers of most

ants are all of one kind, but the

Harvesters are unusual in this re-

spect. If you examine them closely

you will see that there are several

sizes, and now and then there is

a very large kind with an enor-

mous head. It has been said by

some authorities that these ants,

the workers major, constitute the

miller caste, that they break the

flinty seeds with their powerful

jaws for the other ants of the

colony. Be that as it may, they

do have great heads equipped with

jaws that certainly should be capa-

ble of cutting up hard grain. They,

along with their smaller sisters,

have wicked stings that make them

dangerous to other small creatures

of the piny woods.

Daily the ants labor in the sun,

gathering their stores. The little

trails leading away into the scrub

are teeming with seed-laden work-

ers returning from foraging expedi-

tions. But there comes, at last, a

day when the sun no longer shines

and late spring rains sweep through

the barrens. All the creatures of

the forest seek refuge according to

their habits, and the Harvester

Ants cluster together in their under-

ground tunnels. The rain falling

upon the dome of the nest tends

to run off, but some of it soaks

through the roof and the precious

grain bins become saturated. If

the rains should continue for too

Am ixh\L IhLi-buit <\lh^d\i Milik/imWiJh li\ykMW^.TXAll
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long, the grain would begin to

sprout and be rendered useless.

Even when the sun drives away
the rain clouds and the sand of

the barrens becomes dry, the grain

bins of the Harvesters are still

saturated with moisture. The seeds

will soon sprout if something is not

done. But this is an age-old prob-

lem and one with which these ants

have developed the instinct to cope.

With the reappearance of the

sun, the worker ants carry the

seeds up onto the roof of the nest

where they dry, and then they

return a large part of it to the

bins. Simple, but it must have re-

quired a long time to develop the

instinct to carry out this elemen-

tary procedure.

Weeks pass, and the hot breath

of summer sears the pine barrens.

Occasional breezes sigh through

the long-leaf pines and rattle the

dry, fanlike fronds of the palmet-

tos. The Harvester Ants seldom

stir above ground now but remain

deep in the dark, cool lower cham-

bers. Young queen and male ants

are being reared meanwhile. Soon

*>**

they will become mature, emerge

from the nest, and mate. The males,

their role fulfilled, will die, but the

queens will choose likely sites and

found new colonies—if they have

survived the dangers of the mating

flight.

Time passes, and the sun no

longer shines with its full intensity.

The nights grow longer and cooler.

Instinctively, the Harvester Ants

begin harvesting seeds from the

maturing grasses and small legumes

of the scrub. These are carefully

shucked and stored, and soon there

is a sizable heap of chaff beside

the anthill. The bins are full, but

the busy ants work feverishly,

driven by the blind urge of instinct

to accumulate more stores, even

when no more are necessary.

On a near-by bush, a green katy-

did saws out its monotonous dirge,

unmindful of the Harvester Ant's

industry. It neither knows nor cares

that winter is near and that it soon

will die. Its mission in life was

accomplished when the female laid

the eggs that are the guarantee of

a fresh generation of katydids to

sing on future summer evenings.

The Harvester Ant, on the other

hand, must store food, for it must

live throughout the winter to con-

tinue the work of the colony when
the earth grows warm again under

another summer's sun.

A Harvester ants are polymorphic,

that is, the workers are of different sizes

and types. Both the large-headed "miller

caste" and the small-headed types are

shown here

Ht has been said that the ants cut out

the germ end of the seed to prevent

sprouting, but this photograph casts

doubt on the statement. These plants

grew from seeds taken from the grain

bins of the Harvester Ants
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A Beholding the ancient columns of the Giant Forest, one gazes
upon the ages, the very imponderables of existence. Yet if smaller
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creatures are not overlooked in one's admiration for such gran
deur, their importance in nature's scheme becomes apparent
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FORESTERS
of th equoia

Most visitors to Sequoia National Park are so spellbound by the Big Trees that they do

not notice these other denizens, upon whom the giants depend for their existence. In these

photographs you can meet them intimately in a way that is rarely possible on the spot

IN the shadows, upon furrowed

trunks, on needle-padded forest

floor, and in the towering ever-

green-top of the most stupendous

grove in the world lives an elfin

community of wildlife without

which the Sierran giants themselves

would perish. Here in Sequoia Na-

tional Park, as elsewhere in nature,

the marvelous and complex inter-

weave of life pattern and habitat

shows every winged and four-

footed "forester" playing a part in

relation to all the rest.

This famous Park, continuing and

enlarging upon the concept of natu-

ral areas to be set aside in perpetu-

ity for all of us and our descen-

dants, was the second National Park

to be so dedicated, and it is note-

worthy that it was established to

protect and preserve living things.

The idea of National Parks, first

inspired by the scenic wonders of

Yellowstone, has spread over the

globe. But it was the Sequoias that

brought the realization, after cen-

turies of exploitation, that life in

other forms than man can be be-

yond price.

Standing literally like columns in

the Temple of Time, the immense
sequoias of Giant Forest rival or

surpass the life spans of all other

living forms. Yet these Big Trees

of the Sierra, which stood and pros-

pered in matchless grandeur while

By JOHN L. BLACKFORD

A/f photographs by the author



> Blue - fronted Jay: an alert

watchman of the woods, who warns
many creatures of danger. Occasion-

ally he becomes a predator. All life

in some way holds other species in

balance. When the crested jay hides

acorns in the soil, he becomes a

forester. An eater of wild fruits, he

sows their seeds. He carries cones

about and distributes the evergreens.

He is a clown, a wit, a servant of the

forest, a thrilling adventure in wild

civilizations rose and fell, are in-

timately dependent upon their asso-

ciated plants and animals. They

cannot live without the infinitely

smaller winged, furred, and bac-

terial lives that flourish with them—

or that perish when their habitat is

materially disturbed.

It is this vital story of nature's

delicate balance—of the interde-

pendence and interrelationship of

all the plants and animals making

up a distinctive life community—
that the sequoias of Giant Forest

< Red-shafted Flicker. This handsome, friendly wood-
pecker is familiar to most of us through his jovial wicka-

wicka and his engaging presence about our dooryards. In

the Giant Forest he seems a different character, as he darts

among the tremendous red-brown boles of Sequoia gigantea

or plunges arrow-like into the vast canyons of the Kaweah.

As feathered ant-eater, grasshopper, hunter, acorn gatherer,

and wild-berry harvester, his impact upon his environment

is a most beneficial one

* Hart of the Sequoias: a handsome California Mule Deer bud
with new horns in the velvet, reclining at the buttressed base of \

t

colossal Big Tree in the Giant Forest. What part does a deer pla;

in a sequoia's lengthy life? His browsing controls the undercove

beneath which Big Tree seedlings take root. Nor is there any mem,.

ber of a life community that does not, in life or death, in some wajJ

affect the organic chemistry of its living associates



can tell us. It is because of biolog-

ical harmony and adjustment be-

tween every living form in this

mighty forest that the Big Trees

maintained health and strength

through the millenniums and at-

tained their venerable age of around

4000 years. Here, too, in these ca-

thedral corridors of Time, is the

secret for human happiness—for

man cannot achieve lasting security

until he again finds a harmonious

relationship with his natural envir-

onment.

Modern man's most successful

attempt to understand and reveal

biological relationship—the science

of ecology—is more than a science;

it is an exciting adventure into the

living world. In Sequoia National

Park, a few steps from pavement,

you are lost in that world. The va-

ried Sierra Montane Forest broadly

girdles the mid-elevations of Cali-

fornia's Sierra Nevada. Islanded in

this expanse of Ponderosa, Jeffrey,

and Sugar Pine, White and Douglas

Fir, Incense Cedar, and Black Oak

are the occasional massive groves of

sequoias. Half of them, perhaps

5000 Big Trees, are preserved in

Sequoia National Park; and nearly

half of these tower together in

Giant Forest. Their burly crowns

thrust 300 feet into the Sierran

blue. Paleobotanists say their kind

are survivors from the remote ages

of giant reptiles and mammals.

Such is the home of Sequoia's

varied and intriguing wildlife, the

furred and feathered foresters of

this mighty Montane wood.
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^ A California Spotted Owl taking a

daytime nap in a young white fir grow-

ing between the four giant sequoias of

The Cloister. Rodent control is the spe-

cialty of this rare, beautiful, and bene-

ficial bird. Thousands of years ago, the

skillful nocturnal work' of his silent-

winged clan may have saved these forest

giants from winter girdling when they

were seedlings
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A Among the intricately interwoven life patterns in the Giant Forest,

the Stephens Fox Sparrow specializes in the efficient inspection of

forest duff and surface topsoil. His kicking legs and sharp eyes unearth

and detect countless creeping and squirming forms. His appetite con-

trols their numbers. To those who know them, the loud rich songs of

the Fox Sparrows spell the inexpressible lure of the wilderness

A No TIMBERLAND could long endure

without the constant check placed upon

its teeming insect population by hungry

birds. A professional in this class is the

Northern White - headed Woodpecker,

strikingly marked guardian of all the

mighty Sierran conifers. He is a charac-

teristic Sequoian, frequently seen in flash-

winged flight among the huge pillars of

the forest

Picker and seeder of wild ber-

ries and fruit, this female Sierra

Grouse helps maintain the floor and

understory of the montane wood.

Her precocious downy brood place

a heavy check upon fast-multiply-

ing insect life. The budding of con-

ifers by wintering grouse thickens

the new growth—just as does a

nursery man's budding and prun-

ing. No game bird should be

"harvested" to the point where it

cannot fulfill its vital role in the

delicately balanced natural world



<The adaptable Western Robin is

familiar Sequoian, and his carols are i

separable in our memories from the mo
tane groves. Extensive range, abundan<
varied insect diet, and frequent broods
young—all make him an important conti

agent here, as in any of the widely differii

biotic communities where he is at home

*• The Creeper, whose days a

passed in specialized work upon tl
J

tree trunks, is an obscure but irll

portant life-link in the chain I

arboreal survival and growth
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< Black Bear. His tearing

ipart of old logs and stumps in

search of beetles, grubs, and

ints hastens forest decay. The
ioil is "cultivated" during his

digging for roots, bulbs, and

jurrowing animals. In return

for these and many other

services in Nature's scheme of

Things, he enjoys an unex-

pected pleasure in the forest.

The "Bear's Bathtub," a rain-

filled cavity hollowed by fire

from two huge sequoias joined

it the base, is patronized reg-

ularly by an approving ursine

rlientele

] Thus the trails leading into

) the sequoias disclose a mag-
nificent forest wildlife society.

9
Its delicate balance has been

achieved through the adapta-

i
tions of many creatures and

thereby perpetuated for untold

i thousands of years
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berg, Professor of Anthropology

from Cornell University, guided

the oxen that pulled a plow across

a field on the Hacienda Vicos up

in Peru's beautiful Callejon de

Huaylas, literally the "alley lane,"

running between the Black and the

White Cordillera of the Andes. He
fertilized the overworked land with

the country's own guano and

planted wheat.

Dr. Holmberg, who grew up in

a small town in Minnesota's farm-

lands and knew plowing long be-

fore he knew anthropology, is put-

* The Plaza of Hacienda Vicos,

the heart of the 18,000-acre tract

where the experiment is being con-

ducted. A view before reconstruc-

tion
A. Gwillrn i'hotn

A When Cornell University and
the Carnegie Foundation became in-

terested in the community, the Ha-
cienda had fallen into disrepair and
become public property. Cornell rents

the Hacienda for $900 a year, and Dr.

Allan Holmberg (hatless) directs the

program. Next to him here is Dr.

Mario Vasquez, the spokesman of the

project among the Indians. At right is

Humberto Ghersi, who is studying

the mestizo community at Macara for

his doctorate

> Gleaners in the potato fields

after the harvest. Application

of modern agricultural methods
for only five months produced

a potato crop that alone paid

most of the rent



ting sweat, sunburn, and aching

muscles into an effort to make the

Hacienda Vicos pay off in advan-

tages for the Indians who live on

it. Working beside the Indians, with

his sun-bleached crew haircut and

blue eyes behind rimmed glasses,

he shows his Swedish ancestry.

Early in June, I took a photo-

graph of three of the blond Holm-

bergs in the wheat field. Six-year-

old Anna was sitting on her father's

shoulder, and three-year-old David

was astride the neck of swarthy

Enrique Luna, the administrator

of the hacienda. The yellow wheat

shimmered around us. Dr. Holm-

berg, reaching down to touch the

crisp grains affectionately, re-

marked that the land was yielding

double the wheat it had been

giving.

The Anthropology Department

of Cornell University, with the help

of a grant from the Carnegie Foun-

dation, rented this hacienda on

January 1, 1952, and started a five-

year experiment in applied anthro-

pology under the direction of Dr.

Holmberg. This and three other

experiments — in Thailand, India,

and southwestern United States —

have been launched by Cornell as

something new in anthropological

studies. Hitherto, studies have

been made for the laudable pur-

pose of adding to the world's

knowledge. Applied anthropology,

like applied psychology, is de-

signed to aid the person studied.

The object in Peru is to help the

Indians make the transition into

modern-world economy.

The Cornell experiment has the

blessing of Peru's Institute of

Indian Affairs and the friendly col-

laboration of its Director, Dr. Car-

los Monge, and of other important

.1. Guillen photo



officials in the Ministry of Labor

and Indian Affairs.

The Callejon de Huaylas was
chosen for the experiment because

it has a population of Indians who
five to themselves in their old

primitive patterns but are facing a

period of economic development.

The Callejon is surely the most

glorious "alley" in the world, the

kind of place in which even an

altitude-sick traveler would like to

rise for a stanza of some hymn
to creation. A condor of the Andes
down on the coast for a vacation

among the pelicans would consider

the trip back a short one, for

he would simply fly high over the

Black Cordillera, and there he

would be floating across a fresh

hilly valley toward the cake-icing

of the White Cordillera. For those

of us who go on wheels, it is 250

miles from Lima to Huaras—around
10 or 11 hours.

We ride up the coastal desert

for three hours, then turn inland

toward barren hills that soon turn

into the mountains. The car climbs

steadily, and at times we can see

six loops of our zigzagging road

below. We wind endlessly up and

up through the labyrinth of moun-

tains, emerging from barrenness

into pasture lands and steep fields

and roadside decorations of wild-

flowers.

As we round a curve to a pas-

sage blasted through rock, the

driver says, "This is Incahuacanca

( Where the Inca Wept )
," and

slows up so that we can see skulls

in a niche with the remains of

candles, which the faithful have

burned there. Presently he says,

"We're over the Black Cordillera,"

and we see before us the first

frosted giant of the White Cordil-

lera.

Conococha, the little brown com-

munity sitting on the crossing, is

a sad place alone up here in the

Andes, higher above sea level than

the summit of the Matterhorn. A
man standing on a heap of stones,

hands in pockets, woolen scarf

wrapped around his neck and

mouth, gravely contemplates the

car. From a placid lagoon, the

river Santa moves off in a leisurely

escape, giving no hint that it will

later shout and tumble and pro-

vide the makings for a great hydro-

electric project. As we start down
the plain toward Huaras three

hours away, those engagements for

next Friday in sophisticated Lima
glimmer in our memory like ghosts.

We are now in the old mountain

kingdom of the Incas. Three-quar-

ters of all the people in Peru live

in the so-called Sierra, only one-

quarter on the coast or in the

jungle. Over 45 per cent of the

country's people are pure Indian,

and about the same number are

mestizos — mixed Indian and white.

From the moment the traveler en-

counters the pure Indians of the

Sierra, he realizes with compassion

that he is among a people who
have been caught in a harsh his-

torical process.

It's the same feeling that hit me
when I went touring in our own
Southwest and suddenly encoun-

tered those brightly dressed wan-
dering Navajos, whose ancestors

lost out in the Conquest.

Peru has a much bigger problem

than we have, because there were

more Indians to start with, and

they had a highly developed civili-

zation. The many evidences of

what they were keep history alive

and pricking today. A traveler in

the Andes sees tiers of barren

agricultural terraces and irrigation

ditches built by the competent en-

gineers of the Inca kingdom.

It will be a sad day for color

film when the picturesque Indians

of the Sierra climb into store

clothes. But for all their bright

dramatic costumes, they tug at our

sympathies, for they are obviously

at the low end of the economic

scale. Men and women both turn

to alcohol for surcease and recrea-

tion.

Such is the problem that history

has precipitated. Peru is struggling

with it, but she is handicapped by
lack of money. The Indian Con-

gress held in 1949 at Cuzco

brought together educators, anthro-

pologists, and other specialists from

both South and North America to

consider the Indian. The govern-

ment has welcomed the Cornell ex-

periment because it is an attempt

by social scientists to put a group

of Indians on their feet. It may
turn out to be a demonstration of

how to bring the Indians into the

national life.

The Peruvian Government hopes

to bring industrial development to

this valley and is behind the hydro-

electric plant on the Santa Biver.

Peru has a growing population and

a perfectly fantastic geography

from which to feed them—desert,

towering mountains, and jungle, so

she must increase her productivity

and her national income. Small

industries seem to be the answer.

Dick Patch, of Columbus, Ohio,

has been studying the Indians in

the present industries of the Calle-

jon. He is tall, fair, and slow-

spoken, and he has a slight stoop

that makes him look scholarly at

twenty-two. The amoeba gave him

dysentery, and then jaundice hit

him and he had to go down to

Lima for hospitalization. But after

several weeks, he returned and con-

tinued his studies through the

dreariness of the rainy season in

the high altitude. He visited the

hydroelectric works, sawmills, fur-

niture and rug factories, and other

industries, to determine how the

Indians change when they come

down from their hillside homes to

work in industry. What do they do

with their small farms? Do they

bring their families with them? Do
they stop chewing coca? Do they

learn Spanish?

This field work gives Dick the

basis for his doctorate at Cornell.

"When I get my degree, I'm coming

back to the Callejon," he said in

making his farewells.

His study helps to define the

Indian's response to an industrial

life and will be helpful later in the

development of small industries on

the hacienda.

In contrast to wandering Dick,

Bill Stein has stayed put for nine

months in the Indian village of

Hualcan. He learned Quechua at

Cornell in preparation for this in-

vestigation. A big bronzed man in
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> The snow-
CAPPED summits of

the White Cordil-

leras, which look

down upon the re-

mote valley where
the future greets

the past

< Seminar, with Dr. Holmberg
presiding. The talents of the crew

who are applying their energies to

the plan range all the way from
agricultural know-how to social

and psychological aids. Plans in-

clude extension of health facilities

* Wives and Families are part of

the scientific community. Here are

Anna and David Holmberg and

friends

A. Guillen photo

his early thirties, he had two years

before the mast as a boy of sixteen.

Among other things, he is evalua-

ting the receptivity or resistance of

the people to outside influence.

This he should be able to analyze

feelingly in his doctoral thesis, for

the Indians didn't want him there

at first and turned against the

family that took him in.

To round out his study, Bill went

down to one of the sugar haciendas

on the coast, where religious obli-

gations often bring his Indians to

recoup their finances. When a

man's turn comes to be major-domo

of a big religious festival, he may
have to go deeply into debt to play

the part fittingly. He regards his
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** After the fiesta. Recreational

facilities of the Indians are being

studied, also the use by the Indians

of coca and alcohol

* The old chapel on Hacienda

Vicos. In its heyday 100 years ago,

the estate had a family in residence

and Mass was held on Sundays

debt of honor so seriously that he

goes away to work and saves

almost every centavo of his wages.

The project needs comparative

information on the social structure

of pure Indian villages and villages

that are mestizo. Humberto Ghersi

is studying the mestizo community

of Marcara for his doctoral thesis

at the University of San Marcos.

Marcara, six kilometers from the

Hacienda Vicos, is the nearest

gateway to the outside world. The

Indians come to Marcara to attend

Mass and take part in festivals.

They bring their eggs and cheese

to market. And they get drunk in

Marcara.

Bill Mangin started his study of

alcoholism and coca-chewing in

Marcara. He is a tall, wavy-haired

Irishman from Syracuse who was

in the Navy for three years and

spent his G. I. money studying

anthropology in the Yale Graduate

School. He stays at our pension

when he is in Lima, and I shall

always remember him as he stood

one evening, shirt a little baggy

in front, thumbs tucked into his

belt, crooning Cool, Clear Water

over a long Englishman shrinking

into a deep armchair. The English-

man had complained that the rec-

ord of this song had been missing

for days, and Bill, who considers the

piece corny, said he would be glad

to oblige with his own rendition.

In full tremolo he began, "All day

I paced the barren waste without

a taste of water," and went on to
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the end, though we all begged,

"Stop, Bill, you're breaking our

hearts."

I asked him how he happened

to join the Cornell experiment, and

he answered, "Oh, I just went in

one day to see a guy at the

Museum of Natural History about

Peru." Bill has Vera and fifteen-

month-old Laura, but they were

willing to take a chance on the

Andes, if that was where he wanted

to go, so he shopped around for

funds and secured a grant from

Cornell University and the Social

Science Research Council.

He is finding out how much

alcohol and coca the Indians are

using, and why. The traditional

explanation of coca-chewing is that

it takes away hunger and gives

energy. After studying a group of

40 Indians whom he could have

under observation all day during

potato harvest, Bill found that

when given the choice of coca or

bread, most of them would take

the bread. As I made a note, Bill,

the scientist, said, "Now don't write

that they have all sworn off coca.

The study only indicates that the

chewing of coca is not necessarily

a vicious habit that cannot be over-

come by a stimulus of greater

value, such as food."

Bill is acting field director of

the project during the nine months

from September to June, while Dr.
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A A SPECIAL OVEN for making
bread for All Saints Day

^•The cemetery is a so-

cial place on All Saints Day

Holmberg is teaching his alternate

year at Cornell.

The Holmbergs and the Mangins

live in the old house on the

Hacienda Vicos, the 18,000-acre

heart of the Cornell experiment.

Some 2250 Indians occupy dis-

persed homesteads over this big

and rugged area. The hacienda saw

its heydey perhaps 100 years ago,

with a family in residence and

Mass in the chapel on Sundays. It

has long since been public property

and rented to the highest bidders,

who have farmed some 500 acres

for what they could get out. Cor-

nell now rents the hacienda for

a year.

The Indians traditionally gave

in exchange for their homesteads

3 days of labor a week to the

hacienda without pay, except for a

gratification of 20 centavos (U. S.

$.013) for the purchase of coca,

and this arrangement is continued.

They had also been called upon

for much free service as cooks,

grooms, and the like, but are not

asked for such labor under the

project.

The Indian families have lived

pretty much on their own, and

they remain primitive. They have

become more and more isolationist

SCIENCE AND THE INDIAN

as the place has run down and lost

its center of interest. The Indians

received no agricultural assistance.

When the experiment was started

in January, 1952, they had not been

getting their gratification for a

year. There was no health service.

The chapel was closed. The little

adobe school was going to pieces,

but the 15 or 20 boys who showed

up could fit into the dusty, dim

porch.

Only perhaps a dozen of their

number can read and write, and

most of them speak only Quechua.

Their morale is low, and they lack

unity unless it be in resistance to

outside influence. We outsiders can

guess this resistance from their

faces. Many of those faces are fine,

the kind seen on old coins, but

they are conservative people, and

our presence there probably seems

completely reasonless.

Anyhow, that's the setup for the

anthropologists. Mario Vasquez, a

Ph. D. from San Marcos who grew

up in the Callejon, is the voice of

the project among the Indians. He
has explained to them that the

foreigners are interested in improv-

ing the place and are putting all

profits back in so the people them-

selves will benefit.

Mario lives with an Indian family

in the hills. His day is often started

at 5:30 or earlier by a man asking

him to settle a quarrel, or a woman
seeking medical help for her hus-

band.

My first visit here was early last

June. We drove between the crum-

bling adobe walls into a big bare

area that forms a kind of plaza,

and I saw a tall cross leaning

against the closed doors of the old

chapel. The brown of the adobe

structures and the crumminess of

the walls make a sad first impres-

sion. The house, however, was

turning white under the painters'

brushes, and it had an obviously

new wooden veranda across the

second story.

The walls in the Holmberg's

apartment upstairs are a soft green

and have niches for books and

dishes. There are rugs of Indian

design and old pottery of the pre-

Inca civilizations on the stone man-

tel and deep windowsills. Dr.

Holmberg explained how simple it

is to make a niche or a closet for

clothes in an adobe house. Just

take a knife and carve the size

opening you want and then paint

it. There's an opening with a shelf

between the kitchen and dining
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room which enchants the Indian

boy who helps with the meals.

One job of the anthropologists

is to teach the Indians how to do
the work they ask of them. Anthro-

pologists are generally resourceful,

and Dr. Holmberg is no exception.

Twelve years ago, he headed into

the deep jungle in Bolivia to spend
eight months with no mail and no
travel agent around the bend to

make arrangements for crossing

rivers alive with crocodiles. Out
of this study, done on a grant from
the Social Science Research Coun-
cil, came his report Nomads of the

Long Bow. When the war broke

out, he went into economic war-

fare for the U. S. Embassy, later

switched to the Rubber Develop-

ment Corporation. He met Laura

Hines at the Embassy, and since

their marriage he has "settled

down" as he calls it.

Laura Holmberg is also capable.

"I never saw a woman," said one

of her friends, "who can so easily

park a baby on her hip and start

across the Andes Mountains." Eric

is only two, but tow-headed Anna
and David run around among the

laborers and have picked up a real

vocabulary of Quechua, which un-

fortunately will not be intelligible

this winter in Ithaca.

Dr. Holmberg led us out to see

the crops. Three Indians trotted

past us, faces half hidden under
the big sacks of seed potatoes they

were carrying to the shed. The kit-

4. Guillen photos

chen gardens were large enough
to provide produce for the hacien-

da, including a hot plate for the

school children, and bring in about

150 soles (U. S. $10) every week
from sales to people who walk
up from Marcara. The Indians on
the hacienda follow their old diet

of potatoes, corn, and beans, with

a little meat when they can get

it, but some of them have begun
to toy with the vegetables. They
have learned to eat cabbage but

refuse the turnips. Dr. Holmberg
had enlisted an American nutri-

tionist in Lima, and he was com-
ing up in a few weeks with some
aides to make a nutritional study

of the population. "After that," said

Dr. Holmberg, "we'll know better

how to improve their diet."

Jumping the irrigation ditches,

we went down to visit the wheat
field and the future orchard, where
250 peach trees were on the way
up.

One big job to be done on this

hacienda is to stop erosion. In the

six months since the hacienda had
been taken over, 200 eucalyptus

trees and 500 pine seedlings had
been set out, and the Indians were
beginning to buy pine seedlings at

> Signs of modernization. It

hoped that modern agricultural tech-

niques can revive the seriously eroded
farmlands and support an up-to-date

agricultural community. Electrifica-

tion in the valley will soon stimulate

industrial opportunities for those who
want to "leave the farm." Thus the

students of history and of the arts of

living hope to ease an ancient people
quickly through several thousand
years of sudden transition

Building the terrace for the new school. Local labor
suffices. Attendance in the old building jumped from
20 to 60 in three days when school lunches were
started. There is a dream of a much-needed medical
clinic. Ninety-nine per cent of the populace proved
to be infested with an average of four different in-

testinal parasites each
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one sol (U. S. $.06) to plant

around their own homesteads.

Trees are so scarce in this high,

hilly region that evenings in the

hotel near Huaras I uneasily eye

the armful of firewood that the

boy brings in to give us a little

warmth while we wait for dinner.

No wonder the soil runs away.

The patchwork fields on the sky-

scraping hills of the hacienda are

more vertical than horizontal.

"They use ladders to plant some

of those fields," Dr. Holmberg said.

The Indians are being encouraged

to revive their old agricultural art

of terracing, abandoned since the

Conquest. By clearing the stones

from the hillside and using them to

build retaining walls, they have

added 25 acres of erosion-free

farmland by terracing.

An agricultural engineer of an

inter-American agency known as

SCIPA comes from Huaras, 16

miles away, one day a week to

help with the plans, which include

rotation of crops, introduction of

better varieties of seed, develop-

ment of pasture land, improvement

of cattle, use of insecticides, and

preparation of seed beds from

which plants will be distributed to

the Indians. The hacienda procures

fertilizer, seed, and wool for weav-

ing, which the Indians can pur-

chase at cost.

When I was there early in June,

the project had been running only

five months. The one big profit

so far was the 9000 soles (U. S.

about $600) they had cleared on

the potato crop. The actual profit

had been 18,000 soles, but half

had to go to the former renters

who had put the potatoes in. The
grain, which had been put in since

the first of January, was expected

to clear another $600 or so. In

one month (March) small sales

made on the hacienda amounted
to a little over $100.

Their first piece of construction

is the new school. Attendance had

jumped from 20 to 60 in 3 days

when school lunches were started.

And three girls, miniatures of their

mothers in their costumes, now
show up regularly in this man's

world of letters.

On the hillside behind the

school, I watched some 20 work-

men laying the foundation for a

building to accommodate 200 stu-

dents. They had blasted out the

embedded boulders and were vising

them to build a retaining wall. As

we stopped to look at this thing

of strength and beauty, Dr. Holm-
berg remarked that the Indians

love to build stone walls. The
workmen will make all the adobe

and tile needed for the building.

Gustavo Tode, a Lima architect,

became interested and drew up
plans for the school. It will perch

in two levels upon the steep hill-

side, with a front nearly all glass —
a wide-eyed edifice in this region

of blind buildings. There will be

an auditorium for both day and

evening use. "If the next potato

crop is good enough," someone re-

marked, "perhaps we can get a

projector this year." Two or three

acres will be cleared for school

gardens and another area for an

athletic field; and beyond that, Dr.

Holmberg sees a pleasure park

with trees and running water.

It occurred to me as we walked

and talked that I never once won-
dered, "Just why is he doing all

this?' I knew. He is doing it

because he likes to. I have had to

use the word primitive to describe

the Indians' society because it lacks

certain tools, techniques, conven-

iences, and habits of thought that

are characteristic of our modern
world. But the word primitive

should not suggest that the anthro-

pological project is afflicted with a

superiority complex. The visitors

regard themselves quite properlv

as self-invited anthropologists who
have this interesting opportunity to

try out their science in helping a

people to adjust to a changing

environment.

We looked over a crumbling wall

at a field of boulders the men
would dynamite next to prepare

for a clinic. Dr. Holmberg isn't

worrying yet about how to get a

medical staff. The friend with me,

a nurse, remarked, "Now that is

something I would like to do,"

though before our eyes was only

this rocky ground.

Dr. Holmberg gladly pulls in

anyone who can help. One day a

doctor traveling for a U. S. drug

company stopped by. Holmberg

and he had by chance known each
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When a starfish is rig]

side up, its mouth anj

tube feet point dowi

ward, and its sie\j

plate is on top. Tfl

sieve plate is tn

lightish disc just bi

low the center of tl

starfish shown her

] * In this position, the starfish

can slowly move over the bottom
of the sea by action of its tube feet

Jl Star/Lit RifLh Shelf.

You describe it

. oh, well



O A, If you turn the starfish over,

you can see the tube feet—fring-

ing each side of the radial canal,

like flowers bordering a path

3 *" The starfish soon

curls its arms backward

in the first maneuver to

right itself

A photo sequence

By Kurt Severin

4 > Reaching the tip

of one of its arms

farther back than

the rest, it works

its center of grav-

ity into a position

where. . . .

5 * The upper surface is begin-

ning to come uppermost. Then
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A The University of Michigan's blizzard camp atop

Great Sitkin volcano in the Aleutians. Near this ice

field, a small colony of rose-purple orchids were grow-

ing not more than five feet from the ice

DURING the four years in

which our expeditions have

explored the Aleutian Islands, we
have often made our headquarters

at military bases, where we tried

to help the soldiers and sailors to

know and appreciate the natural

wonders of their lonely outposts. A
surprising number of men showed

an eager interest in the flowers that

cover the Aleutian meadows and

windy heath slopes every summer.

When the men came with plants

for us to identify, they invariablv

brought one in particular in which

they seemed most interested—

a

small plant with rose and purple

flowers.

When we told them their speci-

mens were orchids, they were

amazed. Later each G. I. collector

would carefully press his orchid

between the pages of a Blue

Jacket's Manual or a mystery mag-

azine, and the next letter home was

almost sure to announce with all

of the seriousness attending a re-

port of a new scientific discovery:

"Guess what? There are orchids

growing in this hellhole. I mean

real orchids!"

y^Jrchidt

of the Tundra
Some G.I.'s in the North saw more orchids than

their pals stationed in tropical regions, and

the Aleuts even serve orchid tubers for dinner

By Theodore P. Bank, II
Botanical Gardens. University of Michigan

The little orchid that impressed

our G. I. friends would be one of

the most gorgeous flowers on earth

if only each blossom were as large

as the more commonly known
orchids offered for sale in Ameri-

can florist shops. The Aleutian

orchid, however, is a small plant

that stands only six or eight inches

high. Its tiny flowers, of which

there are a dozen or more, are

arranged in a broad spike, and the

color of its petals varies from pink

to rose with purple or russet spots.

The flower has no odor at all, but

anyone who sees it growing among

the rugged and forbidding gray

rocks of the tundra quickly comes

to appreciate the delicate touch of

beauty it lends to an otherwise

bleak terrain. Certainly it has

pleased the fancy of many a dis-

consolate soldier.

Frequentlv we were accom-

panied on our field studies by local

G.I.'s who found in our overland

treks an interesting and adventur-

ous way to spend their off-duty
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hours. Some of these boys became

truly expert amateur botanists, and

they performed a valuable service

to our expeditions by helping to

collect plants. Others also contrib-

uted to our studies but more by

accident. I especially remember a

tall, lanky Oklahoma boy, a ma-

chinist's mate in the Navy, who
discovered an orchid we hadn't ex-

pected to find in the central Aleu-

tians.

He casually mentioned one day

that he knew where there was a

plant we didn't have in our col-

lections. Somewhat dubious, for we
had been thorough in our searches,

we climbed into a jeep with him

and drove across the tundra as far

as we could go before the ground

became too steep. Then we footed

it after our long-legged guide into

a beautiful green valley that faced

the Bering Sea. Stopping on a high

bank overlooking a cold, rushing

stream, he pointed with satisfaction

to a boggy, flat place near the

water.

At first we saw only clusters of

buttercups and rose-purple orchids,

but then our attention focused

upon several scattered plants that

were different from the others.

Each had a single flower with a

large, inflated sac that hung down
like the lower part of a pelican's

beak. The sac was cream-colored

with brown spots, and the two

green leaves on each plant were

also spotted brown, giving a rather

weird appearance. It was a lady's-

slipper (Cypripedium gutiatiim).

In some parts of the United States

it is very common, but it had not

been known from the Aleutians

except on islands close to the

Alaskan mainland.

We were delighted with the find

^ This is the rose-purple orchid {orchis aristata) that was most com-

monly seen by the servicemen in the Aleutians. This plant was about

eight inches high and was growing near a mountain stream

A A Close-up of the spike shows

the tiny but beautiful rose-colored

flowers with purple spots on their

petals

and congratulated our beaming

colleague from Oklahoma. He then

told us that he would have shown

us to the spot sooner except that

he had figured we were kidding

when we told everyone we were in

the Aleutians to collect flowers.

"Fer gosh sakes," he said, "I

thought your posy picking was just

a cover-up for some sort of secret

work you were doing." We gravely

informed him that grown men ac-

tually did spend their time looking

for plants, if they happened to be

botanists.

The rose-purple orchid and the

lady's-slipper are not the only

orchids to be found in the North.

Our Aleutian servicemen, and in-

deed most persons, are surprised

to learn that many different kinds

of orchids have invaded the colder

regions of the world. There are

thirteen kinds in the Aleutians, and

more occur on the mainlands of

Asia and North America. One of

my favorites is the majestic white

orchid (Platanthcra), of which

there are many species in Alaska.

One kind with greenish-white
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flowers arranged in a tall, slender

spike emits one of the sweetest

perfumes in the Northland. Then

there are the delicate mist maidens

(Spiranthes Romansoffiana), the

long-bracted orchids, the tway-

blades (Listera), and the coral

roots (Corallorrhiza)—all northern

members of the large and expan-

sive orchid family.

Not only do these seemingly

delicate plants survive in arctic

and subarctic regions, but I have

come upon them growing next to

snowbanks. It is almost as though

the orchid family were trying to

prove its hardiness! However, we
usually find them growing where

they are protected from the high

winds and watered by drainage

from hillsides. Frequently they oc-

cur next to streams, where their

leaves and flowers are sometimes

bathed by the sprav.

Once we discovered the rose-

purple orchid during an ascent of

an active Aleutian volcano. Our
expedition was camped on the

rocky, cold slopes of Great Sitkin

peak, and we were preparing for

an attempt to reach the crater 1000

feet above us by traversing the

glacier that surrounded it. As we
made our way among the rocks

along the lower margin of the

glacier, we came upon a small com-

munity of orchids bravely enduring

the rigorous environment of ashy

soil bordering a towering cliff of

ice. The plants were stunted, to

be sure, but seemingly healthy.

We were intrigued with their situ-

ation and looked about for other

communities, but search as we
would we could locate no other

orchids closer than 100 yards in

a protected ravine. The first group

were truly pioneers.

The following day we were pre-

sented with the apparent paradox

of the same species growing in the

opposite temperature extreme.

While descending the mountain,

we found another little group of

these orchids snuggling close to a

boiling hot spring below the active

volcanic crater. One was reminded

of the ballad "The Cremation of

Sam Magee," for these hot-spring

orchids looked as if they were

really warm for the first time since

thev had come to the Aleutians.

The Aleutian natives, called

Aleuts, recognize the different

types of orchids growing on their

islands and have native names for

them. During one of our visits to

an Aleut summer camp, we noticed

an old ladv seated on the ground

scrubbing the soil from some fleshy,

white tubers that looked familiar.

She called them chagitkas and led

us to her tent where she produced

a jar full of them. They were from

the white orchid (PJatanthera) and

are gathered in August, washed

well, and boiled like potatoes.

They have a sharp, almost peppery

taste, but the Aleuts say that in

the old days, before the introduc-

tion of the white man's potato, the

people relied upon them. For some

reason, the Aleuts do not consider

the rose-purple orchid to be edible,

although it, too, has fleshy tubers.

They have forgotten whatever use

the other local orchids may have

had in the past.

One doesn't have to go to Alaska

or northern Canada to find cold-

hardy orchids, for many kinds grow

in the United States. The showy

orchid (Orchis rotundifolia) is a

first cousin to the Aleutian Orchid,

and it occurs in most of the north-

ern states as far south as Colorado.

Other orchids frequent cool sphag-

num bogs all the way from Minne-

sota to New England. The south-

ern states also have a fine variety

of the sorts of orchids that root in

soil, some of them beautifully

showy, others admired only by
botanists.

They are all in the orchid family,

a plant family that is justly famous

among botanists not only because

of its gorgeous and commercially

valuable tropical flowers but also

because it is one of the largest and

truly widespread families among
the flowering plants.

< This is the white orchid of

Kodiak Island (Platantbera)

,

a plant about fourteen inches

tall, with snow-white flowers
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A CLIMBING straight up the branchless trunk of a large pine tree might

seem an almost impossible task to many people, but it is a simple accom-

plishment for this four-foot Corn Snake (Elaphe guttata). Released on

the ground near by, the snake began to climb when it reached the tree.

It moved upward among the grooves and irregularities of the bark with

surprising speed and sureness. The snake had climbed about ten feet and

was still going when the picture was taken. It clung so tightly to the

bark that considerable force was necessary to remove it

TREE-CLIMBING SNAKES

Tree-

Climbing

SttaAed

Seemingly

impossible feats are performed

by certain snakes

By C. M. Bogert

Curator of Amphibians and Reptiles,

American Museum of Natural History

THIS excellent photograph by

Jack Dermid of Raleigh,

N. C. accurately portrays the

ability of the corn snake to climb

a perpendicular but rough surface.

Most, if not all members of the

same group (the genus Elaphe)

climb tree trunks by much the

same method, and in this respect

they do not differ appreciably from

distantly related snakes, including

some boas.

It may be worth pointing out

that the corn snake and its closer

relatives are somewhat specialized.

Many American species frequent

trees, and one Asiatic species is

quite obviously specialized as a

tree dweller. However, it should

be noted that such snakes are

able to climb perpendicular sur-

faces only when irregularities are

present and that not all snakes are

endowed with this ability. It in-

volves movements of the individual

belly scales, which are controlled

by muscles attached to the bony

framework inside the body. Careful

inspection of these snakes will dis-

close that the outer ends of each

separate belly scale are bent

sharply upward at an angle. The



> In climbing rough sur-

faces, the Four-lined Rat

Snake uses the angular edge

of the belly scales, visible in

this photograph

^ Showing the difference be-

tween the specialized belly scales

of the Four-lined Rat Snake and

the rounded Black Snake. The
specialized scales of the Rat Snake

hold the snake against irregularities

while its body is moved forward

beneath the skin

middle portion of the belly is flat,

but these angular edges of the

individual scales are brought to

bear on irregularities. They are

even thrust outward to avail the

snake of lateral crevices in the

bark. The belly scales are moved
forward in successive waves, while

the muscles draw the body forward

inside the skin.

Quite in contrast, the belly scales

of such snakes as the racers

(Coluber constrictor and its sub-

species) are rather firmly anchored

to the internal skeleton. The belly

scales cannot be shifted forward

in waves. Such snakes do climb

trees, but they are incapable of the

feats performed by the corn snake

and others equipped with a loosely

attached skin. Racers rely solely

upon movements of the body and

usually gain access to trees by

availing themselves of projecting

limbs. Occasionally they ascend a

tree trunk but only if the bark is

extremely rough or if there are

branches or twigs near the ground.

Under such conditions, they climb

rapidly, much more so than a corn

snake could. But the corn snake

can scale trunks that would baffle

a racer.

Many snakes, particularly bur-

rowers or secretive species, vir-

tually never ascend trees. The
smaller kinds may turn up beneath

the bark of a dead tree a few feet

from the ground, and at least one

species of blind snake (of the

tropical family Typhlopidae) has

been discovered in the nests of

tree-dwelling termites, probably

having followed the tubular tunnel

the insects made from the ground.

Most rattlesnakes are poor

climbers, and it is only under

exceptional circumstances that one

leaves the ground. On the other

hand, there are some tropical

vipers, as well as pit vipers, that

habitually live in trees. Such snakes

make efficient use of a prehensile

tail, which no rattlesnake has.
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other in Bolivia. The doctor stayed

to run tests, found that 99 per cent

of the population was infested with

intestinal parasites, with an aver-

age of four different parasites per

intestinal tract. No one was sur-

prised. Sanitation is unknown.

People walk barefoot over con-

taminated ground. Children sit

half-naked on the dirt floors. To

eliminate intestinal infestation will

take the services of school and

clinic, plus willingness bred of

understanding.

Norman Pava carries on his

studies at his house in the hills.

We went on horseback up the

steep, rocky trail one Sunday morn-
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ing to see him. It was a gloriously

fresh morning, with the White Cor-

dillera marching above us, radiant-

ly indifferent to what we were up

to. We met burros coming down

from the mines laden with bags

of ore, and we saw a number of

houses of an early Andean type —

a stone body with a thatched roof

pulled up into a topknot.

Halfway up a hill, our horses

scrambled up a rocky ledge,

squeezed downward between a

rock and some trees, and came out

on a small plateau by three huts.

Norman came out of the far one

to greet us, wearing a startlingly

white shirt and looking Bostonian

behind his dark-rimmed glasses.

His open-front adobe house is

whitewashed inside and decorateJ

with bunches of brown and yellow

corn hanging from the rafters. He
offered us water from a large jar

in a sling, saying, "It's boiled." A
loose-leaf notebook lay open on the

table, beside it an uncapped foun-

tain pen and a primus stove. In

the dark little sleeping room the

jackets of books were bright against

the wall — old friends like Wind in

the Willoivs, Madame Bovarij, The

Golden Bough.

Norman showed us around the

tiny plateau. One hut was the

family kitchen, with skins that

served as a bed at night now

thrown over a beam. The third

and largest shelter had the big

loom, a beautiful black poncho

with red stripes lying across it.

The only member of the family

living here now is an old man,

Norman's landlord.

I asked Norman just what he

was doing up here, and he said

in his modest way, "Oh, I'm mak-

ing a kind of psychological study."

He expected to return to the

United States and enroll at Cornell

for the spring semester of 1953.

Our horses scrambled off the

ledge and down the trail. We then

rode across the hills to a Comuni-

dad — an Indian village with civil

standing—just outside the hacienda.

Here we visited Joan Snyder,

daughter of a New York dentist.

Dark and slight, she looked stylish

SCIENCE AND THE INDIAN

in blue jeans and white shirt. A
lovely smell came from the pot on

her stove. Joan told us that every

evening when she and the friend

from a near-by town who lives

with her are cooking dinner, they

turn on their radio. Silently, dark

forms slip in to sit on the bench

by the door. In the morning, the

girls discover what foods their

guests didn't fancy by the scraps

on the ground behind the bench.

Joan at 22 has had a good bit of

experience outside her own cul-

ture. She spent two summers work-

ing with the American Friends

Service Committee in Mexican vil-

lages. Spanish is almost a native

tongue to her now, and she is

learning Quechua. She is studying

the relationship of the Comunidad

to the federal government and to

other villages. Like all members

of the group, she enters into the

life into which she has chosen to

cast herself, but sometimes during

a festivity she is stuck with a

mouthful of the fermented chicha,

which she had planned to spit out.

"They hand you the jug," she said,

"and you take a mouthful; then

someone quick turns a flashlight

on your face and asks you wha':

your name is." Joan returned to

the United States at the end of

1952 to enroll at Cornell for the

spring semester.

That afternoon we watched the

Sunday sights. Just below, a man

with a cart was peddling some

kind of shaved ice mixture. Thev

get their ice on the hacienda in

the grand manner — someone goes

up and cuts off a hunk of glacier.

A woman such as advertising men

put on their travel posters was

coming in from the highway. Her

bouffant cerise skirt was looned

up after the local fashion to show

the lime-colored underskirt. A gar-

land of flowers lay around the high

crown of her mannish white hat.

She was staggering. No liquor is

sold on the hacienda, but the

Indians get it in the village; and

thev make it.

"What we have on our hands,"

commented Dr. Holmberg, "is es-

sentially the running of a small

nation, together with the job of

trying to study its development.

Literally hundreds of problems

arise for which we haven't enough

people."

At first the Indians sat silent and

wary at the open meetings every

Wednesday. Now they want to

stand up and be heard. One of the

influential men on the hacienda

says that about 50 per cent of them

are in favor of what is going on.

"Things were never like this be-

fore," some of them say.

The other 50 per cent ask, "What

do they expect to get out of us?"

This attitude does not upset the

anthropologists.

I heard a few people in the

American colony in Lima speak of

the project as though it were a

curious bit of humanitarianism by

nonmissionaries, but the anthro-

pologists would never let them say

this. They insist the experiment

is basically a scientific study in

which anthropologists with various

specialties are focusing their atten-

tion on a community in the high

Andes that has been isolated from

our technological civilization. Dur-

ing the five years of the experi-

ment, graduate students will con-

tinue to come to do field work.

They will study the shift in native

cultural patterns under the impact

of modernization.

The difference between then-

project and classical anthropologi-

cal studies is that the anthropolo-

gists themselves are engineering

the changes in culture among the

2250 Indians on the hacienda and

studying the reactions to their own

handiwork. The difference, there-

fore, is in a certain creative pur-

pose. Their endeavor is to raise

the status of the Indians and pre-

pare them to make a transition

confidently that they must make

anyhow.

Applied anthropology is some-

thing they have only begun to try

out. They have hopes but make

no claims. Anthropologists, even

as you and I, have their super-

stitious ways, and at this early stage

they simply have their fingers

crossed.
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f A leopard descending after he cached
his food supply in the tree

A A herd OF elephants plunge into the water. One of the many
thrilling wildlife scenes from "Below the Sahara"

"Below the Sahara"

"T3ELOW the Sahara" (RKO) takes

*-^the movie-goer to Africa with its

great variety of natural wonders. Dr.

Harold E. Anthony, Chairman of the

Department of Mammals at the American

Museum and an African explorer com-
ments :

"This film is a series of very interesting

sequences of African wildlife and native

peoples. Insofar as the geographic loca-

tion of this activity is all in the southern

half of Africa, there is some significance

to the title; there is nothing in the film

that has to do with the Sahara.

"This is splendid photography, with

good color values, of unusual episodes.

There is no shooting of animals by

Armand Denis, all the hunting is with

a camera. The camera shots are taken

with a good sense of drama and of

composition. This means that one views

the film with interest held at a high

level and at the same time encounters

much which has sheer beauty to hold

the attention.

"Armand Denis and his wife Michaela

are prominent in much of the action, but

The Screen
Authentic comments on films

in the field of nature, geography, and exploration

Edited by Elizabeth Downes

they do not steal the limelight from the

animals and they properly belong on

stage.

"One of the sequences shows noosing

animals from a truck. This apparently

does no great damage to the captives

and one wonders if the risks to personnel

and equipment are not really very con-

siderable when, for instance, the captive

is a rhino or a buffalo.

"At the southern tip of Africa the

cameraman hangs from a rope to record

the nesting of vultures, and at another

site associates with great colonies of

penguins and sea lions. An Antarctic

touch enters the African scene at this

point, but it adds variety and quite a

touch of humor.

"A typically African episode is the

journey into gorilla territory and the

filming of a native drive against a

troublesome family of gorillas.

"In this brief report it is not possible

to enumerate all of the highly enter-
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A Camp scene from "Genghis Khan"

taining and instructive events in the

film. There is a concentration within this

brief time span of so many things that

one could experience only after years of

an African background. A few of the

episodes are obviously staged, but most

of them must be nature in the raw.

"Native dances and costumes are good.

The sound effects are convincing and

add greatly to the impressions made by
the film.

"In brief, this is an African film with

an authentic flavor and a minimum of

Hollywood transplants."

In commercial films on Africa, the

movie-goer expects to see the big-game
hunter pitting his strength against the

lion, the leopard, or the crocodile. Is this

what the public wants? Armand Denis,

Director and Producer of "Below the

Sahara" puts the question to the public.

Will there be more pictures like this one?
The box office receipts will answer this.

"Genghis Khan"

"/GENGHIS KHAN," a United Artists
K-J picture appropriately filmed in

black and white, is below reviewed by
Walter A. Fairservis. Dr. Fairservis was
on military service in Mongolia, the very

territory from which the Great Khan
originated. He has also made scientific

expeditions into Central Asia.

"If you were to ask an Asiatic," writes

Dr. Fairservis, "who were the greatest

conquerors in history, he would answer,

Alexander, Tamerlane, and Genghis
Khan. The Filipinos in keeping with this

Asiatic tradition of 'earth shakers' deal

with the legends surrounding the early

life of the third of these war leaders, the

Mongol Temujin, or as he is popularly

known, Genghis Khan. In a series of

broad episodes, we see Temujin's struggle

on the Gobi plain with the dominating

Karait tribe and its leaders, the miracu-

lous escapes of Temujin, the rise of the

Mongol military power, the courtship of

Princess Li-Hai, and finally the victorious

Temujin swearing the oath of world con-

quest, which later he almost fulfilled.

"Technically the faults of the picture

are many: the geographic background

(It is told in the narration that the terri-

tory represents the Gobi plains, but is

actually the Philippine Islands) and the

material culture are scarcely Mongol.

Nevertheless, the Filipino awe of the

famous leader, combined with a wonder-
ful enthusiasm for the story, has brought

out a kind of contagious spirit, which
may well be akin to that of Temujin and
his contemporaries. The Tagalog lan-

guage (English narrator), the enthusi-

astic broad acting, the zest expressed in

the scenes of feasting, quarreling, in-

triguing, and fighting, and the excellent

music effects have a strong appeal. The
story is told without subtlety or refine-

ment, which is perhaps more nearly valid

for the Mongols than the pale imitations

Hollywood often uses for people of this

ilk."

A Otters and Alligators play lead-

V ing roles in Disney's "Prowlers of

the Everglades"

"Prowlers of the Everglades"

«p ROWLERS of the Everglades," an-

other film in Disney's True-Life

Adventure Series is currently being shown

with "The Sword and the Rose."

"This very entertaining and instructive

film captures a surprising series of wild-

life adventures in an environment that

affords a splendid background for stealth,

surprise and sudden death," writes Dr.

Harold E. Anthony. "The Everglades is

a region of lush aquatic flora and of

abundant animal life. Here is a continu-

ous cycle of prey upon lesser creatures

and escape from greater. The animal that

is without question Public Enemy No. 1

in the Everglades is the alligator.

"A whole series of sequences in beau-

Brief comments on
Documentary and Grade A

The Alaskan Eskimo
The first in a series of films on

people by Disney

Bear Country

A Disney True-Life Adventure

Down the Alphabet

Bwana Devil

3-D film based on Colonel Patter-

son's classic book about building

an African railroad

Seminole

Somewhat distorted story of Sec-

ond Seminole War with ideo-

logical overtones

films previously reviewed

What the Experts Said

Straight reporting on a single Eskimo community,
where something of the old way of life survives

Interest, drama, and continuity with a sound over-

all plan

Silly plot that does not follow book. Visual dis-

comfort from glasses

Unpretentious, but new type of Indian picture in

which the action interprets a constructive idea
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tiful color show what is actually taking

place under normal circumstances. Some

of the most dramatic episodes record

what happens under exceptional circum-

stances in an environment of clear water

and clean sandy bottom.

"The herons and other water birds

seize the fish or frogs of the upper

waters, the alligator stalks the birds or

grasps the turtles or larger fish of the

deeper waters, and in and out of the

action move the skunks, raccoons, and

otters as an opportunity occurs. The

domestic life of the alligator is high-

lighted. The baby alligators come out

of the egg with an urge to bite, which

never leaves them.

"This is fine natural history, which

loses none of its drama by being factual.

Existence in the Everglades is precari-

ous; nature is ruthless; but there can

be little doubt that these events are

pictured as they actually occur."

Richard Pough, Curator of the Ameri-

can Museum's Department of Conserva-

tion and Use of Natural Resources also

comments

:

" 'Prowlers of the Everglades' is a

superb film. Never have the graceful

egret and other herons and such other

colorful birds as the purple gallinule

been better portrayed. Many of the set-

tings have the ethereal beauty of a

Chinese landscape painting. The scenes

showing the feeding methods of such

birds as the roseate spoonbill are truly

spectacular. It is certainly deserving of

the oft-used Hollywood phrase 'action

packed.'

"The film's only serious fault is an

occasional anthropomorphism—the ascrib-

ing of human attitudes and motivations

to animals and the occasional use of

such terms as 'treacherous' that imply

the existence of a moral code for ani-

mals."

"The Great Sioux Uprising"

HP HIS "western" has everything, in-

•*- eluding a beautiful but honest lady

horse trader. The photography is good

and it adds up to 80 minutes of enter-

tainment—if you are 12 years old, or

just like "westerns" anyway.

The noble Sioux are dragged in only

incidentally to supply background for the

machinations of the villain, and well-

intentioned but mistaken menace for the

principal characters. These are Holly-

wood Indians and are always seen dressed

in their best, but at least they are repre-

sented as humans with normal reactions.

There is little point in being too critical

of a picture of this class. I missed the cur

dogs that were ever present in Plains

Indian camps, but enjoyed this horse

opera anyway.

James A. Ford

Assistant Curator of

North American Anthropology

A. M. N. H.
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EXPLORING NEW GUINEA FOR BIRDS OF PARADISE

way, the dancer emitted a spurting,

hissing noise, which sounded like

steam. When we studied the film

in New York, we saw that the fe-

male had entered the immediate

dance arena some 20 seconds be-

fore the peculiar hissing burst forth

into a very loud, rasping, explosive

note. She seemed drawn to the

side of the dancing male as iron

filings are to a magnet. Approach-

ing from a point slightly above the

male, she slowly moved directly

toward his head, her beak open-

ing spasmodically, her wings half

folded and flexing nervously.

At the moment of highest ex-

citement, when the male's gorgeous

crown plumes undulated so close

to her as to almost touch her head,

the male and probably also the fe-

male leaped suddenly upward

some 18 to 24 inches. Quite appro-

priately, the climactic explosive

call "Kis-sa-ba" marked this peak

of emotion. After the spasmodic

leap, I saw two birds as they flew

directly overhead. Side by side

against the sky, one of the pair was

clearly seen to have two long blue

streamers trailing behind. The
other, a bird of similar size, was in

the ordinary gray dress of the fe-

male and young male. The crown

quills of the male hung back over

the tail, apparently touching it but

not touching each other. They ap-

peared quite straight and stiff.

I do not know whether the birds

completed the mating at about this

point in the courtship performance.

In fact, I did not see them again.

Earlier I had found that this male

had three dance limbs some 500 to

2000 yards apart. These were all

in the upper third of rolling moun-

tain forest, usually near gorges

but well back from streams and
rivers. The lowest was about 50

feet up, the highest about 100.

Whenever I flushed this male from

one perch, he made a beeline to

another of the three, but until now
he had always been alone.

This time, however, it seemed

fairly obvious that the rakish male

had used his gaudy ornamental

plumes and resounding notes to

good avail and that the next phase

in his innate behavior would be the

coronation of another Queen of

Saxony.

After the brief affair, the Queen

would leave this male and carry

on without assistance or recogni-

tion of any sort. As with some

cotingas, manakins, grouse, bower-

birds and lyrebirds, all of the

ornamented Birds of Paradise are

polygamous. This remarkable fam-

ily, consisting of 42 species, is

restricted to New Guinea and its

satellite islands, with the exception

of two species that reach northern

Australia and two that occur in

the Molucca Islands. The 20 spec-

tacularly plumed birds of the fam-

ily occur only in New Guinea and

mainly in the most inaccessible

mountains of the interior.

In birds of this kind, the males

select a courtship territory. In the

Greater Bird of Paradise, a single

male reigns over a limb, usually

high in open forest, where a drone

of females, young males, and a few

curious or jealous males in full re-

galia collect to play and posture

in the morning and late afternoon

throughout the year. In other spe-

cies, such as the Magnificent Bird

of Paradise, the male dances on a

vertical tree no higher than a

broom in deep forest. It clips

leaves overhead to permit shafts

of sunlight to penetrate the gloom,

and it cleans the ground with all

the fussiness of a disciplined

housewife.

Both the Blue Bird of Paradise

and the Emperor of Germany Bird

of Paradise hang upside down,

spasmodically causing their gor-

geous lace plumes to shiver.

The purpose of these displays is,

of course, to lure as many females

as possible into the nuptial cham-

ber. The female after her brief

affair, leaves the male for good.

The difference in dress, size, and

song between the sexes in these

species is usually very great, so

great that if the resplendent male

were to engage in the activities of

nest construction and incubation or

in the care and feeding of the

young, he would doubtless reveal

the location to the creatures that

would like to make a meal of his

progeny. Thus, in the system of

things, the King of Saxony, like all

of the ornamented Birds of Para-

dise, plays no part whatever in

domestic chores. His paradisean

way of life is like that of a be-

ieweled sultan of old.

LETTERS Continued from page 241

hundreds to the ground and destruction.

In middle June, from early morning

to evening, the continuous hum like a

distant factory whistle or a gigantic

swarm of bees will be heard from every

forested area, for this will be where most

of the adults will be found. More open
country, orchards, farm yards, and cities

will not experience these great multitudes,

but stragglers will be everywhere, and
then one will be able to hear the sound

made by the individual insect. This

starts as a low hum, rising to a crescendo,

to fade away again lasting usually slight-

ly less than a minute. Only the males

"sing" a noise, produced by two vibrat-

ing plates on the underside, at the base

of the abdomen. The female stands near

by, for this noise is believed to be a

mating call. Since she has no sense or-

gans, as in the grasshoppers, katydids,

and some other insects, she probably re-

ceives the vibrations through her body

walls.

Now begins the busy season for the

female, for she has to provide for the

next generation. One hundred to two hun-

dred eggs will have to be carefully in-

serted in holes drilled by her ovipositor

in green twigs of suitable trees. Thev
are placed in two parallel rows of about

ten or twelve to a row. This severe opera-

tion usually results in the twig dying,

which we will then see as dry brown

leaves cluttering the trees in the fall.

Nurseries and young orchards may suf-

fer from the damage. However, much of

the damage caused by die cicadas is never

visible to our eyes, for the real damage is

the continuous loss of sap to which

the trees are subjected—by the sucking

nymphs. When the eggs hatch in the fall

the little nymphs drop to the ground

and immediatelv start to burrow into the

ground.

The cicadas lead a precarious life, for

if the elements do not destroy them in

the adult stage, the nymphs may die

from fungus attacks while underground.

With the constant changes in the coun-

tryside, the trees may be cut down in a

large area thus starving the little nymphs
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feeding on the roots. Thousands of adults

are killed by wasps or carnivorous in-

sects, and by the numerous mammals,

both large and small that feed upon them.

Probably the greatest number fall prev to

hungry birds. The English Sparrow re-

deems itself in this way, for it delights in

dashing at a drumming male, seizing it,

tearing off its wings, and devouring the

juicy body.

With their life cycle of seventeen-years

(thirteen years in the southern States)

completed in early July, the Seventeen-

year Cicadas will vanish almost as quick-

ly as they appeared until the next brood

is due to arrive.

John C. Pallister,

Research Associate,

Insects and Spiders, A.M.N.H.

Talons not Bill
Sms:

In the last number of Natural His-

tory in the article on Heermann's Gulls

the author tells of an osprey holding a fish

"crosswise in the bird's bill" (p. 184). As

I understand it the osprey's bill is too

small to hold any fish larger than a small

minnow.

In Audubon's picture the osprey is

shown carrying a large fish in his talons.

I was not aware the osprey carried a fish

in any other manner.

Louis Casamajor
New York, N. Y.

Dr. Casamajor is quite correct. The
Osprey lifts and carries fish only in its

talons. It is the gull that carries a fish

crosswise in the bill.

John T. Zimmer
Curator of Birds

A.M.N.H.

Sirs:

I have always been more than doublv

rewarded by the fine and timely articles

in Natural History, but today I reallv

had a surprise!

Last night I read Max Miller's book
"The Cruise of the Cow," ( 1951 ) a true

story of a voyage he and four fellow-

naturalists made into the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. The folksy manner in which it is

written was just fine—that is until I came
across a wonderful photograph on page

113 with the following caption: "Lew
knew what kind of a sea gull this is,

but I forget. Anyhow this is his or her

nest." I didn't think that was quite cricket,

leaving his readers to do the research.

You can well imagine my delight when
the very next day I read the April issue

of Natural History that contained

Lewis Wayne Walker's article, "Heer-

man's Gulls at Home." This of course

was the "Lew" referred to, the photog-

rapher-ornithologist and originator of the

voyage!

... I promptly added the following to

the caption: "Heermann's Gull."

Lillian Stark
Newark, N. J.

FROM READERS:

I hope you continue with your candid

comments on films. ... I like the beau-

tiful magazine covers and the explanations

of them on the title page . . .

from a teacher

I lived in New York City for 35 years.

I have now moved to the country and

built a home. I bought top soil, planted

trees and shrubs, and have bird feeding

stations and twelve bird houses. These

have attracted ducks, red wings, thrushes,

and hawks, etc. All of this new life was

inspired by Natural History.

I now give subscriptions to Natural

History to my friends' sons and have

young ornithologists and ichthyologists all

over the place on a common meeting

ground.

from an art consultant

I am always keenly interested in the

Magazine, which remains a link with the

Museum. I think that the new movie

comments are a welcome addition.

( Mrs. ) Andree Desbriere Irwin

One-Man Expedition to

Brazilian Jungles

As this issue of Natural History

goes to press, its editor, Dr. Edward M.

Weyer, Jr., is setting out from Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil, for the interior of South

America on a one-man expedition. His

purpose is to study the Indians of the

tributaries of the upper Xingu River, a

large stream that flows northward through

the heart of Brazil to the Amazon. Word
recently received from Dr. Weyer informs

us that his equipment includes a ham-

mock, a paddle, a bow, a machete, de-

hydrated provisions, and trade goods with

which to procure an ethnographic collec-

tion for the American Museum.

An eight-month expedition to Africa

under the leadership of Colonel William

J.
Morden for the purpose of collecting

mammals, birds, and anthropological

specimens for the American Museum of

Natural History left May 5.

In addition to collecting, Colonel Mor-

den's party plans to make a documentary

film showing a typical day in the life

of a Southwest African tribe.

hobbyl Discover art
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LETTERS
Sins:

IExpectant Father

Mr. Lynwood Chace's fine photograph

of the giant Fish Killer in your May
issue of Natural History Magazine

brings to mind a photograph I once took

of a similar specimen. I am told that it

is the male that carries tire eggs around

on his back until they hatch. The photo-

graph also shows the pale, nearly trans-

parent, newly emerged young ( near top )

as well as an older brother (or sister)

of an hour or so (lower right).

I consider your magazine one of die

finest publications dealing with nature,

and its many excellent photographs are

a constant source of pleasure and in-

spiration.

Tracy, Calif.
Ellsworth Hagen

Mr. John C. Pallister, of the American

Museum's Department of Insects and

Spiders, offers the following information:

The photograph shows one of the true

bugs of the family Belostomatidae. They
are popularly known as Giant Water

Bugs, Fish Killers, Toe Biters, Electric

Light Bugs. Each of these names refers

to one of the activities of this interesting

family of insects. These bugs are strong

swimmers and night fliers. They are

veritable demons in fresh water, where

they prey upon fish, frogs, toads, tad-

poles, salamanders, snails, and water

insects. The middle and hind pairs of

legs are used for swimming, the front

pair are ready to seize their victims.

With a supply of air carried under their

wings they are the submarines of the

insect world.

Mr. Hagen is correct in saying that

the male carries the eggs on his back

until they are hatched. In at least three

genera, it is known that the female glues

her eggs on the back of the male. In the

photograph the eggs are beginning to

hatch. The litde ones will remain nearly

transparent until diey have started to

feed and have moulted for die first time.

As the eggs hatch, the load on the male's

back decreases, but he is never entirely

free, for die bases of die egg shells fre-

quently remain for the rest of his life,

so firmly are they attached.

The family is not a large one, for only

a little over 150 species have been de-

scribed from various parts of the world.

Sirs:

It is not my custom to compliment any

magazine, but I think yours is worthy of

a letter of praise, and it is for this reason

that I am writing you. I have been a

subscriber to Natural History for

about two years, and although I do not

approve of everything in it, I cannot help

but admire and enjoy a publication which,

by word and picture, is able to arouse

so much interest in nature.

I hope you will stick to the high stand-

ards you doubtless set for this magazine.

You will thus ensure my support of a

cause I believe very commendable.

Thank you.

Adrien Pigeon

Shawinigan Falls

Quebec, Canada

Do Not Miss

A journey to the Jungle Tribe.* of

Centrul South America with your

Editor—tin exploration story to be

carried exclusively in NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine beginning next

month.

IMavajo Blanhets
Sirs:

Having lived several years in die

Navajo country, I would like to point out

that the blanket the women are sitting on

in the cover picture of die May Natural

History is not a Navajo blanket as im-

plied. The Navajos do not use this sort

of design in any of dieir blankets. They

seldom use or wear blankets of dieir own

make but dispose of diem to die traders

for manufactured blankets of various gaudy

colors and designs. They can procure die

latter at prices much lower than diey get

for their own genuine Navajo blankets.

Main' a tourist has priced Navajo

blankets at stores of licensed Indian

traders and then gone out on die Beser-

vation and bought a manufactured

blanket from the back of a Navajo at a

much lower price. When the tourist gets

back home and examines his higldy prized

blanket, he may be surprised to find in

one corner, "Made in Pendleton, Oregon."

Continual on pngc 334
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This is the profile of a bank
MOST OF THE TIME marble and

steel disguise it. But after a

visit or two to any bank you begin

to see its true profile.

It may be the face of a teller, a file

clerk, a loan officer or— the presi-

dent. Whoever it is, this much is

certain— the profile of a bank is al-

ways the face of the man or woman
in the bank you know best.

Why?
Because banks are people. Tellers'

cages, vaults, iron gates— all the

familiar symbols of banks — are

nothing more than tools used by

human hands to get the job done.

Yes— banks are people. More to

the point, they are conscientious

professionals who see banking as a

career rather than just another way
to earn a living.

To Mr. and Mrs. America this

says, "Your money (along with your
country's financial tradition) is in

good hands."

It also means that the business of

putting money to work— banking's

basic function— is administered by
responsible professionals with a keen

sense of trade competition, and a

highly developed awareness of cus-

tomer service

.

These people are America's banks.

Bank buildings, however simple or

ornate, are only their workshops. It

is their humanness that transforms

facades of marble and steel into faces

of friendliness and warmth.
Chase National Bank is proud of

the part it is playing in American
progress.

The CHASE National Bank
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

(Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation)
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The hippopotamus is one of the largest

living land animals, and its yawn can hardly

be equalled for cavernous immensity.

The hippo subsists on aquatic plants and

other vegetable matter, which it somehow

manages to chew sufficiently despite such

extreme mal-occlusion as is exhibited in this

photograph. Both the canines and incisors

continue to grow and are occasionally used

as a source of ivory. The animal sometimes

causes great damage to crops.

With eyes and nostrils that protrude

above the water when the rest of the animal

is submerged, the hippo is well adapted to

life in its African rivers. Ordinarily, it is

mild tempered, but an animal that has been

wounded or is defending its young can

show great ferocity. The natives bunt hippos

for their meat and fat, and they use the

thick, tough hide for shields. In recent

decades the range of the hippopotamus lias

become much less extensive than it origi-

nally was. In fact, in prehistoric times,

hippopotamuses lived over much of Europe.

This striking portrait was taken by

( leorge R. Morgan.
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THOR HEYERDAHL S

brilliant presentation

of his theory about

Polynesia

AMERICAN
INDIANS
IN THE
PACIFIC

THE THEORY BEHIND THE

KON-TIKI EXPEDITION

By THOR HEYERDAHL

T'HIS ground-breaking book chal-

lenges one of the anthropologists'

favorite assumptions—that the natives

of Polynesia sprang directly from Asi-

atic stock. It is Thor Heyerdahl's ambi-

tion to prove that the Polynesian

Islands were first peopled by pre-Inca

dwellers from South America rather

than from Asia. So intent was he on
demonstrating his point that he em-
barked on the raft KON-TIKI to show
the world that the trip from South

America to Polynesia could have been

made by a people barely out of the

Stone Age.

IN his new book he presents a care-

ful, step-by-step buildup of facts

which point to the American origins of

the Polynesians: American cultivated

plants transplanted to aboriginal Poly-

nesia; similarities and identities be-

tween American Indian and Polynesian

physiques, blood groups, customs, folk-

lore, dress, implements, words, canoes,

and rafts. Woven into the book's main
theme are fascinating bits of informa-

tion on such subjects as mummification,

picture writing, trepanning, sun wor-

ship, musical instruments, cannibalism,

and the decay of ancient civilizations.

SINCE this book was written, Thor
Heyerdahl has discovered evidence

on the Galapagos Islands showing that

a pre-Inca people once stopped there.

His latest experiments with balsa rafts

have proved that ancient Indians could

navigate against the wind by lifting

and lowering their centerboards in cor-

relation with wind and sail. He draws

on many branches of science in this

brilliant study of a people who have

long defied the scientists' attempts to

classify them as Asiatics.

821 pages: maps; indexed:

90 pages of illustrations in color

and black-and-white. $15.00

Write us for an illustrated,

descriptive brochure

RAND M CNALLY & COMPANY
P.O. Box 7600, Chicago 80, Illinois
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YOUR NEW BOOKS

Eugenie Clark: Ladv With a Spear

Climbing Mt. Kenya • Conservation

.Lady with a spear

--------- by Eugenie Clark

Harper and Bros., S3.50

243 pp., 36 illus.

AS the professor said, "A preposition

is a bad word to end a sentence

with." Nevertheless, Eugenie Clark is a

very youthful person for so much to

have happened to. This book tells all-

well, nearly all—in an outpouring that

never slackens and never fails to en-

tertain.

It is the story ol an extremely pisca-

torial life, from childhood to young

matronhood, which began in the old

New York Aquarium and proceeded by-

way of California, the West Indies,

Hawaii, the Palaus, the Red Sea, and

home again. The author knows fishermen

as well as fish. It may be hard to milk

money from the rich, she writes, "but

ask a strange fisherman to help you find

a specific fish (the harder and rarer the

better) and you will immediately get his

interest and eventually his wholehearted

help. You don't have to know his lan-

guage; just draw a picture . . . gesticu-

late . . . , and let him lead the way."

Dr. Clark has found herself in all

sorts of parlous situations but has always

come tlirough unscadicd. An old South

Sea Island chief, endowed with proper

paternal solicitude, once supplied her

with a chaperone because her living

quarters had to be in the abai or men's

club of the native fishermen. The fact

that the "chaperone" was, of course, a

man mattered neither one way nor the

other!

Eugenie recounts the most extraordi-

nary tales with a pithy directness that

somehow does not conceal her human

sympathy. One of her most indispensable

cronies in the South Pacific, for example,

was Xiraibui. her boatman. He, unfor-

tunately, spied some metal drums mark-

ed "alcohol" on a Navy truck. "That

was the one word he could read in Eng-

lish. The fact that the complete label

read methyl alcohol didn't concern him.

He punctured a hole in one of the drums

and drank to his heart's content and

end."

The author's fundamental diplomacy

has evidently enabled her to fulfill her

purpose wherever she found herself,

whether the process of communication

involved English, Japanese, French,

Micronesian, Arabic, or sign language.

She has the knack of getting into cahoots

with men, women, and children, and she

tells her experiences in extremely spright-

ly fashion. Nor is the serious purpose

of her investigations neglected, for,

with equal clarity, she discusses sex-

isolating mechanisms, experiments on the

courtship and breeding of various fishes,

and the nature and periodicity of the

toxic effects that the flesh of certain

species have upon human beings in

various parts of the world. Particularly

vivid is her passing note relating to the

vast biogeographical gap between the

Mediterranean and die adjacent Red Sea.

The former has purely North Atlantic

affinities, whereas the life of the Red

Sea is Indo-Pacific and closely allied with

that of far-distant Hawaii.

R. C. Murphy

North from malaya
------ by William O. Douglas

Doubleday and Co..

S3.95, 352 pp.

THIS latest book of the roving Justice

tells of explorations among peoples

rather than experiences among moun-

tains and physical environments. He
writes of the struggles of opposing na-

tional policies, of the turmoil seething in

southeast Asia.

The book deals concisely with Malayan

jungle guerrillas, the Huks of the Philip-

pines, Vietnam—a nation in disintegra-

tion, Burma and the counterrevolution,

Formosa, Korea, and the fifth front. Here

die communists are in opposition to the

government in power; they are trading

on the resentment of the populace for

exploitation by landlords, money lenders,

and the privileged few. These abuses

may have been going on for centuries;

they may have been by outlanders or by

their own race. From our point of view

exploitation has been indefensible and a

future under such conditions would be

bleak and hopeless.

Justice Douglas traveled under favor-

able auspices, met influential persons,

and used planes to cover a wide area

in a short time. Often he must have ex-

posed himself to considerable hazard. He
attempted to look into bodi sides of each

issue at stake, and his analysis of a situ-

ation is the well-balanced summary one

would expect from a person with his
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background. There can be no question

as to the seriousness of this situation as

it affects southeast Asia and politics

throughout the world.

One may wonder, however, whether

such a brief visit could possibly equip

anyone with the full insight and under-

standing to equate all of the obvious,

allow for the intangibles, and come up

with a practical answer. Some of the

author's conclusions may arouse con-

troversy.

Doubt will arise in the mind of the

reader concerning a realistic solution for

the tragic problems described. Perhaps

one idea will emerge with respect to the

difficulty of taking over national burdens

throughout the world. The United States

can not be all things to all men.

Harold E. Anthony

w IND, STORM, AND RAIN

by Denning Miller

Coward-McCann, $3.95

177 pp., 10 figs., 8 photos

I N these days of increasing departmen-

talization in scientific endeavors, it is

refreshing and heartening to come across

an author who presents the larger view

of one of the most important branches

of science.

Mr. Denning Miller, in "Wind, Storm,

and Rain," focuses his attention on the

weather forest rather than the trees. By
no means has he compiled a text-book

treatment, nor does he oversimplify the

complex patterns of the weather story.

Combining an engaging writing tech-

nique, an authentic array of factual ma-

terial, and an excellent continuity form,

Mr. Miller has captured the sweeping

panorama of the air ocean under whose

broad currents, mobile depths, and vola-

tile expanse we live and die.

Starting logically with a dissertation on

the nature of the atmosphere, Mr. Miller

proceeds to enfold the dramatic story of

how our daytime star, the sun, sets the

mighty air currents into motion. A global

picture gradually emerges, in which huge

parcels of air, moving in rhythmic pat-

terns, sweep over vast surface portions

of the earth, colliding in fury and waging

a never-ending battle for domination. The
change of aerial moods, a description of

the cloud families, an analysis of the

upper tenuous air heights, and a linking

of weather to historical phases lead grad-

ually to an outline of how a general

knowledge of meteorology may be ap-

plied to everyday living.

This is a book for adults who wish to

understand more about the cosmos in

which we live. It might also be termed

a series of illuminating essays. It is par-

ticularly pleasing and helpful because we
are part of an air age and because we
stand on the threshold of man's greatest

physical adventure—an escape from our

YOUR NEW BOOKS

enveloping air ocean to the outer reaches

of space. Fbanx H. Forrester

The overloaded ark

by Gerald M. Durrell

Viking Press, $3.75 272 pp.

IN this fascinating book, for which

a better title might have been found,

Gerald Durrell tells how he and a friend

made a trip to British Cameroons to col-

lect living wild creatures for various

zoos. Besides the pleasant, easy style of

the writing, the admirable restraint and

absolute fidelity to the truth are the two

elements in this story that are most

impressive. Having had the experience

of collecting mammals for a long period

in the contiguous French Cameroons,

where the environments are virtually

identical to those described by Durrell.

this reviewer is in a position to draw

very exact comparisons. The audior re-

ports his conversations with his native

helpers in pidgin English, and very ac-

curate West Coast pidgin it is.

One of the most interesting and amus-

ing chapters is the account of the big

chimpanzee, Chumley. The stone throw-

ing episode is not surprising, as the

present writer had stones thrown at

him very accurately in the same under-

arm manner by two captive chimps at

Kribi.

Some of die interpretations offered by

Mr. Durrell, such as the ones mentioned

below, will be received with raised eye-

brows by animal behaviorists. Birds that

perched at night on slender twigs near

the ground "knew" that should anything

try to crawl along the stick after them,

its weight would shake the branch—and

give them warning. "I watched [the

toad] hop off into the undergrowth with

... an astonished look on his face."

"... in the chimpanzee world, to place

your finger between another ape's teeth

is a greeting and a sign of trust . . .

Chumley was flattering me by treating

me as he would another chimp."

The pen drawings by Sabine Baur

are accurate and full of life. They indi-

cate an intimate knowledge of the anato-

my and postures of die animals pictured.

This attractive story would have been

benefited by the addition of a short

index. C. H. H. Tate

No PICNIC ON
MOUNT KENYA

by Felice Benuzzi

E. P. Dutton,

$3.75, 239 pp.

T'HIS is a story of mountain climbing

under very exceptional circumstances.

The author is an Italian prisoner of war

in a British camp at Nanyuki, and he

New Model !

35mm. EXAKTA "VX"
Single Lens Reflex Camer

of field, and
position Tor color. You al-
ways see ihe exact Image
before you take the pic-

ture — whether the subject is an inch or a mile
away, whether it is microscopic or gigantic, whether
it iB moving or stationary. Instantly interchangeable
lenses permit telephoto. wide angle, close-up. copy
and microscopic photography. With f2.8 Zeiss Tessar
"T" Coated Lens with Pre-Set Diaphragm Con-
trol S279.80 tax Included

Write Dept. 2400 for Free Booklet "X"
NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WITH MINIATURE
CAMERAS by Alfred M. Bailey (Denver Museum of
Natural History). This eminent explorer and scien-
tist displays bis iinest Exakta photographs and
others along with explanatory material. 35 full
page photographs. 64 pages 50e

Exakta Camera Co.. 40 W. 29th St.. N. Y. C. I

h SPECIAL

MOUNTING
KIT

offered to the public for the first lime at a very special
price. You get 12 tropical butterflies, one 4 by 12"
spreading board, 50 insect pins, 50 glass-headed pins,
2 glass strips used in mounting, one pair of forceps,
relaxing jar for softening dried butterflies, one Riker
display mount, paper strips for pinning down wings,
and a free instruction leaflet. All the material you need
to start a Butterfly Collection.
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Tropical Butterflies Sets From All Over the World
for Only $1.00 Per Set
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MORPHO HECUBA (Devil's Island) only $1.25 each

MORPHO RHETENOR (Devils Island), only $1.25 each

MORPHO GEDARTI (Bolivia) only $1.25 each

MORPHO POLYPHEMUS v. Luna (Rare)
(Mexico) only $1.25 each

BIRD WING BUTTERFLIES

ORNITHOPTERA URVILLIANUS (Bred)
a pair only $3.95

ORNITHOPTERA LYDUS (Golden Bird Wing)
(Rare) a pair only $7.50

BUTTERFLY NYLON NET IS" to 24"

Handles only $2.00 each

ENTOMOLOGICAL SUPPLIES
Riker Mounts— Insect Pins, etc.

Very beautiful and colorful selection of butterflies

mounted for Art Work, wings open only $2.00 per dozen.

On orders of $2.00 or less, please enclose 15c extra for

Many Bargains — Price List Free

BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY INC.

289 E. 98th St., Dept. M., Brooklyn 12, New York

became obsessed widi the idea of escap-

ing from the compound, climbing Mount

Kenya, and then returning to the camp

to resume Iris prisoner status. He had had

mountaineering experience in die Alps.

The very readable text tells of the

monotony of prison life, the devices to

escape brooding over fate, and the search

for companions competent to climb the

mountain and willing to risk die attempt.

Weeks are spent in the gradual accumu-

lation of equipment and supplies, which

had to be secured and hidden against

suspicion of escape. The mountain was

visible from some of die territory ac-

cessible to the prisoners, and recon-
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naissance of a sort provided a vague basis

for a plan of operation.

The escape was a success, and the

party of three began upon a task of

heroic proportions. They were loaded

with their ruck sacks, for they could have

no native porters. Their food was inade-

quate, their equipment was makeshift

and improvised. Furthermore, they were

not in good physical shape for an under-

taking that normally would follow a pro-

gram of preparation and conditioning.

The wonder of it all is that these men
could endure tire hardships they encoun-

tered — dense jungle, snow, ice, and

torrential rains on what was literally a

starvation diet.

The account moves day by day, and

the simple style of the author can be

very graphic at times. A strong flavor

of emotionalism underlies die telling, but

it does not get out of hand and it ap-

parently is a bond of fellowship that

holds the party together when the going

is tough.

The book is recommended as a first-

rate piece of writing about men as

prisoners and prisoners as mountain

climbers.

Harold E. Anthony

Fresh-water inverte-

brates OF THE UNITED
STATES

by Robert W. Pennak

Ronald Press, $14.00

CIMPLE, well-designed keys to our

^ fresh-water invertebrates, including

protozoa and insects. Concise, informa-

tive chapters on the anatomy and ecology

of tire major groups, with selected bibli-

ographies; abundantly illustrated. An in-

valuable reference work, simply and well

written, for all who have a serious desire

to know the animal life of our lakes and

BOOK
MANUSCRIPTS

INVITED
If you are looking for a pub-

lisher, send for our free, illus-

trated booklet titled To the

Author in Search of a Publisher.

It tells how we can publish, pro-

mote and distribute your book,

as we have done for hundreds of

other writers. All subjects con-

sidered. New authors welcomed.
Write today for Booklet NH.

, It's free.

VANTAGE PRESS, INC.

120 West 31st Street, New York 1

In Calif.: 6356 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood SS

streams, or of their own private pond,

but not for idle reading.

A. E. Parr

Birds and mammals of
the sierra nevada
------ by Lowell Sumner and

Joseph S. Dixon

Univ. of California Press,

$7.50, 484 pp., 37 illus.

TTHE ratiier complicated history of the

preparation of this compendious work

is set forth in the preface. There were

many contributors besides Sumner and

Dixon. Dixon completed early drafts,

based chiefly upon the faunas of Sequoia

and Kings Canyon National Parks, but his

long illness, culminating in his death

in 1952, induced the National Park Ser-

vice to assign Sumner to combine, revise,

and broaden the manuscripts. The au-

thorship is, therefore, successive rather

than joint.

The work is naturally slanted primarily

to the faunas of tire Parks, which con-

tain large portions of original California

environments now mosdy destroyed out-

side their boundaries. The book opens

with articles on wildlife policies, human

usage of the Parks, and life zones. Then

follow the two main sections: on birds,

and on mammals. Under each species

there is a section on "Park status and

records." The majority of the species

receive about one page of space, but ex-

ceptionally complete and well-document-

ed articles are found in the case of the

condor, golden eagle, sooty grouse, pile-

ated woodpecker, dipper, fisher, wolver-

ine, black bear, coyote, mountain lion,

California gray squirrel, porcupine, mule

deer, and mountain sheep.

Illustrations are chiefly good half tones

of environments and various species, sup-

ported by eight excellent color plates.

There are two maps, a good bibliogra-

phy, and an index.

G. H. H. Tate

THE ROAD TO ABUNDANCE

by Jacob Rosin and Max Eastman

McGraw-Hill Book Company,

$3.75, 166 pp.

THIS is one of those books that at-

tempts to look into the future. How-
ever, it is not based, as are so many,

on imagination. The audiors' method is

to project into die future present trends

in our growing mastery of our environ-

ment.

The utterly untenable food and raw

material outlook for mankind, if we con-

tinue to rely on our present sources, is

made clear. A brief history to date of

man's efforts to better his life by a fuller

use of the earth's resources, follows.

Continued on page 333

Where Will You Go

in Florida?

If You Want a Vacation

You Can Afford?

Florida needn't be expensive—not if you

know just where to go for whatever you

seek in Florida. And if there's any man who

can give you the facts you want it's Norman
Ford, founder of the world-famous Globe

Trotters Club. (Yes, Florida is his home
whenever he isn't traveling!)

His big book, Norman Ford's Florida, tells

you, first of all, road by road mile by mile,

everything you'll find in Florida, whether

you're on vacation, or looking over job.

business, real estate, or retirement prospects.

Always, he names the hotels, motels, and

restaurants where you can stop for the best

accommodations and meals at the price you

want to pay. For that longer vacation, if yon

let Norman Ford guide you, you'll find a

real "paradise" — just the spot which has

everything you want.

Of course, there's much more to this big

book.

If You Want a Job or a

Home in Florida

Norman Ford tells you just where to head.

His talks with hundreds of personnel mana-

gers, business men, real estate operators,

state officials, etc., lets him pinpoint the

towns you want to know about if you're go-

ing to Florida for a home, a job with a

future, or a business of your own. If you've

ever wanted to run a tourist court or own
an orange grove, he tells you today's inside

story of these popular investments.

If You Want to Retire

On a Small Income

Norman Ford tells you exactly where you

can retire now on the money you've got,

whether it's a little or a lot. (If you need a

part-time or seasonal job to help out your

income, he tells you where to pick up extra

income.) Because Norman Ford always tells

you where life in Florida is pleasantest on

a small income, he can help you to take

life easy now.

Yes, no matter what you seek in Florida—

whether you want to retire, vacation, get a

job, buy a home, or start a business, Norman
Ford's Florida gives you the facts you need

to find exactly what you want. Yet this big

book with plenty of maps and well over

100,000 words sells for only $2—only a frac-

tion of the money you'd spend needlessly if

you went to Florida blind.

For your copy, print name and address,

ask for "Norman Ford's Florida" and mail

with $2 in cash, check, or money order to

HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 29 THIRD
AVE., GREENLAWN (LONG ISLAND),
NEW YORK.
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WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
France? Brazil? West Indies? Hawaii? Canada? Round the World?

DISCOVER THE SECRET OF LOW COST TRAVEL

Stop saying that travel is too expensive. Passenger-
carrying freighters are the secret of low cost travel.

For no more than you'd spend at a resort, you can take
a never-to-be-forgotten cruise to Rio and Buenos Aires.
Or through the Canal to either New York or California.
Or to the West Indies or along the St. Lawrence River to

French Canada. In fact, trips to almost everywhere are
within your means.

And what accommodations you get: large rooms with
beds (not bunks), probably a private batn, lots ot good
food and plenty of relaxation as you speed from port
to port.

Depending upon how fast you want to go, a round the
world cruise can be yours for as little as $250-$300 a
month. And there are shorter trips. Fast, uncrowded
voyages to England, France, the Mediterranean; two or
three week vacations up and down the Pacific Coast or
to New Orleans.

Name the port and the chances are you can find it

listed in "Travel Routes Around the World." This is the
book that names the lines, tells where they go, how much
they charge, briefly describes accommodations. Hundreds
of thousands of travelers all over the world swear by it.

Travel editors and travel writers say "To learn how to

travel for as little as you'd spend at a resort get 'Travel
Routes Around the World.' "

The big 1953 edition is yours for $1, and your dollar
also brings you this priceless report:

FREIGHTER LIFE, What vagabond voyaging is all

about. Plenty of photos.

A big $1 worth. Send for your copies of both guides
now. Simply fill out coupon.

Bargain Paradises of the World

Do you know where to find an island right near the

U.S. so nearly like Tahiti in appearance, beauty, and
color even the natives say it was made from a rainbow?
(And that costs here are so low you can not only reach it

but also stay a while for hardly more than you'd spend
at a resort in the U.S.)

Do you know where to find the world's best mountain
hideaways or its most dazzling surf-washed coastal re-

sorts, where even today you can live for a song?

Do you know where it costs less to spend a while, the
surroundings are pleasant, and the climate well nigh per-
fect in such places as Guatemala, Mexico, the West Indies,
Peru, France, along the Mediterranean, and in the world's
other low cost wonderlands?

Or if you've thought of more distant places, do you
know which of the South Sea Islands are as unspoiled
today as in Conrad's day? Or which is the one spot world
travelers call the most beautiful place on earth, where
two can live in sheer luxury, with a retinue of servants
for only $175 a month?

Bargain Paradises of the World, a big new book with
about 100 photos and 4 maps, proves that if you can afford
a vacation in the U.S., the rest of the world is closer than
you think. Authors Norman D. Ford and William Red-
grave, honorary vice presidents of the Globe Trotters Club,
show that the American dollar is respected all over the
world and buys a lot more than you'd give it credit for.

Yes, if you're planning to retire, this book shows that
you can live for months on end in the world's wonder-
lands for hardly more than you'd spend for a few months
at home. Or if you've dreamed of taking time out for a
real rest, this book shows how you can afford it.

In any case, where it can cost as little as $24.50 from the
U.S. border to reach some of the world's Bargain Para-
dises, it's time you learned how much you can do on the
money you've got. Send now for Bargain Paradises of
the World. Price $1.50. Use coupon to order.

WHAT MISTAKES IN DRIVING

DO YOU MAKE?
CAN you start a wet motor, take curves without rub-

bing off miles of rubber, get juice from a battery
that seems dead, put out a fire beneath the hood, start
on ice without spinning the wheels, pull out of a skid
without whirling into approaching traffic?

What common mistakes do you make on flooded
roads, on icy hills? What do you do when a car darts
out at you from a side road? Do you know how to stop
a car FASTER when emergency demands you stop on a
dime? Do you know how to avoid a sideswipe, pass a
truck crawling up a hill, even what to do in that split
second you can act when a head-on collision seems inev-
itable? Do you KNOW what to do or will you do the first
thing that comes to mind in that moment of panic?

Are you sure your wife knows what to do-
that she can handle the car in any emergency?

That your grown-up son or daughter can?

Frank Williams' big new book, How to Drive—and Stay
Alive, tells you the driving errors to watch out for, the
good advice to remember. This is the practical guide
to safeguard anyone who drives from trouble on the
road, from expensive delays, from emergencies of any
kind—and from Sudden Death.

Based on the experience of America's professional
drivers, this book is packed with facts, lessons, and prac-
tical advice to save your time, your car, your money—
and your life.

Name the driving problems, and in this new big
book you'll find the an-
swer: everything from
how to get your car roll-

ing if you have road
trouble to how to save
money on maintenance,
insurance, tires, etc.,

how to buy a new or
used car without being
"stuck," and more hints

than most people pick up
in a lifetime on how to

avoid the hazards of the

road and what to do in

every emergency.
When you drive, to-

morrow may always be
too late. So order today.

Price only $2. Use
coupon below.

aP FILL OUT AND SEND AT ONCE FOR QUICK DELIVERY

If $2 was all that anyone asked to help
you in any emergency, that wouid be
cheap insurance. So when you're told that
How to Drive and Stay Alive costs only
$2 and gives all the following information
besides, you know this is a book you've
got to own:

If yo

.it-

locked

d dirty oil, push up gas mileage 3 or
lies a gallon, get rid of stains, protect
rself against tire theft, even how to

• 110 point check-list that just about
guarantees you'll got a really good used
car, which won't need immediate repairs

and will run economically for years. How
to avoid hidden costs in your purchase
order and installment contract. Simple
clean-up steps that can boost the trade-in
value of your car a hundred dollars.

Mail to

HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 29 Third Ave.
Greenlawn (Long Island), New York

I have enclosed $ _ (cash, check, or money
order). Please send me the books checked below. You
will refund my money if I am not satisfied.

BARGAIN PARADISES OF THE WORLD. $1.50

TRAVEL ROUTES AROUND THE WORLD and
FREIGHTER LIFE. $1 for both.

HOW TO DRIVE-AND STAY ALIVE. $2.

NORMAN FORD'S FLORIDA-where to retire, va-

cation, get a job, open a business, buy a home. $2.

SPECIAL OFFER: All four books above for $5.

Name _— .

—

Address-

City & State-
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A Christine would not relax her hold on the blanket for days
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A She had a very thorough exam-

ination and was given a clean bill

of health A She drank an eight-

ounce bottle of form-

ula three times a day

The chimpanzee who found a home

and turned it into a circus

By Lilo Hess
All photographs 6y the author from THREE LIONS

& While teething,

she liked to chew on her toys

ON April 30, 1952, I visited

Henry TrefHich's pet store on

Fulton Street just to browse around.

As customary when I visit there, I

went to the third floor where the

apes are kept. I just like to look at

them, though seeing them in their

small cages always makes me a bit

sad. Most of the chimpanzees there

are small ones, usually between two

and three years of age, but on this

day there was a tiny chimp baby

lying on a bed of straw. Her little

hands waved in front of her face,

as she watched everything about

her.

I had seen and liked lots of baby

chimpanzees, but none had capti-

vated me so completely as this tiny

thing. Her face was very light, with

freckles around her nose and a large

brown marking on each side of her

eyes. It was her eyes that drew me
to her. They were large and soft

and a little sad. No matter how
young a chimp infant is, it would

always look old were it not for its

big innocent eyes.

I tried to touch the baby, but she

drew away. I talked to her a while.
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and when she sat up I tickled her.

This made her laugh so hard that

she got the hiccups. I inquired

about her, and was told that her

name was Christine and that she

had come to the store two months

earlier. She was looked after by
Miss Taylor, a kind, motherly

woman, who told me, "Thank good-

ness, she is off night feeding now."

Dealers don't usually like to handle

apes as small as this, for they re-

quire the same care as a human
baby.

Perhaps you can imagine my feel-

ings when I was also told that the

next morning at eight, Christine

was to be sent out with six other

chimps to a laboratory for research

in infantile paralysis. I was heart-

broken about this, and even the

thought that the laboratory might

not take her because of her small

size did not cheer me.

"Well, you, too, can buy her,"

said Mr. Trefflich jokingly.

The idea fascinated me. Five min-

utes later I had convinced myself

that a baby chimpanzee was what

I really needed most in life. After

a quick look at my checkbook, I

agreed that I would buy her pro-

viding she proved to be in good

physical shape.

I called a veterinarian friend of

mine m great excitement, and he

was kind enough to suggest that we
bring Christine over for a check-up.

So next morning Miss Taylor took

the little ape to the vet's office, and

I met them there.

While we were waiting, I held

Christine on my lap for the first

time, and I was very proud that

she would come to me even though

she would stay only a few minutes.

The examination upset her greatly,

and she could only be comforted

by Miss Taylor.

One of the chief dangers for

chimps here is that they may have

contracted t.b. To test this, an in-

jection into the eyelid is given.

They don't seem to be as sensitive

about their eyes as we are, and

Christine never blinked while the

injection was given. (I also noticed

later on, that she never cared if

she had a speck of dust or an eye-

lash directly on her cornea.) The
result of the injection may be seen

after 24 hours. In general, if the

eyelid becomes badly swollen and

red, it means that the chimpanzee

has t.b. If there is no trace of any

change, the animal does not have the

disease. Christine had a very thor-

ough examination and pending the

result of the t.b. test was given a

clean bill of health. But we had to

wait until the next day to get the

t.b. result.

I don't think I slept much that

night, and by the time the store

opened in the morning, I was down
there. Everyone was smiling, so I

knew it was all right, but I had to

see for myself. Christine was climb-

ing on the bars of her cage, and
reached one hairy little hand out

to me. She had just started to climb

a few days before, I was told, and

she seemed very pleased with her

accomplishments

.

Her eyes were bright and shin-

ing, and I was the proud owner
of an ape named Christine. She

had been given this name in Africa,

and among all the shifting and

changing through which she had
gone, it alone remained unchanged,

as if it were a talisman. She would

respond to anyone who called her

name, so I decided not to change it.

It was a Friday, and I could not

go to my farm in Pennsylvania be-

fore the following day. It was too

risky to take the little chimp home
with me, since my apartment was

not warm enough. The apes at the

pet store were kept at 80 to 85

degrees F., and Christine was bun-

dled up in diapers and a woolen

sweater besides. So she had to stay

an extra day at the store, while I

spent the time shopping for dia-

pers, sweaters, and blankets. I also

got a baby crib and a play pen for

her.

Saturday I picked her up. She

was put in a small carrying case

such as is used for cats or small

dogs, lined with straw. Miss Tay-

lor was sad to see her go, but she

was also relieved to look forward

to her first Sunday off in two

months. Christine did not struggle

or cry when she was placed in the

case.

Many small animals find a piece

of cloth a companion and comforter

and carry it around wherever they

go. Some human babies like to do

that, too. Christine was a cloth wor-

shiper, and a towel went along with

her, tightly clutched in her arms.

During the entire three-hour drive,

there was not a sound from the

back seat where her box stood.
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When we arrived, Christine was
cold and looked scared. I picked
her up and carried her around a

while, but she would not put her
arms around me, nor would she re-

lax her desperate hold on her towel.

From time to time she made a faint

worried sound—hoo-hoo. When it

was time for her formula, she would
have no part of it. After one sip,

she turned her head away. In her

crib she lay holding her towel and
staring at the ceiling. It was the

same in the evening. She tried her

milk but did not like it. She slept

a lot, but if I even tiptoed near the

room where she lay, she woke up
immediately.

Next day, Sunday, she again re-

fused all her meals, so I really start-

ed to worry. I tried her on various

brands of condensed milk, hoping
to find one she liked, but she re-

fused all. She started to develop a

cold and by Monday was a very

sick baby indeed.

I phoned the vet, who prescribed

Aureomycin, and then I called the

pet store to find out what brand
of milk they had been using. They
told me, and fortunately I was able

to get it at the local store. Thirty

minutes later Christine greedily

drank her first bottle, and after

three doses of Aureomycin the

fever broke as quickly as it had
appeared.

The next day, Christine was well

and eating. But it took her a few
more days to get used to me and
to trust me. It was a big day when
I came into her room one morning
and she greeted me with out-

stretched arms and an expression

that looked to me like a smile.

Christine was about six months
old at that time. She had ten of

her twenty baby teeth and weighed
a little over nine pounds. She could

stand and sit only by holding on
to the bars of her crib or her plav

pen, but she started to crawl and
was pretty good at climbing. She
became engrossed in her new toys.

A rattle in the shape of a ring was
her favorite. She liked the noise and
since her teeth bothered her, she

chewed on it a great deal. She was

a very cautious baby and would
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never touch anything with her

hands unless she was sure of it.

Even her bottle seemed to scare

her, and she would cry when I put

her hand on it. It was the same

with a spoon, a slice of bread, a

cookie, or a new toy.

She slowly calmed down, and

after two weeks she accepted her

home, and we established a quiet

routine. Every morning she awoke

at 7:00. She played with her rattle

or a stuffed animal and never made
a sound. At 7:30 she drank her

eight-ounce bottle of formula and

played another half hour or so be-

fore going back to sleep. At 11:00

she got her favorite food, orange

juice and cereal, and then her social

hour began. She played, laughed,

and climbed on the bars of her plav

pen, trying to look over the top.

Her play consisted of banging her

toys on the floor, shaking them,

mouthing them, and poking her lit-

tle fingers into them. After this, she

slept soundly until 4:00 or 4:30,

when she awoke in time for her

last feeding.

By 5:30 she was asleep for the

night. Her positions while asleep

were about the same as those of a

human baby her age. Up to the

age of eleven months she would
never go to sleep without her towel,

even though she was covered by a

blanket. At night when she turned

over, the towel would slip into a

corner; but when she awoke, it was
her first thought and she would
grope about until she found it. It

took her a good while to awaken
completely. After she opened her

eyes and recovered her towel, she

would lie still, sometimes for as long

as fifteen minutes. She seemed to

notice her surroundings very slow-

ly. Yawning and wriggling about,

she would burst into a big smile if

she saw me looking at her.

Her sleep seemed full of dreams.

At times, she made sucking noises

^ In picking things up.

Christine seemed to use

her thumb more than

some chimpanzees do

or laughed, and more than once
her terrified screams brought me
racing to her in the middle of the

night, but she never opened her

eyes. I also heard her make loud

food or greeting sounds in her sleep.

The heavy ridges over her eyes

were warm when she was awake,

very cool when asleep. In contrast,

her hands and feet were mostly

cool when climbing and playing in

the warm room (temperature about

75 degrees F. ) but became warm
when she slept or just lay down and

relaxed at room temperature, even

with no cover over her. I had ex-

pected it the other way around.

The first few weeks were very

easy for me, but I am afraid I did

not properly appreciate them. ]

thought I was very busy. When
Christine was asleep, I washed
diapers and sweaters and prepared

the formula and read books on the

care of babies.

By the end of June, at 8 months,

she weighed 10/2 pounds. Looking
at her, one would think that a play

pen and toys were the most natural

things for a baby chimpanzee. Her
favorite toy at this time was a little

brown Teddy bear. She would kiss

it, hug it, bash its head against the

walls, or roll on it laughing loudly,

and when she got tired, she would
use it as a pillow for a short nap.

This Teddy bear was her constant

companion for several months, un-

til one day she poked out its plastic

eyes. From that moment she would



Christine took every opportunity to "medi-

cate
7 ' herself with ointment or cold cream.

She tasted each preparation and got the

stuff all over herself

•
'



A She had a lot of fun

on her swins

not go near it. She always went to

the side of the play pen opposite

where it lay, as if she were afraid

of it. Only when a stranger would

pick it up did she show interest in

her old friend. She would run up
to the person holding the toy and

snatch it away, only to abandon it

a few seconds later. A little stuffed

dog she had and liked lost its eyes

in the same way, but she never re-

sented this and kept on playing

with it.

She had a little rubber mouse

that squeaked, and the noise filled

her with terror. It took Christine

several weeks to get enough cour-

age to touch it. When she saw that

it did her no harm, she quickly be-

came very fond of it and carried

it about in her mouth for hours.

Everything found its way to her

mouth. She chewed on furniture,

books, floorboards, and pots and

pans. She carried the smaller ob-

jects in her mouth. Some of her

more or less constant treasures were

bottle caps, safety pins, matches

and spools of thread; and when

playing outside, she hardly ever

was without a stone in her mouth.

It worried me a good deal at first,

for I thought she might swallow

one, but she would just hold it and

then spit it out after a while to make

room for a different one. Finally, I

realized that a chimp mother

couldn't run after her offspring all

the time to prevent it from taking

sticks and stones into its mouth, so

I ceased to worry, though I re-

member noticing a gibbon mother

at the Bronx Zoo sticking two fin-

gers into her baby's mouth, remov-

ing an object, and throwing it to

the ground.

Christine seems to be much more

careful about swallowing things

than a human baby. Only once did

I actually find her gagging on some-

thing she had swaUowed. After pat-

ting her back and giving her some

water, she coughed up a pin. I

was horrified, but Christine only

seemed glad to have the toy again

and cried when I took it away from

her. She also eats paper if she finds

nothing better, chewing it carefully.

About fifteen times a day I tell her

"Open your mouth," and with a

patient look on her face she opens

it a little to let me see that there is

nothing of interest in it—only a

thumbtack or my watch.

By the end of July, when Chris-

A DISPUTE OVER FOOD.

Christine wouldn't let

the kitten have any and

held it by one ear while

she went to work on the

bowl



A After some rough play, the oddly-matched pair enjoyed a rest on the conch

tine had reached about nine

months, my easy days were over.

Christine would not stay in her

play pen. She would climb over the

top, and I had to have a lid made
to put over it when I went out.

When I was at home, she would

not remain shut up. She would cry

and scream, and I could never stand

it very long. I would give in and let

her wander about the house. This

she did at that time on all fours.

A month later she started to try to

walk upright, but after a few steps

she usually lost her balance. At the

age of eleven months she walked

a good deal on her feet.

Mrs. Bell Benchley in her book

My Friends, the Apes writes that

chimpanzees have to be taught to

walk erect. This was different from

my experience with Christine. I

have never taught her anything

except to "shake hands" and say

'"please" (clapping her hands to-

gether), and to wave "bye-bye."

The short walks she took in an up-

right position were of her own voli-

tion. She usually carries a toy or

towel when she walks this way.

When playing outside, she always

takes short runs erect and stands

upright while playing in the sand

or in a little water that is put in the

flat lid of a crock for her. She used

to run very fast when upright, as

if to keep her balance, but lately

she trots along quite leisurely,

swaying a little from side to side.

It will be interesting to see if her

walking improves or if short walks

will be all she ever does.

Mrs. Benchley states that chim-

panzees pick things up between

two fingers, and she says she has

never seen them use the thumb

when picking up small objects from

the floor or from a flat surface. I

found that Christine does use her

thumb, not as much as we do may-

be but enough to make it useful.
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When she picks up a grape or small

object she seems to use her thumb

to steady it, while pushing her in-

dex finger against it, or she pushes

the object with her thumb towards

her fingers, scooping it up with her

palm. She picks up large objects

in the same way we do, with her

thumb and all her ringers. When
she was a small baby, she delighted

in playing with her tiny thumb and

sucking on it. But when she was

hungry, she would stick her big toe

into her mouth.

The big toe on her left foot must

have been injured once, for there

is a very small scar where the nail

ends. It was completely healed

when I got her, and it seemed im-

possible that she still felt anything

in it, yet from time to time she

will look at it and poke at it with

her finger with a very serious ex-

pression on her face. Sometimes

she held her foot up and was not

satisfied until I inspected it .and

made a fuss over it. I am afraid

she is a bit of a hypochondriac.

Nothing pleases her more than hav-

ing ointment put on her or receiv-

ing sympathy for every little scratch

she has. If she gets hold of a tube

of ointment or a jar of cold cream,

she "treats" herself with the same

serious concentration on her face

as when I medicate her.

Recently she has had plenty of

salve because of the numerous cuts

and scratches she has accumulated.

The reason for this is a little kit-

ten, her favorite playmate. Their

play together is a rough and tumble

affair. They race around the room

so fast that I have never been suc-

cessful in getting pictures of their

games. Only when they are both

exhausted and climb on the couch

for a brief rest am I able to photo-

graph them. The kitten usually gets

the better of Christine by using her

claws, but recently the little ape

retaliated by biting the cat's tail.

It is Christine who comes out of

those games with scratches on her

hands and face. She fusses over

them until ointment is applied. She

is afraid of iodine, though, and

makes a funny face as soon as I

pick up the bottle. I got the kitten

so I could observe how Christine

would act with another pet in the

household.

I opened the box in which the

kitten came while Christine

A Christine held the
spoon and fed herself, but

her hand still had to be
guided to scoop up the food

^ The morning routine



watched. I was ready to protect the

little thing should Christine be too

rough with her, but my fears were

groundless. Christine gathered the

kitten in her arms and hugged her,

sniffed her, and kissed her, the way
she did with her stuffed animal

toys. And the kitten purred. After

a few minutes, Christine put her

new pet down carefully and walked

away to play with something else.

The kitten was soon big enough

to be a real companion to Christine,

and they both enjoyed each other's

company. The kitten could go in

and out between the bars and
would go right in to play with

Christine. I'm sure they passed

much time together when I was
out. When the kitten got tired, she

would curl right up in the corner

of the play pen and go to sleep.

It was interesting to see the dif-

ference in attitude between the two

animals. They did not play together

as equals but rather as a child and

a cat. It was Christine who started

the games when she felt like it and

walked away or ignored the cat

when she had had enough. The

cat's wishes were never considered.

If the kitten did not feel like play-

ing, Christine would allow her no

peace until she gave in or hid under

the stove. If the kitten should dare

to stop the game before her com-

panion was ready, Christine would

become very angry and bark at her

or slap her. Sometimes she would

pick up the kitten and pet her,

and the cat liked it and would close

her eyes.

Christine is at times very gener-

ous towards her pet and at other

times jealous. After I have mixed

pudding or cake, one of her favorite

treats is to lick out the bowl. She

sits on the floor and uses a spoon

( either end will do ) , or her tongue,

or her finders. The kitten wants to

share in it, and if Christine feels

in the mood, she will attempt to

feed the cat with her spoon. Since

Christine cannot handle her spoon

properly, this is never very success-

ful. At other times, she pushes the

kitten away roughly. Yet she thinks

it all right to go to the food dish

of the cat, and she is indignant if

the kitten hisses at her. Christine

will not really eat the cat food. She

only takes it in her mouth and car-

ries it around for a while.

When Christine was about nine

months old, she had but one inter-

est, to explore the house. (I might

better say wreck it. ) She pulled the

books off the shelves, chewed on

furniture, crawled into closets to

rearrange them, and did all the

things described in infant behavior

books for children between the ages

of 1& and 2& But being a little ape,

she had some additional tricks of

her own, such as climbing on cur-

Continued on page 336

V Christine liked to luxuriate in my bed
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A. M. Sullivan
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we didnt ask for
—or, what happens when you close the cottage for the winter

WHEN you turn the key in

the country house late in

October, you often feel the mixed

emotion that comes with the

abandonment of a friendly place

grown suddenly dour and cold,

y The groundhog
would like you to ask

him in

with the water off, the shades

pulled, the doors locked. It would

be nice to think that the house was

haunted and that friends of other

years, impervious to the cold,

would sit disembodied in the light

of a full winter moon by the

frosty fireplace. Our visitors, how-

ever, are substantial and three-

dimensional, even if they hide in

the usual crannies of ghosts.

In our old homestead on the

high shelf by the banks of the

Musconetcong, we always have

tenants of one genus or another

during the long break between

late fall and early spring, when
we arrive to ask another season of

gifts from a generous nature. Most

of these tenants have a greater

privilege in the house than we

who have known the place less

than 50 years. The squirrels, wood
mice, chimney swifts, bees, and

wasps have been familiar with the

house for a century and a half,

and we gave up trying to dis-

possess them more than a genera-

tion ago.

Our attempt to modernize the

homestead has created problems

for the winter tenants, and these

problems on several occasions have

led to dramatic and even tragic

episodes. One incident had a far-

reaching effect in the social life of

the narrow valley that runs eight

miles along the river between the

Allamuchy and the Schooley Moun-

tains. A party-line telephone may
have rewards for the curious, but

it is an annoying item when one
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of ten subscribers on the lines

leaves the phone off the hook,

either by accident or design. It is

especially serious when a departing

summer resident is the innocent

cause of the difficulty. Not long

ago, all the parties to our com-

munity listening post found that

the wire was dead. The difficulty

was reported to the phone com-

pany, and after a careful checkup

over a two-mile area, our line was

suspected. Because the house was

locked, the phone repair crew,

having more respect for the law

than some valley vagrants, cut oft

our service, thus permitting the

neighbors to chat again and enjoy

the fun of decoding the rings,

which also reflect the mood of the

operator.

A few weeks later, I arrived at

the house for a February inspection

and saw evidence of lesser havoc

at the door and windowsills. A
chisel-toothed animal had made

entry and suffered amnesia. He
got in and couldn't find an exit.

In a panic he had tried to chew

his way through the frames of

the window, through the door cas-

ing, through the attic floor, but

all in vain. Did he succeed in

getting out? For a while we didn't

know, but by May the morbid

stench in the house led us to

believe that he had failed. He had

been near to success at the living

room window, where the wood
was almost gone from the edges of

the pane, but whether he stopped

from frustration or weakness or

lack of concentration we shall

never know.

The search for the dead animal

went on for several annoying and

fruitless weeks. Furniture was

taken out in the air and examined,

bedding stripped, and closets

emptied. The aroma of the animal's

carcass was taunting and shifting

in emphasis. Finally, the casing

was pulled from a down pillow,

and a gray squirrel fell out—the

largest I have ever seen—with a

plume that seemed three times as

long as the tail of the Central Park

squirrels that beg for peanuts. All

of our anger and resentment melted

when we beheld the noble creature

who had fought so valiantly and

who had sense enough to die in

bed. He was given a royal funeral

the next day with appropriate

obsequies by a group of visiting

children for whom the panoply of

grief offered great excitement and,

beyond denial, a bit of pleasure.

Our chimney holds a lively in-

terest for bees and bats and chim-

ney swifts. Smoke from early

spring fire is disturbing to these

tenants. More than once I have

snatched a smoke-bewildered swift

from the edge of the flames but

not always quickly enough to pre-

vent singed feathers and singed

fingers. Nearly every week end,

we find a swift in the bedrooms,

lost and seeking a way out. These

birds are usually weary of beating

their wings against the window-

panes; they offer no resistance

when you pick them up and open

a window to give them freedom.

One spring morning I came into

the house after several months of

absence and saw the light stream-

ing through the bathroom window.

The shade was rolled up and

bunched in the center. When I

unrolled the shade a dead swift

dropped out, and etched on the

cloth was a perfect imprint of the

bird with outstretched wings.

It was obvious what had hap-

pened. Diving for the nearest light,

it had struck the shade and jarred

the ratchet from its tiny cog. The

spring set the shade spinning and

gathered in the bird with the acci-

dental cunning of a trap.

We came late one spring, pos-

sibly as late as June. Days were

warm but the evenings chilly, and

a flame in the fireplace offered a

comforting breath against the

dampness and moldiness of the

house. Usually when I start a fire,

the brambles blaze up merrily in

a good draft, and the heavier logs

soon tumble into the lighter em-

bers. But now for an unaccount-

able reason, the smoke curled back

into the room and the acrid cherry

branches gave off an odor that

irritated our eyes and throats.

To rouse the flame I tossed a

small cupful of kerosene on the

tinder, aware that I was violating

my father's old warning, as well

V "You caught the mouse in the refrigerator," my daughter said, "but he's wearing a parka"



as plain common sense. The dark-

ness danced with light, and the

flames curled out around the edge

of the stones; the family, gathered

near the hearth, jumped back in

alarm. The flames, finding no

egress in the chimney, sent threat-

ening tongues into the room, and

my children gave me worried and

chastening glances.

Suddenly, I heard a dripping

sound. The flames drew back their

menacing tongues and began to

leap into the chimney where they

belonged. The drip grew louder,

and whatever was falling hissed

as it touched the fire. 1 watched

for a moment intrigued and puz-

zled, and then came the crash.

In a moment the flames were

snuffed under an oozing mass.

"It's honey," a guest cried, "bar-

rels of honey."

I lit a lamp and quickly veri-

fied his statement. The following

morning I shoveled out a con-

glomerate of honeycombs, thou-

sands of bees, brambles and wood
ash, and dumped the mess on the

riverbank. It was soon discovered

by other bees, who promptly re-

trieved a large part of the honey.

The freebooters came from the

neighboring fields of clover and

from beehives in the hollow hearts

of decrepit apple trees, which were

then in full bloom.

When we installed electricity in

the farmhouse, wiring for lights

was the first step. Then came the

drilling of a well to provide a con-

stant supply of water under pres-

sure for an inside bathroom and a

modern sink. The last considera-

tion was an electric icebox in which

we could cache food and chill

drinks and keep the butter hard.

Late one fall, I cleaned out the

box, defrosted the coils, and gave

the innards a chance to dry out.

Before leaving for the city, we put

back a two-pound bar of cheese in

a wooden box, turned on the juice,

and closed the door.

When I returned in April, I

chanced to open the icebox and

observed that the cheese was par-

tially consumed and that there was

mouse dirt under the coils. I left

the door open for a few minutes,

hoping that the mouse would jump

out of his chosen prison, or at

least show himself, but he was not

enticed. I came back again in late

May to find most of the cheese

gone and increased evidence of the

presence of a mouse under the

coils, which were now heavily en-

crusted with ice. My daughter had

several bars of chocolate and

placed them in the icebox to keep

them hard while she and her

friends went swimming. On her

return, she opened the icebox and

came to me with her chocolate

bars and an injured look. The
edges were nibbled at by the

mouse, who evidently enjoyed a

little variety in his diet.

That evening I set a trap in the

icebox, using a bit of bacon rind

as bait. My daughter opened the

door in the morning, and her howl

indicated success.

"Did we get the mouse?" I called

from the bedroom.

"No," she said, "I think you

caught a baby yak." Before I got

down to the kitchen, she said,

"It's a mouse all right, but he's

wearing a parka."

That was almost true. The fur

_y The outraged bees were reorganizing and coming back in angry echelons
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on the mouse looked an inch long,

and long hair covered his beady

eyes. During his long arctic night,

nature had given him added pro-

tection as he hid under the icy

coils of the box and munched
Cheddar cheese without a biscuit

to go with it. If he needed mois-

ture, there was plenty, as the con-

densation had built frosty layers

over his head.

A former tenant of the farm

was a beekeeper, and when he

went away, he took along his hives

and a host of queens, drones, and

workers. But he couldn't destroy

their bee memory of the place.

Some of the remaining bees found

the hollow boles of apple trees to

their liking, but most of them had

a feeling of ownership in the old

house and built hives back of the

clapboards and in the eaves and

chimneys. In desperation, they

even built inverted half-hives on

the face of the house, giving the

front a bizarre and debauched

architectural design.

How to discourage the bees

without destroying them was a

problem that stumped the semi-

professional apiarists in the valley.

My father bought a metal hive

one morning and, following some
neighborly advice, put a five-pound

jar of honey inside to suggest to

the bees a transfer of location. He
spread a few drops of honey at

the opening and was stung by
an eager bee trying to dive into the

jar.

Father was quite pleased and

forgot his pain. "Look how they

are crowding in," he said.

That night we listened and

heard a faint but not too en-

couraging hum. "They're asleep,"

he confided.

I was up first and dashed out

to observe the beeline traffic, but I

saw nothing to indicate their inter-

est in the preferred hive. Care-

fully, I lifted the lid, peered in,

and saw a few ants cleaning up

what honey the bees had left. The
rest of the five-pound jar had been

added to the combs in the wax
mass that disfigured the front of

the house like a puffed eyebrow.

Many years later a neighbor

with a similar problem decided on

a unique and unorthodox method
of getting the hive off the house.

He cut holes, to see out through,

in heavy burlap bags, wore boxing

gloves, and padded his clothing.

Draped like a monster, he climbed

a ladder to the porch roof, shoveled

the hive from the face of his house,

and dumped it into a potato sack.

He threw the bag into the rumble

seat of an old car and set off on

a wild ride worthy of an Ichabod

Crane or a Paul Revere. Out on

a farm lane, miles away from the

house, he lifted the rumble seat

and opened the sack. The be-

wildered bees stormed out and

scattered for a few moments.

Suddenly he realized that the

outraged hosts were reorganizing

and coming back in angry eche-

lons. Like a frightened Martian

at the wheel, he drove up and

down the road until he lost his

pursuers. When our neighbor got

home after pausing at a tavern

and a few near-by farms to boast

of his success, he found the deter-

mined bees were back at the old

stand. The dispossessed workers

from - the clover pasture and the

remnant campaigners of the chase

were hiving over the same old

blemish on the brow of his home.

He might have consulted a bee-

keeper and learned of the necessity

of having a queen as a center of

interest and identity, but the ama-

teur is often a bit timid about

searching out Amazon royalty in

the midst of so many valiant sup-

porters of the throne.

The nuts on a tremendous

American walnut tree have been a

subject of long debate between us

and the red squirrels in the neigh-

borhood. My mother made wal-

nut cake for Thanksgiving and

Christmas, and we boasted of the

special flavor of the walnuts on

our tree—the largest tree in the val-

ley and one that a gunstock manu-

facturer tried to buy for his shot-

guns. The red squirrels were

^ Smoke from the first fire of the season always

disturbed some of our uninvited guests



adamant. We couldn't have any

nuts; neither could the gray squir-

rels or chipmunks. However, they

didn't object to our picking them
from the ground after a frost in

October, when a convenient north

wind shook off the nuts and cleared

away the leaves.

When we spread the nuts on the

attic floor to dry, we had the futile

chore of sweeping up the shells a

month later. If we locked them

in a spare bedroom, the red squir-

rels cut a hole in the door at the

sill or found a weak spot in the

wall. We were about to give up
when a friend suggested that we
place a galvanized iron pipe across

the spare room, a foot from the

ceiling and at least seven feet from

the floor. From this we hung

small flour bags full of walnuts

and went back to the city, smug
in our confidence that we were out-

witting the red squirrels.

A month later we came back,

rushed up to the spare room, and

saw white flags waving in the dis-

turbed air. They were not white

flags of defeat for the red squirrels.

Rather they were banners of con-

quest. Below each empty bag was

a heap of shells as evidence of

victory and spoils. What had hap-

pened was obvious. The red squir-

rels, on surveying the project of

the high loot, had merely leaped

from the floor, clung to the bottom

of the bags, ripped a convenient

hole with their teeth, and invited

gravity to do the rest.

When we were children in the

valley, there were no deer. Now
there are enough of them to be a

problem to the farmer and the

truck gardener. The local farm

agent suggested a five-foot fence,

which was an easy hop for a doe

interested in a bean row. One
splayfoot mother of a bambi ate

200 cabbage plants in an evening.

Her fawn amused himself outside

the wire sinking his first teeth into

a hundred melons without eating

a one. If papa was around, he

lingered in the copse of birches.

My neighbor heard of a cure

for the nocturnal visits of the deer.

"Hang a lantern in the middle of

those climbing bean poles, and the

deer won't come near the place."

That idea was a tested valley

remedy, so we tried it. Sleepless

with curiosity, my friend awoke

at 3:00 a. m. and stared out into

the beanfield. There was a ghostly

y The skunk came back and circled me before moving on
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movement as the wind swung the

old Dietz lantern back and forth.

He got up, jumped into his slacks,

and ventured barefoot in the wet

grass. There was a faint rumpus,

and then he came back, chilled

and swearing. Before he went to

bed after breakfast, I asked, "How
does the lantern work?"

"Fine," he answered, "—for the

deer. They were eating beans by

lantern light and nowhere else."

The groundhog is a nuisance,

but there's something friendly

about him. He would like to be

one of the family if you would

invite him, and it's easily done

with cabbage leaves. I saw my
brother make friends with a fat,

old groundhog in an afternoon by

tossing cabbage leaves in his direc-

tion. Before the sun went down,

he was eating leaves from the boy's

hand. The groundhog doesn't care

much for tomatoes but will drink

the juice out of them in a dry

season. I have watched ground-

hogs carefully take a green or ripe

tomato from a vine, drain the juice

like a farmer taking a swig from a

bucket, then toss the pulp over his

shoulder.

The groundhog is a careful ap-

praiser of personal risk, and if he

runs away rapidly today without

pursuit, he will take more time to-

morrow. If there is a dog around,

the groundhog is apt to be more

wary, but even then he measures

his operating area from the security

of the hole by the relative speed,

size, and ferocity of the dog.

The skunk occasionally over-

estimates the quality of his repel-

lent, especially on highways. But

he wants to be neighborly, even

intimate. We had a puppy that

scampered into the orchard one

morning, and I followed him by

the sound of his joyous yapping

behind a stone wall. I wondered

whether he had encountered a

snake, or cornered a young rabbit

or pheasant. Leaning over the wall,

I was surprised to see him in the

midst of a family of skunks, roll-

ing with the kittens and having

a picnic, while a tolerant papa and

mama restrained their mephitic

THE ZOO WE DIDN'T ASK FOR

A Below each bag the squirrels

left a heap of empty walnut shells

privilege! Later I picked up the

puppy, and there wasn't the faint-

est aromatic trace of his associa-

tion with the skunk family. The

other dogs in the house were less

fortunate when they attacked the

family of skunks, which had upset

a garbage can. One half-blinded

beast climbed into the new auto,

rolled around the seats and blan-

kets, and made the car an anti-

social object for weeks.

The skunk is as inquisitive as

he is apt to be friendly. At dawn

one September morning, as I

waited at the crossroads for a

pick-up from a neighbor on the

way to the station for the 6:45 to

Hoboken, a skunk came leisurely

by, paused, looked at me a few

seconds, and went down the dirt

road for a hundred feet. Then he

came back without hesitation, sat

in front of me for a worried min-

ute or two, circled me as I stood

stiff as a statue, and then went

on about his business, as though

puzzled why I should stand there

at daybreak without a hoe, or fish-

line, or sense of direction.

When a weasel invades the walls

of the house, it can be a mixed

blessing. Bats or squirrels scamper

in fright or die in a paralysis of

fear. Once a year at least, a

weasel pays us an unreported

visit, but you know of his presence

when there is a wild tumult in

the walls and ceilings, followed by

a piteous scream and silence. In a

few days you can be certain of the

lively and offensive odor of death

and no way to get at the corpse

except by experimental damage to

the house. When it became neces-

sary to replace many clapboards

after the removal of a beehive in

the walls, I found a dozen squirrel

skeletons, some of which testified

to the murderous instinct of the

weasel, whose merits and demerits

must be weighed by the degree of

menace he is to poultry and rab-

bits. A weasel that lived in a wood-

pile near the house kept us free

from rats. We learned this one

morning when our terrier chased

a field rat into the stacked wood

and drove the rat against the fangs

of a thin streak of death. I glimpsed

the weasel a split second, heard the

rat cry, saw him run from under

a board and fall dead.

Some of these country house epi-

sodes may discourage the city

dweller, who is seldom bothered

by anything more than the neigh-

bors' children or the invasion of

a radio voice; but it's part of the

joy of the "old-house-living," es-

pecially in retrospect.
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New Mexic

A cowboy searching for gold

uncovered one of the

strangest mysteries

of the Southwest —
an ancient people who tried

to defend themselves

in hundreds of towers

but perished

through fire and violence

Charles B. Gallenkamp
Photographs by the

University of New Mexico Mu



Vanished Tower Dwellers

HIGH in the rugged mountains

of north-central New Mex-

ico, archaeologists are uncovering

one of the biggest mysteries in the

prehistory of America. There amid

towering peaks and jagged mesas

have been found the ruins of a civil-

ization that lived and died by vio-

lence—a violence so vehement in its

intent that it completely erased for

seven centuries the history of one of

the largest and most important In-

dian groups in the American South-

west. Buried beneath the earth,

lost to time, is recorded the story

of a struggle for existence almost

without parallel even in modern

times. Everywhere there is the

charred evidence of death and fiery

destruction, for such was the fate of

these people and their culture.

Like many archaeological discov-

eries, this one was stumbled upon

by accident. Indeed, it was a Span-

ish cowboy's quest for gold that led

investigators to the remote spot

where he had seen strange piles of

sandstone slabs, which he called

torreones ( towers ) . Joe Areano was

certain that these piles of stone

were not made by natural causes.

He had seen slag encrusted on some

of the stones, and his imagination

was fired to dig for gold, which he

believed the ancients had smelted

inside the curious mounds. Armed
with little more than enthusiasm,

the cowboy began his ill-fated

search for gold. It ended with only

a handful of broken pottery and a

fine for excavating on government

land without a permit. Worthless

though it may have been to Joe

Areano, his handful of pottery cast

the first ray of fight on the forgot-

ten story of the Gallina Indians.

News of the discovery reached

Dr. Frank C. Hibben of the Univer-

sity of New Mexico Museum at

Albuquerque, and by the summer
of 1934 investigation was in prog-

ress to determine what archaeo-

logical importance could rightly be

assigned to Joe Areano's torreones.

Intensive exploration of the region

showed the ruins to be scattered

over an area of almost 800 square

miles. They appeared on every pin-

nacle and ridge that jutted above

the canyon floors, but they seemed
most thickly concentrated along

the Gallina River, which flows from

the towns of El Vado and Cuba,

New Mexico. Here as many as 500

of the strange ruins were mapped
within a small area.

In the years following the discov-

ery, the ruins began to make
archaeological sense. Several differ-

ent types of dwellings were exca-

vated by the University of New
Mexico's Field School under Dr.

Hibben's direction. There were

subsurface pit houses, unit houses,

and cliff dwellings; but most in-

triguing of all were the strange

ruins the cowboy had first called

torreones. His guess could not have

been more correct, for that is ex-

actly what they were—huge stone

towers resembling medieval fort-

resses. Without exception, each of

the towers excavated bore the same

unmistakable evidence of violence

and destruction wrought centuries

before. There could be no doubt

that the discovery was a significant

one.

Since 1934, the University of New
Mexico Museum has increased its

efforts to piece together the story

of the stone towers and their build-

ers, the so-called Gallina Indians.

They bear this name because the

Gallina River seems to mark the

center of the ruin area.

Excavations thus far have pro-

vided a number of facts and a still

larger number of unanswered ques-

tions concerning the Gallinas and

their fate. They were themselves a

peaceful, sedentary people who
practiced extensive agriculture in

the valleys below their homes. That

was no ordinary task, as this part

of New Mexico is a region of ex-

tremes. Hot, dry winds parch the

valley floors during the summer
months, leaving little or no water.

Even the Gallina River becomes

scarcely more than a trickling

stream. In the winter, driving snows

isolate much of the area and choke

the mountain streams widr ice. De-

spite these hazards, the Gallinas

managed to cultivate maize, beans,

and squash in sizable quantities.

Fresh meat was no problem, as die

country abounded in wildlife of va-

rious kinds.

Gradually a rudimentary Pueb-

loan culture developed among the

Gallinas, though they never adopt-

ed the use of large multiroomed

dwellings as did true Pueblo

groups. They had, in fact, little or

nothing to do with the large cen-

ters of Pueblo life existing at the

time. They apparently remained



A An Excavated one-room dwelling typical of the unit

houses of the Gallina people. In the center foreground is

the fire pit, with remnants of the fire screen. On either

side are grain storage bins, and in the wall, the venti-

lating shaft. Stone slabs form the floor

* Interior of a pit bouse, a second type of dwelling

used by the Gallina people. It shows the same arrange-

ment found in all Gallina dwellings. A grinding stone

stands next to the unusually deep fire pit. A pile of ten

badly mauled skeletons was found in the foreground

< The badly broken body of a pit house defender,

whose bones may have been shattered by falling stones.

The pelvis was pierced by a large flint point
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isolated during the "golden age" of

Pueblo supremacy in the South-

west. This isolation can best be ex-

plained by their fear of invasion

and destruction at the hands of an
enemy, whose terror they knew
well.

Defense was quite clearly the

motivating factor behind the de-

velopment of the Gallina culture.

It determined not only the more
obvious facets of cultural progres-

sion but penetrated deeply the

everyday existence of the people.

Information on the religious, social,

and economic life of any prehistoric

group is at best fragmentary, but

the evidence thus far collected

would indiciate that fear became a

dominant force in Gallina life.

The Gallina dwellings were pri-

marily of a defensive nature, built

high atop ridges where many miles

of the surrounding country could

be watched. The topography fa-

vored the Gallinas in this regard, as

the land is rugged, with high

heavily-wooded mesas reaching up
from the canyon floors. Often the

mesas themselves are scarred with

deep canyons that defy exploration.

Yet, throughout the rocky expanse

of these canyons can be found ruins,

many of which are miles from water

and tillable fields.

The types of buildings also sup-

port the idea of defense. Pit houses,

which are partly subterranean

chambers with roofs of thatch or

adobe, are not easily defended even

under the best of conditions. The

same is true of unit houses, which

have a single room, usually of stone

and adobe. The Gallinas made ex-

tensive use of both these types

simultaneously, but they evidently

realized the ease with which dwell-

ings of this sort might be attacked,

as they relied upon their curious

towers for defense of the dwelling

groups. It was the extensive use of

these towers, more than any other

single factor, that excited achaeo-

logical interest in the Gallina civil-

ization.

The building of towers in any

form was not common among primi-

tive peoples of North America, but

here are found literally hundreds

of them covering the area. They

were constructed of crude blocks

of sandstone held in place by adobe

mortar, and they often exceeded 30

feet in height. This can be accurate-

ly determined by the volume of

debris at the base. The walls were

of double construction, reaching a

thickness of six feet at the base.

Usually the towers were square or

somewhat rectangular in shape, but

several round towers have recently

been excavated. The towers were

entered by means of two ladders

made of lashed poles. One reached

from the ground to the top of the

structure outside. Another led from

an opening in the roof down into

the tower to the floor below. The

outside ladder could be drawn up

when the tower was under attack.

The roof construction in all Gal-

lina houses was of a type closely

akin to the pueblo roofs: wooden

beams crossed by sticks or brush

and cemented with a layer of

adobe. Often a fighting parapet was

built around the top to provide

some measure of protection to the

* Projectile points of the type most commonly produced by the Gallinas.

They are not unlike Pueblo points, though generally not as well flaked

defenders from the rain of arrows

that would fall in the event of an

attack. The parapet provided a

lookout when constant vigil was

necessary.

Another type of defensive hous-

ing frequently found is that of the

cliff dwelling. The Gallinas did not

construct cliff houses in the grand

manner of their Pueblo neighbors.

Again, the emphasis was upon de-

fense rather than comfort. These

buildings ranged in size from small

single-room units perched high in

the rocky canyon walls to larger

versions of the multiroomed type,

in which each room had a separate

means of entrance. The largest and

best example of a Gallina cliff house

excavated so far is that of the No-

gales cliff dwelling buried deep in

a canyon near Llaves, New Mexico.

It was a two-story structure con-

taining seventeen units.

The extent to which some Gal-

lina families went to ensure defense

was fantastic. Indeed, the efforts in

this direction made by the tribe as

a whole exceed anything else in

the known history of the pre-His-

panic Southwest. It is difficult to

determine whether the defensive

preparations were dictated by a

central governing body composed

of tribal leaders or left in the hands

of individual families.

Whatever the plan, the gigantic

effort failed. By the end of the thir-

teenth century, the Gallina civiliza-

tion existed no more. A series of

invasions swept down upon it. The

mountain strongholds were sought

out, burned, and pulled down to

the last one. Who the invaders were

and what hatred or greed impelled

them to extinguish the Gallinas re-

main unanswered questions.



The material remains found in the

Gallina ruins reveal that the culture

itself appeared to have come in

from another area, probably from

the Great Plains to the north. This

is substantiated by evidence to be

discussed later. Further, the cul-

ture seems to have developed its

puebloan characteristics after its

appearance in New Mexico. Yet,

his development was at best very

limited. It would almost seem that

the Gallinas came under the influ-

ence of Pueblo culture early in its

development and never carried it

much beyond the horizons reached

by the earliest Pueblo people. As

stated before, very little evidence

has been found to show that any

complex social or economic inter-

relations took place between the

Gallinas and other groups living in

the area. Still, it seems unlikely that

a group as large as the Gallinas

could migrate into a new region,

settle themselves over hundreds of

square miles, and not establish some

measure of contact with people al-

ready in the area or on its fringes.

The years following 1000 a.d. saw

the firm establishment of Gallina

culture in New Mexico. This period

also marked the beginning of the

so-called Great Pueblo period. For

two centuries there was lively trade

and cultural advancement within

the Pueblo domain. Complete isola-

tion of any people would have been

difficult to maintain, but the Gal-

linas seem to have come as close to

it as possible.

V7

A An axhead was found in this

skull, proving that this man fell

in combat. He was one of the ten

pit house defenders mentioned
earlier. Pieces of the wall stones

which had been thrown on top

of him are here visible

*• Another excavated

unit house. The storage

bins had been badly bro-

ken down, and the fire

screen between them
had been destroyed com-

pletely
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Let us journey back to that day

and enter the chamber of one of

then structures as it would have

appeared when in use. Modern

archaeology can reconstruct much
of the everyday life of a vanished

people from the things found in

then homes. This is easily under-

stood when one considers how in-

dicative of our own mode of life

are the furnishings and other ob-

jects in daily use. In keeping with

a simple life, the Gallina dwellings

had a basically uniform interior

plan. Each dwelling thus far ex-

cavated contained a fire pit, fire

screen, two or more corn storage

bins, and a ventilating shaft. The

ventilating shaft was used only to

provide fresh air, though it was

constructed in much the same man-

ner as a modern fireplace. The shaft

was always placed in the south wall

of the house or tower. The reason

for this was probably religious,

though one might first suspect a

practical explanation on grounds

of prevailing winds and warmth

from the sun. The position of many

of the ruins deep in winding can-

yons makes this improbable. It is

more logical to assume that the

Gallinas attached a religious im-

portance to the idea of an open-

ing to the south. The Pueblos even

to this day attribute a similar im-

portance to the east and southeast,

and Navajos enter and leave their

homes by an opening in the east

wall and believe that evil will seek

its exit to the north.

The fire pit in the floor was

placed near enough to the center

of the room to warm all parts. An
adobe screen was erected between

the fire pit and ventilating shaft to

prevent smoke and ashes from

blowing around the room. The corn

storage bins projected from the

east and west walls and were placed

on a line with the fire screen. They

were also constructed of adobe, and

each held several bushels of corn.

Occasionally a low bench was con-

structed around the east, west, and

north walls to provide additional

bins and shelf space.

The arrangement just described

was, of course, more elaborately de-

veloped in some ruins than in oth-

ers, but in every house the same

basic floor plan was used. It is not

uncommon to find auxiliary fire pits

or storage bins, and a number of

ruins have been cleared in which

the adobe floors were lined with

stone slabs to form a pavement.

Often the adobe-plastered walls

were decorated with imaginative

murals, done with black paint.

These drawings undoubtedly had

religious significance and were

closely connected with hunting and

agriculture. Animal forms, pen-

nants, and treelike designs domi-

nated the artistic imagination of

the Gallina muralist. One such

mural of extreme interest seemed

to represent a tree of fife with its

branches going out in many direc-

tions, ending with a sunburst figure

on each end.

Several ruins appeared to have

been used for purposes other than

living. One round tower had been

partitioned off to form seven dis-

tinct sections, probably intended

for the storage of foods. The center

section contained large quantities

of burned corn and several grinding

stones. The partitions seemed to

have been added some time after

the tower had been lived in, as the

remnants of a fire pit and a ventilat-

ing shaft were clearly visible in the

floor beneath the partitioned walls.

Either the invaders or the Gallinas

themselves had set fire to the tower

and the precious corn it contained.

The second such ruin was exca-

vated recently near Lindrith, New
Mexico, on the western edge of the

Gallina country. Here a tower ruin

appears to have been erected solely

for the purpose of storing corn and

similar food products. The floor of

this tower was built of logs and

raised about a foot above the sur-

face to keep its contents dry. The

compartments contained large

amounts of corn, as well as grind-

ing stones; and the long healthy

cobs indicate that corn grew well

in the now harsh climate of this

region. It is interesting to note that

corn no longer grows in this part

of New Mexico. Extreme dryness

and frosts early and late in the sea-
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-* A defensive TOWER, perched

high on a cliff where the surround-

ing area could be watched for signs

of the invaders

son make its growth too uncertain

for farmers now living there.

Remnants of the tower's super-

structure show evidence of a para-

pet from which it could have been

defended, but fragments of skele-

tal material were found outside this

granary, indicating that it may have

been garrisoned.

Of prime importance to archaeo-

logical research in the Southwest is

a careful examination of the pot-

tery. Gradual changes in designs

or materials enable the student to

establish a chronological sequence.

Often a careful correlation of pot-

tery types found in different areas

will indicate trade routes used cen-

turies before. This fact has been

especially important in helping to

determine a definite point of origin

for the Gallina culture. Pottery

found in Gallina ruins generally

cannot be compared with the more

elaborate specimens from Pueblo

sites, although the method of pro-

ducing it was much the same. Un-

broken vessels have shown a varied

assortment of shapes and designs,

and many more types have since

been pieced together from frag-

ments. Characteristic forms include

large water ollas, smaller bowls and

jars, and vessels for ceremonial

purposes. They are almost always

gray, with geometric designs in

black or brown vegetable paint.
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A Interior mew of a round tower that had been partitioned to

form storage compartments. Several bushels of charred corn were

found in the central section, alone with grinding instruments.

A A wall painting of a deer

made with black vegetable color-

ing in one of the unit houses at

Rattlesnake Point. The Gallina

dwelling showed many attempts

of this sort to portray important

game animals

Block designs, animal tracks, and

spirals were employed to decorate

the pots, and one exceptionally

beautiful Gallina bowl was deco-

rated with two hnes of triangles

forming a cross on the face of the

vessel. A number of animal effigy

pots have also been found, the most

unusual being in the shape of a

duck and filled with Amaranthus

seeds.

Perhaps the most interesting of

all the Gallina pottery types, and

one that may in time provide a

clue to the origin or eventual fate

of the culture, are the curious

pointed-bottom pots found in al-

most every ruin. They are tall jars

made of gray utility wear with no

decoration other than simple in-

cised lines near the mouth. Because

the bottom tapers to a gradual

point, a depression had to be made
in the floor to hold the pot upright.

They are very similar to the point-

ed-bottom pots made by the no-

madic Navajo tribes who came

down into the Southwest from the

north at the close of the great

period of the Pueblos.

Thus arises the possibility of a

close association, friendly or other-

wise, between the newly arrived

Navajos and the Gallina tribesmen.

There remains, however, much con-

flicting evidence on this point, re-

sulting chiefly from a possible time

gap between the arrival of the two

groups in New Mexico.

The stonework produced by the

Gallinas was also relatively crude

in comparison with that of their

contemporaries. Knives, scrapers,

and projectile points are found in

abundance and were generally

made of flint or obsidian. The

points, especially those intended

for arrows, are strikingly like the

>• The "tree of life" mural

found on the wall of a unit

house. Pennant figures like

those next to it were often

used to decorate the walls



pueblo points and more often show
a greater degree of skill and work-

manship than the other flaked arti-

facts. Of the stonework that is sin-

gularly representative of Gallina

culture, a triple-notched axhead

was most distinctive and was ex-

tensively used. This implement was

rudely fashioned from a well-worn

stone and apparently was hafted

to its handle by a three-way lash-

ing for increased strength when
used for chopping. A number of

notched and grooved stones have

been excavated, which served to

straighten and smooth arrow shafts

Not until recently had much in

the way of effigy or ceremonial

stones been recovered. But one unit

house has since yielded a remark-

able number of stone and clay fig-

urines. They are for the most part

crude, but they represent a definite

effort to produce objects of better

workmanship and religious impor-

tance. Coiled basketry and sandals

have been unearthed in several

ruins and are of fair quality. Occa-

sionally they bear traces of painted

or raised designs. One tower ex-

cavated soon after the initial dis-

covery of the ruins provided sam-

ples of buckskin bags filled with

ceremonial face powder, wooden
prayer sticks, feather robes, and

ceremonial masks and horns. The
remarkable dryness of the climate

had preserved these objects intact

until the inquiring shovels of the

archaeologist brought them once

more to light.

By far the most interesting and

significant remains found in the

Gallina ruins are those of the peo-

ple themselves, for it is from these

that the tragic story of the battle

between them and their unknown
invaders is revealed. The condition

of the mangled bodies attests to the

fury of the struggle, and in some
instances the fire that helped to

kill these people has in turn pre-

served otherwise perishable mate-

rials.

In one pit house located on a

ridge known as Rattlesnake Point,

a pile of ten skeletons was un-

earthed. The victims had apparent-

ly been thrown into the pit together

and fired upon at close range. The

fingers and toes of several skeletons

were roughly severed in a way that

suggested torture before death. The
bones were badly splintered by

stones hurled down upon the writh-

ing pile, and part of the flaming roof

timbers had collapsed on top of

them.

Another tower revealed a similar

inferno within its walls. The bodies

of sixteen defenders were sprawled

around the interior. Intense heat

from the burning roof and the dry-

ness of the climate during the cen-

turies that the tower was sealed

had conspired to preserve the skin,

hair, and clothing of its luckless oc-

cupants. The body of one woman
had fallen backward over one of

the corn storage bins. She was
crushed by stones from the wall,

and in her breast and abdomen
were the charred ends of sixteen

cane arrows. She clutched a short

powerful bow in her left hand, from

which part of the string still dan-

gled. A few feet away lay the body

of a man with a jagged ax embed-

ded in his skull above the left eye.

In the ventilating shaft behind the

fire pit were the charred remains

of a young boy of not more than six-

teen years. He had apparently tried

to climb into the shaft to escape

the searing flames of the burning

roof but had been struck in the

hip by an arrow before he reached

safety. In a unit house was found

the body of a single defender—

a

middle-aged man whose throat and

wrist had been pierced by arrows

before he fell amid the collapsing

roof from which he had been de-

fending his home. And so it was in

every ruin.

The story of violence and blood-

shed among these ancients is fan-

tastic in its scope. The battle seems

to have raged on and off for two

centuries throughout the huge ex-

panse of the Gallina domain. No
evidence has yet been found to indi-

cate what became of the survivors,

if any, when the struggle drew to

a close. Earliest free-ring dates com-

puted from roof beams show that

the Gallinas were building their

towers as early as 1003 a.d., but no
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dates have been found later than

the last quarter of the thirteenth

century. From present evidence it

seems probable that there was
more than one major invasion, pos-

sibly a series of them. Indeed, the

invaders must have been excellent

tacticians, as the storming of these

heavily defended, strategically

placed Gallina towers was no ordi-

nary task.

The true identity of the invad-

ers themselves may never be

known. Perhaps they were Nava-

jos or their warlike cousins, the

Apaches. The arrows imbedded in

the bodies, however, were exactly

like the compound arrows made in

the comparatively peace-loving

Pueblos. Even the possibility of a

civil war among the Gallinas has

been suggested, but it is difficult to

fathom what kind of hatred would

compel such a long and fierce strug-

gle between kindred people.

The exact origin of the Gallinas

is still in doubt, but most of the

evidence points to the Great Plains

as their ancestral home. To begin

with, skeletons from the ruins show

the Gallinas to have been tall and

well muscled. In this, they differed

from the short and often stocky

Pueblo people. Several ruins have

yielded fragments of cord-marked

pottery of a kind known in Ne-

braska and farther to the east in

the Mississippi Valley. It has also

been found that the Gallinas grew

a kind of corn and pumpkin known

to the Indians of the Missouri Val-

ley. On the basis of much evidence

in this direction, it seems apparent

that the Gallina people came to the

Southwest from the Plains area,

bringing with them a number of

their characteristic traits. These

naturally were modified by their

contact with other people along the

way, until they finally settled in the

remote canyons of upper New Mex-

ico, built then fortress homes, and

awaited their tragic fate. When the

whole story is known, it will be a

fascinating one. It may take ten

years of work to understand fully

the riddle of the stone towers, but

archaeology is tireless in its pursuit

of forgotten things.
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mli.WAS shortly after moving to

)eath Valley, where my hus-

band was to serve as Ranger with

the National Park Service, that we
heard of some strange rocks that

had mysteriously moved about the

mud surface of a playa, or "dry

lake," to use the common term.

They were the talk of the Valley.

Everyone, whether geologist or lay-

man, was curious about them. How
could large rocks skate around all

by themselves? They even left

trails behind. And they slid rather

than rolled.

The more discussions of them we
listened to, the more baffled and

intrigued we became. Before long

we were off to see for ourselves.

The "moving rocks" are located

in a high, remote valley in the

Panamint Mountains just west of

Death Valley. As we approached

the playa a band of wild burros

gave us a once-over and then rent

the desert hush with a raucous hee-

haw. Unconcerned bv the heralding

DEATH VALLEY
Huge pieces weighing up to 600 pounds go waltzing around

the flat valley bottom, with nobody to push them

By Ruth E. Kirk

our arrival had received, lizards and

ground squirrels and jack rabbits

continued to scurry among the

creosote bush and burr sage of the

peaceful valley.

The playa is known as the "Race-

track" because of an unlikely tale

that Indians once raced their horses

there on the smooth, hard mud of

the lake bed. Roughly oval in shape

and about two miles across, the

playa opens northward into the val-

^ The trip this rock took was a simple one. But it is a sizable chunk, as indicated by the author's foot rule



A The dry lake bed where the stones perform is an oval about two

miles wide in the Panamint Mountains west of Death Valley

ley for which it provides ultimate

drainage. To the west, south, and

east its shores are bordered by the

slopes of encircling mountains. The
surface is level and even, and its

dried, cracked mud is interrupted

only by a 60-foot craggy island of

igneous rock.

From a short distance, the scene

looked quite ordinary to us; but

once out on the flat, we were con-

fronted with the astonishing sight

we had come to investigate.

What we found was even more

impressive than what we had

heard. There were hundreds of

rocks on the lake bed—from pieces

no larger than marbles to some of

apple-box size. The complex pat-

terns of the trails they had made
fairly shouted the questions: How?
Why?
Some of the trails were only a

few feet long and perfectly straight.

Others measured hundreds of yards

and twisted and turned in all di-

rections. It looked as though the pe-

culiar movement had occurred at

a time when the playa was wet,

the rocks having smoothed furrows

in their wakes as they slid along.

There were no footprints or other

evidence that anyone or anything

had pushed them.

In one section we found an

abundance of small limestone and

syenite pieces weighing from a

pound or two up to sixty-six pounds.

Although most of these gave no in-

dication of having moved, many
others very obviously had. The 66-

pounder, for example, must have

come from almost a mile away

where the only limestone slope bor-

dering the playa was located. It

had evidently been in its present

position for some time, because 15

or 20 weathered-off fragments lay

scattered about it. The trail behind

this stone was 142 feet long and ab-

solutely straight, except for one

jog 14 feet from the beginning. The

width of this trail averaged 12

inches, which closely matched the

width of the bottom of the rock.

We examined other stones and

found similar correlations between

the dimensions of a rock's bottom

surface and the width of its trail.

Most of the stones were flat and

fairly smooth on the bottom; but

where they were uneven, the trail

invariably showed a corresponding

irregularity.

Working our way out from a bluff

at the edge of the playa, we count-

ed five blocks of black limestone,

each over a cubic foot in size and

*• One trail with two rocks! The setting sun

helped to solve this enigma. Its slanting rays

revealed an almost imperceptible second trail
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A It is east to drive over the hard mud of the former lake hed but diffi-

cult to decipher the tracks. Some, like this one, are short and fairly

straight. One of the stones weighed 603 pounds. One of them had traveled

786 feet

A Sometimes it looks almost as if

there had been a race, but in this

case the "stones" are only burro

droppings

*• Though the stones seemed to travel most often

from south to north, every direction of the compass
was represented by their trails

A As strange A signature as nature ever wrote. At least

three different rocks intersected here to form this cryptic

pattern

each with a clear trail. The largest

of these rocks measured 7/2 feet in

girth and weighed 603 pounds. As

if not caring to rely on size alone

to impress its visitors, this giant

had managed what at first appeared

a preposterous hoax. Leading due

north from it was a trail 220 feet

long. That seemed all right. But

at the far end, the trail was blocked

by another huge rock. One trail for

two rocks! It was too much for us.

But when we happened back to

the double-ender late in the after-

noon, we found the answer to the

enigma, disclosed by the slanting

rays of the setting sun. Coming in-

to the south end of the two-rock

trail, we found a pair of faint fur-

rows. They were so aged and

weather-beaten as to have been in-

distinguishable under the more di-

rect rays of an earlier sun. One of

these old trails came in from about

60 feet to the west, and the other

was discernible eastward for 90

feet. We surmised that one trail had
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been made by the 603-pounder and

that the other belonged to the stone

now at the north end of the fresh

trail. Apparently the two stones

had come from opposite directions

and stopped side by side. They had
remained there next to each other

for a time, and then the smaller one

had skidded northward to its pres-

ent position.

The size of these large limestone

blocks made them singularly inter-

esting, but their furrows were un-

impressive when compared to some

we found. The most remarkable

trail of all was located not far from

the Racetrack's island. It totaled

786 feet! In making it, a 47-pound

piece of syenite had executed an

intricate loop, crossed its own trail

in two other places, and twice

made greater than right-angle

turns. The first 331-foot section of

the trail had apparently been made
earlier than the remainder, because

it was considerably more weath-

ered. 1

In addition to the now familiar

trails with stones at their ends, we
found a great many furrows end-

ing in low mounds of dried mud.

These trails evidently had been

formed when curls of mud had

blown along, "snowballing" as they

went and leaving trails behind to

mark their courses. One of these

mud-curl trails was only two and a

half inches wide at its beginning

but measured twelve feet at its

end.

The more we searched, the more
we found. The evidence was
mounting — and it was puzzling!

There were trails varying in length

from just over a foot to almost two-

tenths of a mile; in width from a

few inches to a dozen feet. There

were rocks weighing less than a

pound and rocks weighing over a

quarter ton. Some had made
straight trails; some, gently curv-

ing trails; some zigzagged or

looped. Other trails hadn't even

been made by rocks but by mud.
Most ran in a general northerly di-

•Detailed information concerning twelve of the
tracks caused by stones and three caused by mud
is given in tabular form in Louis G. Kirk's "Trails
and Rocks Observed on a Playa in Death Val-
ley, California," in Journal of Sedimentary Pe-
trology, September, 1952.

rection, but compass readings in-

dicated that all the cardinal points

were well represented.

Still the question: How had the

stones moved? We noticed a fur-

ther clue, and then we resorted to

theorizing. Apparently at the time

the trails had been made, the playa

mud had been soft instead of hard-

packed as is usually the case. The
Racetrack, as with all playas, is a

"dry lake" most of the time, but

intermittently it is inundated by
run-off from the surrounding area.

No weather records have been kept

there, but it is safe to estimate that

precipitation at such an elevation

(about 4000 feet) would exceed

Death Valley's inch and a half.

Moist conditions easily might pre-

vail several times within a year,

either as the result of summer
cloudbursts or winter drizzles and

snows.

We have found that the lake

bottom can become extremely slip-

pery when covered with water-

sufficiently so that even a heavy

stone could be slid without tre-

mendous force. Beneath the top-

most inch or so of soft, wet clay,

the ground remains quite firm, thus

providing an ideal "rink" for the

rocks to "skate" on. Even so, there

remained the problem of a propel-

ling force.

The human factor can be com-

pletely ruled out. It is inconceiv-

able that anyone should travel to

so isolated a spot for the purpose

of aimlessly shoving about great

numbers of rocks and piles of mud.

Explanations such as magnetism

and earthquakes likewise can be

discounted as not in keeping with

the physical evidence.

The most widely held opinion is

that the wind—prankster supreme!

—is responsible for the antics of

the rocks. This almost certainly is

the correct answer. Extremely

strong, gusty winds are a common
occurrence in the Racetrack area,

and the prevailing direction is from

south to north—the same direction

that most of the stones have trav-

eled.

Some geologists have suggested

that ice has had a part in moving

the rocks. This idea is based large-

ly upon a certain similarity noticed

between the furrows left by these

playa rocks and the scour marks
found along many lake shores in

cold-climate areas. In the latter in-

stance, stones become frozen into

ice floes and as the floes move, the

imbedded stones sometimes leave

furrow marks by scraping bottom.

However, scour marks of this

sort are neither as long nor as in-

tricate as the furrows we investi-

gated on the Racetrack Playa, and

they could scarcely be likened to

mud-curl trails such as we found

there. Furthermore, it seems doubt-

ful that desert weather conditions

would be such as to favor adequate

ice formation.

First advanced by J. F. McAl-
lister and A. F. Agnew of the

United States Geological Survey2
,

the theory holding wind respon-

sible has recently received addi-

tional support from Dr. Thomas
Clements of the University of

Southern California3
. He and his

wife discovered rocks and trails on

Little Bonnie Claire Playa, located

60 miles northeast of the Racetrack.

In March, 1952, while they were

camping in northern Death Valley,

a storm came up. After the wind

and rain had abated, the Clements

drove over to Little Bonnie Claire

and there found numerous, clear

trails, each terminating in cobbles.

The general direction of the trails

was from north to south, the same

as that of the wind during the

storm.

Evidence is accumulating, but

the final verdict on the strange

rocks of the Racetrack is not yet in.

Wind; quarter-ton rocks; erratic,

sinuous trails. These are strange as-

sociates. What do they add up to?

Fantastic tales of Death Valley

are legion. One more mystery can

be taken in stride easily enough.

But, as a word of advice: Don't get

caught out on the Racetrack in a

strong wind.

-McAllister and Agnew: (Abstract) "Playa
Scrapers and Furrows on the Racetrack Playa.
Inyo Co., Calif.," Geologic Society of America
Bulletin, vol. 59, p. 1377, 1948.

8Clements: "Wind-blown Rocks and Trails on
Little Bonnie Clair Playa, Nye Co., Nevada,"
Journal of Sedimentary Petrology, vol. 22, pp.
182-18rt, 1952.
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A Who CAN deny that this plant deserves its name, in the plant's scientific name, Dioscorea elephantipes.

Elephant's Foot? The similarity is acknowledged even Here the branches have been pruned from the top

The Elusive

Elephant's Foot
A strange assignment in a strange land where the

highways of medicine crossed the byways of botany

By Walter Henricks Hodge
All photographs by the author
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"S
1lEND us several hundred
pounds of Elephant's Feet"

was the request I received while I

was on a field trip in South Africa.

Elephant's Feet .... South Africa?

Not impossible, you might say.

Elephants were certainly abundant

there at one time. But the thing

that I was to look for wasn't animal

but vegetable.

The Elephant's Foot comes justly

by its name, for it is a veritable

plant pachyderm. It looks very

much like an elephant's foot, and

it is certainly one of the strangest

plants of South Africa.

The reason I had been asked to

search for this giant yam (Dios-

corea elephantipes) was that its

tubers might contain a chemical

called diosgenin. When extracted,

this substance can be used in the

synthesis of such important and

critically short medicinals as sex

hormones and cortisone. Related

plants in the American tropics had

been found to contain diosgenin,

so this giant of the genus might

also be a source. That's how I

got the job to locate several hun-

dred pounds and to ship them
home for chemists to analyze.

The task of finding the Ele-

phant's Feet was not as simple as

their size might promise. True,

the Elephant's Foot is no puny
herb that can easily hide from a

roving botanist's eye. It produces

a giant tuber as much as three feet

tall. Unlike most tubers, which are

hidden beneath the ground like

those of the familiar potato, this

one sits upon the very surface of

the earth for all who wish to see

it. Yet, I was in for a few dif-

ficulties.

As soon as I received the request

from America, I made a beeline

to local botanists. Surely they

would know the location of any-

thing so bizarre. Yes, they knew
the Elephant's Foot and had seen

it, but it was not too common. In-

formation on exactly where any

of the plants could be found proved

to be exceedingly vague. Moreover,

an ordinance was found to exist in

the Cape Province (to whose con-

fines the Elephant's Foot appar-

ently is restricted) protecting it as

one of the rare plants of the Cape
of Good Hope. Permission to col-

lect scientific samples was easy to

secure, but the fact that a protec-

tive law existed suggested that

vegetable Elephant's Feet might

be nearly as extinct here as were
their animal counterparts.

Luck, however, then favored me.

The Director of the famed Na-

tional Botanic Garden at Kirsten-

bosch, near Cape Town, had him-

> Country through which the

search was carried for the plant

that might yield diosgenin, useful

in synthesizing cortisone. This view

is typical of the arid South African

bushland bordering the Little Kar-

roo Desert near Calitzdorp in thr

Cape Province

Cape Town
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or "geel melkbossies," onto the

mountain slopes, where heavier

rainfall permits a denser covering

of plants.

The focal point of our search

on the pass proved to be a fan-

tastic jumble of enormous sand-

stone boulders, strewn as if by a

giant's hand along the escarpment.

Everywhere, evergreen bushes of

one sort or another were promi-

nent, and between them and the

impedimenta of the great boulders

it was not certain at first whether

our objective would be discovered.

We had carefully followed direc-

tions that we thought would lead

us to a single plant hidden among

the boulders. It was almost like

looking for buried treasure. As it

turned out, we could hardly have

missed our dioscoreas. Once our

specimen was found and its char-

acteristic appearance noted, it was

no problem to locate dozens of

Elephant's Feet. Even from a dis-

tance, the bluish-green leaves set

them apart from the surrounding

vegetation. Instead of being rare,

they were as abundant locally as

any of the other species at this

2000-foot level on the Pakhuis

Berg.

At that, our first Elephant's Foot

was something of a disappoint-

ment, for with only a 20-pound

^ It is in rugged desert country

like this that the Elephant's Foot

is able to live. Unlike most other

tubers, its starch-filled mass grows

above ground and is protected from
the dryness by great corky plates

* The heavy corky scales recall

to mind the pattern of a tortoise

shell. This plant lacks leaves

because it is the dry season

self seen the giant yam on several

field trips. He not only pin-pointed

on my map the localities where I

might find it; he even permitted

two of his associates to travel with

me. Thus, in congenial company,

the search was on.

Our destination was Pakhuis

Pass near Clanwilham, about 150

miles north of Cape Town and

close to the main road to South-

west Africa. Along this route a

series of north-south mountains cut

through the arid veld land. Pakhuis

Pass lies astride the northernmost

part of one of these ranges, called

the Cedarberg. Winding up from

Clanwilliam, the road lifts itself

out of the Oliphant's River Valley

with its low succulent euphorbias,

* *%***
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tuber it was nowhere near the size

I had seen cultivated in gardens.

But it was a genuine Elephant's

Foot, from its tangle of short

branches to its big tuber sitting

there on the ground, pedestal-like

and covered with great irregular

corky scales. A halfhearted kick

was sufficient to dislodge it, for the

bottom of the tuber was as flat as

a platter and anchored to the

ground only by an irregular ring

of rather coarse roots. When held

in the hand, it certainly called to

mind a real elephant's foot. Nor

was it difficult to see why the

great corky plates covering the

tuber had reminded early visitors

in this part of Africa of a tortoise

shell. The similarity was also ap-

preciated by botanists, who for

years used the classical but no

longer acceptable generic name of

Testudinaria ("like a tortoise").

This was May at Pakhuis Pass,

and the more abundant rains of

the fall season had already begun.

During much of the year, there is

little precipitation and the great

terrestrial tubers lie dormant, then-

branches naked of all greenery.

Unlike most dioscoreas, which are

vigorous and extensive climbing

plants, the Elephant's Foot pro-

duces only short scraggly bran-

ches, which at times lean upon

neighboring plants for support.

These branches, with their quarter-

sized, kidney-shaped leaves and

insignificant flowers, appear very

quickly after rains. This rapid ac-

tivity after a few wet days is

made possible by the wealth of

starchy food material stored in the

giant cork-plated tubers. At the

Pass a number of plants were

already green and in addition were

sporting lateral clusters of tiny

yellow flowers. The sexes of the

Elephant's Foot are separate; cer-

tain plants produce only male

flowers and as many others only

female flowers.

The tuber has given this species

a chance to survive in a region

of scant and erratic rainfall. The
Elephant's Foot is but one of some

650 species of Dioscorea known
in the world, yet it is probably

THE ELUSIVE ELEPHANT'S FOOT

A The Elephant's Foot is poorly anchored to the ground. A kick of

the foot may be enough to break the roots through which it gathers

the mineral nutrients it needs from the soil. Unfortunately, chemical

analysis did not show that the Elephant's Foot could provide medicinal

substances in commercial quantities. Also, it grows too slowly to be

a good producer. It is to be hoped, therefore, that this curiosity of the

plant world may be preserved from extinction by enforcement of

existing laws

the only one that has managed to

live under such arid conditions.

Most dioscoreas are tropical and

inhabit regions of ample rainfall.

Their variously shaped tubers are

usually tucked underground for

better protection. In arid country,

where the ground is often baked

hard by the sun, the Elephant's

Foot finds this difficult to do, and

so as a means of protection above

the ground the thick corky scales

apparently have been evolved. This

corky coat is as efficient against

excessive evaporation as the cork

stopper in a bottle of liquid. Un-

fortunately, the plates of the

plant's scaly armor are not as tough

as the bony scales of a tortoise,

and it is not uncommon to find a

tuber with a large gaping hole

opened by some hungry animal

that had eaten some of the starchy

flesh.
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A The stems of the Elepli ant's Foot
always twist around a support hi a

clockwise fashion. Therefore, it is

called a "left-handed" liana. The tiny

flowers are yellowish. This plant is

climhing upon a neighboring aloe

* This Elephant's Foot prob-

ably weighed over 150 pounds and
was a century or more old. Note
the small kidney-shaped leaves

scattered among the old branches

The interior of this big yam has

been compared to a turnip both in

consistency and color, but no men-

tion has been made of the flavor.

Yet primitive man at least has not

disdained eating it, and several

early visitors to South Africa make
brief mention of its use by the

aborigines. One of the first written

observations was by a Lt. William

Paterson. In October, 1778, while

traveling in "Bokke Land" ( a local-

ity apparently not distant from

Pakhuis Pass), he records: "I there

found many curious plants, among
which was one called Elephant's

Foot. I could find none of them

in flower. ... It has a large solid

bulb, which sprouts to the height

of five or six feet, and afterwards

shoots out into small climbing

branches with roundish heart-

shaped leaves. The natives eat the

root, which they esteem very salu-

brious."

Thirty-four years later and three

hundred miles farther east on the

other side of the Karroo, in the

mountains near Graaff-Reinet ( then

a frontier town), the botanist Wil-

liam Burchell saw "an extraordin-

ary plant called Hottentot's Brood

[Hottentot's Bread]. Its bulb stands

entirely above ground and grows

to an enormous size, frequently

three feet in height and diameter.

. . . The Hottentots informed me
that, in former times, they ate this

inner substance, which is con-

sidered not unwholesome, when
cut in pieces and baked in the

embers. It will easily be believed

that this food may not be very

unlike the yam of the East

Indies. . .
." The Elephant's Foot

or Hottentot's Bread is apparently

no longer utilized for food, and

from Burchell's statement one

guesses that, although edible, it

was never very popular. At most

it was probably eaten as a kind of

emergency food.

Burchell describes some espe-

cially large-sized dioscoreas. Those

I found at Pakhuis Pass were much
smaller. Later, on subsequent "ele-

phant" hunts to other areas in the

Cape Province, I located plants

fully as large as Burchell's Graaff-

Reinet specimens. Wherever these

plants were seen in South Africa

they were abundant, at least local-

ly, and their reputed rarity must

be ascribed to the fact that no one

has ever hunted them systemat-

ically. Dioscorea elephantipes

ranges for about 500 miles, all told,

from the mountains near Clanwil-

liam east to the vicinity of

Grahamstown. It is found nearly

always in the slightly wetter hilly

country (1000 to 3000 feet) fring-

ing the dry Karroo.
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The giant tubers are seemingly

as varied in shape and size as the

rocky hills in which they occur.

Sometimes they are flat and plate-

like and hug the ground closely;

at other times they become tall

irregular cylinders. At Vogel River

in the eastern Cape, I have seen

"grandaddy" tubers weighing well

over 200 pounds, but always asso-

ciated with them are scores of

youngsters of all sizes, scattered

unobtrusively among the stones.

Growth is probably extremely slow,

and these wizened old plant folk

of the veld may be a century or

two old, if we are to judge from

what few observations have been

made. It has been shown that at

three months of age an "infant"

tuber is the size of a pea and just

as smooth, while a small "adoles-

cent" tuber grown in a greenhouse

in England was four inches in

diameter when five years old. The

growing conditions there were

probably favorable. Old plants

have been transported from the

wild to gardens in South Africa

and elsewhere as curiosities, and

although they continue what ap-

pears to be a normal existence

under the circumstances, it is often

impossible to see any appreciable

change in size.

Such slow growth would cer-

tainly not recommend the Ele-

phant's Foot as a growing crop

for the production of cortisone.

And so it was perhaps just as well

that the hundreds of pounds of

great vegetable "feet" that finally

found their way into the "brews"

of the analytical chemists in

America showed no commercial

quantities of the much desired

diosgenin.

Yet the urge to gather Elephant's

Feet in South Africa goes on.

People not aware of the facts

would like to see all the Elephant's

Feet taken. We'd better leave these

elusive plants in the karroid bush-

lands where they belong before

they really become rarities. Un-

controlled collection of these giant

yams would soon deplete the arid

veld of one of its most interesting

vegetable curiosities.
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Record-Breakers Among

ANIMALS
By Osmond P. Breland

Listed below are 20 questions relating to some extreme features

of certain creatures of the animal kingdom. Five points should be counted for

each correct answer. A score of 60 is fair; 65 to 75 is good; and 80 to 90 is

excellent. Scores above 90 will be made by only a few zoologists or Quiz Kids.

smallest at
l.The largest animal that ever lived

A. Mammoth
B. Dinosaur

C. Whale
D. Mastodon

2. The animal that lives the longest is

A. A tortoise C. An elephant

B. A whale D. A carp

3. The animal that can run the fastest

A. An antelope C. A deer

B. A cheetah D. A greyhound

4. The fastest flying bird is

A. A duck C. An Indian

hawk swift

B. A carrier D. A bald eagle

pigeon

5. The largest fish is

A. An ocean C. A manta ray

sunfish

B. A tuna D. A whale shark

6. The bird with the greatest wing

spread is

A. An albatross C. A pelican

B.A condor D.A vulture

7. The longest snake is

A. A boa C.A python

constrictor

B. A king D. An anaconda

cobra

8. The smallest creatine in the ani-

mal kingdom is a

A. Protozoan C. Coral

B. Rotifer D. Worm

'). The largest creature without a hack-

bone is a

A. Giant squid C. Giant crab

B. Giant clam D. Lobster

111. The smallest creature with a back-

bone is a kind of

A. Reptile C. Mammal
B.Fish D. Amphibian

11. The mammal that

birth is

A. A mouse C. An opossum

B. A shrew D. A pika

12. The bulkiest insect is a

A. Giant fly C. Beetle

B. Bee D. Walking Stick

13. The smallest living mammal is a

kind of

A. Chipmunk C. Mouse
B. Ground 13. Shren

squirrel

II. The largest amphibian is

A. An African C. A hellbender

bullfrog

B. A Japanese D. A siren

salamander

15. The longest venomous snake is a

A. King cobra C. Bushmaster

B. Diamond- D. Fer-de-lance

back rattler

16. What animal has the sharpest eyes?

A. Goldfish C. Insect

B. Rhinoceros D. Bird

17. The animal with the longest horns

is a

A. Buffalo C. Deer
B. Mountain D. Mountain goat

sheep

18. The longest insect in the world i- a

kind of

A. Beetle C. Katydid

B. Grasshopper D. Walking stick

19. The part of the mammalian body

that lias grown to be the longest,

considering all species of mammals.

A. An antler

B.A horn

0. The smallest i

a kind of

A. Beetle

B. Wasp

C. A Clan
D. A tooth

jet in the world



> Deep-sea diver submerges to

be photographed among the

wonders of the ocean floor in

"The Sea Around Us"

^f Submarine farmer—sponges grown on the

ocean floor are a profitable crop for this under-

water farmer in "The Sea Around Us"

The Screen
Authentic comments on films

in the field of nature, geography, and exploration

Edited by Elizabeth Downes

BECAUSE of the wide circulation en-

joyed by Rachel Carson's book "The

Sea Around Us," movie goers are bound

to have some preconceived ideas about

what they expect from the movie by the

same name, purported to be based on it.

Our reviewer and oceanographer,

Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, comments:

"'The Sea Around Us' (R.K.O.) in-

cludes some of the finest marine natural

history ever filmed in color. The 'blos-

soming' of flower-animals, the hues and

pulsations of various small invertebrates,

the reproductive processes of sea turtles,

Y Death struggle between an octopus and a shark

33°

and the superb shots of killer whales are

all examples. For such offerings it should

be seen and enjoyed.

"Despite its excellent features, it is as

a whole a highly disappointing produc-

tion. The fact that it possesses little con-

sonance with the book from which it

takes its title may be unimportant. Rut

it is also virtually devoid of any substan-

tial information concerning the physical

forces, chemistry, or ecological chains

that form the basis of life in the sea. Half

or more of its scenes are long-winded,

many of them smacking of already over-

worked aquarium photography that pos-

sesses nothing fresh enough for a highly

advertised full-length leader. Further-

more, it creates or fosters various erro-

neous ideas. Its man-shark and shark-

octopus encounters, and the effort to at-

tribute 'ferocity' or anything more than

incidental or unlikely danger, to the

manta, are staged, boring, outworn, re-

hashed, nauseating rubbish.

"The introductory scenes of 'The Sea

Around Us' illustrate imagination widi-

out judgment. The primordial face of the

cooling earth, before the eons of heavy

rainfall, is shown as a landscape deeply

eroded by pluvial action!"

" 'White Witch Doctor' ( 20th Century-

Fox) is fiction with an African back-

ground," writes Dr. Harold E. Anthony,

Chairman of the Museum's Mammalogy
Department. "It is a good compromise be-
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A Susan Haywaro and Robert Mitchum star in the African film, "White Witch Doctor"

tween fact and fancy, for the action is

plausible and little is introduced into die

African environment that is out of

harmony.

"The plot is somewhat suggestive of

Rider Haggard, with a treasure of gold

guarded by hostile natives, a medical mis-

sion where a young, registered nurse wins

her way into the hearts of the local tribes,

and white adventurers who would use

any means to get at the gold.

"The acting is good, and the photog-

raphy is realistic and convincing. Some
shots are against back-drops, but the

sense of illusion holds and there is

enough bonafide footage on location to

carry the interest along.

"Things might very well happen as

this film portrays them. There is a good

ending and some very interesting and

unusual glimpses into primitive Africa.

This film is good entertainment."

Brief comments on films previously reviewed

Documentary and Grade A What the Experts Said

The Alaskan Eskimo

The first in a series of films on Straight reporting on a single Eskimo community,

people by Disney where something of the old way of life survives

lieloiv the Sahara

African wildlife film made on Interesting sequences of African fauna and native

location peoples. Authentic flavor

Prowlers of the Everglades

A Disney True-life adventure film Fine natural history, which loses none of its drama

by being factual

Down the Alphahet

Genghis Khan

His life. Filmed in Philippines. Many technical faults. Musical effccls and acting

with Philippine actors and langu- give valid Mongol impression

age. English narration

Answers to Quiz:

"Record-Breakers

Among Animals*'

on page 329

1. C. Whale. Specimens over 100 feet

long have been captured. The dino-

saurs were neither so long nor so

heavy as a blue whale.

2. A. Tortoise. One giant tortoise is

thought to have lived 152 years. Some
may have lived as much as 200 years.

3. B. Cheetah. Cheetahs can often catch

the fastest antelopes in a short race.

They have been timed at 70 miles per
hour.

4. C. Indian swift. These birds have been
timed at speeds of from 170 to 200
miles per hour. It is possible, however,
that other swifts and several other

kinds of birds may prove to be capable
of about the same speed.

5. D. Whale shark. One 45 feet long has

been measured. May possibly grow to

more than 60 feet.

6. A. Wandering Albatross. Several of 11

feet 4 inches have been measured.
Larger condors have been reported
but not verified.

7. C. Python. A regal python of 33 feet

is on record. The anaconda is heavier,

but none as long as the regal python
mentioned above have been confirmed.

8. A. Protozoan. All have only one cell

in their bodies. Most cannot be seen
without a microscope.

9. A. Squid. Giant squids 55 feet long

have been found.

10. B. Fish. The dwarf pygmy goby of the

Philippines has a body length of only
two-fifths of an inch when fully grown.

11. C. Opossum. When first born, young
opossums are smaller than a honey
bee. After birth they continue devel-

opment in the pouch of the female.

12. C. Beetle. The champion insects for

bulk are probably the Goliath Beetle
of Africa and the Hercules Beetle of
South America. They are more than 6
inches long and husky besides.

13. D. Shrew. Some have a body length of

l J
/2 inches and a weight of less than

half an ounce.

I I. B. Japanese salamander. Some speci-

mens are over five feet in length and
weigh almost 100 pounds.

15. A. King cobra. There is one authentic
record of one more than 18 feet long.

16. D. A bird. Particularly the birds of

prey have unusually sharp eyes and
can spot their victims at unbelievably
great distances.

I 7. A. Buffalo. Indian buffaloes have been
known with horns over 6 feet long.

18. D. Walking stick. Some tropical
species grow over 12 inches long.

19. D. Tooth. Elephant tusks, which are

really teeth, of more than 11 feet are

on record. A tusk of an extinct mam-
moth has been found that measured
over 16 feet.

20. B. Wasp. Certain minute wasps that

live in the eggs of other insects are

less than 1/100 of an inch long. Some
beetles are almost as small.
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THIS interesting photograph

was submitted to Natural

History Magazine by Clifford

Matteson. The fact that he photo-

graphed the eggs near Cowlesville,

New York, on May 13 makes us

reasonably certain that they were

laid by the Jefferson Salamander,

Ambystoma jeffersonianum.

This is a moderately large sala-

mander, sometimes reaching a

length of 7K inches. It is a secretive

salamander, and though many in-

dividuals may be drawn to a single

small pond for mating and egg

laying, the migrations usually take

place at night and consequently

the animals are not frequently ob-

served.

Their courtship occurs in late

March or early April, and the male

deposits several small pyramidal,

transparent blobs of jelly, each

capped by a whitish mass that con-

tains numerous male germ cells.

33 2

Vnhatched

Salamanders
An unusual photograph of the egg cluster

of the elusive Jefferson Salamander

By Charles M. Bogert

These are picked up by the female,

and she is then ready to deposit

her eggs. She crawls about the

pond in search of a suitable under-

water support, usually the stem of

an aquatic plant or even a twig.

She ordinarily selects a support

that is no more than six inches

below the surface.

She expells the eggs one at a

time, but the sticky outer layer

causes most of them to adhere to

the support or to other eggs already

laid. Often she hitches herself for-

ward so that there may be several

clumps deposited at intervals along

a twig or stalk. After laying her

eggs, the female returns to the

near-bv land, where she can some-

times be found hiding under logs

or loose pieces of bark.

The eggs measure a little over

one-sixteenth of an inch when laid,

but they quickly absorb water and

become twice that size. They con-

tinue to increase in diameter as
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the larvae develop. A month or so

is required for incubation, so that

hatching usually occurs during the

latter part of April or the first two

weeks in May. When the young

salamanders have reached a length

of about two inches, during the

late summer or fall, they lose their

gills and take on more or less the

form of an adult.

It is evident that the eggs in

Mr. Matteson's photograph were

almost ready to hatch. The larvae

are about half an inch long when
they break loose from the trans-

parent membranes. At that time,

the gills are well developed, but

the forelegs are little more than

rod-shaped buds and the hind legs

are not discernible.

There is a club-shaped "balancer"

on each side somewhat below the

level of the eye and gills at the

time of hatching. These organs are

used to support the body on smooth

surfaces or when the larva sus-

pends itself from bits of algae or

water plants. Each balancer begins

to constrict at the base in about

two weeks and drops off, leaving

a rounded knob that soon disap-

pears.

These larval salamanders can be

distinguished from the tadpoles of

frogs and toads by their conspicu-

ous gills. While the gills of tad-

poles can be seen during the very

early stages, a few days later a

fold of skin grows back over them.

They are then replaced by shorter,

fishlike gills, hidden behind the

flaps of skin. Also, the tadpoles are

equipped with a horny beak and

teeth that are lost at the end of

their larval period, along with the

tail and gills. Salamander larvae,

on the other hand, are equipped

with a broad mouth and true teeth.

They continue to acquire more
teeth as they mature, retaining the

tail throughout life—barring acci-

dents. The tail, as well as the limbs,

can be regenerated in salamanders,

but if a frog's leg is nipped off, it

is gone for good.

Many salamanders, of course, lay

their eggs on land, and the hatch-

ling then emerges minus its gills

but fully equipped with limbs.

BOOKS Continued from page 29J

Based on the premise that the scientific

developments of the past will undoubt-

edly continue at an accelerated pace,

the authors show how further expansion

of research along lines whose course is

already clearly indicated can solve all

man's resource problems. This can be
done by producing food independent of

plants or animals, by utilizing energy di-

rectly from the sun, and by exploiting raw
materials from such virtually inexhaust-

ible substances as the sea and air.

To most laymen this book will un-

doubtedly be quite an eye opener. To
young people it will indicate the tre-

mendous opportunities that await them.

If it induces more of them to enter the

field of research, the authors will un-

doubtedly feel that the book has accom-
plished its purpose.

Unfortunately, the millenium envision-

ed by the authors is not likely to come
soon. Research efforts of the magnitude
required have virtually never been made
by free people except under the stress

of war, and even then only toward a

very limited objective. Our present re-

search along tire lines with which this

book is concerned is largely supported

by meager grants from a few far-sighted

philanthropists and foundations and is

wholly inadequate for the task.

Richard H. Pouch

Birds of Mexico: a guide
for field identification
------ by Emmet Reid Blake

University of Chicago Press,

$6.00, 644 pp., 330 illus.

COME 750 species of birds are resident

in Mexico, a number which exceeds

the combined total of the United States,

Canada, and Alaska—a vastly greater

area. Nearly 500 of these Mexican birds

do not occur in the United States, and
among them are many diat will dazzle

even the most blase tourist: incredibly

noisy flocks of green and yellow parrots;

toucans widi immense, gaudily colored

beaks; swifts the size of small falcons,

cleaving the air with rocket-like velocity.

Emmet R. Blake has now provided a

much-needed field guide to this parade

of the feathered kingdom. By skillful

use of keys and short descriptions of

plumage and habits Blake, who is Asso-

ciate Curator of Birds at the Chicago
Museum, has made it possible for any-

one to identify most Mexican birds in

life. Numerous illustrations by Douglas
Tibbitts, staff artist at the Chicago Mu-
seum, arc a useful supplement to the

text.

The emphasis in this handbook is wisely

placed upon die species and not upon
the races or subspecies. The latter are

listed and brief ranges given, but even

this passing notice might well have been
omitted and the space used to give fuller

ranges for the species. At the present

time the range is given only for Mexico;
in die case of the numerous species

which extend into Central America a

complete distribution would have been
useful inasmuch as diis book will have
to serve for the present as the only

reasonably complete guide for the birds

of Central America as well as Mexico.

Blake and a group of advisers have
given great care to the important prob-

lem of choosing a suitable common Eng-
lish name for each species. Uniformity

in such usage is essential, for the use of

scientific names by the general public

has never met with favor. All in all,

Blake's Birds of Mexico is an excellent

guide book and should prove a boon
to the ever-increasing number of visitors

who enter Mexico each year.

Dean Amadon

THE END OF THE WORLD
---...... by Kenneth Heuer

Rinehart, S3.00, 220 pp., 8 illus.

A LTHOUGH the dieme of this book

is as old as man himself and has

been the subject of numerous Sunday
supplement articles, Mr. Heuer presents

it in a scholarly fashion that makes in-

teresting reading.

In the first chapter he reviews some
of the early prophecies of the earth's end

based upon various interpretations of the

Bible. Fortunately, however, the dire

predictions failed to materialize in every

instance.

The next four chapters outline many
of the currently popular astronomical

theories regarding the possible fate of

our planet. These include such sensa-

tional happenings as die collision of

comets or asteroids, the possible near

approach of the moon, the ultimate fate

of die sun, and the probability of an-

other star colliding with it or approach-

ing dangerously near.

In view of the available evidence, most

astronomers seem to be of the opinion

that the destruction of the earth by such

means is far too remote to cause any

real concern at present.

After dealing with these probabilities,

however, the author describes what he

considers a far more likely and possibly

imminent danger. This is that man may
bring on the destruction of his present

civilization through the agency of die

atomic bomb or the H-bomb. In his esti-

mation, and that of many in a position

to know, it is of ultimate importance that

all nations consider the terrible conse-

quences that can ensue if we do not take

immediate steps or turn our present en-

ergies to peaceful rather than destructive

ends.

Robert R. Coi es
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HAVE YOU EVER SEEN

of

Saturn's Kings, the moons of Jupiter, the G
Nebula in Andromeda, or the craters and mount
of the Moon? To merely read about the Univers
to deprive yourself of the intellectual excitemen
exploring the vast reaches of space. You will also

enjoy the thrill of real close-up views of distant
terrestrial objects—mountains. bir.s. animals, ships at

sea, etc. UNITRON Telescopes have been chosen by
leading universities, amateur astronomers and nat-

uralists for their outstanding quality and proven
p.-Tt' nuance. UNITRON" values cannot be duplicated!

LETTERS turned from pn?e 289

2.4" ALTAZIMUTH REFRACTOR
A COMPLETELY EQUIPPED HOME OBSERVA-
TORY FOR ASTRONOMICAL & TERRESTRIAL USE

Objective: Coated 62 mm (2.4") diameter. 900 mm
(35.4") focal length, f/15.

Eyepieces: 100s, 50*. 35x included. 1501. 129x.

72x available at extra cost.

Complete with altazimuth mounting and slow motion
controls, tripod, view finder, star diagonal, erecting

prism system, sunglass, dustcap. wooden cases.

$125Express collect only-

Other UNITRON Ref $75-$890

UNIT/RON MICROSCOPES
Recognized by universities, industrial and research

lab'Tutories, hospitals, and amateur scientists as the

out.- landing value in precision microscopes. The optica]

peri'.. nuance of the finest professional instruments at

a fraction of the cost!

80-500 POWER

piece turns in any optional
observing direction.

• "L" type research stand.

• low-positioned controls for

ease in operation.

• permanently level stage.

• standard size optics.

Objectives: 40x. 20x. 10s.

Eyepieces: 12.5s. Sx.

• fitted wooden cabinet.

Postpaid only $52.50

200-300 POWER MICROSCOPE SET

THE NATURALIST'S COMPLETE LABORATORY
Precision built, achromatic lenses, lab. type stand.

Set includes microscope and lamp. 12 mounted zoo-

logical and botanical specimens, blank slides, tweezers,

etc., wooden carrying case.

Complete outfit only $29.95 postpaid

Other UNITRON student microscopes from $7.75 Up

Write for Microscope Catalog.

Send check or M.O. or 25% deposit with balance

C.O.D. Microscopes psstpaid except on C.O.D.'s.

Write for free illustrated literature to

:

UNITED SCIENTIFIC CO.
204-6 Milk Street, Dept. H-9, Boston 9, Moss.

He could have bought any number of

the manufactured blankets at prices lower

than he paid, whereas every Navajo

blanket is unique. There never was and

never will be two alike. No Navajo will

ever duplicate his own design or that of

any other weaver.

C. ]. Stahly

Sarasota, Fla.

Mr. Stahy is quite right. Many a non-

Navajo blanket blankets a Navajo—Ed.

Err-otter
Sirs:

In the movie section of your June

issue, the description under a picture

reads, "Otters and alligators play leading

roles in Disney's 'Prowlers of the Ever-

glades'."

The otter looks like a raccoon, or am
I wrong?

Alfred L. Goldman
\'ew York, N. Y.

The caption is correct; the picture is

not. Raccoons as well as otters are in the

movie; but the coon is more of a busy-

body and he poked his face into the

magazine when no one was looking.—En.

Telerision

See the American Museum television

program "Adventure," presented every

Sunday from 6 to 7 over a broad net-

work.

Consult your paper for channel.

II i»/i the Insect Hunters

Dr. and Mrs. Charles Vaurie, of the

scientific staff of the American Museum,

are expected back from a collecting ex-

pedition in Central Mexico, before this

issue of Natural History is off the

press. Their journey will aid in a broad

study the Museum has undertaken on the

insects of Mexico and Central America

and their interrelation with those of the

United States. This study will be of in-

terest not only to insect scientists but also

to students of public health and genetics.

The Vauries will conduct their field

work in areas that have been little col-

lected by entomologists, and they are ex-

pected to bring back tens of diousands of

specimens. The expedition is sponsored

by David Rockefeller. Dr. and Mrs.

Vaurie are traveling by carryall with full

camping equipment and expect to cover

approximately 7500 miles.

A second expedition under the Mu-
seum's Department of Insects and Spiders

is being conducted by Dr. Willis J.

Gertsch, whose special purpose will be

to capture specimens of the large noc-

turnal running spiders of the genus

Liocranoides. Last year Dr. Gertsch ascer-

tained that at least 20 distinct species be-

long in this one group, 16 of which have

never been described. "One distinct ad-

vantage to collecting spiders," Dr. Gertsch

commented, "is the absence of red tape.

They appear to be one animal with which

people are more than willing to part."

A third expedition, led by Dr. Fred-

erick H. Rindge, has been exploring in

western Wyoming for butterflies and

moths. When last heard from, Dr. and

Mrs. Rindge intended to camp about 25

miles from the nearest town and to con-

centrate on the moths known as the Geo-

metridae—the winged forms of what are

called "inch worms" in common parlance.

Margaret Mead Goes to

Admiralty islands

In 1928, the well-known anthropologist.

Dr. Margaret Mead, made an intensive

study of the children of the lagoon vil-

lage of Peri on Manus Island in the Ad-

miralties. After the passage of 25 years,

she is now returning to study these chil-

dren as adults. She hopes to derive con-

clusions concerning the effect that time,

a world war, and extensive contacts with

civilization have had on these people.

In line with the great development

that has taken place in field techniques,

Dr. Mead will have at her disposal the

most modern recording instruments, the

latest types of motion picture cameras,

electronic flash equipment, and the like.

She will be assisted by Theodore

Schwartz, a student at the University of

Pennsylvania, and his wife, Lenora. Mr.

Schwartz will study the native languages

and Mrs. Schwartz will specialize in the

behavior of very young children.

Dr. Mead expects to return to the

American Museum early next year.

Back from the Bahamas
One of the finest collections of insects

and reptiles ever made in the Bahamas

reached the American Museum recently

as a result of the six-months' expedition

organized by Horace S. Van Voast, Jr.,

co-owner and captain of the 43-ft. auxili-

ary schooner "White Wing". The expedi-

tion traveled 6000 miles by schooner to

all the major island groups of the Bahamas

except two. Approximately 50,000 insects

and spiders, several hundred of which will

be new to science, and 2,700 reptiles, am-

phibians, and mammals were collected.

Collecting was done on foot and by

bicycle, and the expedition at times en-

listed the services of the natives. The

members of the expedition marveled that

the natives refused to handle the snakes

though they were harmless, whereas they

had no fear of black widow spiders and

tarantulas. The scientific personnel of the

expedition included a general biologist

and two specialists in insects and reptiles.

Dr. Mont A. Cazier, Chairman of the

Museum's Department of Insects and

Spiders, stated that the specimens, to-

gether with concurrent ecological and

biological observations, would make pos-

sible systematic and zoogeographieal

studies of the entire Bahaman area.
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With the Explorers

tsn4tAe%fit
Deep in Peru

Dr. Harry Tschopik, of the Anthropol-

ogy Department of the American Mu-
seum, who left New York City the last

of January to explore the extreme western

headwaters of the Amazon River, has

made good progress despite unusual

floods, according to a tape recording of

his experiences recently received by the

Editorial Office of Natural History
Magazine.

The floods were the worst that have
occurred in over 30 years, and they de-

layed progress greatly. But they were a

boon in another sense, for they made it

possible to visit an isolated village of

great interest, whose inhabitants em-
braced an artistic and moral philosophy

that reminded Dr. Tschopik of the classi-

cal Greeks.

He and his companion, Raul de los

Rios, were traveling from the settlement

of Pucallpa of the Ucayali River toward
Iquitos. Their floating home was a 40-foot

dugout decked over at the bow and roofed
partly against the rain. Aside from the

seven or eight passengers and mountains
of supplies and equipment, the boat was
carrying three monkeys, a marmoset, a

squirrel, a turtle, and a crocodile.

"Suddenly our Indian helpers grew ex-

cited," Dr. Tschopik tells us. 'Here!' They
said, 'We go in here!'

"There was nothing to show an opening
at the banks of the river except water
eddying around the vegetation. But we
ducked in and went through the drowned
jungle with big trees on each side, orchids

In their passion for beauty, the
Shipibos (below and right) re-

minded Dr. Tschopik of the classic
Greeks

ji

i*» 1
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HOT OFF THE TAPE

overhead, and parrots flying back and
forth. Suddenly we emerged into a lake.

It was like something invented by MGM
or Paramount for Dorothy Lamour. It

was the sort of village anthropologists

dream about but usually never find.

"We had been traveling through the

territory of the Slupibo Indians ever since

leaving Pucallpa, but this was the first

Shipibo community we entered, and it

was certainly one of the most pleasant

spots I have visited anywhere in the

world.

"Thousands of egrets were flying back

and forth, and great flocks of brightly

colored macaws. We saw enormous com-
munal houses, 60 feet long by 40 feet

wide, scattered along the beach, each of

which was occupied by a family of re-

lated Indians. As we came closer, we
could see the Indians running from all

directions, coming down die trail along

the beach. They were watching us, see-

ing where we were going to land. As it

happened, we landed near the chief's

house and climbed out. About 300 In-

dians were standing around watching us."
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TERRESTRIAL TELESCOPE
Finest Imported Quality

Fully achromatic (color corrected) and anastlgmatlc.

Very nicely finished. Coated lenses.

10 power at $6.50 20 Power at % 8.00

15 power at $7.00 30 Power at $12.50

Add 50c packing and postage on each of the above.

MAP MEASURE-Mileage Reader
This imported double-faced Slap Me
and registers accurately
distances on maps,
face registers inches up
centimeters up

well made
roads and

and other curved lines. One
% inch increments and

, The other Ui'f registers statute

miles, kilometers and nautical miles. lW diameter dial.

In leather sheath complete with instructions. Each $1.75

plus 2Uc packing and postage.

CROOKE'S RADIOMETER
Once again we are able to supply a German made Radio-
meter, for demonstrating radiant heat. Consists of an ex-

hausted glass globe in which is mounted a freely rotating

four-arm vane, black on one side and bright on the other.

Radiant heat striking the vane makes it revolve in such a

ellent demonstration

WALL BAROMETER
Practical) Beautiful! Guaranteed!

PLAN YOUR TOMORROW TODAY!
FORECAST THE WEATHER!

With weather bureau accuracyl Almost 12 hours in
advance. Save rained-out social engagements—golf, hunt-
ing and swimming dates. One of the world's best Baro-
meters at am price. Polished BLOND or MAHOGANY
frame. Easy-to-read ZW open-faced PORCELAIN dial,

chanism by German Craftsmen. FREE pre-
ou chart with each BAROMETER. Worth almost
: the price. Only $4.90 plus 50c postage

GEM CARBIDE SCR1BER
GEM CARBIDE SCRIBER can't be beat! Tipped
the hardest metal made by man. Moh's scale 9.5.

s sharp 50 times longer than any other metal. With
pencil GEM CARBIDE SCRIBER, you can do

aving on hardened steels, metals, glass, gems, cera-

, plastics, etc. USED BY: jewelers, artists, crafts-

designers, die cutters, glass cutters, machine shops,
atories and model builders Price $1.50

PROJECTION LENS

affected by heat. Can be used on 8-mm.,
frame sizes. 4x magnifier. Wonderful for many

n experiments. A $0.00 value is yours for only
10c postage.

40 and 80 Power
ROSS STELLARSCOPE

$16.50WITH EXQUISITE DEFINITION

Same Principle as Mt. Palomar Newtonian Telescope
Complete. Knocked down. Ready to be assembled in 15
minutes. All holes drilled, no additional parts necessary!
Only tool required is screwdriver which we furnish. NO
LENS GRINDING! I.KNSKS COMPLETELY GROUND,
POLISHED AND ALIIMINIZED. Now you can afford
the luxury of a REAL telescope. Sharp, clear images
guaranteed; no color fringes, fuzz, or distortion. Light,
portable, weighs only 6 lbs. Not a toy! This is a precision
instrument for s

"

Stars, Nebulae

Thousands of satisfied amateurs have assembled these
scopes. So can you

!

Our astronomical material is fine enough for (and is

used in) the World's most famous observatories—yet is

priced so that beginners can afford this equipment.
Remember! Ross Stellarscope contains tube and all parts

necessary to make a complete telescope not simply the
mirrors and lenses.
Stellarscope without Tripod $16.50. Tripod available extra.

HIGH POWER MICROSCOPE
Magnifies 100, 200, 300 times

PRECISION BUILT

no astigmatism! Good color correction. Remarkably little

residual color.

Packed in dovetailed hardwood storage rase. S"x5"x3V2".
Shipping weight :> lbs. Square stage 2 1

/4"x2'4
/' with

slide clips. Over-all height 8 inches. 1 ocular. Triple
objective. By turning the turret, you can magnify any-
thing from 100 to 300 times its actual size. Rack and
Pinion adjustment.
We have waited years for this desirable instrument and

are very pleased to be able to offer it at the very low
price of only $13.50 plus 50c P. P. and Ins.

"SIMPLE MICROSCOPICAL
TECHNIQUES"

.lust published, S r

Explicit. Informative. Inter
the microscope. Tells how
slide?. Author has put 27
ONLY 30c POSTPAID.

Include Postage
Wo open account—No C.O.D
Send 25' for General Bulletin

Imuklrt with 7 illustrations. Concise.

;. Tells how to "use"
ake" 25 to 50 prepared
experience into print.

rith Order

HARRY ROSS
MICROSCOPES - TELESCOPES

Scientific and Laboratory Apparatus
70 West Broadway, Dept. NH-9B

New York 7, N. Y.

At this point in Dr. Tschopik's narra-

tive, we notice a sharp departure from

the procedure tiiat anthropologists expect

to follow. Usually they have to convince

the natives that they wish them no harm
and are there to satisfy their curiosity

as to how the natives live. But here the

chief came up, a marvelously dignified

man, and welcomed the newcomers. Ap-
parently before Dr. Tschopik could get

a word in, the chief offered them a house

and said, "I hope you will stay here for

the rest of the year, because you are

interesting to my people."

"They couldn't have made us more
comfortable," Dr. Tschopik tells us, "ex-

cept that they were so filled with curiosity.

They stood around, looking at the equip-

ment we had, examining our clothes, and

watching us operate our cameras and

tape recorder. They brought us presents

of wild pigs, bananas, birds, plantains,

wild fruit, almost anything one could

think of."

"These Shipibos valued art more than

they valued morals or anything else in

the world. They are much more concerned

with how they look dian how they act,

and they are beautiful Indians. Their pre-

occupation with beauty reminded me, in

a way, of die classic Greeks.

"They wear long bobbed bangs, which

give diem the appearance of sheep dogs,

and they paint their foreheads black.

They also paint their faces widi a band

from ear to ear, across the bridge of the

nose, with geometic designs in red and

black. They wear silver discs in their

noses and lip plugs of silver or wood
set through a hole in their lower lips.

They also paint their hands and their

feet, the women paint their legs.

"They even have something of the clas-

sic Greek forehead. They deform the head

in infancy so that the forehead slopes

right back from the nose. The pottery

they make is almost as fine as English

porcelain.

"We planned originally to spend about

two hours at this village Paococho, but we
stayed diere for two weeks. If I had had

my way about it, we would still be there.

It was idyllic. The reason that we left was

that the lake level started falling and if

we had stayed much longer, we would

have had to spend a year there."

Dr. Tschopik is continuing his explora-

tions in the headwaters of the Amazon
and expects to be thus engaged for sev-

eral mondis.

CHRISTINE Con.inue.l fro,,, page 305

tains or swinging from lamps. She

heated the living room table like

a private jungle on which she could

swing, climb, slide, and jump. She

fell often and so hard that I wor-

ried at first. I would rush to her,

pick her up and try to comfort her,

but she wanted no sympathy, only

to continue her rough play. Her

head seemed as hard as a coconut,

and I am sure chimp mothers don't

have to worry about their babies'

softspot. We had a swing and lad-

der arrangement under the apple

tree in front of the house, and on

nice days we would go outside.

Christine loved her swing, and she

needed no instruction on how to

use it. She was remarkably sure of

herself on the ropes, and the amaz-

ing strength of her muscles enabled

her to do push-ups and somer-

saults that would be the envy of

every acrobat.
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She could swing and climb for

hours without any sign of fatigue.

Occasionally she would come down
for a moment and throw her arms

around me in affection, then run

back to her play. I had to sit close

by, though; otherwise she would

not be at ease and would not touch

her swing. The instant I got up, she

would give a little warning cry,

slide down her rope like lightning,

and cling to me. It would be diffi-

cult to get away from her without

her knowledge, for she seemed to

sense when I was ready to leave,

no matter how engrossed she was

in her play. I think that this alert-

ness is inborn and essential for the

survival of little apes in the jungle.

In the beginning, she was very

much afraid of everything outdoors,

with the exception of the swing. She

did not want her feet to touch the

grass or the earth and would scream

in terror if I tried to force her. As

she grew older, she became more
confident, but only walked on the

ground if she wore a pair of knitted

booties. She developed other

strange "superstitions" of which I

shall tell more in the next issue of

Natural History.
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Kodak
BULLETIN

Discovering the Kodak Duaflex Camera, f/8

Photography is to be enjoyed as well as used— and here's a camera
that's a pleasure to own, a delight to use—whether you're a beginner
or an expert. And it's easy on the pocketbook, too.

Photographers are snobbish about

cameras. Normally, maybe, you
wouldn't think of the Kodak Duaflex

Camera, Kodar Model, for your own
use. After all, it's priced under $25.

But take another look—a good one

—for here's a camera that upsets all

the rules.

It's good optically. It's good me-
chanically. It's good-looking. It han-

dles well. It handles simply. It fore-

stalls errors. It's fun to use. It lets

you see what you're getting—clearly.

It allows you to concentrate on your

subject—not on twiddling scales and
reading dials. It capably covers a

wide range of subjects and situations.

Its lens is the right speed for the ma-
jority of outdoor and flash shots. Its

negatives are sharp and clean. It

leaves you free to have a good time,

planning and taking pictures—and

its very simplicity poses a challenge,

brings back the old zest to your

hobby.

No matter what cameras you own
noio—no matter what you paid for

them—you'll get more enjoyment from
photography if you also own a Kodak
Duaflex Camera, Kodar Model, with

f/8 lens.

You're In Good Company
Kodak is still in process of discover-

ing how good the Duaflex f/8 is—

and so are many others.

Here, for example, is a famous
photographic illustrator. For his pro-

fessional work he uses the most ex-

pensive cameras and lenses money
can buy. For his personal photog-

raphy—a Kodak Duaflex f/8. How
did this happen? He tried one.

And here's a hobbyist who writes

to Kodak—so enthusiastic about the

Duaflex f/8 that he owns three of

them! One for each of his three fa-

vorite films, Kodak Super-XX, Koda-
color Daylight Type, and Kodacolor

Type A.

Why Such Enthusiasm?

It's easy enough to make an inven-

tory of this camera's features (as

we've done at the right). But that

won't give you the full story. You've

got to pick up its capable 14 ounces

. . . loop its strap over your neck

. . . cradle it in your hands . . . look

down into that big, beautiful finder

. . . feel the essential Tightness of

each detail. You've got to take a

series of pictures, and enjoy the sat-

isfaction of a camera that's full of

performance—yet doesn't tie you up
in mathematics and scientific prob-

lem-solving.

And when you fall in love with

this little camera—when you find

you're taking a lot more pictures,

and having a lot more fun in the

taking—don't say you weren't fairly

warned.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

?.S.-The Kodak Duaflex f/8 makes a

grand gift, to start your wife or child in

photography. But get two of them at

the start—so you won't be borrowing
all the time.

Here's why you'll enjoy

a Kodak Duaflex f/8

o Let's start at the lop and work down, t
Here's a big hooded reflex finder, 1

3
/s

inches square. Look down into it. Bril-

liant. Crystal-clear. Easy to use if you
wear glasses, or if you don't. Every

detail of your picture, accurately pre-

• Next, a shutter without problems.

Two settings—one for snapshots, one ^
for longer exposures. Self-setting—no T
cocking to remember. And adequate

speed not only for all quiet subjects,

but also for moderate motion if you
know your action technique.

• And here, a lens that belongs on a

more expensive camera. Not a simple

meniscus, not a doublet, but a sharp- A
cutting three-element objective, amply

corrected for all the common optical

errors, and for color. Aperture, f/16 to

f/8—the biggest slice of useful speed

on a roll-film camera, plus excellent

quality, at a minimum price.

• Built-in flash synchronization, of

• And an aperture scale that talks:

f/16, bright sun on snow or sand, M 1. t
bright sun; f/8, hazy sun. No guides to

check; data right on the camera.

• And focusing—infinity d own to 3'/j

feet. Any better range, for distant and

close work, on any of yo jr more ex-

pensive hand cameras?

• Here's a double-expos ire preven-

tion device. This, you'd expect only
>

on a precision miniature o a top-price

reflex. And you can mak e deliberate

double exposures at will.

• And some details. Tripod socket. Camera stands

level on a level surface. Body is of metal with tough

molded side panels, handsomely leather-grained, and

edges metal-bound. Weight, about 14 ounces. And the

price, $22.30, including neck strap. Accessory Flash-

older, $4.25. Field case, drop front, $2.65. Lens accepts

all Series V filters, Portra lenses, etc., with 1 '/t-inch

adapter ring.

Prices include Federal Tax and are

subject to change without notice.
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onsanto

reports:

New Loom-Finished Taffeta

Braves the Rain... Dries Spot-Free

DON'T WORRY about the rain when you're

out in your lovely new loom-finished taffeta.

It will dry spot-free, without a trace of rain-

drop ring! And, when it needs dry-cleaning,

it will come back to you with all of its original

rustle and sheen, looking and feeling like new.

Credit for this exciting news goes to textile

chemistry, to Monsanto-developed Stymer
LF, a special sizing agent and finish for new so-

lution-dyed acetate fibers. This latest member
of the family of Stymer sizes benefits wearer,

weaver and cleaner— the happy result is seen

wherever people live, work and go to parties.

"Blue Danube" e

finished taffeta wc

'ling separates by Nelly deGrab .

n by J. P. Steuens & Company
. of loom-

r
iff: .,;

* *
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I !

,?
i I
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DON'T CRY— Bad ALL SMILES--Back 1

spills like this can from the cleaner; l

now be cleaned
L spot-free.

looks just like new j

again. ^k

SERVING INDUSTRY. . .WHICH SERVES MANKIND

CHEMISTRY PROVIDES new and better ways of processing all fibers. Better looking,

longer lasting fabrics of all kinds are now available, thanks to Monsanto products

for the textile industry, monsanto chemical company, Boston 49, Massachusetts
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By their

arts

you shall

know

them . • .

ARTISTS AND CRAFTSMEN
in ancient Central America

by George C. Vaillant

81.45, postage 8e

MASTERPIECES OF
PRIMITIVE SCULPTURE

by George C. Vaillant

4CK
1

, postage it

THE MAORIS
AND THEIR ARTS

by Margaret Mead
40<*, postage M

The fascinating story of the arts of all peoples

of the world — their influences, their media,

their particular skills and to what uses they were put —

is told in many MAN AND NATURE publications

of which those listed below are but

outstanding examples.

This pamphlet imagines a trip through Mexico City at the time of Cortez,

describing contemporary life and customs. Then it tells, through text and

profuse illustration, of all phases of pre-Columbian Mexican and Central

American art.

A vivid description of the religious sculpture of Easter Island and the

ritual art of New Guinea. Other topics include West African bronze and

ivory carving, Mexican jade and baked clay and the wood carvings of

the Northwest Indians.

A background study of native New Zealand art through the organization

of Maori economy, society and religion. It also discusses the Maori's

unique jade hei-tikis and other artistic expressions, particularly their

facial tatooing and the custom of preserving heads after death.

MAN AND NATURE PUBLICATIONS

The American Museum of Natural History
Neic York 24, JV. Y.



LETTERS
The Oldest Living Thing

Sirs:

I am wondering whether the state-

ment in your January issue that the

giant Sequoia is the oldest living tiling

is correct.

In last year's March-April issue of

Pennsylvania Forests and Waters, there

is an article on the Box Huckleberry by

Albert B. Mickalitis. He calls attention

to a single colony of this plant that

covers an area of many acres and is

believed to have originated from a

single plant. "Botanists estimate," he

states, "that this colony is approximately

13,000 years old, which would make it

Uie oldest living thing in the world . .
."

Can you straighten me out on this?

Thomas H. Knepp
Head of Science Department

Stroudsburg High School,

Stroudsburg, Penna.

Readers of Natural History Maga-

zine have asked about this before. And
though the Box Huckleberry cannot offer

anything so precise as tree rings as proot

of its age, its claim is fairly well sup-

ported by interesting evidence.

It may be well first to define the

conditions under which a plant or animal

may be eligible to compete for the title

"The Oldest Living Thing." Obviously,

one does not add to the parent's age

that of the child. The individual must

represent one generation. Certain plants

and animals sometimes reproduce with-

out the union of male and female cells.

This is called asexual reproduction.

Plants capable of asexual reproduction

are said to have started growing when
the seed from which they sprang, hav-

ing been fertilized with pollen (sexual

reproduction), has sprouted and started

to grow. Extension of the plant through

runners or rootstocks does not interrupt

the life of the original plant or make it

represent a new generation of plants.

Since Dr. Edgar T. Wherry of the

Botanical Laboratory of the University

of Pennsylvania had a part in the

investigation of the Box Huckleberry,

we have induced him to comment. He
writes

:

"The late Dr. Frederick V. Coville,

Botanist of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture, engaged for some years in

the effort to bring improved forms of

wild blueberry into cultivation and was
eminently successful in doing so. In the

course of this work, he recognized that

in this group of plants, self-sterility is

the rule. In other words, pollen placed

upon the stigmas of the same plant from

which it has been gathered will not

LETTERS

A A mountain photographer records a breath-taking scene from a 12,000-foot perch

in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado

produce seed capable of developing.

Even though a plant has spread by

runners or rootstocks into vast clumps,

its protoplasm is still the same.

"When he investigated the only colony

of Box Huckleberry known to botanists

in 1930 — one south of New Bloomfield,

in Perry County, Pennsylvania—he found

that the whole patch, spreading over

some eight acres, was sterile to its own
pollen throughout and therefore con-

sisted of a single clone. A clone is an

aggregate of individual organisms de-

scended by asexual reproduction from a

single sexually produced individual. Ob-

servation showed that this clump spread

on the average only six inches a year.

Simple arithmetical calculation revealed

it must be several thousand years old.

"Another clone a few miles away,

discovered by the late H. A. Ward of

Harrisburg, was measured by Dr. Coville

and the writer and was found to be

6500 feet long. If, as seems probable,

it had started to grow at the end near

the Juniata River, its age would be

13,000 years. Even if it started to grow

in the middle, its age must be very

great."

So much for the basic facts concern-

ing the Box Huckleberry.

Certainly we cannot disqualify this

plant just because it spreads along

the ground instead of rising skyward in

a single conspicuous shaft like the

Sequoia. It seems rather to be a ques-

tion of whether, in bringing into con-

sideration asexual reproduction like that
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of the Box Huckleberry, we are not

opening the door to other creatures that

can survive through asexual reproduc-

tion. The small freshwater animal known

as the hydra, for instance, reproduces

freely by budding, without the union

of male and female. True, it scatters all

over the place, and perhaps it has no

business challenging so solid a citizen

as the Box Huckleberry. We shall leave

this question to the reader's judgment.

But it does look as though this lowly

plant has a strong claim for greater age

than the 3000- or 4000-year-old Sequoia.

-Ed.

Ancient Koch Pictures in Nevada

Sms:

Several years ago some cowboys, sitting

down to rest on top of a mountain in

Nevada, noticed that the rock ledge was

covered with Indian designs. No one in

that part of the country knew about

this writing, and they could find out

nothing about who bad done it or what

it meant.

One of the cowboys told me about the

find, and we made the four-hour climb

to the summit. The mountain is north

of Winnemucca and about 30 or 40

miles from the Oregon border. The writ-

ings cover the flat surfaces over an area

of possibly 15 by 30 feet. . .

The writing seems to be drilled or

pounded into the rock. In a couple of

places the hack marks, as though made
with a chisel-shaped instrument, are

half an inch or more deep.

The markings interested me a lot, and

I would certainly appreciate it if you

would let me know whether they can be

interpreted and whether they are worth

the trouble I took to get these and many

more photographs of them.

Placerville, Calif. Elmer E. Jones

The American Museum's well-known

archaeologist Nels C. Nelson offers the

following comments:

Mr. Jones's petroglyph site is new and

can be added to the 32 already pub-

lished for Nevada. Its situation on a high

eminence is interesting but not remark-

able, because mountain sites in many
parts of the West abound in both in-

cised petroglyphs and painted picto-

graphs.

The designs shown here are chiefly if

not entirely straight and curved line

representations. In other locations there

are sometimes more or less lifelike repre-

sentations as well, depicting human

beings, four-footed animals, birds, snakes,

centipedes, plants, etc.

Little is definitely known about the

meaning of these inscriptions, and not

much is likely ever to be found out.

Pictorial composition showing camp

sites with tepees, men and animals in

action, and so on (as painted on skins

by the Plains Indians or as sand paint-

ings done by the Navajos for religious

purposes) often tell their own story, as

for example the life experiences of a

single individual or the events of tribal

history. But the aimlessly scattered ani-

mals depicted on the rocks rarely sug-

gest any set purpose. European and

other cave paintings of similar animal

groupings are supposed by many to

have been made in connection with

magical rites to bring luck in a proposed

hunt; but nothing is known of such a

practice in America.

Geometric delineations are equally

difficult to decipher. Some, such as

zigzag lines, triangles, lozenges, and

spirals, often appear on recently made

pottery and basketry, but the Indian

makers are not always in agreement

about their meaning or they choose not

to tell. The symbol may sometimes be

a conventional representation of a nat-

ural object—a mountain, a cloud, a

tree, etc. But the origin of the pattern

is long forgotten, and the present mean-
Continued on page 384
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Books for All Interested in

Animals and the Outdoors YOUR NEW BOOKS

by JOHN W. MOYER

Chicago Naiural History

Museum

LATEST METHODS for mounting fish, birds,

mammals, and reptiles. Step-by-step instruc-

tions, complete with detailed drawings and
photographs, enable the amateur to prepare

finished, lifelike mounts, game heads, and fur

rugs with inexpensive equipment. Explains mod-
ern museum techniques and includes a history

of taxidermy. "Mosf complete work on the sub-

ject."—James L. Clark, American Museum of

Natural History. $3

Ways of Mammals
• In Fact and Fancy

by CLIFFORD B. MOORE
Forest Park Museum (Mass.)

FOR everyone who loves animals, here are the

facts—in contrast to the myths and superstitions

—about the world of mammals. From domestic

animals to beasts of the jungle, this book de-

scribes the fascinating, often misunderstood

habits of all kinds of mammals, based on the

observation of noted zoologisls. Includes several

sections by authorities on particular aspects

of animal behavior. $3.50

dJajOL (Boole

o$L Snak&A.
PERCY A. MORRIS

Peabody Museum of Natural History

THE truth about snakes, showing how useful

many of them are. Explains how to tell one
kind from another, and how to catch the harm-

less ones for pets. Also, how to recognize poi-

sonous snakes—including first-aid for snake bite.

"A more attractive gift for a nature-wise young-

ster of either sex could hardly be imagined/'

—The Biologist. 62 illustrations $3

Camping a Guide *
Outdoor Safety and Comfort

by ARTHUR H. DesGREY

College of the City of New York

FROM selecting a camp site to safeguarding

the food supply, this book will help the camper
get the most in enjoyment from outdoor living.

Suggestions — from experience — on fuel and
water, fire-making, cooking, sanitation, first-aid,

handicraft and recreational activities, etc.

"Practical, handy guide."—Nature Magazine.

53 illustrations $3

At your bookstore or from . . .

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
15 E. 26th Street, New York 10
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Robert Flaherty • Arctic • Hollies

Kinsey • Australian Aborigines

Ti.HE WORLD OF
ROBERT FLAHERTY

by Richard Griffith

Duell, Sloan and Pearce, $5.00

165 pp., 74 photos

TPHIS is the inside story of how it came

to pass that the series of popular mo-
tion pictures begun by "Nanook of the

North," and including "Man of Aran,"

"Elephant Boy," and otiiers was directed

and produced.

Robert Flaherty spent his boyhood

about mines and in the out-of-doors. His

education was sporadic and incomplete

with respect to formal academic circles,

but he acquired a profound wisdom of the

wilds through observation and his own
faculties of assimilation. These early years

laid the foundation for a keen apprecia-

tion of die values and interest to be found

in a primitive environment, in the be- _________ by Sally Carrigher

biographical touch to the account, a
quality that gives warmth and reality to

the story.

The convenient map bound into the

covers shows that the reader is taken prac-

tically around the world in die Northern

Hemisphere and down into the South

Pacific as well. He is given an insight into

all of the complications that surround

the filming of a commercially successful

picture and much of the detail of a special-

ized profession. But running all through

die story is the constant play on the funda-

mental emotions one likes to encounter

in his fellow man. It is these touches

which give die Flaherty films a cosmo-

politan appeal.

Harold E. Anthony

LCEBOUND SUMMER

havior pattern of a simple, uninhibited

people, or in the observation of die funda-

mental basic laws of nature.

He used the documentary pattern of

film recording so effectively that he estab-

lished it as a valuable medium of public

instruction and entertainment, and earned

the tide of "the father of the documen-

tary film."

The book tells in simple narrative fash-

ion of the travels and daily incidents con-

nected widi the filming of the Flaherty

epics. A liberal use is made of die exten-

sive diaries he kept, so there is an auto-

coon fishing

Here's just one of the

animals and one of the

many activities to be found

in this unusual book filled

with the life and color of

the outdoors.

For children and parents.

written and illustrated by

Robert Candy
-H. M. Co $3.00

Alfred A. Knopf, $3.95

262 pp., 23 illus.

TPHE supposedly barren Arctic is in

reality abundandy supplied with ani-

mal and bird life, particularly in the brief

summer season when birds and some sea

mammals return from the south. The
author, Sally Carrigher, an experienced

naturalist, spent three years in northern

Alaska observing the yearly cycle, and one

result has been this superbly written series

of episodes describing die spring and sum-

mer life of the fauna. The reviewer's

background is that of a casual observer

of Arctic wildlife rather than a trained

zoologist, but the graphic detail of the

lemming migration, for example, the first

BOOK
MANUSCRIPTS

INVITED
If you are looking for a pub-
lisher, send for our free, illus-

trated booklet titled To the
Author in Search of a Publisher.

It tells how we can publish, pro-

mote and distribute your book,

as we have done for hundreds of

other writers. All subjects con-
sidered. New authors welcomed.
Write today for Booklet NH.
It's free.

VANTAGE PRESS, INC.

120 West 31st Street, New York 1

In Calif.: 6356 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28
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and fifth episodes, has the appeal of

audienticity.

Other chapters describe the birth and

weaning of a hair seal, the adventures of

a fox in his role of jackal-like satellite of

a polar bear, the migration and nesting

of the Pacific loon. The summer cycle of

the Arctic tern is beautifully described.

This remarkable bird spends the winter

season in the Antarctic.

No less interesting are the episodes re-

lating events in the lives of the Eskimo

and the larger mammals, the beluga whale,

the walrus, and largest of all, the hump-

back whale. The beginning of the fall

migration of the Golden Plover is the

subject of the last chapter.

Description of landscape, meteorologi-

cal events, relationships between the dif-

ferent animals, and the narrative style tie

the book together so that it reads smoothly

and does not leave the impression of a

collection of discrete events—rather each

chapter is a part of a fairly complete pic-

ture of Arctic wildlife. The writing is for

adults but the wording is simple and

clear, and children will certainly enjoy it.

The pen drawings by Henry B. Kane are

excellent.

James A. Ford

memberships are now open again

AiLDAM IN OCHRE
by Colin Simpson

Frederick A. Praeger, $5.00

221 pp., 18 illus.

"IVTOTHING is more symptomatic of the

profound change in Western man's

attitude toward his less civilized contem-

poraries than the complete reversal one

can detect in the popular accounts of the

Australian aborigines. These people, long

considered one of the most primitive of

mankind, living on a level reduced to the

barest minimum and capable of only the

simplest types of mental processes, now
emerge as a truly remarkable folk that

has learnt to survive in one of the most

rigorous environments in the world. If

their culture is simple, their ceremonial

and spiritual life is complex, rich, and

fascinating.

Perhaps contributing to diis revision of

our conception of the Australian aborig-

ines is the recent appreciation of their

art. For years it was neglected and ignored

except by professional students of abor-

iginal life. Now that Western esthetic

ideas have broadened dieir horizons, this

art has become more akin to the interests

of our own artists and a more sympathetic

appreciation and even respect has devel-

oped.

Mr. Colin Simpson, the author of this

book, is an Australian Broadcasting Com-
pany reporter, who bases his impressions

of aborigines and tiieir fife on his experi-

ences witii drem in the nordiernmost part

of the Northern Territories. He visited

for professional purposes the Arnhem

YOUR NEW BOOKS

SS1CS

the unique book club

ivhose volumes have ivon top aivards

year after year

Story Classics is a unique publishing venture which, since 1948, has issued some of the
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Land Expedition of 1948, which was a

combined venture of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, the National Geographic Society,

and the Australian Government. Widi the

scientists attached to the expedition, he
explored the life of the natives and sub-

sequendy went on to other regions in the

territory to make additional recordings

for his broadcasts. He tells his experiences

with charm and endiusiasm and varies the

pace in an interesting fashion. It is, as far

as I who have never -\-isited Arnhem Land

can judge, a good job. The reportage

seems honest, widi no play for special

effects. And Mr. Simpson's own personal-

ity, which shines through his story is

attractive.

Harry L. Shapiro

A Thrilling Gift

AUDUBON BIRD MODELING KIT

Anyone can make these birds

Everything needed to carve, color and
mount six different birds. They make
handsome additions to any den, study,

mantelpiece or school room. Each kit

contains roughed out blocks for exact

scale models of a Canada Goose, a

Mallard, Pheasant, Blue-Jay, Gold-

finch, and Robin. There are detailed,

step-by-step instructions for carving

and painting; an X-acto professional

carver's knife; sandpaper; all paints

and brush. Nothing more to buy. Fin-

ished work can be sold to bird-lovers.

SIX beautiful Bird Models

EACH A HANDSOME GIFT WORTH TO $7-50

Each of the SIX Bird Models which you make
from each Kit will make a beautiful gift. These
exquisite models have been planned by John
Lacey, "The Birdsmith," whose bird-models are
in museums across the country.

THE BIRDSMITH, Dept. T2, 531 Hudson St., New York 14, N. Y.
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ijjL.'-i . M *l* 1- LEAD R1DER 14 in -
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ished natural "bronzed-«bony" color, or PAINTED AND BRANDED TO YOUR ORDER.

CATALOG of 47 original models 50

C

authentic, carefully detailed studies of mountain life, western birds, elk, moose,

bear, deer, mountain sheep.

Send remittance with order to:

JOE and MARY BACK, DUBOIS, WYOMING

MAKE ANY WALL A THRILLING PICTURE WINDOW!
USE OUR "FOTO MURAL" IN NATURAL COLORS!

Enioy the scenic wonders of nature in your own home-in full natural color. Foto Murals make your
drab walls into a dramatic picture windowl Sizes to fit ANY wall—from our 40" x 60" Muralettes to
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and seem twice their size! Apply yourself easily—goes on faster and easier than wallpaper! Washable!
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Send for full natural color brochure and price list showing available mura/s-
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3EXUAL BEHAVIOR IN THE
HUMAN FEMALE
by Alfred C. Kinsey, W. B. Pomeroy,

C. E. Martin, and P. H. Gebhard

W. B. Saunders Company, $8.00

Pp. vii-xxx, 3-842; 179 tables; 155 figs.

XT ERE is the Kinsey book at last! Never

in the history of scientific publication

has any book been publicized to anywhere
near the same degree or been awaited by
the general public with such expectation

as this one. It is hard on any book to

appear after such a preliminary build-up;

it is particularly hard on one like this that

disturbs the conventions of our society. I

suspect that the authors might have pre-

ferred a more normal launching for their

book but were caught in the pressures

engendered by our publicity-hungry press.

The statistical results of Kinsey's inter-

views widi diverse females on tiieir sexual

histories and beha\-ior have already been

so widely reprinted in the daily papers

and magazines that it would be redundant

to report again on outiets, orgasms, and

onanism. Perhaps of more fundamental

concern in a general appraisal of this

monumental book are the following con-

siderations.

The book has been attacked on the

score of its being unrepresentative of

human females in general and of the

United States in particular. The sample of

5940 white nonprison females, upon which

the study is based, was admittedly not a

random selection from the total popula-

tion but despite diis, Kinsey considers it

reliable within the limits of his discussion.

The danger, however, lies in the possibil-

ity that these limits may not be as rigor-

ously respected by the reader as they are

by the audior.

An aspect of the discussion, which now
centers around the report, is deeply con-

cerned widi the justification of making

such a survey available to die general pub-

He. Can such a survey of behavior be

made accessible to all without affecting

the behavior of the readers and those who
hear of it? Kinsey himself in discussing

die advantages of an interview over a

questionnaire points out that in the former

die inexperience of some interviewees

would be respected and writes: "But a

questionnaire must cover all of the activi-

ties which the most experienced adult may
have had, and there would be a variety

of objections to undertaking such an ex-

position of all the possibilities of human
sexual behavior in the course of a single

interview." The obvious extension of this

remark is that there might be also a va-
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riety of objections to exposing all the

possibilities of human sexual activity to

inexperienced readers as well. There is an

issue here that is difficult to resolve and
much could be said on both sides of the

question.

It is obvious that the Kinsey report on
female sexual behavior is a major publica-

tion. It raises many issues that require

resolution. It should be studied with great

care not only for its concrete details but

for the social consequences it may en-

courage.

Harry L. Shapiro

HOLLIES
by H. Harold Hume

Macmillan Co.

$6.75, 242 pp., 73 illus. (9 in color)

AS a result of the discovery of root-

inducing hormones, the vegetative

propagation of American Holly is now
commercially feasible, and holly has come
into its own. Along with the search for

better quality American Holly, interest

has been awakened in other evergreen,

red-berried species such as English,

Chinese, and Japanese. The Holly Society

of America has been formed. More is be-

ing written in our newspapers and garden

periodicals concerning holly. No wonder
that the publication of Hollies by so emi-

nent a horticulturist as Dr. H. Harold

Hume, Retired Provost and Dean Emeritus

of die College of Agriculture, University

of Florida, and author of such books as

Asaleas, Kinds and Culture and Camellias,

Kinds and Culture, should be important.

This is particularly so, since this is the

first book ever written on hollies in this

country and the first authoritative book
to appear since W. Dallimore's Holly, \'ew

and Box, published in England in 1908
and now out of print.

For identifying English Holly varieties,

Dr. Hume's 31 descriptions of varieties, 7

of them developed in America, will not

replace Dallimore's 119 descriptions along

with 78 leaf illustrations. Dr llunm has

dealt with hollies in America. lie nol only

has described important varieties oi die

English Holly, but also the American,

Chinese, and Japanese, along with other

species both deciduous and evcrgieen. He
has, with die help of splendid photo-

graphs, illustrated the various uses i,f holly

from ground cover to specimen 1ree and

emphasized the important fact that there

is a particular holly for each landscaping

purpose.

Because of Dr. Hume's easy style,

Hollies is useful to the amateur and pro-

fessional alike. His information on methods

of culture, propagation, commercial holly

growing, and even the future possibilities

of hybridizing, are good. Anyone contem-

plating the acquisition of holly would be

doing himself a service by first reading

this book.

Mrs. F. Leighton Meserve

Recommended and Otherwise

Titles and Authors The Low-Down

SUCCULENT PLANTS
By A. Bertrand

Philosophical Library,
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Photo by Lynwood M. Chace, taken for Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.

A Absorbed in the movements of the Snowshoe Rabbit, this unsuspecting Barn Owl is spied upon by the camera
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Exploring

THE NIGHT
While man escapes the dark in sleep or by artificial light, a host of creatures

enact their dramas in the brooding corridors of night. Their secrets can be yours

By Lorus J. and Margery J. Milne
University of New Hampskit

FOR almost half of everyone's

life it is night. Like the green

plants, which depend for energy

upon sunlight, man and many crea-

tures restrict their activities when
the sun sets. Even people who en-

joy learning about animals of all

kinds may call a halt at nightfall.

If they can't watch in the ordinary

daytime way, they prefer to wait

until tomorrow. Yet their eyes can

follow a multitude of happenings

in the night, and other senses be-

come keener when reliance on

vision alone is cast aside. A whole

new world remains to be explored.

Thoreau pointed out that midnight

is as unexplored as Central Africa

to most of us.

From among the many examples

of eyeshine encountered on night

field trips, one pair remains out-

standing as a demonstration of the

limitations in human senses. We
had camped at dusk in a New Mex-

ican National Forest and were pre-

paring supper on our gasoline stove

by flashlight. Suddenly we noticed

a pah- of close-set. bright orange

eyes approaching. Quickly we di-

rected the five-cell lamp at those

shining orbs and saw that it was a

small bear. No doubt the animal

was completely dazzled by the

direct beam, but it continued along

what must have been a familiar

path—passing between us and our

tent and proceeding onward. The
only evidence that it knew we were

there was an occasional backward
glance as it disappeared toward the

small stream. No further sign of the

^ The skunk stands pat as the red fox maneuvers, trying to figure out how to capture a meal

Photo by Lynirood M. Chace, taken for Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.
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animal appeared, and we concluded

that it had continued down the

narrow canyon. We slept perfectly.

But on emerging from the tent in

the morning, we discovered to our

amazement a broad, well-worn trail

in the dust. It circled the four walls

of our canvas house and marked

where the returning bear, its curi-

osity aroused, had paced time and

again without so much as a foot-

step or a snort to awaken us.

The first night spent snug in a

sleeping bag on the ground, or

swaying gently in a jungle ham-

mock between two trees, is usually

a revelation—a demonstration of

how much we miss by being so

eye-minded. A nighttime trip afield,

with frequent stops while the flash-

light is turned off for half an hour

or more, can provide a new adven-

ture. You may be amazed to find

that so many creatures choose the

night for activity. Darkness gives

many animals advantages that more

than compensate for inability to see

clearly.

Xight is time for the timid. Noc-

turnal animals cannot be seen so

easily by enemies nor—which seems

equally important—do they face so

many fearful unknowns that inhibit

their urge to eat, to move, to mate.

Without the sun, too, the earth

radiates away its daytime heat. As

temperatures drop, the relative hu-

midity rises, and animals that are

poorly protected from water-loss

by evaporation can wander more

safely. Higher humidity and the

lack of upward air currents also
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A NlGHT has no terrors for the bat. In flight, it squeaks out repeated

calls, which are echoed back from obstacles or flying insects. The
large ears catch the echoes and tell the bat whether to dodge or

dive in pursuit

allow odors to remain in place or

to be drifted gently along the

ground. Under these circumstances,

noses and other olfactory sense

organs are far more useful. Sounds,

too, travel farther in the stiller,

damper air, so that hearing comes

into full play. As the fight fades

through twilight, emphasis shifts

to odors, to sounds, and, as a last

resort, to touch.

Even the plants change at night.

Leaves of clover and lupine, locust

and pea, marigold and aster, droop

as though wilted. In wetter places,

jewelweed hangs its leaves, too, but

soon shows the source of its name:

from notches along the edge of

each leaf blade, beads of water

begin to form, until the whole plant

is set with glistening gems that re-

flect the flashlight's beam in myriad

sparkling colors. Along gravelly

slopes, horsetail is similarly trans-

formed into "fain' fountains of glit-

tering brilliants," where each joint

is set with reflecting drops of water.

Botanists have named this process

of plant secretion "guttation." It is

not dew. But no one who has ad-

mired the beauty of the trans-

formed vegetation would choose so

unpoetic a name for the miracle in

his flashlighted path.

Whether our night ramble takes

us along a sea beach or through a

woodland, we encounter many

points of reflected light that can

be identified even at a distance.

Far down the path a scintillating

speck may appear, moving along

the ground in little rushes with

pauses between. We investigate

and find eyes reflecting our lamp-
eyes on the head of a spider. It is

a daytime acquaintance, the wolf

spider—a solitary creature with a

dark stripe down its back. It is still

roaming the woods in search of in-

sects on which to pounce. But our

minds have leaped across the con-

tinent to deserts of Arizona and

Southern California where there

are other, larger spiders with re-

flecting eyes. As you drive along

back roads at night there, your

headlights are picked up and
thrown back at you in the tiny glit-

tering eyes of trapdoor spiders,

which line the unpaved trails.

In the forest a golden reddish

gleam may mark the resting spot

of a moth on the gray trunk of a

tree. On closer inspection, the

sparkle becomes double—the two

bulging eyes. These and the spider

eyes shine like the bright buttons

that are put along the highway

curbing to reflect the headlight

beams of each passing car. Both of

these creatures have become
adapted to the dark by withdraw-

ing pigments in the eyes—exposing

a reflecting layer. If we turn off
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our flashlight, the gleam vanishes

and the woods are really dark.

With a flick of a switch we flood

the moth with brilliance, and its

eyes glow back at us like living

embers.

This search for watching eyes,

detected by their own reflection, is

one of the greatest thrills of a night

field trip. From the color, size, and

location of the eyes—in swamp, in

field, on overhanging branch—their

owner can often be recognized.

The bullfrog glows an opalescent

green, but an alligator or caiman

has an eyeshine so brilliantly ruby

red as to merit the common back-

woods name of "Old Fire Eyes." A
whippoorwill on a branch gleams

dully, but a raccoon's eyes are a

bright yellow. Far more disturbing

to the night naturalist is to encoun-

ter a pair of bright white or green-

ish eyeshines facing him from a

limb above the trail—and to see il-

luminated by his flashlight a wild-

cat, an ocelot, or a puma. The
eyeshine of the domestic cat is one

of the brightest known and has

been familiar to man for many cen-

turies. Indeed, it appears to have
been the basis of reverence shown
this animal by the ancient Egyp-
tians, who believed that at night,

when the sun was hidden from
human sight, the cat's eyes con-

tinued magically to reflect it. Wild
members of the cat family are not

far behind in the brilliance of their

eye reflections, and what these may
lack in intensity they make up for

in fearsomeness.

Even today there is much mis-

understanding of the significance

of eyeshine. Some people insist

that it is light that the animal pro-

jects in the dark to illuminate its

path. Actually it is merely reflect-

ed light from a layer behind the

light-sensitive cells in the eye.

Light entering the eye receives two
opportunities to affect the sense

cells—once on the way in, before

hitting the reflecting layer, and

once on the way out. This provision

allows fuller use of the faint light

^ A difficult subject for the nighttime photographer. Startled by
some foe, the hare is leaping through the deep black shadows of the
forest, heading for the protection of a briar patch

Photo by Lynwood M. Chace, taken for Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc.

under which nocturnal animals are

active and doubles the contrast

between everything seen.

After becoming aware of die

large number of eyes that can re-

flect your flashlight's beam, even

the most stouthearted night natu-

ralist may be reluctant to switch

off his visual crutch and depend
alone on his own unaided eyes.

Often the patch of bright area

seems all too small. What large

animal may be approaching from
the blind rear—a lynx, a puma, a

herd of wild pigs, such as white-

lipped peccaries with their razor-

sharp fangs? Even a familiar wood-
land, when illuminated only by the

night sky and the cyclopean beam
of an electric torch, becomes peopled

with grotesque shadows and sus-

picious, half-heard noises. The
tropical jungle — so green and va-

cant by day — becomes a vague
sea of snufflings and snortings, of

crackling and dripping sounds.

Your flashlight and your clumsy

movements along the root-snarled,

branch-littered trail must draw you
to the attention of every animal

within half a mile. And the sheer

volume of tree trunks, overhanging

limbs, and pendant vines from
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A Deer find their food in tlie night, largely by odor and taste, but their large

eyes and excellent hearing keep them alert for danger from any direction
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which anything could pounce leads

to imaginings that amplify the im-

portance of every sound.

Yet the vast majority of animals

have waited until just this time to

venture forth. Man, his fellow an-

thropoids, and the majority of birds

and lizards form the chief excep-

tions among the vertebrates. True

flies, butterflies, bees, and wasps

are correspondingly unique among

the invertebrates. With scattered

and interesting exceptions, the rest

of the land creatures are more

active at night, and thereby many
of them have remained relatively

unfamiliar to us.

A few of these night-wandering

animals carry their own lights widi

them. A firefly's diminutive beacon

is of no value by day, but in the

dark it becomes a beckoning signal

for another firefly. In many kinds,

both sexes have light-producing

organs below the abdomen. The
male flies over fields in which po-

tential mates are perched on the

tips of leaves and blades of grass.

At intervals, he shines his light.

If a female below signals with her

glow and the timing is just right

(indicating response to his flash

and not just another male ) , he turns

in flight and approaches her. A
series of flashing interchanges

brings him in for a landing beside

her.

How the glow of the firefly is

important to the insect is clear.

But sources of light that are harder

to account for can be found when
the flashlight is extinguished and

our eyes become adapted to the

dark. While following a shore line

under the pale illumination of the

starlit sky, you may discover a

brightly shining object on the sand,

several inches long and definitely

fishlike in shape. It is a fish but

one that will never swim again. Its

dead body has become covered

by light-producing bacteria which
draw attention to themselves en

masse, although how or why is still

anybody's guess. Some fungi pro-

duce a similar light and may sur-

prise a walker in the woods. The
whole interior of a soggy hollow

log may shine with this "fox fire."

EXPLORING THE NIGHT

The use of the word "fox" in this

connection has been largely forgot-

ten. It signifies mold or decay and

has no relation to the mammal
seeking mice not far away.

For most animals, night ends

sight. Yet even without a moon, the

starlit sky produces enough illumi-

nation on fields and trails in open

woodland for man and many other

animals to see remarkably well.

The human eye that can dis-

tinguish a seventh magnitude star,

or see a light of one candlepower

a mile away through clear night

air, can also manage to recognize

detail in the night's faint land-

scape. The brightness may be only

a billionth as great as that on a

sun-drenched coral beach, but once

the pupils have opened wide and

the most sensitive pigments have

reached full concentration in the

retinas (a process requiring as

much as 45 minutes), a person

can see almost as well as an owl

or a lynx and better than a rabbit

or whippoorwill. Only animals

having eyes disproportionately and

actually large can gather in enough

light for even vague vision where

only the illumination of stars and

the night sky penetrates the under-

growth. Even on the darkest nights,

beasts and birds of prey, and the

preyed-upon herbivores of larger

size, can see well enough to make
use of vision in avoiding obstacles

and in finding or escaping from

becoming food.

By the end of twilight, the night

sky has dimmed to a low bright-

ness that is almost a physical con-

stant—a minimum value to be found

anywhere on earth. Light scattered

from the stars by the gas molecules

of air produces an over-all illumi-

nation that is only a faint version

of a noonday blue sky. The blue-

ness, too, is there; but so low is the

light intensity that color-sensitive

eyes cannot discern any line. A

color photograph, however, when

exposed for Ion" enough to com-

pensate for the dimness, is just as

blue of sky as when shot in a frac-

tion of a second by day. Only ani-

mals with sensitive eyes can use

the night sky brightness as illumi-

nation. Among the vertebrates this

means those with enough rod cells

in the retina layer. And rod cells

arc color-blind. When a full moon
has brightened the night scene as

much as possible, color-sensitive

cone cells begin to see. That "high

held and kindly lantern" allows

human eyes to discern differences

between red and yellow, green and

blue, that are not mere brightness

variations. Otherwise all of us are

color-blind at night.

Man is so dependent upon his

eyes that he tends to neglect the

possibilities in his other senses. And
when he does call upon tiiem to

tell him of his surroundings in the

dark, he has difficulty reading the

languages of sounds and odors. His

ears can learn quickly to distinguish

an oboe from a French horn in the

sonic complexity of a s\Tnphony,

but it is something else again to

identify the stealthy footsteps of

a fox in contrast to the occasional

progress of a feeding rabbit. The

snap of a twig, the flutter of dis-

placed leaves, when contrasted

with intermittent sounds from crick-

ets and katydids, frogs and toads,

strain human attention to the ut-

most. The calls of animals in the

night are so much louder that they

demand disproportionate attention.

Yet any change in them must be

evaluated, too, if progress of a pre-

dator is to be noted in the dark.

Silence may be even more informa-

tive than the sounds that came be-

fore. It was to help recognize "nor-

mal" night noises as distinct from

enemy infiltration that jungle

troops were trained with recordings

made by Allen and Kellogg of Cor-

nell University in the tropical forests

of Panama. More recently, some of

these same recordings have been

presented as jungle background

sounds in the American Museum
of a Natural History's exhibit, "Men

di (In- Montana."

Often night sounds can In- the

voices of friends. There have been

times in the north woods when we
have cringed mentally from the

repetitious, insistent, almost deaf-

ening cry of "Whip'-poor-will,

Night'-is-here," Night'-is-hen
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a branch within arm's length of our

cabin window. But more often this

refrain has been a lullaby telling us

more plainly than any other sound

that we were surrounded by undis-

turbed wilderness, that the birds

and beasts had accepted our pres-

ence or forgotten it for a few hours,

that we might see them on errands

important to them alone, in the

unmolested state of nature.

Even recognizing the direction

from which a continuous sound

arrives requires a great deal of con-

centration. Frequently on a night

field trip, a person can approach

a bush in which a tree cricket is

shrilling its high-pitched note. But

< The female tree cricket
is deaf and cannot find her
mate by the sound he
makes. But she locates him
just the same. When he
"'sings." he also emits a fra-

grance that attracts her.

Sensing his presence with
her long antennae she
hurries to find him

A The male tree cricket announces his

presence to you by the long continued
note he produces by rapidly fretting

together the bases of the large forewings.

But when he raises his wings to make
this sound, he exposes a gland near the
base of the wings, which emits the
aroma that attracts the female. Finding
her mate, she nd3bles on the gland.

This photograph was taken at 3:00 A.M.

although the insect is scarcely dis-

turbed by a searching flashlight and

is more than an inch long, the

greatest difficulty may be experi-

enced in locating its slender green

body on a leaf. The late Frank E.

Lutz, Curator of Insects and Spid-

ers at the American Museum of

Natural History, simplified this

problem of cricket-hunting by

abandoning the usual way of trail-

ing the singer. Instead of trying

to face so that both ears received

equal loudness of note, Dr. Lutz

equipped himself with a physician's

stethoscope. The cricket's song was
loudest in both ears when the

stethoscope's sensitive tip was di-
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rected toward the insect. Thus hu-

man ingenuity provided a substi-

tute for the excellent sound-collect-

ing funnels that the cat or fox can

turn toward a source of sound, or

with which a deer or rabbit listens

for the approach of danger.

Cricket sounds, like the calls of

whippoorwill and owl, appear to

be a means whereby these animals

stake out their breeding grounds.

Simultaneously they provide a

claim to territory and a challenge

to any invader of the same sex and

species. Toad and frog calls, on

the other hand, seem more defi-

nitely guide notes to attract any

mate willing to approach. In tree
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crickets, moreover, territory-claim-

ing and mate-summoning are com-

bined in that they occur together,

yet each requires a separate mech-

anism. The event obvious to our

ears is the shrill note, produced

only by the males and heard by

them through delicate ears just be-

low the "knee" joint of their fore-

legs. This is the defiant half of the

activity. But female tree crickets

lack ears and are deaf. Still, when
males raise their vibrating wings

to stridulate the persistent note,

these deaf mates approach as

though charmed by the sound.

Upon arriving, however, the reason

becomes clear. Each female nibbles

at a gland on the back of the male

—a gland exposed when the wings

are elevated into ths "singing"

position. His attraction lies in an

odor emanating from this gland,

and a highly satisfactory exudate

is her reward when she reaches him.

For her the woods are silent but

odorous, and she merely follows the

aroma, testing the night air with

her long sensitive antennae.

Often it is impossible for a be-

ginner in night field tripping to

decide whether a sound is from a

bird, an insect, or an amphibian.

We had to meet in person many of

the nighttime vocalists in Panama
before we could be sure. Regularly

at the end of twilight a chorus of

chirps came to us from tangled

vegetation at one side of our cabin.

Tenor voices mingled with soprano

squeaks and bull-fiddle bassos.

Many of the sounds from a novelty

orchestra were thrown in at inter-

vals. Finally we investigated. Where
a giant almendro tree had been

felled, a stump four feet in dia-

meter cupped a little pondful of

busy toads. They perched or float-

ed among the ax chips, and before

each of them in the collected rain-

water was a mountain of brownish

suds—bubbles blown as the singer

drew in and expelled air over its

vocal chords. Not one of these

amphibians was more than two
inches long. Far bigger beetles pa-

trolled the rim of their tree-stump

world. But it was the bugling of

the toads that drew our attention.

No night exploration is complete

without seeing at least one bat,

dodging obstacles and finding in-

sects through oft-repeated bursts

of sound, pitched far above the

limit of human hearing. The bat

cries out, its voice echoes back

from some object in its path, and

from the echo the bat learns what
to do. The reverberations of a

branch differ from those of a beetle.

Skillfully the bat twists in flight to

avoid the one but dives after the

^ The caiman, like alligators and crocodiles, basks by day behind
vertical slit pupils. At night, its eye-shine is so brilliantly ruby-red that

it has won hini the backwoods name of '"Ole Fire Eyes"

other with a rapidly increased

tempo of shrill calls, locating the

insect with precision. We can't hear

these sounds unless we record

them with an instrument and bring

them down to our range. A tape

recorder can capture the bat's cries

and then be run at lower speed to

translate them into sounds audible

to human ears. In the calls of the

bat, 40 to 50 thousand vibrations

per second are normal enough. To
bring these into our audible range,

they must be presented at a third

this rate or less—at a frequency,

in fact, that would not be suitable

for the bat's need, since such lower-

pitched sounds do not reflect from

small objects with enough preci-

sion. The bat's flight may also be

punctuated by audible squeaks,

which help us in tracing its sil-

houette against the night sky.

In 1768, Gilbert White followed

the migration of birds at night by

their sounds and silhouettes. From
these and other observations he

concluded that "All nature is so

full, that that district produces the

greatest variety, which is the most

examined." He could not have writ-

ten more accurately had he been

describing our present day — and

night. Much remains to be discov-

ered, even in the vicinity of cities

and farms. The night with its char-

acteristic animals is like another

land waiting to be explored and

understood.



^ Jointed appearance. The ancients called them
horsetails hecause of the branching forms of some
species, hut the name "joint-grass"' is also current
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^ Like its prehistoric swamp cousin, the common
horsetail is often a stream-hank plant. It may reach
a height of six feet as shown hy the measuring stick

in this photograph. But most growths average two
or three feet mm.

Primitive reproduction.
At the tip of the modern
horsetail is the spore-hearing
cone, which gives off tiny

spores. These are single cells

and are much more simple
and primitive than seeds,
which are composed of thou-

sands of cells. Similar cone
structures are found in the

fossilized horsetails

20th-century offshoots of the

prehistoric past are still flourishing

A Photo Story By John H. Gerard

~PHE living fossils known as horsetails are still

-* growing throughout much of the world except in

Australia, and most persons who pass much time out of

doors are familiar with one or more of the several kinds

that are widespread in the United States. The one shown
here, Equisetum hyemale, grows also in Canada and

Eurasia. Its forerunners, the Calamites, were on earth

millions of years before the dinosaurs and consequently

long before man. Fossil horsetails are common in coal

beds and extend back to the Devonian period, over 280

million years ago.

The largest living species, Equisetum giganteum of

tropical South America, reaches 40 feet in height but is

puny in comparison with its 60-foot forerunners, the

Calamites of the Palaeozoic, which exceeded one foot in

diameter. Just as the giant dinosaurs did not last, these

Calamites of the coal-forming days became extinct. Their

little cousins pictured here are doing finely, however.

Who knows but that it may survive man.

HORSETAILS

^ Similar to the prehistoric kind. The cut stem at

right shows that the horsetail is hollow except for

partitions at the joints. When not hollow, the ancient
types had a large pith area. They were frequently
strengthened by a secondary woody area inside the
outer wall, which helped them to stand upright to

60-foot heights. The modern type of horsetails have
no leaves, but many are profusely branched
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< This model created by
Paul Marchand in the Illinois

Museumobile shows how coal-

bearing sections of the coun-
try may have looked 250
million years ago. Various
plants are pictured, such as

Calamites (with jointed
trunks) ,Lepidodendron (with

diamond-shaped markings)

,

and seed-bearing tree ferns.

All are now extinct but were
abundant in the swamp forests

of those days. Dragonflies two
feet long and four-inch cock-

roaches were common

Photo by Edwin H. Colbert

<* Ancient horsetails about five

feet long, in position where found
in Triassic rocks in Arizona

* The hollow stems of dead Calamite
plants became filled with mud and
sand, and these casts persisted after the

actual plant structure perished. They
are among the commonest of fossils

from the coal period. Note how the ribs

and joints are similar to those in the

close-up picture of the modern horse-

tail. A quarter of a million rocks were
laboriously split by hand by George
Langford, Jr. and Sr., in obtaining fossil

material of this sort from shale and
sandstone layers accompanying coal

near Wilmington, Illinois.

Thus, as in the case of prehistoric

animals, our knowledge of the plant

world of long ago is laboriously pieced

together by the work of paleobotanists.
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Out of the night a piercing cry like the shriek of a woman

in terror. Folklore claims it's the sinister puma, hut is it?

By Edgar Perby

WHEN I was a child in east-

ern Missouri, the panther

had ceased to exist except in the

memories of the oldest inhabitants.

Even there, the image of the beast

DOES A PANTHER SCREAM?

had become confused. You some-

times heard fireside tales of fabu-

lous black panthers that had been

the scourge of the countryside.

Others variously remembered the

animal as spotted, striped, long-

tailed, short-tailed, with tufted ears

and without.

But there was one point on which

all agreed. As the creature prowled
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the forest seeking whom or what

it might devour, or lav on an over-

hanging branch waiting for the

unwary prey to pass below, it

uttered a blood-curdling scream,

"for all the world like a woman in

mortal terror." People who admit-

ted never having seen a panther,

alive or dead, had often heard its

piercing screams at night and had

been taught to shun the woods
after dark.

In my earlv bovhood, my familv

migrated to northern Oklahoma.

Here the panther, sometimes called

cougar, had also left the scene,

though more recendy. He was still

fresh in the minds of many. And
here again, the characteristic on

which everyone agreed was his

fearsome, woman-like scream as he

took his sinister way through the

woods at night.

I was grown when I finally

caught up with the beast, in the

Far West. Here he had become a

"mountain lion," and there were

still plenty of him.

As a U. S. Forest Ranger for

several years, I spent countless

nights in the woods where lions

were plentiful. I have seen many
of them—on the ground, up trees,

in traps, and in cages at zoos. But

I'll have to confess that I am still

listening—and with considerable

anticipation — for the famous
scream. Growl, yes; and hiss, spit,

caterwaul, and even purr. But no

scream, to date.

Here's a strange situation. This

big feline—let's call him "puma,"

which is the name adopted by the

scientific fraternity to cover the

several local varieties of Felis con-

color — was originally die most

widely distributed large mammal
in the Western Hemisphere. Pumas

roamed the mountains, swamps,

canebrakes, and even deserts from

Canada to South America and from

the Atlantic to the Pacific. Count-

less thousands of diem have been

shot, trapped, poisoned, and cap-

tured with dogs, and hardly any

zoo is so small that it can't have

one or more of them in captivitv.

Still, to this day one of the most

controversial questions among out-
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doorsmen is whether the animal

makes any sound other than a

magnified version of the ones emit-

ted by the household tabby.

It seems certain that at least 99

and a fraction per cent of the

screaming generally reported has

been done by creatures other than

the puma. The most common au-

thor of the hair-raising sound is

doubtless the young great horned

owl. Heard close at hand on a

dark night, its cry is calculated to

turn the most valiant blood to

solid ice and the staunchest knees

to quivering jelly.

Nevertheless, there does seem to

be unquestionable evidence that

the puma can, and on rare oc-

casion does, emit a cry of some

sort. Stanley P. Young, one of the

country's most competent natural-

ists, who presents the pros and

cons of the question in his monu-

mental work The Puma, Mysteri-

ous American Cat, reports having

been on hand when a specimen

in a zoo uttered a cry. He quotes

William Beebe, another eminent

naturalist, as also having been on

hand when one did.

But just to show how rare the

occurrence must be, the animal

Young observed was a male, where-

as it had generally been under-

stood that only the female, if

either, was capable of the act. And
again, Vernon Bailey, also a famous

wildlife authority, while agreeing

with the cry, scoffs at "scream" as

a proper description of it. In some

detail he spells the sound out in

letters, and it is very much on the

baritone side. But some smart hom-

bre made an anatomical study of

the animal's larnyx and decided

that its structure is such as to per-

mit only a high-pitched sound-

in short, a scream.

So you pays your money and

takes your choice. But whatever

the scientists discover about the

matter, the scream of the puma
will doubtless live in folklore for

all time to come. Sometimes the

belief has had amusing results.

In Oklahoma I once knew a

cowman who told me of an ex-

perience he went through in his

DOES A PANTHER SCREAM?

youth. He had come out from the

East and gotten a job with a large

cow outfit as cook's helper during

the fall roundup. It was in the

rugged "Osage Nation," where

pumas probably still existed at that

time. The species had long been

extinct where he came from, but

he had heard all the old-wives'

tales of the panther's propensity

for leaping on the unwary. And, of

course, of its awesome scream.

He made cautious inquiry about

the panther situation in his new
location. This was in the days be-

fore the Easterner had become
sacrosanct among cowboys as a

revenue-producing "Dude," and

they saw to it that his concern was

properlv nourished. By the time

he had been with the outfit a few

days, about the best he could ex-

pect was an attempt on his life

some night while he lay in fitful

slumber.

Sure enough, one night he was

awakened by an eerie cry far up

on the ridge above the camp. As

the hair rose on the back of his

neck, the sound was repeated,

closer, or so it seemed to him. With

shaking hand, he dragged Ins pistol

from beneath his pillow and pre-

pared to sell his life as dearly as

possible. Suddenly, in the glow

from the embers of the dying camp-

fire, two blazing eyes, enormous in

size and indescribably sinister, took

form in the darkness. He waited

for nothing more. He thrust the

old .44 out in that general direction

and pulled the trigger.

Simultaneous with the roar of

the gun there was an anguished

howl. With the same presence of

mind that later doubtless helped

him to become one of the region's

biggest cattlemen, he at once rec-

ognized the howl as the mortal cry

of the cook's old black and tan

hound. He hastily thrust the pistol

back under his pillow and in the

ensuing uproar put on a convinc-

ing show of being as bewildered

as the others. The cook vowed
dire vengeance on the man who
had fired at his dog but was never

able to pin the deed on anyone.

One thing that baffles the student

of the big cat's personal habits is

a quality that can only be de-

scribed as reticence. Many ob-

servers have dismissed the puma
as timid or even cowardly. But

that does him a good deal less

than justice. It is true that he shuns

humans as a plague, but that is

simply because he doesn't want to

have any truck with them. It is

pretty hard to call a creature timid

if it will unhesitatingly attack an-

other animal two or three times its

size, as happens when a western

mountain lion pounces on a half-

grown horse or a yearling steer.

It's comparable to a barnyard Tom
attempting to make a meal of a

20-pound pig.

But the mountain lion wants no

part of man, all the horrendous

folklore notwithstanding.

A rancher friend of mine in the

mountains of northern New Mexico

surprised a lion feeding on a kill

in a clump of brush while he was

wrangling horses one morning. He
was afoot, and when the two dis-

covered each other, they were onlv

a few feet apart. The rancher, who
was thoroughly familiar with

mountain lions and their peculiari-

ties, yelled at the beast and dashed

toward him, threshing the brush

with the lariat he carried in his

hand—whereupon the lion hastily

scrambled up the nearest pine tree!

The rancher had no gun with

him, but he took off a red sweater

he was wearing and tied the arms

around the tree. Then he went back

to the ranchhouse for a gun. Winn
he returned a half hour later, the

lion was still up the tree, distrust- |

fully eyeing the sweater.

Another time, while I was on my
tour of duty as a Forest Ranger in

m

V It is the combination of dogs and gunner
that form the panther's only enemj



New Mexico, my assistant and I

bad occasion to visit a fire-lookout

peak in my district. We were both

newly married, and we took our

brides along for the trip.

The peak had a low ledge of

rock around the top. and while

the assistant and I were busy

above, the girls climbed down to

the foot of the ledge and skirted

curiously along its base. The face

of the ledge was pitted with shal-

low caves and alcoves, and in that

country anv such recesses may
yield artifacts of the prehistoric

cliff dwellers who long ago in-

habited it. So the gills were peer-

ing into every niche they could

reach. They came to one that was
a little above eye level, and when
they stretched up by their finger-

tips to look in, they found it was
occupied, all right—bv a mountain
lion! And only inches away, at that.

Whether or not lions ever scream

like women, there is no doubt at

all about women screaming like

women, upon finding themselves

nose to nose with a snarling moun-
tain lion. The assistant and I rushed

to the edge just in time to see the

big tawnv cat leap gracefullv out

over the girls' heads and then land,

running, far down the mountain-

side. It's a safe bet he never there-

after chose an apartment accessible

to humans.

The mountain Hon has little

cause to be afraid of anything that

walks in North America, except

man. And stripped of his weapons,

man is no match for him either.

The big cats run to 200 pounds

in weight and 9 feet in length, in-

cluding a 3-foot tail. The one that

mv rancher friend freed with his

sweater was one of the largest I

have ever seen. It was not weighed,

but its pelt, which later adorned

the ranchhouse floor, was just short

of nine feet long.

The creature is superbly muscled.

It has the short, powerful jaws of

the cat tribe in general, and is

armed, fore and aft, with claws

capable of ripping open either

enemy or prey.

He is a wonderful hunter. He

loves venison; and if you ever get

a chance to examine the evidence

of one of his kills in tire snow, you
will agree that as a stalker, he is

out of this world. You will see

how stealthily he came up on the

feeding deer from downwind,
being careful to touch nothing that

might make a noise. The print of

his belly will show in the snow
where he finally crouched for the

spring in the last possible cover.

Then an incredible bound or two,

and the snow is torn up where the

two bodies went down together.

Sometimes the impact is so great

that they go sliding through the

snow for 50 feet or more.

I have never seen any evidence

that a lion took a look at the size

of a buck or its antler equipment

and decided to let discretion be

the better part of valor. On the

contrary, I have seen the remains

of many a lion-killed buck whose
head would look extreme!}" im-

pressive on any sportsman's wall.

When raising horses was a com-

'*' Mountain lions in a typical lair in the Grand Canyon : a habi-
tat group in the American Museum

AMi\U photo



*• Its swift and powerful attack sometimes sends a deer slid-

ing through the snow for 50 feet

mon branch of western ranching, it

was almost impossible to run the

animals on the open range in some

parts of the Rocky Mountains. If

one did reach maturity, he was apt

to have "lion tracks" on his haunch-

es—the healed scars of an unsuc-

cessful attack.

The great prowler is also fond

of cattle and sheep. A yearling

steer is duck soup for him, but he

will attack a full-grown cow if

that's the only chance for a meal.

He apparently sometimes kills

sheep just for fun, slaughtering

dozens of them on a single foray

into the frantically milling flock.

But humans, no. Oh, there are

doubtless authentic cases of un-

provoked attack; people have been

attacked and even killed by deer

and other normally inoffensive ani-

mals. But the chances of being mo-

lested by a mountain lion, day or

night, are about as slim as those

of being struck by a falling meteo-

rite.

The wonder is that there are any

lions left in the West, considering

their depredations among the

rancher's livestock and the sports-

man's cherished deer. It has long

DOES A PANTHER SCREAM?

been estimated that the adult lion

averages a kill a week, which does

not seem unreasonable for a meat

eater of his size.

Still, there are hons left, par-

ticular!}' in the Rock}' Mountain

region, despite the best efforts of

state and federal hunters, livestock

growers, and dude ranches offering

lion hunting for sport.

This is a little hard to under-

stand unless you are familiar with

the creature's philosophy of life,

which is unlike that of the much
better equipped gray wolf. The

gray wolf has been virtually wiped

out in the region because he chose

to pit his cunning against man's.

The mountain lion, on the con-

trary, has no ambition whatever

to challenge anybody. All he wants

is to eat—as unobtrusively as pos-

sible—and to be lilt in peace. Hi'

even covers up the remains of his

kill.

Many people who have ridden or

tramped extensively in lion terri-

tory have never seen one—and for

good reason; the lions saw them

first. Even people who live on the

scene commonly underestimate

their numbers. It's an old story for

IV. Y. Zoological Society photo

predatory animal control men to be

told, "there are no lions left in this

section," only to go ahead and

catch four or five there anyway.

The big but cagey cat goes to

some pains to leave no more "sign"

than necessary.

Unfortunately, he's a sucker for

dogs, or rather for the combination

of dogs and the man who follows

them with a gun. He is not afraid

of the dogs; and if by any chance

he chooses to turn and fight them,

it's just too bad for the clogs. But

it's contrary to his philosophy to do

any unnecessary fighting. It is less

trouble to lead the dogs a chase,

then climb a tree and rest while

they wear themselves out in futile

charging about on the ground

below. When rested, he will leap

out of the tree far over the dogs'

heads on the downhill side and be

oil again for another leisurely run.

I have never known dugs to catch

and kill a lion on the ground.

The only trouble is that while

(he lion is resting up the tree, the

man with the gun arrives on the

scene—and it's all over for the lion.

Maybe in time he'll learn to jump

before the man gets in range. I

can't help hoping that he will, even

though he never screams lor mel
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First glimpses of a group of Chavante Indians—a tribe whose name

has been a symbol of treachery and cruelty through the centuries

By Edward Weyer, Jr.
Editor, NATURAL HISTORY Magazine

All photographs by the author

THE airliner was dodging thun-

derheads as we approached

the mouth of the Amazon at three

in the morning. I wondered wheth-

er we could get down through the

clouds to make the scheduled re-

fueling at Belem. I also wondered

whether a certain man, who I think

might prefer to remain unnamed,

would be there. Two days ago

I had learned that he was tossing

in bed, fighting his fifth attack of

malaria. The plane would stop for

only 45 minutes.

This man was my only friend in

South America, and I had never

even seen him. I was counting on

his special information to save from

failure the most exciting mission

I had ever undertaken.

A tropical torrent slashed against

our wings like hail, and the plane

shook. Lightning flashed round

about, but our motors, still scream-

ing like demons, drowned the

sound of the thunder. Now the sign

was flashing, telling us to strap

ourselves to our seats. We dived

into the clouds, and a huge arrow

in red and green lights appeared

out of nowhere. We were coming

in for the landing.

Through the mists at 3 a.m., the

airport buildings at Belem seem to

be lighted by ectoplasm. And when
you step from the pressurized

cabin, the river and the jungle

enter your lungs. You walk on air-

legs toward the big glassed-in res-

taurant, which rocks like a friendly

ship at anchor, dim-lit in a sea of

aromatic forest.

Through the windows I could

see that there were only two per-

sons in the big room — a woman
sitting over a cup of coffee and a

wiry man pacing up and down with

a short pipe clenched between his

teeth. The next moment, a Brazil-

ian official called my name and

hurried me to the immigration

gate. I knew then that my friend

had gotten out of bed and came to

the airport.

Four months had passed since

I had first sought his help in track-

^ Radio station at Chavantina, frontier settlement on the border
of Chavante country. It was necessary to establish peaceful rela-

tions with the traditionally hostile Chavantes when the Foun-
dation for the Development of Central Brazil undertook to lay

down a shorter air route between North and South America. The
Chavantes stood in the path of the projected air fields

ing down a man named Orlando

Vilas Boas, who was somewhere in

the jungle about 10000 miles from

Belem, near the center of South

America. Orlando Vilas Boas was

not lost, but he had a story that had
never been told, and I wanted to

get it for the readers of Natural
History Magazine.

I had first heard of Vilas Boas at

the Explorers Club in New York.

Travelers returning from the Bra-

zilian state of Mato Grosso — the

"Thick Forest" — told of his courage

in exploring unknown regions and

his success in bringing peace among
tribes formerly counted among the

most dangerous in South America.

I had raised enough money from
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A A semiwild Chavante mother and child
in a village 15 or 20 miles inland on the
other side of the Rio das Mortes from
Chavantina. Many Brazilians lost their
lives before the Chavantes to the north of

Chavantina came into peaceful relations

* Beginning to know the ways of the white man hut still living on
his own side of the river: a Chavante, whose people have earned a

reputation as one of the most warlike tribes of South America

A A young Chavante, whose life

will see many changes over the
primitive traditions of his parents:

a boy whose village is 15 or 20 miles
from the progressive frontier settle-

ment <>!' Chavantina

< A flight up the Rio das Mor-
tes to a wilderness outpost in

Chavante territory: the Assistant

Padre <>f Chavantina emerging
from the plane that carried the

author on this flight

... .-</$»:



outside sources to make the trip.*

Because I am an anthropologist by

training and the American Museum
did not have any material from this

region, Dr. Harry L. Shapiro,

Chairman of the Anthropology De-

partment, kindly made available

enough money to buy trade goods

with which to make an ethno-

graphic collection.

When in December I wrote to

my friend about my plan, he fan-

ned the fires of my curiosity by re-

plying, "There are difficulties. You

will have to meet Vilas Boas

through an accident." During the

following four months, I wrote no

less than 26 letters to various Bra-

zilian officials, but up to the

moment of my departure I had not

received an answer to a single one.

s of the

nt from
Club.

A The residence of Teofilo Prates

Reis, a remarkable frontiersman

who lives with other members of

his family here in Chavante terri-

tory. Wilderness lies on all sides of

his hut, yet the courtesies of civil-

ized living had been retained. The
man of the house handed the au-

thor a beautifully engraved visiting

card, on which the location was
designated: "Araes, Mato Grosso."

This hut and a few out-buildings

are all there are to Araes

*• Inside the hut shared with his

mother and brother, Teofilo
(right) enlarges his Chavante word
list. The Assistant Padre from Cha-
vantina also takes the opportunity

to extend his vocabulary. The
friendly young Chavante shown
here is one of their few sources of

information

Orlando Vilas Boas spoke only

Portuguese and Indian tongues, so

I had had to take private tutoring

in Portuguese at the Berlitz School,

learning a language just to talk to

one man for several hours.

I had never traveled in the trop-

ics, but my interest has always

been in primitive people, and I had

long wanted to visit the Amazon
Basin. But when, after four months

of effort, I boarded the plane in

New York with a jungle hammock,
a canoe paddle, and a bow and

arrow, I was really no closer to get-

ting there than I had been at the

start.

My wife, Susie, says she will

always imagine my friend in Belem

wearing a black raincoat and carry-

ing a miner's lantern. The effect was
not very different. I hurried into

the waiting room.

"There is not much time," he

said, presenting me to his wife.

"Do you want to eat?"

"I would rather listen than eat,"

I said.

"That is good." He drew his chair

closer. "You are trying to enter a

region that is carefully guarded

against exploitation. The approach

must be made through the right

governmental channels. That is not

easy in any country. To get to the

region where Orlando Vilas Boas'

authority is recognized, you will

have to pass through territory that

is under a different governmental

administration. The two do not see

eye to eye."

"I came to Brazil to learn some-

thing," I said, "not to tell people

how they should do things."

"Precisely," he responded. "Keep

your own council and learn to be

patient. Have you a hotel reserva-

tion in Rio? No?"

He handed me a copy of a tele-

gram he had sent, reserving a room

for me in his hotel. A second wire

he thrust into my hand asked the

President of Panair of Brazil to

assist the visiting scientist. A third

informed Dr. Jose Malcher, Direc-

tor of the Indian Protection Service,

of my arrival and asked him to

help me in the plans he had al-

ready described in his letters. I

was overwhelmed and said so.

As the men outside pumped the

plane full of gasoline, my friend

pumped me full of names and ad-

vice.
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His manner was swift, exact. His

wife nodded and smiled at men-
tion of a helpful friend or looked

troubled when he spoke of diffi-

culties that might defeat my plans.

He had timed everything to the

minute. When shortly a bell rang,

telling us it was time to reboard

the plane, he had given me a com-

plete blueprint of operations. He
had one more thing to say as we
walked toward the gate.

"Find a man named Colonel Eg-

geling in Rio. I can't give you his

address. But find him if you can.

He is a medical doctor and a good
man."

The bell jangled again as we ex-

changed handshakes.

A moment later I was in the

plane looking out through the port-

hole. There was the glass-enclosed

restaurant where we had sat, but

it was empty. The ghostly scene re-

mained unchanged, but the ghosts

of my friend and his wife had van-

ished. I could hardly believe I had

seen them in the flesh.

To get from Rio de Janeiro to the

rivers that form the Xingu (pro-

nounced Shing-GOO), which are

near the very center of the conti-
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nent, the traveler has the choice

of two ways. He can either per-

suade the Brazilian Government to

fly him in and put him down in a

clearing, or he can go on his hands
and knees. As soon as I began the

round of visits to government offices,

I knew that my friend's advice

had been excellent. Even so, it

was going to take time, because in

addition to the transportation, I

had to secure permission to make
a scientific expedition, to take pho-

tographs, and to make a collection.

I almost wore out one rjair of shoes

before getting off the sidewalks of

Rio. But I liked the Brazilian peo-

ple from the start and felt a great

zest for the adventure ahead. I sure

did want to see those "stone age"

Indians in the interior.

I found Colonel Eggeling by a

method I understand has proved

useful to the FBI. I looked him up
in the telephone book and was talk-

ing to him two minutes later. As a

medical officer in the U. S. Air

Force, he was serving on a special

mission in Brazil. The help that

Colonel Eggeling gave me and the

hospitality that he and Mrs. Egge-
ling showed during my stay in Rio

leave me lastingly grateful to them.

In a matter of hours, he had a place

for me on a C-47 that was flying to

Chavantina, but my baggage was

too heavy, and I had to wait for

the next plane. Even then, I would

have to cut down my gear about

one-third. I decided to leave in Rio

about half my dehydrated foods

and trade goods. The most import-

ant items to keep were a machete,

cooking equipment, emergency fish-

ing gear, and rubber boots, plus

ASSIGNMENT AMAZON

*• One of the two wild Chavantes who drifted into Chavantina shortly

after the author's arrival. Neither had had previous contact with civiliza-

tion. The lip ornamentation had hern painted on and gradually wore off,

because the Indian had not brought his cosmetic equipment with him
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the hammock, canoe paddle, and

bow and arrow. I knew nothing

about how to use the latter, but it

might prove useful in an emergency,

and the Indians might like it. With

tins stuff, I could remain about a

month in the interior.

In Rio I was often asked two

questions: With whom are you

going? and what firearms are you

carrying? I could not afford an

assistant, and since I carried no

firearms, some arguments arose. I

stood my ground on what I thought

was the simplest sort of reasoning.

I would have to go to sleep every

night, and a gun would do me no

good then. In fact, it might only be

an added incentive for hitting me
over the head.

So it was with the equipment I

mention, plus a wonderful letter of

endorsement from the Director of

the National Museum of Brazil,

Dona Heloisa Alberto Torres, that

I made my way through the dark

streets of Rio early one morning to

the airport and took off for Chav-

antina.

We came down at the town of

Ara^arcas amid clouds of grass-

hoppers and passed the night there.

Early the next morning, I got up

and hurried to the field to see my
plane flying off with my baggage

in it! Officials reassured me that it

was only making a side trip and

would be back. Around noon, it

took us on to Chavantina.

Chavantina is named after the

Chavante Indians, who have long

been known for their ferocity. Their

territory, about the size of New
Jersey, begins just across the Rio

das Mortes from here.

Probably the two most notorious

tribes in South America are the

Chavantes and the Motilones. The

Motilones, in western Venezuela,

have for decades killed those who
tried to enter their territory. One

of the oil companies ran into so

much trouble that they pretty much
gave up hope of exploring the area.

When the American Museum be-

came interested in trying to get a

Motilone collection, the man they

chose for the job stayed down there

for eight months. The only Moti-

lone object he brought back was an

arrow they had shot into his boat.

The Chavantes came into the

picture when Brazil decided to lay

down a shorter air route between

North and South America. The
hostile Chavantes stood squarely in

the path, for the Great Diagonal,

as it came to be called, struck

V

straight across the jungles of the

Amazon Basin from Rio de Janeiro

to Caracas, Venezuela, and thence

to Miami, Florida. The customary

route around the bulge of Brazil or

by way of Belem took hours longer.

But, before the Great Diagonal

could be used by commercial

planes, a series of emergency land-

ing fields would have to be estab-

lished at strategic intervals. So the

Chavantes had to be pacified.

As much as three centuries ago,

a band of adventurers in search of

gold or diamonds reached the banks

of the then unknown Rio das

Mortes and attempted to cross it.

The Chavantes defeated them, and

there was great slaughter. The river

is said to have flowed red with

blood two days and was named the

River of Deadi. Down through the

centimes, no one succeeded in

challenging the independence of

the Chavantes, and their name be-

came a symbol of treachery and

brutality.

In more recent years, many ex-

plorers have lost their fives trying

to enter the Chavantes' territory or

the headwaters of the northward

flowing Xingu River to the west.

Most of them passed through the

scene without leaving a ripple on

the pages of history. All of the fame

has been heaped upon one man-
Colonel Percy Fawcett. We should

* Dr. Olivio de Souza. Chief
upstream by dugout on the

with Chavantes who had not

of the Post of Chavantina. traveling

Rio das Mortes to meet and trade

had contact with civilization

A Father Antonio Colbac-
CHINI, veteran Salesian mission-
ary, who participated in the
journey
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&• Some OF the WILD Chavantes helped the party unload their dugout

ASSIGNMENT AMAZON

A The chief at first stood between
warriors holding bows and arrows,

and the atmosphere was one of

tense caution. He is wearing a

string of colored beads just given

him by the author

not be surprised. If we but glance

at history, we see that the imagi-

nation of the public has been cap-

tured by the explorers who search-

ed for something that wasn't there.

Explorers with sober, scientific ob-

jectives have passed through the

headwaters of the Rio das Mortes

and the Xingu without anyone

being the wiser. But Colonel Faw-

cett, who was searching for a fab-

ulous city of great wealth in a

range of nonexistent mountains,

las become known throughout the

civilized world. In 1925, in com-

pany with his son, Jack, and Ra-

leigh Rimmel, he approached this

region from the southwest, and

none of the three ever came out

alive. They were murdered by In-
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A Tenseness characterized
the mood of the Chavantes
throughout

*• One of the wild Cha-
vantes with the son of a

Chavante chief from down-
stream who accompanied
the party

dians, probably near the western

border of the Chavante country.

In the early thirties, two priests

started out on the Rio das Mortes

to Christianize the Chavantes.

Their remains were found in the

river, mutilated by clubs. They
were holding their crucifixes, and

their hands had been shot with

arrows.

Through the inspiration of Gen-
eral Candido Rondon, one of the

great humanitarians of our day,

the Brazilians have distinguished

themselves among the nations by
their treatment of their aboriginal

people. General Rondon was the

third person ever to receive the

Medal of the Explorers' Club.

When I was in Rio, I had the pleas-

ure of meeting him and telling him
that he is the only living person

whose bust stands in the American
Museum of Natural History.

In earlier centuries, Brazil's atti-

tude toward its Indians was not

very different from our own, in

which men went out to hunt the

weakly-armed Indians, exactly as

they would animals. General Ron-

don reahzed that the Indians and
their culture would be destroyed
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"'Stone Age" natives of Mato Grosso, whose long history of hostility

left little room for pleasantry during this meeting. The resistance of

the Cliavantes to overtures from the white man results chiefly from
their determination to protect their hunting grounds and a reluctance

to end the ancient feud until fully convinced of the white man's good
intentions. The meeting was sober hut amicable

unless the use of firearms against

them was outlawed, regardless of

the provocation. Through his efforts,

it has become the law of Brazil,

"Die if you must, but never shoot

an Indian."

One of the most shocking inci-

dents occurred in 1941, when Dr.

Genesio Pimentel Barbosa, working

for the Indian Protection Service,

tried to establish peace with the

Chavantes northeast of Chavantina.

From Sao Domingo, a post about

100 miles north of Chavantina, he

led his men into Chavante territory.

Making a shelter for Iris five civi-

lized companions and himself, he

sent his three Indians ahead to

invite the Chavantes to come and

receive his gifts.

The Indian emissaries hid them-

selves near the Chavante encamp-

ment to make sure that then- Sher-

ente dialect would be understood.

Assured, they approached and gave

their invitation. The Chavantes

spoke not one word in answer.

Upon returning to Barbosa, they

were directed to try again. They
did so, but came back with the

same report.

While they were gone the third

time, about 300 Chavantes attacked

Barbosa and his companions.

Marks of machete blades on the

war clubs left by the Indians show-

ed that there was a struggle. But

Barbosa's guns were not moved
from die box in which they lay

near by. All six men were

massacred and then- remains scat-

tered about die clearing. For about

a month, some 200 Chavantes

camped close to the riverbank,

ready to murder anyone who tried

to return. It was not possible to

recover the bodies for six mondis.

To Francisco Meireles perhaps

more than anyone else should go

the credit for pacifying the north-

ern Chavantes. In 1945, with 10

helpers, he made Iris first penetra-

tion into Chavante country. He
prepared four spots at varying dis-

tances from the river at which to

leave presents. At first, the presents

remained untouched. After about

six months, they began to disap-

pear. In April of 1946, while work-

men were building a hut at a place

called Roca, metal tools tiiat they

were using disappeared. On one oc-

casion, at die station nearest die

river, arrows were received from
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the Chavantes in exchange for gifts,

and on the last day of July, when
Meireles went to Roca, he met three

Chavantes. This was the first offi-

cial contact with the people.

One week later, at the beginning

of August, he went in from the

river again, and on the second day,

his muleteers, while searching for

lost animals, sighted Indians. Con-

tinuing to the place where Barbosa

had been murdered, Meireles

found paths that the Chavantes had

made for use in case of a hasty re-

treat. He left presents and with-

drew to eat lunch. By the time he

and his men returned, the presents

had disappeared. Meireles then dis-

covered three arrows with broken

points, left as a sign of peace.

When he and his men called out,

about 10 Indians appeared.

This number quickly swelled to

about 20, and Meireles began to

hand out his presents. But the num-

ber of Chavantes continued to

grow, and signs of unfriendliness

were noted. Meireles made a fire,

hoping to summon assistance. The

presents ran out, and the Indians

were so angry that he ordered the

horses saddled for a quick with-

drawal. The circle of Indians had

closed around them.

Lincoln de Souza gives a dra-

matic account of this event in his

recent book, Entre os Xavantes do

Roncador* The operation was

concluded amid obvious hostility.

The men got on their horses and

fled with the arrows of the Cha-

vantes raining around them. One of

the men was hit, and so was a

horse. Another horse became sep-

arated and was lost.

Various other attempts were

made to woo the Chavantes, but

it was not until May 29, 1947, at

Sao Domingo, diat someone cried,

"Look at the Chavantes!" The In-

dians had gathered in great num-
bers directly across from the post

at which Meireles had worked so

long. When he courageously cross-

ed the river and stepped ashore,

the Chavante chief, Apoena, threw

his arms around him and wept.

•Published by The Ministry of Documentation
and Health, Service of Documentation, Rio de
Janeiro, 1952.

ASSIGNMENT AMAZON

Kindness had won out. The chief

whose people had murdered Bar-

bosa and many others could not

continue the one-sided fight. His

body shook in paroxysms as he

wept on the shoulder of his civi-

lized brother.

There is much we cannot pre-

tend to know about the psychology

of primitive people. Was his emo-

tion simply caused by his relief

from years of fear? We must then

call it a curious display of joy. Or

had the frightful brutality prac-

ticed by Apoena and his people

somehow shamed the inner spirit

even of one so cruel as this son of

nature? We think that we grieve

when we lose a friend, yet here

Apoena had gained one. Perhaps

grief is mostly disappointment in

oneself, and joy the release from

painful memories. When General

Rondon heard of the truce, he

wired Meireles, "This is a victory of

patience, suffering, and love."

Less had been done about the

southern Chavantes, for the Great

Diagonal by-passed them, and it

had not been my purpose to go

looking for them. My aim was to

find and interview Orlando Vilas

Boas, farther toward the interior,

but I couldn't get a plane to take

me. And soon after my arrival at

Chavantina, Brazilian officials were

planning to have me meet Chavan-

tes who had never met anybody.

As a foretaste, Dr. Archimedes

Perreira Lima, President of the

Foundation for the Develorjment

of Central Brazil, who had arrived

the day before in his official plane,

took me 15 or 20 miles inland

across the river to a semiwild vil-

lage of Chavantes. It was a mem-
orable experience to see the com-

pletely naked men and women
streaming out of the thatched huts

at our approach. But my real en-

counter with the Chavantes lay

ahead, and I must hurry on. Nor

can I adequately thank Dr. Archi-

medes and the other officials in his

efficient developmental agency for

the many opportunities and faci-

lities they offered me during the

time I was their guest here and

farther in.

Fortune favored me, for shortly

after my first view of the Rio das

Mortes, two completely wild Cha-
vantes who had had no previous

contact with civilization drifted

into the post. As Teofilo, our trust-

ed boatman, said of the extraordi-

nary events that followed, "The
Brazilian authorities had tried for

eight years to establish contact with

the group from which these two
came; yet in less than eight days

you met and traded with them."

An anthropologist rarely has a

chance today to observe the habits

and manners of primitive people

who have never before had contact

with civilization. I followed these

two wild Indians around, fascin-

ated by everything they did and
enthralled by the new view I got

of our own world through their

prehistoric eyes.

The second day, they grew im-

patient to return to their people,

somewhere in the tangled wilder-

ness up the Rio das Mortes—over
there where today is a distant yes-

terday and where the wild tribes-

men are living much as our an-

cestors must have 10,000 or 20,000

years ago.

I don't know whether the reader

will understand how I longed to

share their journey back to that

prehistoric scene. Evidently they

were traveling to an encampment
about eight hours up the river by
dugout, less if an outboard motor

could be used. I felt quite im-

patient when no one seemed to

pay attention to my remark, "How
can you let them go without fol-

lowing them?"

But that evening, Dr. Olivio de

Souza, head of the post, sent me
word that an effort would be made
to contact the group the next day

if I were willing. The first half of

the journey would be made by
plane, the second half by dugout.

Was I willing! The first try failed

halfway because the dugout did

not materialize. I suggested that

we might undertake the whole trip

by boat, and we did, starting the

next day at dawn. In addition to

the two wild Chavantes, we had
with us the son of the Chavante
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chief from the semiwild village,

whose group was actually hostile

toward the others. Dr. Olivio and

Father Colbacchini, a veteran Sa-

lesian missionary, had positions in

the bow of the dugout.

The river is broad and beautiful,

though swift in spots, with four or

five rapids in the stretch we navi-

gated. This was my first trip in a

dugout, but I had grown up in a

canoe and enjoyed even- minute

of it. Our boat was heavily loaded

and loggy, and we took in water

through cracks near the gunwhales

whenever we weren't on an even

keel. One outboard konked out, but

we had brought a substitute.

Brightly colored macaws flashed

out of the tree tops as we passed,

and occasionally an alligator dis-

appeared near the bank. My rever-

ies were broken at one point when

a four-inch spider, which had

stowed away in our baggage, tried

to climb up inside my trouser leg.

I got him overboard after a few-

gymnastics, and my companions

seemed rewarded by the perform-

ance.

The sunlight became dazzling in

time, and I rested my eyes by

stringing colored beads I had

brought along as trade goods.

In the afternoon, our wild Cha-

vantes showed that we were near-

ing their encampment. Rounding a

bend, their motions told us that

the place where we should land

lay directly ahead. We nosed the

dugout into the bank, and present-

ly we found ourselves in a small

clearing surrounded by 10 or 12

of the most serious looking wild

men I have ever seen. They carried

bows and arrows, and their serious

expressions showed they were anxi-

ous to know what business we were
up to. They had been cooking their

meat on a tripod five feet high with

three sticks lashed halfway up to

form a platform.

My great curiosity at this point

was to find out if we could estab-

lish any understanding with these

people or decipher their moods and

meanings from their expressions

and gestures without the use of

words. Their lives had evolved
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along a totally separate line from

ours for many thousands of years.

Would we know whether they were

"wagging their tails in friendship

like a dog or twitching them in

anger like a cat?" The handshake,

of course, woidd be useless. And I

had learned a lesson at the other

Chavante village. Seeking to ex-

press my affection for one of the

Chavantes, I had patted my own
heart and then his. He drew back

with a start, glowering at me, clear-

ly afraid that I was putting a spell

on him. Hasty and earnest patting

on the shoulder fortunately con-

vinced him that I simply didn't

know good manners. I was going

to try not to let anything like that

happen here, and the shoulder-

patting began.

There was something very

strange about the appearance of

these men, but I could not put my
finger on it. Their black bangs were

cut straight across the forehead and

back over the ears, behind which

the hah- hung loosely down the

back. Through holes in their ear

lobes they wore smooth sticks, look-

ing like 5-inch sections of round,

straw-colored lead pencils. Around
the neck, each had a length of rope,

simply wound around itself once

in front with the fluff}- ends stick-

ing out at the sides. One man had
an open crisscross of scratches on
his chest. Their teeth were strong

and clean, tiieir bodies muscular

and well proportioned. But it was
some minutes before I could dis-

cover what made them look so

very peculiar. None of them had
any eyebrows! Sparse chin whisk-

ers, yes; and more bod}- hair than
one sees on man}- Brazilian Indians.

But eyebrows? None. Apparently

they plucked them.

There were no women. The men
had left them some distance back

in the jungle so that in case of a

skirmish the}- would be at a safe

distance.

As we went up to each of these

warriors and smilingly exchanged

shoulder pats, they uttered explos-

ive greetings. For a few moments,

the}- made the clearing resound

with the word, "Owww-Way!" But

when I returned this salutation, I

sensed it might not be proper for

visitors to use it. Perhaps it

meant "Welcome!" and sounded as

though w-e were welcoming them

to their own land. But I was greatly

gratified to get a fleeting smile

from even' Chavante I approached.

Without delay, I set up my re-

cording apparatus, and it was a

good tiling I did. The tape record-

ing I made promises to have pe-

culiar value. It preserves the con-

versation between our Chavante

and the chief, and the Brazilian

authorities are anxious to learn

what these people tiiink of the

white man. The Chavante talk

sounded more like a series of clicks,

hiccups, and gasps, but it can prob-

ably be translated by language ex-

perts. If so, it may determine the

next move in this frontier area.

I am stirred by Brazil's "Die if

you must, but never shoot an In-

dian." But quite frankly, I was not

looking for a chance to demon-

strate it. Our semiwild Chavante,

who was said to be hostile tow-ard

the other group, was carrying a

rifle, and I was not sure how well

he had been indoctrinated. People

have turned and walked away from

Chavantes only to become convert-

ed into living pincushions. To make
my attitude clear to the reader, I

was quite willing to be looked upon

simply as the sound technician,

open to offers from whichever

group came out on top. I scarcely

had time to realize I might not be

able to name my own terms. I was
very busy taking movies and stills

and changing films.

Dr. Olivio interrupted my cam-

era work to say that I should show

my trade goods to the chief. By

no stretch of the imagination could

you say that a holiday spirit now
prevailed. The faces around us, as

I believe you will agree from the

photographs accompanying this ar-

ticle, showed that the Chavantes

were concerned with more serious

matters than how many bows and

arrows they would have to give up

to procure a mirror for the girl

back home. Through the lengthen-

ing shadows, which added a somber
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atmosphere to the scene, I could

see that there wasn't a smile in the

lot. But I was proud of my trade

goods, and I swung into my act as

cheerfully as any drummer.

Within the first minute, I had

given myself a good opportunity

to learn whether Chavante arrows

are poisoned. I accidentally jabbed

one of the needle-sharp points into

my hand. I had no first aid kit here,

but I remembered that my pocket

snakebite outfit had a little bottle of

antiseptic. I stopped the blood with

my handkerchief and applied the

antiseptic. Happily the wound
healed without any trouble.

The trading was done entirely

through the Chief, who was one

degree more austere than the

others. I had counted on fishhooks

being a fast-moving item, but these

people apparently didn't even

know what they were. I was satis-

fied, though, with what I got:

bows, arrows, neck ornaments,

whistles, and various other objects.

When I had finished, I was dis-

mayed to see all of my people dis-

appearing down the trail toward

the river. Who is it who said,

"Leave them laughing when you

say good-by?" Something told me
that it was a time for that motto,

as I hurriedly gathered my things

together. So, before turning my
back upon the Chavantes, I went

the rounds: pat-pat, smile, pat-pat.

I was 30 feet down the trail when
I realized that I had left my most

valuable camera on the ground!

How I loved that camera! But

how smooth and easy the trail

ahead of me looked! It was not an

easy decision. The rest of my jour-

ney would be almost useless with-

out it. In the end I counted upon

the Chavantes having a sense of

humor. Measuring the distance be-

tween the Chavantes and the cam-

eras, I said, "Oh-oh!" and high-

stepped it back into the clearing

in a pantomime of exaggerated cau-

tion. As I picked up the camera, I

glanced sidewise at their faces, and

I knew then that a smile is a smile

or, as Gertrude Stein might say, is

a smile. They got the point and

were grinning.

Burdened with my equipment

and trophies, I plodded down the

trail toward the river. Over my
shoulder, a curtain of leaves closed

upon a scene from the Stone Age.

Seated once more in the dugout,

I. suddenly realized that I had not

eaten anything except a cup of

coffee and a bowl of soup since 3

o'clock the afternoon before. But

what I was really wondering was

what those people out of the past

would have done if I had told them

I wanted to go and live with them

for a while.

Dr. Weyer will recount further adven-
tures in his efforts to contact Orlando
Vilas Boas in the interior of South
America in the next issue of NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine.

A Chavante Village with

Strange objects challenge curiosity in a native community

photographed from the air deep' in forbidden territory

Edward Weyer, Jr.
Editor, Natural History Magazine

All photographs by the author

LOOKING for Indian villages;

from the air in Brazil is a little

like studying the "canals" of Mars,

particularly over Chavante country

where it is wise to keep at a safe

height to avoid the arrows of the

natives. Two days after trading

with the wild Chavantes described

in the foregoing article, I had the

good fortune to fly over and photo-

"* A REMARKABLY SYMMETRICAL
Chavante village, large enough
to enclose a fair-sized football

stadium. Its 23 huts, about 30
feet in diameter, probably shel-

ter several hundred inhabitants.

Note the curiously-shaped ob-

jects that form the inner circle
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A Plane used in photographic
flight over Chavante village

graph this village. Certain features

in it are unexplainable.

In a plane kindly put at my dis-

posal by Dr. Olivio de Souza of the

Foundation for the Development of

Central Brazil, I was flown in a

westerly direction for about 57

miles. Approaching the village, I

was astonished at its perfectly cir-

cular shape and its size. Consider-

ing that the Chavantes pass much
of their time scouring the wilder-

ness for game and that they have

been assumed to be a very primi-

tive group, such geometrical preci-

sion was indeed surprising.

Either by pacing off the distance

from a center point to each hut or

by describing a circle with a length

of cord such as they are known to

make in considerable quantity for

their bowstrings, they have laid out

then community in an almost per-

fect circle. The slight break in the

curve only strengthens the belief

that the "city-planners" used some
mechanical means. The village may
well have resulted from the joining

of two clans, because eight months

earlier, Dr. Olivio de Souza had

sighted only 8 huts, where there

are now 23. Possibly these were

the first eight to the right of the

break. It looks as though a slightly

different radius had been used in

laying out the rest of the curve.

Measured by the height of the

human figures, the village has a

diameter of about 730 feet. The 23

huts are about 30 feet in diameter

and might hold from 15 to 25 per-

sons each. Thus, the population of

the village may be between 345 and

575 persons.

There seems to be one main cen-

ter and two secondary centers.

Each of these has a small circle,

which might have been made by

the feet of dancers. This explana-

tion is suggested by a dance per-

formed by the wild Chavantes I

met west of Chavantina near the

Rio das Mortes. These Indians put

their arms around each other to

form a circle and then while chant-

ing danced around on the same

spot.

One of the most spectacular fea-

tures of the village was a long

avenue, or estrada as my Brazilian

friends called it, leading out from
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the center for about a mile. I half

expected to see at the end of it

something of importance, perhaps

of a religious nature, but the avenue

simply disappeared into the jungle.

Most perplexing of all were the

mushroom-shaped or treelike ob-

jects in front of the huts. Their

peculiar form was not fully evident

until enlargements of the photo-

graphs were made in New York.

But in the plane I had been startled

by them, and I asked my Brazilian

friends what they thought they

were. They believed them to be

household furnishings, possibly

cooking equipment, racks for weap-

ons, or the like. As these enlarge-

ments show, however, the single

stalk that supports each is the pe-

culiarity that distinguishes them

from the usual type of drying rack

or food cache that is common in

primitive communities. The top

seems in some instances to be flat,

in others to be a sort of globe-

shaped mass. There is often a dark

center.

Perhaps these photographs,

which are published in Natural

History for the first time, will en-

able someone to hit upon the cor-

rect explanation.
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< This highly enlarged photo-

graph shows that the mushroom-

shaped objects are four to five

feet high. Each lias a black center

A Some arc flatish on top, others

rounded or irregular. But as for

their purpose, that's anybody's

guess
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If Christine were an actress and were cast to appear

in a Hollywood production, her facial expressions could be

used to convey many meanings. But we warn you : the portraits

on this page serve to show how easy it is to make a scientific

mistake. We call this series,

>'-.* ^-#-<r "Madam Chimp at the Board Meeting."
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} thought „r&m of two" A. "You've left jet pro-

pulsion out of the picture

fart II:

CHRISTINE did not care for sun

or heat. On bright cool days in

the fall she was happy. She wore

a woolen sweater, corduroy pants

and booties. The booties were knit-

ted in the shape of mittens to al-

The chimpanzee who

found a home and turned it into a circus

By Lilo Hess
All photographs by the author from THREE LIONS

low for her opposing big toe and

so as not to hinder her climbing.

Dressing a chimp in human clothes

disturbs some people; but to keep

the animal healthy, you have to

put on shirts and sweaters as the

Well t°f
**teriau d"

PP°,se * the o"'» aoesn
t ,r

COs t
c.O Up"

Tlook- all right on the blueprints, but

•^ "If you ask me,
it's taking an aw-

fully long chance"

> "I can hardly
wait to see the
new model"

Plausible though such interpretations may

cialists in the psychology of apes tell us that expn

on the face of the chimpanzee do not usually mean what

;ople are apl to



outside temperature requires. I

soon got used to seeing her this way,

and Christine seemed to feel

strange if she had nothing on. She

had never objected to any form of

clothing. I was determined when

summer came to try to get her

used to going naked when the

weather permitted.

It was a strange sight to see her

dressed up like this, running after

her kitten or playing in the sand

or water. When she stood in front

of the water-filled dish, absorbed

in her play, her position was

crouched, her knees bent. This

made her "little-bow" legs appear

more bowed than usual. She would

throw httle sticks and stones into

the water and laugh at the splash.

She would poke her fingers into it

or swish a twig around in it and

then lick off the water. Sometimes

she would play twenty minutes like

this.

Twenty minutes was a long time

in Christine's life. Except for her

swing, nothing usually amused her

longer than a few minutes. Even

washing clothes lost its charm after

ten or fifteen minutes, but she liked

to return to it after a spell of

rougher exercise. She would climb

up the leg of the sink, play with

the soapsuds, suck the water out

of the material, and splash every-

thing around. Another game she

stuck to longer than five minutes

was jumping off chairs. She would

climb to the seat and leap off into

space, usually laughing loudly as

she came down hard.

For a while she was fascinated

by mirrors. As all babies and many
animals do, she looked behind the

mirror to find the other little ape,

but when she could not see it, she

was content with making faces and

kissing the image. At one year of

age, she liked to see the glass cloud

up with her breath, and she would

then wipe it clear with her hand.

I don't know if she breathed on it

purposely or if it just happened

when she pressed her face to it.

Many of her actions were diffi-

cult to interpret. She liked to look

at pictures in magazines or books.

I have shown her photographs in
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which apes were portrayed to see

if she would recognize them as

familiar. When asked, "Where is

Christine?" she would point to the

ape as often as five or six times in

a row, then at the seventh time

she might point to a bar of soap or

a whiskey bottle in an adjoining

ad. Did she just get tired of point-

ing, or did she not know the dif-

ference? I can only say that the

first few "points" were always at

the correct picture.

When she was shown a picture

of a cat, there was no doubt at all

that she recognized it. She would

pick the cat picture out of any

number of illustrations placed be-

fore her. She would make a little

soft noise, kiss it, and scratch on

the picture as if to pick the kitten

out. She would recognize drawings

of cats and even dressed-up kit-

tens like the ones in children's

books.

She could also identify a horse

and a chicken. We have a set of

six little blocks with pictures on

them. If the blocks were set up so

that there were unfamiliar sub-

jects on five of them and something

she knew on the sixth, and if she

was then asked, "Where is the

chicken? (or horse, or cat)," she

would point to the correct one. If

a chicken was shown and the ques-

tion was, "Where is the kitten?"

she would not point to anything

but would look around the room or

even turn the blocks over to see the

other side. But when a cat and a

chicken were shown together and

she was asked, "Where is the

chicken?" she had eyes only for

the cat and would go to this block

and make a fuss over it. I do be-

lieve that this behavior showed her

great fascination for her cat and

not a lack of knowledge. At times

like this, her inability to speak

worked to her disadvantage.

On the whole, she made all her

basic needs well understood. I

taught her to clap her hands to-

gether ("please") if she wanted

some food. She learned this in short

order by being given something

good to eat in return. So far, she

could not master a loud clap but

would wave her hands madly

about. When she was just about

one year old, she varied this routine

of her own accord. If she wanted

food, she would wave one of

her hands rapidly in front of her

open mouth. But she would wave

both hands if she wanted some-

thing not related to food—to get

down from the diaper table, off

the potty, or into a room where

the door was closed, or if she

wanted a toy out of reach. Of

course there were times when she

would come and stand in front of

me waving both hands and look-

ing expectant, and I didn't know

what she wanted. After a while she

would give up and sadly trot

away.

She had a vocal language and

used it frequently. She would give

a sharp bark when she was ex-

cited or angry. She gave a high

screech when in a rage and a soft

sobbing sound when really un-

happy. She said "hoo-hoo-hoo"

when upset. She had several food

sounds that indicated:

1) something very good, "ahh-

ahh,"

2) something interesting, "ee-

ee-ee,"

3) food in general or hunger, a

short "oh-oh-oh."

This general food sound could also

be interpreted as a sort of "yes"

or acknowledgment. When asked

"Do you want this orange?" she

would drop whatever she was doing,

give that sound, and come running.

She made the same sounds also

when shown a favorite toy and

asked if she would like it. At the

command, "Go get the kitty," she

would run off and look under the

couch or a chair, saying her "oh-oh."

She laughed a muffled "hea-hea."

She also made a combination of

sounds, the specfic meaning of

which was not quite clear to me.

Most psychologists doubt that

those sounds are made voluntarily

and argue, therefore, that they can-

not be called a language. Mrs.

Cathy Hayes, speaking of her

chimp Viki in The American

Weekly for October 19, 1952, says:

"People often ask us if chimpanzees
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"* The first time Chris-

tine saw a ball she was a

little scared

> She rolled the hall

about a little before she

picked it up

^ Then she held the ball in her

hand and dropped it, repeating

this over and over again

^ She became so fond of her ball

that she would start to cry when
someone tried to take it from her



have a language of their own. They

do have several distinctive cries

and barks which express emotional

states, but these cannot properly

be called language, since the ani-

mals are unable to make them

voluntarily. The sounds simply

burst out under the appropriate

stimulus."

Christine's sounds were stable to

a certain extent. She would not say

her worried "hoo-hoo" when she

wanted food, nor would the sight

of food evoke her food sounds

when she was not hungry. Any-

thing I might offer her would be

greeted by utter silence. Only if it

was something she relished, and

only after sampling it, would she

say, "ahh-ahh-ahh" for "very good."

She knew certain foods by sight-

grapes, cherries, oranges, apples,

candy, and ice cream—and if she

was hungry, she would greet these

right away with the pleasure sound,

never with the general food sound.

But after a meal, she would not be

interested in these things at all

* Christine looked be-
hind the mirror to see the
other little ape

* She liked to kiss

the image and make
faces

and would make no sounds for

them. The exception was ice cream.

She was so fond of it that at the

very sight she would get excited

and eat it, no matter how full she

was. There were various things

she did not like, such as spinach,

lettuce, carrots, and even bananas,

and I never heard her make a

sound of any kind when they were

offered, though she would eat them

when hungry.

Christine usually laughs when
tickled, but if strangers are around

and she is not at ease, nothing will

induce her to laugh. After a

month's separation from her cat,

she was so happy when it came

back that she smothered it with

kisses and said her "ahh-ahh-ahh"

for a long time. It seems hard to

believe that all those expressions

are just reflexes beyond her control.

Christine is still such a baby that

the absence of language is not too

disturbing. If she wants to go to

sleep, she just crawls into my arms,

yawns, and wiggles about until

comfortable. She is not in the least

concerned about what I might be

doing at the moment. If I am stand-

ing, she climbs my leg as if it were

a tree and then pulls herself up on

the clothing. To resist her only in-

vites a wrestling match with a four-

handed octopus. If she wants to

open a door, she first tries to do it

herself by standing on tiptoe to

reach the knob. ( So far she has been

unable to reach it, but I am look-

ing forward to six months from

now, when she will be tall enough

to do this.) Then turning to me,

she waves both hands for "please."

If she wants a drink of water,

she makes a variation of the food

sound, something like "or-or" and

says please by motioning with her

hands. If she can, she goes directly

to the sink and turns the faucet to

help herself. She never shuts it off,

though.

Her growing independence gets

her into a lot of trouble and keeps

me on the run all day. Recently

she has developed the annoying

habit of slamming doors shut and

then getting into all sorts of mis-

chief. Of course, it is not done on

purpose or deliberately to shut me
out. To interpret it as such would

violate all the rules established for

the behavior of these animals. As

soon as Christine sees something

she wants but knows she should

not have it, she slams the door

shut with me in the other room.

By the time I get there, she has

helped herself and is playing with

the broken pieces. She seems par-
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"* She stood on tiptoes to

reach the doorknob . .

.

A . . . and would junip off a

chair as often as 38 times in

a row

ticularly naughty when I am on the

telephone, in the bathtub, or wash-

ing dishes.

When Christine was a year old,

she had twelve and a half teeth,

weighed fifteen pounds, and stood

twenty-one inches high. She was a

gay and lively baby. She laughed

most of the time and was very

alert and inquisitive. There was
little resemblance to the solemn

little ape of six months that toppled

over every time she tried to sit up.

She now got three meals a day,

which consisted of cereals, baby

foods (the meat and vegetable

variety), fruits, and milk. In the

morning she never seemed very

hungry, and I usually had quite a

struggle to get her to eat. A little

later, she took a fancy to toast

with lots of jam and some milk

with a drop of coffee in it. Her

regular food was supplemented by

a diet of her own. Soap headed

this list, but paper, wood, plastic,

toothpaste, and string followed

close behind. She also developed a

taste for sour pickles. Naturally

she was fond of all sweets and most

CHRISTINE

fruits, with the exception of

bananas.

Her days were spent running,

jumping, and climbing. She became

less interested in her old toys,

though at times she played quietly

with them. She favored her hobby-

horse and almost any pull-toy. She

swiped an old pocketbook of mine

and delighted in carrying it around

on her arm or shoulder. She would

open and close it and put little ob-

jects into it, retrieving them by

sticking her head inside the bag

and picking them out with her lips.

She was also very fond of riding

in the car. I used to have her ride

next to me in a baby chair; but as

she got older, she started to climb

about and from time to time would

fling herself around my neck to

kiss me or to take a nap. Since it

was hardly safe to have a little ape

leap at you suddenly while going

fifty miles per hour, a wooden

frame was constructed to shut off

the rear seat, making a separate

compartment. There Christine had

plenty of room to play around and

could look out of the windows,

which she enjoyed doing. She

would slap her palm or fist against

the windowpane, hoping to get

people to wave to her. If someone

responded, she would jump up and

down, hooting or just smiling

happily.

Otherwise it was hard to tell if

she had any feelings about the

things she saw, though she watched

everything with fascination. Mrs.

Hayes gave me a surprise when
she told how her chimp Viki (The

Ape in Our House) seized her in

panic when tombstones appeared

at the edge of the highway on both

sides. For a moment, I wondered

whether my Christine was quite

bright. Not knowing the sinister

implications of tombstones she did

not react one way or other to them.

She does get startled, though, when
cars honk close by. And she has

recognized cats through the car

window, becoming very excited

and tapping on the window more

vigorously than usual. It has al-

ways amazed me that she should be

interested in attracting the atten-

tion of strangers when she is in
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the car, since she normally is very

timid and shy with anyone she

does not know. Recently she has

become more confident, though,

and solemnly offers her hand in

greeting.

Christine is still a very cautious

baby, and all kinds of strange fears

live in her. They govern her life

like primitive taboos. Some of them

she has outgrown, but others are

still very much a part of her. One

of them is a dark mark on the floor

on which she dare not step, another

is a little blue cup which she will

not touch, though she likes an iden-

tical pink one. She will not climb on

a certain chair and cries when I put

her on it, though she will crawl up

and down all the others. There is a

little brick walk leading from the

house to the driveway. The bricks

are all the same size, varying a

little in color. There is one she will

never step on. She goes around it

or steps over it. If her foot is forced

onto it, she starts to cry. In one

room she will only step on the rugs,

never on the floor boards. When
she was small, she was afraid of

the color red, screeching hysteri-

cally when anything red was put

near her. Now red is obviously her

favorite color. She has a red

sweater which she loves, and any-

one wearing a similar color gets

her immediate attention.

Christine is afraid of all sudden

noises. She was this way when
she came to me and has not

changed much, except that she has

gotten used to some of the sounds

—except the ring of the telephone.

When she is startled suddenly, she

leaps into my arms, clings to my
leg, or dashes to find her blanket.

If neither is available, she lies

down on the floor and screams in

terror. In my arms she apparently

feels perfectly safe and does not

mind how close I take her to the

frightful sound or object.

But a few weeks ago she took

a different attitude. I wanted to

photograph some of her leaps off

a chair, and since the motion is so

fast, I set up my speedlights. When
she saw the big black electric

cables, she got into a panic and ran
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into the adjoining room, throwing

herself on the floor and yelling at

the top of her lungs. I ran to her,

and she jumped into my arms,

quieting instantly. I put her down,

and she picked up one of her toys

and started to play, as if nothing

had upset her. But when I turned

to go back to the camera, she

dropped her toy and ran after me,

holding me back with all her might.

When I tried to free myself, she

began crying a soft unhappy "hoo-

hoo." Not until the strob unit was

put away did she calm down and

resume her jumping game. I had

to take the picture with regular

flash, which she does not mind.

Besides being easily frightened,

Christine is a stickler for rituals or

habits. If she is accustomed to any-

thing, the slightest change annoys

her. The board of her swing was

replaced one day with a little

broader one to give her more room

for sitting. She was so disturbed

by this that she avoided the swing

for a week. A different kind of pil-

low or blanket in her bed will be

picked up and thrown out em-

phatically with a loud, angry bark.

When she gets a new toy, she

usually places it on the floor and

dances around in a circle for a few

minutes, in a manner similar to the

Mexican hat dance. Maybe she

wants to make sure it doesn't bite.

When all the things around Chris-

tine remain stable, she is happy,

and her time is filled with hundreds

of busy little activities.

I have read that certain instinc-

tive habits assert themselves in the

chimpanzee even though the ani-

mal is brought up without contact

with its kind. Christine has just

started such a habit. She makes a

sort of nest out of blanket and

towels when she goes to sleep in

her playpen. She puts them all in

a pile and lies on top of it. But

this occurs only before the short

naps. At night she will not go to

sleep until she has her pajamas on

and is tucked into bed. Then she

plays a little with one of her toys

and presently goes to sleep. Up

to now, she has not learned to cover

herself, and I have to go down

and do this several times a night.

I am always afraid she might

catch a cold.

Recently she has taken to com-

ing upstairs at least once in the

middle of the night. Sometimes she

seems to be just lonely and in need

of affection and company; some-

times she apparently wakes up
from a bad dream, for she

whimpers as though scared. She

trots up the stairs with her blanket

in tow and crawls into bed with

me. There she snuggles deep under

the covers and goes to sleep with-

in a few seconds. As soon as she

is asleep, I carry her down again

without waking her. But at 7 a.m.

sharp she is back in my room and

ready for a day full of fun.

I often think back to the first

few weeks she was with me. I can

still see the tiny baby that used to

rock nervously back and forth.

This rocking motion one sees so

often in caged chimpanzees lasted

only a few weeks with Christine and

has never recurred, even when she

is startled or unhappy about some-

thing.

She is very good-natured and

never holds a grudge if something

does not work out the way she

wants or expects.

She is bright, alert, and intelli-

gent. It is hard for me to say how
intelligent, since I have only had

experience with this one ape and

therefore lack a standard of com-

parison. I have never given her any

of the customary intelligence tests,

such as pulling strings to get food,

lifting cans for concealed grapes,

pressing levers, or solving similar

puzzles. I cannot see any sense in

repeating them or any variation of

them, since it has been established

by reliable scientists that a nor-

mally intelligent ape can and will

solve these problems correctly.

Naturally, there are bright apes

and stupid ones, good-natured apes

and "hotheads." Some are tinkerers

and are willing to figure out a man-

made puzzle; others will give up

after a short try. Christine does

not prove the theory that for food

an animal will do almost anything.

Even bribing her with ice cream
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^ When Christine wanted something
from the sink, she would open the doors
of the cabinet and climb up

won't do the trick if she is not in

the mood. ( Of course, I have never

starved her for days to test her co-

operation )

.

I have been with Christine

twenty-four hours a day, and yet

I have found no way to under-

stand her fully or to figure out how
her mind works. It is so different

from ours. She has adapted herself

remarkably well to civilization. To
test the intelligence of an ape that

spends its life bored in an empty

cage at a zoo seems unfair to me.

Yet I don't feel one should make
statements about the intelligence of

a home-raised ape either, since it

is so hard to see what the animal

has acquired through learning

(though it might not actually have

been taught ) or what it has figured

out by itself.

I am quite sure that Christine

knows more than she will show

and that she refrains from doing

certain things just so she can get

attention or simply because it is

easier to have someone do them for

her. At about one year of age,

she pretends not to know how to use

a spoon. She puts it into her mouth

well enough, but then she only

waves it in the direction of the

food, expecting the spoon to fill

CHRISTINE

A Washing clothes fascinated Christine, and she never missed
an opportunity to "help"

^ She would stand with bent knees while playing in a flat lid of a crock
that held a little water
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itself. Since she has learned much
harder things than to scoop up

food, it makes me wonder how
much laziness is involved. Given a

bowl without a spoon she has a

hard time, too. She puts one finger

into it and licks it. That process is

too slow for her, and soon she puts

her face into it. But that is messy,

and she does not like it, so she just

cries or barks impatiently for me
to come and feed her. Yet she has

figured out how to drink from a

faucet. She turns on the water by

herself, leans far over to drink, or

holds her hand under it and sucks

up the water from the back. She

can unscrew bottle tops, turn door-

knobs, and knows how to open

pocketbooks with different kinds of

clasps. If she wants an object out

of reach, she now pushes a chair

or box to the spot and climbs up.

If she wants something from the

sink or a cabinet that has doors

below, she will open them and

climb up on them.

She used to astonish me by the

way she seemed to sense how to

handle new toys. The first time she

ever had a ball in her hands ( I am
reasonably sure that she never had

anything like that before she came

to me), she handled it very well

indeed. First she was frightened

by it, but soon she picked it up

and held it high over her head and

let it drop down, laughing as it

bounced and rolled. Then she went

after it and repeated the action

over and over again. She held her

stuffed animals tenderly, hugged

and kissed them, and put them in

her stroller. She pulled her little

wagon or truck by the string from

the very first without demonstra-

tion, usually holding the string in

her mouth.

Christine now understands any

number of things that are said to

her. The meaning of "no" and

"Don't do that" were among the

first she learned. She stops im-

mediately when told but often re-

sumes the forbidden activity as

soon as my back is turned. She

knows the meaning of "breakfast,"

"lunch," and "dinner" and comes

running when any meal is men-

tioned—if she is hungry. She under-

stands "Go to your high chair,"

"Go to bed," and "Pick up your

towel (or doggie, or teddybear, or

any food she may have dropped)."

She kisses her "mama," her doggie,

or her kitten on command. She

hands over whatever is in her hand

if told "Give it to me." She shakes

hands, waves "bye-bye," and un-

derstands any number of similar

everyday things.

Her vocabulary has increased

tremendously in the six-month

period, and so as her ability to ex-

press herself. Just recently she

started to point at things she wants.

It will be interesting to see if she

will make use of this often, and

what other ways she will invent to

make herself understood.

the end
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display mount, paper strips for pinning down wings.

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $2.95

Tropical Butterflies Sets From All Over the World
for Only $1.00 Per Set

MEXICO— 10 Butterflies including Papilio Philolaus

BRAZIL—10 Butterflies including Papilio Polydamas
INDIA—10 Butterflies including Papilio Paris

INDIA—5 different and showy Papilios

MEXICO—5 different and showy Papilios

SPECIAL-WHILE THEY LAST

GIANT ATLAS MOTH IN PAPERS (Unmounted)
$2.50 per pair

GIANT ATLAS MOTH MOUNTED IN 8 by 12

RIKER MOUNTS (Postpaid)—only S3.00 each

LARGE AND SHOWY BUTTERFLIES

MORPHO HECUBA (Devil's Island) only SI.25 each

MORPHO RHETENOR (Devil's Island), only $1.25 each

MORPHO GEDARTI (Bolivia) only $1.25 each

MORPHO POLYPHEMUS v. Luna (Rare)
(Mexico) only $1.25 each

BIRD WING BUTTERFLIES
ORNITHOPTERA URVILLIANUS (Bred)

a pair only $3.95

ORNITHOPTERA LYDUS (Golden Bird Wing)
(Rare) a pair only $7.50

BUTTERFLY NYLON NET 18" to 24"

Handles only $2.00 each

ENTOMOLOGICAL SUPPLIES
Riker Mounts— Insect Pins, etc.

olorful selection of butterflies

wings open only S2.00 per dozen,
ess, please enclose 15c* extra for

Very beautiful and >

mounted for Art Work,
On orders of S2.00 or I

postage and insurance.

Many Bargains — Price List Free

BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY INC.
289 E. 98th St., Dept. M„ Brooklyn 12, New York
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At this booth in New York's

Grand Central Station, one of the

world's most valuable commodi-

ties is to be had for the asking:

information.

Here fourteen clerks answer a

daily average of 7,000 questions

asked by travelers en route to and

from every State in the Union.

Making the right connection in

New York is essential for the out-

of-town traveler. And the right

connection in New York is essen-

tial for the out-of-town banker,

too. For like the traveler, the out-

of-town banker needs accurate

information, and frequently he

needs it in a hurry.

He may be a banker in Texas,

who needs information about im-

port and exchange regulations in

foreign cotton markets.

Or he may be a banker in Maine,

who needs information about a

business concern in West Virginia

(or perhaps West Germany).

Or he may be a banker in

Arizona who needs information

concerning his bank's investment

portfolio.

One reason why Chase National

does more business with corre-

spondent banks than any other

bank in the country is because

Chase is geared to give prompt
and personal attention to these

and a thousand-and-one other

requests for information from

bankers all over the country.

Why don't you talk to the people

at Chase?

THE

ase
NAT I ONAL BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
HEAD OFFICE: Pine Street corner of Nassau

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation



In "TheLivinc Desert," Disney's

first full-length True-Life Adventure
film, a Redtailed Hawk fights with
a rattlesnake

y A wasp approaching a shaggy
tarantula, which the female
stings and paralyzes to use as a

host for its hungry larva. The
wasp here looks more like a male

The Living Desert

Reviewed by Harold E. Anthony

Deputy Director and Chairman
and Curator of Mammalology
The American Museum

TpHE first feature length True-Life Ad-

venture put out by Walt Disney is a

splendid natural history sequence called

"The Living Desert." The area is the

Great American Desert lying east of the

Cascade-Sierra Nevada rain barrier and
extending from Oregon to Mexico. This

interior basin varies from areas with

scanty rainfall to regions with practically

none at all, and the plant and animal

life existing under these conditions needs

special adaptations to endure the exacting

demands of such an environment.

The Screen
Authentic comments on films

in the field of nature, geography, and exploration

Edited by Elizabeth Downes

The film begins with a graphic, easily

understood presentation of the physical

factors that create the desert. The layman

might well believe that this bleak associa-

tion of heat, drought, and barren topog-

raphy had so little attraction for living

objects that none could survive there. But

V A Kangaroo Rat meets the lethal sidewinder

'Jk:.

this is a fallacious idea, for there is a

wealth of interesting animal and plant life

to be observed by anyone skilled in desert

lore.

And the Disney photographers certainly

have the skill to locate this life and record

on film an epitome of desert activity that

is as surprising as it is unique. Without

detracting from the ability of the photog-

raphers by stating that they must have

been very lucky to catch such spectacular

behavior, one can state that they were

fortunate, and so is the film audience.

There is constant action in this film, the

cast is large and varied, and because much
of this action is normally nocturnal the

wonder is how it could be captured on

film. High lights include the treeing of a

bobcat by peccaries, a fight between a

wasp and a tarantula, the courting dance

of the scorpions, the adventures of ground

squirrels, kangaroo rats, pocket mice, and

the appearance of spontaneous bloom

when moisture puts in a rare visit.

The marvels disclosed in this film must

be seen before one can sense their full

significance; a word description can not

do them justice. Also this film runs for

seventy minutes and too many words are

needed to merely catalogue tire events.

"The Living Desert" is part of a pack-



•< Gary Cooper, star of United Artist?

new film "Return to Paradise." land:

on a tiny South Pacific island, the locals

of the film

V 'Return to Paradise" questions the

responsibility of civilized people toward
the native people they almost always injure

age that includes "Stormy," the story of a

thoroughbred horse, and "Ben and Me,"

a humorous cartoon novelty showing how

Ben Franklin came by his bright ideas.

"Stormy" is a sympathetic, rather emo-

tional, portrayal of the stages by which

a thoroughbred develops an inferiority

complex, becomes a polo pony, and comes

into pride of achievement in the winning

chukkers of a polo game. In some respects

it is reminiscent of Black Beauty, and it

is clean entertainment. It could have been

done by any of the good companies and

shows little of the character that only

Disney has been displaying.

"Ben and Me" is typically Disney in its

whimsical imagination and cartoon execu-

tion. The episodes have a historical basis,

but the use of a "poor church mouse" as

the master of ceremonies is a stroke of

genius. This sequence is excellent and re-

laxing entertainment and leaves the be-

holder with some doubt as to whether it is

better to be a man than a mouse!

Return to Paradise

Reviewed by Gordon F. Ekholm
Associate Curator of Archaeology,

The American Museum

The story is taken, of course, from

Michener's book of the same tide, which

was a very successful attempt to portray

what has been happening to the various

Brief comments on films previously revieived

Documentary and Grade A What the Experts Said

Below the Sahara

African wildlife film made on Interesting sequences of African fauna and native

location peoples. Authentic flavor

Prowlers of the Everglades

A Disney True-Life adventure film Fine natural history, which loses none of ils drama

by being factual

The Sea Around Vs

Marine natural history filmed in Some superb shots, but as a whole a highly dis-

color appointing production

Down the Alphabet

White Witch Doctor

Fiction with an African back- Some very interesting and unusual glimpses into

ground primitive Africa. Good entertainment

THE SCREEN

peoples of Oceania during recent years

and especially with the greatly increased

contact with Western culture caused by

the war in the Pacific. For each of nine

areas within the Pacific he gave a factual

account and recorded true stories of actual

people, followed in each case by a fictional

piece based on those materials. The pres-

ent movie is taken from the story entitled

"Mr. Morgan," altered somewhat to in-

clude a "return" and thus permit the use

of the tide "Return to Paradise."

But as a movie it is good fun and,

broadly speaking, seems to give a fairly

authentic view of a Polynesian Island

community widi its combination, on the

one hand, of modern ideas and gadgets

plus a touch of the war, and, on the odter,

the customs and flavor of the native cul-

ture. As might be expected, it is the

differences in sex and marriage customs

that are primarily emphasized, but these

arc important differences and make it a

movie that will sell. Filmed in Samoa in

what appears to be a real native village

and with most of the actors real Polynes-

ians, it seems fairly accurate in detail

and, in this regard, should not overly

offend those who know Polynesia at first

hand. It is South Seas fiction employing

most of die conventional movie techniques

of oversimplifying human reactions into

nothing much subtler Uian pure black and

white—despite the technicolor—but, never-

dieless, a good show.
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HIGH POWER
REFRACTING ASTRONOMICAL

TELESCOPE
With fully corrected 60mm (2%") diameter Achromatic
objective of SOOmm F. L. which is coated.

Made in Japan of substantial construction with all

white enameled body. Focusing by rack and pinion. Very
good quality and design. The eyepieces work with both

the erecting prism, for terrestrial use, as well as with the
diagonal prism for astronomical use.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Altazimuth Mounting; Tripod of wood, with 3 collapsible

sections. Fitting into case. 4X Finder with cross-lines.

Diagonal Eyepiece. Erecting-prisni Eyepiece. Sun glass.

Three corrected Eyepieces giving powers of 40X; 64X
and 88X. Comes complete in hinged, covered wood case.

SAVE MONEY! Our price ONLY $97.00, plus $3.00 for

packing and Parcel Post.

TERRESTRIAL TELESCOPE
Finest Imported Quality

Here at last is your chance to own a fine high powered
telescope to see hundreds of interesting sights.

Fully achromatic (color corrected) and anastigmatlc.
Very nicely finished. Coated lenses.

10 power at $6.50 20 Power at $ 8.00
15 power at $7.00 30 Power at $12.50
Add 50c packing and postage on each of the above.

40 and 80 Power
ROSS STELLARSCOPE

WITH EXQUISITE DEFINITION $16.50
Same Principle as Mt. Palomar Newtonian Telescope

Complete. Knocked down. Beady to be assembled in 15
minutes. All holes drilled, no additional parts necessary 1

Only tool required is screwdriver which we furnish. NO
LENS GRINDINGl LENSES COMPLETELY GROUND.
POLISHED AND ALUMINIZED. Now you can afford
tile luxury of a REAL telescope. Sharp, clear images
guaranteed; no color fringes, fuzz, or distortion. Light,
portable, weighs only 6 lbs. Not a toy! This is a precision
instrument for serious work on the Planets, Moon, Variable
Stars, Nebulae, etc. Suitable also for terrestrial ob-
servations.

Thousands of satlsfi-ed amateurs have assembled these
scopes. So can you!
Our astronomical material is fine enough for (and Is

used in) the World's most famous observatories—yet Is

priced so that beginners can afford this equipment.
Remember! Ross Stellarscope contains tube and all parts

necessary to make a complete telescope not simply the
mirrors and lenses.
Stellarscope without Tripod $16.50. Tripod available extra.

A POPULAR INTRODUCTION
TO ASTRONOMY!

New Handbook of the Heavens, the best guide to the stars

for the amateur. 240 pages, 40 illustrations. 50c Postpaid.

HIGH POWER MICROSCOPE
Magnifies 100, 200, 300 times

PRECISION BUILT

An excellent microscope for the younger amateur. Sturdy!
Mechanically well constructed. Sharp—clear optical Image

—

no astigmatism! Good color correction. Remarkably little

residual color.

Packed in dovetailed hardwood 6torage case, 8"x5"x3%".
Shipping weight 3 lhs. Square stage 2*4"x2 1,4" with
slide clips. Over-all height 8 inches. 1 ocular. Triple
objective. By turning the turret, you can magnify any-
thing from 100 to 300 times its actual size. Rack and
Pinion adjustment.
We have waited years for this desirable instrument and

are very pleased to be able to offer it at the very low
price of only $13.50 plus 50c P. P. and Ins.

"SIMPLE MICROSCOPICAL
TECHNIQUES"

Just published, 8 page booklet with 7 illustrations. Concise.
Explicit. Informative. Interesting. Tells how to "use"
the microscope. Tells how to "make" 25 to 50 prepared
slides. Author has put 27 years experience into print.
ONLY 30c POSTPAID.

SPECTRUM PORRO PRISMS
Oval Face. Manufactured by world-famous opticians for use
in Army and Navy binoculars. Rejected for slightly chipped
edges. Outstanding Bargain!
6 x 30 at $ .50
7 s 50 at .50
Giant Size at .75

Add 5c per prism for packing and P. P.

5 POWER MAGNIFYING
EYE MIRROR

Just the thing to remove dust or particles from the eyes.

Useful also for removing unwanted hair from the eye
area or for eye make-up

This mirror is made of the very finest quality white
optical glass. The polish is the very best on glass that
science and technology can produce. The reflecting surface
is hard aluminum 99.2% reflective. A beautiful piece
which will be found very useful. Diameter 1% ins.

(40mm) . Magnifies 5 times. Each mirror is packed In

lucite case. $2.00 P.P.

Include Postage—Remit with Order
No open account—No C.O.D.
Send 25'.- for Genera! Bulletin

HARRY ROSS
MICROSCOPES - TELESCOPES

Scientific and Laboratory Apparatus
70 West Broadway, Depl. NH-10B

New York 7, N. Y.
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LETTERS •d from page 338

ing is more often read into rather than

out of it. Relying mainly on what others

have said and written, I offer the fol-

lowing interpretations, which may be of

interest to travelers in the West:

A straight line may mean a trail.

A straight line broken by dotted

gaps may mean a trail obstructed by

gullies.

A line of small circles connected by

straight lines is said to denote succession

of time among the Dakota.

A zigzag line often means a snake, as

may also a spiral.

A series of meander lines may mean

waves on water.

A series of V shapes may stand foi

birds in flight.

A series of bisected V shapes, bird

tracks.

A foot with long toes, bear tracks.

A triangle or a connected series of

triangles are variously interpreted as

mountains, clouds, and tepees.

A horizontal half-circle with vertical

lines hanging from the straight under-

side is definitely recognized as a cloud

with rain descending.

A cross with a circle around it is

said to be a "world symbol," the cross

indicating the four quarters.

Two circles with extending spokes or

rays, the "sun effigy."

An arrow is said to denote a prayer.

Some of these interpretations are more
or less local; and obviously, not all are

to be taken as having just the precise

meaning indicated. Numerous illustra-

tions have been published for about

300 sites in the West. The reader seek-

ing further information is directed to

a 23S-page book, Petroglyphs of Cali-

fornia and Adjoining States, by Julian

H. Steward (California Univ. Press).

lAzard Eggs
Sirs:

I should like to know how the Ameri-

can Chameleon's eggs hatch. I purchased

two chameleons at a circus. Before I had
removed them from the box in which they

came, the larger chameleon had laid

two eggs. The smaller chameleon imme-

CATCH PESTS, PELTS!

TRAP CAN'T HARM CHILDREN OR PETS

Amaains HAVAHART trap captures raiding rats, rabbits.

sr,uirreK skunks, etc- Takes minks coons without damaging

pelts. Straying pets and poultry are released unhurt. Easy to

3St opcn en , Is give animal confidence. Fully guaranteed. No
jaws or springs to break. Rustproof. Sizes for all needs.

Send name, address and 10c for valuable 30-page

booklet on Professional Trapping s. Baiting Secrets

HAVAHART, S8A Wafer St., Ossining, N. Y.

diately pushed one egg into a corner of

the box and kept poking it with its nose.

The egg reacted like a rubber ball when
pressed. Thinking the animal meant to

destroy the egg, I removed both eggs

and placed them on the dirt in a window
box and covered them with a plant leaf.

Nothing happened, the eggs just dried

up and disintegrated. Afterward, I

thought perhaps I should have allowed

the chameleon to continue his "poking

operation." Can you tell me?
From a reader of Natural History

Answer:

The poking described here was prob-

ably just an exploratory action on the

part of the lizard. Or, perhaps, the

smaller of the two lizards laid the eggs

and was attempting to move them to a

point of seclusion. Immediately after lay-

ing, a mother lizard will occasionally

poke her eggs in the manner described

in attempting to cover them. In either

case, the action is not related to the

hatching process.

The Carolina Anole or so-called

"American Chameleon" (the true chame-

leons are very different lizards inhabiting

the Old World) normally lays two eggs

during June, July, or August. The eggs

are placed in leaf litter, in decaying logs,

under the loose bark of dead trees, or

under rocks and logs. After depositing the

eggs and covering them, the female has

fulfilled her role of motherhood. She does

not stay widi die eggs to protect them,

as a few other lizards do, or give the

young assistance or attention.

The eggs hatch four to eight weeks

after being laid. By this time the leathery

shell has become thin, and at one point

it has been nearly eroded through by

the action of chemicals within the egg.

As in other lizards and snakes that

hatch from eggs, the developing embryo

has a special tooth that projects forward

from the roof of the mouth, known as

the "egg tooth." This tooth is believed to

slit the thin egg shell in the hatching

process and is shed shordy after hatching.

It is definitely known to serve this pur-

pose in some lizards, whereas in others

the shell may be torn open by the claws

of the embryo or may simply be rup-

tured by internal pressure.

James Oliver

Sirs:

. . . Natural History Magazine is

one of the most wonderful, enjoyable,

and valuable publications issued. The

good it does toward encouraging the

preservation of our heritage is incalcu-

lable. It is first on my reading list, and

I never pass an opportunity to call the

attention of others to its advantages and

pleasures. Those who contribute to it

and work on it merit the appreciation

of all.

George W. Paxson

Monroe, Mich.
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Kodak
BULLETIN

How to select picture-taking accessories

First, measure up your photographic desires and
ambitions. Do you want better pictorial control

than your camera and your choice of film alone can
give you? Do you want to add to your picture-

taking convenience? Do you want to broaden the

scope of your camera, and increase the range of

what you can do, at home, afield, day or night?

All of these things can be done simply... and with-

in a modest budget... with the Kodak accessories

described on this page. You need only decide what

you want to do. Then let your Kodak dealer show
you the accessories that fit your purpose.

For pictorial effect. Filters put you in

charge of any picture situation. Certain

colors that might dominate your picture can

be restrained, others can be emphasized, to

give you the color balance you want. Your
choice of filters will depend upon the effects

you want, and the film you are using.

One of the most common reasons for

using a yellow filter is to retain clouds in the

sky in black-and-white shots. The Kodak
Cloud Filter, for use with the simpler cam-
eras, requires no increase in exposure. The
popular Kl and K2 filters give progressively

richer sky tones for more cloud contrast.

The K2 filter is also often used for accu-

rate color correction with panchromatic

film. Red filters, such as the Kodak Wratten

A Filter, produce the spectacular effect of an

almost black sky, with white clouds. Such a

filter often improves architectural subjects.

The A filter can be used only with panchro-

matic or infrared film. A Kodak G Filter,

deep yellow in color, gives high sky contrast

and tends also to separate the tones of green

in landscape subjects. It is excellent for re-

ducing bluish atmospheric haze.

For color work, the most popular and use-

ful filter is the Kodak Skylight Filter; this

cuts out the excess of blue in hazy-day and

open-shade shots. Next, the Kodak Daylight

Filter for Kodak Type A Color Films; this

enables you, in emergencies, to get good
daylight shots on Type A films. And for

flash shots, the Kodak 81C Filter assures

more accurate rendering on Type A films.

There are many other types of Kodak
Filters for use in different picture situations

and to secure particular effects.

Kodak Cloud Filter, $1.85

Kodak Wratten Filters, Series IV, V, VI,

from $1.75 to $3

Kodak Adapter Ring, $1.35 to $1.65

Better exposure.
The Kodak Master
Photoguide keeps es-

sential photographic
data right at your fin-

gertips. Compact as a

card case, it provides

complete information

onexposure, lightcon-

ditions, filter factors

and filter effects,

depth-of-field scales, flash and flood tables,

effective apertures, etc. $1.75.

Better work can al-

ways be expected from

a camera in good
working order, and
the best way to pro-

tect your camera
against damage, while

keeping it always with

you, is with a Kodak Field Case. They range

in price from $2.65 for the Kodak Field Case

of simulated leather for Kodak Duaflex

Cameras, to $11.25 for the leather DeLuxe
Field Case for Kodak Tourist Cameras.

Sharper pictures come easily with a tri-

pod or similar firm support for your camera,

as your enlargements will show. Either the

Kodak Eye-Level Tripod at $20.00 or the

Kodak Flexiclamp at $4.95 will do. The
latter fastens easily and quickly with "C"
clamp action to any flat or round object up

to 2 inches thick. Felt and rubber pads pro-

tect furniture when you use it indoors.

Sharper pictures, too, generally result

from using a cable release to eliminate the

camera jar sometimes caused by over-em-

phatic shutter fingers. For cameras with "B"
but no "T" settings, the Kodak TBI Metal

Cable Release gives you "T," "B," and in-

stantaneous exposures. 6 inches long, $4.25.

Kodak Metal Cable Releases No. 5 have an

outer casing of stainless steel wire for extra

long life and avoidance of kinking. 7 inches,

$1.05; 12 inches, $1.30.

Get in the picture too
with a Kodak Auto Release

clipped to the cable release

of your camera. It trips the

shutter ten seconds after it

is set. It's handy also when
you are taking flower pic-

tures or other small sub-

jects and have to hold a re-

flector for proper lighting.

$3.86.

\
For wider scope

—

flash equipment
matched to your cam-
era; equipment as sim- !

pie or elaborate as you
want it. Some units \

are made expressly for \

certain simple cam-
eras, others are adapt-

able to almost any
camera. Some use
standard "C" cells,

others incorporate a

"B-C" battery-condenser unit.

For most internally synchronized cameras

. . . Kodak Standard Flasholder, $8.25 . . .

Kodak B-C Flasholder, $10.40 . . . Kodak
Ektalux Flasholder, $29.75 and up.

For a press-type camera . . . Kodak Ekta-

lux Flasholder with Press Bracket, $33.85;

with Solenoid and Synchro Switch, $51.35.

For better close-ups. You can move
right up on your subject for a picture-filling

portrait or close-up when you put one of the

Kodak Portra Lenses on your camera. In

three powers (+1, +2, +3), they can be

used for close-up pictures of people, flowers,

pets, tabletop set-ups, enabling you to work
as close as 10 inches with a camera focused

for 4 feet. Tables of distances are supplied

with each lens. Kodak Portra Lens +1,
+2, or +3, Series V, $2.95; Series VI, $3.50.

Prices include Federal Tax where
applicable and are subject to
change without notice.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N Muk
TRADE-MARK



Exciting New Quilted Plastics In

Textured Patterns and Decorator Colors

<

'

- C 3

MANY COLORS, three-

dimensional patterns.

SANDWICH CONSTRUC-
TION with sealed- in

padding.

NOW . . . you can choose delicate

colors and textures in new decorator

designs—in modern or traditional

stitchless quiltings and matching plain

finishes. They're available under the

Jason trademark, Sealtuft, made from
Monsanto's practical, chemistry-
created vinyl plastic, Ultron. It's one
way modern chemistry is making life

easier—these carefree fabrics resist

staining, wipe clean with a damp
cloth, never have to go to the cleaners.

Ask for Sealtuft* and Sealtrim* at

your favorite store.

"Sealtuft and Sealtri

on Corporation,

-on: Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Trademarks of the

0m

SEW IT! Cushions and covers can be
easily made on ordinary sewing
machine without use of attachments.

GLUE IT! Wastebaskets, sewing bas-

kets and hatboxes can be attractive-

ly faced with Sealtuft.

/
STAPLE IT! If you upholster, you can
upholster easily with Sealtuft and
Sealtrim . . . get beautiful color effects.

Plastics

TACK IT! Draped covers and valances
for benches, windows and stools can
be neatly tacked on.

SERVING INDUSTRY ...WHICH SERVES MANKIND

FABRICATORS! Be ready lo meet (he big

demand for Ultron— the stain-resistant,

flexible vinyl fil
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MUSEUM GIFTS OF DISTINCTION
Authentic Reproductions of Museum Treasures

< liilin The beautiful yellow-green

jade tones of the original carving of

this mythological animal have been
captured in the reproduction. This

copy of a precious original, which
might have been found in the homes
of the wealthy during the Ming
Dynasty, will add to any living room
of today. Three inches in length. §13.75

Postpaid.

Mauve Elephant This cunning

little elephant has been reproduced in

the unusual mauve coloring of_ the

original jade carving, which is con-

sidered to be of the Kien Lung period.

For centuries the elephant has been

popular in Chinese art, as a symbol of

strength and sagacity. 2 inches high to

tip of trunk. §5.25 Postpaid.

Aneient Dragon Vase

A reproduction of an unusually handsome piece from the Han Dynasty,

probably carved as an altar piece for a wealthy home. Brought to you in the

pale green and warm brown tones of the nephrite original. The carved

design is a highly stylized representation of a dragon, symbol of goodness
and strength. The Oriental motif is carried out in the contemporary base.

Magnificent as an ornament by itself, or as a flower vase. Height including

base: 6 l/2 inches. 813.50 Express Collect.

Court Dancer This pendant, three

inches high, has been reproduced in

the pale pink color of the jade origi-

nal. Distinctly stylish, unique, and
complete witli black velvet ribbon, it

makes a conversation piece that will

enhance any modern costume. $4.00

Postpaid, including Fed. tax.

New! Extraordinary!

Stereoscopic Bird Slides

Here is one of the most beautiful and most remarkable
treasures ever offered to bird-lovers. Highly specialized

stop-motion photographic techniques have captured birds

in action—up close—in full color—in 3 dimensions! Slides

seen through the viewer amaze naturalists, artists, everyone
with their brilliance, their animation, their realism. Highly
recommended for the lasting enjoyment of the entire family.

Oaxacan Figurine This arresting

little figurine is a reproduction of an

original in green stone found near

Oaxaca, Mexico. It is in a style at-

tributed to the Mixtec, a people who
maintained one of the most important

cultures of the late periods in Pre-

Conquest Mexico. About three inches

high. $4.00 Postpaid.

Birds in action — full

color — 3 dimensions

!

Available now are three sets of slides: 1. Evening Grosbeck,

Pine Siskin, Blue Jay, Chickadee, Purple Finch and Balti-

more Oriole; 2. Robin. Catbird, Tree Swallow. Cedar Wax-
wing, Flicker and Wood Thrush; 3. Chestnut-Sided Warbler,

Redstart, Mourning Dove, Purple Grackle. Cowbird and Red-
wing Blackbird. Viewer and your choice of 1 set of slides:

$4.95 Postpaid. Additional sets of six slides, $4.50 Postpaid.

Let the Museum Shop help solve your Christmas shopping problems

Order Your Gifts Now!



Tyrannosaurus Trieeratops Stegosaurus IlillK-ll'OCloll

Pre-Historie Bepliles Attractive little Dinosaurs of bron/.e-finished metal that make wonderful "pets"

for youngsters and grown-ups alike. About 6 inches long at $2.00 each Postpaid. (In ordering please specify

dinosaurs by name)

The "First Book" Library Designed to

introduce young children to science and nature, this

series covers America, Bees, Birds, Bugs, Cats, Dogs,

Eskimos, Horses, Indians, Plants, Science Experi-

ments, Snakes, Stones, Trees, and Water. Large
type, colorful illustrations. Endorsed by educational

leaders. $1.90 each Postpaid.

Mohawk Doll (right) She's

7y2 inches high with jet black
hair and bright eyes that open
and close; arms that move. Com-
position body. Her white buck-
skin costume, gaily embroidered
with colorful beads, will delight

any little girl or doll collector.

$2.75 Postpaid.

Dinosaur
Glasses

Set of 6 safe-edge bever-
age glasses, each frosted

with a decorative dino-

saur. About 5 J
/2 inches tall. $2.00

Postpaid.

Nested Blocks For
children up to 4 years of

age ... a nest of 8 light-

weight blocks, graduated
in size, showing many dif-

ferent animals charmingly
posed against soft, pastel

backgrounds. $1.75 Post-

paid.

Plycraf t Model-Making Sets The
newest make-it-yourself toys. Each set con-

tains all that's needed to create 4 exciting,

3-dimensional models of birds or animals,

along with complete instructions for assem-

bling, sanding and painting. No. 101, Song
Birds. No. 107, Field and Garden Birds. No.

106, Thoroughbred Dogs. No. 104, Wild Ani-

mals. $1.20 each Postpaid.

"Deep Sea"
Paperweight

Fascinating bits of

sea life captured in

clear Lucite to
make a handsome,
practical addition

to any desk or table.

Sea shells, sea
horse, starfish... on
a foamy, bubbly bottom; 3-inch diameter. $5.25 Postpaid.

Poeket Compendium of Precious Stones

30 real gemstones in the rough, along with informative

chart giving their names, hardness, specific gravities, re-

fractive index, crystal forms, chemical formulas, and places

of origin. A neatly packaged, instructive gift for the

prospective collector. $4.00 Postpaid.

United States
Bingo

A new kind of Bingo that

teaches as it entertains.

The cards are states and
the markers are products.

For children from 8 to 12

years of age, and as many
as 16 may play. $3.00 Post-

paid.

r^eSi
* « :. B 1

The Museum Shop
The American Museum of Natural History

IVeii? York 24, N. Y.



Photo by Nicholson from Hugo H. Schroder

A Flyinc squirrel outside of nest of Spanish moss in a Florida orange tree

LETTERS
Scorpions Without Food or Air

Sms:

Scorpions have a wicked sting! When
we arrived in Florida for our first visit,

we were briefed on many things, but the

most important was never to put on our

shoes without first rapping them to be

sure no scorpion lurked inside. They love

darkness and cozy places.

Our living room opened onto a screen-

ed porch, and the connecting door usually

stood open. One evening in early April

my sister gave a scream, and I saw

something scuttle along the threshold

and stop near a table leg. It wasn't a

mouse. I grabbed a shoe and we went

into action, killing a scorpion with a body

about the size of a quarter. The next

morning our landlady, who had never

seen one in all her years in Florida,

sprinkled our apartment witii sulphur

and laughingly remarked, "They usually

come in pairs." But we had no further

visitors.

Soon after this, we began to pack up

for our return trip and stored several

suit boxes under a couch until we were

ready to start. Along the way we did
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some visiting and reached our Connec-

ticut home May 2.

While my sister was unpacking that

afternoon, she shook out a dress that

had been in a suit box in the trunk of

the car, and we proved that they do

come in pairs; for clinging to her skirt

was a scorpion! I rushed upstairs with

the tongs, and we dispatched Mother

Scorpion only to find she was covered

with babies about an eighth of an inch

in diameter, which ran in every direc-

tion. But we finally got them all.

How long can a scorpion live without

food or air? Thirty days? It was from

April 3 to May 2.

Miss Jessie M. Baldwin
Willimantic, Conn.

Mr. John C. Pallister, Research Associate

in the Department of Insects and Spiders

at the American Museum, comments as

follows

:

There is an old belief that scorpions

travel in pairs. This is not entirely true;

but since they are somewhat gregarious,

it frequently happens that where there

is one, there are more.

Yes, scorpions can live a long time

without food. Thirty days and even

longer. They cannot live too long, how-
ever, widiout air. Sealed in a small

container, the oxygen would become ex-

hausted and the air contaminated until

it reached the point where the scorpion

would die. One to two days, depending

upon the size of the container, the tem-

perature, and other governing factors,

would be about the extent of their

existence. But in the suit box of clothing—

an ideal place for the modier to bear

her young—there would be sufficient air

for the scorpion to live quite comfortably

for some time.

The scorpion lays no eggs but produces

living young, which immediately attach

diemselves to the mother, clinging to all

parts of her body by their pinchers, or

forceps. They travel with her for some

time, probably sharing in the food she

captures. They drop off one by one as

diey grow larger and are ready to shift

for themselves.

Parakeets Don't Go Back Home
Sirs:

Roger Tory Peterson, in his wonderful

book, "A Field Guide to the Birds," re-

ported that the exotic parakeet sometimes

escapes from captivity and is mistaken

for the extinct Carolina Paraquet.

I have one of these birds myself and

have often wondered if it came from

Central or South America or from Africa.

Another question that has bothered me
in this line is whether these escapees have

the instinct to return to their natural

habitat, even though they may be the

offspring of several generations of domes-

ticated birds.

Your faithful subscriber,

Rudi Franke

Linden, N. J.

We have obtained the following infor-

mation from Dr. John T. Zimmer, Cura-

tor of Birds at the American Museum:

The parakeet in question is probably

(but not necessarily) a budgerigar or

Australian grass parakeet. It is one of the

common cage birds at present, possibly in

special favor because of the variety of

colors that have been developed in the

captive strains.

I doubt, however, that escaped indi-

viduals would make any effort to travel

to their ancestral home. In the first place,

the species is not migratory and has no

innate urge to perform long-distance

flights. Its wanderings are largely vagrant

or, if more regular, are simple movements

to and from feeding grounds and roosting

or nesting sites, much as they are with

domestic pigeons.

What would happen in the case of an

adult brooding bird taken from its young

and transported some distance before re-

lease is another story. Such a bird might

readily make an effort to return to its

charges. Experiments with various species

have shown the uncanny ability of some

birds to find their way home under such
continued on page 432
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
Regardless of how familiar the robin

is, a photograph like this one permits a

closer view than it is easy to get of some

of the details of the bird's family life and

its flight. George Blake Johnson, of Fram-

ingham Center, Massachusetts, who took

the photograph, has specialized for several

years in the taking of stereoscopic photo-

graphs of birds in color with the use of

strobe lights. The exceedingly rapid ex-

posures possible by this method permit

stop-motion photographs of the most

rapidly moving birds, but the problem of

opening the shutter at the right instant

presents great difficulties. Mr. Johnson has

overcome these by use of the electric eye.

He studies the activities of a nest of birds

from a blind until he knows their habitual

movements with great precision. He then

sets up his camera and places the electric

eye in a position where it will acluate the

shutter at the proper moment for the com-

position he desires. The result of his pains-

taking work is a growing collection of

stereoscopic views of a sort the human eye

could never glimpse unaided.

Publication Office: American Museum of Natural History. Seventy-ninth Street at Central Park West, New York 24, New York

Natural Hist
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.bast Side, West Side—piers, hun-

dreds of them, provide New York

with the greatest harbor facilities

in the world. Ocean-going vessels,

docking at the rate of 12,000 a

year, have made the Port of New
York a gigantic funnel through

which pours about half of Amer-

ica's trade with the rest of the free

world.

It's no accident that the finan-

cial and shipping districts are lo-

cated side by side in downtown

Manhattan: they work hand in

bund. The "Big Three" of foreign

commerce—the importer, the ex-

porter and the transporter—all

depend upon commercial banks

that are organized to serve the

financial interests of customers on

a national and international scale.

Such a bank is Chase National

with headquarters in the center of

New York's financial and ship-

ping districts. From here, Chase

service reaches out through its

correspondent banks (the most

extensive system in the U. S.) into

all 48 states. Overseas, Chase has

branches and representatives' offi-

ces in Europe, the Far East and

Latin America and, in addition,

maintains close working relation-

ships with leading banks in the

markets of the world.

IJ you have aforeign trade problem,

why don't you talk to the people

at Chase?

S^i THE

Chaase
NATIONAL BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
HEAD OFFICE: Pine Street comer of Nassau

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation



YOUR NEW BOOKS

Kangaroo • Tornadoes • Curious Creatures

Bird Fin dine Guide • Mule Deer

K̂ANGAROO
------ by Henry G. Lamond

John Day Co., $3.50

247 pp.

npHIS book tells of the life history of

the big red kangaroo and employs a

fictional pattern, which appears to be

rather soundly based upon observations

of the animal's habits. Fictional biography

of wild animals usually presents many pit-

falls to the autiior, who usually falls into

one or more of them.

Writers such as Kipling and Seton have

given us entertaining and instructive text,

which an intelligent reader can screen for

fact and fancy. Other authors have so

mingled what is known widi guesswork

and andiropomorphic rationalization that

the reader does not know what to trust

and may be skeptical of the entire prod-

uct. Lamond is openly dubious about im-

puting reasoning or calculated decision

to die kangaroo.

He imagines the action described in

the book, but one feels reasonably certain

that it is a composite built up of numerous

events diat actually happened. This im-

pression is created by the familiarity with

die Australian environment shown by the

author. Australian vernacular is frequent-

ly used ( translated in a glossary ) and the

climate, topography, flora and fauna of

the world-down-under all appear in char-

acter with an animal of unique behavior.

Lamond is sympathetic with his sub-

ject, he balances the good against the

bad, he shows a proper sense of propor-

tion. His narrative runs through pretty

much of all of what may happen from

the time a kangaroo is born until it reaches

senescence. These episodes are drama-

tized, but not to the extent they become
impossible, and the net result is an inter-

esting and readable book, which will

leave the reader better informed on Aus-

tralia than before he read it.

Harold E. Anthony

£} YES IN THE NIGHT
by Bengt Berg (translated by

Lynette Jarbo).

Dietrich Reimer, Berlin, DM 11.50

163 pp., 54 illus.

'T'lIE twenty or so books by the Swed-

ish photographer and nature writer,

Bengt Berg, have enjoyed a great vogue

on the continent, but this is one of the

few to be published in an English edi-

tion. Berg, in keeping with his own

sympadiies, writes about dramatic and

powerful creatures. His earlier photo-

graphic excursions were for rhinos, lions,

and the great lammergeier (lamb vul-

ture) of the Himalayas; tiiis time he

turned his attention to the fierce eagle

owl of the Baltic Islands, a freebooter

whose bill of fare includes goshawks and

prowling cats. Yet one of die young owls,

adopted by the naturalist, had many en-

gaging and playful habits. The 57 excel-

lent photographs illustrate die life of the

eagle owl and of other animals diat live

in the same forests. Eyes in the Night

is a very wordi-wliile and interesting

book.

D. Amadon

A GUIDE TO BIRD
FINDING WEST OF THE
MISSISSIPPI

by Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr.

Oxford Univ. Press, $6.00

709 pp.

'T'HIS highly original work is the second

of two volumes, the earlier of which

covered the eastern United States. The set

comprises a unique "ornithogeographic"

guide, as useful for rich and concise de-

scription of climate, landscape, and major

vegetation as for finding birds. The two

books have already been aptly described

as "Baedekers" of natural resources.

The volume dealing with 22 western

states is extraordinarily meaty, with text

running to over 700 pages. Discussion of

gready diversified California requires 75

pages. Travel directions are linked up

with highway route numbers and widi

national parks and monuments, federal,

state, or private refuges, and with mu-

seums, universities, and other centers of

special interest to naturalists. The book is

not aimed at die identification of birds but

rather at telling where they may be found.

It is illustrated only by a series of com-

petent and decorative small line drawings

by G. M. Sutton.

Professor Pettingill had many collabo-

rators in his huge task. To these he ac-

cords handsome credit, but both the plan

and the finish are his own, and the result

is equally praiseworthy on artistic, scien-

tific, and functional grounds. Broad geo-

graphic descriptions of the natural divi-

sions of each state, which are also mellow

with historical content, are followed by
notes on well-selected localities ( 22 for

Important Additions to

Your Nature Bookshelf

WILDLIFE
IN ALASKA

A. Starker Leopold, University of

California; and F. Fraser Darling,

University of Edinburgh

JUST PUBLISHED-a timely report on

a significant investigation into the state of

wildlife—particularly caribou, moose, and

reindeer — in one of the last unspoiled

regions of the world—Alaska. Beautifully

written by two eminent conservationists,

it discusses the impact of human settle-

ment upon wildlife habitat, big game in

the Alaskan economy, and the utilization

of the great horned animals as a recrea-

tional resource in light of present and

future land use. Examines the broad eco-

logical problems; stresses the urgency and

opportunities for far-sighted planning.

Sponsored by The Conservation Founda-

tion and the New York Zoological Society.

22 ills. $2.75

CONSERVATION LAW

and ADMINISTRATION
William F. Schulz, Jr.

University of Pittsburgh School of Law

ALSO NEW — the first comprehensive

study of a state's conservation laws and

administration of its renewable natural

resources. Using Pennsylvania as a yard-

stick, it offers a blueprint to guide con-

servationists in all states — as well as

officials, legislators, businessmen, lawyers,

and sportsmen — in the improvement of

conservation law and practice. Examines
the organization and operation of federal

and state agencies; presents a Model Con-

servation Act adaptable anywhere. Writ-

ten under the sponsorship of The Con-
servation Foundation. 63.5 pages. $10

Record of the Rocks
Horace G. Richards

The Academy of Natural Sciences, Phila.

SUPERBLY illustrated, this book gives

a clear account of the development of the

physical world, emphasizing the geolog-

ical history of the Atlantic Coastal Plain.

Fully analyzes each period from the Pre-

Cambrian to the Recent. Includes a sum-
mary of major principles; useful classifi-

cation of plants and animals; and a review

of the various theories concerning the

origin of the earth. Incorporates original

research. 294 ills., 413 pages. $6

Skyshooting
R. Newton Mayall;

and Margaret L. Mayall
Harvard College Observatory

OPENS UP for the nature enthusiast a

world of pleasure and inspiration in

"shooting" the skies with a camera. The
book tells what there is in the heavens

to photograph: aurorae, meteors, planets,

sun, moon, stars. Contains simple and ex-

plicit information on photographic details,

as well as ample material on astronomy,

telescopes, and other necessary equipment.

Helps produce pictures of great beauty

and scientific value. 7"? ills. $3.75

At your bookstore or dirrrl from . . .

IHE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
15 E. 26th Street, New York 10
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PHILOSOPHICAL
LIBRARY BOOKS

H SUCCULENT PLANTS by A Bertrand. Their culti-

vation and classification. Profusely illustrated. $4-75

PLANT DISEASES in Orchard. Nursery and Garden

Crops bv Ernest Gram and Anna Weber Produced for the

fir\l time in an English edition from Plantesygdomme by

wo Danish horticultural experts; a Danish work of

world-wide reputation. Illustrated. * lni,u

n THE SOCIAL INSECTS by O. W. Richards. D.Sc.

llSSVar» XSSZZSSSZ SS
sp'eculatior, "or" egend. -Warmly commended" - Juhan

Huxley. Illustrated.

r-i mnur THE GREAT RIVERS by Gordon Cooper.

?he
A
N-?l? thJzaml?. i"he Sngtze. the Ganges Murray

{ .,:, imlit Mississippi. St. Lawrence and Amazon—

,b«e are the (treat rivers which the author has chosen to

and places on their banks. Illustrated. »"•'=

SPADEWORK IN ARCHAEOLOGY br Sir Leonard

Wnnliev There is n.. name in. »; ar.-hiiclngists better

I 1,,'
I

. " Si, l.e..nard Woolley. The present vol-

ume is a collet of reminiscences. Illustrated. $4.75

M OUR NEIGHBOR WORLDS by V. A. Firsoff. A sur-
U

°,,J,- t .

i - - i.-i-. in e,,nf,.rniitv with the most recent

information is used as a basis for a careful investigation

of interplanetary travel. Illustrated. 9"- uu

n NUCLEAR PHYSICS by Werner Heisenberg. Deals,

among other things, with Bohr's theory thejperiodic m^

mere? of nuclei, nuclear structure, artificially induced

nuclSr transmutations and with the methods of observa-

tinn and of |ir...lu. iii--r tni.le.tr transmutations. The work

concludes with some account of the practical applications

o? nuclear"physics. With 18 halftone illustrations and

32 line illustrations.
*

n CURIOUS CREATURES by Erna Pinner. The author

•hcs examples of curious behavior in the struggle for

food in nest-building, in paternal nursing: she shows

us birds that cannot flv and four-footed animals than can.

creatures which, either for protection or for aggression,

make themselves appear what they are not; creatures ly-

ing on other creatures for better or tor worse; creatures

ranking as giants in their own particular sphere. Illus-

trated.
54-'°

QTHE REBIRTH AND DESTINY OF ISRAEL by

David Ben Guriun. A victory dreamed of for centuries is

described in the words of its chief architect, one of the

greatest pioneers of the Jewish rebirth. JIU.UU

HISTORICAL ASPECTS OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION
by Philip G. Fothergill. The literature on evolution in

all its branches is extensive, hut so far there has been no

bonk dealing with the •evolution of evolution —that Is

with the gradual .level nenl of the concept of biological

change through the ages, and its application in various

sta'es of man's understanding of the physical world. Dr.

Fothergill's book is a serious attempt to fill this reqmre-

GEOGRAPHY IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY by

Griffith Tavlor. Twenty specialists explore the growth.

fields, techniques, aims, and trends of modern geography.

WAVES AND TIDES by R. C. H. Russell and D. H.
Macniillan. For all those interested in the sea, whether

for pleasure or professionally. 56.00

THE COMPOSITION AND ASSAYING OF MIN-
ERALS by John Stewart-Remington and Dr. Wilfrid

Francis. The book is intended to be a guide to mineralogy.

The crystalline forms of numerous metallic minerals are

referred to in the descriptions of the ores mentioned. 55.50

D THE WORLD AS I SEE IT by Albert Einstein. Pro-
fessor Einstein's first general book, in which he set forth

his thoughts on life, on the world about him. and on his

scientific labors. Charming, witty, shrewd observations

and intimate revelations. $2.75

D A CONCISE HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY by Peter

Doig, F.R.A.S. A new volume which provides a compre-
hensive and concise account of the development of

Astronomy from earliest times to the present. $4.75

D ARCTIC SOLITUDES by Admiral Lord Mountevans.
A concise history of the expeditions which have ventured

in search of the Xorth-East and North-West Passages,

and of the North Pole itself; from the early explorers

like Davis and Hudson, through the great achievements

of Nansen and Amundsen to the modern conquest of the

pole by air. Illustrated. $4.50

THE LOST PHARAOHS by Leonard Cottrell. How
the secret of the resting places of the Pharaohs was dis-

covered—the incredible vision which greeted those who
first gazed on the Tutankhamun discoveries, and the far-

reaching effect of the discovery of the Rosetta stone on
the history of Egyptology are just a part of this amazing
story which will bring to its readers a new understanding
of the romance and fascination of Ancient Egypt. Illus-

trated. S6.00

SCIENCE AND MAN'S BEHAVIOR by Trigant Bur-
row. The author presents a completely fresh, biological
approach to the problem of behavior- disorder, individual
and social. $6.00
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Texas), each of which serves as a hub for

the surrounding terrain.

The temptation to quote at length from

tliis significant book or to point out items

of its abounding information is almost ir-

resistible. Of ornithological errors the

reviewer has noted but one, the time-worn

statement that the California condor is

"the largest flying bird in the world." This

ignores another condor and one or more

Old World vultures of equal size, as well

as the fact that the great bustard is heav-

ier and the wandering albatross of greater

wingspread.

For the traveler who desires to know

America "fresh from the hands of its

Creator" (J. J. Audubon), or as expanding

man has thus far left it, there is no better

field equipment than this volume and

its predecessor.

R. C. Murphy

Tornadoes of the
united states

by Snowden S. Flora

Univ. of Okla. Press, $3.50

194 pp., 36 illus., 10 figs.

npORNADOES have taken an annual

death toll in the United States of

about 245 persons and caused an average

property damage of over $11,000,000 a

year. But, because of the nature of torna-

does, progress in the study of them has

been slow—particularly in regard to find-

ing a satisfactory forecasting technique.

Unlike the hurricane and thunderstorm,

which can be charted and analyzed in

various incipient degrees, the tornado pre-

sents an aggravating problem for the fore-

caster. Reliable specific tornado forecasts

cannot be made at the present time. At

best conditions may be found that are

favorable to their development. This

makes for a ticklish situation so far as

alerting die public to the possible danger

of these viciously destructive storms.

For more than 50 years, the Weather

Bureau has been issuing warnings of

"severe local storms within the next 24

hours" without mentioning tornadoes

specifically. It is only within the past year

or so that sufficient means of detection

and tracking down of tornadoes has de-

veloped enough to warrant die actual use

of the word "tornado" in a general

weather forecast. In some Midwestern

cities, plans for tornado detection are

either underway or in operation and in-

clude use of telephone, short-wave radio

sets with independent power supplies,

and radarscopes.

Snowden S. Flora, in presenting Torna-

does of the United States, has added an

important contribution by tracking down

die many investigative accounts of die

subject, which are so widely scattered,

and weaving diem togetiier into a compre-

hensive and informative whole.

This is a most welcome reference and

should be eagerly added to the library

"Baedekers for birdwatchers"

A Guide to Bird Finding

West of the Mississippi

and

A Guide to Bird Finding

East of the Mississippi
BY

Olin Sewall Pettingill, JR.

These guidebooks tell you how, when and

where to locate any species that regularly

occurs in the United States. Instructions

are keyed to road maps, and there are even

suggestions on where to park a car, the

best points of observation, overnight ac-

commodations, etc. Important bird concen-

trations and representative habitats are

described in detail. The information covers

metropolitan areas and vacation centers as

well as state and national parks, forests,

and wildlife refuges. Local ornithological

institutions and societies are also discussed.

The books are identical in organization,

with hints for the bird finder, reference

material, and indexes by common names.

Illustrated by George M. Sutton.

OXFORD
114 Fifth Av

Each, $6.00

At all bookstores

UNIVERSITY PRESS
New York 1
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SPECIAL

BUTTERFLY

MOUNTING
KIT

offered to the public for the first time at a very special

price. Tou get 12 tropical butterflies, one 4" by 12"

spreading board. 50 insect pins. 50 glass-headed pins,

2 glass strips used in mounting, one pair of forceps,

relaxing jar for softening dried butterflies, one RIker
display mount, paper
and a free

strips for pinning down wings,
leaflet. All the material you need

Butterfly Collection.

ALL THIS FOR ONLY S2.95

Tropical Butterflies Sets From All Over the World
for Only $1.00 Per Set

MEXICO— 10 Butterflies including Papilio Philolaus

BRAZIL—10 Butterflies including Papilio PolydamaB

INDIA—10 Butterflies Including Papilio Paris

INDIA—5 different and showy Papilios

MEXICO—5 different and showy Papilios

SPECIAL-WHILE THEY LAST

GIANT ATLAS MOTH IN PAPERS (Unmountedl
$2.50 per pair

GIANT ATLAS MOTH MOUNTED IN 8 by 12

RIKER MOUNTS (Postpaid)—only $3.00 each

LARGE AND SHOWY BUTTERFLIES

MORPHO HECUBA (Devil's Island) only $1 .25 each

MORPHO RHETENOR (Devil's Island) ..only $1.25 each

MORPHO GEDARTI (Bolivia) only $1.25 each

MORPHO POLYPHEMUS v. Luna (Rare)
(Mexico) only $1.25 each

BIRD WING BUTTERFLIES

ORNITHOPTERA URVILL1ANUS (Bred)
a pair only $3.95

ORNITHOPTERA LYDUS (Golden Bird Wing)
(Rare) a pair only $7.50

BUTTERFLY NYLON NET IS" to 24"

Handles only $2.00 each

ENTOMOLOGICAL SUPPLIES

Riker Mounts— Insect Pins, etc.

Very beautiful and colorful selection of butterflies

mounted for Art Work, wings open only S2.00 per dozen.

On orders of S2.00 or less, please enclose 15c; extra for

postage and insurance.

Many Bargains — Price List Free

BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY INC.
289 E. 98th St., Dent. M„ Brooklyn 12, New York
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of any person who either wishes to add

to his fund of knowledge about Nature's

aerial moods or who wants to use this

valuable information in his work.

Frank H. Forrester

,URIOUS CREATURES
.......by W. E. Swinton

Philosophical Library, $4.75

256 pp., 151 illus.

T\R. W. E. SWINTON is one of the

eminent palaeontologists of the staff

of the British Museum ( South Kensing-

ton) and visited the American Museum
of Natural History several years ago. In

Curious Creatures he has written a little

gem of popularized natural history.

A refreshing feature is Swinton's liberal

bestowal of credits; he acknowledges orig-

inal sources from Aristotle down to the

many distinguished living scientists whose

original researches he so concisely and

lucidly eptiomizes. His style of presenta-

tion may be called "rapid." He has shown

a real genius in selecting unusual or little-

known examples of animal behavior from

the limitless fields of the vertebrates and

invertebrates to demonstrate the some-

times quaint subjects included in his

chapters. One would, however, like to

know the source of a single additional

statement — namely, that the promethea

moth lays its eggs on the Lady's Slipper!

The illustrations, unfortunately, fall

far short of the text. Miss Erna Pinner

has apparently never before done work

on natural history. The medium used —
heavy lines with a dash of wash — is un-

suitable. The work bears the marks of

haste, and proportion is often wholly lost.

The yucca moth, with its delicately

fringed creamy white wings, is done with

single heavy lines and a splash of wash.

The rhinoceros birds on the kudu cow are

made to appear at least twice as large as

the antelope's proportions would indicate.

The face of the dugong is unrecognizable.

The otter, with fur three inches long,

appears to have been partly drowned and

resuscitated. The great horned owl is

more like a feather duster. As for the last

picture—the bat crouching on the back of

the bull frog—could this be practical

joking?

G. H. H. Tate

INSECTS: THEIR
SECRET WORLD

by Lucy Evelyn Cheesman
William Sloan Assoc.

$3.50, 246 pp., 17 figs.

A NYONE acquainted with Miss Chees-

man would anticipate that anything

she might write about insects would be

both interesting and pleasant to read. In

this book it is obvious that the author has
Continual on page 431

YOUR NEW BOOKS
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the unique book club

whose volumes have won top aicards

year after year

Story Classics is a unique publishing venture which, since 1948, has issued some of the
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"< SlX-YEAK-OLD "SPKAY," a
Bottle-nosed Dolphin,
makes a jump at the feed-

ing platform for a defrosted

blue runner. An adult por-

poise consumes 15 to 20
pounds of fish daily

^\

V

moRinE

STUDIOSThe
BIRTH
and

GROWTH of a Porpoise
An insight into the life processes and behavior of an air-breath-

ing animal that gives birth and suckles its young under water

By Frank S. Essapian
Marineland Research Labo
All photographs l>y the autl

courtesy of Marine Sntilii

«"pvOLPHINS!" The term has

-L' for ages evoked in the

minds of men a picture of swift,

graceful, playful, and friendly crea-

tures roaming the seven seas.

There is a good basis for such a

concept, for the dolphins, or por-

poises as they are commonly called

in America, are indeed engaging

and inoffensive animals. Mariners

in particular have traditionally sub-

scribed to the view that porpoises

are an omen of good luck when
seen at sea. In popular belief, por-

poises have even been credited

with intentionally pushing a drown-

ing person toward the shore or pro-

tecting him from sharks.*

°See "Saved by a Porpoise," (a letter) in
Natural History for November, 1949,
page 385,-Ed.
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Curiosity and playfulness are cer-

tainly two of the porpoise's promi-

nent characteristics, and it is not

unlikely that on occasion a porpoise

may have been seen actually nudg-

ing a drowning person in the surf.

This behavior has caused many
people to believe that a porpoise is

capable of purposefully saving a

human life. But students of animal

psychology point out that it is a

mistake to analyze animal behavior

in terms of human thoughts and

emotions. It is considered highly

unlikely that a porpoise could rea-

lize that a human was in need of

assistance and should be pushed to

shore. The truth of the matter is

that a porpoise is apt to push a

floating box, a turtle, a small shark,

or any other object that may have

aroused its interest.

A great deal of information bear-

ing upon the behavior and Me his-

tory of these remarkable animals

was first brought to light and re-

corded by the late Arthur F. Mc-

Bride, first Curator at Marine

Studios, Marineland, Florida. Later

these observations were substanti-

ated and elaborated upon by Dr.

Henry Kritzler, former Curator at

Marine Studios. Many other well-

known scientists have taken leave

from their classrooms and labora-

tories and journeyed to Marineland

to co-operate in this research and

to contribute to our knowledge of

porpoises.

All this has been made possible by
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the special facilities at Marineland.

The oceanarium, as it is called,

consists in the main of two tanks.

One is circular, 75 feet in diameter

and 12 feet deep, and contains

400,000 gallons of freshly pumped
and filtered sea water. The other is

rectangular, 100 feet long, 40 feet

wide, and 18 feet deep. Here the

animals are not segregated into

small separate tanks as they are in

an ordinary aquarium but instead

all live together as they would in

the open sea. The porpoises on ex-

hibit are kept in the circular tank,

where they can be conveniently

observed through windows located

at two different levels. Also there is

at hand a modern, well-equipped

marine laboratory.

As with other animals, the mir-

acle of birth among porpoises has

long fascinated people. The birth of

a porpoise is of particular interest

because, although these animals

look like fish in many ways, they

are air-breathing, warm-blooded

mammals that have taken to life in

the water. Strange though it may
seem, not only does conception take

place in the water, but birth, nurs-

ing, and growth also occur entirely

in the water. The young porpoise

at birth is fully conditioned to cope

with its element. In a newborn
porpoise there is hardly a trace of

^ A SCHOOL OF PORPOISES, alarmed by the presence of a small tiger shark.

They cut rapidly across the tank, eyeing him with suspicion. Porpoises
can turn their heads up, clown, and sideways. They can also move their

eyeballs. Their maximum speed is believed to be 30 to 35 miles an hour

* With unerring accuracy at the
age of fifteen months, little "Algie"
leaps to take a fish from the feeding
attendant's mouth



the weakness or helplessness char-

acteristic of most newborn mam-
mals. It is able to surface for its

first breath of air unassisted. It can

swim, see, hear, and "talk" (whis-

tle ) . It can even recognize its moth-

er's call shortly after birth. The
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relatively long period of gestation

(eleven to twelve months) is be-

lieved to be in part responsible for

the precocity of the infant.

The newborn porpoise simply

could not survive if it could not

keep up with its mother from the

A Birth of a porpoise. In all

of the births observed at Ma-
rine Studios, the baby porpoise
came into the world tail first

"^ Suckling. Several hours
after birth, the baby reaches
for its first snack of milk as

the mother obligingly rolls

over on her side

minute it is born. Very often the

curiosity of the other porpoises is

aroused over a new baby. As the}7

attempt to approach and examine

a new arrival at close range, the

mother invariably breaks into a

fast swim, maneuvering herself or

the baby, now to right, now to

left, shielding the baby from the

intruders with her body. At such

times, baby porpoises have shown
themselves to be capable of aston-

ishing bursts of speed.

In all births observed at Marine

Studios, the porpoises came into

the world tail first. Although this

may appear strange to us, since it

is at variance with the usual mam-
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malian manner of delivery, it is

apparently necessary and natural

under the circumstances. Otherwise

death by drowning would probably

result. Birth required anywhere

from 21 minutes to several hours;

no live birth exceeded two hours.

At the moment when the baby

is born, the mother, by an abrupt

movement, snaps the short umbili-

cal cord, thus releasing the young

one. The baby immediately swims

to the surface for the vitally im-

portant first breath of air. A new-

born porpoise weighs approxi-

mately 25 pounds and is 30 to 36

inches long.

Within a few hours after birth,

the baby begins to nurse-. The
mother possesses two nipples con-

cealed in clefts on her underside,

and the young one, when hungry,

merely grasps either nipple between

the tongue and upper jaw and helps

itself. But the method of nursing

is quite different from that of other

mammals, since protracted nursing

under the water would not be

feasible. In porpoises, the mam-
mary glands secrete the milk into

large sinuses, or channels, where

it is collected. As soon as the baby

grasps a nipple, the mother por-

poise contracts certain abdominal

muscles and actually squirts the

milk into the baby's mouth. Thus,

feeding is accomplished in a few

seconds. Sometimes, when an inex-

perienced infant detaches itself

prematurely, milk can be seen es-

caping into the water. The milk is

rich in fat and protein.

At first, the mother may roll over

on one side to facilitate the feeding.

Later, neither the position nor

movement matters; after a brief

period of maneuvering, the infant

learns to adjust itself to the circum-

*" PoRPOrsES. like all other ani-

mals, need sleep. In the tanks,

they take catnaps between feed-

ing shows or in the early hours,
swimming slowly with eyes
partly or completely closed.

Even when sleeping, they rise

periodically to breathe

stances. At birth ihe teeth have not

appeared. The young porpoise be-

gins to pick up small pieces of

squid when about six or seven

months old, and later it takes fish

to supplement its diet of milk.

When approximately a year and a

half old the infant is weaned com-

pletely.

A young male porpoise we named
"Algie," who was born on May 8,

1949, and is now nearly four years

old, is the one who figures promi-

nently in the pictures of birth,

nursing, playing, etc. He soon be-

came the pet of the immature fe-

male porpoises, who took particular

delight in stealing him away from

his mother and playing with him.

Being blessed with a mother who
was lazy, unsociable, and sleepy

during the better part of the day,

Algie was quick to take advantage

of the situation. His mother's in-

different behavior was not typical,

for other mother porpoises have

proved more jealous and resentful

when attempts were made to spirit

away their babies.

Early in life, Algie's inquisitive-

ness and audacity began to show.

Following the example of his older

playmates, he allowed himself to

be stroked by a human hand, and

he even enjoyed having his belly

tickled. When about a year old, he

was making jumps out of the water

to take fish from the attendant's

mouth, a feat that some of the

adult porpoises have never under-

taken. By the time of his first birth-

day, two other male porpoises had
been born in the tank. Before his

second birthday, Algie had become
the mainspring of the trio and the

prime mover of most of the activi-

ties pictured in these pages. How-
ever, it was inevitable that some
of his activities would be met with

a rebuff from his elders. As a result,

Algie bore more cuts, abrasions,

and tooth marks than any other

porpoise in the tank.

Porpoises are naturally vigorous,

powerful, alert, and inquisitive

animals. In the tank they are con-

stantly in motion. They slow down
their pace only when tired and

sleepy, but even then they main-

tain their regulated, rhythmic swim-

ming movements. Being well adapt-

ed to the medium in which they

live, they are fast and expert swim-

mers. Their ability to start sud-

denly from a dead stop as if shot

from a catapult, and the ease with

which they execute sharp turns or

abrupt stops, is indeed amazing.

A great deal of their activity,

particularly that of the younger

ones, is devoted to play. They may
be seen playing by themselves,

with one another, in a group con-

sisting of a few individuals, and

even with the visitors or the Studio's

personnel at the railing. They will

play "fetch," recovering small in-

flated inner tubes tossed out to them

or even shells that are to be found

on the bottom of the oceanarium.



> Playing with a fish. This
sea drum may appear to be
in difficulty, but he has lived

with the porpoises in the same
tank for three years

The most remarkable thing is that

they play without any expectation

of reward, simply for the pleasure

of it. What's more, the porpoises

compete among themselves for the

object and for the distinction of

being the retriever. When being

petted from a small platform over-

hanging the water, the young por-

poises actually vie for the privilege,

pushing, crowding, and biting one
another out of the way. At feeding

time, one of the younger porpoises

will sometimes outleap others and
obtain a fish only to release it in

the water and jump again, exerting

himself thus for the sheer sport of

it.

On several occasions some of the

porpoises were noticed balancing

a shell or a small flat piece of co-

quina rock on their snouts. They
would skillfully carry the object to

the surface, allow it to sink some
distance, and then quickly recover

it again before it had reached the

bottom. To encourage this form of

play, several colored plastic disks

about six inches in diameter were
dropped into the tank. Within a

matter of minutes, the porpoises

had examined them closely and

put them to the use for which they

were intended. Even the dignified

old bull, who rarely engages in

games, expertly balanced a disk on

his snout and competed for it with

the other porpoises.

The fishes occupying the tank

with the porpoises are probably

their most natural and popular ob-

jects of play. Strange as it must
appear to many, the porpoises

rarely eat any of the smaller fishes

in the tank, because it is so much
easier to eat the ones that are

handed out to them in generous

and satisfying amounts. Instead of

eating the live fish, they prefer to

play with them. Once having satis-

fied his hunger, a young porpoise

may be seen releasing a food fish

from his mouth among a group of
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small fishes and then swimming
away. This is deception of the first

order, for no sooner have the

hungry fishes started nibbling at

it than the porpoise abruptly darts

back, putting them to flight. He
regains the bait only to release it

once again. This teasing is repeated

half a dozen times until the morsel

is worn thin. At no time during

this game is an attempt made to

catch a live fish, even though some
may be within his reach.

The young porpoises are often

seen chasing small fishes in and

out of the crannies around the rock

formations, and they are particu-

larly attracted to swifter fishes, such

as tarpon or rudder fish. These

fishes afford them greater oppor-

tunity for rapid movement and pur-

suit. If for some reason a fish re-

fuses to swim, the porpoises begin

to nudge it with their snouts or

nip its tail, trying to make it swim

faster. Sting rays, small nurse

sharks, sea drums, groupers, and

other large specimens, including

large sea turtles, have been buffeted

and pushed around in the tank

intermittently, day after day. This

intensive play seems to reflect a

surplus of energy, which must be

expended in one way or another.

In the case of younger animals, it

may serve as training for future

encounters with real enemies.

Mating takes place in the spring,

when animals of both sexes become
extremely restless and engage in

courtship. The wooing is not re-

stricted to either sex but is rather

subject to a given situation. In the

past when the tank was populated

with several adult males, they com-

peted and fought among themselves

over a receptive female. Now, since

the adult male population in the

tank has been reduced to a single

bull porpoise, it is the females v/ho

tend to vie with one another for

the bull's attention. However, it is

not to be understood that this mat-

ing pattern is a rigid one. In fact, in

the latter instance, it is usually the

bull porpoise who determines the

choice of his mate.

During these periods of excita-

tion, the bull porpoise emits a dis-

tinctive velping sound which seems

to be directed at a certain female,

and apparently it is this animal

that responds to the call. Conse-

quently this yelping sound has been

termed the mating call. As the por-

poises become stimulated by the

courtship, their swimming move-

ments, accompanied by leaps out

of the water, become so rapid and

intricate that the identification of

the individuals becomes very diffi-

cult at times.

The porpoises possess a keen •

sense of hearing and are therefore
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very sensitive to all water-borne

sounds. They can also see well in

and out of water. The captured

porpoises, and to a lesser degree

the porpoises born in the tank, have

retained their sense of caution and

alertness so characteristic of most

wild animals. It is not surprising,

therefore, that they should react

instantly to unusual noises or to

the sudden appearance of new ob-

jects in the tank. In the wild, most

animals when frightened resort to

flight. In the tank, the porpoises

display a similar reaction. When
disturbed, they tend to school im-

mediately and begin to swim at

an accelerated pace away from the

source of disturbance. They con-

tinue thus on the alert, craning

their necks and eyeing the object

critically, until they have become

satisfied that their safety is not

threatened. Then they gradually

relax, break up the formation, and

resume their normal behavior.

It might be of interest to note

that on occasion porpoises make a

show of fright at an insignificant

object. These disturbances are usu-

ally shortlived and are thought to

be connected with the animals' in-

ability to satisfy the impulse to

run away."

Recently, when a five-foot shark

was introduced into the tank, the

porpoises, whistling loudly, schooled

immediately and exhibited a typi-

cal fright reaction. The shark re-

mained practically motionless and

did not show any aggressive inten-

tions, so the porpoises gradually

began to slacken their movement.

Suddenly two or three young por-

poises broke away from the school,

swooped down over the shark to

examine it at close range, and then

made a couple of tight quick circles

around the fish almost touching it,

causing it to twirl in the same di-

rection. Just as abruptly they re-

joined the school. This maneuver

went on intermittently for half an

hour or so. In the meantime, the"

older porpoises had regained their

"Hediger: Wild Animals in Captivity, 1950.

dignity, and one or two were tak-

ing a nap. Several hours later, a

single young porpoise would dash

down over the shark and tug with

his mouth at its pointed tail. In an-

other day or two, the shark's pres-

ence was practically ignored.

However, it is not to be con-

strued that the porpoises are not

capable of taking the offensive

when need be. In fact, there are

several cases on record of porpoises

attacking and even destroying ad-

versaries whose presence in the

same tank they either resented or

considered dangerous. On different

occasions, sharks and a pilot whale

have been attacked, thrashed, and

injured—seriously enough in some
instances to cause their subsequent

death. One such attack, as de-

scribed by an attendant, occurred

during the early hours of the morn-

ing, when three adult male por-

poises ganged up on a very large

sand-bar shark. The assault cul-

minated with a mortal blow that

one of the porpoises delivered by

ramming his snout into the region

of the shark's gills. It came with

such terrific force that it threw the

shark bodily against the wall of

the tank. The shark sank and died

almost at once. On another occa-

sion, a young pilot whale was also

attacked and injured during the

porpoises' mating season. Later in"

the year, after a second attack, the

whale stopped eating and subse-

quently died. An autopsy showed

that he had suffered a broken jaw.

Divers, on the other hand, have

entered the tank with complete

impunity year after year. They

usually carry with them a basketful

of fish to feed to the porpoises.

Sometimes a porpoise, in his

anxiety to get a fish and not realiz-

ing his bulk and weight, sends a

diver sprawling to the floor.

Divers also enter the oceanarium

* The porpoises make things

difficult for the diver when he
comes to clean the tank in-

stead of lo feed them. They
swoop close over his air hose

and catcli it with the tail or

flipper and carry it some dis-

tance away
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a baby porpoise responds to a

mother's call or vice versa, or that

a certain female porpoise may re-

spond to the bull's call, would seem

to indicate that the various indi-

viduals may have distinctive notes,

which each porpoise can readily

recognize.

So as to learn more about these

interesting underwater sounds at

Marine Studios, a specially con-

structed hydrophone was suspended

in the water, and sounds ordinarily

inaudible to the human ear were

successfully recorded on tape. How-
ever, the porpoises, after due ex-

amination, decided to make a toy of

the hydrophone by whacking their

flukes hard against it. Thereupon,

A Six PORPOISES breaking the surface to breathe.

Normally they do this from one to three times a

minute, but when necessary, the Bottle-nosed Dolphin
can remain under water for six or seven minutes

^ The porpoise hears through two small openings just

behind the eves, leading to the bearing organs. This
young porpoise is inquisitively viewing the hydrophone,
placed in the tank to study porpoise noises

to clean the ports and to attend to

other chores. On these occasions,

the porpoises, well knowing that

no fish are being brought for them,

amuse themselves by getting hold

of the diver's air hose with one of

their flippers or with their flukes

and commence to swim away
with it. This sort of activity has

sometimes proved embarrassing.

Recently a diver popped up to the

surface like a cork — minus his

helmet.

Although it is not generally

known, porpoises emit a number
of different sounds. Most of these

sounds, which can be heard plainly

by the human ear in the corridors

or above decks at Marineland, are

whistles, groans, squeals, and other

hard-to-describe "vocalizations."

There is little doubt that some of

them represent a form of communi-
cation between the porpoises and

an expression of their feelings. They
emit a variety of sounds when a

basket of food fish is lowered into

the water. They whistle excitedly

when courting one another; and a

mother recalls a straying baby to

her side or warns the baby of

danger by whistling. The fact that
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the hydrophone was moved to the

floor of the oceanarium, where it

now rests under a pile of heavy

rocks. Just for certainty, the con-

necting cable was spiked to the

wall!

At the present time the porpoise

colony on exhibit consists of four-

teen animals. These include one

adult bull porpoise, four adult fe-

males, and seven young. They

belong to the species known as

Bottle-nosed Dolphins
(
Tursiops

truncatus). In addition, there are

now in the tank two male Long-

snouted (or Spotted) Dolphins

(Stenella plagiodon). Animals of

both species associate with one an-

other freely.

The seven young porpoises were

all born in the tank and range from

a few weeks to six years in age.

One aspect of parent-filial behavior

is particularly impressive. While

there is naturally a close bond be-

tween the baby and the mother

during the early days, this asso-

ciation persists beyond the nursing

period and may exist for years.

This has been demonstrated by

"Spray," now six years old, and

"Algie," who is about four years

old. Both of these animals, as well

as the younger offspring, still seek

their mother's company when tired,

sleepy, or alarmed. Similarly the

mother porpoises are often seen

playing with their offspring, re-

gardless of their age.

The bull porpoise, who is the

largest animal in the colony, is

generally inoffensive despite the

superiority of his great strength.

However, he will waste no time in

making his displeasure known.

More often than not, the offender

may have snatched a fish from

under his nose or, worse yet, ob-

jected to his advances. At such

times, the bull asserts his domi-

nance in a most definite manner.

The mighty clap of his jaws re-

sounds through the tank and can

be heard plainly in the corridors

as he makes a rush for the culprit.

In the ensuing race, the bull skill-

fully maneuvers his way through

the tank, attempting to overtake

and chastise the offender. As the

A An old friend to readers of Natural History. Flippy, the first edu-

cated porpoise, with Pat, his trainer's assistant. The whitish area around
his blowhole is petroleum jelly, put there to prevent sunburn

animals achieve excessive speed,

their skin tends to become notice-

ably wrinkled. The bull usually

succeeds in heading off the fleeing

animal by cutting short across the

tank.

Whenever such disturbances oc-

cur, all other porpoises become

alarmed and subdued, and the

young ones immediately pair with

their mothers and commence swim-

ming rapidly away from the bull

until peace is restored again. It is

mainly as a result of the bull's out-

bursts of anger that some of the

porpoises bear tooth marks on

various parts of their bodies. The

tail seems to be particularly vul-

nerable to attacks, and the tooth

marks are especially conspicuous

on the younger animals. Fortu-

nately they are never of a serious

nature.

THE BIRTH AND GROWTH OF A PORPOISE

The porpoises' skin is smooth and

rubber-like, and like most animals,

they like to scratch themselves. In

the process, they sometimes upset

the rock formations that serve as a

refuge for small fishes. So the por-

poises have been supplied with a

few street cleaner's brushes, an-

chored to heavy rocks on the floor

of the oceanarium. The porpoises

weren't long in recognizing the

utility of these. Now they scratch

their bellies, backs, necks, and the

tips of their snouts with expert

precision.

At present, . all of the porpoises

give every appearance of good

health and well-being. In the past,

they have mated and reproduced,

and the offspring have grown to be

healthy, normal animals in every

respect. We hope to learn more as

time goes on.
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^ Hydra is a lazy animal
that moves with diffi-

culty and only when it

feels there must be a bet-

ter fishing ground some-
place else. Most of the

time it hangs in the

water, waiting and
waiting

Mydm
Catches a Water/lea

An animal that is scarcely more than a hol-

low tube captures an animal that has a brain

By Eric V. Grave

*-

* "

>SSS

A One of the small creatures that

Hydra likes for food is the water-

flea, Daphnia, shown here. Daphnia
is a much more highly organized
animal. It has well-developed inter-

nal organs—a heart, a compound
eye with about 20 lenses, and a

brain. It also has a digestive tract

where food gets in at one end and
leaves at the other. Two strong an-

tennae enable it to swim about hap-
pily in the water, jumping up and
down without ever stopping. But...

^ . . . the moment it accidentally

toucbes one of Hydra's tentacles,

its fate is sealed. These tentacles

are set with nettling capsules, which
discharge a poison that paralyzes

the victim within a few seconds.

For the waterflea in this picture

there is no escape

*-

THE Hydra is a little animal that lives in ponds
and lakes, attached to some water plant. That its

body is at times long and at times drawn up short

impressed Anthony van Leeuwenhoek, who was the

first to observe the creature through the microscope.

Despite its remarkable ability to contract and expand,

it is a simple animal as far as structure goes, consisting

of not much more than a hollow tube, which is closed

on one end and open on the other. The open end is the

mouth and anus at the same time; whatever can not

be digested goes out the same way. Around the mouth
several tentacles are arranged, formidable weapons,

which serve to catch minute creatures that may happen
to touch them.

Hydra has no eyes, nothing that could be called a

developed brain, though it has nerve cells, sensitive

to outside influences. These nerve cells govern its

activities.
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< Most scorpions'
stings are no worse than
a wasp's. But deadly ones

do exist in Arizona

* The Black Widow
can cause death, par-

ticularly in children

and elderly persons
\. }'. Zoological Society photo

Harmless
or DEADLY?

Clearing up some erroneous ideas about animals and describing tbe

actions of some of tbe most unusual killers in tbe animal kingdom

By Osmond P. Breland
University of Texas

EVERYONE knows that such

animals as lions, tigers, croco-

diles, and venomous snakes can be

dangerous to human life. It is also

well known that bacteria and other

disease-causing organisms take

their toll of the living. But there

are many creatures in the animal

kingdom with deadly powers about

which the average person knows

little. Some of these are likely to

be met only by especially adven-

turous souls whose ways of life

carry them far from the usual

haunts of man. Others can be en-

countered by people who live the

most humdrum existences.

Most of these unique killers of

men are dependent for their ill

effects upon the use of a venom
or poison. We are all aware that the

effects of various diseases vary from

person to person. Some individuals

will have a very mild case, others
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a severe one. This may also be true

of the reactions of human beings to

venoms. However, the amount of

poison and the treatment given the

victim are probably more import-

ant. It might be remembered, how-

ever, that even the supposedly least

dangerous biting or stinging crea-

ture may occasionally cause trouble

in an especially sensitive individual.

Few who swim regularly in the

ocean are not acquainted with cer-

tain jellyfish, which in parts of the

Gulf Coast are called cabbage-

heads. They enjoy many other less

complimentary names. Many swim-

mers have had quite painful con-

tact with them. These jellyfish have

many small stinging cells on their

tentacles, which penetrate the skin

and cause an intense burning sen-

sation that may persist for many
hours. The stings of these small

jellyfish, while earning the creatures

respect, are normally not dangerous

to human life. But larger specimens

present an entirely different propo-

sition. Some of these creatures may
be 7 to S feet in diameter, with trail-

ing arms or tentacles more than

100 feet long! There are millions

of stinging cells on the tentacles,

and woe betide the swimmer, fish

or human, that becomes entangled

in their embrace.

One of the most dangerous ani-

mals in this category is the Portu-

guese man-of-war. A gas-filled bag

or float extends several inches above

the surface of the water, and the

creature is carried from place to

place at the whim of wind and

waves. The Portuguese man-of-war

is really a beautiful thing, with iri-

descent blue or orange-colored tints

that shimmer in the sunlight. But

one must not forget the death-deal-

ing tentacles trailing out of sight
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& The dancer of octopuses is generally exaggerated. However, newspaper
accounts have recently described two cases within two weeks of each
other in which swimmers in Australia escaped only with difficulty

in the water below. They have been

known to overcome and consume a

full-grown mackerel and to cause

death to adult human beings.

A person tangling with a large

jellyfish is stricken with intense

cramps and develops difficulty in

breathing. If this happens in deep

water, the victim is quite likely to

be overcome and to drown before

he can be rescued. At least two

reasonably authentic cases of death

from this cause have been reported

from the Philippine Islands over a

period of years, while the life of

another man in Puerto Rico was

saved only by a quick rescue and

prompt medical attention. It is in-

deed a wise swimmer who decides

that he has business elsewhere the

moment he finds himself in the vi-

cinity of a Portuguese man-of-war.

The sea-wasps ( Carybdeidae )

,

though less well known, are also

quite dangerous. It may be some
comfort to know that these "mon-

ster" jellyfish seem to be found only

in the arctic.

Snails certainly do not appear

dangerous as they creep slowly

along on their bellies, leaving a trail

of slime behind them. But there are

many different kinds of snails, not

only in ponds and streams but in

the ocean. Some of the marine

forms are called cones or cone shells

N. Y. Zoological Society photo

A African Scorpion Fish,
equipped with spines connected to

poison glands. A beautiful fish but
dangerous

HARMLESS OR DEADLY I

N. Y. Zoological Society photo

*• Some centipedes, like this seven-

inch one from Colombia, have
poisonous bites, but no deaths are

known

because their shells are cone-

shaped. The shells are usually two

to four inches long and are prettily

colored with light and dark

splotches. Many are in demand by

shell collectors, but living cone

snails had best be collected with

care. The bite of some species is

as deadly as that of a venomous

snake! You may be surprised that I

use the word "bite"; but the term

is quite proper, for the action is in

some ways comparable to the bite

of a snake. I am informed that the

venom of the larger species is cer-

tainly very dangerous and that

well-documented instances of fa-

talities have been reported from the
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bites of snails whose shells were

from four to six inches long.

The particular kinds of cones that

are venomous are not well known.

Most cases of severe injury and

death have been reported from

western Pacific islands. Dr. William

Clench of Harvard University lists

Fiji, Samoa, New Guinea, New
Caledonia, Tonga, New Britain, and

the Society and Caroline Islands as

being included in the area of known

danger. Until more specific infor-

mation is available about these

reprobates of die snail clan, all liv-

ing cone shells should be handled

witii extreme caution.

Some time ago, a biologist, sup-

posedly wise in the ways of octo-

puses or devilfishes, stated that a

person is more likely to be attacked

by a pumpkin than by one of these

creatures. Perhaps the authority

had recendy been the victim of a

successful pumpkin bombardment

and had thus come to regard them

as dangerous vegetables. However,

evidence indicates that the state-

ment is somewhat exaggerated.

Equally absurd, however, is the

notion that devilfishes spend most

of their time looking for a man to

eat. The truth of die matter seems

to he between these extremes. No
autiientic case of death from octo-

pus attack has been discovered; but

that the creature can be potentially

dangerous is supported by two

newspaper clippings recently re-

ceived from Mr. Maynard E. Mac-

dougall. of Australia. Two attacks

bv octopuses in Australian waters,

occurring within two weeks of each

other, are described by eye wit-

nesses. In both cases, the divers

escaped only after a considerable

struggle. Possibly the episodes were

exaggerated, but I can see no reason

to dismiss die accounts as complete

fabrications.

If there are still a few doubting

Thomases who do not believe tiiat

sharks are dangerous, we should

repeat that occasional attacks on

swimmers, by certain kinds at least,

are well established. Almost any

shark may snap at you if you corner

him and bother him. He will lash

with his tail as he goes out of his

corner, and the spines in his skin

will take die skin right off a swim-

mer. But the white shark, or man-

eater, seems to be the main one that

actuallv attacks man. There have

been more attacks in southeastern

Autsralia than in the rest of the

world put together.

Not so well established, perhaps,

are deaths of human beings from

certain fishes with venomous spines.

The best-known stinging fishes are

the sting rays or stringarees, the

weever, and the scorpion fish. Of

these, the stingaree is best known

to the average person. The stinga-

rees are greatly flattened fishes, and

the barbed stinger is near the base

of a long slender tail. Most of them

five in the ocean, but a few are

found in fresh water in the rivers of

South America. These creatures

often he in shallow water, partly

buried in the sand. If you step un-

ceremoniously in the middle of a

stingaree's back, it will usually re-

taliate by burying its stinger as

deeply as possible in the offending

foot or leg.

It is well known that such an in-

jur}' is excruciatingly painful and

that its effects may persist for

weeks or even months. Not so well

known is the fact that certain tropi-

cal species may actually cause

death. The South American fresh-

water species are probably about

iY. Y. Zoological Society photo

*• The skix secretion of

the neotropical toad. Bufo
marinas, is extremely poi-

sonous. Better not touch it
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*• The related toad.
Bufo alvarius, has caused

the death of dogs who
carried it in their mouths
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A The danger from hor-

nets is through the remote
possihility of an allergic

reaction

"* Tarantulas are less danger-

ous than popularly supposed
A'. 1 . Zoological Society photo

as dangerous as any. The early

South American explorer Richard

Schomburgk saw a native die ay a

result of a stingaree's sting, and

other deaths have also been re-

ported. A large marine sting ray,

found in the Australian area, is also

said to cause death occasionally.

Weever fishes and scorpion fish-

es, of which there are about 40 spe-

cies, live only in the ocean. Their

weapons are in the form of grooved

or sometimes hollow spines con-

nected to poison glands. Many of

these spines are in the fins that ex-

tend along the middle of the fish's

back. Weever fishes are not unlike

the usual fish in general appear-

ance, but it is hard to imagine a

fish uglier than some of the scorpion

fishes. These finny freaks have a

hideous mouth and a body studded

with warts. They spend much of

their time squatting on the bottom,

often in cracks and crevices among
rocks. Dr. H. Muir Evans, English

physician and biologist, had a pa-

tient who died from the sting of a

weever fish. He has also collected

and reported several additional

cases of death caused by weever

and scorpion fishes. He states that

the scorpion fish's sting is especi-

ally painful and that people who are

stung often become delirious with

such intense pain that the victim

may insist that the injured part be

cut off! Weever fishes are some-

times caught in nets, and fishermen

have been stung when carelessly

trying to remove them.

A few fishes generate a strong

electric current, which they use in

their defense, and some of these are

certainly potentially dangerous.

The largest of these electric fishes,

the electric eel of South America

and the so-called torpedo, can gen-

erate enough current to knock a

man flat on his face. Torpedoes are

related to stingarees, and they are

flattened fish that lie on the bottom

and grub around in the mud for

food. They all live in the ocean, and

large specimens may be three feet

wide. The South American electric

eel may attain a length of more

than eight feet, and it is probably

even more dangerous than the tor-

pedo. Specific instances of death

from either of these fishes have not

been noted. But instances are on

record of victims having been

knocked unconscious and saved

from drowning only by prompt

rescue.

We should not leave the finny

tribe before pointing out that at

least 100 fishes have flesh that is

poisonous to eat, and some reports

list close to 300. Almost all are salt-

water fishes of tropic seas (usually

HARMLESS OR DEADLY

near corals ) , and we can say that

over 50 are always dangerous to

eat. Alas, most of them cannot be

easily recognized. Many, if not

most, resemble good food fishes.

The tropical puffers are among the

fishes having the most poisonous

flesh. Instead of regular teeth, they

have beaklike structures. Their

scales are absent or reduced to

spinules, though in the case of por-

cupine fishes, they have become

huge spines. The habit of puffers

to blow up with water or air when
disturbed makes them easy to iden-

tify. The greatest number of fishes

that are dangerous to eat live in

the Pacific, but puffers are wide-

spread, and deaths have been re-

ported from many parts of the

world. Cooking does not make pois-

onous fishes safe to eat.

The notion has been entertained

by some that a South American

toad has a bite so venomous that it

could kill a horse. This belief was

probably based upon the reports

of a famous naturalist who made
this claim. These creatures are

called horned frogs or horned

toads, and they are so large that a

good-sized specimen would almost

fill a plate. It is now known that

these toads are not poisonous, but

they are quite pugnacious and will

bite viciously on the least provoca-
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•< The tentacles of the Portu-

guese man-of-war carry stinging

cells. Large jellyfish caused two
deaths in the Philippines

A. M. N. H. photo

Hon. Once their jaws have closed

on an object, they hang on so tight-

ly that it is almost impossible to

break the grip without killing the

creature.

So far as known there is no am-

phibian—the group that includes

frogs, toads, and salamanders—that

has a venomous bite. But many of

these creatures have poison glands

in their skins. This poison is so

potent in some species that a per-

son's hands will be irritated if

they touch the material. A South

American tree frog, Dendrobates,

once had the reputation of possess-

ing the most powerful poison. But

despite its alleged use by the na-

tives for tipping poison arrows, ac-

tual experiments by Dr. E. R. Dunn
demonstrated that the secretions

were incapable of killing even

small animals. On the other hand,

it has been established that the se-

cretions of the neotropical toad,

Bufo marinus, is extremely poison-

ous. And a related toad, Bufo al-

varius, has caused the death of

dogs who merely carried the crea-

ture in their mouths. Further, ex-

tracts from the skin of the Pacific

Coast newt have yielded a poison

shown to be very strong. But pres-

ent information does not permit us

to say which amphibian has the

most potent venom.

Turning to the creatures that are

often called "bugs," we find sev-

eral representatives that can qualify

as dealers of death to human beings.

The most notorious of these are the

spiders, scorpions, and centipedes.

Most persons know less than they

think the}' do about which are

really dangerous and which are not.

Fortunately, considerable informa-

tion is available, though much of

it is buried in technical publica-

tions. Medical case histories of hos-

pitals and physicians have provided

some of our knowledge. Additional

information has been obtained from

scientists who have allowed these

creatures to bite them so they could

study the effects of the venom on

themselves!

Many people are intensely afraid

of all spiders. Actually there are not

many that are dangerous to human
life, although the bites of several

may cause local pain. The two spi-

ders in the United States with the

most evil reputation are the black

widow and the tarantulas. As for

the big, hairy, fearsome-looking tar-

antulas, a bite from one of them

has never, so far as is known,

caused death to a human being.

People who have been bitten de-

scribe the effects as being com-

parable to those suffered from a

bee sting.

But the black widow is a differ-

ent matter, and there have been

authentic cases of death from the

bite of this spider. Black widow
spiders have been reported from all

the states of the United States, and

their relatives, most of which are

dangerous, occur in many other

parts of the world. Old people and

young children are most likely to

die from the bite, but even health}'

young adults must look upon these

creatures with respect. Some years

ago, an interesting book was pub-

lished entitled Black Widow, in

which 1291 reported cases of black

widow bite in the United States

were listed; 55 of these were fatal.

Authorities now suspect, however,

that many of the recorded deaths

should really be ascribed to other

causes and that death directly from

black widow bite is a very rare

occurrence.

The black widow spider is easy

to identify. It is of medium size

with a coal-black body and a red

or orange spot on its tummy shaped

like an hourglass. It builds its web
under rocks and in piles of wood,

and it may sometimes be found in

outhouses. It is not an aggressive

creature, and most of its bites occur

when a person accidentally bumps

into the web. The spider feels the

web vibrate, rushes out to capture

an insect, and bites the first thing

it encounters. The list mentioned
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above covered more than 200 years

of reported bites, which in itself

indicates that they are relatively

rare. Doctors know an excellent

treatment for the bite (injection of

calcium gluconate), which usually

relieves the pain within a short time

and minimizes the chances of death.

There is also a spider in Aus-

tralia whose bite has been known
to cause death. This is a large black

species called a funnel-web spider.

Keith McKeown, Australian ento-

mologist, and others have reported

several fatal cases. One or two

other spiders in South America and

certain other areas are rated dan-

gerous by some scientists. But even

on a worldwide basis, the number
of spiders that are dangerous to

human life is very small as com-

pared to the number of kinds of

spiders known.

The stinging apparatus of a scor-

pion is at the end of its elongated

abdomen or tail. The scorpion uses

it to kill insects for food, and with

proper provocation, the creature is

not adverse to testing its penetrat-

ing weapon on human anatomy.

The most feared scorpion in the

Western Hemisphere is the in-

famous Durango scorpion found in

the state of Durango, Mexico, and

adjacent areas. Its evil reputation

is well earned. A young, healthy,

grown person has been known to die

within less than an hour from the

sting of one of these scorpions. Ap-

proximately 1600 deaths in Du-

rango over a period of some 35

years have been ascribed to these

creatures. A good antivenin has

now been developed that has great-

ly reduced the mortality rate. Dan-

gerous species of scorpions also

occur in Trinidad, North Africa,

Malaya, India, and other tropical

regions. One of the most dangerous

is an Egyptian form, which is re-

ported to have a mortality of over

50 per cent among young children.

Southern Arizona is the only re-

gion in the United States where

deadlv scorpions can be encounter-

ed in normal routine. Here some

two dozen deaths have been record-

ed; all the victims were young chil-

dren. These scorpions are relatives

HARMLESS OR DEADLY?

of the still more deadly Durango

species, and we can be thankful

that the creatures have not spread

throughout the country. The sting

of most scorpions in the United

States is usually no more serious

than that of a bee or wasp. Yet,

in 1945 a man in central Texas was

killed by a scorpion sting. He was
attended by a reputable physician,

and there is no reason to doubt this

report. This man must have been

especially susceptible to the venom,

and the case illustrates die dangers

of minimizing the possible effects

of even supposedly harmless

species.

Centipedes are long, many-

legged creatures that run with con-

siderable rapidity. Under the head

is a pah- of strong jaws connected

with poison glands. Tropical species

are said sometimes to exceed a foot

in length, and in the southwestern

United States there is a big blue

fellow with yellow legs and an

orange-colored head that perhaps

rarely attains a length of 8 inches.

There are probably more old wives'

tales about centipedes than about

any of the other creatures we have

discussed. Favorite ones include

the belief that the bite is invari-

ably fatal and the report that the

flesh will drop from the spot over

which a centipede crawled. The
interesting situation is that there

has never been an authentic case

of death from centipede bite! The

bite of some species is painful, and

there are some reports of hospitali-

zation, but established fatalities are

conspicuously absent.

Many bites and stings from spid-

ers, centipedes, and scorpions occur

when the creatures creep into shoes

and clothing that are not being

worn. It is indeed a wise man in

tropical and subtropical areas who
develops the habit of thoroughly

shaking his shoes and clothing be-

fore putting them on.

A consideration of creatures that

bite and sting would hardly be

complete without a brief reference

to a few stinging insects such as

ants, bees, and wasps. Some au-

thorities have estimated that it

would require approximately 500

honeybee stings to cause death to

a person not especially susceptible

to the venom. But some people are

far more sensitive than this. In fact,

instances are known of death from

a single honeybee sting. This is the

result of an allergic reaction and is

exceedingly rare. A particularly po-

tent hornet hails from Thailand

and adjacent regions. One physician

states that a patient of his collapsed

from three stings, and five stings

are said to be usually fatal.

The lethal properties of a march-

ing horde of African army ants are

well known. When native villages

are invaded, the inhabitants simply

move out until the ants have clean-

ed out the vermin population and

gone elsewhere. Many ants have

very painful bites and stings, but

first place should probably be

awarded to a large black fellow,

an inch and a half long, found in

Central and South America. These

insects are quite pugnacious and

not at all hesitant about attacking

anything that disturbs them, no

matter how large. A friend of mine,

an expert on ants, by the way, once

dug into a nest to capture some of

these ants for study. He must have

become so enthusiastic in his work
that he forgot caution for a mo-
ment, because one ant managed to

elude his grasp and stung him on

the knee. The results were excru-

ciating pain, some nausea, and an

ulcer as large as the end of the

thumb. It was several weeks before

the victim had fully recovered.

Deaths from the stings of these

ants have not been noted, but in a

person especially sensitive to the

venom, the results could be quite

serious and possibly fatal.

When we put all the poisonous

animals together, they seem like a

lot, but in comparison with the ones

that are harmless they are really

very few. Many persons do not en-

counter a single dangerous creature

in their whole life. And to know
something about the ones to avoid

is to enjoy the world of nature to

the full and without danger.

For some of th.- information contained in

this oniric, the author is especially indebted to

John C. Armstrong, C. 1H. BoBcrl. Euizcnic

Clark. Willis J. Ccrtsch. and EuBcne W. Cudgcr.
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Edward Weyer, jr.
Editor. Natural History

All photographs by the author

A- Camaturas with whom the antlior traveled

near the geographical center of South America » Loading the canoes for the journey at Jacare
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^ One of the bark canoes on the Kuluene River. The thick bark is taken
off of the jatobd tree in a single piece and shaped at each end while soft

In the Preceding Installment:

The author's effort to find and interview an explorer living in the heart

of South America was interrupted hy a meeting with Chavante Indians

who had not had previous contact with civilization. He has now pro-

ceeded to the far side of the Chavante territory and is approaching the

region where he hopes to find Orlando Vilas Boas.

Purt It:

I
WAS never gladder that I had
studied Portuguese than when

our plane came in for a landing

on the narrow air strip at Jacare.

The moment the wheels touched

the ground, the pilot, sitting next

to me, began shouting orders, be-

cause our brakes had failed com-

pletely and he needed help in

bringing the plane in. As we sped

toward the end of the clearing, he

swung the tail back and forth try-

ing to slow us down, while I, fol-

lowing his instructions, strove to

hold the tail down with the stabi-

lizer. We ran off into the rough

and stopped just short of the forest.

The pilot ran a handkerchief

across his forehead, and I began to

realize that only his skillful han-

dling had saved us from a smash.

Jacare is in latitude 12°0' S. and
longitude 53°34' W. in the head-

waters of the Xingu River, a large

stream flowing northward into the

Amazon from the center of South

America.

Five weeks had passed since my
arrival in Brazil, but at last I had
reached the outpost from which I

thought I could find Orlando Vilas

Boas, the almost legendary char-

acter whose humanitarian work
among the Indians I thought might

ASSIGNMENT AMAZON

deserve wider publicity than it

had received. I was in for disap-

pointing news within two minutes

after my arrival.

We taxied toward some thatched

huts that were visible on one side

of the strip, and a dozen or so

naked Indians from the village that

was only a few hundred yards

away swarmed around the plane.

Orlando Vilas Boas, I now learned,

had passed through here only the

day before on a two or three weeks'

trip down the Xingu River.

I was disheartened that the man
I had traveled six thousand miles

to see should have escaped me by
only a few hours. I could not catch

up with him, and my time was
running short. This was what peo-

ple in Rio had warned me—that

Orlando moved over a large area of

wild territory and might be very

hard to find. Yet I was not ready

to relax my effort. In fact, the

various setbacks I had already

suffered only made it more diffi-

cult to think of giving up.

The Indian village here was in-

teresting though small; and there

was nothing lacking in the hospi-

tality of Senhor Alcncar, who lived

in a near-by hut with his family

and was in charge of the air strip.

But I was strongly drawn in another

direction. I had an invitation to

join a band of traveling Cama-
yuras and go with them to their

village. One of them, the son of a

chief, spoke a little Portuguese. I

could not communicate with the

others. There were ten or twelve

of them, wild muscular-looking men
in their prime. Some wore neck-

laces of jaguar teeth or shell beads

and red and yellow feather ear-

plugs. They wore nothing else ex-

cept a string of beads around their

waists. Each carried a hammock,

a bow, and arrows. A green parrot

rode on the shoulders of one.

"There will be dancing and sing-

ing when we get to our village,"

said the chief's son. "And you can

trade for the things we make."

"How far is it?" I asked, recalling

how people had warned me that

the Indians would steal whatever

they could from a traveler.

He seemed vague. "Not far," he

said.

He could not locate his village

on a large-scale map I had. He
thought perhaps it was off the

edge. He was uncertain about the

direction. This troubled me.

"Is there water near your vil-

lage?" I was wondering how far

I might have to go to get drinking

water and whether I would have

to boil it or use more of my tablets

to purify it. Also my clothes were

dirty, and I wanted to wash them.

"Our village is on a beautiful

lake. Swimming all die time."

I do not believe that explorers

*~&>Jl



A While paddling close to shore, one of

the boatmen is usually ready to shoot a

fish with bow and arrow

^ Bows AND ARROWS, flutes, hammocks,
and white pancakes of manioc flour com-
prise the usual light baggage of the Cama-
yuras. Note also the customary parrot

should ordinarily travel alone. An
accident, an attack of appendicitis,

or the hostility of natives can

quickly become serious. I had not

made the acquaintance of the chief.

On the other hand, I longed to

study the life of these natives in

the raw, as it were, without the dis-

tracting influences of a large expe-

dition. And I felt drawn to these

people.

I know of no better guide in a

situation like this than a sort of

intuitive sense of trust. I don't

think that truly natural natives like

these could fool you into liking

them if they were plotting against

you.

"1 accept your invitation," I said,

and we left the next morning at

sunup in three canoes.

There was no talk about pay-

ment, though I could scarcely be

called an easy load. 1 had 175

pounds of equipment and supplies,

in addition to my hammock, canoe

paddle, machete, and bow and ar-

rows. I carried no firearms, and I

doubt that the Indians would have

been as glad to have me if I had.

Down the Jacare (Alligator)

River and up the Kuluene we
paddled to the music of flutes! Here

was a scene as far from the sham

of our civilization as one could get.

The moviemakers could not have

made up anything so lovely and so

freely natural. Some of the Indians

wore bright feathers in their hair,

and the colors of the sunrise lighted

the cool mist under the jungle

growth of the shores.

As we floated through the opal-

escent world, lulled by the flute

music, I could not keep from pic-

turing the American equivalent-

Dad, behind the wheel, pleading

for more help with the road signs,

Junior and Sister warring over

which radio program to play, and

Mom trying to close her ears to it

all and remember which pieces of

clothing she had forgotten to pack.

Sometimes the Indians paddled

hard for a spell, racing with one

another. Once we stopped to eat

papaya and pieces of the large

flabby pancakes made from manioc,

the tapioca plant.

A short distance up the Kuluene,

we edged over to the west bank,

where the water was rushing past

a 20-foot gap in the shore. Paddling

hard, we dodged into this narrow

opening and found ourselves in a

stream, which widened at first and

then narrowed. Here men with

bows and arrows stood ready to

shoot fish. The parrot now took a

fancy to the top of my head and bit

my hand every time I put it near

him.

The river ended, and soon we
were in a swampy forest, balancing

on submerged logs. This was my
first visit to the tropics. The black

ooze was too deep for my boots, so

I went barelegged. The heat was

terrific, the footing slippery. I found

it difficult to balance my valuable

equipment on my head and at the

same time swat insects and wonder

whether one of the vines I grabbed

might turn into a snake. This region

has much malaria, but I had been

taking aralen as a preventive for

many weeks. The trip was nothing

at all for the Indians, of course, and

I found them edging ahead of me.

"Are we getting there?" I asked

Tah-Koo-Mah.

"Not much farther," he answered.

"More than ten minutes or less

than ten minutes?" I asked.

He seemed in doubt. "Perhaps

less."

There followed a grueling march

across a blazing, treeless plain.

Three hours after I had last sought

information from Tah-Koo-Mah,

we were in our third swamp, wad-

ing to our thighs in black mud.
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•* The Camayiiras are strong
travelers with feet hardened
to the trail. But sometimes
they stop to remove a thorn
or a clligger from their skin.

This picture was taken in

the forest on the way to

Lake Ipavu

* The going was difficult

through the swamps. The
region is malarial hut other-

wise healthful

"Does the padre from Chavan-

tina get to your village often?" I

asked him. Chavantina was 200

miles from here.

"No, he has never been there."

"Who visited your village last?"

I asked.

"No one. You are the first white

man ever to visit our village," he

said.

This was hard to believe. Perhaps

if others had made their way
through Lake Ipavu, they had done

so without stopping at this village.

Be that as it may, I was beginning

to think I knew one man who wasn't

going to do it again.

The darkness of the jungle did

not lighten my mood. I had food

for two weeks but was beginning

to wonder how I would get back

through these swamps if the In-

dians lost interest in me. It was not

a trip one would welcome alone. I

simply could not do it with even a

fraction of my valuable photo-

graphic and recording equipment.



And a boat, or at least a raft, was

needed at both ends.

We found a large dugout the In-

dians had hidden in the swamp.

In this we poled and pulled our

way along by the hanging vines,

and gradually the waterway wid-

ened into a small stream, roofed

over by trees.

I was really worried by only one

thing at this time. I kept recalling

how I had been warned that the

Indians would steal anything they

wanted, and I knew of two recent

expeditions that had been left high

and dry by their Indian boatmen in

another part of South America.

However, I had not had the slight-

est reason to distrust my friends

here and I could not help but like

them, though Tah-Koo-Mah's
father, directly behind me in the

canoe, seemed austere.

Suddenly the trees parted, and

we found ourselves gliding on the

surface of a smooth, sparkling lake.

Around the shore, palm trees nod-

ded in silhouette against the cot-

tony clouds. So peaceful and en-

trancing a spot I had never seen

before. It seemed not to be a part

of the world we know. From this

moment, I felt that I had reached

a hidden corner where Time stood

still, a secret Eden infinitely distant

in history. Down through the cen-

turies, while civilization rushed on-

ward heavens knows where, human
life on the elemental level must

have been preserved here as from

the early days of our ancestors, un-

changed by the slightest echo of

what we call progress.

What I did not know at this time

was that the bones of another

white man lay at the bottom of

this lake. So far as I have been

able to piece it together, he was a

journalist from California. The In-

dians had murdered him some vears

"* The grasslands of the Upper Xingu are extremely hot at

midday but chilly at night

ago at the junction of two rivers a

few miles away. When his bones

had turned white, they brought

them here and dropped them into

the lake. I feel quite humble when
I think of the journey he made.

He was certainly a courageous

man, who made a hazardous trip in-

A The author carried Flag No. 16

of the Explorers Club
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A The village on the east bank of Lake Ipavn, in the heart of the Camayura country

to this country from the south in

search of Colonel Fawcett and

dropped out of sight. It seems

clear that he was murdered because

he kept asking the Indians what

had happened to Colonel Fawcett.

They began to fear that he had

come to avenge the famous ex-

plorer's death, and they killed him
before he could do so.

Kalervo Oberg, to whose admir-

able monograph entitled Indian

Tribes of Northern Mato Grosso the

reader is referred for further in-

formation on the natives of this

area, refers to this unfortunate

American newspaper man as Thom-
as Winton. Harry Wright, on the

other hand, with whose writings

on the Fawcett mystery the reader

may be familiar, gives his name as

Professor Albert Winter. But it is
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hard to question the spelling of the

Brazilian writer Edmar Morel, who
reports having found visiting cards

left by Albert de Winton at stop-

ping places earlier on his route.

Weeks later, in another village,

I sat next to the Indian who killed

this man and saw the Winchester

he stole from him. This Indian had

just arrived in the encampment

where I was, and strangely enough

I had stopped myself from taking

a motion picture of him as he came
down the trail, because even at a

distance I did not like his looks.

It was the only time I remember
withholding my camera for such a

reason. When in a few minutes I

was informed that he was de Win-

ton's murderer, I had no desire to

take a close-up. For one thing, I

would not want to expose to white

man's law a man whose crime

ought perhaps to be iudged by dif-

ferent standards.

When we entered the lake, I

could see no signs of a village, and

the farther shore looked two or

three miles away. We started

paddling and poling around the

edge, and what happened next left

a strong impression on me. I

puzzled over it time and again dur-

ing the following days, groping for

an explanation.

You must realize that my atten-

tion all during this time never

wandered far from my jungle

brothers. Not only was I absorbed

in the actions of so interesting a

group of primitive people, but my
safety might depend upon know-

ing how they felt about me.

The chief, as I have said, had



I'll never know what caused the

chief to show a friendly feeling.

It is only a guess, but I cannot help

wondering whether he recalled that

we were passing over the spot

where the bones of the other white

man had been dropped in the lake.

Perhaps he was reassuring me that

although they had killed one, they

weren't going to do the same thing

to me.

The afternoon sun was dazzling

as we made our way around the

margin of Lake Ipavu. On the plat-

form at the bow of our dugout

stood an Indian like a bronze

statue, with bow and arrow poised

"" Nighttime revelries. There
was scarcely a quiet moment
during the author's visit

A Koo-Yah-Yoo processing

manioc, the staple food plant

that is poisonous until treated

shown no tendency to "loosen up"

with me. Every time I looked at

him, his face had a serious expres-

sion and his manner was distant.

I had begun to worry that he might

not be happy over my coming.

We had gone only about one

hundred yards around the edge of

the lake when I felt myself being

stroked on the back. Surprised but

eager to return any show of friend-

ship, I twisted around, smiling,

and patted him. He was looking at

me with a kindly expression, which

quite changed his appearance. I

spoke out suddenly in English for

lack of a tongue that he could un-

derstand: "I feel the same way
about you," I said, and I could not

have meant it more.
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for fish. Brightly colored birds

darted among the trees, and there

was a leafy odor in the air.

My having had to depend for

several weeks on a language en-

tirely new to me had helped to

separate me from the thoughts and

things of my normal life. I felt that

my brain cells had somehow be-

come realigned and that I had

acquired a somewhat different self.

There was hardly a habit of action

or speech upon which I could fall

back in these surroundings. The
workaday routine of city life had

dropped away, and I had entered

jungle life thousands of years re-

moved from everything I was fa-

miliar with. It was as though I had
been whisked back into a world of

10,000 years ago—a reconditioned

spirit on vacation from Today.

Presently I was roused by the

sound of cheerful voices and the

splashing of swimmers. We round-

ed a point, and there they were!

Almost half the village was in

swimming. Neither the men, wom-
en, nor children wore any clothing,

either in the water or out of it. The
men were uniformly lithe and mus-

cular. There was not a thin or a

fat person among them. Some of

the women, with their long black

hair down their backs, were beau-

tiful. There was not a trace of body
hair on anyone, and their skin had
the soft luster of satin.

At sight of our canoe, there was
a lull in the laughing, and I could

see their eyes turn in puzzlement

to the white visitor. Several swam
toward us to convoy our dugout to

a crude dock of palm logs. I don't

believe I ever felt so curious about

what lay ahead of me as I did at

that moment.

The account of Dr. Wcyer's visit at

the village on Lake Ipavu will be pub-
lished in the next issue of NATURAL
HISTORY.

V Koo-Yah-Yoo in her hammock. During the day, most of the hammocks are taken down, but at

night they are hung two or three deep, and it is difficult to find one's way among them in the thatched huts
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f FROM A JUNGLE SEED

A winged cucumber seed seems a curious parent for the supersonic

planes, yet it may point the way toward man's mastery of the skies

By Ross E. Hutchins
All photographs fcy lite author

The human part of the story

began in 1889, when a German
naturalist collected some large

winged seeds that he found in Java.

He brought them back to Germany,

where they excited the interest of

Professor F. Ahlborn, who became

convinced that these interesting

seeds permitted positive lift in in-

herently stable, gliding flight.

^ Dr. August Raspet examines
one of the "Zanonia" seeds, which
lie obtained from Java to study in

bis aerodynamics laboratory

TT'S a long way from a cucumber

seed to a swept-back supersonic

plane. Yet, the two have something

in common, and the plane owes a

debt to a handful of seeds from the

Java jungle. The story begins a

long while ago, long before men
actually learned to fly and at a

time when flight was only a happy
dream.
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In their native habitat in Indo-

nesia, these seeds are produced in

large gourdlike fruit, growing on

climbing vines that reach to the

tops of tall forest trees. This plant

belongs to the cucumber family,

and the botanical name is Macroza-

nonia macrocarpa (Blume) Cogn.

(Sailplane enthusiasts still use the

old genus name "Zononia," originally

given to the plant.) The vine pro-

duces its flowers in January and

February, and the huge fruit opens

and begins dropping its seeds in

August when the prevailing winds

blow from the east. To aid in the

dispersal of the seeds, nature has

equipped them with butterfly-like

wings, which are very efficient in

carrying them long distances. Dr.

David Fairchild, the celebrated

plant explorer, observed that these

amazing seeds sailed like tiny gli-

ders for a quarter of a mile across

a river in the Celebes.

The seedlings of this plant are

almost always found growing to the

west of trees supporting the parent

vines, showing that the winged

seeds sail downwind and not, as

some have supposed, into the wind.

These seedlings are always found

under forest trees, and the seeds

that land on open ground do not

seem to germinate. When the seeds

are released, they sail long dis-

*• This Model of a modern jet-type plane shows the swing-

back wing shape originated in the "Zanonia"' seed

tances and usually strike a tree and

drop to the ground, where they

germinate in the shade and send

the resulting vine climbing up the

trunk.

It is interesting to note that the

wing loading of the "Zanonia" seed

is approximately l/100th pound

per square foot of area, and a but-

terfly's is about the same. By com-

parison, the wing loading of a

buzzard is on the order of one

pound for each square foot of wing

area.

There is an old saying that his-

tory repeats itself. Be this as it

may, it is a fact that in man's early

attempts to master the air he tried

to copy the birds, and the first air-

planes had flapping wings. Need-

less to say, they did not fly. As

mentioned above, some of the

early aerodynamicists were clever

enough to consider other methods

of flight, as for example that ex-

hibited by this seed. Actually the

seed does not fly; it only glides.

But, of course, it is only a step

from gliding to flying, and man
would never have been satisfied

merely to glide. He had to master

the air as he had mastered other

means of transportation. One way
or another, man eventually devel-

FLIGHT SECRETS FROM A JUNGLE SEED

oped a flying machine that was a

hybrid between a bird and a glider,

and he then abandoned his studies

of the aerodynamics of bird flight

and his early interest in the seeds

of this interesting plant.

Recently, however, there has

been a revival of interest in stud-

ies of bird flight and in the sailing

characteristics of "Zanonia" seeds.

This has resulted, no doubt, from

the increasing interest in sailplanes

both in this country and in Europe.

Foremost among the present-day

workers in this field is Dr. August

Raspet of the Engineering Research

Station at Mississippi State College.

Dr. Raspet is a well-known author-

ity on motorless flight and has

spent a number of years studying

the soaring flight of buzzards from

sailplanes. In order to shed further

light on the problems of gliding

flight, he recently turned to these

seeds and attempted to analyze

their behavior in the air scienti-

fically.

Dr. Raspet found that the seeds

did not glide as far as they would

if their center of gravity was moved

back. They glided at a steeper

angle than was necessary and fell

more rapidly than they needed to.

They actually sailed at 6.7 feet per
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A The sailplane known as the

"Horten IV Flying Wing" is

similar in many respects to its

prototype, the "Zanonia" seed

^ Here a six-inch "Zano-
nia" seed is poised on the

fingertips. Note that the

actual seed is rather far

forward on the wing. If it

were farther back, the
seed could glide farther

^ The seed has left the finger-

tips and started on its gliding

flight. Under normal conditions
in still air, it will travel four

and one-half feet for each foot

of altitude lost

second instead of at a theoretical

3.2 feet per second, which would

give them the maximum distance.

For example, when a seed drops

from a pod at the top of a 100-foot

tree, its average sailing distance is

about 450 feet. If, however, the

center of gravity were moved

slightly back, so that it sailed only

3.2 feet per second, then it would

be capable of gliding for more than

1,000 feet from the same height.

These distances, of course, are cal-

culated for still air.

Most modern aircraft have verti-

cal surfaces or fins to stabilize them

in flight, but it is interesting that

neither birds nor the seeds of this



A Like the '"Zanonia" seed, the "Horten IV
Flying Wing" has no vertical control fins

^ In this "Kirby Kit" sailplane, Dr. August Raspet
has pursued numerous buzzards on cross-country

glides, accumulating information on their flight

performance by means of various instruments

A This sailplane, photographed at the First Southeast-

ern States Soaring Contest at Sanford, Florida, is named
the "Zanonia" in honor of the winged seed that has con-

tributed so much to our knowledge of gliding flight

plant are furnished with such con-

trols. How, then, are they able to

fly or glide?

The wings of these seeds are very

thin, almost as thin as tissue paper.

In the air the weight of the seed

at the center causes the tips to

bend upward giving a "washout,"

or decreasing the angle of incidence

at the tips of the swept-back wings.

Thus, the flexibility of the wing
gives it stability. The same thing

happens in birds whose wingtips,

under load, tend to bend upward.

Several early gliders were de-

signed to take advantage of this

method of achieving stability. The
first to attempt to fly in a large

"Zanonia-type" glider were two

Austrians named Etrich and Wels.

Their glider had no vertical con-

trol surfaces, stabilization being

achieved by means of deflecting the

rear wingtips up or down. Later,

a powered version of the "Zanonia-

like" glider was built, but it did

not have enough maneuverability,

which is especially important in

planes to be put to military use.

It is an interesting side light that

an inflexible structure constructed

exactly like a bird or the "Zanonia"

seed is not inherently stable in

flight.

And so the jungle seeds and the

birds were more or less forgotten

in the world's mad struggle to de-

velop faster and better planes, and

the all-wing-type craft became but

an interesting curiosity. But there

came a time in the race to achieve

greater and greater speeds when
increased drag due to compressi-

bility became a problem. It was
soon discovered that the swept-

back wing was the solution, and
so we come to the "Zanonia-type"

configuration again.

Dr. Raspet and his associates be-

lieve that there are still many
secrets of flight that may be learned

from studies of such natural gliders

as "Zanonia" seeds and soaring

buzzards.
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THERE is something more than

a fig leaf behind that luscious

Calimyrna fig you relish. There's

an exciting story about a tiny wasp

that held the secret to a two-

million-dollar industry.

The participants in this real life

drama of two continents were some

of the smartest men in California's

horticultural industry, the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture, and the

little wasp known as Blastophaga

psenes, whom we shall call Blasto

for short.

During more than 20 years, far-

seeing nurserymen in California

coddled, nursed, and watched over

this little creature as they would

the most priceless treasure. They

knew that if they could only make
Blasto feel at home in California,

they would hold the key to a great

new industry. Today—over 50 years

after his "naturalization" — Blasto

is cherished by hundreds of growers
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Wasp
Search and study on two continents revealed the

secrets of a little insect and made possible the

development of the great Calimyrna fig industry

By Evelyn Roeding Cuttle

and packers throughout the wide

fig-producing areas of California.

Blasto isn't much bigger than

the head of a match. Even viewed

under the microscope, Mr. Blasto

is anything but a thing of beauty.

He is wingless and partially blind.

Mrs. Blasto carries away the honors

for beauty. Her fairy-like body re-

sembles a queenly robe of brilliant

spangles, and her wings glisten like

iridescent jewels. Together they

make a perfect team, each indis-

pensable to the other and both in-

dispensable to the production of

the Calimyrna fig.

The Calimyrna is the only fig

whose flowers must be fertilized

by this insect for the fruit to reach

full-grown perfection. Unless this

important function, called caprifica-

tion, takes place the Calimyrna fig

withers, loosens its hold on the

twig, and finally falls to the ground
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* Until the little wasp called Blasto was given a satisfactory home in

California, orchards of the premium quality Calimyrna fig could not appear

when no larger than a marble.

This is where the little Blastos help.

Calimyrna fig trees produce only

female flowers. Therefore, in every

Calimyrna fig orchard a certain

number of Capri fig trees are

planted to provide pollen for them.

The Capri figs are entirely inedible

in themselves, but in each one lives

a colony of the tiny Blasto wasps,

which perform the act of pollina-

tion and thus cause the figs to

reach full growth and flavor.

Within the Capri figs the Blastos

carry on their love life, oblivious

to all except their prime duty of

perpetuating their kind. It is known
that when Mrs. Blasto escapes from

the tiny seedlike gall of the Capri

flowers, she will make a fervent

effort to enter another unpopulated

fig. On her wings and body she

carries the pollen from inside the

Capri fig. So, just before she is

ready to emerge, the nurserymen

$2,000,000 WASP

pick the Capri figs and place them

in wire baskets or perforated bags

among the branches of the Cali-

myrna trees. When she emerges,

she happens upon a Calimyrna fig.

Once inside the fig, she finds no

suitable place for her young to live.

As she forces her way out through

the eye of the fig, she scatters the

precious pollen from her wings

and body onto the gall flowers

inside the small green Calimyrna.

Shortly afterwards, a startling

and remarkable change takes place

in the caprified fig. It turns a dark

green, becomes firm and hard, and

shows every sign of a healthy,

vigorous fruit. The unfertilized figs,

on the other hand, look measly and

unhealthy. So even a month before

the figs mature, the fig grower can

make a fair estimate of his coming

crop.

Caprification was known even in

Biblical times. Eve may not have

referred to the fig when she said,

"We may eat of the fruit of the

trees of the garden." But in the

next passage she and Adam are

said to have "sewed fig leaves to-

gether, and made themselves

aprons." Aristotle speaks of capri-

fication in his writings. Theophras-

tus mentions that all figs do not

require caprification.

In our own Western World, the

Spanish padres planted figs around

their missions in California as early

as 1710. These were the Black

Mission variety. Later, the White

Adriatic fig was brought over from

other lands. But the gold miners

of '49 found the imported Smyrna

fig a much greater delicacy than

those already growing in Cali-

fornia. They discovered that the

selling of these imported dried

fruits was almost as great a bon-

anza as the golden treasure itself.

During the ensuing years, some
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1

A Close-up of the male Capri fig, whose
pollen the little wasp must carry to the

cultivated Calimyrna fig if edible fruit is

to result

A Capri figs, raised for the henefit of the little wasp, Blasto. The wasp,
in turn, will henefit an orchard of cultivated fig trees by performing the
essential process of caprification

of these miners' sons came to be

the pioneer horticulturists of Cali-

fornia. Like their fathers, they be-

gan to agree that the imported

Smyrna fig had a sweetness and

flavor the domestic figs lacked.

Why shouldn't California, with its

rich soil and similar climate, pro-

duce a fig as tasty and edible as

the Smyrna?

This was a challenge to men of

vision and foresight, but the ob-

stacles that beset them were
scarcely anticipated. One man,

George C. Roeding, who is con-

sidered the Father of Smyrna Fig
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A Inside the wild fig are found a number of the wasps
that have just hatched. Thev will now seek out another
fig and carry to it the wild-fig pollen that is essential if

the fruit is not to wither and fall

owner of the Fancher Creek Nur-

series in Fresno, joked about the

young man's wild dream of bring-

ing a great new fig industry to

California.

In spite of derision on all sides,

the dream was taking shape and

there were several farsighted men
who started to lay the groundwork

for its realization. In 1882, G. P.

Rixford, the business manager of

the San Francisco Bulletin, im-

ported fig cuttings direct from

Smyrna with the financial aid of

Senator Leland Stanford. Our

United States consul at Smyrna

helped in getting them through,

and it was with high hopes that

these supposedly best varieties of

Smyrna fig cuttings were distri-

buted among the subscribers of

the Bulletin. Imagine the disap-

pointment of all these people when,

after waiting hopefully for the

trees to bear, they saw the fruit

reach the size of pebbles and then

shrivel and drop. The Bulletin was

rudely censured for giving out a

worthless product, but they con-

soled themselves with the thought

that they had been tricked by the

wily Smyrnaites.

In 1885, E. W. Maslin, a horti-

culturist of California, went a step

further. He planted Smyrna seeds

taken from the best imported figs

he could buy. The trees attained a

remarkable growth, but their fruit

failed to mature. Something was
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Culture in California, never

swerved in his determination to

bring the Smyrna fig industry to

his state. But one thing he pre-

sently knew for certain. The
Smyrna fig had to be caprified, and

that meant bringing little Blasto

over from Smyrna and making him
like his new home in the West.

Other horticulturists ridiculed

the whole idea of caprification.

They called Roeding a crackpot, a

faddist. But he only chuckled in

his good-natured way and clung

more firmly to his beliefs. Even his

own father, Frederick Roeding,



definitely wrong, but what was it?

A year later, the elder Roeding,

having become convinced that his

white Adriatic figs couldn't com-

pare with the imported Smyrna

variety, sent W. C. West, an em-

ployee from his nursery in Fresno,

directly to Smyrna to study the

whole process of fig culture. It

was almost too daring to mention

it in that year of 1886, but secretly

he was sure that the Smyrna fig,

in order to mature, needed the wild

Capri fig, with its all-important

fructifying insect, little Blasto.

The mission to Smyrna could

hardly be called a rousing success.

West's every movement was
watched with jealous eyes. No fig

cuttings or trees could be exported.

It became increasingly apparent

that the Turkish Government was
not anxious to divulge the secrets

of a flourishing industry.

But West was not to be daunted.

Finally, with the assistance of an

Englishman and a Greek living in

Smyrna, he succeeded in export-

ing 20,000-odd cuttings of the true

commercial fig, along with several

thousand cuttings of the Capri fig.

The cuttings reached Fresno some

months later in surprisingly good

condition and were planted on the

Roeding Fig Orchards in 1888.

About this time, Frederick Roed-

ing turned over his fig orchards and

nursery interests to his son, George,

then only a young man of twenty.

From that time on, the orchards

became the center of the most

varied line of fig experimentation

on the Pacific coast. For fourteen

watchful years, heartbreaking dis-

appointments repeatedly shattered

his hopes. George Roeding hovered

over his fig orchards like an ex-

pectant mother and spared neither

himself nor money to make his

brain child grow. But each time

when he seemed about to succeed,

Blasto weakened and died.

Advice was given freely during

all this time by men who were

supposed to be experts, though

they scoffed at caprification. When
Roeding didn't heed their sugges-

tions, they urged impatiently, "Dig

up the orchards! Plant other figs!"
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A George C. Roeding, Father of Smyrna Fig Culture in California

This would have been the easy

way out, but Roeding only inten-

sified his efforts to bring in little

Blasto alive and learn more about

caprification. Information was

meager in those days, but he

delved into reports written by lead-

ing scientists. One of these men

was Dr. Gustav Eisen, who later

wrote, "When I first announced my
final conclusions about caprifica-

tion [at a horticultural meeting in

Fresno] and of the necessity of im-

porting the Blastophaga ... I was

hooted down, and some of the

mob whistled."

With Eisen's encouragement,

Roeding took a daring step for-

ward in 1890. A few of his Smyrna

figs and Capri figs had produced

fruit, and he decided to try artifi-

cial fertilization.

The methods were crude. Open-

ing the male Capri figs and finding

their blossoms matured and cov-

ered with pollen, he shook some of

the pollen into his hand and then

by means of a toothpick trans-

ferred it into the orifice of the

Smyrna fig to fertilize its female

flowers. It worked! All of the half

dozen figs that were treated ma-

tured; and when dried they had a

flavor very much like die imported

Smyrna variety.

Fig history was in the making!

In 1891, Roeding improved on the

toothpick method by blowing the

pollen through a glass tube drawn

to a fine point at one end. This

caused 150 figs to behave properly,

"showing Roeding to be some

blower and forecasting his expan-

sive abilities in other things than

figs," as Edward J. Wickson put it

in his history of the nursery plant

industry.

When these figs were sent to

several leading fruit growers in

California, they proclaimed unani-

mously that they were the finest

ever produced in the state and

equal to the imported Smyrna fig.

But even with these exciting new
developments in fig culture, Roed-

ing couldn't convince other growers

that caprification was essential for

the ultimate success of the fig in-
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h The cultivated fig is exclusively of one sex, female.

T Having no pollen of its own, the fruit will not develop

without pollination from a wild fig, the so-called Capri

fig. Here is where the tinjr wasp, shown greatly enlarged

at left, serves the fruit grower. The wasp pollinates the

cultivated fig, causing it to grow large and luscious

A While the fig depends upon the

T wasp, the wasp also depends upon
the fig. It is within the wild fig that

the wasp lays its eggs

rfk In this enlarged section

W of the wild fig, we see the

wasp ahout to lay its eggs in

the ovary of the flower. It is

impossihle for it to do this in

the cultivated fig, but in ex-

ploring, it deposits the essen-

tial pollen

To provide for a new generation

of wasps, the male, shown here,

must be present to fertilize the

newly matured female. It gnaws a

hole in the ovary of the wild fig

Now fertilized.

female escape
through the same open
ing . .

.

- -M
M . . . and in leaving, she be-

T comes dusted with the
pollen of the wild fig. In this

act, the female wasp be-
comes the key to the Cali-

myrna fig industry. The
Calimyrna fig has no pollen

of its own and will not bear
edible fruit unless polli-

nated from the wild fruit in

this way

A The female WASP blunders into Smyrna
W figs while searching for wild ones. In this

act, she pollinates the fruit, enabling it to

develop into the valued product of commerce.
She cannot lay her eggs in cultivated figs

because of an elongation of their ovaries.

Growers in the Near East were observed to

hang strings of wild figs in their Symrna fig

orchards. Study of this curious custom re-

vealed the chain of events described here,

leading to the growth of the vast California

fig industry
Drawing by Matthew Kalmcnoff. after /.. Blair



dustry. Artificial pollination was

only the beginning, he said, and

could never be practiced on a wide

scale. Furthermore, it was found

to be bad for the tissues of the fig.

The future of the Smyrna fig in-

dustry in our hemisphere hung in

the balance. Roeding knew his

trees were good. But the baffling

question was how to bring Blasto

over from Smyrna alive and induce

the insect to adopt Fresno as its

home.

In spite of the discouragement

on all sides, Roeding rallied his

efforts once more and succeeded

in 1S92 and later in 1895 in getting

from Smyrna several consignments

of Capri figs containing live

Blastos. He cut open the figs,

placed them in jars, and hung them

among the branches where young

figs were growing. He carefully

covered the trees with cloth to

prevent the wasps from escaping.

But still Blasto was stubborn and

refused to establish itself.

Finally, in 1897, with his usual

dogged determination to exhaust

all possibilities, he made a fervent

appeal to our Secretary of Agricul-

ture in Washington, the Honorable

James Wilson. The Government

became fully alive to the import-

ance of introducing Blasto and

commissioned Dr. L. O. Howard,

Chief of the Division of Entomol-

ogy, to take charge of the work.

Dr. Howard, in turn, communicated

with a man who had shown a vital

interest in caprification. He was

Walter T. Swingle, a well-known

botanist, who was studying at the

International Zoological Station in

Naples.

Swingle began the chase from

Naples in the spring of 1898, send-

ing over a consignment of figs con-

taining five Blastos. Again Roed-

ing treated them like royal guests

of honor. Still nothing happened.

But Swingle kept the figs coming.

Now each one was carefully wrap-

ped in tin foil. Roeding continued

his artificial pollination and built

cloth houses over his trees to pro-

tect Blasto from frost and other

hazards. But he had come to doubt

this method and wrote to Dr.
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Howard, "I do not think a success

will be made . . . until fig trees

with fruit on them are sent out

during the winter months. If this

is done, the insects will have a

chance to develop in a natural

way . . . just as they do in their

nativity, passing from one crop of

Capri figs to the following one."

Then suddenly, on a warm day

in June, 1899, a momentous event

took place. An employee of Roed-

ing was busy with artificial pol-

lination in the orchard when he

came upon a fig that definitely

showed the presence of little Blasto

itself. In the exciting days that fol-

lowed, more figs proved that Blasto

had been working on its own and

had left the figs green and plump.

Roeding knew at last that he was

on the threshold of a great new
industry and communicated with

Dr. Howard in Washington. To

forestall any reverses, Dr. Howard

sent E. A. Schwarz, an expert en-

tomologist, to study Blasto at work

on Roeding's orchards and to make

detailed, hourly observations of the

amorous functions of the tiny wasp.

They were over the hurdle!

Roeding sponsored a contest to

give a name to the new fig. "Cali-

myrna," a contraction of "Cali-

fornia" and "Smyrna" was sub-

mitted by one contestant and was

chosen and copyrighted. Fig grow-

ing promised to rival raisin and

prune growing in importance and

give the orange a heated race. To
assure its ultimate success, Roed-

ing decided on a bold step. He
would go to the very heart of the

fig industry, Smyrna itself, and

clear up the doubtful points that

remained.

Fortified with an appointment as

Commissioner of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture and armed

with letters of introduction to rep-

resentatives abroad, Roeding de-

parted from Fresno with his family

in May, 1901. Leaving them safely

ensconced in Berlin, he set forth

on his colorful journey to Constan-

tinople. Travel in Europe in those

days was anything but a jolly trea-

sure hunt. The trains moved like

half-drugged snails and were small

and dirty. This was long before the

"modernization" of Turkey; and

before reaching the frontier, Roed-

ing was warned to conceal all

books and weapons, but he failed

to hide an electric lamp. The cus-

tom-house inspector snatched this

and promptly confiscated it as a

child would take a fascinating new

toy.

A.t Constantinople, he found he'd

only begun the battle. The Turkish

officials quickly took his passport

away, saying it had not been prop-

erly visaed in Berlin. He then

learned he would be forbidden to

travel in Turkey without the Tes-

kera, a Turkish passport, impos-

sible to obtain without his own
passport. Roeding appealed urgently

to our consular office in Constan-

tinople, emphasizing the impor-

tance of his immediate departure

for Smyrna. But the U. S. officials

warned him that the Turks were

indifferent about rushing into any

kind of business for a tourist. As

predicted, they took their own
sweet time about it; but finally,

with a liberal use of baksheesh, the

proper palms were greased and

Roeding had his passport.

Plundering the American seemed

a popular pastime of the day.

Roeding found he had to put up
an additional sum of money at the

steamship office to secure his pas-

sage to Smyrna. After a circuitous

route around the Sea of Marmora,

the small iron tub finally pulled

into Smyrna. There his books were

pounced upon, and it was not until

the government wheels were gen-

erously oiled again that he re-

trieved them.

His accommodations at the hotel

where he stopped proved to be far

from elegant. But the bedbugs

were of a mild variety, he com-

mented, in comparison with those

in other caravansaries in the interior

of Asia Minor. Fortunately, the in-

terpreter, or dragoman, provided

by the American Consulate secured

lodging for him with a Greek fam-

ily in Aydin, the commercial center

of the fig orchards. Roeding never

forgot their kind hospitality and

repaid them with generous gifts of
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money some years later when the

Turks ravaged their land.

Roeding felt it was wise to feign

complete ignorance while he studied

and visited the orchards in and

around Aydin. Only the American

consul in Smyrna knew he was seek-

ing to learn more about little Blasto.

But suddenly one day he found

himself in a blaze of publicity—the

last thing he wanted!

A Greek newspaper printed an

article from the Saturday Evening

Post containing extracts from Dr.

L. O. Howard's report on the

Smyrna Fig in California from the

U. S. Department of Agriculture

Year Book of 1900. Evidently, a

copy of the Post had been sent to

a correspondent in Smyrna. George

Roeding and his long work with

the Smyrna fig were given conspic-

uous prominence throughout the

article. Roeding's host took it well,

but the rest of the Smyrnaites

weren't so forgiving. The news-

papers warned the public in no

uncertain headlines that George

Roeding was there to steal the

secrets of their most flourishing in-

dustry. Under no condition were

they to give out any information

to him.

All might have been lost and the

8000-mile trip to Smyrna in vain
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if Roeding and his interpreter

hadn't devised a quick way out of

the dilemma. From then on he

would assume the alias of "James

George." The plan worked, and the

way was safely paved for a return

trip to Smyrna later in the summer.

Amazing as it was to Roeding,

the fig growers of Asia Minor—in

fact, all the people with whom he

came in contact—were as ignorant

of caprification as were their fore-

bears. Oh, yes, they knew the little

wasp was absolutely essential to

the production of the Smyrna fig,

but as to how Blasto lived and

loved and propagated its kind, they

knew nothing. Before leaving Aydin,

Roeding had the pleasure of telling

his host the facts of life about

Blasto. His host exclaimed, "I have

been the owner of fig orchards all

my life and my father before me,

but your explanation of how the

little insect performs its functions

is the first clear understanding I

have ever had of the subject."

All this was very flattering, but

Roeding insisted there were cer-

tain doubtful points about capri-

fication he had to clear up. He
wanted to know how often it was

necessary to distribute the Capri

figs and the number required for

each Smyrna fig tree.

< A crop of Capri figs, not sold as

edible fruit but carefully cultivated

to provide the pollen

^ Paper bag used for distributing

Capri figs in an orchard of Cali-

myrna trees. The wild Capri fig

trees, with their cargo of wasps,
were only brought to this country
successfully after several attempts.

Now, wherever Symrna fig trees

grow in California, wild fig trees

with their wasp-laden fruit are

grown near by. The health of the
little insects is of major importance
to the fig orchards, and they are

reared by the millions in sterile

incubators

To Roeding, it was a novel and
interesting sight to watch the

veiled Turkish peasant women
trudging slowly through die nar-

row streets of Aydin in the early

morning hours toward the fig

bazaar to sell the male Capri figs.

On their heads were perched bas-

kets laden with the figs. They
would squat down at the bazaar

and patiently wait for the buyers.

About 7 a. m. the growers would
come along, feeling quite free to

break open a fig to see if it was

well supplied with pollen and to

make sure that little Blasto was
present. If so, they made a quick

purchase and loaded the figs in
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bags, hoisted them on donkeys,

and departed for their respective

orchards.

Having observed the workings of

Blasto on the first crop of Smyrna

figs, Roeding left for Berlin, hoping

to return later to watch little Blasto

carry out its functions on the sec-

ond crop of figs.

In the latter part of August he

made preparations for his next trip

to Smyrna. This time he played

safe and had his passport properly

visaed at the Turkish Consulate

in Berlin.

When he was about to set off, he

learned to his dismay that bubonic

plague was raging in Constantin-

ople and that the port was closed

to all outgoing ships. He wired

Agadjanian, his interpreter in

Smyrna. Agadjanian telegraphed

back that he knew a way out and

urged him to come. The faithful

interpreter was there to meet him

when he reached Constantinople

and arranged the trip by train to

Smyrna.

The harvesting of the fig was in

full swing when he arrived. De-

lighted that he had made it just

in time, Roeding again assumed the

name of James George to avoid

reporters and took up lodging in

a private home. The opening of the

fig season was heralded by a gay

festival with more than 30,000 in-

habitants participating. Roeding

noted every minute phase of fig

culture, from caprification to the

final packing and shipping. He
watched incognito the gathering of

the crop, the drying of the figs on

rushes, the storing in adobe struc-

tures, and the final transportation

in goat-hair sacks on the backs of

camels to the railroad stations.

With the supreme satisfaction

that he had investigated every step

in the growth of the Smyrna fig,

Roeding took his departure from

Smyrna in September, carrying

with him an assortment of fig cut-

tings, which he forwarded to

the Department of Agriculture in

Washington on reaching Naples.

The advent of commercial fig

culture in California was enthu-

siastically proclaimed by the news-
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papers throughout our country. Let-

ters and inquiries flooded Roeding

in such overwhelming volume that

he was induced to write The
Smyrna Fig at Home and Abroad,

a small book covering every detail

of the Calimyrna fig from the love

life of Blasto to the practical value

of planting and owning a fig

orchard.

As often happens in a world of

progress and achievement, a heated

controversy arose as to where the

credit should go for establishing

Blasto and bringing a new food to

our land. Edward J. Wickson, in

his history of the nursery plant

industry, very nicely states the

case when he says, "Among the

many contributions to the science

and practice of California pomol-

ogy which have been made by our

nurserymen, none can compare in

insight, devotion, persistence, and

expenditure with George C. Roed-

ing's pursuit of the Smyrna fig and

the bug thereof . . . the most unique

and long-sustained effort ever put

forth by a nurseryman . .

."

But George Roeding was the first

to pay tribute to others who ma-

terially and faithfully assisted in

the great enterprise that had cov-

ered a score of years. Among the

outstanding horticulturists already

mentioned were James Shinn and

John Rock, both early experimen-

ters with the fig. And last, but cer-

tainly not least, a profound vote of

appreciation is due those eminent

entomologists, Doctors Howard,

Swingle, and Schwarz, whose un-

tiring efforts to introduce and do-

mesticate little Blasto gave the

crowning touch to the momentous

achievement.

With all that had been accom-

plished, Roeding still felt there was

work to do. He couldn't sit back

and expect the American people to

take the Calimyrna fig to their

hearts—or rather to their stomachs

—overnight. For years they had

been buying and eating the im-

ported Smyrna fig. Now they must

be educated—especially our eastern

consumers—to appreciate the qua-

lity and cleanliness of their own
domestic fruit. But how? Roedins;

devised a plan, and it proved suc-

cessful. Over a period of years, he

sent samples of both fresh and

dried figs to many leading trades-

men, fruit growers, and shippers

throughout the country. In time,

the problems of processing and

marketing were solved. His mis-

sionary work in these endeavors

laid the groundwork for the accept-

ance of California's newest fruit

product.

Now that little Blasto was here

to stay, it was natural and fitting

that Roeding should be among the

first to start his own fig business

on his place just a few miles east

of Fresno. In 1903, he incorporated

the Roeding Fig Company, distrib-

uting shares among a few relatives

and friends. It was a humble be-

ginning with only a small packing

shed and about 25 workers. But in

that first year of 1903, the company
handled 257 tons of figs, which

grossed $15,420. Since then this

little company has expanded into

what is now our country's largest

concern devoted solely to fig pro-

duction, with packing and storage

plants covering several blocks in

the city of Fresno. It now does an

annual business of over a million

dollars in Calimyrna figs alone.

Six other large fig-packing com-

panies have sprung up during re-

cent years in the rich San Joaquin

Valley. At the height of the busy

season, they employ about 3500

people, and each packs 1000 tons

of figs or more. Over 12,000 acres

of land are planted with tire Cali-

myrna fig throughout 7 counties of

California, with the crop for 1952

having an estimated farm value

reaching beyond the four-million

dollar mark.

So, when you glance at a color-

ful recipe book showing luscious

fig cakes, puddings, and other

sweets, you may be sure of one

thing—the Calimyrna is here to

stay. And for that, we may be duly

thankful to little Blasto and to that

great team of pioneer horticultur-

ists, fig growers, and packers who
pulled together in line with nature's

own methods to provide a good

and bountiful food for all to enjoy.
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A '"Taivca Tika" attempts to portray
Polynesian life as it is lived today in

Tahiti. The outrigger canoe is a remnant
of the old native way of life

A Orances grow high in the Tahitian
mountains and getting them to market
is no easv task

Tango Tika

"PUBLICITY releases on "Tanga Tika,"

which is filmed in the Tahitian Is-

lands, say that Dwight Long, producer,

director, and photographer wanted "to

produce the real story of the people of

Tahiti at home, at work, and at play, their

customs and their dances." Your editor

in viewing the film was aware only that

she was seeing a simple love story in a

beautiful setting. The plot development

depends on such obvious complications

that there is little suspense.

The story is that of Timi, son of a

Tahitian island chief, who left his country

home and went to the big city of Papeete,

the capital of French Oceania, and fell

in love widi a girl who returned his love

on first sight. The girl's mother leads an

easy life getting credit from a Chinese

merchant. The merchant's son, like Timi,

is attracted to the girl and wants to

marry her. The struggle, of course, is

around Timi's effort to earn enough
money to pay off the merchant and marry

Nenu.

It was not until I was driving back to

the Museum with Dr. Alphonse Riesen-

A Larce outrigger canoes with sails are used to carry copra from
one islet to another in the South Pacific

The Screen
Authentic comments on films

in the field of nature, geography, and exploration

Edited by Elizabeth Downes

feld, an anthropologist at the American

Museum of Natural History, that I rea-

lized what value the film could have had
from both an anthropological and an en-

tertainment standpoint if its meaning had
been gotten across.

Dr. Biesenfeld said that to show what
life in Tahiti is really like today one

would have to show the great struggle

that is going on all over the world where

native ways of life cross the paths of

civilization. This crossing has been going

on long enough in Polynesia for us to

see some of the results. Some of the old

ways of fife still exist, some of the new
have been adopted. This change cannot

be stopped, but in its wake diere are

many problems arise dealing with all as-

pects of life.

"In this film," writes Dr. Biesenfeld,

"many of die problems are hit upon, but

it takes an anthropologist to understand

what the film is trying to do, and the

meaning will be lost on the general

public.

"Nenu and her mother's contact widi

the Chinese merchant is a subject full

of fascination and dramatic potentialities

because of the clash between native

naivete and Chinese sophistication, but
the subject is passed over so Iightiy one
hardly gets the point.

"When Timi finally gets most of the

money he needs to pay the Chinese mer-
chant by winning all the sports events

on a national holiday, the natives suggest

that he spend the money on a feast

that all can share in. The bewildered

spectator will hardly understand the con-

flict between the native conception of

collective property and die intruding

western idea of private ownership.

'There are innumerable small evidences

that show the changes that have come
as a result of contact between the two
cultures, such as the hulas with solo

parts, the use of the guitar and the ac-

cordion, elements of the comic, and the

exaggerated erotic character of one of

the dancers.

"There are a few elements in the film

tiiat show die old native way of life. I

enjoyed die beautiful outrigger and
double canoes, the throwing of the jave-

line, die climbing of coconut palms, the

planting of coconut and the fishing scenes,
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A In "Mocambo" we see Africa made over for Gable.
MGM production

A Lions hover around the animal trap into which in-

genue Grace Kelly has fallen. Gable, of course, is soon
on hand for a dramatic rescue

where the method of stoning the water in

order to drive the fish into a net is used.

Apart from these brief flashes, I get only

fleeting glimpses of native culture; a na-

tive house is briefly shown and an earth

oven on which a pig is stewed. Here

again no emphasis is given to these ele-

ments, and they pass so quickly that the

average observer will hardly notice them.

"Even an anthropologist is willing to

be carried away by the pleasantness of

the scenery and the story, but the mar-

quee lights have me puzzled. "How
can this film be called "Tanga Tika" when
the local Tahitian dialects drop the "ng"

and the "k."

Mogambo
"A/fOGAMBO," writes Dr. Harold E.

Anthony, Chairman of the Ameri-

can Museum's Department of Mammals,

"poses a problem for die person who
sees it and has any knowledge of Africa

and its fauna and flora to influence his

reaction. A great deal of the footage, un-

doubtedly the greater part, is pure Holly-

wood in scenario, staging, and the various

devices to secure illusion. Part of it is

truly African as the camera found it on

location. In between these two patterns

is the footage that is a composite of

actual happenings in a synthetic environ-

ment. There is nothing to show that the

action is all in sequence, in the same en-

vironment, or even took place at all,

except as the film cutter brought widely

separated shots together. This synthesis

is done skillfully and has terrific dramatic

effect, but the beholder should not be
tricked into believing this is truly Africa.

"The plot is simple and litde is left

to the imagination. Clark Gable acts the

part of a rugged, efficient collector of

wild animals for zoos and circuses. He
has a well-organized establishment and

is persuaded to be the guide and white

hunter for an anthropologist, accompanied

by his wife, who wishes to study gorillas.

Ava Gardner, as Eloise Kelly, a widow in

search of forgetfulness, goes about things

in happy-go-lucky fashion. The inevitable

triangle of white hunter, anthropologist,

Brief comments on

Documentary and Grade A

Below the Sahara
African wildlife film made on

location

The Living Desert
Disney's first feature-length True-

Life Adventure film, showing ani-

mal and plant life in the Great

American Desert

The Sea Around Us
Marine nalural history filmed in

color

Down the Alphabet

Return to Paradise

Based on Michener's story "Mr.
Morgan" in his book "Return to

Paradise"

films previously revieivetl

What the Experts Said

Interesting sequences of African fauna and native

peoples. Authentic flavor

Marvels disclosed in this film must be seen before

one can sense full significance

Some superb shots, but as a whole a highly dis-

appointing production

Good fun. Broadly speaking gives a fairly authentic

view of a Polynesian island community

and wife becomes the dominant factor.

The widow is at hand when the triangle

falls apart. There is little about die human
activity in this film to single it out of a
host of past, present, and future produc-

tions based on the same topic. The ques-

tion of most interest for the readers of

Natural History relates to the portrayal

of the African scene.

"After making due allowance for the

intrusive elements brought into associa-

tion witii African settings, there is one
unique feature beyond explanation by
this reviewer. The sequences of the

gorillas are beyond question the best he
has seen. It seems certain, however, that

these animals are restricted or conditioned

in some manner not apparent in the film

because such action, in good light close

to the camera, just does not happen in a

state of nature. Some of the gorilla be-

havior is surprising and unexpected, as

when an animal up a tree beats its chest.

The gorilla action will have the close at-

tention of die audience and is deservedly

the climax of the film, triangle or no
triangle."

Your editor diinks that it's too bad that

a picture that has some of die nice animal
scenes in it that "Mogambo" has cannot

be recommended to children, and it's

baffling diat so suggestive a plot as this

one is given unrestricted distribution

when a completely natural native film

like "Latuko" 1 was suppressed.

And Don Carter, anodier American
Museum mammalogist who knows Africa

from hard expedition work, is more per-

turbed about die leopard that got away
than actor Gable was. "He had lost one
of the rarest animals in Africa," writes

Mr. Carter. "A few black leopards occur

in the mountains of Ethiopia, but in

odier parts of the continent, including the

locales of diis picture, diey are so rare

as to be practically unknown. Most black

leopards come from soudieastern Asia."

iJMatural History, Sept. 1952
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BOOKS Continued from page 391

done a great deal of reading herself, and
she has found many obscure observations

on insects that have escaped the notice of

other writers. The book is very well bal-

anced. It starts out with the structure and
growth of insects, their senses and pro-

tective devices. It is pointed out that with-

out insects we would be almost wholly

without fruits and flowers, and without

insect parasites and predators of injurious

species, insects would surely inherit the

earth. It is also shown that crop pests are

due to man's activity, especially where
the farmer has cultivated huge areas of

one kind of crop, which would normally

grow in very limited quantities and would

be difficult for insect enemies to locate.

This has produced ideal conditions foi

the foraging insects, and it is only natural

that they have become pests.

The pages dealing with locust migra-

tions will enlighten anyone who is not

aware of the enormous numbers in which

these insects occur and the damage they

cause. One might disagree with the state-

ment that only natural causes will control

them. Man has made great progress in

predicting their outbreaks and in chemical

control by use of airplanes to disperse the

chemical poisons.

The best sections of the book concern

Miss Cheesman's own careful observations

of the behavior of insects. I have found

references to many things that are new
to me and have learned a lot.

C. H. Cuhran

HOW ANIMALS MOVE
....--.-...by James Gray

Cambridge University Press, $3.00

114 pp., 15 plates, 52 figs.

TpHE ability to move voluntarily from

one place to another is the obvious

character that at once distinguishes the

animals from other forms of life. In writ-

ing this book on how animals move, James
Gray's aim was to explain the principal

features of animal locomotion for readers

without any previous biological knowl-

edge. First, he points out to us the simple

laws that govern all motion and the prin-

ciple of the force that supplies die neces-

sary energy to drive the animal motor.

By means of photographs and some 70
illustrations and diagrams by Edward
Bawden, we see how the rhythmical ma-
chinery of animals operates and propels

them into action. Professor Gray goes on
to explain how these forces are channeled

in a variety of ways to meet the particu-

lar needs of animals that live cither on
land, in the water, or in the air, and he
compares them with the machines devel-

oped by man. Here we see how the body
of a snake as it glides along by muscular

backbone propulsion follows exactly the

same sinuous course that is set by the

snake's head. We learn how the wings of

YOUR NEW BOOKS

birds and bats counteract the pull of

gravity and drive the body through the

air. Here, too, we are shown how the

fishes and dolphins are propelled through
die water by means of vertical tail fins or

horizontal flukes. In the four-footed ani-

mals diat walk or run we learn that die

body rolls diagonally forward, and as

Professor Gray puts it, "A galloping horse

marks, perhaps, the end of one of Nature's

great experiments, for here die power by
which a horse is driven forward comes
almost entirely from the muscles that

move the limbs."

The picture given by Professor Gray
is, of course, necessarily a brief one. Only
a few of the common animals are fea-

tured to demonstrate those that crawl,

walk, run, jump, swim, and fly.

How Animals Move is simple and eas-

ily understood and will encourage you to

observe the motion of animals on your
own with far greater interest than in

the past.

James Gray is a Fellow at Kings College

and a professor of zoology at the Uni-
versity of Cambridge. He gave a series

of Christmas lectures on this subject to a
juvenile audience at the Royal Institution

in 1951. George G. Goodwin

A HERD OF MULE DEER
by Jean M. Linsdale and P. Quentin

Univ. of California Press, $8.50

567 pp., 174 figs.

TPHIS beautifully prepared, printed, il-

lustrated, and wholly comprehensive
monograph is devoted to the broad sub-
ject of animal behavior. In it the activities

of mule deer in relation to their environ-

ment appear to have been treated from
every imaginable angle. The range of

pertinent related subjects can be scanned
quickly by means of the contents.

Besides containing much new data, the
book is a vast reservoir into which die
authors have packed everything they
have been able to discover relating to our
knowledge of the mule deer. The index
alone occupies nine pages.

G. H. H. Tate
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LETTERS rinued from page 386

conditions, even over considerable dis-

tances. The birds, however, had definite

individual flying experience in the area of

the "home," which was thus considerably

more than a point of merely ancestral

significance.

There was an experiment with wild

mallards hatched from eggs that had been

taken from England, where this species

is sedentary, to Finland, where the local

population is migratory. The young ducks

adopted the migrational behavior of their

foster parents but made no attempt to

return to their country of origin. Experi-

ments with young storks taken from their

nests in eastern Germany and later re-

leased at various western points produced

a variety of results, but many of the re-

leased birds similarly followed the migra-

tion route customarv for the storks of the

region where they were released. The

European starlings imported into this

country many years ago have developed

an extensive local migration without any

observed attempt to fly to Europe.

An escaped parakeet, therefore, might

try to return to its cage after a taste of

freedom or might adopt an independent

and vagrant existence as long as it could

survive, but it is more than doubtful that

it would attempt a flight to an ancestral

home, especially one with which it had no

individual experience.

John T. Zimmer

Travelers Akin
Sms:

For several years I have been a sub-

scriber to Natural History Magazine

and have always thought that it was one

of the most interesting magazines pub-

lished.

In July, I took my vacation in Mexico,

and on the way there stopped at the

Havana airport to change planes. The fol-

lowing incident occurred at the airport,

and I thought it would be of great interest

to you.

My friend and I were sitting in the air-

conditioned lounge trying to keep cool.

At the next table sat a man and his wife.

Travelers being friendly people, we soon

were all talking together. During the

course of the conversation, I learned that

this man and his wife traveled on business

outside of the United States a great deal.

He asked about New York and soon we
were discussing the American Museum of

Natural History, which I visit often. Na-

turally I mentioned Natural History

Magazine, and he said that, strange as it

might seem, he has been able to see copies

of it in many far-away places. He had

wanted to subscribe to the magazine but

feared it would be almost impossible for

your Circulation Department to follow his

everchanging address.

After some discussion, it occurred to

him that, since his son was attending col-

lege in the U.S., the magazine could be

sent to him. His son could then forward it.

He asked me if I would forward his $5.00

and his son's address to your Circulation

Department.

It should be gratifying for you to know
that your subscribers are so pleased with

Natural History that they recruit new
members for you wherever they go. Thank

you for maintaining such a consistently

interesting magazine.

Louise Mehler
New York, N. Y.
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Dependability is the new word in

flash equipment . . . B-C extends

range and performance.

Positive, dependable firing of one or several

flash lamps is provided by the B-C (bat-

tery condenser) unit of the Ektalux Flash-

older. Power, 221/2 to 45 volts, to fire

lamps remains ample and constant through-

out the life of the batteries. Dependability,

too, is built into the rugged design of the

Ektalux. This is a truly professional outfit,

instantly recognized and adopted as such

by those who know their flash operation.

The functionally designed hand-hold has

the feel of Tightness; you sense this the min-

ute you pick it up.

The basic Kodak Ektalux Flasholder op-

erates with internally synchronized cam-
eras; for cameras with non-synchronized

shutters there's an accessory solenoid and
synchro-switch outfit, at $21.60. Matching
Extension Units, $12.40. Depending on
bracket, the basic unit runs from $29.75 to

$33.85.

Kodak Ektalux Flasholder

Where flash requirements are not as

complex or frequent, the new Kodak Stand-

ard Flasholder at $8.25 is a thrifty answer.

The strong, smooth plastic case is shaped
to fit the hand . . . opens up to provide
easier cleaning and reveal the simple, rug-

ged internal construction—no wires; heavy
strap connectors. Positive spring ejector,

kink-proof permanently attached cord; unit

detaches easily and quickly from bracket

for off-camera lighting. May be adapted

to B-C operation with Kodak B-C Flash-

pack ($2.95). The Flashpack may also be
used with most other flasholders taking two
"C" cells.

By the way, a 45-cent investment for the

simple, plastic Kodak Two-Way Flash-

guard will relieve you of all your worries

about those once-in-a-million flash lamp
blowups. And the choice of clear or diffuse

lighting it gives you makes for more lighting

control. Comes with Standard Flasholder.

Kodak Standard Flasholder

The trend in picture taking . . .

black-and-white or color ... is to-

ward use of filters for better light

control.

With rare exceptions almost any picture

can be improved through the use of the

proper filter ... to set off the clouds, bring

out the detail in foliage, improve skin tones,

or to better color balance. Your Kodak
dealer has a complete assortment and will

be glad to help you with your choice

(Series V, $1.95 and $2.75; Series VI,

$2.25 and $3.00 ) . A real buy for use with

inexpensive cameras is the Kodak Cloud
Filter at $1.85.

New Kodaslide Highlux Projec-

tors give more screen brilliance,

provide maximum protection to

slides, allow conversion.

Flexibility is the new word in slide pro-

jectors. Now you can start with a 300-watt

power-cooled unit—or you can start with

a thrifty 200-watter, and convert it later

by adding a blower case and 300-watt

lamp. It's a new idea—and a help to many
budgets.

In the 200-watt class is the new Koda-
slide Highlux II Projector, with convec-

tion cooling for both lamp and slides.

In the 300-watt class is the Kodaslide

Highlux III Projector, incorporating a pow-
erful (but very quiet) blower in the carry-

ing case base (see picture below).

Each Highlux Projector incorporates a

brand-new, and improved, double-con-

denser optical system that gives you un-

believably brilliant screen images. Ask your

Kodak dealer to demonstrate the difference.

In both, the slides feed in from above,

doing away with unintentional repeats and
side-to-side jarring.

You can buy the Highlux III complete

with blower case for $56.50; the Highlux

II for $36.50. The blower case and 300-

watt lamp can be added to the Highlux

II at a later date for $19.20 and $2.59.

Wintertime is darkroom time . .

.

time to display the creative skills

out of which come great pictures.

Your Kodak dealer is now featuring the

latest Kodak darkroom equipment . . .

Flurolite enlargers, new 2-Way Safelamps,

enlarging lenses, masking easels, Kodacraft

Boll Film Tanks, chemicals, papers . . .

everything you will need.

Prices include Federal Tux and are subject

to change without notice.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

Kodaslide Highlux Projectors II and I

4§ik
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New Colors, New Materials,

j
New Designs for Plastic Housewares

LOOK . . . TOUCH . . . LIFT. . . and see what wonderful
uses today's stylists and designers have found for

plastic's lustrous lightness, fluid grace. Now plastic

housewares are at home in every room of the house . . .

reflecting the skill of craftsmen working with Lustrex,
Monsanto's styrene plastic molding powder. Modern,
exciting, durable, they are available in a wide range of

colors, including crystal clear and the newest pastels.

Look for them at your favorite store . . . you'U use
them everywhere!

Lustrex: Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

NO MORE "juggling"
with new plastic TV
snack trays—sectioned,
light to handle.

LITTLE HANDS find plas-

tic cup easy to hold,
divided plate just right
for a beginner.

'̂.,-*>

LEFTOVERS stay to-
gether, fit neatly in re-

frigerator, in this new
plastic space-saver.

wm*mm

ImUCf&IMft]
Chemicals »° Plastics

^ 11// ^l^i
L v\^ 1

SERVING INDUSTRY... WHICH SERVES MANKIND

IF YOU ARE A MANUFACTURER, call

on Monsanto for the latest information

on new plastic materials—and sugges-
tions on how plastics can be applied
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MUSEUM GIFTS OF DISTINCTION
Authentic Reproductions of Museum Treasures

4 hilill The beautiful yellow-green
jade tones of the original carving of

this mythological animal have been
captured in the reproduction. This
copy of a precious original, which
might have been found in the homes
of the wealthy during the Ming
Dynasty, will add to any living room
of today. Three inches in length. $13.75

Postpaid.

Mauve Elephant This cunning

little elephant has been reproduced in

the unusual mauve coloring of the

original jade carving, which is con-

sidered to be of the Kien Lung period.

For centuries the elephant has been
popular in Chinese art, as a symbol of

strength and sagacity. 2 inches high to

tip of trunk. §5.25 Postpaid.

Ancient Dragon Vase

A reproduction of an unusually handsome piece from the Han Dynasty,
probably carved as an altar piece for a wealthy home. Brought to you in the
pale green and warm brown tones of the nephrite original. The carved
design is a highly stylized representation of a dragon, symbol of goodness
and strength. The Oriental motif is carried out in the contemporary base.
Magnificent as an ornament by itself, or as a flower vase. Height including
base: 6 l/2 inches. $13.50 Express Collect.

Court Dancer This pendant, three

inches high, has been reproduced in

the pale pink color of the jade origi-

nal. Distinctly stylish, unique, and
complete with black velvet ribbon, it

makes a conversation piece that will

enhance any modern costume. $4.00

Postpaid, including Fed. tax.

Hand-Carved

Primitive

Oaxacan Figurine This arresting

little figurine is a reproduction of an
original in green stone found near

Oaxaca, Mexico. It is in a style at-

tributed to the Mixtec, a people who
maintained one of the most important
cultures of the late periods in Pre-

Conquest Mexico. About three inches

high. $4.00 Postpaid.

Sculpture

From Africa

These authentic originals of kneeling African women are hand-carved in magnificent

hardwoods by the Wakamba tribesmen of Kenya. Their graceful lines, unusual coil

collars, and beautifully-grained wood make them highly decorative figurines. Approxi-

mately 5 inches in height. $3.00 postpaid each. On single orders, please indicate choice

of Figure A (left) , or Figure B (right)

.

Let the Museum Shop help solve your Christmas shopping problems

Order Your Gifts Now!



Beautiful

I'm; ,
dutiful

books/

TWO NEW PUBLISHING TRIUMPHS FOR LASTING ENJOYMENT
Land Birds of America
THE MOST FASCINATING BOOK ON BIRDS SINCE AUDU-
BON! The N. Y. Herald Tribune says of it: "Magnificent art of

the modern camera! A tour de force of color photography, ballasted

by sound and informative prose ... A beautiful and informative

volume." The N. Y. Times says: "The popular bird book amateur
ornithologists have long been waiting for . . . see a hummingbird
probing for nectar, a robin in mid-flight, a tree sparrow or evening
grosbeak just at the moment of alighting on a bush . . . all perma-
nently arrested by the camera's eye . .

." This extraordinary publi-

cation represents the work of more than 30 of America's greatest

photographers, with a splendid text by Dr.

Robert Cushman Murphy and Dr. Dean
Amadon, two of the country's foremost orni-

thologists. The new technique, the wealth of

illustrations, the sharp detail, the realism,

the incomparable color — all combine to

make this an outstanding contribution to bird

lore. A priceless gift, a possession to be
treasured. 240 pages. 264 photographs (221 in

full color). $12.50 postpaid.

New! Extraordinary!

Stereoscopic Bird Slides

Here is one of the most beautiful and most remarkable
treasures ever offered to bird-lovers. Highly specialized

stop-motion photographic techniques have captured birds

in action—up close—in full color—in 3 dimensions! Slides

seen through the viewer amaze naturalists, artists, everyone
with their brilliance, their animation, their realism. Highly
recommended for the lasting enjoyment of the entire family.

Wiltl Flowers of America
FOUR HUNDRED BEAUTIFUL PRINTS OF NORTH AMERI-
CAN WILD FLOWERS IN FULL COLOR - FULL SIZE! Ama-
teurs or experts alike will rejoice at this distinguished and attractive

book containing detailed descriptions of hundreds of flower speci-

mens by H. W. Rickett of the New York Botanical Gardens and,

in addition, a handy Identification Chart for use in the field or

garden. Four hundred magnificent color plates, done with a scrupu-

lously accurate eye for detail, reproduce the wild flowers of North
America in all their delicacy and beauty and in actual life-size!

These charming water colors by Mary Vaux Walcott are reprinted

by permission from a famous portfolio set

originally published by the Smithsonian In-

stitute, and are supplemented with additional
paintings by Dorothy Falcon Piatt. Here is

an unsurpassed value ... an enormously use-

ful guide for amateur or expert botanists . .

.

a book guaranteed to become the most
thumbed-through volume on vour library
shelf! 428 pages, 400 color plates. S10.00
postpaid.

Birds in action — full

color — 3 dimensions

!

Available now are three sets of slides: 1. Evening Grosbeck,
Pine Siskin, Blue Jay, Chickadee. Purple Finch and Balti-

more Oriole; 2. Robin, Catbird, Tree Swallow, Cedar Wax-
wing, Flicker and Wood Thrush; 3. Chestnut-Sided Warbler,
Redstart, Mourning Dove, Purple Grackle. Cowbird and Red-
wing Blackbird. Viewer and your choice of 1 set of slides:

S4.95 Postpaid. Additional sets of six slides, S4.50 Postpaid.

The Museum Shop
The American Museum of Natural History

Neiv York 24, N. Y.
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LETTERS
Mystery of the "Mushrooms"

Sirs:

I enjoyed reading both of your articles

about tire Chavante Indians and will look

forward to your nert article.

The black centers on top of the mys-

terious "mushrooms" look like shadows

cast by something circular or globular

above the umbrella part of the mush-

rooms. Some of the umbrellas have

broken and even flattened sides. Could

these be stands for curing fibres?

Some of the white objects in the fore-

ground look like dogs.

Labs Bex^ett
Modesto, Calif.

Although the author of the articles

mentioned above did not see any dogs

at the Chavante encampment where he

met the Indians described, dogs are un-

questionably visible in the aerial photo-

graphs of the large village, as Mr. Ben-

nett suggests.—Ed.

Sms:
Your article on the Chavante Indians,

and particularly the mysterious "mush-

rooms," interested me greatly.

I should like to suggest that these

peculiar objects may be elevated struc-

tures for the dead, somewhat similar in

purpose to the elevated platform burials

of some of our North American Indians.

They look to me as though they may be

of basketry, with the dark spot on top

presenting the opening.

The overall plan of the village, directed

to focus down the "estrada." suggests to

me that this road may lead to tire per-

manent burial ground, perhaps used

periodically.

^"e are looking forward to your next

articles.

Emersox Vexable
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sirs:

Maybe those mysterious Chavante
"mushrooms" you photographed from the

air are totem poles a la Mato Grosso with

a significance similar to tire ones of our

wood-carving Tlingit friends in the Pan
Handle of Alaska. The fact that the

"mushrooms" appear in groups of one,

two, three, or four in front of each

thatched house may mean that they cor-

respond to the number of families living

in each house ... I do not think that food

or any land of valuable gear would be
parked so far away from the houses;

weapons and food woidd surely be kept

inside die house. My guess is merely ar-

rived at by the weak process of elimi-

nation.

*

Your remarkable journey and collection

of data has my unbounded admiration,

and I can hardly' wait for the next issue

of Natural Histoby.
Fexley Hunter

Flushing. Long Island

SrRs:

Your first installment of "Assignment

Amazon" is tremendous ... I felt my flesh

creeping several times during the reading.

Have you thought of tire best solution

of all to the "mushrooms?" They are

mushrooms.
WORTHEX P.AXTON

New York, N. Y.

The following information comes from
Lincoln de Souza in Rio de Janeiro, who
is the author of a recent book in Portu-

guese entitled Among the Chavantes of

the Roncador. He was associated with

some of the most interesting activities

connected with the pacification of the

Chavantes to the north of Chavantina

during recent years. He writes from the

Editorial Offices of the publication A
Noite.

Sirs:

The round objects supported on only

one leg in front of the huts of tire Cha-
vantes which you showed in your aerial

photographs are also in a photograph we
have here in the Editorial Office of A
Noite. But tins is a village that has not

yet been visited byr civilized people, and
I was unfortunately unable to shed light

on them from my own experience. I was
ready to tell you this in a letter when I

realized that Senhor Francisco Meireles,

tire pacifier of the Chavantes, was here in

Rio. I immediately sought him for the

purpose of finding out what he might
know about these objects.

Meireles told me that these huge
mushroom-shaped tilings are supports

made of straw, standing on a wooden
leg, where the Chavantes deposit wicker

baskets and other household utensils, and
also put locusts, corn, and the like to

dry in the sun.

B\r good fortune, I then discovered in

the archives of our publication a close-up

picture of one of these supports, photo-

graphed in another Chavante village

[some distance to the north of the one

shown in the aerial photograph in

See the American Museum Television Program

"Adventure"
presented ever) Sunday

Const.

from 4:30 to 5:30,

It your paper for ch

over

innel.

a broad network.

Natural History Magazine], which was
visited by the aforementioned Indian

expert.

I feel sure diat this information will

satisfy the curiosity that has naturally

been aroused by these objects.

L. De Souza
A Noite,

Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil

This undoubtedly solves tlie mystery

of the "mushrooms." The accompanying
photograph clearly shows that palm
fronds or other dry plant material has

been used to construct these curious tree

shaped objects. Two or three baskets, pos-

sibly containing foodstuffs, are visible.

Possibly the purpose is to keep the ma-
terial off the ground and at the same
time protect it from the sun. Though the

photograph was probably taken in the

dry season as were the aerial views shown
in Natural History Magazine, it is also

possible that the objects are useful for

dieir rain-shedding ability.

The only riddle diat remains is posed
by some of the remarks contained in the

above letters from our readers. Why
would the people go to such trouble to

provide a place for tilings that could

easily be stored inside their huts? Pre-

sumably die materials hung from tiiese

supports or placed on top of them need
either sunlight or a free circulation of

air.—Ed.
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
The so-called Feather Duster is not a

plant, as some might imagine it to be,

but an animal. The bright plumes of the

one shown here, whose scientific name is

Eudistylia vancouveri, are often visible in

shallow water in the bays along our West

Coast. The creature is a marine worm,

which lives in a tube that sometimes

grows to a length of two to three feel.

The blossomlike form disappears instantly

when the sensitive dots that are scattered

over the tentacles receive warning of

danger, even if only a shadow. The animal

has numerous appendages called "para-

podia." which enable it to propel itself

up and down the tube. This remarkable

underwater view was photographed by

Mr. Woody Williams, who was the author

of a short article on this subject in the

September. 1951, Natural History.

Publication Office: American Museum of Natural History. Seventy-ninth Street at Central Park West. New York 24, New York

Natural History is published monthly (except July and August) at New York 24, N. Y., by the American Museum of Natural History, Seventy-ninth Street
and Central Park West. Subscription is $5.00 a year, single copies fitly cents. Subscriptions to Canada, Newfoundland, and all foreign countries is $5.50.
Entered as second class matter March 9, 1936, at the Post Office at New York, under the Act of August 24, 1912. Copyright, 1953, bv the American Museum
of Natural History. Manuscripts and illustrations submitted to the Editorial Office will he handled with care, but we cannot assume responsibility for their safety.

The American Museum is open to the public every day in the year without charge
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Read how banks helped farm
machinery replace the horse.

Give the grey mare above a carrot

for horse sense. She retired knowing
full well that only a stubborn mule
would try to compete with any breed
of 1953 tractor.

Today most American farmers
(along with a good many farmers
abroad) burn gas instead of oats to

get their horsepower. Thus the me-
chanical marvels turned out by
America's farm machinery manufac-
turers have been put to work around
the world. In less than 50 years their

inventive genius created machines
and implements that have stepped up
the plowman's daily "turnover" from
2 to more than 30 acres.

Bank money helped
But without banks things might have

been a lot different down on the farm.
From the early steel-wheeled mon-

sters to the most modern hydraulic-

lift beauties, banks have helped
manufacturers turn out faster, tough-
er, easier-to-use farm machinery.
How?
Well, bank loans help tractor and

implement companies right down the

line—stocking raw materials, acces-

sories— gearing assembly lines to new
models—freeing working capital for

development and research. On the
marketing level, bank loans help fi-

nance dealers, and come full circle

by helping individual farmers buy
tractors and implements.

What this means to you
Add all this up and you only need
half a squint to see that commercial
banking hoes a long row in the manu-
facture and distribution of the ma-

chinery used by American farmers to

grow and harvest some of the biggest,

most bountiful crops in the world.

This is true because of one grass-

roots fact: It's competitive banking's

job to make the community's idle funds
available whenever and wherever busi-

ness finds opportunities for profitable

enterprise.

It follows, as reaping follows sow-

ing, that under these conditions there

are jobs for men and women, returns

for investors, and a rich harvest of

material advantages for Americans,

rural and urban.
Chase National Bank is proud of

the part it is playing in American
progress.

* * *

The CHASE National Bank
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

(Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation)



YOUR NEW BOOKS
Land Birds of America

American Wild Flowers

Land birds of America
- - - by Robert Cushman Murphy

and Dean Amadon
McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., $12.50,

240 pp., 221 color plates,

43 black-and-white photos.

"DOOKS that are primarily vehicles for

natural history illustrations frequently

have texts of poor quality. To find a vol-

ume, particularly in the field of popular

ornithology, which combines superb illus-

trations with superb writing is a notable

occasion. Land Birds of America is a sin-

gular example of this rare combination.

Contained in this attractively designed

book are 221 outstandingly beautiful color

photographs taken by many of this coun-

try's best wildlife photographers. Two
hundred species of American land birds

are pictured, ranging from the ubiquitous

robin to the rare Kirkland's Warbler; from

the Yellow-shafted Flicker of the East to

the Gila Woodpecker of the West. Never

has such a magnificent collection of bird

photographs been presented in a single

volume.

The text is divided into 30 short chap-

ters—one for each major group of species.

Instead of the usual potboiler of trite

and unimaginative wordage, the writing

is a lively and authoritative blend of inter-

esting facts and personal experiences.

There is not a single stodgy paragraph,

although some of the information pre-

sented has been hidden heretofore in tech-

nical publications. This is the populariza-

tion of science at its best.

For the novice naturalist this book is a

perfect introduction to a fascinating study,

while even the most experienced birder

will find its outlook fresh and stimulating.

Raymond A. Paynter, Jr.

IVLLAN, TIME, AND FOSSILS
----------- by Ruth Moore

Knopf, $5.75

411 pp., 32 pi.

"PVOLUTION in general and human
evolution in particular are here treated

by a skillful newspaper writer. The story

is centered on personalities. The chapters

are tabloid biographies of scientists, with

discussion of the bearing of their work on

the central theme of the book. Over half

the book is devoted to general theories

of evolution, although titled "Man's ori-

gins." Here the sketches are of Darwin,

Lamarck, Giard, Cope, De Vries, Mendel,

Haldanc, Fisher, and Wright. A brief sec-

ond section, "Man's buried record," is

devoted to a few of the many fossils bear-

YOUR NEW BOOKS

• Ways of Mammals
• Guatemalan Orchids

ing on human origins and to their dis-

coverers: Dubois, von Koenigswald, Black,

VVeidenreich, Dart, and Broom. The con-

cluding section, "A changed theory of

man's evolution," is mainly concerned with

recent redating of some finds and impli-

cations of the new dates. Here the students

profiled are Knopf, Oakley, Libby, and

Washburn.

The book is the most up-to-date of the

many in its field. It is literate, interesting,

and usually accurate. Numerous photo-

graphs, a reading list, and an index en-

hance its value. ( The text illustrations,

however, are more decorative than infor-

mative. ) On the whole, the work can be

highly recommended to the general

reader.

From a more professional viewpoint,

the biographical method has raised in-

soluble or, at least, unsolved problems of

continuity and selection. Some of the

inclusions, many of the omissions, and

part of the emphasis are indefensible if

the work is really meant to summarize

knowledge of the field. Excellent as are

the individual sketches, in this case the

whole is less than the sum of its parts.

G. G. Simpson

w.'ILD FLOWERS
OF AMERICA

by H. W. Rickett

Paintings by Mary Vaux Walcott

and Dorothy Falcon Piatt

Crown Publishers, Inc., $10.00

T~\R. H. W. RICKETT is perhaps best

known today among his colleagues

as a bibliographer in the general field of

botany. He is personally known and held

in affectionate esteem by some of the

members of our museum staff.

In supervising the selection of exactly

400 of the fine flower paintings out of

doubtless many more from the work of

the two artists named above, Dr. Rickett

had to keep constantly in mind the spatial

limitations of the book and at the same

time judiciously represent most of the

plant families embraced in the geographi-

cal scope indicated by the title of the book.

These considerations also guided him in

preparing his text, which he was able to

confine to 67 pages, plus 4 more of index.

In that text more than 250 species of

plants are concisely described, and an

identification chart is added. The inclu-

sion of an index to the plates would have

rounded out the total plan.

We arc informed in a printer's note that

the paintings by Mary Vaux Walcott were

originally engraved on copper and pub-

New Nature Books

for boys and girls

Tiger
The Story of a Swallowtail Butterfly

ROBERT M. McCLUNG

"The wonderful story of one
complete cycle in the life of the
swallowtail butterfly. Told in

simple text and suitably illus-

trated with sketches and color
wash drawings by the author, it

will appeal to any child between
the ages of six and ten." — Lib-
rary Journal. $2.00

Zoo Babies
WILLIAM BRIDGES

True stories about baby ani-

mals in New York's famous
Zoological Park, illustrated with
60 photographs. "Certain to
provide many hours of story-

time pleasure . . . unusual pho-
tographs." — Charlotte News.
Ages 4-8. $2.50

Microbes
at Work

MILLICENT E. SELSAM

The work of bacteria, molds,
and yeasts is explained in this

fascinating book. The easy ex-
periments described can be
done in any kitchen, and will

permit the reader to see mi-
crobes actually at work. Illus.

by Helen Ludwig. Ages 10-14.
$2.00

MORROW JUNIOR BOOKS
William Morrow & Company

425 Fourth Ave., New York 16

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG '
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How does a flying fish

"take-off"?

What creature has

four hundred legs?

What fish

does push-ups?

All animals have special ways of

moving. Some swim, some walk or

run, some use wings to glide or flap.

In this remarkable book an eminent

zoologist, James Gray, tells us of the

often surprising mechanisms of these

movements, how they came to be,

how they developed and became
more efficient, what they are today.

Photographs and 70 unusual illus-

trations by Edward Bawden show us

everything at close range — the dol-

phin cleaving the water — the horse

trotting and galloping — the snake

sinuously gliding — the bird hovering

and swooping — the salmon leaping

the waterfall.

Reading this book, you become
alive to the variety, fitness, and beauty

of animal life.

How
Animals

Move
By JAMES GRAY

$3.00 at bookstores

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

lished in an expensive edition, but that

those in the present publication as well as

the work by Dorothy Falcon Piatt have

been done by modern lithographic meth-

ods. Doubtless most of the colors are faith-

fully copied. In some of the plates, at

least, the colors are weak. Printers still

have trouble with greens. In certain east-

ern species, which are well known to me—
for example, in the tulip tree—the green

of the reproduction falls short of the

reality.

Whoever may procure a copy of Dr.

Pickett's book will own a very satisfying

work of art, but he must remind himself

that it is chiefly art, not a compendium

with which he can identify American

flowers plucked at random.

G. H. H. Tate

\\4ys of mammals
by Clifford B. Moore

Ronald Press Co.,

273 pp., $3.50

TN his book on animal myths, Mr. Moore

has endeavored to analyze and clarify

many of the traditional beliefs, legends,

and early tales about animals. We should

not lose sight of the fact that the natural

sciences of today were cradled in the lap

of the follkore, superstition, legend, and

fables of yesterday.

The author has collected a wealth of

information on his subject. He has entered

into its many phases from white elephants

to traveler's tall tales, from weather pro-

phets to wolf children. In demonstrating

many of his theories, he has drawn freely

from the works of reputable naturalists

and modern science. The homing instincts

of animals is per'-aps a little underesti-

mated, though it has been overdone in

literature. The author debunks the role of

the wolf in early history as a ferocious

enemy of mankind, and he divulges that

without exception every report of wolves

attacking man in America has proved to

be purely imaginary.

From Mr. Moore we learn much about
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the early history of domestic animals. For

example, the Egyptians of antiquity, who
dominated the civilized world for thou-

sands of years, idolized the cat as the

guardian against the depradations of rats

and mice in the granaries, which con-

tained the staple food of the people.

The author adds interest to another

phase of folklore and tradition when he

explains that customs are usually accepted

without being understood. For some of

these there is a simple explanation, such

as the Easter rabbit and Easter eggs, the

former signifying fertility and the latter

symbolizing new life as associated with

the Resurrection.

This book is more than a compilation

of the pros and cons of the usual beliefs

and traditions that we find in popular

literature. The author, with exemplary

thoroughness, examines the strange be-

havior of some animals such as why many
species follow a leader. He has also in-

cluded much natural history on a few of

the unusual animals.

Ways of Mammals can be taken on

its face value. The author seems to have

a broad knowledge in this field, and while

some of his conclusions may be open to

criticism by animal psychologists, he has

used considerable caution in sifting out

fiction from his facts. As shown in his list

of acknowledgements, Mr. Moore has had
unlimited co-operation from leading zoo-

logists and nature historians throughout

America.

There is a good bibliography, an index,

and footnote references to literature cited.

G. G. Goodwin
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A LTHOUGH he may not always agree
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white drawings and easily the best modern
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though not likely to keep plain dirt gar-

deners burning the midnight oil, this pub-

lication is a must for the orchid fan.
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A Old Faithful performing
with the temperature one de-

gree ahove freezing

* Old Faithful Lodge, familiar to millions of tourists in the
heat of the summer, lies heneath this snow. Barhara and Lela
Mailer are inspecting the tracks left by playful martens

NOWBDUND
in Yellowstone

DURING the winter of 1951-

52, the opportunity came to

me to stay at Old Faithful in Yel-

lowstone National Park to study

the geysers. The purpose was to

determine whether the thermal in-

tensity is as great in winter as in

summer.

When this plan reached the ears

of my friends, many of them
quailed. The thought of many
months of isolation, without the

generally accepted advantages of a

social existence, made such a propo-

sition seem to them a regressive

move. Personally, I was a bit curi-

ous to see whether the "benefits" of

civilization would prove as indis-

pensable as many think they are.

Following the first heavy snow-
fall of the season, the grand-loop

road in Yellowstone Park becomes

440

In the splendid isolation of winter, the famous Park

reveals a thousand secrets that the tourist never shares

By George D. Makler
All photographs by the author

blocked to travel, except to skis or

a snowplane. No attempt is made
by the National Park Service to

keep the road open. Thus from five

to six months of each year, the great

summer recreational areas — Old
Faithful, Yellowstone Lake, and the

Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone

—where great throngs are seen all

summer, lie deeply buried in snow.

In winter they are in a primitive

and splendid state of isolation.

The rangers and winter-keepers

at these interior stations in the Park
have to anticipate and purchase all

of their needs in early autumn.
Should butter, for example, be un-

derestimated, the chances are that

the bread will go bare until some
time in April when the rotary snow-
plows break through the deep bar-

ricade and open the way to the

world beyond. When you are be-

hind the wall of snow, the grocery

store around the corner seems as

far away as the trading posts were
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A The author's daughter Barbara, watching deer taking advantage of the bird feeding tray

to the Rocky Mountain trappers of

a century ago.

During our sojourn behind the

icy curtain, the only misgivings my
family and I experienced came with

the first heavy mantle of snow,

which reduced the utility of our

car to that of a stuffed animal. The
realization that this was it—that,

except for travel on foot, we were
completely immobilized—gave us a

strange feeling. It was something

like hearing the pronouncement:

"Six months in the cooler for you!"

However, I am sure our feeling

was much more evanescent with a

snowy barrier than it would have

been behind an iron grating. Time
soon softened any trepidations we
may have felt.

Far from the turmoil of civiliza-

tion, Wordsworth's sonnet, "The
World Is Too Much With Us," had
little application at Old Faithful.

Nature in its varying moods was
ours to enjoy; we seemed very much

a part of it. Public opinion certainly

had little influence over our dress

and deportment. What could our

costume matter to the hungry deer

at the bird-feeding tray or to the

wary coyote pacing near the door

in hopes of a scrap of meat? .

At Old Faithful, nature is highly

changeable and contradictory. The
latitude and altitude of Yellowstone

Park make it the coldest section in

the United States. There is an offi-

cial record of 67 degrees below
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A The housekeeping cabins at Old Faithful. If summer visitors ever

thought the mornings were chilly, they should take a good look at this

January view

58r*

rsP

A The Marleks during their

winter stay in Yellowstone

zero. But, whether summer temper-

atures prevail or the mercury drops

to the bottom of the column, boil-

ing water eternally issues from the

earth. At no other place in the

world is hot water ejected to such

heights into an atmosphere so cold.

About the orifices of some of the

hot springs, several species of plants

thrive all winter, despite the frigid

air and the ice and snow all around.

Anyone accustomed to Old Faith-

ful during the tourist season, with

all its bustle and ado, would surely

be awed by its cemetery-like silence

in winter. The moping of an owl, or

«M2

the complaining wail of a hungry

coyote, seems like a dirge sounded

in lamentation of man's departure.

Actually, it would be closer to the

truth to imagine that these sounds

are expressions of satisfaction over

regained dominion.

Yellowstone is celebrated as a

wildlife sanctuary. But its sleek and

abundantly fed animals, which liter-

ally "live in clover" during summer,

are faced with the opposite situa-

tion in winter. During the summer,

bison, deer, and elk scatter widely

over the entire Park. But in winter,

sustenance can be procured only

on some of the higher wind-swept

ridges and along the water courses

—and what a meager fare!

In many situations the number of

animals would seem to be far be-

yond the supporting power of the

winter range. Even with normal

snowfall, the majority of the well-

fed animals of summer have be-

come gaunt and emaciated by

spring. The carcasses of those that

do not survive this ordeal become

the happy find of scavenger birds

and animals. The large mammals of

the Firehole region can only sur-

vive by coming into the geyser

basins during winter, where spots

of warm ground greatly reduce the

snow cover. The summer range is

now buried beneath six to ten feet

of snow. The elk and bison pass

most of the winter on and near the

periphery of the warm areas, but

because the heat keeps the ground

dry there during the summer, there

is at best only a scanty cover of

vegetation. To see a 2000-pound

bison seeking sustenance day after

day where the grass does not seem

adequate to support a mouse is a

pathetic spectacle.

It seems miraculous, indeed, that

such great numbers of big animals

survive the average winter. It is a

high tribute to their stamina and re-

sourcefulness. One cannot observe

the plant-eating animals in their

seasonal struggle for existence in

Yellowstone Park without a deeper

realization that nature can be as
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> A COYOTE APPROACH-
ING with hair bristling

on its shoulders

^ Near the end of the trail.

The long winter, plus a nursing

calf, proved too great an ordeal

for this cow bison

cruel as it can be gracious. Whether
to man or to beast, it presents two

antithetical facets.

The commonest small mammals

that we found about Old Faithful

in winter were snowshoe hares, red

squirrels, and martens. One squirrel

found the bird-feeding tray so

suited to his dietary needs that he

practically forsook numerous pine

cone caches he had established.

While feeding on the tray, he would
tolerate no approach from hungry

feathered intruders. The alighting

of a jay in the trees over the tray

was a signal for summary action.

The squirrel would jump from tree

to tree in the close-set lodgepole

pines in hot pursuit of the rightful

visitor to the tray. The jay would
sit quite docilely as though with

disdainful indifference until the

bundle of furry fury would get

within a foot or two. Then the bird

would deftly hop or fly to the limb

of another tree, only to be flushed

^ The famous Morning
Glory Pool in January



A Rocky Mountain mule deer, photographed during the mating season

again as soon as the squirrel could

scramble to its proximity.

This animosity toward the jays

was repeated day after day. One

afternoon a chase lasted for four-

teen minutes. A nutcracker, which

had become the anathema on this

particular occasion, expended prac-

tically no energy, but the pugna-

cious squirrel, bent on evicting

"trespassers," engaged in a pur-

suit that was a veritable marathon.

Martens would make frequent

forays to the bird tray; but on such

occasions the squirrel was neither

seen nor heard. Even the deer

learned that the bird tray offered

tidbits to their liking.

In winter, the birds and small

mammals about Old Faithful fare

much better than the big animals.

Whether the snow is one or six

feet deep makes little difference to

tree-foraging birds. The niches and

recesses in the bark of the conifers

hold a well-stocked larder of insect

eggs for creepers, nuthatches, wood-

peckers, and chickadees. The pine

grosbeaks and crossbills find a rich

harvest of pine cone seed. Nut-

crackers and Rocky Mountain and

Stellar s jays, when not at the feed-

ing tray, were largely in search of

animal matter. They were ever alert

for meat. The nutcrackers particu-

larly were not far behind the mag-

pies and ravens in their search for

a dead animal. Almost every bend

of the Firehole River had, in addi-

tion to ducks and Canada geese, a

pair of water ouzels. These cheer-

ful birds vied with the chickadees

in their singing propensities. We
identified 32 species of winter birds,

most of which were common.

With the coming of winter, the

geyser basins in Yellowstone Park

undergo a remarkable transforma-

tion. Except for the clustered

buildings near Old Faithful, all

evidences of man's artifices are ef-

faced. The birds, "whose shining

feathers shed off the cold sun," and
the animals, with their crisscrossing

trails through the snow, are the

only evidences of animate existence.

The hot springs display the same

activity that characterizes them
during the summer season. Their

environment, however, shows a

marked change. Deep snow and

ice encroach surprisingly close to

the vents of some of the most ac-

tive geysers. The cold atmosphere

results in a much greater condensa-

tion of steam in a basin near satura-

tion with gaseous emanations.

When subzero conditions prevail,

large cauliflower-like clouds of

•5'Sv-t Snow PATTERN around Castle Geyser in February. The icicles^ :'

; ;^«

.-fe'iK on the cone would he hard to imagine in July ~#Vk



steam, unfolding like an atomic ex-

plosion, rise hundreds of feet above

the water column of an erupting

geyser. When this arctic-air condi-

tion prevails, much of the mist and

spray from an erupting geyser con-

geals into crystalline form before

it falls, despite the high tempera-

ture it had seconds before.

On a clear morning, following a

subzero night, all nature is heavily

decorated with long frost crystals,

giving a brilliant diamondlike luster

to everything. Even the air is full

of ice crystals, refracting hues like

a prism. Wherever the condensing

steam from the hot springs is wafted

directly over the trees, it results in

an ever growing encrustation of ice.

These snow-mantled and ice-cov-

ered trees are not inappropriately

known as "ghost trees." They give

the basin an eerie and spectral ap-

pearance. When they are viewed

through the many ascending

plumes of mist from the hot springs,

the geyser basin becomes ethereal,

taking on an adornment like a

SNOWBOUND IN YELLOWSTONE

fairyland—a place of delicate and

enchanting beauty. Many of the

ghost trees assume shapes that are

statuesque and lifelike. Could

Washington Irving have but viewed

the geyser basins on a cold morning

in winter, his stories of goblins,

spectres, wood demons, and

haunted retreats might have found

the ideal setting.

Mrs. Marler and I had both

looked forward to the winter with

spirited interest, but truly our

snowed-in experience proved rich

beyond our expectations. The days

were not long enough to exhaust the

full possibilities offered by the ever-

intriguing geysers, the interesting

wildlife, and the unique and elu-

sive beauty of the work of the

"elfin builders of the frost."

The ideal of preserving the great

wilderness that is Yellowstone in a

state of naturalness is never more

closely approached than when the

snow, "announced by all the trum-

pets of the sky," leaves the won-

derland snowbound!

* Splendid Geyser and Grand
Geyser seen through the mists

in zero temperature
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A Swarms of locusts descending on a plantation in East Africa

Unified international efforts from West Africa to India are making

progress against an insect that has plagued man since Biblical times

By B. P. Uvarov

\

Director of the Anti-Locust Research Centre, London

Photographs from the British Information Services unless otherwise slated

"V The locust lias a five-inch wing-

spread and weighs about one-tentli

of an ounce."A swarm may weigh as

much as 20,000 Ions and need.- to

eat its own weight in green vegeta-

tion daily



•* A MASS OF LOCUST EGGS,

about two to three inches

long, as it was flag from the

ground. The eggs, about
the size of a wheat seed,

can scarcely be seen here
because of the adhering
sand. One female lays
about 300 eggs. Hatching
time : ten days

'*' A TYPICAL HATCH of locusts

at the Anti-Locust Research
Centre in London. Vast numbers
are hatched every day for use

there and in other research
laboratories

THE countries of the Middle

East were warned that their

1953 crops were in danger from

an enemy that had caused devasta-

tion many times during their long

history—the Desert Locust (Sc/u's-

tocerca gregaria ) . The swarms were

on the move. This is the same insect

as is mentioned in the Bible and

in the earliest Egyptian and As-

syrian chronicles.

The danger was, therefore, not

new. But man is no longer defense-

less against the locust since, some

20 years ago, governments and

scientists of a number of countries

decided to work together to find

an answer to the menace.

The first step in this concerted

attempt was an agreement between

all countries in Africa and western

Asia to institute a system for re-

porting the movement of swarms.

Reports, usually made monthly,

have been sent for the last 20 years

to the Anti-Locust Research Centre

in London. Here they are plotted

on maps and analyzed in order to

find out where the swarms have

originated and the pattern of their

movements. It is this reporting sys-

tem and the results of studying the

changing picture of infestations

that have made it possible to un-

derstand certain seasonal regulari-

ties in locust migrations and to

forecast where to expect an inva-

sion. The Centre issues summaries
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every month describing the state of

infestation in all countries from

India to the west coast of Africa.

These summaries include a general

forecast of possible further develop-

ments.

Methods for protecting crops

against the locust have also im-

proved greatly during recent years.

A great variety of machinery and

chemicals have been tested, and

the best and most economical ones

have been adopted for general use.

The most widely-used technique is

directed against very young locusts.

These "hoppers," which hatch from

eggs laid in the sand moistened by

rain, have no wings, but they con-

gregate in dense marauding bands

and may cause devastation of crops.

It has been found, however, that

they are very fond of wheat bran,

and when bran mixed with poison is

scattered thinly on the ground in

front of an advancing band of grass-

hoppers, they feed on it and die.

A number of chemicals for such

poison baits have been tried. One
of the best is benzene-hexachloride,

a synthetic substance that has

proved to be deadly to locusts but

not to domestic animals. The same

and other poisons are used direct,

either on young or fully grown

-*> Labeling a locust for identification in an exper-
iment. Careful handling is needed to avoid damage

*" A numbered square of colored
paper is used for marking the insects

locusts. The insects are dusted or

sprayed by means of special ma-

chines ranging from small ones car-

ried and worked by one man, to

large powered types mounted on

motor vehicles.

However, it is not enough to have

effective anti-locust weapons; there

must be an efficient organization to

apply them. Modern anti-locust

campaigns require careful plan-

ning by experts, abundant motor

transport, supply bases, and trained

technical personnel. One of the

national organizations of this kind

is the British Desert Locust Control,

based at Nairobi, in East Africa.

This organization has at its disposal

over 400 motor vehicles, about 100

technical officers, and operational

bases distributed strategically over

East Africa, the Somalilands, Ethi-

opia, and Arabia. This effort by
Britain aims largely at protecting

the valuable crops of East Africa by

killing locusts well beyond its bor-

ders. The operational costs average

about £1,000,000 a year, but the

money is well spent as there have

been no great losses from locusts

during the recent plague in East

Africa itself, and other countries

have also benefitted.

Similar anti-locust services exist

in other countries—Pakistan, India,

Iran, Sudan, Egypt, Jordan, and

elsewhere—and, on the whole, they

are holding their own against the

invaders. The wide ranging migra-
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tions of swarms, however, make it

essential that such national efforts

be co-ordinated, and in this respect

the Food and Agriculture Organiza-

tion of the United Nations has taken

the first step to ensure unity among
the countries threatened by the

common enemy. An advisory com-

mittee consisting of expert repre-

sentatives of the more active coun-

tries has been set up to discuss and

co-ordinate national campaign plans.

During the last year, remarkable

progress was achieved when several

countries sent their motorized teams

of locust fighters to Arabia, where

they worked side by side with ex-

cellent results.

Much has been achieved recently

by man in his struggle against lo-

custs, but these practical achieve-

ments are based on years of patient

research. This is one of the cases

where research is beginning to pay,

and it is to be hoped that the

progress will not stop until the

locust menace becomes only a

memory.

A This apparatus, though it looks like a child's

toy, is being used for estimating speed and duration
of flight. Only about half of the insects seem to be
active. Flight speeds of insects are difficult to ascer-

tain. Some of the best estimates have been made
from moving automobiles

* Observing the feeding habits of young
locusts. One locust occupies each glass

*" About 1000 reports on the movements and breed-
ing of locusts are received every year at the Anti-
Locust Research Centre. Thej are plotted here in

the Geographical Section. Every month, the Centre
issues a summary of conditions and a forecast of
expected invasions
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ectric

* South American electric eels (El&ctrophorus electricus) . They
can cause death to a horse—withpwt causing themselves discomfort

X /
When the explorer Alexander von Humboldt saw two horses

drowned by electric eels, science was on the path to the electro

cardiograph and the instrument for measuring brain waves

By N. J. Berrill

ALL life is electrical. Electricity

jL\- cannot be divorced from the

nature of living matter itself, plant

as well as animal. And the more
active a creature is, the greater the

electrical flux that goes on within it.

We use machines now to record

brain waves, — living electronics, —
and for a long time past we have
measured the rhythms and ampli-

tudes of the electrical discharges of

the heart, which to a skilled reader

is like seeing the heart in a mirror.

Every twitch of a muscle comes

from the electrical stimulus of a

nerve and itself creates an elec-

trical disturbance. But there are

450

some animals, all of them fishes of

a sort, that carry an excess of elec-

tricity for the benefit, or I should

say the discomfort and maybe the

death, of others.

The beginnings of the story go

back a long way in time, and in

more ways than one, for two of the

fishes inhabit the ancient cradle of

civilization, and another is a pre-

fish. The catfish of the Nile and the

Torpedo Ray of the eastern Medi-

terranean both possess electric or-

gans, and so did some of the De-
vonian fossil Ostracoderms, extinct

relatives of our lampreys and hag-

fish. I expect that fishermen have

been literally shocked by the cat-

fish and the ray since first they

threw their nets into the sea. Their

uncanny power must have evoked

both fear and superstition.

Yet it is curious, I think, that the

first-known Egyptian work to speak

of the electric catfish comes from

the fourth century, although the

fish itself is pictured on the walls

of Egyptian tombs as early as the

Fifth Dynasty, about 2750 B.C.

Perhaps when all nature was the

supernatural personified, a few

shocks from a fish were merely a

little more of the same thing. How-
ever it was, the earliest written
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record of the fish is not Egyptian

but Greek, appearing in a book

possibly written by Hippocrates

himself. The torpedo ray you can

find in Plato's dialogues, where he

says to Socrates, "If I may venture

to make a jest upon you, you seem

in your appearance and in your

power over others to be like a

torpedo fish, who torpifies those

who come near him and touch him,

as you have now torpified me, I

think." And in the Historia Animal-

ium, the first textbook of zoology

ever to be written, Plato's pupil

Aristotle writes, "the torpedo nar-

cotizes the creatures that it wants

to catch, overpowering them by the

power of shock that is resident in

its body, and feeds upon them; it

also hides in the sand and mud, and

catches all the creatures that swim
in its way and come under its nar-

cotic influence."

But we have to wait for Rome
and the orator Cicero to hear that

the fish uses its electric shocks as

a weapon of defense. Another

rioman, Claudian, wrote, "Who has

not heard of the invincible skill of

the dread torpedo and of the

powers that win its name?—Should
it carelessly swallow a piece of bait

that hides a hook of bronze and

feel the pvdl of the jagged barbs,

it does not swim away nor seek to

free itself by biting vainly at the

line but artfully approaches the

dark line and, though a prisoner,

forgets not its skill, emitting from

its poisonous veins an effluence

which spreads far and wide through

the water. The poison's bane leaves

the sea and creeps up the Hire; it

will soon prove too much for the

distant fisherman. The dread para-

lyzing force rises above the water's

level and, climbing up the droop-

ing line, passes down the jointed

rod and congeals, e'er he is ever

aware of it, the blood of the fisher-

man's victorious hand. He casts

away his dangerous burden and

lets go his rebel prey, returning

home disarmed without his rod."

It is easy to assume that the shock

ELECTRIC EH

had much the same general mean-
ing then as now, yet more than a

thousand years had to pass before

recognition of its electric nature

may be said to have been made.
And frankly, I think it is a brave

man even now who will confidently

state what electricity truly is!

You do not have to understand

the nature of electricity or even

recognize the sameness of lightning

and fish shocks to feel the effects,

and Roman physicians certainly em-

ployed electrotherapy in practice,

if not by name. Scribonius appears

to have been the first: "For any type

of gout, a live black torpedo

should, when the pain begins, be

placed under the feet. The patient

must stand on a moist shore washed

up by the sea, and he should stay

like this until his whole foot and

leg up to the knee is numb. This

takes away the present pain and

prevents pain from coming on if it

has not already arisen. In this way
Anteros, a freedman of Tiberius,

was cured,"—and, "headache, even

if it is unbearable, is taken away
and remedied forever by a live

black torpedo placed on the spot

which is in pain, until the pain

ceases." After the Romans it was
the turn of the Mohammedans, and

in the eleventh century we find

their doctors using live electric cat-

fish in the same way for persons

suffering from epileptic fits. As a

matter of fact, the catfish has also

been used by various tribes in

Africa from time immemorial to

A The demonstrator has to

wear rubber gloves when han-
dling the electric eel

* Fully four-fifths of
the electric eel is tail, and
over half of the tail is occu-

pied by the electric organ

PECTORAL FIN

MOUTH
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ELECTRIC OROAN OCCUPIES ABOUT 58% OF TAIL
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cure pain or to chase out devils.

In the end it is neither of these

fishes that is the most impressive

or the most informative but rather

the electric eel of the great South

American rivers. For knowledge

of this, we had to wait for the dis-

covery and occupation of South

America by Spain and Portugal, and
longer. It was not until late in the

eighteenth century that the electric

eel really made the news, and then

it came from the Dutch colony of

Surinam. But electric or not, you
cannot hold a large live eel to any
particular spot, nor can the electric

eel be handled at all with impunity.

One of the standard medical treat-

ments in the colonies seems to me
to have been extremely drastic, al-

though apparently effective. Young
slaves afflicted with either paralysis

or fever were thrown into a tub of

water in company with an eel. It

was shock treatment certainly! And
towards the end of the century

many specimens of the fish, Electro-

phorus electricus, as it is now called,

were exhibited in Europe. Benjamin
Franklin had already demonstrated

that lightning and man-made elec-

tricity were one and the same, and
shock treatment was advertised in

London at half a crown per shock.

The torpedo probably was the fish

that was used. Franklinism, whether
the electricity was fish or man-
made, became the fashion of the

day.

To my mind, the most interest-

ing encounter of a man with an

electric fish was that of Alexander

von Humboldt in the year 1800.

It came during what in many ways
is one of the most fascinating

journeys ever made. He and his

botanist-companion Bonpland had
left the Paris of the new revolu-

tionary republic the year before,

and to their own astonishment were
given passports by Spain to explore

her American colonies. For 300

years the way had been barred, and

these were the first non-Spanish

Europeans to make a legal visit.

From Caracas the travelers took

their way across the high hinter-

land of Venezuela and approched

the Orinoco through the back door,

so to speak,—traversing the hot, dry

plains of the Llanos until they came
to Calabozo, a little lost settlement

north of the Apure River. This was
but the beginning of their long

journey by water to the headwaters

of the Orinoco and through the

mysterious Casiquiare to its junc-

tion with the Rio Negro and the

mighty Amazon. Yet it was in this

little town of exiles that electricity

took them unawares.

You have to realize, I think, the

scientific circumstances of the times

and the up-to-dateness of Hum-
boldt's equipment and prepared-

ness. Oxygen, for instance, had only

recently been recognized for what
it is and given its name, yet Hum-
boldt came prepared to analyze the

gas in the air bladder of fishes. His

was virtually a one-man scientific,

physiological expedition thousands

of miles from home into one of the

wildest parts of the earth. He
brought with him all the new ap-

paratus of Europe for the measure-

ment and manufacture of electri-

city, and a host of other things.

Nothing was further from the mind
of this most enterprising and bril-

liant young man than to find al-

ready existing in the wilderness, ap-

paratus almost identical with what
he brought with him.

"We found at Calabozo," he said,

"in the midst of the Llanos, an elec-

trical machine with large plates,

electrophori, batteries, electro-

meters; an apparatus nearly as com-

plete as our first scientific men in

Europe possess. All these articles

had not been purchased in the

United States; they were the work
of a man who had never seen any

instrument, who had no person to

consult, and who was acquainted

with the phenomena of electricity

only by reading the treatise of De
Lafond and Franklin's memoirs.

Senor Carlos del Pozo, the name of

this enlightened and ingenious man,

had begun to make cylindrical elec-

trical machines, by employing large

glass jars, after having cut off their

necks— I had brought with me
electrometers mounted with straw,

pith balls, and goldleaf ; also a small

Leyden jar, which could be charged

by friction according to the method
of Ingenhousz and which served for

my physiological experiments, Serior

del Pozo could not contain his joy

on seeing for the first time instru-

ments which he had not made, yet

which appeared to be copied from

his own. We also showed him the

effect of the contact of heterogenous

metals on the nerves of frogs. The
name of Galvani and Volta had not

previously been heard in those vast

solitudes."

"Next to his electrical apparatus,"

Humboldt went on, "nothing at

Calabozo excited in us so great an

interest as the gymnoti, which are

animated electrical apparatuses."

In the end, the experimenters had
to go to the streams wherein the

eels lived, in order to make their

experiments, basins of muddy water

surrounded by fragrant mimosa
and other fine trees. No nets could

catch the fish, for the eels burrowed

too quickly into the mud, and the

system used to catch them was to

drive wild horses into the pool.

"The extraordinary noise caused

by the horses' hoofs," Humboldt
observed, "makes the fish issue from

the mud and excites them to at-

tack. These yellowish and livid

eels, resembling large aquatic ser-

pents, swim on the surface of the

water and crowd under the belly

of the horses. The eels, stunned by

the noise, defend themselves by the

repeated discharge of their electric

batteries In less than five min-

utes, two of our horses were

drowned. The eel, being five feet

long and pressing itself against the

belly of the horses, makes a dis-

charge along the whole extent of its

electric organ. It attacks at once the

heart, the intestines, and the ab-

dominal nerves. . . . We had little

doubt that the fishing would termi-

nate by killing successively all the

animals engaged; but by degrees,

the impetuosity of this unequal com-

bat diminished, and the wearied

gymnoti dispersed. They require a

long rest and abundant nourishment

to repair the galvanic force which

they have lost. The horses appear

less frightening; their manes are no

longer bristled, and their eyes ex-
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* The ancient Greeks
believed that it was had
luck to dream of a tor-

pedo fish swimming
among other fishes, as

depicted on this dish

press less dread. The gymnoti ap-

proach timidly the edge of the

marsh, where they are taken by

means of small harpoons fastened to

long cords. When the cords are very

dry the Indians feel no shock in

raising the fish into the air. In a

few minutes we had five large eels,

most of which were but slightly

wounded."

Here occurred some of the most

remarkable physiological experi-

ments ever made, when you con-

sider that it was over a century and

a half ago, on the bank of a stream

a thousand miles from the mouth of

the Orinoco, beneath an equatorial

sun. Humboldt analyzed the air in

the swim bladder and found it to be

four parts of oxygen to ninety-six

of nitrogen, and then went on to the

electrical phenomena. One of these

experiments was informative but

unintentionally so:

"I do not remember having ever

received from the discharge of a

large Leyden jar a more dreadful

shock than that which I experienced

by imprudently placing both my
feet on a gymnotus just taken out of

the water. I was affected during the

rest of the day with a violent pain

in the knees and in almost every

joint. . . . We seem to feel at every

stroke, an internal vibration, which

lasts two or three seconds and is

followed by a painful numbness."

Humboldt discovered that the

electric eel concentrated its elec-

tric discharge at the point where it

was most strongly irritated. "An

electrical eel was brought to me at

Calabozo; it had been taken in a

A The electric catfish (Malapterus electricus) is seen on this

bas-relief from Sakkara, Egypt, directly behind the boating pole

V The electric catfish in the flesh. Its batteries have been

developed out of glands lying just beneath the skin

New York Zoological Society photo



net and consequently had no

wound. It ate meat and terribly

frightened the little tortoises and

frogs which, not aware of their

danger, placed themselves upon its

back. The frogs did not receive

the stroke until the moment when*

they touched the body of the gym-

notus. When they recovered, they

leaped out of the tub On cut-

ting a very vigorous fish through

the middle of the body, the forepart

alone gave shocks." Humboldt ob-

served that the most violent mus-

cular movements were not always

accompanied by electric discharges.

He also found that when two per-

sons formed a circle, one holding

the tail and the other the head, they

could not force the gymnotus to de-

liver its charge. "The electric organ

fills the greater part of the body,"

he said, "and this organ is slimy

and disagreeable to the taste."

Humboldt went on to make a

prophecy: "The discoveries that

will be made on the electromotive

apparatus of these fish, much more

energetic and more easy of prepara-

tion than the torpedos, will extend

to all the phenomena of muscular

motion subject to volition. It will

perhaps be found that, in most ani-

mals, every contraction of the mus-

cular fibre is preceded by a dis-

charge from the nerve into the

muscle; and that the mere simple

contact of heterogeneous substances

is a source of movement and life in

all organized beings. Did an in-

genious and lively people, the

Arabians, guess from remote an-

tiquity, that the same force which

inflames the vault of Heaven in

storms, is the living and invisible

weapon of inhabitants of the

waters?"

Since Humboldt's time, which

seems remote and yet is not, much

of what we know of the nature of

the eel's electric discharges comes

from studies made by Christopher

Coates on eels kept in captivity in

the New York Aquarium. Two fea-

tures seem to me to be more start-

ling than the rest. One is the speed

at which the discharge passes along

the body,—at the rate of about a

thousand yards a second. This is
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slow compared with the speed of

an electrical discharge passing along

a wire, but it is almost ten times

as fast as the fastest passage of a

nerve impulse along the nerve of a

warm-blooded animal. It is a curi-

ous phenomenon, because the elec-

tric organ itself seems to be essen-

tially a modified form of muscle

plates and the discharge plates of

motor nerve endings.

There is a theory for the evolu-

tion of the electric tissue, although

it is based more on what we know

of embryos of the electric ray than

of the eel itself. Here certain muscle

fibers, in other rays destined to

become part of the lateral muscles

used in swimming, shorten and

thicken as they mature until they

become units called electroplaxes.

These are small electric cells, which

operate much as do those in a

flashlight battery. A nerve impulse

from the brain passes down to the

cell but no longer brings about a

muscle contraction. Instead it makes

a path for the electric current to

flow from one cell to the next. And
when all the cells at once pom- their

electricity into this current, a great

release of power takes place.

I said before that the current

travels at about 1000 yards a sec-

ond. This is the mean value, and

actually it goes at 2500 yards a

second at the front end but slows

to a mere 450 yards a second in the

tail. How it is accomplished we

have yet to discover. The charge

that the fish is capable of is cer-

tainly nothing to sneeze at. Any eel

that had only 300 volts, unless it

were a baby, would be considered

a pretty sick one. Even a baby eel

can give you a 120-volt shock, al-

though it won't light up an electric

lamp, not because it isn't strong

enough but because the current

simply isn't there long enough to

heat the filament.

Yet, like the decrease in speed

from head to tail, the voltage per

inch of eel also decreases, and to

comparable extent, from 25 per inch

in front to 5 volts to the inch in the

tail. We have a clue to the explana-

tion, because the cells or electro-

dually the same voltage, (almost

one-seventh of a volt), get larger

toward the tail and therefore fewer

to the inch. In the head they are

short, are many to the inch, and

consequently their combined volt-

age is high.

Even this is not quite all, for

there are three divisions of the elec-

tric organ, and the eel can dis-

charge one for a major shock, one

for a minor, and one for an inter-

mediate, though it is not certain

that the intermediate one is under

the fish's control.

So much for the eel, although in

the end we are left with more to

wonder about than we have been

able to answer. Both eel and tor-

pedo have apparently made elec-

tric organs out of swimming mus-

cles. The electric catfish on the

other hand appears to have made

its electric batteries out of glands

lying just beneath the skin, leaving

its muscles intact.

Two more fishes remain, though

we know less about them. One is

the stargazer, sometimes found on

the Atlantic coast as far north as

Chesapeake Bay, perhaps the

strangest of them all. Its sight is

presumably as good as ever, but it

cannot move its eyes, for it has

evolved its electric organ out of the

eye muscles themselves. The eyes

are fixed and look perpetually up-

ward, but at least it can say, as no

other creature truly can, "I gave

him an electrifying glance!"

The other is a relative newcomer

that has only recently yielded some

of its secrets to science. It is a little

fish from West Africa known as

Gymnarcluis niloticus, and it swims

forward and backward with equal

ease. One of them recently was

sent to Dr. Lissmann at the Univer-

sity of Cambridge, who became in-

trigued both by a curious organ in

the fish's finger-like tail and the

skill shown by the fish in avoiding

obstacles when swimming back-

ward. Perhaps it was employing a

natural radar system. And as far as

one lone lost individual Gymnar-

chus could tell us, this seems to be

true. A pair of electrodes connected

with an oscillograph were placed
plaxes, all of which have indivi-
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in the water, the fish tied from it,

but when its own pulses were fed

back into the water it attacked the

electrodes as though, perhaps, they

seemed to be a rival of the same

species! And there the story ends,

for the excitement was too much
and the little fish died.

We have one more candidate for

electric honors, but this time it no

longer exists and is not even a fish.

The modern lamprey, which at

present is a great pest in the Great

Lakes, is an aquatic vertebrate it

is true; but without paired fins or

true jaws, it belongs to a group that

stopped short of the status of true

fishes. We find fossil members of

the same group as far back in time

as the Ordovician period, before the

real fishes had evolved,—as bottom-

living armored vertebrates known
as Ostracoderms. The better known
forms came from a somewhat later

period, the Devonian, about 300

million years ago, when fish as such

had also come into being. Perhaps

it was this very fact that put the

conservative Ostracoderms on the

defensive, for certain of them

evolved electric organs in either side

of the head,—"Touch me not, or I'll

shock you!"—for it's difficult to im-

agine an Ostracoderm needing elec-

tric organs for any aggressive pur-

pose when it had no jaws to follow

up its action.

What has always fascinated me,

however, is not so much the dis-

covery that an ancient Ostracoderm

possessed electric organs very much
like those of the modern torpedo;

it is the manner of the discovery

itself. I was working at the Univer-

sity of London when the photo-

graphs began to arrive, and it was

this way.

The larger fossil specimens of

Ostracoderms were for the most

part crushed flat by the tremendous

pressures of the rock, but Professor

Stensio of Sweden found some very

small fossils in the sandstones of

Spitsbergen, which had pretty well

retained their original shape. To

"< The elephant snout
fish (

'Mormyrus kannume)
whose electrical equipment
serves it like a radar set

decipher their internal structure, he

devised a beautiful technique. It

consisted of grinding the tip of the

fossil and photographing the pol-

ished surface under oil. Then
another fraction of a millimeter was

ground off, and the new polished

surface was photographed in the

same way. This went on until the

whole of the fossil had disappeared

as dust, but in its place existed a

whole series of photographs, each

one representing a very thin section

through the fossil, only greatly en-

larged. The photographs, surpris-

ingly, showed not only details of the

fossilized skeleton but also the fos-

silized paths of nerves, arteries,

muscles, and other originally soft

tissues. And among the structures

and tissues that Stensio succeeded

in reconstructing from his photo-

graphs were organs unmistakably

similar to those of our living elec-

tric fishes.

a now electric fish

THE so-called Elephant Snout Fish has been found to possess an electrical

organ in its tail and a receiving mechanism near the base of its dorsal

fin. This apparatus may operate somewhat like radar, according to an an-

nouncement in a report of the East African Fisheries Research Organization.

The electrical organ in the tail has been found to emit electrical impulses

at a rate of between 80 and 100 a minute except when resting. Only about

six volts are developed.

It was not at first clear what purpose the organ might serve. However,
it was noticed that the fish was extremely sensitive to the presence of other

fishes in its neighborhood or to any electrical conductor, such as a length

of wire, placed near it. This led to the conclusion that the fish must be able

to perceive disturbances in its own electrical field and must therefore

possess a receptor mechanism as well as one for transmitting impulses.

Paired branches of cranial nerves were found running along the back,

and small branches from these terminated at regular intervals close to the

base of the dorsal fin. When these two nerves were cut near their origin,

the fish became less responsive. It seems that these nerves are concerned
with the assessment of the fish's own electrical field and the disturbances in

it. It has been thought likely, therefore, that this fish possesses a device

bearing some resemblance to radar, with which it can detect the presence

of objects in its neighborhood by the "bounce-back" of an electrical impulse.

It is interesting to note that a warning device such as the Elephant Snout
appears to possess should have considerable survival value. The fish lives

on the bottom of the lake and feeds on larvae in the mud. When so engaged,

it can have little chance of seeing the approach of enemies.

A person equipped with suitable apparatus, earphones, etc.. can "listen"

to these fish while they are on the bottom of the lake. The report suggests

that the fish occurs in large numbers in some localities and that by some
such method as this the concentrations might be located and utilized to

form the basis of a new industry.

If fishes had wishes, friend Elephant Snout might therefore prefer to

turn in his out-moded radar for something still another jump ahead of man.
-Ed.
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Living with the Indians in a remote villi

Assignment /f

In the Preceding Installments:

On a one-man expedition to find and interview an explorer who has lived

many years in the interior of Brazil, the author met and traded with wild

Chavantes southwest of the frontier settlement of Chavantina. Having

missed Orlando Vilas Boas by a few hours in the headwaters of the

Xingu River, he has joined a group of Camayura Indians traveling to

their village.

By

Edward Weyer, Jr.

Editor NATURAL HISTORY Magazine

All photographs by the author

OUR trip through the swamps

and over the blazing upland

west of the Kuluene River had tired

the Indians almost as much as me.

But when we finally paddled up to

the village on the east shore of the

lake that the Camayuras call

Ipavu, the sight of those clean,

healthy, happy Indians, wading and

swimming to greet us made my
spirits soar. I followed the chief's

son, Tah-Koo-Mah, onto the dock

of palm logs.

"These are my family," he said

in Portuguese, leading me to his

mother, a brother, and two sisters.

We patted each other, smiling.

These Indians had seen outsiders

elsewhere, but they told me a sec-

ond time that I was the first white

man to visit this village. Across the

lake they pointed out another vil-

lage, and they also spoke of a third

and a fourth, now empty I gathered,

farther south around this side of the

lake.

A hundred yards up from the

water's edge you could see the tops

of the thatched huts. The men were

carrying my goods up the path, and

I followed them. Around the clear-

ing there were five large oval huts,

four rectangular ones, and several

open shelters for shade. Here other

Indians came forward, and 1 made

the rounds, patting and being pat-

ted. They all had thick, black hair.

No one in the village was either

bald or gray. Some of the women
felt the light-colored hair on the

back of my hand and drew the at-

tention of others to it.

Tah-Koo-Mah said, "Let me take

your hammock," and he disappear-

ed with it into the central hut. He
had told me there were 35 people

< Typical scene in a Cama-
yura village. The girl is scrap-

ing manioc with a shell.

Hammocks are slung in the

background between the sup-

ports of a hut whose walls have
been left open during the dry

season



or the center ofSouth America

< Koo-Yah-Yoo, daughter of a

Camayura cliief, spreading the grated
manioc on a palm-fiber sieve. This is

the bitter manioc, which contains
prussic acid and is poisonous until

processed in this manner

^ Wrestling is a lively sport among the Camayuras, and the
intertribal champion enjoys great distinction. The bout begins
with the wrestlers circling each other in a crouching position,

shouting, "Huka-huka-huka." The tactics are quite similar to our
own. The purpose is to throw one's opponent on bis back

^ Even the adolescent girls learn to prepare the

flour from the tuberous root of the manioc. The
large pots are sometimes a yard across. The Cama-
yuras get most of them through trade with the

Waura tribe to the southwest



A Gigantic flutes are the feature of this

dance, the urua. The two men make the rounds
of the village, in and out of one hut after an-

other for several hours, blowing the flutes con-

tinually. Toward the end, a pair of young
women join them behind without flutes. The
instruments have a five-foot and a seven-foot

tube bound together. The dance is rhythmic
and beautiful but it seems to have no religious

meaning

V Panpipes are also known among the Cama-
yuras, in addition to the various sizes of flutes.

But thev are not used much

in his village, but I counted 60 at

one time, and there may easily have

been 70. All the people on this lake

were of the Camayura tribe (pro-

nounced Kam-a-yoo-RAH )

.

Soon he came out and said I

could take my stuff in. The hut was
about 17 by 23 feet, with a door in

the middle of each side. Bows and

arrows in great number were lean-

ing against the wall. On racks over-

head near the thatching of the roof

were baskets and other objects.

Tah-Koo-Mah had strung my ham-
mock between two of his sisters. One
was married and had a small baby.

The other was unmarried and was

an unusually beautiful Indian. Her

name was Koo-Yah-Yoo.

I was thrilled to be in a region

that but a few years ago only the

most spirited explorer would have

thought of entering. I leaned my
canoe paddle against the wall and

piled my duffle bags under the head

of my hammock. Then I got out my
cooking stove and an envelope of

dehydrated food. Colonel Fawcett,

who was killed near this spot, had

offended the Indians, we are told,

by refusing to eat with them in their

huts. I didn't want to appear choosy

about theh foods, but I also did

not want to give trade goods for

food instead of for Indian objects,

which I was collecting for the

American Museum.

Some of the men went out to fish,

and soon the women were offering

me tidbits—a choice little pancake, a

delicious white sweet potato. Tins

was clearly a ritual of hospitality.

I accepted them and made up a

sugary fruit drink from dried mate-

rials. They would have drunk gal-

lons if I had had the makings. They

were freely curious about every-

thing I had. Once when I smiled, a

man put his hand into my mouth to

feel some gold in my teeth.

Koo-Yah-Yoo, in the hammock
next to mine, watched every move
I made. She was much interested in

my tiny stove, which burned kero-

sene under pressure and gave great

heat. Every time I looked at her,

she gave me a smile, probably say-

ing to herself, "If I had a fire ma-

chine like that, I bet I could make



something better to eat than that

mess." I told her brother that I

wasn't used to cooking because my
wife did it at home as is the custom

in our land.

It was fine to be able to carry a

two-week's supply of dried food in

only ten pounds, but the packaging

was wrong for a one-man expedi-

tion. The packages were all for four

persons. I had brought plenty of

tape for sealing the envelopes after

using part; but don't try it. You

either get all of the salt in one por-

tion or none of it. I ended up cook-

ing enough dried beans and banana

custard for four men and eating it

all at one sitting. At that, I lost 18

pounds on the expedition. The po-

tato pancakes might have been good,

but the packages gave you nothing

to grease the pan with, and I hadn't

time or energy to hunt for turtle

eggs, which might have given sat-

isfactory oil. Not having been able

to find "instant" coffee in Rio, I had

not brought any at all.

All the time that I was cooking

this first meal, Indians crowded

around to stare at me. I really lost

standing when I tried to make bis-

cuits. Using one of the fires in the

hut instead of my stove, I made a

rough oven out of the tin-foil en-

velopes. Whether it was because I

grew up in western Pennsylvania

where they make steel by the open-

hearth method, I don't know. But
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< A Camayura in special

dress. The feather head-

dress and arm hand are

only occasionally worn.
The many-stranded cotton

belt would he used when
dancing or wrestling. The
shell necklace and leg

wrappings might he worn
on almost any occasion

> Possibly a productivity
dance. The postures of the leaf-

covered arms remind one of

bird dances among our North
American Indians, but appar-

ently the dancer represents a

tree. The skirt is of palm fiber,

and the headdress is gaudy
with yellow and blue feathers

I turned out ingots instead of bis-

cuits. Since my food was limited, I

ate as many of them as I could. It

proved only one thing—that it is not

in these Indians to make fun of a

visitor. Perhaps the Camayuras still

think that the white man prefers

his bread burned.

The two-foot pancakes of manioc

that Koo-Yah-Yoo made were truly

delicious. You may think that hun-

ger makes anything taste good when

I tell you that they were flabby

and semielastic, somewhat like

tripe, and that chewing them re-

minded you of eating a thin rubber

sponge that had not been fully vul-

canized. But they had a fascinating

flavor, and my mouth waters to

think of them.

I was finishing my only meal of

the day when the men burst into

the hut and dropped a great many
fish on the earth. These were about

a foot long and three-sided in cross

section. They laid some in the em-

bers of the fires and put others into

large pottery bowls outside for boil-

ing.

Darkness came almost before I

could find my flashlight, and I never

felt so closed in by blackness. Out-

side, some of the men were shout-

ing and chanting around a fire in

the center. Inside the thatched hut,

fires were burning between each

two tiers of hammocks to drive out

the chill, and I could see that most

V A CEREMONIAL DANCE in which
the dancer wears a large gourd

over his head with wicker ears



of the hammocks had Indians in

them.

I took off my clothes, but before

getting into my hammock I took

my hunting knife from my belt and

my pocketbook from my pocket so

I could sleep with them under me.

The pocketbook held all my get-

home money. It cannot be denied

that in darker days a number of

white men have lost their lives in

this region. Colonel Fawcett and

his two companions had been kill-

ed, and in searching for them so

had the California journalist Albert

de Winton, whose bones lay at the

bottom of this very lake. More re-

cently, a group of sixteen, including

five Americans, had been wiped out

to the north of here; and others.

But when I guarded my pocket-

book, imagining how dearly I would

make anyone pay for whatever he

tried to take, I now know I was

twice guilty of poor reasoning.

What good would my hunting

knife be when I had decided not to

carry a gun because it would be use-

less while I slept? And why should

I have guarded my money so

anxiously? I had spent weeks buy-

ing the kind of trade goods that

careful thought and good advice as-

sured me would be most wanted by

these people—fishing line, hooks,

bead necklaces, combs, mirrors, and

many other articles. These things

were piled loosely against the wall

of the hut for any prowler to loot,

while I bravely guarded some paper

money that wouldn't buy anything.

The idea that I might lose my
belongings grew out of what I had

heard, not what I had seen. People

who had had experience in the re-

gion, though I doubt they had

broken through the wall that often

separates civilized people from na-

tives, had told me the Indians

would rob me if I let them. As every

explorer knows, the native does not

usually steal from his own people

but only from the enemy tribe or

from the stranger. I'm sure it made

a great difference that I had been

invited to visit this village. Without

going into all the little ways in

which the visitor can preserve his

welcome among a people different
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from himself, I can say with cer-

tainty that his position as a guest

is his most valuable possession.

I have always been impressed

with the motto a friend of mine has

on his coat of arms: "All countries

are homeland to a brave man."

Courage draws admiration wher-

ever we see it. Yet I believe I

would put more faith in the motto:

"All countries are homeland to a

sympathetic man," especially if with

sympathy is linked an understand-

ing of local courtesies. Of course,

there are all kinds of courage, loud

and soft, so perhaps the talk

shouldn't end here. But it certainly

took no courage to live with these

wonderful Indians. And why that

is true, I'll be able to explain more

fully in the next article of this series,

when I tell you about Orlando Vilas

Boas, a man whose courage and

sympathy have made themselves

felt far and wide over one of the

wildest parts of the earth.

From first to last, the Camayuras

gave me no reason to worry about

how they would treat me. Only once

during my journey did an Indian

try to steal from me, and he was of

another tribe. What I said to him,

incidentally, didn't come out of

Emily Post or Dale Carnegie either.

Before tossing my pocketbook in-

to my hammock, I saw in it a lone

ten-cent piece—the one I hadn't

dropped into the subway turnstile

at Times Square that last day in

New York when I took a taxi in-

stead. In a strange way, that coin

made me realize more sharply than

anything else how far I had come.

I never felt farther from home in

my life.

I have told before how entering

the life of a people like these is

like having your main switch pull-

ed. The scene in the hut, lighted

dimly by the fires, might have been

in the Stone Age. The Indians were

talking and laughing in their ham-

mocks. The mothers were swinging

gently with their babies. Now and

then, one would warm her child

by blowing her breath on it through

her teeth with a hissing sound. No
one wore clothing. Some had dozed

off, and once in a while I could

hear someone talking in his sleep.

I found a strong beauty in this

jungle hut, with its hammocks and

people and timeless tools of living.

I have rarely felt more at peace

than I did there in my hammock on

the shore of Lake Ipavu, where peo-

ple I was beginning to admire

greatly were not paying the slight-

est attention to me. I drifted off to

sleep with the feeling that my soul

was being fed.

The beauty of the scene was un-

doubtedly sharpened by the

thought of changes that were sure

to occur as soon as our civilization

gave these people the privilege of

wearing our cast-off clothing and

eating out of tin cans.

It was barely light when I wak-

ened to see Koo-Yah-Yoo in the

doorway of our hut pouring water

over herself from a gourd. Next, the

young men of the village came in,

dripping and glistening from their

morning swim. The new day was

typical of all that followed.

After bathing in the lake, I swam
out to deep water; filled my canvas

bucket, and brought it in for boil-

ing. I then shaved and made break-

fast. It was chilly in the early morn-

ing. Without fires in the hut, sleep

would have been impossible, and it

was good to get into my clothes.

During the heat of the day, I was

glad to take them off, and the In-
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dians didn't seem to notice whether

I had them on or not.

It took so long to boil my water,

make breakfast, and wash my dish-

es that I was content not to think

of another meal until late afternoon.

I bear the details of camping as a

necessary evil. For fully six weeks

now, I had washed all my own
clothing, and I was getting tired of

it.

A woman brought me an ailing

child and that started it. That first

morning I examined and treated

four children with temperatures

that ranged from 101.5° to 105.6°

with the thermometer under the

arm. I was afraid that the 105.6°

baby was almost dead. Her eyes

were glued shut with infection.

I am not a medical doctor, but I

had a good assortment of drugs. I

tried to tell the Indians how ill this

child was, for I didn't want to be

blamed for her death. The mother

only stared at me like a frightened

animal, but when I measured the

antibiotic powder, she mixed it with

her breast milk, and we fed it to

the baby from a gourd spoon. I ex-

amined my patients every four

hours.

From noon to three o'clock was
always the hard part of the day for

me, largely because of the heat. I

usually slept some in my hammock,
which was easy, because the night-

time revelries around the campfire

often went on nearly till dawn.
The men and women worked sep-

arately at their jobs. While a wife

was processing manioc, her husband
might be making an arrow, but not

by her side. There was little social

interchange between the sexes dur-

ing the day. The people came right

out with their feelings toward me.

Sometimes I would feel someone

A A village scene at Lake Ipavu.
The mothers of infants stay with
their baliies almost continuously
day and night. The spots of jatobd
resin on the left-hand child are

probably for good luck

A Inside a hut, showing a few of the many
hammocks that crisscross the space at ni

The hoy at right is reaching into a plastic hag
the author gave him. Waterproof containers
were highly valued for use in the canoes

^ Sorting the palm fibers for the ham-
mock being made in the background for

the author. The crosswise stands arc of
cotton, which the Camayuras grow for
the purpose. Behind the man at righl

are the parts of a basket, which will he
lined with leaves and used for storing
processed manioc
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patting me on the back, but once I

must have pushed my welcome too

far. I was taking pictures of the

women preparing food when one

girl began throwing gobs of wet

manioc at me. One gob gummed up

my camera badly. My first impulse

was to withdraw and reconsider

my position. But I had made it a

rule never to let an Indian stay mad
at me for more than 60 seconds. So

I leapt back into the fray, making

exaggerated protestations of the

damage she had done. I removed

imaginary manioc from eyes and

ears as the second hand worked

around toward the finish mark.

Then she began to grin, and so did

her companions.

A little later I went off into the

forest with some of the men to

where they were making a dugout.

The heat was still extreme, but

the glare of the sun was cut off.

It was fun to watch the skill and

affection with which the chief—not

Tah-Koo-Mah's father but one ap-

parently enjoying greater rank in

the village—shaped the boat. The

blade he used, traded from I know

not where, was almost the only

metal tool I saw in the village.

Back in the clearing, I prepared

my main meal at 4:30 and then ex-

amined my patients. Some were im-

proving, some seemed the same.

Around 7:00, I made an unwant-

ed discovery. Each night about this

time, as it turned out, the men
gathered around the fire and smok-

ed cigars of their own make. After

a little of this, I noticed that Tah-

Koo-Mah, the only one I could talk

with, lost his Portuguese tongue

and talked gibble-gabble. I won-

dered what might be in the cigars

and whether smoking one of them

would help me to understand more.

I tried this, but it only made me
care less. The Camayuras are known
to grow tobacco, but perhaps they

add something. Or perhaps Tah-

Koo-Mah was simply entering into

^ Making a dugout canoe about
a inile from the village. The lake

was not visible from here but
was close enough for the men to

carry the boat when it was
finished

the ceremonial spirit. They had no

alcoholic drinks. The evening social

and ceremonial life had a strong

hold on the men. The women never

smoked but sometimes joined the

men and sang their own songs.

The noises of the night were a

memorable feature of the village.

We don't usually realize how hard

it is to live from sundown to sunup

without light. These people natur-

ally couldn't sleep that long. They

can't read, listen to the radio, or

visit amusement centers. Primitive

people around the world are faced

with this problem. The night is too

long. At Ipavu, they probably also

liked to make a noise to discourage

raids from enemy tribes, which are

fairly common. The Camayuras, for

their part, had captured Tah-Koo-

Mah's own mother in a raid on the

Suyas. Much of the night, the men
shouted, sang, caterwauled, imi-

tated animals and birds, and filled

in with forced laughter.

About 3:30 this night, the racket

was supplanted by the most haunt-

ing flute music I have ever heard.

I felt sure that the sickest child was

dying and that they were trying

to hold the spirit on earth. So I

pulled myself out of my hammock,

went to the hut, and made my way
through the tiers of hammocks of

sleeping Indians, over some and un-

der others, to where the mother was

lying with the baby girl. Her fever

had remained high, but she was.

still living, and I gave her another

dose.

By now, others were aroused, and

I had to visit all my patients. It was

hard to climb over and under those

hammocks without waking every-

body, and I fell flat several times

across the body of a startled Indian.

It was chilly at this hour, and

when I got back, I was glad to find

that Koo-Yah-Yoo had blown the

fire until it was crackling brightly.

One baby in the hammock with its

mother had been awakened by the

cold and was whimpering. The

mother had strengthened her own
fire and was warming the child with

her breath. Outside in the moon-

light, the fire had gone out under a

huge manioc pot. The flute music

had died down. The night was silent



except for the noises of insects and

the unending patting of the feet of

the dogs, who seemed to have a

running game all their own after

the world had gone to sleep. My last

memory of that night was a single,

loud grunt of a forest pig, followed

by barking that never seemed to

stop.

Within 24 hours, the temperature

of the sickest child was normal, and
her mother had bathed and fed her.

Only one baby boy still registered

101.5°, and he too seemed to be im-

proving toward the end of my visit

with treatments for dysentery and
malaria.

My "miracle drugs" aroused only

a quiet gratitude in the mothers.

Something else, to my surprise,

brought a far warmer response. I

had been in the village several days

and had not thought to say that I

liked it here.

"Your village is one of the pret-

tiest places I have ever seen," I told

Tah-Koo-Mah, "and I like your peo-

ple very much!"

He could not conceal his pleasure.

Nor could the others to whom I saw
him shortly relay the compliment
with forced casualness.

The people did not spare them-

selves in showing me their dances.

The most colorful were performed

in the daytime, when there was
enough light for my color pictures.

The women even lost the battle of

the manioc, because my telephoto

lenses could shoot a scene from
farther away than they could throw
the stuff. I was able to observe all

the activities of the village at this

season — hut building, hammock
weaving, string making, the mak-
ing of arrows, the building of a

dugout, and — endlessly — the pro-

cessing and storing of manioc. The
people had no drums, but they used

a thumping stick on the ground and
rattles, which were very effective,

and I saw three types of wind in-

struments: small pan pipes, moder-
ate-sized flutes of bamboo, and huge
flutes seven feet long.

I wanted if possible never to

make false promises to the Indians,

but I got into an embarrassing situ-

ation with the common compass.
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Colonel Fawcett, I had heard, had

made a mistake. He had told the

Kalapalos that his compass showed

him at any time from which di-

rection he might expect his enemies.

The Indians at once coveted an in-

strument so valuable, and their de-

sire to procure it, together with cer-

tain other grievances, led to his mur-

der. So it was with some misgivings

that I showed them my compass.

It was after sundown one evening

when the Southern Cross could be

seen. Tah-Koo-Mah told me that

they had never seen or heard of such

an instrument. I sat down on my
folding camp stool with the com-

pass, and the men immediately

crowded around. I explained that

one end of the needle always

pointed to the Southern Cross. The
muffled jabbering that went around

voiced great curiosity.

"Perhaps you do not believe," I

said, "that it will still point to those

stars if we go to the other side of

the clearing." They fairly dragged

me to the other side. But they

wouldn't let me show the compass

again until the stool had been

brought for me to sit on. They talk-

ed excitedly when they saw the

needle find the Southern Cross. We
moved to various points around the

village, but each time, the stool

had to be put under me before they

would let me show the compass.

I then said, "Now I will give the

explanation." This was more than

they had hoped for. It was also

more than I had planned for. Tah-

Koo-Mah's brother, who was trying

to learn Portuguese, echoed the

wishes of the rest by explosively re-

peating, "Explicagclo! Explicagao!"

Alas, I had come to class without

my lesson. "The force that pulls the

needle is not in the stars but in the

earth," I began.

"In the earth," repeated Tah-Koo-

Mah, exerting every brain cell.

"It is also in the needle," I went
on.

"What force?" asked Tah-Koo-

Mah.

"The force is something like elec-

tricity," I said. I was only getting

in deeper.

It would have been easy to tell

them that the compass had a spirit

in it, and they would have under-

stood perfectly. But I let this round

go to the Camayuras. The men were
disappointed, and they drifted off

into the shadows. I took Tah-Koo-

Mah aside and asked him to give

the compass privately to his father.

I never showed seven other com-

passes I had brought along for

trading.

The people of the village enjoyed

listening to the voices of the wild

Chavantes, which I had recorded

on my tape recorder. They were
then ready to record their own songs

and conversations. They wore the

batteries down and almost tore the

wires out in their competition to get

at the headphones. That wonderful

instrument gave me entree among
strange people wherever I went.

The ideas of these people seemed
to differ mostly from ours in regard

to sex and property. It is a mistake

to think that people who go naked

must act more like animals or that

the word "savage" fits them. But

I'll say more about this later.

In regard to property, their lives

differ from ours in the lack of op-

portunities to gain prominence

or power through wealth. With us,

a thousand pressures urge us to buy

the car or house or television set

that will make our neighbor envious.

I'm not sure that these pressures

are of themselves bad. Perhaps our

judgment and ethical sense develop

more vigorously under them. But

with the Camayuras, these pressures

are almost absent. Each family has

its canoe, thatched hut, and imple-

ments. No one has gained a sewing

machine or an outboard motor for

the others to envy. Bows must be

traded for hammocks, or pottery for

wooden stools. There is no money,

and so there is no need to show how
much you can buy.

Entering their life, you feel the

wall that separates the world of

money from the world of barter.

People had urged me to leave my
money in safe-keeping, but I had

carried it, fearing that I might be

flown out to a strange city and find

myself helpless without cash in

continued on pope 472
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A Through the centuries, travelers have visited the great tree. Dying branches recently showed that
the Mexican village of Santa Maria del Tule to see unless help came, the patriarch's days were numbered
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A modern irrigation system comes to the rescue of the famous

Tule Tree, which needs almost 10,000 gallons a day

By Annette H. Richards
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ATOUT a year ago, dying

branches of one of the wonders

of the world, the famous Monte-

zuma Cypress (Taxodium inucro-

natum) in the little churchyard of

the small village of Santa Maria

del Tule in the south of Mexico,

gave a warning. The more than

2000-year-old pre-Christian giant

was literally thirsting to death.

Standing 43 yards high and

weighing something like 603 tons,

this tree had withstood the attacks

of insects and of bark-peeling

tourists through all these years, but

now it was in mortal danger of

dying from drought. The cause of

the recent scarcity of water was the

installing of wells with pumps near

by, which caused the water level

to drop drastically.

Without delay, aroused citizens

formed the Foundation for the

Conservation of the Tule Tree and

put on a campaign in the Mexican

and American press describing the

plight of the ancient tree and sug-

gesting that some kind of well be

dug to give it water and preserve

its life. To the rescue came three

companies — Equipos Mecanicos,

S. A., Worthington de Mexico, S. A.,

de C. V., and Altos Hornos de

Mexico, S. A.—which offered to

donate a well, a pump, a pump
house, irrigation pipe, and the labor

to install an irrigation system that

would give the tree all its thirsty

bulk needed.

Last February, no more than a

year after the first agitation on its

behalf, the Tule Tree received its

first quenching drink in quite a

while. Almost 10,000 gallons a day

are drunk by this venerable tree,

and there will be no more danger

that it will not receive all it needs.

By pumping three-quarters of the

time, the pump can supply this

quantity of water. At commercial

rates, the irrigation job would have

cost about $3500.

A well 532 yards deep was dug

273 yards from the tree, and a three-

inch pipe carries the water to the

tree at a rate of more than a quart

per second. It is distributed to the

roots by a perforated pipe set in a

circle in a ditch filled with sand,

gravel, and fertilizer. A series of

about 4 wells will be dug around

the tree at a distance of about 50

yards from the trunk so that there

will be an accurate gauge of the

amount of water the tree needs.

In this way, the tree can be pre-

vented from dying of thirst or, on

the other hand, of suffocating from

too high a water level, though cy-

presses are not very susceptible to

that hazard. A fourth company,

Guanos Fertilizantes, S. A., donated

the fertilizer and will continue to

do so.

Though not as old as our Ameri-

can redwoods, this old-timer boasts

an enviable age and deserves a

little human aid and consideration.

And, as a result, it will probably

continue for many centuries to awe

local citizens as well as the visitors

who come from all parts of the

world to pay it homage. In con-

trast to our redwoods, which are

tall and slim, this giant tree spreads

its bulk horizontally in the form of a

monstrous trunk and wide-reaching

branches comparatively close to the

earth.

Visitors enjoying its generous

shade will not see a single trace of

the man-made irrigation project.

A A crowd gathered to witness

the inauguration of the irriga-

tion system that is saving the

life of the Tule Tree. At right is

the cypress; at left, the church

in whose yard the pre-Christian

tree stands

< The massive trunk of

the ancient tree may con-

tinue to awe visitors for

many more generations,

thanks to the irrigation

system
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Petrified Tree
The hardships of desert travel could not prevent two venturesome women from searching

out a fossilized forest of giant trees in one of the least-known parts of the United States

By Nell Murbargek
op/is by the authc
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^ By no means the largest of the strange specimens in Nevada's ''Stone

Forest," hut a very -beautiful example even so. A climate far different

from the arid conditions of today must have nourished this tree. The
existing stump is about five feet in diameter. Natural forces caused it

to crack neatly into three sections. The piece at lower left is a forty-foot

section lying on the ground. The petrified wood is mainly creamy buff

in color, handsomely interlined with dark brown and black
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"I
T'S bad medicine," they had

warned my companion and

me. "It's a place to leave alone!"

That was how men described to

us the Black Bock Desert of north-

western Nevada — 10,000 square

miles of sun-bleached wilderness,

a wild, wind-swept wasteland, bar-

ren of water, roads, and supplies.

Undeniably there was a lot of

truth in those warnings, but 20-odd

years of prowling in the loneliest

and most arid sections of the South-

west had given Dora Tucker and

me confidence in our ability to

meet the desert on its own terms.

Women though we were, ' we
were far from "delicate." Good
hikers and experienced campers,

we had come to flourish on a mini-

mum of water and food and a

maximum of heat and privation.

We were determined to see this

place. It was like a challenge for-

ever ringing in our ears. We had to

see for ourselves exactly how wide

and wild was this forbidding realm

between Beno and the Oregon fine.

And we had a reason.

People who heard our plan were

sure that we were after the gold and

silver that early prospectors had

found there or that we were look-

ing for the companion of the fabu-

lous Boebling Opal, which was
found in Virgin Valley and was ten-

tatively valued at a quarter of a

million dollars. Not even a pair of

women would be foolish enough to

enter this devil's stronghold unless
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they were looking for something—

something very valuable!

But we had no such objectives.

Our quest had begun on a certain

blustery day when we were brows-

ing through the stock of a second-

hand bookstore in Reno. In a basket

of dog-eared volumes, marked to

clear at ten cents, we had found a

textbook, An Introduction to Pale-

obotany, by Chester A. Arnold.

Riffling through the pages of that

book, we had come upon the illus-

tration of a fossil tree stump. It

was situated, we read, near Lead-

ville, Washoe County, Nevada, and

was one of the last remnants of a

mighty redwood forest that had

flourished in that area millions of

years ago.

According to the author's state-

ment, the stump measured 47 feet

in circumference. This, we knew,

would make it one of the world's

largest known petrified trees—pos-

sibly the largest of all. The more
we thought about this incredible

stump, the more fascinating the

subject became, until, at last, we
developed a consuming curiosity.

We were determined to learn if this

stump might not have belonged to

the deciduous genus Metasequoia,

or Dawn Redwood, rather than to

the genus Sequoia, which includes

the modern Redwood and Big Tree,

as Dr. Arnold, writing a few years

OUR LARGEST PETRIFIED TREE

A Approaching Nevada's "Stone Forest" from the south, the traveler

encounters other scenes of geologic interest at Pyramid Lake. Now only

about 35 miles long, this lake once covered a large area in Western Nevada
and neighboring states. The shrinking has occurred since glacial times

ago, had apparently believed.

Our only clue to the location of

our ancient giant was Dr. Arnold's

statement that it was situated near

Leadville. In any ordinary sort of

land, such a clue might be ade-

quate. But this was no ordinary

land.

Washoe County has a north-south

span as great as the distance from

New York City to Washington,

D. C. Somewhere in that immensity

was a town called Leadville, and
somewhere near the town was the!

petrified tree we sought. But where

was Leadville?

That it was not mentioned in the

American Guide Series volume on

Nevada, sponsored by the Nevada
State Historical Society, seemed

rather peculiar. Nor was it marked

on our road map. Not until we con-

sulted the mining editor of a Reno
newspaper did we learn that Lead-

ville is one of those western oddities

known as "ghost towns."

The mines that inspired its

founding had been closed for many
years, and its one-time business

houses and homes had fallen into

ruin and rubble. It no longer had a

single inhabitant. However, if we
were determined to visit the place,

our informant thought we might

reach it by way of Gerlach—a small

mining camp between Smoke Creek
Desert and Black Rock Desert.

.

'* k •

-*> Coral-like tufa encases boul-

ders, cliff faces, and low-lying

islands of Pyramid Lake

"Gerlach is 120 miles north of

here," he went on. "You can ask

there for additional directions. You
ought to find Leadville high in the

Granite Mountains about 50 miles

north of there."

One hundred seventy miles north

of Reno!

An afternoon in early summer
found us approaching the southwest

shore of Pyramid Lake, and we
made our first camp in the shelter of

a tufa promontory a short distance

back from the water. Making camp
was a simple operation for Dora

and me. A short trench scooped out

of the sand for our fireplace. Camp
tables and stools were unfolded,

sleeping bags were unrolled on the

ground—and presto! We were at

home. With our housework out of

the way, we set forth for a bit of

exploring.

This lake is a particularly inter-

esting body of water. Fed by the

sparkling Truckee River, which

rises in Lake Tahoe, Pyramid has

no outlet. Evaporation that has
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been going on since shortly after

the close of the glacial age has left

its waters definitely brackish,

though still clear. Pyramid Lake

and Walker Lake 75 miles to the

southeast are the last remnants of

a great prehistoric body of water

known to geologists as Lake Lahon-

tan. Within fairly recent times,

geologically speaking, this enorm-

ous lake extended from a point

south of where Reno is today,

northward through Nevada and in-

to portions of California and Ore-

gon, thus covering virtually the en-

tire territory now designated as

Black Rock Desert.

This huge lake had been swelled

by the melting of North America's

great ice sheet. With the disappear-

ance of the glaciers from the high-

lands of Nevada, it began to shrink.

As the climate grew hotter and

drier, evaporation exceeded the in-

flow, and the shore lines of Lahon-

tan receded. Submerged peaks

broke through its surface as islands;

islands became peninsulas. At last,

die great lake was reduced to a few

scattered pools of dead water

caught in its lowermost depths. Of

these entrapped remnants, the

largest was destined to become

known as Pyramid Lake. Around

its shores one sees strange, bulbous

knobs, which might remind one on

first glance of coral. They are actu-

ally boulders encrusted with cal-

cium carbonate, which was de-

posited by the mineral-laden waters

of the shrinking lake.

Sitting in camp that evening,

contemplating the still lake, we
might have been the last human
survivors of a lost world. As far as

we could see in any direction, there

was not a single house or fence and,

but for our own camp, not the

faintest sign of mankind.

Barren of shrub or tree, naked

and unadorned, the lake lay cradled

in a ring of color-splashed desert

hills. Out of this pastel panorama

rose the dark conical islands—the

Pyramids—which gave the place its

name. Occasionally our ears caught

the muffled beat of wings as a line

of white pelicans, a lone California

gull, or a cormorant passed over-
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* A man-made marvel. This erupting cone, three times the height of a

standing person, was not here ahout 30 years ago when a settler drilled

for water. What he got was a hot spring, and in the intervening time it

has built this enormous and beautifully colored cone

head. As darkness stole across the

desert, a few bats came to dip and

turn and wheel over our lonely

campfire, and the omnipresent

cricket began tuning his fiddle for

the night. We recalled the tribute

paid to Pyramid Lake by Max Mil-

ler, noted western writer: "The

strangest lake of its size on earth.

A lake that cannot possibly be real,

unless on the moon!"

Sunrise found us once again on

the trail of adventure. Now the

surfaced road disappeared and we
were on a rough, dusty trail.

Eighteen miles farther on we left

the lake and found ourselves skirt-

ing the fringes of Smoke Creek

Desert. Looking upon this terrible

vastness, lonely and barren and as

dry as mummy dust, we realized

that we were in for many grueling
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miles of travel. It was nearing noon

when we reached Gerlach, a village

of only 200 inhabitants, upon whose

single dusty street the heat lay like

a woolen blanket. The sun was hot.

The air we breathed was hot. The

white ground underfoot and the

metalwork of our car—everything

we touched was hot.

We verified the location of Lead-

ville but failed to find anyone who
knew of the 47-foot stump on which

our hopes were pinned. Several

persons admitted, however, that

they had heard of a petrified forest

"somewhere in the Black Rock."

Leaving Gerlach, we skirted the

base of the Granite Mountains,

whose barren crest rises 5000 feet

above the little mining camp. Scru-

tinizing the rough, burned canyons,

we could not see one green tree, one

human habitation, one evidence of

water. Eastward, the prospect was
even more dreadful. Beyond the

narrow band of greasewood that

edged our road lay the frightening

immensity of the Black Rock Playa

—a stark, white world, lacking at

this season flowers and birds and

streams. Spiraling over the dry lake

bed were dust columns, or "sand

augers," caused by local whirl-

winds. Eight or ten of them would
often be visible at one time, and

the dust would be carried skyward

for as much as 1000 feet, to go

reeling and careening across the

land. Heat waves shimmered ahead

of us as our car moved over the

ancient lake bed. And from time to

time we saw the illusion of spark-

ling water where we knew none

could exist.

Twenty-four miles north of

Gerlach, Dora drew my attention

to a strange dome half a mile east

of our road. Shaped like a huge

beehive, it baffled our imagination

until we were nearly to its base.

Then we realized it was a "geyser"

cone! It stood three times the height

of a man and consisted of hard

layers of silica and lime laid down
by scalding mineral water, which

issued from its top in five streaming

jets as shown in the accompanying

photograph. The cone was tinted

with nearly every color of the rain-

bow. Maroon and shell pink ranged

to the deepest orange and pale

ivory, and the whole was enhanced

by bandings and stripes of vivid

green and jet black. We later

learned the curious history of this

geyser. A pioneer settler had drilled

a well in the hope of locating water

for livestock. Instead of gaining

what he anticipated, he tapped

this near-boiling spring. Virtually

uncontrollable, the water has been

permitted to spout from the ground

unchecked. In little more than 30

years it has built up this fantastic

landmark.

Returning to the car, we noticed

a small pond of vile-looking water,

apparently formed by the overflow

of the hot spring. Our ears were
assailed by the shrill screaming of

assorted waterfowl and shorebirds.

There were hordes of killdeers, a

few curlews, and several avocets,

two of which strove vigorously to

distract us from a shallow depres-

sion on the bare ground in which
their four bluish-speckled eggs lay.

And as we turned to go, we saw
two pronghorn antelopes—a buck
and a doe—on the opposite side of

the pond. A second later, they were

off with a flash of their white

"flags," and almost before we could

take a second breath, their incredi-

ble speed had carried them over a

distant ridge.

As we proceeded northward, we
had only a general idea of our lo-

cation and knew even less of the

whereabouts of Leadville. We were

therefore especially gratified to

glimpse a couple of weathered mine

dumps on a mountainside about a

mile to the left of the road. Lead-

ing toward these was a rutted

wagon trail that had seen little use

in recent years. Somewhere in that

direction, we felt sure, lay the focal

point of our quest.

Minutes later we were standing

in the heart of a town that had

ceased to exist. Where throngs of

men once probed the earth in

search of silver and lead, not a

^ The BLACK rock desert is not black but shimmer-
ing white. It is the gaunt, dark outcroppings of rock,
jutting from the surface like the fins of sharks in a

dead sea, that give this desert its name. In dry
weather, one can drive anywhere on this ancient lake
bed, which is roughly 80 miles long and 30 miles wide
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single soul remained. No welcom-

ing smoke curled from the chim-

neys, and along the street the doors

swung on their creaking hinges.

The rutted road led steeply up-

ward toward the mines, and we
were surprised to come upon a

group of small quaking aspens

about a mile above town. As the

shadows of afternoon lengthened,

we seized upon this pleasant spot

as a campsite for the night.

That evening until darkness tell

and throughout the next morning

we ranged doggedly over the sur-

rounding hills, over endless sweeps

of tumbled rock, precipitous ledges,

volcanic upheavals, and broken

outcroppings. By noon, we admitted

that to find one fossil stump in that

far-flung wilderness was scarcely

within the range of possibility. After

eating lunch in the aspenSj we de-

cided to return to the road and

continue on it ncrtnward. It was

one of those impulsive, spur-of-the-

moment decision^ which once in a

blue moon pay off.

Seven miles north of Leadville,

I brought the car to an abrupt halt

when we came to realize, almost

simultaneously, that one of the

^ Brightly colored samples of the

petrified wood from the fossil forest

of the Black Rock Desert. Note that

the tree rings are still visible in the

wood that has turned to stone

countless "boulders" we were pass-

ing was not a boulder but a fossil

stump!

It was a handsome specimen,

about five feet in diameter and

eight feet high. On the ground,

leading away from the base of the

stump, lay a 40-foot section of fos-

silized trunk. It was predominantly

creamy buff in color, handsomely

interlined with darker brown and

black.

When the first flush of our excite-

ment had worn away, we realized

that this was no lone sentinel

standing in the wilderness. Other

stone stum os speckled the hillside,

and the surface of the ground was

tittered with incalculable tons of

shattered trunks and branches and

roots, the latter showing a high de-

gree of opalization. We had pinned

our faith on a single stump, and

blind chance had led us to a whole

fossil forest!

Only one who at last tramps

the streets of his own "Seventh

Heaven" can realize the extent of

our delight as we roamed diat first

afternoon, through the quiet aisles

of our stone wonderlands. All that

day and the next W3 were iiccrally

lost in a rose-tinted haze of -'.^-

covery, photographing, measuring,

and jotting notes.

The 50-foot steel tape we were

carrying revealed several stumps as

much as 30 feet in circumference.

It was not until nearly evening of

die second day, however, that we
located the great petrified tree that

we subsequently named "The Mon-
arch of the Black Rock."

Situated on the lip of an eroding

ravine on the northerly slope of the

range, this mighty stump stood 15

feet in height on its downhill side,

and as nearly as we could deter-

mine by careful measurement its

girth was slightly more than 46 feet!

We had no way of knowing if this

was die same stump pictured in

Dr. Arnold's book—the illustration

that had originally sent us on this

search. We found no angle from

which its profile resembled that in

the textbook, but this might be ex-

plained by natural deterioration of

the stone and erosion of the slope

beneath. Whether it was Dr. Ar-

nold's tree or another, we felt a

wonderful thrill to know that here

before our eyes stood one of the

world's largest known fossil stumps

—possibly the largest of all!

Sitting that evening in the flick-

ering light of our dying campfire,

my companion and I thought of the

great changes that had occurred

since these huge trees formed a

dark and leafy forest in a cool

world of flowing streams and ferns

and moistness. Now the land was
parched and arid. The brooks were

dry. The ferns had vanished, and

where timber giants once cast their

heavy shade, the largest growth we
had been able to find for our

evening fire had been the dry and

twisted limbs of sagebrush. Great

climatic changes had taken place,

of that we were certain. But we
could not tell whether these trees

had been like the existing Sequoias

of California or like the Metase-

quoias—the Dawn Redwoods. It is

impossible to distinguish Sequoia

wood from that of Metasequoia.

However, leaves and cones of Meta-

sequoia are abundant 170 miles to

the east, the well-known paleobota-

nist Dr. Ralph W. Chaney informs

us, in rocks of about the same age;

so the big stump may well be Meta-

sequoia. The history of both goes

back 100,000,000 years, to an era

when dinosaurs roamed the earth.

We knew that the Metasequoias

had originally grown in some of the

earth's most northerly latitudes—in

Alaska and northern Siberia, in

Spitzbergen, Greenland, and the

arctic islands of Canada far north

of the Arctic Circle. When climatic

changes brought increasing cold to

these northern lands, the Dawn
Redwoods and other deciduous

hardwoods with which it associated

were forced into a southerly migra-

tion. Down the British Columbia

coast the Dawn Redwoods had

shifted, into the present states of

Washington and Oregon and finally

as far east as Montana. But whether

the migration of Metasequoia in the

western United States carried it as

far south as this isolated grove in

Washoe County, Nevada, was some-
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& Largest known tree in Nevada's petrified forest,north
of Leadville. This stone giant must have approximated
the Coast Redwoods in size. Although shorn of its hark,

the trunk still measures 15 feet in diameter. Note that

the width of the trunk extends from where the author
is sitting almost to the opposite edge of the photograph

thing that we still hoped to learn.

With our ten-gallon water tank

growing too light for our peace of

mind, we departed on the morning

of our fifth day out of Reno. Con-

tinuing northward, we eventually

reached Nevada Route 8A and fol-

lowed it to the small village of

Denio, Oregon. Since leaving Ger-

lach, 3 days and 180 miles back,

we had passed through no living

town of any size or description,

and in all that distance we had met

only one vehicle and one human
being—a decrepit old truck and its

Indian driver. As soon as we reach-

ed the post office, we mailed the

specimens of our petrified wood to

Dr. Ralph W. Chaney at the Uni-

versity of California. We were un-

aware that Dr. Chaney was then

engaged in paleobotanical research

in India. In his absence, our speci-

mens and request were referred to

Dr. Lyman H. Daugherty, of the

Department of Natural Resources

of San Jose State College.

Two weeks later our answer

came. "The specimen of fossil wood
is a Sequoioxylon," wrote Dr.

Daugherty. "In all probability it is

a stump of the trees that produced

the fossil leaves Metasequoia

Langsdorfii. These trees were con-

sidered Redwoods until Dr. Chaney
discovered that they were either

close or identical to the tree re-

cently discovered in China and

placed in the genus Metasequoia.

If you can obtain Arnold's An In-

troduction to Paleobotany, you will

find a photograph of a large stump

on page 6. Arnold called it a Red-

wood, but when he published the

book, he probably did not know
about Metasequoia. This stump is

47 feet in circumference and was

found near Leadville, Washoe
County, Nevada. Could this be the

same stump you photographed?"

Arnold's Introduction to Paleo-

botany ... I looked at Dora, and

Dora looked at me. Suddenly, we
were laughing and remembering a

rainy afternoon in Reno and a sec-

ond-hand bookstore and a dog-ear-

ed textbook in a ten-cent bin.

"You know," said my desert-ex-

ploring friend, "unless I am mis-

taken, this is where we came in."
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A A Pet of the animal

stamp collectors: Mephitis chilensis

OU'LL never see the world's

most popular skunk in a zoo,

living wild in the woods, or house-

broken as the fond pet of a city

dweller. It's found in a number of

museums, where it's neither living

nor stuffed, and people ever>-where

clamor for it. Yet it's the darling of

men and women and can be yours,

too, for less than a half dollar.

This famous American skunk is

unique because it's the only one of

its kind to be shown on the postage

stamps of any nation on earth.

In 194S, the Republic of Chile

issued three sheets of postage

stamps, honoring the hundredth an-

niversary of the publication of the

first volume of Claudio Gay's Na-

tural History of Chile. The book

was printed in 1844, but Chile

didn't get around to commemorat-

ing the event until a few years after

the anniversary.

most

Popular Skunk
in the world

It was never deodorized, yet it gives off no scent

By Fred Korotkin

Three denominations were re-

leased. Each sheet of 100 stamps

showed 25 all-different flora and

fauna designs native to Chile,

printed four of each design to the

sheet. Appearing on the set were

a bat, a praying mantis, and other

subjects new to the great fraternity

of stamp collectors. The same de-

signs were used for all three de-

nominations: 60 centavos, ultra-

marine; 2.60 pesos, green for or-

dinary postage; and 3 pesos, car-

mine, for airmail.

Some philatelists are enthusiastic

about forming specialized collec-

tions of stamps portraying subjects

of "topical" or thematic interest.

They proudly display albums

mounted solely with stamps show-

ing animals, birds, butterflies,

flowers, maps, ships, sports, bridges,

trains, religion, famous people. The

list is almost endless.

Topical stamps answer the par-

ticular interests of collectors very

nicelv. They can be mounted and

displayed in an attention-command-

ing manner that meets the whims

and fancy of the indivdual. So great

is their appeal that the American

Topical xAssociation, organized

about three years ago, already num-

bers well over 2000 members.

The skunk stamps became popu-

lar overnight with these collectors.

"When the Chilean sheets were

broken up and the stamps sold by

subject matter, so many of the

skunk design changed hands that

dealers today have many left-over

stamps with less popular designs.

Many people buy the skunk

stamps who don't care one bit about

stamp collecting. Mounted on black

paper and framed, they take up

little room, and the story about

them makes interesting conversa-

tion. Besides, the complete set of

three costs under 50 cents, whereas

one living skunk will set you back

S65 if you want one for a pet.

ASSIGNMENT AMAZON continued from page 463

< Whistling arrow. The
sound it makes is said to

hold the attention of the hird

at which it is shot. In place

of a point, the arrow has a

hollowed palm nut. Spiral

feathering makes the arrow

twill. The Camayuras are the

famous bou makers among
the tribes of the upper Xingu

pocket. But here it was worthless,

and I couldn't have gone far with-

out my trade goods. One of the

changes a person undergoes on a

trip of this sort is the shift from

money-thought to barter-thought.

I had delayed trading in the hope

of keeping my bargaining power as

long as possible. When I couldn't

stall any longer, I drew a line on

the ground and showed the Indians

that I meant to trade across it. But

they wanted another method. I was

to show all my things first The New

Yorker recently caught the spirit of

this sort of situation in a cartoon, in

which one explorer is saying to an-

other, "Does it occur to you that

drev might be bright enough to

realize they can get all this stuff for

notiiing"? I was in that fix, but I

didn't have anyone to talk to

about it.

I opened the trading with gifts

for the children—bubble pipes, bal-

loons, yo-yos, and the like. For these

I didn't expect any return. But I

certainly did for the nylon cord,
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fishhooks, needles, colored theatri-

cal paint, salt, matches, ribbons,

soap, mirrors, and many other ar-

ticles. The Indians kept asking for

more and offering nothing. It look-

ed very much as though they were

shaking me down.

Finally, I retired, wondering

whether their courtesy covered up

a new form of theft. But the articles

began to drift in. Flutes, bows and

arrows, animal shaped bowls, equip-

ment for processing manioc, and so

on. They certainly weren't the

shrewd bargainers I had seen in

other primitive groups. Perhaps

most of the things I brought were so

unfamiliar that they were embar-

rassed about suggesting equivalents.

I tied a tag on each object as they

gave it to me so that there would

be no question whose it was. At in-

tervals all that afternoon they

brought me stuff. The next day,

when it slowed down, I said: "There

is one more thing I want—most of

all. One of your beautiful yellow

feather headdresses."

"That is impossible," said Tah-

Koo-Mah flatly. Had I touched

upon a delicate ceremonial matter?

I voiced my desire again a little

later. His answer shows how much
these people live in the moment and

how strongly their interest is cen-

tered on the matter at hand.

"We can't possibly give it to you,"

he said, "because we are going to

use it today. Come around after-

ward."

After the dance, I didn't have to

ask them for the headdress. They

brought it to me and didn't even

expect anything in exchange.

I often took a swim late in the

afternoon at the foot of the path,

100 yards from the village. Perhaps

so she could borrow my soap, Koo-

Yah-Yoo would appear from no-

where, shy but sure of herself. Noth-

ing her fellow villagers may have

told her made her afraid of me.

One afternoon, a man who seemed

more worldly-wise than the others,

appeared to be joking with her over

how dangerous I was. She gave him

a look that said as plainly as words,

"You take care of your dangers, and

I'll take care of mine."

ASSIGNMENT AMAZON
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A beautiful and unique calendar with thirteen outstanding

colored photographs of natural history subjects. The cover and

twelve appropriate monthly illustrations are described by short,

informative and authoritative captions.

AN IDEAL GIFT FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS

Printed on highest quality double-weight stock, with plastic bind-

ing, metal strip edge and hanger. The calendar is vividly clear

and legihle; the photographs ideal for framing.
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GIFTS for the NATURALIST
VNITROX Refractors are the most wanted telescopes

in America today: See the meons of Juptier, Saturn's
Rings, the Moon and other wonders of the Universe.
Unexcelled also for close up views of distant terrestrial

I MTKuN models.

2.4" ALTAZIMUTH REFRACTOR
A COMPLETELY EQUIPPED HOME OBSERVATORY

Objective: Coated 62mm diam. 3H" focal length
Eyepieces: 100X. 50X. 35X included. 15UX: $14...)

Complete with altazimuth mounting and slow motion
controls, tripod, view finder, star diagonal, erecting

prism system, sunglass, dustcap, wooden cases.

Express collect only $ 1 25
Other rXITROX Refractors from $75-5890

UNITROH MICROSCOPES
Latest Models!

with parfocal achromatic ob-

jectives.
• inclined prismatic eyepiece

turns in any optional observ-

ing direction.
• "L"

• permanently level stage.
• standard size optics.

80 500X only $52.50
100-300X only $41.50

200-300 POWER MICROSCOPE SET

MICRO-
SCOPE with achromatic
lenses, inclinable stand,

rack and pinion focus-

ing, two eyepieces.
Microscope LAMP, with

SLIDES. TWEEZERS.
CONTAINERS, etc.
\V. , den CABINET.
COMPLETE OUTFIT, postpaid only $29.95
Micr">cnoe LAMP alone S7.75 postpaid

80X PORTABLE MICROSCOPE SET
Ideal for on - the - spot

study of pond life, in-

sects, plants, etc. Pre-
cision miniature
MICROSCOPE has
achromatic lenses, rack
and pinion focusing, and
same features as larger
Instruments. DISSECT-
ING SET with scissors,

scalpel, etc. MAGNI-
FYING GLASS. 6
BLANK SLIDES. 6
MOUNTED SLIDES.

Weighs nnlv l>i lbs. including wooden CABINET.
COMPLETE OUTFIT, postpaid only $7.75

STAINING and DISSECTING KIT

and make
slides. DISSECTING
SET includes scissors.

needle, et'c. MICRO
GLASSWARE and ac-
cessories. MAGNIFY-
ING GLASS. Bottles of
ALCOHOL. XYLOL.
CANADA BALSAM
and 3 professional
STAINS. 100 COVER
GLASSES. Id BLANK SLIDES.

COM PLET

E

~0 U T

F

It! postpaid only $14.95
ALL INSTRUMENTS FULLY GUARANTEED

iend check or M.O. or 2596 deposit with balance
C.O.D. Microscopes postpaid except on C.O.D.'s.

UNITED SCIENTIFIC CO.
204-6 Milk Street, Dept. H-12, Boston 9, Ma

Weeks later, above the tinkle of

ice in a Rio penthouse, some friends

wanted me to tell them about these

Indians. The wife of a United States

General remarked how sad it was

to think what the chief's daughter

might have been if she could have

enjoyed a few of the advantages

of civilization. I am not so sure.

She is happy and health}' on the

shores of Lake Ipavu. She is in tune

with nature and with the society

of her fellow men. We imagine that

our civilization can do so much to

help the people of the wild. Our
medical knowledge can; perhaps

also some of our ethical philosophy

—if were sure we follow it well

enough ourselves. But the before-

and-after pictures show that we
have not learned through the cen-

turies how to meet native races

without hurting them. Why must

we remake them in our own image!

We insist on putting clothes on

them, which a day later are dirty

and unsanitary. Diseases that are

not usually serious with us kill or

cripple them in great numbers.

The}- lose their own culture and the

pleasure of their traditions, and we
give them little beyond the chance

to become second-class citizens.

Civilized people, I suppose, are

people who wear clothes. On that

basis, you would be tempted to call

these people savages, because the

complete outfit of the well-dressed

debutante on Lake Ipavu weighed
one-twentieth of an ounce. Yet I

wondered who is civilized, we or

the}-. So far as I could see these

naked natives didn't have any

equivalent of our low humor, and
they showed nothing in their enter-

tainment patterns like our emphasis

on sex. Perhaps they would not call

us exactly proper. But that should

be no excuse for us to call them im-

modest. They were charmingly

modest about their workmanship
and cooking. What they lacked

was shame, which is one of civili-

zation's first gifts. I am not saying

that everyone ought to go naked or

that these Indians are perfect.

Sometimes they even kill people.

But I cared too much about what
they thought of me to describe an

atom bomb to them.

I had begun by distrusting these

people, and I ended by being flat-

tered beyond words when the chief

and others asked me four times

whether I would visit them again.

The last time I saw Koo-Yah-Yoo,

I passed her on the trail outside the

village, where I had gone for a

stroll at sunup before leaving. She

was going out and I was coming in.

A glance passed between us, and

she gave me her fleeting smile. She

was saying goodbye to the strange

white man. I was saying goodbye

to the World of Yesterday.

Koo-Yah-Yoo may never see a

Cadillac or a Bendix, but one has

to have more faith in civilization

than I do to wish her all our so-

called advantages, including a hus-

band who might leave her for a

global war or exhaust himself seek-

ing a security she wouldn't under-

stand and striving to regain free-

doms she never lost.

But we'll make these people over.

Just you watch!

tX*V
In the final installment of this series.

Dr. IFeyer tvill introduce the reader to

Orlando Vilas Boas, adventurer ex-

traordinary and barefooted ambassador
to a score of Indian tribes in one of
the wildest regions on earth.

JOE BACK'S WESTERN SCULPTURE

V****
1. LEAD RIDER 14 in. HIGH $18.00

2. PACK PONY lO'/i in. HIGH $14.00

with completely demountable pack, 10 separate pieces,

and booklet "How To Tie The Diamond Hitch."

Handmade of tough dark
ished natural "bronzed-et

resin composition, in Joe Back's Wind River studio. In pol-

ony" color, or PAINTED AND BRANDED TO YOUR ORDER.

CATALOG of 47 original models 500
authentic, carefully detailed studies of mountain life, western birds, elk, moose,
bear, deer, mountain sheep.

Send remittance with order to:

JOE and MARY BACK, DUBOIS, WYOMING
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HOW TO

RETIRE SOONER
by earning a small income

Government figures prove you
need much less money if you
retire to the country, and now
a new book shows over and
over again how to make the
money you do need, whether
you retire with or without a
lot of money in the bank.

Fred Tyler's HOW TO MAKE
A LIVING IN THE COUNTRY
is "virtually a blueprint for

With this book you learn

:

—how to make the most income
from tourist cabins and a
trailer camp (including
where to locate for the most
business at highest rentals);

—what to do to earn $3000 a
year from a week end road-
stand (even if you never
raise a green thing);

—how 500 chickens will bring
you a fine living on your own
bit of land;

-the only sure way to get a
good buy in a business put
up for sale;

-how a S2500 investment in
a part-time business will
bring you all the income a
retired family may need in
the country;

-the dozens and dozens of
dignified, easy to start

rt-ti

the
that
ntry

other profitable

pay well in
(from renting
for week <="

dozens o:

ideas )

.

Read this 75,000 word book
now. Check off the ways you'd
like to earn a small income in
the country. See how easily
they make retirement possible
for you-now. Despite its big
size, HOW TO MAKE A LIVING
IN THE COUNTRY costs only
$1. Money back, of course, if
not satisfied.

For your copy use coupon below.

Will you RETIRE

YOUNG ENOUGH
to enjoy it?

Do you really want to

work all your life?

You can take life easy a lot

sooner than you think. If you
know where it costs less to

live and where you can earn
a small income from a part-

time business or job, you can
afford to retire sooner, even
now perhaps.
One of the best features of

"Where to Retire on a Small
Income" is that every town,
city, or region described was
selected because it offers op-
portunities to get part-time or
seasonal jobs or to open a
part-time business.

This book tells you where
are the best places in the U.S.
to retire. It covers Florida,

California, New England, the

South, the Pacific Northwest,
etc. It also includes Hawaii,
the American Virgin Islands

and Puerto Rico.

With this book you learn:

—where living costs, rents, and
real estate are less (even

where you can buy a farm
for only $2500);

—where you can live inexpen-

sively on an island far from
the world, yet close to neigh-

bors.
-where you can go fishing all

year round; where you can

go hunting, boating, swim-
"ing, and always have a good

tin..,

—where your hobby
you

all bring

— ..d the
chance of living longer

You'd spend months
hundreds of dollars i

searched for the hundr
in this book by tn

the

Sot

little known
jriea's favor-

for just SI.

late
years to come—you will want
to be independent. Order today,

while you think of it. Money
back, of course, if you're not
satisfied.

Don't bother writing a letter.

Use coupon to order.

Bargain Paradises of the World
Do you know where to find an island right near the U.S.

so nearly like Tahiti in appearance, beauty, and color even
the natives say it was made from a rainbow? (And that costs
here are so low you can not only reach it but also stay a while
for hardly more than you'd spend at a resort in the U.S.)
Do you know where to find the world's best mountain hide-

aways or its most dazzling surf-washed coastal resorts, where
even today you can live foir a song?
Do you know where it costs less to spend a while, the

surroundings are pleasant, and the climate well nigh perfect
in such places as Guatemala, Mexico, the West Indies, Peru,
France, along the Mediterranean, and in the world's other
low cost wonderlands?
Or if you've thought of more distant places, do you know

which of the South Sea Islands are as unspoiled today as in
Conrad's day? Or which is the one spot world travelers call
the most beautiful place on earth, where two can live in sheer
luxury, with a retinue of servants for only $175 a month?
Bargain Paradises of the World, a big new book with about

Ion photos and 4 maps, proves that if you can afford a vacation
in the U.S., the rest of the world is closer than you think.
Authors Norman D. Ford and William Redgrave, honorary
vice presidents of the Globe Trotters Club, show that the
American dollar is respected all over the world and buys a
lot more than you'd give it credit for.

Yes. if you're planning to retire, this book shows that you
can live for months on end in the world's wonderlands for
hardly more than you'd spend for a few months at home. Or
if you've dreamed of taking time out for a real rest, this
book shows how you can afford it.

In any case, when it can cost as little as $24.50 from the
U.S. border to reach some of the world's bargain Paradises,
it's time you learned how much you can do on the monev
you've got. Send now for Bargain Paradises of the World.
Price $1.50. Use coupon to order.

Where Will You Go In Florida ?

If You Want a Vacation You Can Afford?

Florida needn't be expensive—not if you know just

where to go for whatever you seek in Florida. And
if there's any man who can give you the facts you
want it's Norman Ford, founder of the world-

famous Globe Trotters Club. (Yes, Florida is his

home whenever he isn't traveling!)

His big book, Norman Ford's Florida, tells you,

first of all, road by road, mile by mile, everything

you'll find in Florida, whether you're on vacation,

or looking over job, business, real estate, or retire-

ment prospects.
Always, he names the hotels, motels, and restau-

rants where you can stop for the best accommoda-
tions and meals at the price you want to pay. For
that longer vacation, if you let Norman Ford guide

you, you'll find a real "paradise"—just the spot

which has everything you want.

Of course, there's much more to this big book.

If You Want a Job or a Home in Florida

Norman Ford tells you just where to head. His talks

with hundreds of personnel managers, business

men, real estate operators, state officials, etc., lets

him pinpoint the towns you want to know about if

you're going to Florida for a home, a job with a

future, or a business of your own. If you've ever

wanted to run a tourist court or own an orange

grove, he tells you today's inside story of these

popular investments.

If You Want to Retire On a Small Income

Norman Ford tells you exactly where you can retire

now on the money you've got, whether it's a little or

a lot. (If you need a part-time or seasonal job to

help out your income, he tells you where to pick up

extra income.) Because Norman Ford always tells

you where life in Florida is pleasantest on a small

income, he can help you to take life easy now.

Yes, no matter what you seek in Florida-whether

you want to retire, vacation, get a job, buy a home,

or start a business, Norman Ford's Florida gives

you the facts you need to find exactly what you want.

Yet this big book with plenty of maps and well over

100,000 words sells for only $2-only a fraction of

the money you'd spend needlessly if you went to

Florida blind.

For you copy use coupon below.

ss- FILL OUT AND SEND AT ONCE FOR QUICK DELIVERY

Mail to

HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 43 Third Ave.

Greenlawn (Long Island), New York

I have enclosed % (cash, check, or money order)

Please send me the books checked below. You will refund

my money if I am not satisfied.

BARGAIN PARADISE OF THE WORLD. $1.50.

Z\ WHERE TO RETIRE ON A SMALL INCOME. $1.

Fred Tyler's HOW TO MAKE A LIVING IN THE
COUNTRY? $1.

NORMAN FORD'S FLORIDA-where to retire, va-

cation, get a job, open a business, buy a home. $2.

SPECIAL OFFER: All four books above for $5.

Name

I Address

I City & State



Two Scenes from the United
Artist's version of Captain
John Smith and Pocahontas
—both in the camp of Poca-
hontas's father

"Captain John Smith

and Pocahontas"

Reviewed by Ethel Cutler Freeman

The Screen
Authentic comments on films

in the field of nature, geography, and exploration

Edited by Elizabeth Downes

'TpHE title, "Captain John Smith and
Pocahontas," encouraged us to believe

that some lucky writer had unearthed
the enthralling accounts of the first Vir-

ginia colony left us by two authors,

Captain John Smith himself and John
Rolfe, the English husband of Poca-
hontas.

Unfortunately, Aubrey Wisberg and
Jack Pollexfen, the authors and pro-

ducers, seem to have missed this source

material. In this film, the life and hard-
ships of the first settlers in Jamestown
are unimaginatively portrayed. The usual

racing Indians, cat calls, gun fire, naked
skin, and flashing knives lead up to the

shop-worn incident of Smith's rescue by
Pocahontas.

Historically, the picture is correct ex-

cept for a few discrepancies. To create

love interest and suspense, John Rolfe,

( Robert Clarke ) is represented as a con-
temporary rival of Smith's. In reality,

Rolfe married Pocahontas six years after

Smith's return to England in 1607.
Pocahontas was a prisoner of the English
and had already become a Christian and
changed her name to Rebecca, when
Rolfe met her in 1613. Also it was Poca-
hontas's marriage to Rolfe and not to

Smith, that was responsible for the eight

years of peace between the Indians and
the Whites that helped establish the
colony at Jamestown.
"A Modern Version of the Story of

John Smith and Pocahontas" would be
an appropriate name for the picture.

Judy Lawrance plays Pocahontas, called

by the Indians, "The Playful One," as

though she were an introspective, sophis-

ticated woman masquerading as an In-

dian, not the thirteen-year-old daughter
of Chief Powhatan. Nor did Anthony
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Dexter depict John Smith as the fascin-

ating, swaggering dare-devil explorer and
adventurer of 350 years ago who boasted
of loving and leaving many women, even
the Turkish Pasha's wife. Dexter's smart,

immaculate clothes designed to display

his fine physique would have been more
suitable for a shooting box in Scotland

than fighting the Indians.

Perhaps sometime some producer will

give us the story of John Smith's life as

he told it, although controversy rages as

to the veracity of his tall tales. Even the
Pocahontas episode is doubted, for not
until Rolte took Pocahontas to England

and she was presented to the King and
Queen and entertained by the Bishop of

London, did Smith, who loved the lime-

light, come across with the story of the

then famous Indian maid's having saved

his life.

Smith was a soldier of fortune for six

years. He traveled all over Europe, ex-

plored Virginia, held office there, and
later went to New England. His vivid

descriptions of people and their customs

are considered authentic, although he

may have been a Baron Munchausen as

far as some of his hair-rasing adventures

are concerned.

Brief comments on films previously revieived

Doc-nnienlary and Grade A What the Experts Said

Beloiv the Sahara

African wildlife film made on Interesting sequences of African fauna and native

location peoples. Authentic flavor

The Living Desert

Disney's first feature-length True- Marvels disclosed in this film must be seen before

life Adventure film, showing ani- one can sense full significance

mal and plant life in the Great
American Desert

Tanga Tika

A story attempting to portray Takes an anthropologist to understand fully what
present-day Polynesian life. the film is trying to do. Beautiful photography

Down the Alphabet

Mogambo
Clark Gable as animal collector Not truly Africa, although partly filmed on loca-

in Africa. Simple plot tion. Gorilla action climax of film
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Discover the Kodak Duaflex Camera, f/S

Here's a camera that upsets some old notions about cameras and picture

making generally. It makes a good gift, certainly. Just possibly you'll

want it for yourself. Here's the full story.

Maybe you are a bit snobbish about

cameras. Normally, maybe, you
wouldn't think of the Kodak Duaflex

Camera, Kodar Model, for your own
use. After all, it's priced under $25.

But take another look—a good one

—for here's a camera that upsets all

the rules.

It's good optically. It's good me-
chanically. It's good-looking. It han-

dles well. It handles simply. It fore-

stalls errors. It's fun to use. It lets

you see what you're getting—clearly.

It allows you to concentrate on your
subject—not on twiddling scales and
reading dials. It capably covers a

wide range of subjects and situations.

Its lens is the right speed for the ma-
jority of outdoor and flash shots. Its

negatives are sharp and clean. It

leaves you free to have a good time,

planning and taking pictures—and
its very simplicity poses a challenge,

brings back the old zest to your
hobby.
No matter what cameras you own

now—no matter what you paid for

them—you'll get more enjoyment from
photography if you also own a Kodak
Duaflex Camera, Kodar Model, with

f/8 lens.

You're In Good Company
Kodak is still in process of discover-

ing how good the Duaflex f/8 is—

and so are many others.

Here, for example, is a famous
photographic illustrator. For his pro-

fessional work he uses the most ex-

pensive cameras and lenses money
can buy. For his personal photog-

raphy—a Kodak Duaflex f/8. How
did this happen? He tried one.

And here's a hobbyist who writes

to Kodak—so enthusiastic about the

Duaflex f/8 that he owns three of

them! One for each of his three fa-

vorite films, Kodak Super-XX, Koda-
color Daylight Type, and Kodacolor

Type A.

Why Such Enthusiasm?

It's easy enough to make an inven-

tory of this camera's features (as

we've done at the right). But that

won't give you the full stoiy. You've

got to pick up its capable 14 ounces

. . . loop its strap over your neck

. . . cradle it in your hands . . . look

down into that big, beautiful finder

. . . feel the essential riglitness of

each detail. You've got to take a

series of pictures, and enjoy the sat-

isfaction of a camera that's full of

performance—yet doesn't tie you up
in mathematics and scientific prob-
lem-solving.

And when you fall in love with

this little camera—when you find

you're taking a lot more pictures,

and having a lot more fun in the

taking—don't say you weren't fairly

warned.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

P.S.—The Kodak Duaflex f/8 makes a
grand gift, to start your wife or child in

photography. But get two of them at

the start—so you won't be borrowing
all the time.

Here's why you'll enjoy

a Kodak Duaflex f/8

• Let's start at the top and work down, p.

Here's a big hooded reflex finder, 1%
inches square. Look down into it. Bril-

liant. Crystal-clear. Easy to use if you
wear glasses, or if you don't. Every

detail of your picture, accurately pre-

viewed.

• Next, a shutter without problems.

Two settings—one for snapshots, one ^
for longer exposures. Self-setting—no T
cocking to remember. And adequate

speed not only for all quiet subjects,

but also for moderate motion if you
know your action technique.

• And here, a lens that belongs on a

more expensive camera. Not a simple

meniscus, not a doublet, but a sharp- rA

cutting three-element objective, amply

corrected for all the common optical

errors, and for color. Aperture, f/16 to

f/8—the biggest slice of useful speed

on a roll-film camera, plus excellent

quality, at a minimum price.

• Built-in flash synchronization, of

course.

• And an aperture scale that talks:

f/16, bright sun on snow or sand; f/1 1, A
bright sun; f/8, hazy sun. No guides to

check; data right on the camera.

• And focusing—infinity down to 3Vz

feet. Any better range, for distant and
close work, on any of your more ex-

pensive hand cameras?

• Here's a double-exposure preven-

tion device. This, you'd expect only A
on a precision miniature or a top-price

reflex. And you can make deliberate

double exposures at will.

• And some details. Tripod socket. Camera stands

level on a level surface. Body is of metal with tough

molded side panels, handsomely leather-grained, and
edges metal-bound. Weight, about 14 ounces. And the

price, $22.30, including neck strap. Accessory Flash-

older, $4.25. Field case, drop front, $2.65. Lens accepts

all Series V filters, Portra lenses, etc., with 1 Va-inch

adapter ring.

Prices include Federal Tax and are

subject to change without notice.

TRADE-MARK
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New development puts more "rise" in

J

self-rising flours and baking mixes

\

WHEN DOES A BISCUIT MAKE NEWS? When it rises

higher every time ! When it bakes whiter, lighter and more

flavorful. That's the kind of biscuit any homemaker will

bake any time she uses self-rising flour containing Py-ran,

Monsanto's new phosphate leavening agent. Py-ran has a

special absorbent coating that times the rise, starts expand-

ing the biscuits and cakes after they enter the oven.

As the dough is baked, Py-ran gently, smoothly expands

the batter to light, firm, even texture. Mrs. Homemaker
will love to bake with her favorite brands of self-rising

flours and prepared cake mixes. They can be even

better now, with Py-ran, Monsanto's newest phosphate

leavening agent for the milling industry.

Py-ran: Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

PANCAKES that are light,

tender and fine-grained
can now be baked from
pancake mixes containing

Py-ran and Monsanto HT
phosphate.

PICTURE-CAKES are a
modern-day wonder when
Py-ran and its companion
phosphate, Monsanto
SAPP, are used in prepared
cake mixes.

>I -

X/£Q/

DOUGHNUTS are now more
delicious than ever. The
specialphosphate leavening
agent, sapp-40, helps make
doughnuts light and easily

digested.

DECEMBER PY-RAN helps as-

sure consistently
good baking re-

sults from the first

biscuit to the

FEBRUARY

-

lt4mdm

ONSANTO
Chemicals -Plastics

SERVING INDUSTRY...WHICH SERVES MANKIND

MILLERS: If your Monsanto i

live has not yel given you I

report on Py-ran, please contact














